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17 RIGGING AND DECK HARDWARE 
J - / 

17.1 Rigging Components 
Charles S. Bradley 

Eight field seasons of excavation at Red Bay 
yielded 426 ship's fittings and rigging com
ponents.1 Because it dates to a period for 
which little is known of rigging practices, 
the importance of the Red Bay vessel cannot 
be overstated. Knowledge of 16th-century 
rigging is restricted to contemporary trea
tises, iconographie sources, and sparse 
archaeological evidence from sites such as 
the Mary Rose, La Trinidad Valencera, the 
Padre Island wrecks, and the Molasses Reef 
wreck. Excavation and analysis of the large 
number of fittings and rigging components 
from Red Bay has led to a better understand
ing of 16th-century seamanship and seafar
ing technology. 

Sixteenth-Century Maritime 
Technology 

The century preceding 1565 witnessed dra
matic changes in ship and, particularly, rig
ging technology. The most critical 
development was the evolution of the three-
masted vessel, combining square and lateen 
sails. Technological advancements inspired 
a confidence that, in turn, fostered the 
exploitation of marine resources through 
fishing and whaling activities off the east 
coast of North America. Climatic conditions 

along these routes largely determined the 
preferred type of rig. Increasing a vessel's 
range required more versatile sail arrange
ments: a vessel with a flexible sail scheme 
that took maximum advantage of any winds 
could sail in different regions. Consequently, 
vessels were no longer rigged to suit local
ized conditions and standardized, but more 
versatile, rigging arrangements emerged. 

A vessel's rigging must be flexible and all 
the components within the scheme must be 
synchronized to take maximum advantage 
of the winds. The set-up of a ship's rig was 
influenced by such factors as hull shape, 
size, origin, cargo, region and season of nav
igation, and the master's preference based 
on experience and training. A vessel's trim, 
or the inclination of the keel as the vessel 
floated in the water, also dictated how it was 
rigged. The availability of technology alone 
does not indicate that it was readily 
accepted or in widespread use. If an existing 
rig was considered adequate for the routes 
the vessel travelled, there was no need for 
an expensive refit using novel or innovative 
rigging. 

The force of the wind on the sails tended to 
push the front end of the vessel down once 
the ship was under way. A particular hull 
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shape might require a specific channel and 
shroud set-up to help achieve the proper 
fore-and-aft balance in conjunction with the 
adjustment of ballast. A vessel's rig may also 
have been designed to compensate for a 
shortcoming in its hull design. Rigging pat
terns therefore varied subtly from ship to 
ship. Part of the challenge in studying rig
ging is to determine the allowable variation 
from a somewhat undefined norm. The vari
ety of systems of locomotion employed on 
the seas today illustrates the difficulty in 
defining characteristic forms for any given 
period. 

An initial question in examining the rigging 
from Red Bay was to determine if the vessel 
under investigation was consistent with the 
documentary description of the San Juan. 
The fittings were also studied to clarify the 
nature of rigging and marine technology in 
the second half of the 16th century. Thirdly, 
the ship's fittings were examined for evi
dence of their fabrication to define any 
trends in the rigging trades of the period. 
Finally, the distribution of the rigging com
ponents was examined as evidence of site 
formation processes and salvage activities. 

The significance of rigging in relation to the 
operation of the ship and its implications for 
shipboard life are obvious, since operation 
of the rigging comprised the majority of the 
crew's activities. Examination of the ship's 
fittings in the broader context of the whaling 
trade was also helpful in learning about 
small boat rigging and fittings, hunting tech
niques, the mechanics of rendering whales, 
and other aspects of the profession. 

Definition and Scope of Material 
Categories 

Ship's fittings and rigging components com
prise all the fittings and fastenings related to 
the vessel's operation. The rigging of a sail
ing vessel can be divided into two main cat
egories: running rigging and standing 
rigging. Running rigging consists of mov
able elements employed in working the 
yards and sails, including running blocks, 
running lines, and parrels. Running blocks, 
as the name suggests, are blocks with work
ing or movable components. They served a 
variety of purposes, principally in the run
ning rigging but also in the various weigh
ing and heaving tackles. Blocks could be 

used to increase the mechanical purchase of 
ropes, or merely to change a line's direction. 
Although a number of different shapes were 
encountered, reflecting specialized use, the 
universal or common block was easily iden
tified with only a few variations. 

Although standing blocks (blocks without 
moving parts) are principally associated 
with the standing rigging, other elements 
such as parrel trucks and bull's eyes could 
technically be part of the running rigging. 
Standing rigging, so termed because it was 
static, consisted of blocks, lines, and chains 
supporting the masts. The network relied on 
the elasticity provided by the stays and 
shrouds. Since masts leaned in all directions, 
the tensions generated by the wind, the sails, 
and the weight of the masts constantly var
ied. Hemp rope was excellent in withstand
ing sudden and inconsistent stresses, 
reducing the strain on the masts and the hull 
by distributing them.2 

The masts were secured to each side of the 
hull by shrouds. Fixed to the mast tops, the 
shrouds extended down to the hull through 
a standing block and lanyard system and a 
series of chains, the lowest link of which was 
bolted to the hull. Stays, heavy ropes secur
ing the masts fore and aft, were typically 
adjusted with a heart block at their lower 
end and spliced around the mast at their 
upper end. 

The portable rigging artifacts from the Red 
Bay ship were divided into four main cate
gories according to function. These catego
ries were: a) standing blocks, including 
heart blocks, deadeyes, and parrel trucks; b) 
running blocks, including both single-
sheaved and double-sheaved blocks; c) vari
ous fittings of the spars and lines, such as 
mast hoops, bull's eyes and toggles; and d) 
rope and cordage. 

STANDING BLOCKS 

Heart Blocks 

Heart blocks, also known as heart's-eye 
blocks or hearts, were heart-shaped wooden 
thimbles employed in conjunction with lan
yards in the standing rigging. Hearts are 
generally associated with stay assemblies in 
later contexts. Evidence from the Red Bay 
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Figure 17.1.1: Heart 
block (24M10P11-2) 
associated with the 
vessel's chains. The 
side view shows the 
flat shallow score that 
held an iron strap. 
(Drawing: S. Laurie-
Bourque, Parks Can
ada; 24M10P11-2). 
Scale 1:4 

wreck indicates that heart blocks were also 
sometimes used in the shrouds. The blocks 
excavated at Red Bay were stirrup-shaped. 
Around their outer edges were one of two 
styles of scores: a shallow, square score or a 
deep semicircular score, both of which 
extended around the sides but not the flat
tened base. Most of the heart blocks con
tained a triangular central eye to 
accommodate the lanyard. Forty-eight heart 
blocks of five types were recovered from the 
24M wreck. These represented two distinct 
assemblages: heart blocks used in the fore
mast and mainmast shrouds, and two larger 
heart blocks likely used in a forestay. Ele
ments of a possible fore preventer stay or 
fore topmast stay were also represented. 

Heart Blocks of the Foremast and 
Mainmast Shrouds 

The largest number of heart blocks was 
associated with the foremast and mainmast 

shrouds. These specimens ranged from 
16.9 cm to 24.2 cm in length. These heart 
blocks were divided into two groups accord
ing to the style of score around the outer 
edge. 

Eighteen complete and four fragmented 
examples had a shallow, flat edge score that 
held an iron strap (Fig. 17.1.1). The pieces 
also retained remnants of corroded iron and 
rust stains along the scored edges. Their in 
situ locations, aligned with the vessel's sides 
in groupings aft of the foremast and main
mast steps, identify them as part of the fore
mast and mainmast chain assemblages. The 
lower heart block would have been strapped 
with metal and attached to a series of chain 
links, of which the lowest link would have 
been secured to the hull. 

One fragile chain link was recovered at Red 
Bay under the forward starboard hull, with 
a heart still attached (Fig. 17.1.2). Remnants 
of the metal binding strap were also 
detected. The link, made of a bar 2 cm to 
2.5 cm thick, was 33 cm long and 9 cm 
wide.3 This chain link corresponds with 
other evidence from the period. Diego 
García de Palacio refers to "chains of four or 
five links each link about a palm [in width], 
somewhat elongated according to the thick
ness of the said chain-wales."4 The heart and 
chain link fragment was associated with the 
starboard channel of the foremast. Foremast 
shrouds were set in similar fashion to those 
of the mainmast but were fewer in number.3 

Chains recovered from the Padre Island 
wreck, believed to be the Basque San Esteban 
(1554), consisted of a binding strap, three 
chain links, and an eyebolt with forelock for 

Figure 17.1.2: An iron-
strapped heart 
(24M22Q7-1) with 
attached chain link. Its 
location suggests that 
it was part of the star
board shroud assem
blage for the foremast. 
(Drawing: J. Ringer, C. 
Piper, Parks Canada; 
24M22Q7-1). 
Scale 1:10 
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attachment to the hull.6 Although most of 
the Padre Island chain links were crimped in 
the middle, one articulated chain assem
blage contains three straight, elongated links 
(Fig. 17.1.3),7 similar to those recovered from 
the Red Bay wreck. Mendel Peterson also 
recovered a number of straight chain links 
measuring 1114 inches (28.6 cm) in length 
during archaeological investigation of a 
16th-century Bahamian wreck. 8 

The second group of heart blocks recovered 
from Red Bay, consisting of 16 complete and 
4 fragmented examples, were characterized 
by a deep, semicircular side score to accom
modate a rope. The method of fashioning 
the triangular hole for the lanyards is clearly 
discernible in some of the blocks 
(Fig. 17.1.4). First, three holes were drilled at 
the corners of the triangle, and then the 
wood remaining between the holes was 
removed. Some of these hearts retained rem
nants of the hawser-laid rope that encased 
the block (Figs. 17.1.5, 17.1.6). The rope 
passed around the edge of the block, and the 
tail of the rope was seized to the shroud. 
These blocks were found just aft of the main
mast. A second, smaller group was associ
ated with the foremast. 

Although the main characteristic of this type 
is the semicircular side score, there are also 
some minor variations of manufacture 
within the group. The distinction between 
iron-strapped and rope-stropped hearts may 
reflect a division of labour in their fábrica-

Figure 17.1.3: Illustra
tion drawn from a 
radiograph of a con
cretion from Padre 
Island, showing a 
chain assemblage con
sisting of a binding 
strap and chain links, 
similar to the assem
blage recovered from 
the 24M site. (J. Barto 
Arnold III and Robert 
S.Weddle, The Nautical 
Archeology of Padre 
Island: The Spanish 
Shipwrecks of 1554 
[New York: Academic 
Press, 1978], p. 301). 
Scale 1:10 

Figure 17.1.4: Heart 
block (24M8P22-1) 
with a deep edge score 
for holding a rope 
strop. Its location sug
gests that it was part 
of the starboard 
shroud assemblage for 
the mainmast. (Photos: 
R. Chan, Parks Can
ada; RA14693B, 
RA14694B). 
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Two rope-stropped hearts from the central 
portion of the hull may represent the rigging 
of the main topmast. García de Palacio 
describes the topmast shrouds as being 
rigged to futtock shrouds (raygatas) that 
extended from holes in a metal ring around 
the crow's nest.9 Each futtock shroud was 
equal in thickness to the corresponding top
mast shroud and was approximately one 
braza (1.95 m) in length, "and a deadeye (bot
one) will be set and rigged to each of these 
ropes."10 Iconography leaves some doubt as 
to the appearance of Iberian futtock shrouds 
in the 16th century. Futtock shrouds evolved 
with the increase in size and importance of 
the topsail.11 Futtock shrouds not only 
secured the topmast from the sides, but also 

Figure 17.1.5 (Above): 
Heart block 24M8K12-1, 
associated with the star
board shrouds for the 
mainmast, shown in 
situ with a portion of 
the shroud still 
attached. (Photo: D. 
Page, Parks Canada; 
24M-1480X). 

Figure 17.1.6 (Below): 
Heart block 24M16K11-
1, associated with the 
starboard shrouds for 
the mainmast, shown in 
situ with a portion of 
the shroud still 
attached. (Photo: J. 
Ringer, Parks Canada; 
24M-1676M). 

Figure 17.1.7 (Far Right): 
Reconstruction of a 
lower shroud assem
blage based on elements 
recovered from Red Bay. 
(Drawing: C. Piper, 
Parks Canada; 24M-93-
103-lj). 
Scale 1:10 

tion, suggesting that the block maker had to 
anticipate the eventual function of the 
hearts. The iron strap was applied while hot 
by a blacksmith, representing another step 
in the manufacturing process. The lower 
blocks may have been made to specification 
by one party and supplied to the shipbuild
ers as part of the chains, independent of the 
upper shroud hearts. 

The close proximity in which the two types 
of heart blocks were recovered suggests that 
these fittings were indeed complementary 
The iron-strapped hearts would have been 
attached to the hull by way of the chains, 
and the rope-stropped hearts would have 
been bound to the shrouds (Fig. 17.1.7). The 
two types of hearts, connected by a rope lan
yard, supported the masts from the sides. 
The number of iron-strapped hearts recov
ered and the number of chain-bolt holes in 
the starboard side of the hull indicate that a 
total of seven shrouds were attached to each 
side of the mainmast, and three to the fore
mast. 
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provided additional support for the lower 
mast top. 

Several channels were recovered from the 
24M site (Fig. 17.1.8). These were long 
planks running fore and aft, roughly hori
zontal in orientation, and projecting out
ward from the sides of the ship. The 
function of the channels was to spread the 
shroud chains away from the hull. The 24M 
examples, representing both the foremast 
and mainmast channels on the port and star
board sides, exhibited abrasion from the 
chains. Three contact points were apparent 
on the forward channels and at least five 
were noted on the main channels (Fig. 
17.1.8).12 

Forestay Heart Blocks 

Two heart blocks differed from the previous 
group due to their larger size. The blocks 
measure 39.7 cm in length. The sides of one 
block had a shallow, square score along the 
edges that contained remnants of an iron 
strap (Fig. 17.1.9). The second block, scored 
for a rope strop, had an additional small cir
cular hole that was used to secure the end of 
a lanyard (Fig. 17.1.10). Remnants of a cable-
laid strop and a hawser-laid lanyard were 
recovered with the heart. The location of 
these hearts off the starboard bow of the ves
sel, near the bowsprit, suggested that they 
represented a forestay assemblage used to 
secure the foremast. The forestay extended 
from the foremast head to a strap around the 
bowsprit. García de Palacio described the 
location of the forestay set-up as occurring 

Figure 17.1.8: Channels 
recovered during exca
vation of the 24M 
wreck. Arrows indicate 
areas of wear caused by 
contact with the shroud 
chains. TT 1162 was 
associated with the 
mainmast on the star
board side. TT 1406/ 
2691 was associated 
with the foremast on 
the starboard side. TT 
1590 was associated 
with the foremast on 
the port side. TT 2905/ 
1390 was associated 
with the mainmast on 
the port side. (Draw
ings: C. Piper, Parks 
Canada; 24M-94-103-
16,24M-94-103-17). 
Scale 1:25 
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Figure 17.1.9 (Above): A 
large iron-bound heart 
block (24M30P1-1). The 
concretion along the 
edge is the remnant of 
the iron strap. The 
recovery of this piece off 
the starboard bow along 
with a large 
rope-stropped heart 
suggests that these fit
tings were components 
of a forestay assem
blage. (Drawing: C. 
Piper, Parks Canada; 
24M30P1-1). 
Scale 1:4 

Figure 17.1.10 (Top 
Right): Two views of a 
rope-bound heart from 
a stay, (24M28P2-1). 
Note the small hole 
used to secure the end 
of the lanyard. (Photos: 
G. Vandervlugt, Parks 
Canada; RA2181EF, 
RA2182EF). 

Figure 17.1.11: Heart 
block with a circular 
lanyard eye and a 
smaller knot hole 
(24M28P3-1), possibly 
used in a fore preventer 
stay or a fore topmast 
stay. The fitting was 
recovered off the star
board bow. (Drawing: 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M28P3-1). 
Scale 1:4 

approximately 2/3 of the way out along the 
bowsprit.13 Similar large hearts were recov
ered from La Trinidad Valencera.u A 1547 
Basque contract published by Michael 
Barkham, listing rigging elements for a 250-
ton vessel, stipulates that the maker was to 
provide "two large blocks for the two 
stays...."15 

Possible Preventer Stay Heart Block 

One heart, similar in size to the shroud 
hearts, contains a circular lanyard eye mea
suring 5.7 cm in diameter and a smaller hole 
measuring 1.2 cm in diameter to secure the 
lanyard knot (Fig. 17.1.11). A deep, semicir
cular score extends around the edge and ter
minates at the flattened base. Although the 
function of this particular fitting is not clear, 
it is identical to modern rigging set-ups 
known as turnbuckles or rigging screws. In 
this arrangement, the shroud was strapped 
around the heart, which was fastened onto 
the upper end of the rigging screw through 
a large circular central cavity. The lower end 
of the rigging screw was then attached to the 
upper ends of the chain plate. A sheer pole, 
placed through the smaller cavity, provided 
increased stability.16 Archaeological evi
dence indicates that this unidentified heart 
was contemporary to the vessel. The loca
tion in which the block was found, off the 
bow close to the bowsprit, indicates that the 
heart may represent an element from a pre
venter stay assembly. García de Palacio 
refers to stays (estays) set in conjunction with 
preventer stays (contra-estays), a second, 
smaller gauge rope allied with the stay to 
provide additional support.17 The existence 
of these preventer stays provides insight 
into the quality of period rope manufac
ture.1'5 Observations during excavation 
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strongly support the preventer stay heart 
identification. The heart was found in close 
proximity to the larger hearts of the stay 
assemblage.19 The heart may also have been 
associated with the fore topmast stay, set 
further out along the bowsprit than the 
forestay.20 

Deadeyes 

Similar in function to a heart, a deadeye was 
a solid standing block that contained a num
ber of holes through which a lanyard was 
passed. Although generally associated in 
later contexts with the shrouds, 16th-century 
applications may also incorporate the dead-
eye's fairlead and rope gathering functions 
into the running rigging. Fragmentary evi
dence of a wedge-shaped deadeye was 
recovered (Figs. 17.1.12,17.1.13). Three frag
ments were identified, two of which mend, 
suggesting a five-hole deadeye similar to 
those recovered during the Chateau Bay 
harbour survey.21 The deadeye had a rope 
score around the edge. None of the extant 
lanyard holes are scored. A hole, with a 
comparatively small diameter, was located 
in the central area immediately above the 
base, and was probably designed to secure 
the lanyard knot. The largest fragment 
included the complete base with two partial 
sides as well as one complete hole and two 
larger, partial holes located higher up and in 
a symmetrical orientation. The remaining 
two fragments mend to make up a portion 
of the crown, providing partial evidence of 
two more lanyard holes. Recovery from the 
area of the mainmast step suggests that the 
deadeye may have been employed in a mar
tinet assemblage for the running rigging of 
the mainsail. Martinets gathered the sides of 
a sail inward and upward during the furling 
operation. The assemblage for the main 
course began with one rope, called a fall, 
that extended from the deck level through a 
block at the mizzen-mast head, from there 
running forward and up to the top of the 
yard, about halfway between the mast and 
the outside edge of the sail, then down to the 
standing deadeye. From this block a series 
of legs fell toward the outer edge of the sail, 
or leech. Martinets were used in the 16th-
and 17th-centuries, and by the 1650s were 
replaced by simple leech lines on square 
sails22 and by a series of brails on lateen miz-
zens.23 

Parrel Trucks 

A parrel assemblage consisted of a rope col
lar that attached the yard to the mast and 
allowed the yard to roll up and down the 
mast. Parrel trucks were wooden bearings 
with holes in the centre that were threaded 
alternately between a series of vertical ribs. 
Also referred to as parrel beads, the trucks 
facilitated movement of the yard by reduc
ing friction between the spar and the mast. 

According to a 1547 rigging document, par
rels were employed on the foremast, main
mast, and fore and main topmasts of a 250-
ton ship.24 Mizzen parrels are also men
tioned in the documentation of the San Xris-
tobal,25 suggesting that parrels may have 
been employed only on the mizzens of 
larger vessels. 

Figure 17.1.12: Base 
section of the deadeye 
(24M14M24-2) recov
ered aft of the main
mast step. Note the 
smaller knot hole at 
the base and the deep, 
semicircular side score 
indicating its use with 
a rope strop. (Draw
ing: S. Laurie-Bourque, 
Parks Canada; 
24M14M24-2). 
Scale 1:2 

Figure 17.1.13: Com
posite reconstruction 
and cross-section of the 
crown portion of dead-
eye 24M14M24-2. Note 
the deep rounded side 
score. Although this 
crown portion does not 
mend with the base 
(Fig. 17.1.15), the in 
situ locations and 
attributes of the frag
ments suggest an asso
ciation. (Drawing: S. 
Laurie-Bourque, Parks 
Canada; 24M14M24-
2a). 
Scale 1:2 
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Figure 17.1.14 (I): One 
of three parrel trucks 
in the smaller size cat
egory (24M14N31-3). 
Abrasion around the 
exterior surface indi
cates that the trucks 
were likely in use at 
the time of sinking. 
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; RA15297B). 

Figure 17.1.15 (Far 
Riglit): Parrel truck 
(24M8N12-1) repre
senting the second, 
larger size. The speci
men also displays 
abrasion from use. 
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; RA14594B). 
Scale 1:2 

Although four complete parrel trucks and 
several fragments were found clustered 
around the mainmast, the small number 
represented makes any hypothesis concern
ing their original location tentative. The 
specimens were grouped into two size cate
gories, measuring 6 cm and 8 cm in length 
(Figs. 17.1.14, 17.1.15). Evidence indicates 
the parrel trucks were in use at the time the 
vessel sank. All were recovered below the 
hull, suggesting that they fell into the har
bour before the walls of the vessel collapsed 
outward. Surface abrasion also indicated 
that they were in use at the time of deposi
tion. 

Discussion of Standing Blocks 

The 48 standing blocks recovered from the 
24M wreck provide evidence relating to the 
foremast and mainmast shrouds, a forestay 
assemblage, and possibly a fore topmast 
stay and main topmast shrouds (Fig. 
17.1.16). Elements of running rigging repre
sented by standing blocks recovered 
included parrels as well as a deadeye that 
may be related to a martinet assemblage. 

A 1547 contract signed in Mutriku binding 
master carpenter Joan de Ybiry to supply 
rigging elements for a 250-ton vessel (com
parable in size to the San Juan) mentions "70 
blocks for the rigging."26 These blocks, 
termed botones, would presumably be stand
ing blocks (deadeyes or heart blocks) for the 
shrouds, having the same function as the 
heart blocks from Red Bay. The further spec
ification of "two large blocks for the two 
stays" also supports the interpretation that 
the term botone signifies a heart block. 
Archaeological evidence revealed that the 
foremast and mainmast shrouds were 
secured by a heart block and lanyard system 
in which one heart was fastened to the lower 

end of the shroud with its mate affixed to a 
binding strop and chains that extended to 
the hull. The two heart blocks would have 
been lashed together with a lanyard. The 
hearts found in the central hold of the vessel 
were part of similar assemblages for secur
ing the fore and main topmasts, known as 
futtock shrouds. 

Among the heart blocks associated with the 
shrouds, four distinct styles were discerned 
(Fig. 17.1.17). The typology suggested that at 
least four different individuals may have 
been involved in the manufacture of these 
fittings. The first style was finely made and 
exhibited edge chamfering and a rope bed 
for the lanyard. The second style is distin
guished by the technique apparent in the 
manufacturing of the central cavity, the rem
nants of three bored holes. The third style, of 
which only one example was recovered, is 
characterized by an off-centre lanyard cavity 
and generally poor manufacture. The final 
style comprised hearts that were fitted with 
iron straps, suggesting that these blocks may 
have been supplied with the chains. 

The large hearts correspond with the "two 
large blocks for the two stays" in the 1547 
Mutriku document. These blocks probably 
represent the remnants of a foremast and 
stay assemblage. The smaller heart with the 
circular lanyard cavity recovered further out 
on the bow of the vessel may represent a 
fore topmast and stay component. This stay 
was set further out on the bowsprit than the 
forestay. It may also represent part of a pre
venter stay assemblage. 

RUNNING BLOCKS 

Running blocks served a variety of ship
board uses, principally in the vessel's run
ning rigging to manoeuvre the yards and 
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Figure 17.1.16: Distribution of 
deadeyes, hearts, and parrel 
trucks recovered from the 24M 
wreck. (Drawing: C. Piper, 
Parks Canada; 24M-94-101-1). 
Scale 1:200 

Figure 17.1.17: The four styles 
of heart blocks associated with 
the shroud assemblages: a) a 
finely finished heart with the 
boreholes for the central cav
ity smoothed away during fin
ishing. Chamfering and a rope 
bed for the lanyard are also 
apparent on some examples 
(Drawing: S. Laurie-Bourque, 
Parks Canada; 24M16M16-1); 
b) a more crudely finished 
heart, with the boreholes for 
the lanyard cavity still clearly 
visible. These pieces do not 
possess the finer finishing 
characteristic of the previous 
style, such as edge chamfering 
(Drawing: J.C. Farley, Parks 
Canada; 24M14K6-2); c) a 
poorly made and crudely fin
ished heart with an off-centre 
lanyard cavity (Drawing: D. 
Kappler, Parks Canada; 
24M14P16-1); d) a thin, rela
tively crude heart with a score 
for a metal strap. (Drawing: S. 
Laurie-Bourque, Parks Can
ada; 24M-2006-111-2). 
Scale 1:4 
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Figure 17.1.18 (Right): 
An example of the first 
style of single block 
(24M4P12-1). This style 
is more bulbous than 
the others, with a dis
tinctive pointed base 
and a more pro
nounced inward curve 
at the top. (Drawing: S. 
Laurie-Bourque, Parks 
Canada; 24M4P12-1). 
Scale 1:4 

Figure 17.1.19 (Far 
Right): A second exam
ple of the second style 
of single block 
(24M10P12-1) from the 
starboard stern quar
ter of the vessel. The 
top of the block was 
shortened, perhaps 
during a repair. An 
iron brace was 
screwed onto the face 
opposite the rope 
channel, which split 
away before the block 
was discarded or lost, 
to prevent any slip
page of the strop. 
(Drawing: S. Laurie-
Bourque, Parks Can
ada; 24M10P12-1). 
Scale 1:4 

Figure 17.1.20: An 
example of the second 
style of single block 
(24M12P31-1), with a 
rectangular shell with 
relatively parallel 
edges that diverge 
slightly at the top. 
(Drawing: C. Piper, 
Parks Canada; 
24M12P31-1). 
Scale 1:4 

sails, in the various ground tackles used to 
increase the mechanical power of ropes, or 
as simple leads to change a rope's direction. 
The 1547 Motico contract called for "160 
large and small pulleys"27 to be supplied for 
the rigging, giving some indication of the 
number of blocks required to outfit a ship of 
a size comparable to the Red Bay vessel. 

Both single and double blocks are repre
sented in the 24M assemblage. Further clas
sification within these two categories 
revealed three types of single-sheaved 
blocks and two types of double blocks. 

Single Blocks 

The 24M site yielded 16 single-sheaved 
blocks. The strop score on all examples 
extended across the base, up the sides, and 
inwards through two converging tracks to 
merge at the top of the block in a typical pat
tern for blocks of the period. Within the col
lection, three variations or styles of single-
sheaved blocks were distinguished based on 
the shape of the shell. 

The first style of single block was distin
guished by its rectangular shape and dis
tinctly pointed base. It was represented by 
four examples ranging in length from 
16.9 cm to 25.6 cm. The single-piece shell 
was longer than it was broad, with an ellipti
cal face (Figs. 17.1.18,17.1.19). It was broad
est at the level of the sheave pin and 
narrowest at the lower end. The shell edges 
were chamfered on one example. The sides 
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of the shell contained a single channel. The 
sheave was carved from a single piece of 
wood. 

The second style of single block, while simi
lar to that of the first, was distinguished by 
its squared base (Fig. 17.1.20). The shell was 
generally rectangular, with the edges rela
tively parallel along the length of the block, 
converging slightly at the top. Three of these 
blocks were excavated, two of which were 
complete and a third partial example had a 
portion of the shell weathered away. The lat
ter example was larger than the other two 

blocks of the same style. 

The third style of single block is square in its 
general profile with elliptical faces (Fig. 
17.1.21). It does not have the pronounced 
widening noted on the first style of block 
and its inward curve on the top is more pro
nounced than the second style. Eight such 
blocks were recovered, with shells ranging 
in length from 18.0 cm to 19.7 cm. One fit
ting retained a portion of the small gauge 
hawser strop. 

Double Blocks 

At least eight double blocks, or blocks with 
two sheaves, in two distinct categories are 
represented among the Red Bay ship's fit
tings. These include double-sheaved blocks 
in which the two sheaves were placed side-
by-side on a single pin, and long tackle 
blocks in which the two sheaves were 
aligned in tandem, one below the other, on 
separate sheave pins. 

Double-Sheaved Block 

One extremely fragmented example of a 
common double-sheaved block was identi
fied. All that was found was the sheave pin, 
one fairly complete oak sheave, a second 
more fragmentary sheave, and the elm shell, 
represented by one fragmented cheek and 
portions of the median wall. An inset for a 
metal brace was carved into the face of one 
sheave, indicating a repair for a split in the 
wood (Fig. 17.1.22). The fracture may have 

Figure 17.1.21: An 
example of the third 
style of single block 
(24M2M4-1) character
ized by a rectangular 
shell with elliptical 
faces, slightly bulbous 
at the level of the 
sheave pin, and a 
square base. (Drawing: 
S. Laurie-Bourque, 
Parks Canada; 
24M2M4-ld). 
Scale 1:4 

Figure 17.1.22: Detail 
of the more complete 
sheave fragment from 
double block 
(24M18R4-1) showing 
indentation for the 
metal repair brace and 
the underlying frac
ture in the sheave. 
Note that the wood 
grain indicates a longi
tudinal rather than a 
radial conversion of 
the wood, a character
istic typical of most of 
the sheaves found on 
this wreck. (Photos: R. 
Chan, Parks Canada; 
RA11160B, RA1U62B). 
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Figure 17.1.23: Along 
tackle block 
(24M14P16-3) recov
ered amidships to star
board. This is one of 
three variations of 
long tackle blocks 
found at Red Bay and 
is distinguished by the 
squared extremities of 
its shell, roved for a 
rope, with no score at 
the base. The lower 
sheave is approxi
mately 2 /3 the size of 
the upper sheave. The 
upper pin is coarsely 
fashioned and is out of 
proportion, suggest
ing a repair. Remnants 
of the small hawser-
laid ropes associated 
with the strop and 
both sheaves suggest 
that the block was 
rigged at the time of 
deposition. Wear in the 
lower sheave channel 
against the interior 
shell wall also indi
cates use. The side 
view illustrates the 
manufacturing marks 
on the inscribed cheek, 
corresponding to the 
sheave channels. Note 
the circular notch for 
the rope strop at the 
top and the possible 
provision for a hook at 
the lower end. (Draw
ing: C. Piper, Parks 
Canada; 24M14P16-3). 
Scale 1:4 

resulted when the sheave was subjected to 
the stress of a heavy load. This is an effect of 
orienting the grain across the sheave rather 
than making the sheave from a cross-section 
of the tree as was normal in later block mak
ing. The brace was hourglass-shaped and 
was attached with two small nails. This was 
the only example recovered of a double 
block in which the two sheaves were aligned 
on a common axis. Its recovery in the central 
portion of the wreck, forward of the main
mast, indicates that it may represent the 
remnants of a tie block, possibly for the 
mainmast. Tie systems are mentioned in 
numerous contemporary Basque docu
ments concerning outfitting and inventories 
of vessels, and in the treatise of García de 
Palacio. 

Long Tackle Blocks 

Long tackle blocks (also termed thick-and-
thin or quarter blocks) were double blocks 
with the sheaves oriented in the same plane 
but on different axes, one above the other, 
with the lower sheave being 2/3 the diame
ter of the upper sheave. Six long tackle 

blocks and three shell fragments were exca
vated from the 24M site. 

The single-piece shells of these blocks are 
round at the top and elongated in profile. 
The face of the shell is slightly broader at the 
upper sheave than at the lower. Two circular 
holes for the sheave pins were drilled 
through the faces of the shells, and two sep
arate rectangular sheave channels, oriented 
one over the other, were tooled out through 
the edge. 

Between the upper sheave and the top of the 
blocks is a large circular cavity extending 
from the top of the block, through the face, 
through which the rope strop was passed. 
No scored rope bed exists on the sides of 
these blocks. Reeving the strop in this fash
ion, through a hole in the upper end of the 
shell, was one of the earliest forms of strop
ping a block.28 

A second circular hole in the lower face on at 
least one example may have accommodated 
a metal hook. Hooks were found on similar 
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blocks recovered from La Trinidad Valencera 
(1588).29 The absence of corroded iron or rust 
stains on the Red Bay example suggests that 
the hook may have been an optional feature, 
or that a rope lashing was used instead. 

Two distinct sizes of long tackle blocks from 
the 24M wreck were noted. The smaller size, 
represented by four blocks, ranges from 
44 cm to 49 cm in length (Fig. 17.1.23), while 
the larger size, consisting of two examples, 
measures from 58 cm to 65 cm (Fig. 17.1.24). 
Scribe marks, functioning as guides in the 
manufacturing process, were found on the 
surfaces of some of these specimens. Repairs 
are also evident on at least two examples in 
the form of replaced sheave pins. The new 
pins are crudely fashioned from alder. 

Six long tackle blocks were recovered in the 
vicinity of the channels. The location is 

strongly reminiscent of the set-up encoun
tered on the tie rails of the Mary Rose, sug
gesting that the runner tackles of the Red 
Bay vessel were belayed to the tie rails when 
setting the shrouds. Runner tackles (also 
termed side tackles or tackle pendants) pro
vided lateral support for the masts. Laid in 
eyes spliced over the mast tops and con
nected through a series of double blocks, 
these tackles provided quickly adjustable 
support to masts, supplementing the func
tion of the shrouds. They were also used in 
lifting heavy loads.30 

García de Palacio describes the runner tackle 
used for the foremast and mainmasts: 

Where [the shrouds] are joined at 
the top, another three ropes, of sixty 
threads, are to come out on each 
side, and they are called pendants. 

Figure 17.1.24: A long 
tackle block 
(24M30R2-1) recov
ered off the vessel's 
starboard bow differs 
from the previous 
example only in its 
larger size. Inscribed 
manufacturing marks 
are also apparent on 
the shell, correspond
ing with one sheave as 
well as the channel 
locations. Note the 
crudely fashioned 
sheave pins indicating 
a repair. The lower 
sheave pin contained a 
small wooden peg that 
served as a forelock to 
keep the pin from fall
ing out. (Drawing: C. 
Piper, Parks Canada; 
24M30R2-1). 
Scale 1:4 
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Figure 17.1.25a: One of 
three variations of 
long tackle blocks 
found at Red Bay. It is 
distinguished by the 
rounded extremities of 
its shell. (Drawing: J.C. 
Farley, Parks Canada; 
24M14P16-3). 
Scale 1:4 

tackle blocks were noted, again suggesting a 
division of labour within the block making 
industry (Fig. 17.1.25c). A rounded shell 
characterized the first style (Fig. 17.1.25a). 
The second style possessed a square base 
with a partial side score (Fig. 17.1.25b). The 
final style of long tackle block had square 
ends, but the side scoring did not extend 
around the base (see Fig. 17.1.23). The vari
ous types encountered could reflect manu
facturing techniques or may be a product of 
function. 

Miscellaneous Block Components 

A number of additional miscellaneous block 
components were recovered from the wreck 
site. These included eight sheaves, four 
sheave fragments, one sheave pin, and two 
shell fragments. Examination of the sheaves 
from the Red Bay wreck indicated that most 
of these pieces exhibited a linear grain pat
tern (Fig. 17.1.26) as opposed to a radial pat
tern of the grain (Fig. 17.1.27). The 
orientation of the wood in the latter tech
nique across the section of a tree or branch 
ensures a stronger sheave as the natural 
structure is aligned with the design. All the 
blocks with sheaves and 12 of the 14 miscel
laneous sheaves recovered were of the 
former style of fabrication. The two sheaves 
recovered from Red Bay that had a radial 
grain orientation were not recovered within 
a tight provenience, suggesting that they 
may be intrusive. 

Two fragmented shell cheeks were also 
found. Although not enough of the shell 
remained to determine whether they were 
part of a single or double block, their oval 
configuration suggests that the shells had an 
elliptical shape typical of the common block 
of a later period. One fragment possesses 
side scoring for a rope strop on the top and 
base of the exterior, another attribute consid
ered indicative a more modern style of block 
(Fig. 17.1.28). A portion of the base is still 
intact, as is the adjoining section of the 
sheave channel. The specimen was recov
ered in the bow. The other more heavily 
weathered example was recovered from the 
starboard stern of the vessel. These frag
ments may provide further evidence of dou
ble-sheaved blocks. Their locations of 
recovery, one in the bow amidships and the 
other off the starboard stern, are areas where 
such fittings may have been used. García de 
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They are to be half the mast in 
length, and have a single, common 
block at the end of each, and 
through that, another forty thread 
rope, which they call the runner, 
must be rove, and it is so long as to 
reach to the floor of the ship. This 
runner will also have a two sheave 
fiddle [long tackle] block31 at one 
end, and through it will be rove a 
twenty-four thread line, which 
reeves through another such fiddle 
block, and it will be as long as the 
said runner. A one fathom strop, or 
sling, will be bound to this last fid
dle block, and the strop and runners 
will be lashed to a timber, which 
they call the pin rail and is affixed to 
the ship's side [and] above the said 
chain-wales.32 

Alonso de Chaves also stated that six ties 
(three on each side) were used on a nao of 
200 toneles.33 

As with the heart blocks and the single-
sheave blocks, three different styles of long 



Figure 17.1.25b: One of 
three variations of 
long tackle blocks 
found at Red Bay. It is 
distinguished by the 
squared extremities of 
its shell, with the base 
notched for a rope 
strop. 
(Drawing: C. Piper, 
Parks Canada; 
24M12K15-1). 
Scale 1:4 
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Figure 17.1.25c: The 
three variations of 
long tackle blocks 
found at Red Bay, dis
tinguished by the 
shapes of the shell. 
(Drawing: C. Piper, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
2006-111-1). 
Scale 1:4 

Figure 17.1.26 (Right): 
The majority of 
sheaves recovered in 
Red Bay, such as the 
example shown here 
(24M12P19-1), were 
cut along the wood 
grain. (Photo: R. Chan, 
Parks Canada; 
RA13829B). 

Figure 17.1.27 (Far 
Right): One of two 
sheaves cut across the 
wood grain 
(24M900X84-1), exhib
iting a radial pattern. 
The less reliable pro
veniences of these 
pieces suggest that 
sheaves of these types 
may be intrusive, rep
resenting a later depo
sition. (Photo: R. Chan, 
Parks Canada; 
RA13798B). 
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Palacio describes a double block (as 
opposed to a long tackle block) on the miz-
zen-mast for the main topmast braces.34 The 
other piece, recovered well forward in the 
hull, may be associated with the bowsprit. 
García de Palacio described a double block 
used for the bowsprit tie and halyard sys
tem: 

A common block, with two sheaves, 
is to be made fast and hung below 
the bowsprit and to the right of the 
fore-stay A forty-thread rope is to 
rove through both [sheaves], and 
the sprit-sail yard is to be held fast, 
at the middle, with this [rope].35 

Discussion of Running Blocks 

Figure 17.1.29 illustrates the distribution of 
sheaved blocks on the 24M site. The loca
tions in which some of these single-sheave 
blocks were recovered suggest associations 
with the running rigging of the various 
yards and sails, perhaps representing a 
crowfoot mizzen lift and a martinet assem
blage. Runner tackle, part of the vessel's 
standing rigging, is also represented. Other 
blocks and block components recovered in 
the Shore Trench may not necessarily be 
associated with this vessel, instead reflecting 
incidental loss or discard of rigging ele
ments in the harbour. 

Figure 17.1.28: Frag
ment of a block shell 
(24M24N5-1) recov
ered from the star
board bow. Note the 
elliptical shape and 
the presence of side 
scoring, which are 
traits characteristic of 
a later period. (Draw
ing: D. Kappler, Parks 
Canada; 24M24N5-1). 
Scale 1:4 

Figure 17.1.29: Distri
bution of sheaved 
blocks excavated from 
the 24M wreck site. 
(Drawing: C. Piper, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
94-101-3). 
Scale 1:200 
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Figure 17.1.30 (Right): 
A small spar hoop 
(24M4K3-1) recovered 
from the port stern 
quarter. Note the com
plementary facets pro
viding a smooth joint 
when the two ends 
were assembled and 
bound, as well as the 
stains from the bind
ing and the knobbed 
ends that held the 
binding in place. 
(Drawing: S. Laurie-
Bourque, Parks Can
ada; 24M4K3-1). 
Scale 1:4 

Figure 17.1.31 {Far 
Right): Large wooden 
bull's eye of uncertain 
function (24M12P10-1) 
recovered in the star
board stern quarter of 
the wreck. (Photo: R. 
Chan, Parks Canada; 
RA10649B). 

FITTINGS OF THE RIGGING, 
TACKLE, AND SAILS 

Spar Hoop 

One complete spar hoop was recovered (Fig. 
17.1.30). Carved from a single piece of fir 
(Abies sp.), the hoop was bent to a circular 
shape. Small articulating facets were cleaved 
at either end, providing a smooth, flush joint 
when the two ends were assembled and 
bound. The ends have knobs that kept the 
seizing in place, the pressure marks of 
which are clearly visible. The small diameter 
of the hoop indicates that it encircled a small 
mast or spar. The spar hoop could have been 
used on a lateen spar to work the sail as it 
was found at the stern of the wreck, close to 
the mizzen-mast. 

ing García de Palacio's treatise, notes that 
the word vigota may be translated as dead-
eye, bull's eye, or heart, depending on the 
context.36 In this light, the association of this 
bull's eye with the bowsprit may be consid
ered tentative. It was probably employed in 
a lashing or leading capacity. 

Toggles 

Toggles were pins passed through the eye of 
a rope or a becket to form a rapid-release 
attachment. One large complete toggle was 
recovered (Fig. 17.1.32). It was slightly coni
cal in shape with a large central scored 
recess to accommodate a rope. Another 
small white-oak toggle (24M10P23-3) was 
found off the starboard stern among the 
navigation instruments. 

Figure 17.1.32: Large 
toggle (24M22Q10-2) 
recovered in the star
board bow. (Photo: R. 
Chan, Parks Canada; 
RA15308B). 

Bull's Eye 

An artifact of indeterminate function found 
in the starboard stern quarter of the wreck 
was tentatively identified as a bull's eye or 
wooden thimble (Fig. 17.1.31). The piece 
was carved from a single piece of wood. A 
large cavity was pierced through the centre 
and a wide, shallow rope track was scored 
around the edge. García de Palacio describes 
a bull's eye (vigota) for the bowsprit rigging 
assembly. However, J. Bankston, in translat-

ROPE AND CORDAGE 

The majority of the rigging elements recov
ered from the site consisted of fragmented 
pieces of rope. The function of the various 
ropes in the rigging of a ship was to transfer 
the tensions generated by the wind on the 
sails to the hull, and to absorb the strain of 
gusts, reducing the stress transferred to the 
hull.37 Ropes were also used in a more active 
capacity to work the various lines used to 
handle the yards and sails. 

Rope was manufactured from hemp in a 
process that entailed a number of steps from 
preparing the fibre and spinning it into yarn, 
to twisting the yarn into strands and laying 
the strands into rope. The materials used 
were the bast fibres in the stalks, comprising 
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Masts 

Main 

60 threads 

60 threads 

40 threads 

180 threads 

Main Top 

40 threads 

40 threads 

40 threads 

20 threads 

Fore 

48 threads 

48 threads 

32 threads 

144 threads 

Fore Top 

32 threads 

32 threads 

32 threads 

16 threads 

Function 

shrouds 

runner pendants 

runner 

truss 

ratlines 

stay 

preventer stay 

shrouds 

futtock shrouds 

pendants 

falls 

burton pendant 

Spanish Term 

obenques 

coronas 

amante 

trocas 

enplechates 

estai/ 

contra estay 

obenques 

rai/agadas de gai'ia 

coronas 

betas 

burda 

Table 17.1.1a: Description and size of rope and cordage for the masts of a 400-ton vessel, 
based on García de Palacio.40 

the cellular structures that transport nutri
ents from the soil. 

tise of García de Palacio, summarized in 
Tables 17.1.1a and 17.1.1b. 

When making rope, the yarn was first 
twisted into strands that, in turn, were laid 
into rope. The yarn was hung on hooks on a 
tackle board at one end of a rope walk, the 
working area where the rope was laid, and 
at the other end on hooks in a breast board. 
The yarn was then turned from both ends, 
twisting it until the strands became hard 
and stretched. 

Spanish sources indicate that the towns of 
Calatayud and Calahorra on the Ebro River 
in Spain were a main source of rope for the 
Biscayan maritime industry.38 Some rope 
also came from the Brittany and Bordeaux 
districts of France and Navarre. Another 
important source in this trade established in 
the documentation is Flanders.39 

The strength of the rope depended on the 
hardening process - or the way in which the 
yarn was processed - not on the strength of 
the hemp fibres. Strength was gained 
through every stage of the manufacture. 
Twisting the fibres into strands shortened 
and strengthened them, a phenomenon that 
reoccurred when the strands were laid into 
rope. In this way, the torsional energy (the 
tendency to untwist) was converted into 
reciprocal friction against the neighbouring 
strand, which in turn counteracted any ten
dency to unravel and provided additional 
strength. 

Documents and treatises from the 16th cen
tury refer to rope gauges in terms of the 
number of threads. The most detailed source 
concerning the various types of rope used 
on 16th-century Spanish vessels is the trea-

Hawser-Laid Rope 

The most common style of rope in the collec
tion is plain or hawser-laid rope, the stan
dard rope used on sailing vessels. Hawser-
laid ropes recovered from the Red Bay ves
sel range in diameter from 0.72 cm to a 
slightly compacted 5.2 cm. To manufacture 
hawser-laid rope, the fibres were twisted to 
the right to form yarn, which was in turn 
twisted to the left to form strands. Three 
strands were then laid up to the right to 
form a hawser lay. Several hawser-laid rope 
fragments from Red Bay contained smaller 
lines clove-hitched to them. These were 
shroud sections with remnants of ratlines. 
Many heart blocks also had pieces of the 
shrouds attached (Fig. 17.1.33). Figure 
17.1.34 shows the in situ relationship of 
three mainmast shrouds with fragmented 
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Yards 

Main 

60 threads 

90 threads 

60 threads 

40 threads 

30 threads 

18 threads 

Main Top 

40 threads 

24 threads 

18 threads 

30 threads 

18 threads 

24 threads 

Bowsprit 

40 threads 

27 threads 

"Thick rope" 

"Stout ropes" 

20 threads 

20 threads 

30 threads 

Mizzen 

60 threads 

24 threads 

Fore 

48 threads 

72 threads 

48 threads 

32 threads 

24 threads 

14 threads 

Fore Top 

32 threads 

19 threads 

14 threads 

24 threads 

14 threads 

19 threads 

tie 

Function 

halyard 

ties 

topsail sheet 

yard lifts 

brace pendants 

brace fall 

tie 

halyard 

lifts 

brace pendants 

brace fall 

clew line 

tie 

halyard 

yard sling 

back stays 

braces 

lifts 

tow lines 

ustagas 

halyard 

Spanish Term 

trica 

ustagas 

escota de gavia 

amantillos 

corona de braca 

beta de braca 

ostagas 

trica 

amantillos 

corona de braca 

beta de braca 

chalfaldete de gavia 

ostagas 

tricas 

bordas 

bracas 

amantillos 

trica 

Sails 

Main 

12 threads 

45 threads 

10-12 threads 

20-24 threads 

Main Top 

30 threads 

30 threads 

Mizzen 

"Small rope" 

Fore 

3 thread spun yarn 

9 threads 

36 threads 

3 thread spun yarn 

9 threads 

16-19 threads 

Fore Top 

9 thread line 

24 threads 

24 threads 

tablings 

sail head rope 

bolt rope 

bonnet (and robands) 

leech lines 

bowlines 

upper part 

leeches 

foot 

bowline 

vayna 

relingas 

bolines 

relingas 

bolines 

bolines 
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ratlines and remnants of a runner tackle 
recovered from the port side of the wreck. 

The shrouds, recovered with their corre
sponding lanyards and ratlines, were all of a 
hawser-laid manufacture. The shrouds mea
sured from 3.0 cm to 3.5 cm in diameter, 
while the ratlines measured about 0.8 cm in 
diameter and the lanyard that connected the 
hearts was approximately 2.4 cm. 

One 1574 document concerning the San Xris-
tobnl stated that old cables were kept to be 
worked into ties,41 implying that ties were 
hawser laid and a third of the size of the 
cable in question (since three hawser-laid 
ropes were formed into a cable). These ties 
were manufactured by disassembling the 
old cable-laid rope. 

Figure 17.1.33: Heart 
block (24M16K5-1) 
from the port main
mast shrouds, with a 
portion of the shroud 
and seizings still in 
place. (Drawing: C. 
Piper, Parks Canada; 
24M16K5-1). 
Scale 1:10 

Cable-Laid Rope 

Cable-laid rope took the manufacturing pro
cess one step further by laying three hawser-
laid ropes to the left to form the cable lay. A 
cable was a stronger type of rope used for 
heavier duties such as for anchors and stays. 
One section of a cable-laid forestay bent to a 
heart was recovered, giving an accurate 
identification of the rope size and type 
employed in this particular shipboard func-

Figure 17.1.34: Port 
side mainmast shroud 
assemblage 
(24M16K5-1) in situ, 
showing remnants of 
three shrouds and 
hearts. The small 
gauge rope represents 
the ratlines. A runner 
tackle, with slightly 
smaller gauge rope 
and a long tackle 
block, is also shown. 
(Drawing: C. March
and, C. Piper, Parks 
Canada; 
24M-93-103-14). 
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Rope Matting 

Sections of woven rope, possibly represent
ing fragments of chafing mats, were also 
recovered (Fig. 17.1.37, 17.1.38). Chafing 
mats were woven or plaited from rope and 
were fastened to masts, spars, and other 
structures to protect against abrasion.44 

Sennit-Laid Rope 

Two examples of sennit-laid rope were 
recovered. This was a more dressy lay, con
sisting of ropeyarns braided in a V-shaped 
orientation. The purpose of these ropes is 
not known, but later applications of this 
style included some block pendants and 
gaskets used to secure the furled sails. 

Figure 17.1.35: A large 
cable-laid rope 
believed to be a por
tion of the anchor 
cable, showing its in 
situ location in the 
central area of the 
bow. (Photo: D. Page, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
1583M). 

Figure 17.1.36: Detail 
after cleaning of the 
possible anchor cable. 
It consists of three 
right-handed hawser-
laid ropes that are laid 
up to the left. (Photo: 
G. Vandervlugt, Parks 
Canada; RA2076X). 

tion. This observation is supported by a 1570 
cordage contract that specified a length of 
cable out of which the main stay will be 
made.42 Quantities of large gauge cable-laid 
rope were also retrieved from below the 
hull; these probably served as anchor cables 
(Figs. 17.1.35,17.1.36). 

Robands 

Small quantities of twine, possibly for use as 
robands or sail thread, appear in the collec
tion. García de Palacio referred to a small 
"three thread spun yarn" that was used to 
lace the bonnets onto the courses.43 

Miscellaneous Rope 

A large amount of the rope recovered was 
difficult to identify as it was in an extremely 
fragmented condition, its lay having totally 
relaxed down to the level of the individual 
fibres. Given the wide range of possible 
shipboard uses for rope, it is often difficult 
to identify specific functions from archaeo
logical contexts alone. However, the large 
concentration found along the portside 
waist of the wreck suggests that much of the 
rope assemblage comprised the lower main
mast shrouds. The distribution of rope over 
the wreck site is illustrated in Figure 17.1.39. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Red Bay rigging assemblage has pro
vided evidence concerning 16th-century rig
ging development; the reconstruction of the 
vessel's set-up; the events surrounding the 
vessel's destruction; the technology of rig
ging manufacture; and, the techniques of 
sailing. 

The ship's fittings and rigging components 
recovered from the Red Bay wreck are repre
sentative of a transitional period in maritime 
technology that lasted from about 1400 to 
1700. The 15th-century hull and rigging rev
olution of the Atlantic shipbuilding tradi-
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tion was followed by an evolution in the size 
of vessels in the 16th century.45 In size and 
style, the specimens bear witness to a 
unique seafaring technology, yet possess 
attributes presaging those of later periods. 
The vessel's standing rigging is well repre
sented archaeologically: remnants of the 
foremast and mainmast shrouds, a forestay 
assemblage, as well as evidence of a possible 
preventer stay and topmast shrouds are pre
served. The diminutive size of these ele
ments is the most striking feature of the 
fittings from the 24M wreck. In this respect, 
the collection may represent a lag in the 

development of rigging technology as the 
size of vessels steadily increased. As J. H. 
Parry wrote, "The size and weight of the 
ships tended to out run the efficiency of the 
tackle with which they were handled."46 

The standing rigging in particular appears 
small for the size of the vessel, and is smaller 
than that of lighter vessels of later periods. 
The numerous repairs apparent on the fit
tings reinforce the perception that these fit
tings were subject to heavy stresses. 
Evidence of bracing and of sheave pin 
replacement suggests that these fittings 
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Figure 17.1.37 (Far 
Left): One of three pos
sible woven rope chaf
ing mat fragments 
(24M24N9-1) recov
ered from the central 
bow area, shown in 
situ. (Photo: P. Wad-
dell, Parks Canada; 
24M-1464M). 

Figure 17.1.38 (Left): 
Detail after cleaning of 
chafing mat fragment 
24M24N9-1. (Photo: G. 
Vandervlugt, Parks 
Canada; RA19524B). 

Figure 17.1.39 (Facing 
Page): Distribution of 
rope and cordage 
excavated from the 
24M wreck site. 
(Drawing: C. Piper, 
Parks Canada; 
24M-94-101-2). 
Scale 1:200 

were too small for their required functions. 
In terms of a general appreciation of the rig
ging evidence, the small size of the compo
nents is the most salient observation. Similar 
conclusions can be drawn from the Mary 
Rose and the Villefranche wreck, as both ves
sels also possessed proportionally small fit
tings and rigging elements. 

Contemporary lawsuits and insurance 
claims blaming faulty ropes and cables attest 
that the quality of rope was sometimes inad
equate, posing a constant dilemma.47 The 
problem may have laid in the manufactur
ing technique for rope. It is important that 
the yarns be carefully laid up to bring an 
even strain on each strand.48 The use of 
small gauge rope in the rigging, the sug
gested use of preventer stays, and the docu
mented problems with the larger cables may 
have been the result of a manufacturing lim
itation. Period rope manufacture had not yet 
achieved the technological capacity to pro
vide a product of sufficient strength. 

The archaeological evidence also allowed 
reconstruction of parts of the vessel's rig
ging scheme. One of the more significant 
finds for the rigging study at Red Bay was 
the recovery of a plank depicting an incised 
drawing of a three-masted vessel (Figure 
17.1.40). Although details of the upper rig
ging did not survive, much of the lower rig
ging is still visible. The foremast, the 
mainmast, and the lower portion of the 
shrouds are discernible, as is a free-standing 
mizzen-mast with a furled lateen sail. The 
illustration also depicts a boomkin or outrig
ger, and a heavy gun projecting from the 
stern. The incised plank reveals, therefore, a 
rigging set-up used by, or at least known to, 
the Basques of the 16th century. 

A hypothetical rigging scheme based on 
analysis of the ship's fittings recovered from 
the Red Bay wreck is illustrated in Figures 
17.1.41 and 17.1.42. The two large hearts 

recovered off the port bow suggest a 
forestay assemblage, while the single heart 
recovered in the same area may represent a 
fore topmast stay or a preventer stay. There 
is also a good indication of the mainmast 
shroud set-up, based on the recovery of cor
responding iron-strapped and rope-
stropped hearts. The number of blocks 
recovered demonstrates that the foremast 
was supported by at least six shrouds (possi
bly three to four on each side) while 
14 shrouds (seven per side) were employed 
on the mainmast. Chaves described the set
up for a nao of 200 toneles, close to the size of 
the Red Bay vessel. Writing in an Andalu-
sian context, he stated that such a vessel 
should have nine mainmast shrouds and 
four foremast shrouds per side.49 The Red 
Bay wreck thus provides a fairly accurate 
reflection of the standing rigging outlined 
by Chaves. 

Specific details of the standing rigging are 
provided by the Red Bay finds. The main
mast shrouds, based on surviving portions, 
were a medium-gauge, hawser-laid rope 
with a diameter of approximately 3.5 cm. 
The shroud extended around a small 
heart's-eye block and was secured in place 
by a "collar" rope, a small ring of rope secur
ing the shroud around the block. The end of 
the shroud was doubled back over a small 
distance and secured with seizing. The 
chains consisted of two to three links 
secured to a small extension of the binding 
strap. The six long tackle blocks appear to 
represent runner tackles that were belayed 
to the tie rails above the channels. As men
tioned above, such tackles appear in 
16th-century Biscayan documents such as 
that concerning the San Xristobal, as well as 
the treatises of García de Palacio and 
Chaves. The latter instructed that a nao of 
200 toneles was to have three ties (runners) 
per side.50 Similar long tackles were recov
ered from the Mary Rose.51 
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Figure 17.1.40 (Right): 
Incised plank reveal
ing a rigging set-up 
used by, or at least 
known to, the Basques 
of the 16th century. 
(Drawing: C. Piper, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
94-100-2). 
Scale 1:4 



Evidence of the running rigging is also rep
resented, albeit sparingly. Deadeye frag
ments from the area of the mainmast step 
undoubtedly represent collapsed rigging, 
possibly an element in a martinet assem
blage from either the main course or main 
topsail. Likewise, the large double-sheaved 
block fragment recovered just forward of the 
mainmast may be a main tie-block. A fuller 
reconstruction of mid to late 16th-century 
Biscayan rigging is provided below.52 

Patterns of the rigging evidence also aid in 
reconstructing the events surrounding the 
vessel's destruction. The limited numbers of 
running rigging elements recovered in areas 
near or underneath the hull lends support to 
the theory, based in part on documentary 
evidence of the San Juan, that the accessible 
rigging was salvaged soon after the vessel 
sank. This hypothesis is further supported 
by a general absence of masts, spars, and 
other rigging elements apparent throughout 

the site. The model of the vessel's destruc
tion suggests that elements from the super
structure fell to either side of the hull, 
particularly the starboard side, after which 
the hull splayed open, covering and protect
ing the jumbled upper structures.53 

An eyewitness account of the wrecking of 
the San Juan appears in the insurance claim: 

... the said Domingo de Echaniz, 
burgess of the said town of Orio...to 
the sixth question he replied that 
about 10 years ago this witness 
went to the whale fishery in the said 
Tierranueva to the port that they 
call Butus in a ship belonging to 
Ramos de Arrieta, with the same 
Ramos as her captain and com
mander, and having completed the 
whale fishing and being ready to 
return to Spain there came upon 
them in the said port a tempest 
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Figure 17.1.41 (Facing 
Page): Partial recon
struction of the rigging 
of the 24M vessel, 
based on archaeologi
cal evidence, extrapo
lating the number of 
shrouds for the fore
mast and mainmast. 
The sequence and 
positions are conjec
tural. Note the follow
ing features: 1) 
foremast stay assem
bly; 2) runner tackle; 3) 
the main shroud set
up, employing heart 
blocks with lanyards; 
4) partial evidence of a 
large tie block recov
ered just forward of 
the mainmast; 5) use 
of a single block in the 
upper part of a marti
net component; 6) a 
five-hole deadeye, 
employed in the lower 
portion of the martinet 
assemblage; 7) a sin
gle block used in a 
crowfoot mizzen lift; 
8) a parrel for the main 
yard. (Drawing: C. 
Piper, Parks Canada; 
24M-93-103-la). 
Scale 1:200 

Figure 17.1.42 (Right): 
Details of recon
structed rigging com
ponents based on the 
archaeological evi
dence recovered from 
the 24M vessel show
ing: 1) foremast stay 
assembly; 2) runner 
tackle; 3) the main 
shroud set-up, 
employing heart 
blocks with lanyards; 
4) partial evidence of a 
large tie block recov
ered just forward of 
the mainmast; 5) use 
of a single block in the 
upper part of a marti
net component; 6) a 
five-hole deadeye, 
employed in the lower 
portion of the martinet 
assemblage; 7) a sin
gle block used in a 
crowfoot mizzen lift; 
8) a parrel for the main 
yard. (Drawing: C. 
Piper, Parks Canada; 
24M-93-103-lb). 
Scale 1:20 

which, after the bow moorings had 
been broken, stirred the ship round, 
and blew her ashore, so that with all 
the cargo of whale oil that she had 
on board, a quantity of a thousand 
barrels, they left her in the said Tier-
ranueva, the said captain, Ramos 
de Arrieta, having collected all the 
rigging, sails, cables and supplies 
that he could remove with his 
crew, and all that they removed, 
the said Ramos de Arrieta took 
back to Spain in the ship of Joanes 
de Portu (which was there in that 
place) and who was said to own 
part of the outfitting of said ship, 

and the clothing and sea-gear of her 
mariners each man removed his 
own as did this witness...54 

The highlighted portion of the account indi
cates that elements of the rigging were sal
vaged from the ship shortly after it 
foundered. In this way, the scarcity of rig
ging evidence from the 24M site presents 
another correlation between the archaeologi
cal data and the historical documentation 
for the San Juan. 

It is also possible that indigenous popula
tions seeking iron and other useful materials 
salvaged rigging over the winter. On the 
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land site, hearths accompanied by lithic 
technology were found amongst the features 
of the whaling station, indicating contempo
raneous native occupation.55 

The recovery of a large portion of the main
mast shrouds beneath the port hull suggests 
that the shrouds may have been severed 
with no intent to recover them, perhaps to 
gain access to elements of the running rig
ging or to extract the masts. The shrouds 
may also have been cut in an attempt to 
regain control or stabilize the vessel during 
the wrecking. Rigging and masts were 
sometimes cut during storms to establish or 
maintain control of the vessel. A document 
of 1562 describes how a damaged mizzen-
mast on La Madalena, a vessel of about 200 
toneles, was cut down and jettisoned with all 
its rigging so that the ship could be con
trolled.56 A 1565 lawsuit recounts how two 
ropes from the whaling vessel Santo Cruci-
fixo de Burges were cut and lost during a 
storm.57 Although grounding in shallow 
water would not normally have demanded 
such drastic action, it is apparent that at 
least the lower portion of the mainmast 
shroud assemblage was left hanging off the 
port side of the vessel, attached by the lan
yards and chains to the hull under which it 
eventually came to rest. Evidence of a simi
lar process can also be distinguished on the 
starboard side, where smaller fragments of 
shroud-sized rope, as well as smaller diame
ter cordage representing ratlines, were 
recovered. Exposure to the elements 
resulted in considerable fragmentation of 
the starboard portions. 

Prominent by its absence is evidence of 
spare rigging parts, such as those found on 
the Mary Rose. J. Barto Arnold III transcribed 
an outfitting list of the Spanish ship Nuestra 
Señora de la Concepción that includes spare 
rigging, cordage, blocks, canvas, and two 
spare masts.58 Other 16th-century Biscayan 
inventories and documents studied for the 
Red Bay project also list spare rigging and 
sails as part of a vessel's stores.59 

It is probable that the fittings salvaged 
immediately after the wreck included 
chiefly unused rigging as well as any sal
vageable running rigging, masts, and spars. 
Little attempt appears to have been made to 
recover the standing rigging. The archaeo
logical materials also showed signs of wear 
that, together with their locations, indicate 

that they were in use at the time of the ves
sel's demise. Possibly, any unused rigging 
stores may have been salvaged. The stand
ing rigging may have been slashed to 
recover yards and masts that were accessi
ble. The remaining elements may not have 
been accessible or not considered important 
enough to concentrate efforts upon their 
recuperation. The salvage may have been 
part of an attempt to recover more of the 
cargo the following year.60 There is also the 
possibility that the protruding masts and 
yards constituted a navigational hazard in 
the harbour, and that the rigging was 
slashed to remove the yards and spars long 
after the hull settled onto the sea floor. 

The hold space available in the remaining 
vessels limited the salvage operations. An 
extra complement of men with their posses
sions, and whatever material they were able 
to salvage, would have left little room for 
large rigging elements such as masts and 
spars on an already fully laden ship. These 
materials may have been removed during a 
later salvage operation, when the ship 
appears to have been broken open to allow 
retrieval of additional cargo. 

The evidence also revealed aspects of rig
ging manufacture. Numerous 16th-century 
Gipuzkoan contracts reveal that the act of 
rigging a ship was a process separate from 
its construction. Yet at what point did this 
division occur? The 1547 Mutriku rigging 
contract specified that a master carpenter 
supplied the topmasts, but there is no men
tion of the foremast, mainmast, or any of the 
yards.61 Their omission presumably indi
cates that they were furnished by another 
supplier. Other ship construction contracts 
specify that the mainmast and foremast 
were to be fashioned and finished in the 
shipyard while the hull was under construc
tion.62 This provides further insight into the 
division of labour between the rigging trade 
and the ship construction trade of the 
period. 

Considerable variety appears in the ship's 
fittings and rigging components. Three 
styles of single blocks, four types of shroud 
hearts, three varieties of long-tackle blocks, 
and two sizes of parrel trucks were encoun
tered. This diversity may reflect divisions of 
labour within the rigging trades. Varieties of 
single blocks were identified by subtle dif
ferences in shell configuration. The shroud 
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hearts contained a number of differences in 
the central lanyard cavity manufacturing 
process as well as general workmanship. 
One style of heart block contained a lanyard 
bed with the edges chamfered, being more 
carefully finished than the second variation 
where the rope bed and chamfer were 
absent. The third variety of heart block was 

crudely fashioned. A fourth style, consisting 
of iron-strapped specimens for the chains, 
was thinner and of cruder manufacture. 
These blocks may have been furnished with 
the chains as an assemblage by a blacksmith, 
since the iron straps were applied to the 
blocks by a blacksmith. 
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17.2 A Hypothetical Rigging Scheme for a Spanish Basque 
Transatlantic Vessel 
Charles S. Bradley 

The following interpretation of the rigging 
of a 16th-century Basque whaling vessel is 
based, in part, on recovered rigging compo
nents from excavations in Red Bay harbour, 
as well as contemporary documents and ico
nography. All three sources were instrumen
tal in recreating the maritime technology of 
the Basques. 

Ship's fittings and rigging components can 
be defined as the equipment related to a ves
sel's operation under sail and can be divided 
into two main categories: running rigging 
and standing rigging. Running rigging 
included any movable element employed in 
working the various yards or sails, such as 
halyards, clew lines, braces, and parrels. 
Standing rigging formed a network of stays 
and shrouds that secured the masts. The 
stays supported the masts from forward, 
while the shrouds provided lateral support. 
They operated on the principle of elasticity, 
with the rope's flexible properties absorbing 
many of the sudden and inconsistent 
stresses generated by the weight of the 
masts, winds, and sails, thus reducing and 
distributing the strain to the hull. 

The Concept of Rig 

A successful sailing operation is the culmi
nation of an intricate balance of complex 
systems working in delicate synchroniza
tion. A vessel's rig is fluid. Set-up is depen
dent on a number of factors; the size of a 
ship, its cargo, and, especially, the region 
and season of navigation all dictated how a 
vessel was rigged. A flexible sail scheme 
was essential to take maximum advantage 
of the winds encountered. Nautical history 
is filled with stories of improvisation. A 
bonaventure mizzen, contrived from the 
long boat's mast and sail, was fashioned on 
the Santa Maria as she sailed with feeble 
wind across the Crooked Island Passage 
during Columbus' first voyage.63 Climatic 
conditions were not the only considerations. 
During the War of 1812, the Ann, a Nova 
Scotia vessel, was captured by a Yankee pri
vateer. The American sailors managed to 

evade patrolling British frigates and deliver 
the captured schooner into Boston harbour 
by striking their own and their prize's top
masts, and passing under the guise of fish
ing boats.64 In this instance, rigging was 
adapted to a political environment. 

A vessel's trim, the critical arrangement and 
adjustment of yards and sails for balance, 
determined the position or tension of stays 
and shrouds and the rake of the masts. A 
particular hull shape, for example, may have 
required a specific channel and shroud set
up to achieve the proper fore-and-aft bal
ance. Rigging patterns therefore varied sub
tly from ship to ship as each vessel was set 
up according to its own idiosyncrasies or its 
master's preferences. Rigging schemes can 
even compensate for shortcomings in 
design.65 

RIGGING RECONSTRUCTION 

The archaeological analysis of ship's fittings 
recovered from the 24M vessel in Red Bay 
(Figure 17.2.1) involved the examination of 
426 fittings and rigging components, as well 
as remnants of the mast steps and the bow
sprit. 

Other useful information regarding the sail
ing schemes of 16th-century vessels was 
gleaned from period documents. One of the 
more significant documents used in the rig
ging study was the 1587 treatise published 
by Diego García de Palacio in Mexico.66 This 
work, which specifies spar and mast lengths 
as proportions of the length of the keel or 
the maximum breadth, described elements 
that were similar to many surviving features 
of the 24M vessel. Also consulted was 
another 16th-century document by Thome 
Cano, who employed the vessel's breadth as 
the point from which to extrapolate rigging 
proportions.67 A third crucial source was a 
series of period documents relating to con
struction contracts and inventories of the 
500 ton San Xristobal between 1571 and 
1576.68 One of the documents was a lawsuit 
concerning the builder's inability to com-
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Figure 17.2.1: Site plan 
of the 24M wreck. The 
foot of the bowsprit, 
shown extending from 
the bow, was the only 
surviving portion of a 
mast. Note the fore
mast step in sub-oper
ation 26Q and the 
mainmast step in 
sub-operation 16M. 
The large rounded 
timber extending from 
sub-operations 20K to 
8K, if associated with 
the wreck, is compara
ble in size to the main 
yard. (Drawing: P. 
Waddell and drafting 
team, Parks Canada; 
24M-84-101-7). 
Scale 1:150 
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píete the ship. Because the entire main top
mast was missing, the inventory relates a 
complete picture of rigging for that particu
lar feature. Also important was a document 
listing the exact numbers of blocks required 
in a rigging set-up, consisting of a 1547 con
tract instructing a master carpenter to sup
ply various fittings and rigging components 
for a ship of 250 tons. Recorded by Michael 
Barkham,69 this document was instrumental 
in revealing the number of blocks required 
to rig a ship of comparable size to the one 
excavated at Red Bay. 

For clarity, the ship's fittings and rigging ele
ments will be divided into four categories: 
(a) masts and spars; (b) standing rigging; (c) 
running rigging of the yards; and (d) run
ning rigging of the sails. 

Masts and Spars 

These vessels carried a foremast, a main
mast, a mizzen-mast, and a bowsprit (Fig. 
17.2.2). The foremast and mainmast carried 
square courses and topsails. The bowsprit 
also carried a square sail, while the mizzen 
was rigged with a fore-and-aft or lateen sail. 

The masts of this period were most often 
grown, rather than made. In this reconstruc
tion, the dimensions are derived from Garcia 
de Palacio's treatise, in which the lengths of 
masts and spars are described as propor
tions of the length of keel and the vessel's 
maximum breadth.70 Although intended for 
a larger vessel than the Red Bay ship, these 
formulas appear to be applicable to lighter 
vessels as well. 

According to García de Palacio, the foremast 
was given the same length as the keel, while 
the mainmast was equal to this length plus 
the rake of the stern. The bowsprit could be 
a fifth less than or equal in size to the fore
mast. Lastly, the length of the mizzen-mast 
was matched that of the bowsprit. The foot 
of the bowsprit was recovered during the 
excavations at Red Bay, furnishing an 
archaeological foundation for the dimen
sions.71 The lengths of the yards were also 
based on keel and breadth ratios. For exam
ple, the main yard was to be 2 1/3 the ship's 
breadth, while the foremast yard was 1/3 
less than the main yard.72 

Standing Rigging 

Archaeological evidence of the Red Bay ves
sel's standing rigging includes complemen
tary iron-strapped and rope-bound heart 
blocks. The recovery of these blocks in con
centrations to either side of the foremast and 
mainmast indicates these fittings were asso
ciated with the shrouds. The foremast was 
supported by at least six shrouds (three on 
each side), while at least 14 shrouds (seven 
per side) served the mainmast. Alonso de 
Chaves lists nine shrouds for the mainmast 
and five for the foremast of a nao of 200 tone
les.73 

Archaeological evidence indicates that the 
foremast and mainmast shrouds were 
secured by a heart block and lanyard system 
in which one heart was fastened to the lower 
end of the shroud and the other to a binding 
strap connected to the chains. The method of 
attaching the chains to the hull is discussed 
in Section 15.2. Two rope-stropped hearts 
found near the mainmast step may represent 
rigging for the main topmast. This may indi
cate that the fore and main topmasts were 
secured with futtock shroud assemblages. 

No archaeological evidence of shrouds or a 
channels was found in association with the 
mizzen-mast. Cano stated that the rigging of 
this mast was different from that of the fore
mast and mainmast.74 The mizzen shrouds 
were likely fastened inboard along the stern-
castle bulwark, as suggested by period 
engravings.75 The recovery in the stern area 
of a 1.6 m long horn cleat (TT 752/791), 
which was likely affixed to the inboard face 
of the fashion frame's top timber above the 
fourth deck (see Section 17.3), appears to 
support this view. It may have anchored a 
running shroud system, possibly a luff-on-
luff or burton system of running blocks 
rigged in gangs. These versatile configura
tions permitted quick adjustments when 
crossing the mizzen yard. 

Two large hearts, one iron-strapped and the 
other rope-bound, recovered off the bow of 
the vessel probably represent remnants of a 
foremast stay assemblage. 

Six long tackle blocks were recovered in 
association with the shroud heart assem
blages, and may represent runner tackles 
belayed to the tie rails above the channels. 
Such a set-up employed a short runner, rove 
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in succession through two tackle blocks, the 
lowermost made fast to the tie rail, and the 
uppermost anchoring a pendant looped 
over the mast top with a large eye-splice. 
These tackles were considered part of the 
standing rigging and worked in conjunction 
with the shrouds to add readily adjustable 
support to the masts. They could also be 
used for lifting heavy loads as well as for 
vessel repair and maintenance/6 

The San Xristobal, a much larger vessel, car
ried 11 mainmast shrouds with metal chains 
and four runner tackles on each side (Figs. 
17.2.3, 17.2.4). There was also a mainstay, 
four topmast shrouds on each side, a top 
backstay, two top runner tackle, and a top-
stay The standing rigging of the foremast 
consisted of seven to eight shrouds on each 

side with their chains, and three runner 
tackles. Ratlines were employed on these 
shrouds. Four topmast shrouds appear on 
the fore top as well as a fore topmast back
stay. The standing rigging of the mizzen-
mast consisted of four shrouds on each side 
and a stay. 

Running Rigging for the Yards 

According to the San Xristobal documenta
tion, the yards required the following run
ning rigging: a tie and halyard system for 
raising the yard; lifts, braces, and a truss or 
downhaul for securing the yard; and a par
rel system for locomotion. The top was 
rigged with a halyard and tie, top lift, top 
truss, and top braces (Fig. 17.2.5). The run-

Figure 17.2.2: Recon
structed sail plan 
based on the docu
mentation for the San 
Xristobal. The pan
elled sails were mea
sured in telas, or 
cloths, believed to 
each measure 1.7 codos 
(approximately 1 m) in 
width. (Drawing: C. 
Piper, Parks Canada; 
24M-93-103-12e). 
Scale 1:250 
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Figure 17.2.3: Recon
struction of the stand
ing rigging based on 
the documentation for 
the San Xristobal, illus
trating the masts and 
spars as well as the 
number and locations 
of the runner tackles. 
(Drawing: C. Piper, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
93-103-12a). 
Scale 1:250 

ning rigging for the yard of the mizzen-mast 
comprised a tie and halyard set-up, parrels, 
and a truss rope, while that of the bowsprit 
consisted of a tie and halyard, lifts, and 
braces. The system of working the spritsail 
and mizzen yards was similar to those for 
the main and fore course yards. 

According to the 1547 rigging supply docu
ment, parrels were required only on the 
foremast, mainmast, and fore and main top
masts of a 250 ton vessel.77 However, mizzen 
parrels are mentioned in the documentation 
of the 500-ton Sail Xristobal,79 suggesting that 
parrels may have been used on the mizzens 
of large vessels. 

Archaeological evidence of parrel trucks and 
fragments was concentrated in the area of 

the mainmast of the Red Bay vessel. The 
four specimens were all recovered from con
texts below the hull, suggesting they were in 
use at the time the vessel foundered. Surface 
abrasion on the pieces supports this conclu
sion. 

Running Rigging for the Sails 

The running rigging for the sails of the San 
Xristobal included the main course sheets, 
tacks, and bowlines (Fig. 17.2.6). The main 
top listed bowlines and sheets. The running 
rigging of the foresail comprised sheets and 
tacks. There was no mention of clew lines 
for the courses in any of the documents 
relating to the San Xristobal. The fore topsail 
rigging consisted of bowlines and sheets. 
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The boomkin or outrigger provided the 
means for hauling out the mizzen sheet and 
is another typical feature of the period. A 
foresail boom is also documented. 

Martinets, which gathered the sails from the 
upper leech, were another early characteris
tic, later replaced by brails. Martinets con
sisted of a standing block with a series of 
legs that extended across the peak of the sail, 
terminating at the leech. Deadeyes were fre
quently used and evidence of one such fit
ting was recovered just aft of the mainmast 
step of the wreck at Red Bay. 

Cleats were used to secure ropes and as fair-
leads, ensuring that lines did not tangle. One 
complete range cleat was recovered at Red 
Bay, as was a second larger horn cleat frag

ment of the type used to service larger lines 
such as tacks. Belaying pins and pin rail 
fragments were also recovered. 

DISCUSSION 

Figures 17.2.7, 17.2.8, 17.1.42 and 17.1.43 
present a hypothetical reconstruction of the 
rigging of a vessel of comparable size to the 
24M vessel investigated in Red Bay harbour. 
The reconstructions are based on archaeo
logical, archival, and iconographie informa
tion. The archaeological evidence provides 
information on the size and shape of the rig
ging employed on a 16th-century vessel and 
is detailed in Section 17.1. The documentary 
evidence furnishes a written description of 
the apparatus that reveals the technology 

Figure 17.2.4: Recon
struction of the loca
tion and number of the 
San Xristobal's 
shrouds. Note that 
eight foremast shrouds 
are depicted, although 
a later inventory lists 
only seven shrouds 
per side for this mast. 
(Drawing: C. Piper, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
93-103-12b). 
Scale 1:250 
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Figure 17.2.5: Recon
struction of the run
ning rigging for the 
yards based on the 
documentation for the 
San Xristobal. (Draw
ing: C. Piper, Parks 
Canada; 24M-93-103-
12c). 
Scale 1:250 

utilized, while the iconography, although 
often lacking in detail, supplies balance 
between the archaeological and historical 
information. 

Treatises such as those of García de Palacio, 
Cano, and Chaves, and documentary evi
dence of the Sim Xristobal and other con
tracts and inventories provide a solid basis 
for determining how elements of the archae
ological assemblage interacted in the rig
ging. A 1547 contract binding master 
carpenter Joan de Ybiry of Motrico to outfit 
a 250 ton ship (comparable in size to the San 
Juan), calls for "160 large and small pulleys" 
and "70 blocks for the rigging."79 These 
blocks, termed botones, may be heart blocks 
or standing blocks of some sort. Further 
specification of "two large blocks for the two 

stays" supports the interpretation of the 
term botone to signify a heart block. The pro
posed rigging scheme accounts for 156 run
ning blocks and 72 standing blocks, very 
close to the 160 and 70 mentioned in the 
1547 document (see Figs. 17.2.3, 17.2.4, 
17.2.5,17.2.6). 

Iconographie sources provide visual clarifi
cation and confirmation of details that might 
otherwise be obscured by archaic language 
or lost in translation (Fig. 17.2.9). One of the 
more significant finds for the rigging study 
at Red Bay was the recovery of an interior 
plank with an incised three-masted vessel 
(see Fig. 17.1.41). Although details of the 
upper rigging did not survive, much of the 
lower rigging is depicted. The foremast and 
mainmast and the lower portion of the 
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shrouds are discernible, as is a free-standing 
mizzen with a furled lateen sail. The illustra
tion also depicts a boomkin or outrigger, a 
heavy gun projecting from the stern, and a 
longboat or chalupa in tow. The illustration 
on the plank reveals a contemporary rigging 
set-up familiar to the Basques. 

Together, all three sources reveal the rigging 
technology of the Basque whalers and lead 
to a better understanding of 16th-century 
Basque seamanship and seafaring technol
ogy-

Figure 17.2.6: Recon
struction of the run
ning rigging for the 
sails based on the doc
umentation for the San 
Xristobal. Note that 
clew lines did not 
appear in any of the 
inventories for the fore 
and main courses. 
(Drawing: C. Piper, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
93-103-12d). 
Scale 1:250 
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Figure 17.2.7: A hypo
thetical reconstruction 
of the running rigging 
for the yards. Tie and 
halyard systems are 
frequently mentioned 
in archival documents 
of the period. (Draw
ing: C. Piper, Parks 
Canada; 

24M-93-103-llc). 
Scale 1:250 
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Figure 17.2.8: A hypo
thetical reconstruction of 
the running rigging used 
to work the sails. (Draw
ing: C. Piper, Parks Can
ada; 24M-93-103-lld). 
Scale 1:250 

Figure 17.2.9: A stone 
carving on a building 
in the Basque town of 
Orio. Note the botalón 
de proa, the bow sheet 
arm directly under the 
vessel's beak and bow
sprit. Although this 
particular rigging ele
ment is not mentioned 
in the San Xristobal 
material, it appears in 
documentation con
cerning other vessels 
of the period as well as 
in iconography. 
(Photo: R. Grenier, 
Parks Canada; RP-
597T). 
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17.3 Deck Fittings for Rig and Sail Handling 
Charles D. Moore and Marc-André Bernier 

Archaeological knowledge of structural ele
ments related to the handling of the rigging 
and sails of 16th-century ships is limited. 
Because these elements were located largely 
on the upper deck, an area of the ship that 
rarely survives on wreck sites, archaeologi
cal evidence is typically absent or in a 
degraded state that limits its usefulness to 
researchers. For the 16th century, the Ville-
franche wreck (ca. 1516) and the Mary Rose 
(1545) constitute rare sites offering informa
tion on deck fittings used for the handling of 
rig and sails. Archaeological evidence is 
more substantial for the 17th century, and 

the Vasa (1628) alone has produced an 
immense amount of rigging data. However, 
16th- and 17th-century technologies are 
often quite distinctive and care is needed 
when attempting to establish analogies 
across temporal and cultural divides. 

Contemporary documents, whether ship
building treatises, nautical writings, or ship 
construction contracts, are often terse 
regarding information on deck fittings used 
in sail and rig handling. Often simply 
ignored, these fittings are overshadowed by 
the preoccupation with the hull's conception 
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and construction. This may be because these 
deck fittings had a dual nature: structurally 
they were part of the hull, but their function 
was related to the rigging. The hull and rig
ging (whether standing or running) are 
often treated as distinct topics in the docu
ments. Items that did not clearly belong to 
either rubric may have been ignored by nau
tical commentators of both. Also, some of 
the smaller elements in the deck fitting cate
gory, such as belaying rails, are subordinate 
to the intricate elements used directly in the 
handling of the sails. For the commentators, 
it was important to explain which line was 
needed for each manoeuvre, but it was 
taken for granted how the lines were fas
tened, and the details were assumed to be 
common knowledge. 

Another interesting source of information is 
the iconographie corpus. Although precise 
details are usually impossible to discern, 
especially for elements placed inside the 
bulwark, it is possible to derive from period 
paintings, drawings, and engravings some 
clues about the operation and location of 
various rigging components. 

Developing an understanding of the deck 
fittings related to rig and sail handling for 
the Red Bay ship presented two major prob
lems. 

Therefore, the objectives for this study were 
the identification of as many deck fittings as 
possible and the presentation of all plausible 
hypotheses as to their original location on 
the ship. 

The timbers initially identified as related to 
the rigging included three types: 1) sheaves; 
2) elements used to belay lines, such as pins, 
cleats, and kevels; and 3) holes to guide run
ning lines. A closer study of these timbers 
led to the further identification of other sim
ilar timbers that help in understanding the 
overall structure to which the timbers with 
apparent rigging-related features belonged. 
For these reasons, this section will not neces
sarily present the individual timbers accord
ing to specific functions (e.g., knights, 
belaying items, fairleads) but rather by fea
tures (e.g., holes, pins, sheaves) with the 
goal of better explaining the interrelations 
among them. 

Finally, this section will only discuss the ele
ments of hull structure related to the run
ning rigging; elements associated with the 
standing rigging, such as the channels, are 
discussed elsewhere in this report and will 
not be examined here. The capstan is dis
cussed in Section 15.1 in the context of the 
deck structures and also in Section 17.4 in 
relation to anchoring. 

The first challenge was simply recognizing 
the various elements that were relevant to 
the subject. These timbers were not recov
ered attached to other structural elements, 
but were found dislocated, fragmented, and 
scattered among the more than 1,300 loose 
timbers of the structure. While some ele
ments presented unequivocal diagnostic fea
tures, such as sheaved timbers, others had 
more subtle characteristics that were harder 
to link directly and systematically to a rig
ging-related function. 

The second challenge was determining the 
original positions of the pieces. Since many 
components of the ship's upperworks were 
damaged or missing, this was the area of the 
ship where interpretation was most prob
lematic. Consequently, the task of relocating 
the original positions of these timbers was 
restricted by the dangers of constructing 
hypotheses resting on interpretations that 
were themselves often speculative. Some 
prudence was obviously needed. 

DESCRIPTION OF TIMBERS 

Timbers with Holes 

While a small number of timbers had inte
grated sheaves, making their association 
with the rigging obvious, a larger number of 
timbers, pierced by simple holes, were not 
immediately recognized as being related to 
the running rigging. Although some timbers 
with significantly larger holes were obvious 
candidates, many had openings barely 
larger than those for treenails, making them 
difficult to discern among the multitude of 
scattered timbers. 

Chesstrees 

Two timbers with larger holes (TT 2140 and 
TT 2760) were both found in the bow area. 
TT 2140, measuring 13 cm by 15 cm in sec
tion, was found beneath the bowsprit in 
sub-operation 30M (Fig. 17.3.1). Its length of 
114 cm equals approximately 2 codos, but its 
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Figure 17.3.1: Possible 
chesstree (TT 2140). 
(Drawing: D. Yetman, 
C. Piper, Parks Can
ada; 24M-85-93-D36a). 
Scale 1:10 

eroded condition makes it difficult to deter
mine whether the timber is complete. Two 
treenails, spaced 62 cm apart and possibly 
reflecting the futtock interval in the bow, 
traverse the narrower face at an angle of 80°. 
The wider dimension of the timber is 
pierced with three large holes measuring 
between 5.0 cm and 6.0 cm in diameter. The 
provenience of TT 2140 at the bow of the 
ship suggests a relation with the rigging of 
either the bowsprit or the foremast. Similar 
holes are sometimes seen on later vessels, 
including some presented by Juan José de 
Navarro, where they are called ojos de bar
buquejo (barbiquejos).*0 These holes were used 
to secure the bobstays that held the bowsprit 
down against the strain of the foremast 
stays. However, the reconstructed angle of 
the 24M bowsprit rises too steeply for a bob-
stay to have been used, and R. C. Anderson 
argues that the bobstay was only introduced 
at the end of the 17th century.81 It is possible 
that TT 2140 was used as a lead for the fore 
tacks. Anderson shows the evolution of the 
fore tack lead in the 17th century, froin a 
stout timber fixed beside the knee of the 
head and pointing down and forward, to an 
ornamented double fairlead attached under 
the knee of the head, to holes directly made 
in the knee.82 An example of an ornamented 
double fairlead timber is found on the 
VÍ7SÍ7.83 Because this form of lead appears 
later and TT 2140 has three holes and not 
two (although it could have served multiple 
functions), it appears that it was not a lead 
for the fore tacks. Such a feature was not 
identified in 16th-century iconography, 
where the fore tacks are almost never 

shown, even on sufficiently detailed depic
tions. The fore tacks are clearly visible on 
certain illustrations, mainly from the begin
ning of the 17th century, and they either sim
ply run under the beakhead84 or onto a 
boomkin.85 Diego García de Palacio (1587), 
who describes such a timber in his definition 
of bótalo, a timber with a sheave below the 
cutwater to haul the tacks of the foresail, 
also attests to the existence of boomkins in a 
16th-century Iberian context.86 Therefore, it 
appears that TT 2140 was not a fairlead used 
under the bow, but may have been some sort 
of a chesstree, a timber traversed by a hole 
attached to the side of the ship.87 

The second timber pierced with large holes 
found in the forward starboard area was 
identified as a chesstree. TT 2760 was found 
below the articulated hull structure in 
sub-operation 22P (Fig. 17.3.2). Like TT 2140, 
it is 114 cm long, but has a more substantial 
section. One of its faces shows a concavity 
and is cut with three mortises, one in the 
middle of the timber and one at each 
extremity. One edge of the middle mortise is 
centred at 1 codo from each extremity. These 
mortises are in the style of the postario mor
tises that fit over wales, and there is no 
doubt that TT 2760 was similarly fashioned 
to fit over wales on the side of the hull. It 
was fastened with a treenail in the middle, a 
bolt at one end, and a nail at the other. The 
exterior face opposing the mortises is some
what rounded. This creates a slightly off-
centre bulge where the timber attains a max
imum thickness of 27 cm. The timber is tra
versed by two large holes, 9.0 cm and 
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10.0 cm in diameter, set perpendicularly to 
the fasteners. Rope wear is visible around 
both holes. The timber's features and prove
nience strongly support its identification as 
a large chesstree, a timber placed on the 
flank of a hull to redirect the main tacks 
along the side of the ship. According to 
Anderson, variations in form depended on 
period and nationality.88 These are classified 
as either a simple hole leading straight 
through the bulwark (ca. 1660 to the middle 
of the 18th century)89 or a fore-and-aft hole 
through a timber, either a chock or a fender 
attached to the outside of the hull (up to ca. 
1660 and after the mid-18th century). This 
generally corresponds to the evolutionary 
scheme offered by Wolfram zu Mondfeld, 
who states that plain chesstrees were used 
from the 16th century to the 18th century, 
ornate chesstrees in the 16th and 17th centu
ries, and the direct holes in the side since the 
1650s.90 A fairly ornate chesstree was found 
on the Vasa, where the foresail tack is led 
back onto the upper deck where it was 
secured to a kevel.91 Chesstrees, or 
castañuelas de amura,92 are also seen on some 
vessels presented by Navarro.93 One such 
castañuela is described as also being used as 
a postario ("Castañuela de la Amura que 
sirve de Postelero")94 while another of a dif
ferent shape is said to be used for the sides 
as well as for the decks ("Castañuela para 
los Costados, ô Cubiertas").95 Again, no 
examples of chesstrees were found in 16th-
century iconography. The location of 

TT 2760 seems to have been on the starboard 
waist near the after end of the forecastle, a 
position consistent with the Vasa chesstree 
placement and that described by Anderson 
as "a little abaft the fore shrouds".96 

Pin Rails 

Three timbers have at least one hole larger 
than the standard 2.5 cm diameter treenail 
holes containing a wooden pin: TT 1152, 
TT 1892, and TT 2143. These timbers were 
identified as belaying boards or pin rails, 
rail-like timbers that held wooden pins 
around which light running rigging lines 
were belayed. Timoteo O'Scanlan calls 
belaying boards cabilleros,97 while García de 
Palacio uses the term estantes for pin rails 
located above the channels.98 

TT 2143 is the best preserved of the pin rails 
(Fig. 17.3.3). It is complete at 145 cm in 
length, with bevelled extremities, and has a 
section of 12 cm by 13 cm. The bevel angles 
of the ends (about 73°) may match the frame 
and deck contact angle somewhere in the 
area between the capstan and the fashion 
frame, which is slightly aft of where TT 2143 
was found in sub-operation 12P, below the 
hull and directly in line with the capstan. 
This angle also corresponds with the rela
tionship between the wale and the frame in 
the area, reflecting the timber's provenience. 
If this rail-like timber was not attached to 
the outside of the hull, it may have been a 
pin rail on the interior of the bulwark that 

Figure 17.3.2: 
Chesstree (TT 2760). 
(Drawing: F. Ven-
tresca, C. Piper, Parks 
Canada; 24M-84-23-
D43a). 
Scale 1:10 
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Figure 17.3.3: Pin rail 
(TT 2143). (Drawing: 
R. Hellier, C. Piper, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
83-87-D98a). 
Scale 1:10 

was aligned with the sheer of the wales. A 
shallow bevelled notch is visible on one face 
of the timber. Its angle of about 80°, in the 
same orientation as the extremities, may cor
respond with the frame to deck angle near 
station 9, or the frame to wale angle at the 
dale. Two holes, measuring 4.5 cm and 5.5 
cm in diameter and placed 41 cm apart, held 
large wooden pins. One hole was bored with 
a significant offset to one side. The two pins 
have a diameter of 4.5 cm, and they were 
interpreted as belaying pins. The timber 
supporting the pins was attached inside the 
bulwark to the frames. If the interpretation 
and placement are correct, the fact that one 
hole was bored closer to an edge, away from 
the notch presumed to be for a futtock, may 
indicate an attempt to provide extra space to 
wind the lines around the pin. The pins 
appear to have fit tightly and were not easily 
removable, because there is no evidence of a 
flange or widened top characteristic of 18th-
and 19th-century belaying pins. There is 
only one fastener hole on the whole timber, a 
shallow nail hole located next to the off-cen
tre pin hole. The absence of fasteners indi
cates that the timber was clamped in place 
by some overlying structure. 

TT 1892 is preserved over a length of 
150 cm, but is eroded and broken at both 
ends. Found below the hull in sub-operation 
10P, it has one hole still retaining a wooden 
pin, also 4.5 cm in diameter. Like TT 2143, 
this timber has no fastenings and is about 
the same size (12 cm by 12 cm), suggesting 
that it also functioned as a pin rail. 

TT 1152 comprises two pieces with a com
bined length of 80 cm found together in situ 
(Fig. 17.3.4). The timber, with a section of 
10.5 cm by 11 cm, is broken at both ends. 
Although TT 1152 is fragmentary, two holes 
are preserved, each still retaining a slightly 
tapered wooden pin. One of these holes is 
4.5 cm in diameter, while the other, located 
at a break in the timber, was at least 4.2 cm. 
The holes were originally 40.5 cm apart. One 
pin is 33 cm long and 4.3 cm in diameter, 
while the other, broken off at 19.5 cm, is also 
4.3 cm in diameter. The timber was fastened 
with at least three treenails, with two of 
these bored side by side. The distance 
between these treenails and the third, 
although difficult to determine precisely 
because of the break, was between 52 cm 
and 55 cm. All of the treenails are perpendic-
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Figure 17.3.4: Frag
ment of a possible pin 
rail (TT 1152), with 
belaying pin removed 
from the large open
ing. (Photo: G. Vander-
vlugt, Parks Canada; 
RA19524B). 

ular to the large pins. The size of the 
wooden pins suggests use as a pin rail. 

The three timbers bearing pins share several 
similarities. The pins all measure about 
4.5 cm in diameter, no timber has any curva
ture, and their nearly square sections are 
similar. One notable difference is that two of 
the timbers show no signs of fastenings. 

Two additional wooden pins were found aft 
of the main wreck area. 24M196P4-1 is a lit
tle over 30 cm long (Figs. 17.3.5, 17.3.6). The 
other small pin, 24M200P3-1, measures 
2.5 cm in diameter, just over 13 cm long, is 
broken at one end, and has a poorly defined 
knob. The provenience of these pins makes 
their association with the wreck doubtful, 
particularly for the former, found in the 
Shore Trench. Interestingly, the shape of pin 
24M196P4-1 resembles a sponge head, used 
to swab out the cannon after firing, found on 
the Trinidad Valencera," although there is lit
tle doubt regarding the interpretation of the 
object as a belaying pin. 

Timbers with Holes and Notches 

TT 2972 has two large holes and two small 
notches (Fig. 17.3.7). The provenience of this 
timber is uncertain. Preserved to a length of 
120 cm, it has at least one and possibly two 
bevelled ends, although it is difficult to 
determine if the other end is cut or broken. It 
has no curvature and is 12 cm by 13 cm in 
section. The two holes are 42 cm apart, and 
each measures approximately 6.0 cm in 
diameter. One is 80 cm, from the bevelled 
end. Both edges of one face penetrated by 
the holes are chamfered, and a depression 
that might be attributed to rope wear can be 
detected on both edges next to one hole. The 
two small 11 cm wide notches are 46 cm 
apart (centre to centre). The 76° angle of the 
intact, bevelled end matches the frame to 
wale angle in sub-operation 12P, similar to 
TT 2143, and could match the frame to deck 
angle somewhere in the area between the 
capstan and the fashion piece, or the wale to 
frame angle in the area in line with 
sub-operation 12P. Although the bevelled 
surfaces and sectional dimensions are simi
lar to those found on some wales, the loca
tion of the two treenail fasteners and the 

Figure 17.3.5: Artifact 
24M196P4-1, recov
ered from the Shore 
Trench. (Photo: R. 
Chan, Parks Canada; 
RA-15303B). 

Figure 17.3.6: Artifact 
24M196P4-1, recov
ered from the Shore 
Trench. (Drawing: J. 
Farley, Parks Canada; 
24M196P4-1). 
Scale 1:2 
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Figure 17.3.7: Possible rail 
(TT 2972). Note the large 
hole centred between the 
two small notches. 
(Drawing: C. Piper, Parks 
Canada; 24M-85-88-
D57a). 
Scale 1:10 

Figure 17.3.8: Rail 
(TT2163). Note the open 
hole centred between the 
two small notches. The 
cleat (TT 2163) was 
attached to this timber 
with two nails. (Drawing: 
B. Radway, C. Piper, Parks 
Canada; 24M-84-21-
D35a). 

presence of the small notches suggest an 
interior placement for the timber. 

Another timber with a pair of small notches 
cut into one edge is TT 2163, found overlap
ping sub-operations 12Q and 14P at the bot
tom of these deposits (Fig. 17.3.8). Its two 
notches are 9 cm wide, but the 50 cm dis
tance (centre to centre) between them is 
noticeably close to that of TT 2972 (46 cm), 
and so are its sectional dimensions. Other 
striking resemblances concern the size and 
position of the circular bore set between the 
notches. Approximately 6.0 cm in diameter, 
the same as TT 2972's two openings, the 
semicircular notch of TT 2163 lies 80 cm 
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from one of the bevelled ends, as does the 
semicircular groove on TT 2972. The fact 
that a hole is visible directly opposite this 
notch suggests the notch was created by 
some sort of wear, or that it is a misplaced 
hole. One difference between the two tim
bers is the absence of treenails on TT 2163. A 
slight curvature can also be detected in this 
timber. Although the function of these holes 
and notches remains unclear, evidence 
strongly suggests that these two timbers 
performed a similar function that may not 
necessarily be related to rigging. However, 
TT 2163 was found in direct relation with a 
horn cleat, still in position but no longer 
attached because of metal deterioration. 



Cleat TT 2162 (Fig. 17.3.9) was fastened to 
TT 2163 with two square nails, 32 cm apart 
on the face opposing the notches and the 
hole. The relationship to the cleat suggests 
that the hole may have been used for a rig
ging line. The size of the hole (6.0 cm), the 
available space beneath the cleat's horns 
(5.0 cm) and the surface of the possible wear 
mark (5.0 cm wide) correspond to a line of 
the same size and could be all related. 
Although sometimes found on a mast, on a 
stay or attached to a shroud, cleats were 
usually attached to the inside of the bul
wark.100 

Three other timbers have opposing notches 
that could relate them to the previously dis
cussed timbers: TT 797 (sub-operation 8Q), 
TT1474 (sub-operation 24Q), and TT 1771 
(sub-operation 14Q). All three timbers have 
sectional dimensions in the same range as 
TT 2163 and TT 2972: 10 cm by 13 cm, 12 cm 
by 14 cm, and 12 cm by 12 cm respectively. 

The first two have two adjacent chamfered 
edges while the other has a square profile 
with straight edges. All three timbers show 
at least one notch that is paired with a sec
ond notch on the opposing face, a feature 
similar to TT 2163. 

TT 797 has a small angular notch, slightly 
dovetailed, with a 6.0 cm circular notch on 
the opposing face resembling that of TT 2163 
(Fig. 17.3.10). Both ends of the complete tree-
nailed timber are bevelled to the same 
degree as TT 2972, one end having a notch 
likely to overlap a frame. 

TT 1771 is in some respects similar to 
TT 797. Incomplete and eroded, it shows a 
9 cm angled notch, is paired with a shal
lower 5 cm wide notch. The better-preserved 
end of this treenailed timber also has an 
overlapping notch, similar to TT 797, with a 
71° angle. 

TT 1474, found in two pieces, shows four 
notches, two of which are paired on oppos
ing faces (Fig. 17.3.11). A semicircular notch, 
again approximately 6.0 cm in diameter, is 
opposed to a shallow eroded depression or 
notch, also 6.0 cm wide. One end may have 
had a overlapping notch, now broken off. 
The fragment of timber with the opposing 
notches has two treenails, 79 cm apart, 
placed on each side of the notches. This dis
tance is exactly the same as the two treenails 
placed on each side of TT 177Ts notches. 
TT 1474 is exceptional among the squared 
timbers examined in that it originated in the 
forward part of the vessel (sub-operation 
24Q). 

Figure 17.3.9: This 
cleat (TT 2162) was 
attached to rail 
TT 2163. (Drawing: 
S. Laurie-Bourque, 
C. Piper, Parks Can
ada; 24M-83-83-
D174a). 

Figure 17.3.10: 
Notched timber 
(TT 797). Note the 
direction of the tree
nails relative to the 
bevelled surfaces. 
(Drawing: S. Laurie-
Bourque, C. Piper, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
82-83-D137a). 
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Figure 17.3.11: 
TT 1474, found in two 
pieces in the bow area. 
(Drawings: D. Yer
man, C. Piper, D. Kap-
pler, Parks Canada; 
24M-84-93-D9, 24M-
84-93-D10). 
Scale 1:10 

Is there a functional relationship among 
these notched timbers? Although some 
noticeable differences are seen, their com
mon features suggest a similar function. Are 
they linked to the running rigging? The 
presence of a cleat on one timber and the 
apparent rope wear mark on others strongly 
suggest that a number of them indeed 
played a role in the manipulation of the rig
ging lines. Their original location remains 
somewhat uncertain, but their stratigraphie 
location, at the lowest level of the wreckage, 
places these timbers high in the superstruc
ture; their provenience and the angles of 
their cut ends indicate, with one exception, 
that they originated aft of amidships, several 
near the capstan, or even further aft. Most 
seem to have run longitudinally, although a 
vertical orientation for some cannot be 
excluded. Again, the presence of a cleat on 
one timber suggests an original location 
inside the bulwark. 

To conclude this survey with notched tim
bers, one last timber remains to be dis
cussed. TT 1534 is an L-shaped wale, 257 cm 
long, with three bevelled edges, and bearing 

two rectangular notches, an unusual feature 
on a wale. One end is cut square while the 
other is broken off. The timber is pierced by 
two holes showing possible rope wear. The 
holes are on the same axis as the treenails, 
which means that if the treenails were con
ventionally secured to the frames, lines 
passed horizontally through the holes from 
the exterior of the hull towards the interior. 
The three bevels suggest that this timber 
was placed at the top of a bulwark. 

Frame-like Timber with Holes 

The last timber with large holes, TT 1772, 
was found in the lowest layers of sub-opera
tions 14Q and 14R. Broken at one end, its 
other extremity is slightly angled 
(Fig. 17.3.12). The oak timber is slightly 
tapered with section dimensions of 11 cm by 
9 cm at one end and 14 cm by 12 cm at the 
broken end. One face exhibits a hole that 
was drilled twice. The minimum diameter of 
the hole, taken on the opposite face, is 
5.0 cm. The break in the timber happened at 
a point where another hole was cut. A diam
eter of 5.0 cm may be estimated. Both of the 
large holes may have served as fair leads. 
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The distance between them is 42 cm (centre 
to centre). 

The fastening elements on this fragmented 
timber are quite unusual. The area between 
the two holes has three treenail holes on 
adjacent faces. The two holes on the same 
face are empty; one goes all the way through 
the timber while the other only penetrates a 
distance of 3 cm. The treenail in the adjacent 
face enters at a 75° angle and has two nails 
close by. The part of the timber towards the 
smaller, finished end, does not bear a single 
treenail, but shows numerous nails in three 
of four sides. One face has six nails holes 
(1.0 cm square except for one 1.5 cm square) 
including one near the end of the timber. An 
adjacent face has more nail holes (three 
1.5 cm square and seven smaller ones), more 
evenly spread out (25 cm intervals for the 
larger nails and about 20 cm apart for the 
smaller nails). The third face has only one 
nail hole, 30 cm from the finished extremity. 

The fact that TT 1772 has both treenail and 
nail fastenings and shows two adjacent 
nailed faces, combined with the two large 
holes, make this timber quite unusual. Its 
section dimensions, the definite taper, and 
the multiple nail fastenings are similar to the 
few positively identified top timbers, 
including TT 883 and TT 1671. However, the 

all-nail fastenings on these two timbers -
TT 1671 is incomplete - are concentrated on 
opposing, not adjacent faces. Hence, 
although it is difficult to say more about the 
function of TT 1772, it may have been a top 
timber traversed by holes used for rigging 
lines. The fastenings on adjacent faces sug
gest that it was located in an area where two 
planked surfaces intersected, perhaps a 
bulkhead with the hull planking. Its prove
nience places it near the forward end of the 
sterncastle structure. 

Cleats and Kevel 

Among the timbers related to the running 
rigging were three cleats and one assem
blage identified as a kevel. 

Cleats 

The cleats referred to here are horned tim
bers used to belay lines. If their size varies in 
relation to the lines they were used for, their 
simple, standard shape has remained more 
or less the same throughout the ages. Usu
ally attached to the inside of the bulwark,101 

they are generally referred to in Spanish as 
cornamusas, but sometimes also as tojinos 
according to their use.102 

Figure 17.3.12: Possi
ble top timber with 
rope lends (TT 1772). 
(Drawing: C. Piper, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
85-88-D24a). 
Scale 1:10 
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Figure 17.3.13: Frag
ment of a large cleat 
(TT 752) that mends 
with TT 791. (Draw
ing: S. Laurie-
Bourque, C. Piper, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
82-83-D66a). 
Scale 1:10 

Figure 17.3.14: Frag
ment of a large cleat 
(TT 791) that mends 
with fragment TT 752. 
(Drawing: S. Laurie-
Bourque, C. Piper, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
82-83-D124a). 
Scale 1:10 

Cleat TT 2162 (see Fig. 17.3.9) is discussed 
above in relation to TT 2163, to which it was 
attached. The cleat, is 79 cm long with a sec
tion of 5.5 cm by 7 cm in its middle portion. 
It was fastened to TT 2163 with two square 
nails, the available space beneath the cleat's 
horns is 5.0 cm. Since TT 2163 most likely 
constituted some kind of horizontal rail 
attached to the inside face of the bulwark, 
this cleat probably also lay horizontally. 

A much larger cleat, was fragmented in two 
pieces (TT 752 and TT 791) that were found 
in the stern area in sub-operations 8Q and 
10Q respectively (Figs. 17.3.13, 17.3.14). The 
mended length exceeds 1.6 m. Its middle 

portion has a section of 13 cm by 14 cm 
(compared to 5.5 cm by 7 cm for cleat 
TT 2162). The clearance under the tip of the 
horn was at least 19 cm. The bottom of the 
cleat shows three evenly spaced rectangular 
notches. The cleat was fastened with two 
bolts, and three large nails. The angles of the 
notches match angles of the deck and frame 
junctions aft of station 9. It is in fact possible 
to match this cleat to a fashion frame top 
timber (TT 883). This timber, apparently 
extending above the fourth deck, is carved 
on its interior face with a notch penetrated 
by a nail and a treenail that match perfectly 
the double fastened notch of the cleat (Fig. 
17.3.15). The cleat was placed about 65 cm 
above the deck, roughly half way between 
the deck and the top of the frame. Another 
interior fastener is visible approximately 
30 cm above where the cleat was secured. 
This large nail, passing almost all the way 
through the frame, may correspond to 
another horizontal element such as a tie rail. 

A hull plank (TT 1599), was also linked with 
fashion frame top timber TT 883 and located 
just above the fourth deck in the vicinity of 
the large cleat. Near its broken end it pre
sents a large semicircular opening identified 
as a gunport (Fig. 17.3.16). The plank also 
contains four holes, two on each side of the 
location of the cleat. These holes, three of 
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Figure 17.3.15: Fashion 
frame top timber 
(TT 883) to which the 
large cleat (TT 791/ 
752) was attached. 
(Drawing: J. Farley, 
C. Piper, Parks Can
ada; 24M-84-22-D47a). 
Scale 1:20 

which are 2.8 cm in diameter, may have been 
used for lines. 

The third cleat (24M188T2-1) was found in 
the Shore Trench. Its shape is similar to a 
large cleat found on the Mary Rose.103 Its 
small size (31 cm long, approximately 5 cm 
by 3.5 cm) (Figs. 17.3.17, 17.3.18), and its 
provenience suggest it may not be associ
ated with the 24M vessel. 

Kevel 

Kevels (maniguetas10*) were, along with the 
bitts, large elements used for belaying 
heavier lines.105 They were assembled with 
two long horns extending upwards on the 
inside of the bulwark. 

Two large and complex timbers, TT 1773 
and TT 2205, found joined in situ, were iden
tified as half of a kevel. The fragmentary 
TT 2205 has a shape resembling a large cleat 
(Fig. 17.3.19). Preserved over a length of 

about 110 cm, it is traversed by a large rect
angular opening, 14 cm by 8 cm. The surviv
ing arm is 55 cm long, and tapers to 10 cm 
by 11 cm. The broken extremity of the timber 
displays part of a second opening, similar in 
size to the first. The distance between the tip 
of the arm and the first opening is 56 cm, 
about 1 codo, as is the projected distance 
between the furthest edges of both open
ings. Only one fastener is visible on this 
fragmented piece: a treenail traverses the 
larger part of the arm perpendicularly to the 
openings. 

The curved second timber, TT 1773, is com
plete at 150 cm from tip to tip (Fig. 17.3.20). 
Its 50 cm long upper extremity is much 
thicker in section (12.5 cm by 9 cm) than the 
100 cm long lower section (12 cm by 5.5 cm) 
that was found inserted into the opening of 
TT 2205 (Fig. 17.3.21). The larger extremity 
protruding through the horizontal TT 2205 
formed one of the kevel's horns. TT 1773 

Figure 17.3.16: Castle 
plank (TT 1599) associ
ated with the large 
cleat (TT 791/752). 
Note the semicircular 
gunport. (Drawing: 
J. Farley, Parks Can
ada; 24M-85-103-1). 
Scale 1:20 

Figure 17.3.17: Cleat 
(24M188T2-1). (Photo: 
R. Chan, Parks Can
ada; RA14674B). 
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Figure 17.3.18: Cleat 
(24M188T2-1). (Draw
ing: C. Piper, Parks 
Canada; 24M188T2-1). 
Scale 1:4 

Figure 17.3.19: Frag
ment of the horizontal 
component of a kevel 
(TT 2205). (Drawing: 
C. Piper, Parks Can
ada; 24M-83-88-
D106a). 
Scale 1:10 

shows two fasteners, one 1.2 cm square nail 
and one treenail, both located in the lower 
section. 

There is little doubt that a second curved 
timber, mirroring TT 1773, was placed in the 
second, incomplete opening to create the 
basic kevel form (Fig. 17.3.22). This kevel 
would have been attached inside the bul
wark, its ingenious design allowing it to be 
solidly fixed with a minimum of fasteners: 
two treenails through the horizontal section, 
and one treenail and one nail at the bottom 
of each leg, at the same time fixing the verti
cal leg to the hull side and counter-acting 

the upwards pull from attached rigging 
lines. Symmetrically placed, the distance 
between the two treenails in TT 2205 would 
have been around 68 cm. These treenails 
were probably attached to the top timbers. 
The distance between the top of the central 
portion of the kevel's horizontal element 
and the first fastener on the existing leg, 
namely the square nail, is 57 cm, or 1 codo. 
The location of this nail and the slightly 
lower treenail may approximately corre
spond to a deck level. The projected distance 
between the treenails of the two legs is 
44 cm. 

At their lowest extremity, the kevel legs 
closely match in size and spacing the small 
notches previously noted in TT 2163 and 
TT 2972. If there is a relationship, given the 
nearly 3 codo height of the kevel and a pre
sumed bulwark height of 2 codos, this places 
the two notched timbers beneath the deck, 
probably near beam shelf level. The cleat 
associated with TT 2163 would also be 
placed at this level, perhaps serving light 
rigging lines brought in from the outside of 
the hull and manipulated from upper deck 
level if the kevel were on the fourth deck 
bulwark. 

This kevel was found in the lower levels of 
sub-operation 14Q, just aft of midship. Pro
venience suggests a placement slightly aft of 
the mainmast where it may have been used 
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for the mainsail sheets and tacks. The earli
est comparative archaeological example of a 
kevel comes once more from the Vasa. This 
much larger vessel had numerous kevels of 
various sizes, incorporated in a horizontal 
rail and located aft of each mast on the 
upper deck and on the poop deck.106 The 
Vasa kevels vary slightly in construction, 
some have two straight legs, some converg
ing curved legs.107 Anderson presents two 
types of kevels, an English type with the two 
arms made out of a U-shaped timber, and a 
Dutch type somewhat similar to the 
straight-legged kevel of the Vasa.m This dif
ferentiation of form by nationality is per
haps shown again in Navarro, where two 
kevels with curved horns but straight legs 
are attached to a bulwark that is labelled 
"Falcas à la Olandesa."w) The reference to a 
Dutch type may perhaps simply apply to the 
structure of the/fllcfls110 but perhaps it incor
porates the kevels, since elsewhere in 
Navarro's album, the kevels, which are usu
ally called maniguetas, have converging 
curved legs.111 There is only one instance of a 
kevel with curved legs diverging as in the 
24M example.112 

Timbers with Sheaves 

Possible Knight 

A sheaved timber (TT 2164) was originally 
identified as the upper portion of a knight's 
head, but this interpretation is now uncer
tain.113 Fashioned from a single piece of 
wood, this timber consists of a slightly offset 
head directly above a rectangular sheave 
channel, a main body with a number of 
recesses on opposing faces and a partially 

Figure 17.3.20: Kevel 
component (TT 1773). 
(Drawing: C. Piper, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
83-88-D105a). 
Scale 1:10 

Figure 17.3.21 (Far 
Left): Kevel compo
nents (TT 2205 and 
TT 1773) as found. 
(Drawing: J. Farley, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
85-103-2). 
Scale 1:20 

Figure 17.3.22 (Left): 
Reconstruction of the 
kevel based on surviv
ing components 
(TT 2205 and TT 1773). 
(Drawing: C. Piper, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
93-103-6). 
Scale 1:20 
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preserved rope bed (Fig. 17.3.23). It was 
found below the hull at the bottom of sub-
operation 14Q, on the starboard side slightly 
aft of the mainmast step. The timber itself, 
preserved over 161 cm, is relatively massive 
with sectional dimensions of 19 cm by 
18 cm. The offset head at the intact extremity 
extends 4 cm to one side, creating, on the 
opposing face, a 6 cm deep notch. The pro
truding section bears a 0.6 cm deep bore
hole, 2.8 cm in diameter, entering diagonally 
just above the sheave channel. 

The face of the protruding offset has two 
shallow recesses, both 2 cm deep. The first 
groove, 8 cm wide, traverses the timber 
diagonally and shows two shallow nail 
holes. The second recess, located towards 
the rope bed, has one edge perfectly perpen
dicular to the length of the timber while the 
other is slightly angled giving it a width 
varying from 20 cm to 22 cm. A 1.0 cm 
square nail hole enters the timber in the 
recess, with a shallower nail hole just out
side it. 

Figure 17.3.23: Large 
sheaved timber 
(TT 2164). (Drawing; 
M. Gingras, Parks 
Canada; 24M-83-103-
19). 

The 21 cm long sheave channel is slightly 
irregular in width, varying from 5.5 cm to 
7 cm near the offset head. Both the sheave 
and the sheave pin were still in place. The 
rope track and the maximum space between 
the sheave and the sheave channel extremity 
are both 3.0 cm, which constitutes the maxi
mum possible line size. 

The recess in the opposing face cuts gradu
ally from the timber's exterior surface down 
to a depth of 7 cm over a distance of 39 cm. 
This cut, which shows two nail holes, was 
made square to the timber face rather than 
square to the recess bed but angled at about 
3° off square to the timber's long dimension. 
This angle is the reverse of the angle, visible 
in the same projection, at the offset head 
notch. 
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At the opposite end to the sheave, the 
rounded seat of a unique rope bed was 
carved into TT 2164. The 7.0 cm wide seat is 
on the same plane as the sheave channel. 
Although some of the timber has broken 
away, the rounded surface of the surviving 
portion of this opening supports the inter
pretation of a rope bed rather than a second 
sheave channel. 

The precise function and location of this tim
ber remains unclear and a number of possi
bilities were examined. One hypothesis 
proposed that TT 2164 was one of perhaps 
two main knights (guindastes), sheaved tim
bers that redirected the halyards from the 
capstan upwards along the mainmast to 
raise and lower the main yard. García de 
Palacio defines a guindaste of a 400 tonelada 
ship as a timber with three sheaves posi
tioned near the mainmast through which 
passes the main halyard.114 The number of 
three sheaves given by García de Palacio can 
of course vary according to the need as he 
himself demonstrates in his discussion. A 
main knight was recovered from the 16th-
century Villefranche wreck lost in ca. 1516.115 

In their discussion, Max Guérout, Eric Rieth 
and Jean-Marie Gassend note similarities 
between the Villefranche knight and both 
earlier (a representation in an Italian manu
script dated ca. 1410-1420) and later exam
ples (an image from the French Album de 
Colbert, ca. 1670).116 

sheaved timber found in Villefranche (19 cm 
by 18 cm in section as opposed to 51 cm by 
41 cm). It is, however, possible that TT 2164 
constitutes only half of the knight and that a 
second sheaved timber was attached to its 
side. One of TT 2164's lateral surfaces shows 
a circular imprint around the hole of the 
slightly recessed sheave pin that may indi
cate that the sheave pin extended and sup
ported a second sheave. The diagonal recess 
could then have had a role in the attachment 
of the two timbers. However, some fasten
ings would still be expected on the mating 
surfaces and the fact that all of TT 2164 
edges are chamfered seems to invalidate this 
hypothesis. Also, the circular imprint on the 
side of TT 2164 is not clear enough to be con
clusive. 

The second problem in the interpretation of 
TT 2164 as the main knight lies in the short
ness of the timber. Ideally, the main knight 
was anchored to at least two decks.120 The 
Villefranche knight is a good example of this 
principle as it stretches right down to the 
keel.121 TT 2164 is not only significantly too 
short to reach to a lower deck, but the 
carved rope bed seems to disqualify the 
large notch from being a scarf joining with 
another timber extending downwards, as in 
the Villefranche case. However, it is possible 
to have a knight fixed to only one deck, as 
attested in the ca. 1410-1420 example pre
sented in the Villefranche report.122 

The provenience of TT 2164, slightly aft of 
the mainmast step and forward of the cap
stan, is congruent with the main knight 
interpretation. However, there are a number 
of problems with this hypothesis. The first is 
the size of the timber, which was too small 
for a ship the size of the 24M vessel. Garcia 
de Palacio, when discussing the rigging of a 
ship of 400 toneladas, mentions the use of a 
60-thread rope for the main halyard (triça 
mayor) and one double-sheaved knight 
(guindaste) to raise the main yard.117 Accord
ing to García de Palacio's formula,118 the 
main yard of a vessel the size of 24M, if oak, 
had an estimated weight of 786 kg to 878 kg. 
Raising such a yard with a single-sheaved 
knight and a hemp line no more than 3.0 
cm119 in diameter seems unreasonable. 

Another comparison comes from the Ville
franche wreck. This vessel was also larger in 
size than the 24M vessel, yet TT 2164 is 
small in comparison with the double-

Another problem is the difficulty of match
ing the timber's numerous angles with vari
ous angles of the ship. The principal deeper 
recess would have seriously inclined the 
timber towards the mast, at an angle that 
seems unlikely.123 The acute angle at the 
deep end of the recess seems to preclude 
that it was meant for a square beam, unless 
this beam was fashioned to receive it. In fact, 
the 38 cm length of the large recess is too 
long to fit any extant deck timber set per
pendicularly to it. 

The rope bed at the presumed lower end of 
the timber is another problematic feature for 
the interpretation of TT 2164 as a main 
knight. Smaller knights with lower level 
rope beds or even sheaves are known for 
other vessels,124 but this characteristic 
implies that lines are run to a capstan 
located between decks. On the 24M vessel, 
this relationship would only be possible if 
the knight were set on the fourth deck. In 
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any case, the offset head of the timber would 
make it impossible to run lines upwards 
with the timber set above and forward of the 
capstan and with its rope bed down. 

A second hypothesis is that TT 2164 was a 
knight for a mast other than the mainmast 
but its provenience, and the difficulties in 
matching the respective angles make this 
improbable. 

A third interpretation sees this timber as a 
calce (mast cheek) seated at the summit of 
the mast and supporting the crosstrees and 
trestletrees.125 In his description of the work
ing of the main yard, García de Palacio notes 
that the cake has two sheaves into which 
reeve two 90-thread ties (ustagas, larger than 
the halyards) secured to the main yard and 
to a tie block.126 A drawing in Manoel 
Fernandes's 1616 Portuguese treaty gives a 
visual representation of two calces not yet 
fixed at the summit of the mainmast and 
foremast.127 These two calces are fashioned 
with notches similar in appearance to the 
one large one noted TT 2164. Interestingly, 
the masthead of the Mataré model is topped 
by a sheave for the main tie.128 Anderson 
shows two interesting variations of mast
heads with equivalents of calces from the 
early part of the 17th century. The first is an 
English version with ties running in two 
sheaves in the cheeks of the mast. The sec
ond version, this time Dutch, sees the ties 
passing on top of the timber on a rope bed 
similar to that of TT 2164.129 A topmast of 
the Prins Willem comprised both an angled 
sheave and a rope bed.130 That TT 2164 
shares several distinctive features with calces 
of the period is intriguing, yet other details 
of its complex morphology are difficult to 
reconcile with placement atop the mast. 

The fourth hypothesis interprets the timber 
as a fish davit, a horizontal timber tempo
rarily attached in the bow area so it extends 
over the railing, used to fish the anchor by 
lifting its crown to deck level. This appara
tus was used in conjunction with the cat
head. García de Palacio defines the daviete as 
a timber slightly curved at the head, with a 
large sheave, stepped near the bow and with 
which are suspended the anchors.131 An 
example of a davit is presented in 
Navarro.132 The 50° angle of the diagonal 
recess on TT 2164 matches that of TT 1573, 
identified as a cathead. The timber shape 
and sheave placement are well suited to the 

horizontal alignment of TT 2164 and a 90° 
rope turn from the inboard end of the tim
ber. A fish davit was presumably placed on 
the forecastle deck, the line passing over the 
rope bed and down to the riding bitts on the 
upper deck. However, if the timber were 
placed here it would be aft of the beakhead 
structure responsible for the matching angle 
in the cathead. Again, it is difficult to imag
ine the related structure suggested by the 
various rebates, and the numerous fasten
ings in these areas do not suggest a remov
able element. If provenience is not easily 
disregarded, it is possible that the timber 
was used as a davit on the starboard side 
near midship to lift equipment or cargo.133 

No doubt such a device would have been 
useful for loading casks of whale oil. 

Finally, it is possible that TT 2164 was a 
sheaved timber placed in the hull side used 
to redirect lines from the outside of the hull 
inside, or fore-and-aft from the interior of 
the bulwark. Sheaved leads were common 
on large vessels for sheets and braces.134 

García de Palacio calls them escoteras, and 
describes them as sheaves fixed in a piece of 
wood, placed in the stern quarter and on the 
side, through which pass the main and the 
fore sheets.135 The Vasa has sheaved open
ings for its fore and main sheets, and similar 
openings can be seen on vessels in 
Navarro.136 The Mary Rose has an almost 
horizontal sheaved timber set in the forward 
part of the sterncastle wall just above the 
"hitching rail" and the main channel.137 The 
slight angle of this timber, coinciding with 
the angle of pull from the line, may corre
spond to one of the various angles seen on 
TT 2164. Sheaved timbers, set vertically with 
the sheave channel oriented fore-and-aft, 
were frequently positioned on the inside 
structure of bulwarks.138 The Vasa has a 
number of these vertical fore-and-aft 
sheaved timbers located just inside the bul
wark.139 Variations in the form of kevel 
blocks inclined inwards are presented by 
Mondfeld and by Herman Ketting.140 A sim
ilar timber with a fore-and-aft sheave, but in 
a different, unusual location, was incorpo
rated in the Mary Rose's stern bulkhead.141 It 
would have stood slightly aft of the mast, to 
the starboard side. Another much earlier 
example of the use of sheaved timbers 
comes from the Mataré model, in which a 
postario-hke vertical timber on the outside of 
the hull held a vertical sheave oriented to 
guide a line through the bulwark.142 A simi-
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lar timber with a sheave used to direct the 
main tack (amura mayor) on the upper deck 
is illustrated on a ship in Navarro.143 

None of the hypotheses proposed for 
TT 2164 are fully satisfactory and it is not 
possible to reconcile all the features of this 
puzzling timber with any one position, or 
function. 

Sheaved Timber TT 1066/1151 

At 132 cm in length, TT 1066/1151 is almost 
complete, being fractured across the sheave 
channel (Fig. 17.3.24). The sectional dimen
sions of the timber vary noticeably from the 
sheaved end (16 cm by 14 cm) to the other 
(13 cm by 9 cm). The timber is slightly 
curved towards the non-sheaved extremity. 
The sheave and sheave pin were found in 
position. The heavily weathered sheave, 
with sections of the outer rim worn away, is 
11.9 cm in diameter and its large rope track 
(4.7 cm) indicates use with a relatively 
heavy line (Fig. 17.3.25). The sheave pin, 
found in three mending fragments, is worn 
at its centre. The timber shows only three 
fasteners, all on the same plane as the 
sheave channel: two nails on one face, one 
deep nail hole on the opposite face, only 
14 cm from the sheave channel. 

The curved shape of the timber suggests a 
location on a bulwark near the tumblehome 
arc and a use in redirecting lines inwards.144 

The absence of treenails and through fasten
ings makes an exterior placement unlikely, 
and the timber's provenience from below 
the hull in sub-operation 10P, suggests a use 
at the upper level of the vessel. It was found 
adjacent to pin rail TT 1152. 

Possible Sheaved Timber TT2142 

TT 2142 is fractured at one end, across a lon
gitudinal opening tapering from 4.5 cm at 
the broken end to 3 cm. Preserved to a 
length of 135 cm, it is tapered with sections 
of 13 cm by 12.5 cm at one end, and 11 cm by 
9 cm at the other extremity. It was found 
close to the binnacle, in the lowest part of 
sub-operation 12P. 

TT 2142 was originally identified as an 
incomplete small knight,145 because of the 
relatively straight edge of the channel-like 
longitudinal opening and the presence of a 
perpendicular wooden peg, possibly sheave 
pin, seemingly worn on one side 
(Fig. 17.3.26). However, a number of idio
syncratic features now suggest a different 
interpretation. The opening is more pro
nounced than is usual for a sheave channel; 
the other two sheaved timbers, TT 1066/ 
1151 and TT 2164, have straighter openings. 
A clear imprint or pressure mark on one of 
the timber's faces suggests that another tim
ber covered the opening. Finally, the wear 
on the peg is on the upper side, opposite to 
where one would expect if this timber was a 
small knight. Although similar to the other 
examples (TT 1066/1151 and TT2142), the 
peg's diameter is also the same as those of 
treenails. The presence of pitch deposits 
around one of the sides also favours the 
interpretation as a fastener. These factors, 
along with the splintered appearance of the 
opening's sides, suggest that this opening 
did not hold a sheave, but was simply a 
peculiar fracture around a treenail. 

Two empty circular holes traverse the timber 
on the same plane as the "sheave channel." 
The first hole, 52.5 cm from the finished end, 
is the same size as a treenail hole (2.5 cm) 
while the other flares from 2.5 cm to 3.0 cm. 
The timber has fastenings on three faces, all 

Figure 17.3.24: 
Sheaved timber 
(TT 1066/1151). 
(Drawing: S. Laurie-
Bourque, Parks Can
ada; 24M-83-103-16). 
Scale 1:10 
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Figure 17.3.25: The 
sheave and pin from 
timber TT 1066/1151. 
(Drawing: S. Laurie-
Bourque, Parks Can
ada; 24M-83-103-17). 
Scale 1:2 

except one on two opposing faces. One face 
has three evenly spaced nail holes suggest
ing a planked surface, while the opposite 
face bears one nail, 13 cm from the finished 
end, and a bore hole, 15 cm in diameter, 
19 cm away. The bore hole enters at an angle 
where a 2 cm depression in the timber is 
clearly distinguishable. A lateral face bears a 
single nail at the level of the depression. 

The morphology and the fastening pattern 
of TT 2142 are reminiscent of the top timbers 
previously discussed in the analysis of 
TT 1772. In fact, the tapering section dimen
sions of TT 2142 and TT 1772 are nearly 
identical. The presence of fastenings on 
opposite faces of TT 1772 is similar to top 
timber TT 1671 and even more closely 
resembles fashion frame top timber TT 883, 
which also has a treenail on its inside face 
for a cleat. Interestingly, TT 883 and TT 1671 
both have a planked face with an opposite 
face bearing a single nail in its upper por
tion, just like TT 1772. For TT 1671, this nail 
is placed in a small depression in the timber, 
or a stepped taper, similar to that noted on 
TT 1772. These observations indicate that 
TT 1772 was not a small knight, as previ
ously identified, but rather a top timber. It is 
still possible that this timber was sheaved in 
order to redirect a line inwards. If so, the 
wear on the pin attributed to friction was on 
the appropriate side. Archaeological and 
iconographical examples of such sheaved 
timbers are presented in the discussion of 
TT2164. The timber"s provenience in sub-

operation 12P suggests a function related to 
the mainmast running rigging. 

DISCUSSION 

The study of deck fittings related to rigging 
and sail handling from 24M encompassed 
many elements related to various and some
times uncertain functions. The most com
plete category consists of elements ascribed 
to the belaying of lines. Three different types 
of structural features related to belaying 
were identified: pin rails with wooden pins; 
cleats; and a kevel. 

The function of these items and their loca
tion on the vessel are relatively certain; 
while cleats and belaying pins might be 
found between decks, the interior of an 
exposed bulwark was the usual location. 
Two cleats were found in direct association 
with bulwark timbers, one with a top tim
ber, and the other with a rail-like timber. The 
massive cleat may be confidently placed on 
the fashion frame, 25 cm above the escopera-
das, which in turn are located about 40 cm 
over the deck and about 60 cm from the top 
of the timber. A pattern for securing other 
belaying elements to top timbers might be 
expected although spacing varied according 
to the sheer of the deck and the wale. A sec
ond identified top timber (TT 1671) that also 
bears an escoperada imprint has an interior 
fastening 17 cm above the escoperada, or 
69 cm from the top of the timber. Possible 
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Figure 17.3.26: Possi
ble top timber 
(TT 2142). Note the 
treenail or sheave pin. 
(Drawing: M. Gin-
gras, Parks Canada; 
24M-83-103-18). 
Scale 1:10 

top timbers TT 2142 and TT 1772 have inte
rior fasteners more than 50 cm from the top 
(52 cm and 58 cm for the former, 78 cm for 
the latter). In light of the fastening positions, 
it is possible that a series of horizontal belay
ing elements including cleats and pin rails 
was located on the interior of the bulwark 
55 cm to 80 cm below the top of the top tim
bers, and up to 65 cm above the deck at the 
stern. Fasteners on the top timbers include 
nails or treenails that may correspond to the 
type of belaying element: the surviving 
cleats were fastened with nails, and the pin 
rails with treenails, as was the horizontal 
arm of the kevel. If this kevel fastening was 
aligned with one of the treenails in TT 2142, 
the top of the horns would rest just below 
the top of the top timber. If the fastening in 
the leg of the kevel was attached to the beam 
shelf, then the deck surface rested approxi
mately 40 cm below the crossing of the kevel 
timbers. 

These fastening observations and the clues 
regarding relative deck level they provide 
merit some exploration. The kevel is located 
by provenience near the dale, the top timber 
(TT 1671) is similarly located near the cap
stan, and the fashion frame top timber is, of 
course, situated at the stern of the vessel. 
The fastening evidence suggests that these 
various belaying elements all fell at a uni

form distance below the rail while their 
height relative to the deck increased towards 
the stern. If the rising of wales up to the 
level of the sheer wale (and therefore the top 
of the bulwark) continues to parallel the 2 
codo rising noted at the main wale, then the 
deck, presumably the fourth deck, rises 
approximately Vi codo less for the IVi codo ris
ing ascribed to both the lower and main 
decks, and steeper by Vi codo than the upper 
deck.146 This may be the only evidence for 
the slope of the fourth deck and its diver
gence from the upper deck may suggest 
some additional headroom was built into 
the stern cabin. 

Another interesting feature found on the 
identified and potential top timbers is a sin
gle fastener found between 27 cm and 33 cm 
from the top of each timber, or about half the 
distance to the fasteners previously noted. 
This fastener, usually smaller than the lower 
fasteners associated with belaying elements, 
indicates the presence of a smaller horizon
tal element of the bulwark, possibly a rail. 
Such a timber was found directly alongside 
TT2163 to which cleat TT2162 was 
attached. This small rail-like timber 
(TT 2169) with one finished end is preserved 
over a length of 173 cm, with sectional 
dimensions of 5 cm by 8 cm (Fig. 17.3.27). 
One of its surfaces is clearly rounded. Four 
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Figure 17.3.27: Small 
rail-like timber 
(TT 2169). (Drawing: 
F. Ventresca, C. Piper, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
84-23-D24a). 
Scale 1:10 

nails penetrate at intervals of 33 cm, 35 cm, 
and 40 cm, roughly reflecting the frame 
spacing. 

A certain number of the ambiguous timbers 
with large holes found on the 24M site may 
also be associated with the bulwarks, as they 
share some rail-like characteristics with the 
pin rails and the kevel. Two other timbers 
with large holes can be placed with some 
confidence on the exterior of the hull: 
TT 2140 in the bow area, and chesstree 
TT 2760 just aft of the forward channel 
assembly on the starboard side. 

The location and function of the two timbers 
found with sheaves in place remains prob
lematic. Both were perhaps placed in the 
flank of the vessel. It is difficult to identify 
them as knights. If the larger of the two 
(TT 2164) is not the main knight, it raises the 
question of its absence. However, it is possi
ble that the ship did not have knights but 
instead made use of large blocks bolted to 
the upper deck, an arrangement for lifting 
the lower yards that was already in use by 
the beginning of the 17th century.147 

A closer look at the distribution of the vari
ous elements related to the rigging is quite 
revealing (Fig. 17.3.28). An alignment of the 
16 timbers presented in this analysis, 12 of 
which definitely have rigging related fea
tures, can clearly be seen running from sub-
operations 14Q to 10P. Table 17.3.1 presents 
these timbers in order by provenience. 

If the provenience of these timbers reflects 
their original longitudinal positions, there is 
a scatter of rigging elements starting at the 
mainmast step and stretching aft. Their 
proximity and alignment suggests an origin 
at the same level. All of these timbers were 
found deep in their sub-operations, imply
ing that they were deposited in the first 
stage of the vessel's disintegration and that 
they were located high on the vessel. The 
timbers rested below the large detached sec
tion of planks that was located just below 
the upper deck in the starboard stern quar
ter. The fact that this planking segment com
prised the hull flank below the upper deck, 
and that it fell on top of elements believed to 
have been attached inside the bulwark, con
firms that these rigging elements were part 

Timber 

TT 2205/1773 

TT 1772 

TT 1771 

TT 2164 

TT2169 

TT 2163 

TT 2162 

TT 1534 

TT 2143 

TT 2142 

TT 1671 

TT 1066/1151 

TT 1152 

TT 1892 

Sub-operation 

14Q 

14Q/14R 

14Q 

14Q/14P 

12Q/14P 

12Q/14P 

12Q 

12Q/12P/10P 

12P 

12P/12Q 

12P/10P 

10P 

10P 

10P 

Description 

Kevel composed of two timbers 

Possible top timber /frame with 5.0 cm hole 

Possible rail with opposing notches 

Large sheaved timber 

Possible small rail 

Notched timber attached to cleat TT 2162; possible rail 

Cleat attached to TT 2163 

L-shaped wale-like timber with 3.0 cm and 3.5 cm holes 

Pin rail 

Possible top timber, possibly sheaved 

Top timber 

Sheaved timber 

Pin rail 

Pin rail 

Table 17.3.1: Rigging-related timbers recovered from sub-operations 14Q to 10P. 
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Figure 17.3.28: Distri
bution of scattered 
timbers on 24M site, 
showing in situ loca
tions of timbers possi
bly related to the 
running rigging in 
sub-operations 14R to 
10P. (Drawing: D. Kap-
pler, Parks Canada; 
24M-2001-101-1). 
Scale 1:100 

of a bulwark from the upper deck level or 
higher. 

Based on its association with the fashion 
frame top timber, the large cleat (TT 752/ 
791) was situated inside the bulwark above 
the fourth deck where it presumably served 
to secure the running shrouds for the miz-
zen-mast. If the rigging related timbers 
found in sub-operations 10P to 14Q were all 
located on the upper (or third) deck, then 
the planking of the fourth deck could extend 
no farther than the upper deck after cabin, 
and the rigging elements would have fit 
within the 5 m to 6.5 m space between the 
dale and the cabin bulkhead. Provided that 
the association of the pin rails and kevel 
with the top timbers is correct, then placing 
these elements on the upper deck suggests 
that the raised castle walls existed only in 
the after cabin area. If these elements were 
on the fourth deck, this deck would have 
been at least partially planked up to the for
ward limit of the castle walls at the dale, 
which Basque iconography often suggests, 
in order for the crew to have access to the 
belaying points. All the routine rigging 
adjustments for the mainmast and miz-
zen-mast could be handled from this deck, 
leaving the upper deck clear for the working 
of the capstan and its few heavy lines, the 
helm and cooking areas, as well as space for 
the cabin and on-deck stowage. Lack of evi
dence suggesting that the fourth deck was 

indeed a half deck makes it difficult at this 
point to determine with certainty at which 
level, upper deck or fourth deck, were 
located the mainmast rigging belaying ele
ments. 

Just as there is no firm evidence for lines 
running to the capstan from the base of any 
of the masts, the absence of internal struc
tural evidence for rigging characterizes the 
entire site forward of the dale. The sharp
ness of this division suggests an absence by 
design through the waist area. Forward, the 
2.8 m mended length of TT 1474, the one 
surviving internal element possibly related 
to rigging is nearly as long as the forecastle, 
but whether it was placed at the upper or 
forecastle deck levels cannot be determined. 
Indeed, most rigging elements for the fore
mast did not survive, effectively limiting 
analysis to the after half of the vessel. 

C O N C L U S I O N 

This analysis has identified timbers that are 
definitely related to the handling of the rig 
and the sails, and has pinpointed other tim
bers with potential associations. Given the 
disarticulated nature of the deposit from 
which these elements were recovered, it is 
impossible to go further than to establish a 
general location for each timber. Clearly, 
rails with wooden pins, cleats, and kevels 
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were attached inside the wall of the vessel, 
and the bulwarks had openings, with or 
without sheaves, to lead rigging lines from 
the exterior. 

This study was fraught with frustration 
from the start, beginning with the difficulty 
of selecting the pertinent timbers for study. 
The list grew, however, along with greater 

understanding on the part of the research
ers. Although many locations remain specu
lative and functions are uncertain, the study 
has contributed to understanding the work
ings and construction of the 24M vessel at 
the uppermost deck levels. Information 
from other sites will help develop the pic
ture of deck fittings in the 16th century. 

NOTES 

80 Juan José de Navarro (Marqués de la Victoria), 
Diccionario demonstrative, cou la configuración, o 
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Marqués de la Victoria, Madrid: Museo Naval and 
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barbiquejos. Timoteo O'Scanlan, Diccionario marítimo 
español (Madrid: Imprenta Real, 1831; reprint, 
Madrid: Museo Naval, 1974), p. 82, s.v. 
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17.4 Ground Tackle 

Otarles D. Moore, Marc-André Bernier and Daniel LaRoche 

A component of almost every element 
related to the vessel's mooring system, or 
ground tackle, was recovered from the Red 
Bay 24M site. Other contemporary wrecks 
each provide only a few of these elements: 
the capstan of the Villefranche wreck;148 the 
capstan, bitt beam, and anchor of the Swed
ish Kravel site;149 the anchors and anchor 
cables of the Mary Rosed50 the anchor and cat 
hook of the Molasses Reef wreck;151 the 
anchor, cat hook, and hawser of the Eman
uel Point wreck;152 and the anchors of the 
Padre Island153 and Highborn Cay154 wrecks 
and of a Portuguese wreck found in the Sey
chelles;155 and the anchor and the grapnel of 

the Bahía Mujeres wreck.156 For the 24M site, 
the capstan, complete with step and part
ners; the bow hawse hole timbers; the step 
for the riding bitt; a section of cable; a cat
head and its step; and the timber containing 
the stern hawse holes have survived. A 16th-
century anchor was also found in the vicin
ity of the 24M site, although it is not certain 
that it belonged to the vessel. The value of 
the 24M site lies not only in the survival of 
these elements, but also in the opportunity 
to relocate their original positions on the 
vessel. Hence, the wreck provides excep
tional insight into the anchoring system of a 
16th-century vessel. 
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Figure 17.4.1: Carved 
from a single piece of 
oak, the principal cap
stan element incorpo
rated the barrel and 
the spindle. (Drawing: 
S. Epps, Parks Canada; 
24M12R13-la). 
Scale 1:20 

This section looks at the surviving elements 
that comprised the ground tackle and moor
ing system used on the Red Bay vessel. 
Detailed descriptions of the relevant timbers 
are not generally provided as most are dis
cussed elsewhere in this report. Instead, this 
section focuses on the relationship between 
the various elements and the overall opera
tion of the anchoring system. 

DESCRIPTION OF STRUCTURAL 
ELEMENTS 

An interesting feature of the 24M mooring 
system is that many of the structural ele

ments were made of single large pieces of 
wood, including the capstan and the timbers 
incorporating the hawse holes at bow and 
stern. 

Capstan 

The capstan {enhestante, cabrestante) was the 
heart of the weighing system. Also used to 
hoist the principal yards, it supplied the 
force required to raise the anchors. The 24M 
capstan assembly was composed of three 
elements: the capstan (Figs. 17.4.1, 15.1.78), 
the capstan partner (Figs. 17.4.2, 15.1.80, 
15.1.81, 15.1.82), and the capstan step (Figs. 
17.4.3, 15.1.65, 15.1.66).157 The capstan was 
carved from a single log of oak. 

The Red Bay capstan shares with other early 
capstans a more slender form than became 
typical in the 18th century and later. Its 
upper portion, or barrel, was 1.35 m long 
and about 49 cm in diameter. It rested on a 
partner located at the upper deck level (Figs. 
17.4.4,17.4.5), its usual position according to 
16th-century Basque sources and the same 
level as the bow hawse holes and riding 
bitts.158 The lower spindle, measuring 1.58 m 
long and about 25 cm in diameter, extended 
below the upper deck and was stepped at 
the main deck level. The barrel was tra
versed by three horizontal channels through 
which were passed bars that allowed the 
men to rotate the capstan. These bars would 
have been located 84 cm, 98 cm, and 111 cm 
above the upper deck (Fig. 17.4.6). 

The anchor cable, or possibly a messenger 
cable,159 was wrapped around six whelps 
inserted into rectangular rabbets at the bot
tom of the barrel. The rabbets were dove
tailed to lock the whelps in place after they 
were slid into the rabbet from the end of the 
barrel. The capstan was located 2.9 m 
(5 codos) aft of the dale and approximately 
the same clearance was allowed on each side 
to the sterncastle walls. Since capstans are 
not visible in 16th-century iconography, it 
appears they were usually housed within 
the stern structures. 

The 24M capstan is one of four surviving 
capstans dating to the 16th century or ear
lier, with the 14th-century Bremen cog pro
viding the earliest example.160 The 
Villefranche wreck had a two-bar capstan, 
equipped with four unevenly-spaced 
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Figure 17.4.2: The cap
stan partner (TT 960/ 
148 and TT 737/738). 
(Drawing: R. Hellier, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
83-103-7). 
Scale 1:20 

whelps that were also inserted into rab
bets.161 The capstan, for which the spindle is 
missing, was likely located on the upper 
deck. The capstan from the early 16th-cen
tury Kravel wreck is similar to the 24M cap
stan: made of a single timber and equipped 
with three bars, its six whelps have a distinct 
lip at their upper end that prevented the 
cable from sliding up.162 

the bitt beam described by García de Pala
cio: a large throughbeam that traversed the 
ship from side to side on the second deck at 
half height and to which were tied the 
cables.167 He adds that the bowsprit was set 
into this timber. This resembles the findings 
from the Red Bay vessel, where a step 
placed on the main deck served both the 
riding bitts and the bowsprit. Chaves' sec-

Figure 17.4.3: The two 
halves of the capstan 
step(TT2andTT731). 
(Drawing: R. Hellier, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
83-103-8a). 
Scale 1:20 

Bitt Step 

The bitts (vitas, bitas), or specifically the 
riding bitts, are usually mentioned along 
with the capstan in Basque shipbuilding 
contracts.163 The riding bitts consisted of two 
vertical timbers across which is solidly 
attached a horizontal timber called the 
crossbeam (cruz in Spanish; traversin in 
French).164 Some 16th-century Basque docu
ments are more detailed, specifying the use 
of knees to strengthen the structure.165 Diego 
García de Palacio describes another type of 
construction for the bita used for the anchor 
cables: a single large throughbeam that 
crossed the forecastle from side to side.166 

Alonso de Chaves defines two types of bitas. 
The type he calls simply the bita is similar to 
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Figure 17.4.4: Recon
structed section at sta
tion 8.3, near the 
capstan, looking for
ward. (Drawing: C. 
Piper, Parks Canada; 
24M-92-103-6c). 
Scale 1:50 

bita de proa, a timber which traversed the 
forecastle, also at mid-height, to which were 
attached the fore-sail tacks, the main-sail 
bowlines, and the stoppers of the three 
anchors.168 Used for smaller lines, it was 
probably a smaller bitt than the bita used for 
the anchor cables. On the Red Bay vessel, 
this may correspond to the cathead step, dis
cussed below, which traversed the width of 
the forecastle. However, it is impossible to 
say based on available data whether this 
timber was used to belay lines as a bita de 
proa would have been. Frank Howard dis
cusses the existence of bitt beams (or catenas) 
in the 15th and early 16th centuries that are 
comparable to the horizontal bitts described 
by García de Palacio and Chaves, and notes 

that it is uncertain when they were replaced 
by vertical bitts.169 

Although no timber was identified as a bitt 
on the 24M site, a large timber was inter
preted as the step for the riding bitts as well 
as for the bowsprit (Figs. 17.4.7, 15.1.62, 
15.1.63).170 Located at the main deck level 
near the bow, the timber had twin mortises 
serving as steps for the bitts' tenoned lower 
ends (see Figs. 17.4.5, 17.4.8, 17.4.9). Based 
on the dimensions of the mortises, the bitts 
measured more than 14 cm by 17 cm in sec
tion. Set about 140 cm apart from centre to 
centre, leaving about 2 codos (114 cm) 
between them, the bitts would have passed 
through the upper deck in line with the 
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upper deck carlings. If they extended this far 
forward, the carlings would have provided 
valuable bracing to the riding bitt assembly. 

Few 16th-century sites have yielded timbers 
that could be identified as bitts. One rare 
example is the large bitt beam of the Kravel 
wreck.171 Since bitts are located inside the 
forecastle, they are rarely visible in the ico
nography of the 16th century. The Utrera 
votive model appears to show the ends of a 
bitt notched over a wale at the base of the 
beakhead.172 

Bow Hawse Holes 

The two bow hawse holes of the 24M vessel 
were each formed by two timbers 
(escobenques, escobenes), one outboard and a 
longer one inboard of the hull planking.173 

Both components from the port side (Figs. 
17.4.10, 15.1.91, 15.1.92) and the interior ele
ment from the starboard side have survived. 
All are made of single pieces of wood. The 
starboard interior timber is 73 cm long, at 
least 90 cm wide, and 12 cm thick, while the 
outboard timber is 223 cm long, 60 cm wide, 
and 30 cm thick. Analysis of the vessel's 
structure established that the hawse holes 
were positioned just above the upper deck 
level, that they touched the stem, and that 
they provided support for the bowsprit and 
beakhead (Figs. 17.4.5, 17.4.8). It is not clear 
how the anchor cables passed through the 
whole or partial bulkhead that may have 
existed on the upper deck at the forward 
end of the forecastle. It is possible that a 
short foredeck was set at the base of the bea
khead on the level of the upper deck wale. If 
the presumed bulkhead stopped at the fore-
deck level, a gap of 20 cm to 30 cm over the 
upper deck would have allowed the cables 
to pass below the foredeck to the hawse 
holes. 

The openings created by the hawse timbers 
for the anchor cables had a diameter of 
about 32 cm. Proportionally, this is some
what smaller than those represented in illus
trations of the 16th century, which seem to 
reflect the form of the previous century.174 

The relatively large size of the hawse holes 
may reflect the practice of having more than 
one anchor on each side at the bow. Six
teenth-century ships are sometimes depicted 
with two anchors attached on one side, with 
both cables running through the same 

Figure 17.4.5: Profile of 
interior showing the 
positions of: A) cap
stan, B) step for the 
riding bitts, C) star
board hawse hole, D) 
stern hawse hole tim
ber, and E) mizzen-
mast step. The star
board hawse hole 
assembly is recon
structed based on its 
surviving interior ele
ment and the complete 
exterior element from 
the port side. (Draw
ing: C. Piper, D. Kap-
pler, Parks Canada; 
24M-92-103-3d). 
Scale 1:100 
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Figure 17.4.6 (Right): 
An artist's rendition of 
the capstan in use. 
(Drawing: R. Hellier, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
83-103-4). 

Figure 17.4.7 (Below): 
Step for riding bitts 
(TT 6) which also 
served as a step for the 
bowsprit. (Drawing: 
A.E. Wilson, C. Piper, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
79-5-D136a). 
Scale 1:20 
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hawse hole.175 No archaeological evidence 
has been identified for hawse blocks or cov
ers used to seal the hawse holes of the Red 
Bay vessel at sea. 

Stern Hawse Holes 

Notched into the stern structure at the lower 
counter level was a large timber (originally 
285 cm long, 35 cm wide, and 15 cm thick) 
incorporating the two stern hawse holes 
(Fig. 17.4.II).176 This timber was deeply 
carved to rest across the insides of the 
counter frames (Fig. 17.4.12). The two open
ings are roughly square, measuring 15 cm by 
16 cm on the starboard side and 13 cm by 
15 cm on the port side, and spaced 160 cm 
apart at their centres. Flanges, left 4 cm to 
5 cm proud of the timber's exterior face, pro
tected the plank edges around the holes 
from the cables. The original position of the 
openings would have been roughly midway 
between the main and upper deck levels. As 
the capstan's spindle lacked whelps that 
would allow it to be used for a cable,177 it is 

Figure 17.4.8: Recon
struction profile of the 
bow area showing the 
relationship between 
various timbers. Let
ter (E) shows the haw
ser port and (D) the 
riding-bitts step. The 
beakhead knee is not 
reconstructed in this 
drawing. (Drawing: C. 
Piper, Parks Canada; 
24M-95-103-19). 
Scale 1:100 

Figure 17.4.9: Recon
struction of the bow 
area showing the fore
mast and bowsprit 
and their relationship 
to the foremast step, 
the foremast partner 
and the riding bitt and 
bowsprit step. (Draw
ing: C. Piper, Parks 
Canada; 24M 2006-
103-4A). 
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Figure 17.4.10: Hawse 
hole timbers, or 
escobenque, for the port 
side. The inner part is 
TT 1849 (A) and the 
outer part is TT 2701 
(B). (Drawing: S. Lau-
rie-Bourque, F. Ven-
tresca, Parks Canada; 
24M-2001-103-8). 
Scale 1:20 

assumed that cables coming from the stern 
hawse holes had to pass upwards to the 
upper deck to reach the barrel of the cap
stan. The anchor cable may have been 
secured to the mizzen-mast step in a manner 
that would reflect the types of bitts 
described by García de Palacio. 

Ship sterns are frequently depicted in con
temporary iconography and various types 
of stern ports are clearly identifiable. Stern 
hawse holes are generally round and most 
often appear in pairs,178 but some depictions 
show two square stern holes.179 

Cathead 

Catheads (serviolas) were sheaved timbers 
from which anchors were suspended clear 
of the hull during anchor setting and weigh
ing operations. On the 24M vessel, they 
were located at the upper deck level and 
passed over the beakhead directly above the 
hawse holes. 

A timber identified as the port cathead and 
the transverse beam serving as its step were 
recovered (Figs. 17.4.13, 17.4.14).180 The cat
head was carved from a single piece of 

Figure 17.4.11 : The two 
stern hawse holes 
(TT 997). (Drawing: C. 
Piper, Parks Canada; 
24M-83-88-D48a). 
Scale 1:20 
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Figure 17.4.12 (Far 
Left): Outboard view 
of the stern reconstruc
tion showing the aft 
hawse holes. (Draw
ing: C. Piper, Parks 
Canada; 24M-91-103-
14a). 
Scale 1:50 

Figure 17.4.13 (Left): 
Cathead (TT 1573). 
(Drawing: S. Laurie-
Bourque, Parks Can
ada; 24M-83-103-15). 
Scale 1:20 

Figure 17.4.14: The 
step for the catheads 
was fractured into two 
pieces (TT 2099 and 
TT 2706). (Drawing: 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-96-103-21). 
Scale 1:20 
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Figure 17.4.15: Plan 
view of the reconstruc
tion of the bow and 
beakhead area show
ing the positions of the 
catheads and their 
step. Surviving ele
ments at the base of 
the assembly are indi
cated in grey tone, 
those at the top with 
coarse stipple. (Draw
ing: C. Piper, Parks 
Canada; 24M-2000-
103-4). 
Scale 1:50 

wood, 222 cm long, with a maximum thick
ness of 14 cm and a width of 12.5 cm along 
its inboard edge. The timber expands to 
19 cm just below the sheave channel and this 
larger area is pierced by a 7.0 cm diameter 
hole. The sheave channel, open at one end, is 
also 7.0 cm wide. The massive thickness of 
the sheave (6.0 cm) and the wide, shallow 
rope track suggest a large gauge rope. Archi
tectural study has determined that this cat
head was mortised under the top rail of the 
beakhead. The mortise on the timber is 
8.5 cm wide and traversed by a 1.5 cm 
square nail. The cathead would only have 
protruded 45 cm over the side of the ship 
(Fig. 17.4.15,17.4.9). 

A 9 cm-wide tenon at one end of the cathead 
timber fits one of the mortises in the large 
transverse timber or cathead step. A 1.5 cm-
square nail hole is visible both in the tenon 
and in the mortise. The mortise was placed 
on the underside of the step to counteract 
the weight of the anchor at the sheave end. 
A symmetrically-placed mortise for a sec
ond cathead is evident on the starboard side 
of the cathead step. This notch is smaller, 
suggesting the cathead on this side may 
have been lighter, but the second cathead 
was not found during excavation. The cat
head step is also pierced by two pairs of rect

angular holes measuring about 8 cm by 
10 cm. These probably supported vertical 
timbers, perhaps bitts. It appears that the 
ends of this cathead step penetrated through 
the sides of the forecastle and were sand
wiched between the top two wales of the 
beakhead. As discussed, this timber may 
correspond to what Chaves calls a bita de 
proa. 

Catheads first appeared in the 16th century. 
According to Roger C. Smith, before their 
introduction, anchors were simply fished 
with a cat hook fixed to a post or bitt and 
hoisted out of the water.181 Possible cat 
hooks were found on the 16th-century 
wrecks at Molasses Reef and Emanuel 
Point.182 A large hook-like circular concre
tion (24 cm by 35 cm) found at the starboard 
bow of the 24M site, just below the hull, may 
have been a cat hook, but conclusive identi
fication was precluded by the deteriorated 
condition of the object (Fig. 17.4.16). 

Howard notes that the date for the introduc
tion of catheads is not known. Catheads are 
not found on images of English ships before 
the 1580s, and it is uncertain when they first 
appeared.183 In the 15th century, there are 
indications of the use of davits,184 and these 
were probably in use up to 1550.185 Apart 
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from some of Baker's drawings, catheads 
are absent in 16th-century illustrations.186 If 
they were not a common permanent struc
tural element, it is possible that they were 
removable. García de Palacio's definition of 
a serviola establishes that they existed by 
1587, and implies that they could be perma
nent although they were usually movable.187 

He also states clearly that they were used to 
lift the anchor out of the water (arronçar), not 
suspend them to the side as a davit 
would.188 In any case, the permanent cat
head from Red Bay is among the earliest evi
dence of such a device.189 

ANCHOR 

Of all the various elements of a ship related 
to mooring, the anchor is the one most com
monly found archaeologically.190 As a result, 
numerous studies on the morphology and 
fabrication of 16th-century anchors have 
been generated.191 A synthesis of these pub
lications, emphasizing aspects particularly 
pertinent to the study of the wrought iron 
anchor found in Red Bay, is presented 
here.192 

Although found near the 24M site, the Red 
Bay anchor cannot be associated with cer
tainty with this vessel. It was found less than 
18 m from the wreck site, approximately 
20 m from the shore of Saddle Island in 6 m 
of water. 

The anchor's shank, measuring 3.5 m long 
without the ring and 7.5 cm by 8.0 cm in the 
middle, is broken in two (Fig. 17.4.17).193 The 
arms are 101 cm and 103 cm in length. The 
eroded flukes or palms are both about 50 cm 
long and the best preserved is 28 cm wide at 
its broadest point. The shank has stock keys 
parallel to the arms: this is similar to other 
16th-century anchors found at Padre Island, 
Molasses Reef, and Highborn Cay, and on 
the Mary Rose,194 and is characteristic of 
early anchors.195 The ring, fractured but still 
in place, has an exterior diameter of 47 cm 
and an interior diameter of 36 cm. The char
acteristics and proportions of this anchor 
indicate that it is contemporary with Basque 
activities in Red Bay.196 

The original weight of the Red Bay anchor 
has been estimated at approximately 480 kg, 
corresponding to a 16th-century weight of 
10 quintales™ Interestingly, the anchor's 

shank bears a series of 10 lines which have 
been interpreted as a weight mark.198 

Juan de Escalante de Mendoza (1575) men
tions that, whatever its size, a ship must 
always be equipped with four amarras, each 
amarra consisting of an anchor and a cable.199 

Three anchors were for regular use while the 
fourth, called the amarra de forma, was only 
used in case of a serious risk to the vessel.200 

For García de Palacio, a ship of 400 tons was 
to be equipped with four anchors and one 
forma ressa.201 While the common anchors 
were tied on each side of the beakhead, the 
forma ressa was stored inside the ship in a 
place where it was readily accessible.202 

Chaves indicates that a 200-ton nao must 
have five anchors, one of 11 quintales, one of 
10 quintales, one of 9 quintales and two of 7 
quintales each.203 According to Michael 
Barkham, 16th-century Basque documents 
indicate that Basque ships of the 16th cen
tury with tonnages varying from 100 to 350 

Figure 17.4.16: A large 
hook-like circular con
cretion found off the 
starboard bow of the 
24M site, just below 
the hull, may have 
been a cat hook. 
(Photo: D. Page, Parks 
Canada; 24M-4420W). 
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Figure 17.4.17: Anchor 
found at Red Bay 
(24M80B6-1). (Draw
ing: D. Kappler, Parks 
Canada; 24M80B6-lc). 
Scale 1:25 

Figure 17.4.18: Graffito 
of a ship at anchor 
carved into a plank 
(TT 2145). (Drawing: 
C. Piper, Parks Can
ada; 24M-94-100-2). 
Scale 1:4 
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tons usually had four anchors, while vessels 
of a greater capacity generally had five 
anchors.204 The description in both García de 
Palacio and Escalante de Mendoza of an 
"emergency anchor" (or sheet anchor) 
stored inside the vessel205 may correspond to 
what is seen on the graffito of a ship found 
carved in a plank of the 24M vessel (Fig. 
17.4.18). While the ship swings on one 
anchor, a second anchor is shown within the 
outline of the hull in the forecastle area. This 
second anchor may be secured to the outside 
of the ship, but because the crown is for
ward, it is possible that the artist intended to 
represent an anchor stowed internally.206 

The weight of anchors varied with the size 
of the ships.207 While Escalante de Mendoza 
does not specify the various sizes and 
weights of the ordinary amarras, he does 
state that a nao of 100 tons must have 20 
quintales of amarra deforma, with 10 quintales 
for the anchor and 10 quintales for the 
cable.208 For each additional 100 tons, 6 quin
tales were added, with 3 quintales for the 
anchor and 3 quintales for the cable.209 This 
ratio gives an anchor of 13 quintales for a 
ship of 200 tons, 16 quintales for a ship of 300 
tons, and 19 quintales for a ship of 400 tons. 
García de Palacio also does not specify the 
weight of the common anchors, but pre
scribes an anchor of 16 to 18 quintales for his 
400-ton ship's forma ressa™ Archival mate
rial consulted by Michael Barkham suggests 
smaller sizes for the anchors: ships of 500 
tons or more seem to have had anchors 
varying between 8 and 10 quintales each.211 

ing between 450 and 490 threads, of 14 or 16 
quintales, and 67 to 70 fathoms long. A 
smaller cablote, of 8 or 9 quintales, was also 
part of the package.215 

Three sections of a thick, cable-laid rope, 
which may have been one long rope origi
nally, were found under the bow of the ves
sel (Figs. 17.4.19, 17.4.20). Found on top of 
and within the grey sand stratum, they were 
deposited early during the wrecking of the 
ship and are thought to have been part of an 
anchor cable. The combined length of these 
fragments is approximately 12.5 m. The 
cable was manufactured as follows: fibres 
(approximately 23 mm in diameter) were 
twisted to the left to form a strand with a 
diameter varying between 1.14 cm and 
1.79 cm; three strands were laid to the right 
to form a hawser-laid rope with a diameter 
varying between 2.9 cm and 3.5 cm; three 
ropes were then laid to the left to form the 
cable. The diameter of the three sections of 
cable varies from 5.65 cm to 5.86 cm.216 

Figure 17.4.19: Pre
sumed anchor cable 
fragment (24M26N12-
4). (Photo: G. Vanderv-
lugt, Parks Canada; 
RA2083X). 

Figure 17.4.20: Draw
ing of a presumed 
anchor cable fragment 
(24M26N12-4). (Draw
ing: J. Farley, Parks 
Canada; 24M26N12-4). 
Scale 1:4 

ANCHOR CABLE 

García de Palacio recommends that a 400-
ton ship, bearing four anchors and a forma 
ressa, be equipped with five cables: two of 14 
quintales, two of 16 quintales, and one of 18 
quintales, presumably for the forma ressa.212 

The only anchor weight known for this ves
sel is the 16 to 18 quintales for the forma ressa. 
Chaves states that a 200-ton ship should be 
equipped with five anchors and six cables of 
suitable size for the anchors.215 According to 
various documents compiled by Barkham, 
16th-century Basque vessels were fitted with 
at least one cable per anchor.214 Usually, a 
cable's size is given as weight or number of 
threads. These documents indicate that 
ships with anchors varying from 8 to 10 
quintales were generally given cables vary-

A hawser-laid rope thought to have been 
used in catting the anchor was found on the 
Emanuel Point wreck.217 It averages 3.8 cm 
in diameter. Three large coils of cable were 
found on the Mary Rose, two on the orlop 
deck and one on the upper deck. The diame
ter of each cable was approximately 
12.0 cm.218 

INTERPRETATION AND 
ANALYSIS 

In 16th-century Basque shipbuilding con
tracts, the capstan and the riding bitts are 
always mentioned together, often along with 
the hawse timbers. It is clear that these items 
were considered a group, and were usually 
situated on the upper deck.219 
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Figure 17.4.21: Detail 
of a 1585 map showing 
ships anchored in the 
Basque harbour of San 
Sebastián. (Courtesy: 
British Library, Cotton 
Augustus I. i.16). 

Given that the tonnage of the Red Bay vessel 
is estimated at a little over 200 tons, the ship 
was likely equipped with four anchors 
weighing between 8 and 10 quintales each, 
and four cables varying between 432 and 
490 threads, of 14 or 16 quintales, and with a 
length of around 68 fathoms. If the interpre
tation of the cable found at the bow of the 
24M vessel is correct, the anchor cables were 
approximately 5.7 cm in diameter. The ship 
would perhaps have had a smaller cablote of 
8 or 9 quintales. 

It was fairly common practice in the 16th 
century to moor using two or more anchors, 
especially when anchoring for a prolonged 
period. There are many iconographie exam
ples of the use of more than one anchor.220 A 
depiction of San Sebastián in 1585 shows 
ships using one or two bower anchors, one 
stern anchor, and one or two bowlines run
ning to shore (Fig. 17.4.21).221 A Basque 
court document also provides interesting 
details on an anchoring practice used in 
Labrador in the 16th century. This document 

relates that a vessel anchored in Chateau 
Bay had to be urgently freed from its moor
ings to escape after ice closed the harbour. 
The testimony specifies that the ship was 
moored using four cables and three anchors. 
A cable running to shore from the port bow 
was cut, and an anchor from the starboard 
bow was raised, as well as a second anchor 
whose position is not stated. Another bower 
anchor could not be raised.222 

On the Red Bay vessel, most activities relat
ing to anchoring manoeuvres took place on 
the upper deck. When the ship was at 
anchor, the cable was bent on the riding bitts 
located in the bow area. In the case of the 
Red Bay vessel, the bitts consisted of two 
vertical posts stepped at the main deck level, 
with a probable horizontal crossbeam. They 
would have stood approximately 2.5 m aft 
of the hawse holes. 

The capstan was critical for weighing the 
anchors. On the 24M vessel, it occupied the 
central area in the stern of the ship, approxi-
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mately 3 m abaft the dale and the mainmast. 
Sufficient space around the capstan was 
required to allow the men to move around 
the capstan drum pushing its six arms. The 
anchor cable may have been raised with the 
help of a messenger temporarily secured to 
the cable using small lines known as nip
pers, and wrapped around the barrel. The 
area between the capstan and the forward 
hawse holes had to be free of obstructions 
while the anchor was weighed. With the 
inner escobenque timber abutting the stem, 
the hawse holes were situated about 50 cm 
off the vessel's centre line. Lines to the cap
stan passed on either side of the foremast 
and mainmast between the riding bitts. 
Although the offset bowsprit intruded 
slightly into the line between the port hawse 
hole and the capstan, no wear marks are evi
dent on the surviving bowsprit fragment. 
This suggests that the cables running to the 
port hawse hole were led on the starboard 
side of the masts, implying that the capstan 
may have always turned in a clockwise 
direction when raising the anchor.223 

The usual practice was to raise the anchor to 
the water surface on its cable. A cat hook 
was then set in the anchor ring, allowing the 
anchor to be lifted clear of the water using 
the sheaved cathead. With its crown end 
fished with a rope, the anchor was hauled 
up alongside the vessel. This could have 
been secured with a fish davit, although 
none has been identified on the 24M site. In 

contemporary illustrations showing anchors 
tied to the bow of vessels, the anchors are 
close to the hawse holes. Given that the Red 
Bay vessel had catheads, the stock may have 
been secured nearby. The crown was proba
bly simply lashed with a rope to the inside 
of the bulwark, as seen on some period rep
resentations.224 

The weighing operation for the stern 
anchors is less clearly understood. The 24M 
vessel had two stern hawse holes, likely 
used for anchoring.225 These holes were 
located at the main deck level, implying 
that, if the cables or messenger were used 
with the capstan, they were run up to the 
upper deck level through some sort of open
ing. No remains of bitts or bitt steps were 
found at the stern, and it is possible that the 
cable was attached to a transverse timber 
like the mizzen-mast step, which showed 
signs of wear. 

The Red Bay 24M vessel, presumed to be the 
San Juan of 1565, has provided an opportu
nity to better understand the ground tackle 
and anchoring systems of the 16th century. 
Along with Basque archival documents and 
period iconography, it has illuminated a cru
cial aspect of the handling of a ship that is 
often neglected in treatises of the period. 
Notable contributions from the Red Bay site 
include early examples, both archaeological 
and iconographie, of catheads, and perhaps 
also of a bita de proa. 
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18 FURTHER ANALYSIS RELATING 

TO THE 24M VESSEL 

18.1 Caulking Materials and Protective Coatings 

Daniel LaRoche 

In analyzing the materials used to caulk and 
seal the Red Bay 24M vessel, it was evident 
that this research overlapped with that pre
sented in other sections on the construction 
and characteristics of the ship. This study 
therefore focuses on the nature of the mate
rials employed on the vessel and on the 
extent of the traces uncovered. 

Preliminary research involving a compari
son of the Red Bay 24M site with other 
16th-century archaeological sites yielded 
information on the use of caulking and pro
tective materials. The scope of this research 
was somewhat limited, since wreck sites 
usually preserve only a small portion of the 
original ship structure and the vestiges are 
typically highly deteriorated. Interesting 
data was also derived from archival sources, 
including notarial agreements and lawsuit 
records, and early books and treatises on 
shipbuilding and navigation. 

This section describes the different caulking 
and coating materials used in the 16th cen
tury, establishes their origins, and deter
mines to what extent they were employed 
on the Red Bay 24M vessel. 

EARLY CAULKING MATERIALS 
AND PROTECTIVE COATINGS 

Caulking Materials 

Natural substances have been used to caulk 
hulls since the beginning of navigation.226 

These substances consisted of moss and 
other plant material such as flax, hemp, or 
cotton, and animal fibres such as wool, silk, 
and hair. Not surprisingly, the performance 
of these materials varied. 

In the late 16th century, Fernando Oliveira 
recommended the use of oakum (estopa) to 
caulk planking seams, arguing that it was 
more suitable for this purpose than any 
other fibre, including wool (lam) or cotton 
(algodào).227 He noted that oakum was not 
only pliable, but also expanded when wet, 
and was readily impregnated with pitch, 
grease, or tar. He described other materials 
in the following disparaging terms: "Wool is 
crisp... cotton does not swell, nor interlace... 
hair and silk are also stiff... all will repel the 
pitch and grease that are necessary in this 
work."228 In 1587, Diego García de Palacio 
confirmed that oakum (estopa) was preferred 
in fitting out ships.229 Juan de Escalante de 
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Mendoza also reported that hemp oakum 
(cerro del cáñamo) was the best.230 

Protective Coatings 

The effectiveness of natural substances for 
making vessels watertight was recognized 
early on. Tar production, first described by 
Theophrastus in the third century B.C. and 
then by Pliny in the first century A.D., was 
well established in antiquity. Resinous sub
stances were used to mummify the dead, 
waterproof pottery, coat ship timbers, daub 
roofs and walls, and as a base for paint and 
ink.231 

Archaeological research confirms the use of 
resins in shipbuilding. Traces of resinous 
materials have been found on a number of 
early vessels. For example, pitch (brai) was 
discovered on the seventh-century B.C. 
Giglio ship wrecked in the Tyrrhenian Sea,232 

a third-century A.D. vessel that sank in St. 
Peter Port on Guernsey,233 and a seventh-
century A.D. vessel that went down off the 
coast of France at Saint-Gervais.234 This 
demonstrates that the product was widely 
used and was well integrated into trade net
works. Although less archaeological evi
dence is available for the seventh to the 16th 
centuries, pitch was found on the floor tim
bers of a 14th-century wreck discovered at 
Cala Culip in Spain and of the 16th-century 
Villefranche wreck.235 Traces of protective 
coatings were also observed on the Padre 
Island and Cattewater shipwrecks.236 A 
number of Basque notarial acts reveal that 
16th-century Basque shipbuilders, like other 
shipbuilders of the period, applied plant res
ins to vessels. These archival sources are fur
ther discussed below. 

Research on the origin of the resinous mate
rials available to the Basques focused on the 
forest cover of Basque coastal regions and 
traditional sources of supply. Certain species 
of trees were commonly used for making 
tars and resins. Maritime pine (Pinus pinas
ter) was the main species used to make resin 
in the Basque Country and in neighbouring 
areas, and it grew in the Landes region of 
France and several Spanish provinces.237 

Although this species also grew in the Medi
terranean, the Basques had direct access to 
western sources of the pine. Maritime pine 
was an indigenous species long before 

extensive planting programs were initiated 
in the 18th century.238 

It is difficult to determine the extent to 
which shipbuilders used resinous sub
stances from a particular supply source. 
From the 12th to the 16th centuries, Basque 
communities in France and Spain had close 
economic ties that facilitated the import and 
export of specialized products such as tars 
and resins. Producers sold their products at 
the markets in Bordeaux, La Teste-de-Buch, 
Labouheyre, and Dax.239 Documentary 
sources suggest that resinous products were 
also imported from the Baltic countries.240 

Basque trade networks extended beyond the 
regions that bordered the Basque Country, 
as demonstrated by iron and wool exports 
from the region and the carrying trade in 
wheat and wine. 

Types of Coatings 

The first task in studying the coatings used 
on the 24M vessel was to identify the prod
ucts most commonly employed in Europe 
and particularly in Iberia in the 16th century. 
A study of Basque notarial acts revealed the 
following terms: alquitrán, brea, betún, and 
sebo.241 Dictionaries and early nautical trea
tises provide definitions of these words. For 
example, alquitrán, which corresponds to tar 
iir English and goudron in French,242 is a resin 
that was collected as it seeped from live 
trees either naturally or as a result of tap
ping.243 Tar was also extracted by cutting up 
old conifers and then heating the logs 
through a procedure similar to that used to 
make charcoal.244 The sap that oozed from 
the wood was collected in drains located at 
the bottom of the pile of burning logs. Tar 
produced in this way was called pez in Por
tuguese and Spanish and poix in French. 
According to Oliveira, the product came in 
liquid form and was known as alcatraôn in 
Portugal.243 Basque notarial acts indicate 
that alquitrán was used for various purposes, 
such as tarring ropes.246 

Brea, which corresponds to pitch in English 
and brai in French,247 was a sort of tar 
(alquitrán, pez) or resin extracted from live 
trees. It was processed in different ways 
depending on whether the desired end 
product was hard pitch or soft pitch. 
Oliveira asserted that good quality pitch had 
to be soft and of a resplendent russet 
colour.248 It also had to have a smooth 
texture and contain resin. 
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Hard pitch was probably tar (alquitrán) that 
was heated in water.249 Oliveira said that tar 
could also be heated with vinegar and then 
"dried [in a damp place] until it hardens, to 
enable it to be taken to other lands."250 He 
called the product pez brucia, also known in 
Portuguese as breu. The hard pitch obtained 
by heating tar was easier to handle than soft 
pitch and thus less difficult to transport. 

It is harder to establish exactly what was 
considered to be soft pitch. There does not 
seem to have been any basic recipe for this 
type of pitch, which was usually prepared 
just before it was applied. In the 18th cen
tury, soft pitch was defined as pitch contain
ing some fatty substance, such as tallow, fish 
oil, or other similar material.251 It may even 
have been a mixture of hard pitch, tar, tal
low, resin, and sulphur, although it gener
ally seems to have consisted simply of 
tallow and pitch (presumably the hard vari
ety), according to information found in the 
notarial acts studied. A 1438 document from 
the departmental archives of Lille reveals 
that if the raw product was too dry, adding 
two drops of oil modified its texture.252 

Oliveira also reported that resin could be 
used instead of pitch,253 saying that, despite 
its white colour, it was of the same nature as 
pitch and was extracted from the same type 
of trees. Escalante de Mendoza asserted that 
pitch from Biscay was very good because it 
contained a large amount of whale fat.254 

Based on a definition given by Timoteo 
O'Scanlan in his early 19th-century dictio
nary, betún was a product similar to soft 
pitch.255 The dictionary lists the ingredients 
used to make soft pitch, and they are practi
cally the same as those mentioned above. 
According to a glossary of nautical terms 
first published by Augustin Jal in 1848, the 
word betún was synonymous with espalme, 
meaning a mixture of tallow and soft pitch 
used to protect the hull of ships.256 On occa
sion, betún was mixed with almagre (ochre) 
for coating masts and other timbers.257 

Oliveira used the Portuguese word betume to 
refer to a compound that may have been 
made from petroleum ("que nace hua uea de 
terra, de q se faz taó bo pez") or from mix
tures of other substances described in detail 
in his book.258 Lastly, sebo was probably tal
low used in brea or betún mixtures.259 

The specific uses of these substances are not 
clearly described in the Basque notarial doc

uments. For example, a record pertaining to 
the purchase of materials for building a ship 
in 1581 reported that "dos carros de 
brea...un barril de betún y dos barriles de 
alquitrán... 18 casco de grassa para la 
brea...40 reales de sebo" were bought, but 
did not say how the products were to be 
used.260 A document from 1582 mentions 
expenses incurred for the upkeep of a ship 
and specifies the use of betún and tallow for 
preparing and coating a nao.261 Lastly, a con
tract for the construction of a plai/n262 in 1576 
states that the vessel's exterior, deck, bow, 
and stern were to be caulked and pitched to 
perfection.263 

Oliveira described the manner in which 
pitch was applied after the planking was 
caulked: 

After going over the whole hull, its 
surface is burnt, not more than what 
would soften the pitch [breu], so that 
it does not escape and detach itself 
from the smooth planking: over this 
scorching a coat of pitch is 
given... And the seams will immedi
ately be tamped down once more 
with the caulking iron and light 
mallet, to see whether any are left to 
caulk, or if the fire has burnt the 
oakum excessively, any needs to 
have new caulking put in its place: 
then everything is tarred once more, 
completely. In some lands, pitch is 
used only over the caulked seams 
and the planks are left free: either 
because there is little pitch to be 
had, or because the wood can be 
trusted and will not rot...But, even 
then, it is better to tar it: or at least 
grease it.264 

It appears that whale fat was often applied 
directly to hulls. In 1566, Ambroise Paré 
reported that the Basques kept whale fat for 
use as fuel and for rubbing on ships, as it did 
not freeze once it was melted down.265 

Roger C. Smith describes another procedure 
known as parcelling, which followed the 
caulking process.266 Apparently, this proce
dure consisted in covering the caulked 
seams with strips of resin-soaked fabric, 
such as canvas. Although evidence of this 
practice has been observed on a number of 
archaeological sites,267 no traces of it were 
found at the Red Bay site. Perhaps parcelling 
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was used only on ships that navigated 
southerly seas. 

There was probably little variation between 
shipyards in the way these substances were 
used. It is impossible to establish, on the 
basis of the sources consulted, to what 
extent the different preparations (betún, brea) 
were employed instead of the basic product 
(alquitrán, pez). Nevertheless, it is important 
to note that alquitrán was potentially more 
versatile than the other materials because it 
could be converted into pitch (brea) or betún. 

Although the substances described above 
might be referred to, in certain cases, by sim
ilar or identical terms, their compositions 
varied according to local traditions. Since 
the base material was the same, any differ
ences observed stem from extraction and 
processing procedures and the secondary 
ingredients added, reflecting the various 
names employed. 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE 
OF CAULKING AND PROTECTIVE 
COATINGS FROM THE 24M SITE 

During the excavation of the Red Bay vessel, 
samples were collected from various parts of 
the ship. Since the hull collapsed outward, 
most of the samples were taken on the inner 
surface of the planking. 

Fibrous Materials 

In general, the analyses of fibrous samples 
confirm that some of the substances 
described in the historical records were used 
on the Red Bay ship. A few samples were 
identified as unprocessed hemp (Cannabis 
sativa) mixed in some cases with pine tar 
pitch.268 Another sample of caulking was 
made from flax (Linum usitatissimum).269 

Other samples made of a mixture of pitch 
and human, cattle, or even deer hair confirm 
the historical records, and testify to the 
range of materials that might be used on a 
single hull.270 

Resinous and Fatty Materials 

Samples of resinous and fatty materials 
underwent infrared spectrometry to deter
mine whether they were compounds 

extracted from conifers or from coal or 
petroleum. Although the terms "rosin" and 
"pine tar pitch" were both used to designate 
the substances identified, they are inter
changeable.271 

Since most of the samples were taken from 
the inner surfaces of the hull planking or 
from frame timbers, there was the possibil
ity that the materials analyzed were differ
ent from those applied to the exterior of the 
hull.272 Most of the timbers from which sam
ples were collected were photographed in 
the open air after being cleaned with run
ning water. The areas covered with the sub
stance under study displayed colours 
ranging from brownish yellow to yellowish 
brown to very pale brown.273 The pale 
brown colour may indicate the use of tar 
that was heated only slightly after being 
extracted from trees, or tar whose appear
ance was altered by the addition of tallow or 
sulphur. As discussed above, Oliveira men
tions the use of resin with a characteristic 
pale colour.274 Based on the analyses con
ducted, it is impossible to say whether the 
material sampled contained any additives. 
As noted above, Escalante de Mendoza indi
cated that pitch used in Biscay contained a 
large amount of whale oil.275 

Similar analyses were conducted on samples 
of resinous materials taken from the Mary 
Rose (1545).276 Samples included tar used to 
coat a cable, pitch found in a barrel, a piece 
of wood impregnated with tar, oakum 
impregnated with tar, and a thick black 
substance with a tarry odour discovered in a 
barrel. Analyses revealed that these 
substances contained diterpenoid 
compounds, the main constituents of 
coniferous resins. The two samples from the 
barrels contained hydrocarbons similar to 
those found in a substance now known as 
Stockholm tar, derived from pine resin. The 
hydrocarbon distributions in the samples 
taken from the ship's structure differed from 
the distributions in the samples taken from 
the barrels. This was attributed to microbial 
alteration, weathering or water washing, or 
perhaps different means of preparing the 
resins prior to use. In short, the British 
researchers did not identify any constituents 
other than diterpenoid compounds in the 
materials they analyzed. 

Interestingly, a substance found in a cask 
from La Belle (1686) was described as a 
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"black, tarry content," while a product 
uncovered in another barrel on the wreck 
was said to be "reddish, resinous mate
rial."277 Such differences in the colour of 
coating products loaded onto ships might 
explain the range of terms used to designate 
these materials in historical records. 

Analysis of material taken from a crack in 
the Red Bay vessel's planking, which had 
been repaired with a wooden patch, 
revealed that the grey oily substance col
lected was animal fat, probably beef or mut
ton tallow.27S No other traces of the 
substance were found on the hull, indicating 
perhaps that it was only used to repair the 
crack. Because the crack was more protected 
from weathering and water washing than 
the rest of the hull, it is possible that this 
material was all that remained of a coating 
of tallow that was applied to the entire 
vessel. 

Coatings 

The information contained in the field notes 
did not permit to clearly demonstrate which 
coating substances were used on the 24M 
ship. Drawings and photographs were made 
when the vessel was dismantled and the 
timbers were removed from the water for 
the purpose of recording evidence of con
struction techniques, repairs, and other evi
dence that indicated how the ship was built. 
The drawings and photographs were used 
to gather relevant information. The evidence 
regarding the distribution of the pitch 
deposits was illustrated on schematic draw
ings of the inner and outer surfaces of the 
starboard hull planking (Figs. 18.1.1,18.1.2). 

Figure 18.1.1 illustrates the inner surface of 
the hull planking on the starboard side. The 
largest concentrations of coating materials 
were found in two areas toward the stern. 
Their preservation may reflect the fact that 
these areas remained in an anaerobic state 
for a longer period during the fieldwork 
than other parts of the vessel. The timbers in 
these zones were less exposed to micro
organisms and other degrading elements 
than timbers elsewhere on the site. 

The distribution of resinous material may 
reflect the fact that the frames were not per
fectly adjusted in spots. As a result, when 
the heated substance was applied, it seeped 

into gaps and was preserved at points where 
the frame timbers made contact with the 
hull planking. 

The drawing shows the extent of the areas 
covered by the resinous substance. Traces of 
the coating were found on the inner surfaces 
of the uppermost hull planks, indicating that 
the inside of the planking was coated right 
to the top. Some of the frame timbers of the 
lower interior hull had traces of coating 
where they came in contact which each 
other, and others were partly covered 
(Fig. 18.1.3).279 However, no traces of this 
material were found in the keel joints or in 
the mortise and tenon assemblies between 
the floors and futtocks. 

Traces of pitch were also observed on the 
floor timbers of other excavated wrecks, 
including the 14th-century vessel from Cala 
Culip and the 16th-century Villefranche 
ship.280 The report on the Villefranche ship 
mentions the presence of a brownish coating 
or mastic.281 Traces of a similar, but whitish, 
material were found on the inner surface of 
the Cattewater hull; these traces were noted 
on several interior timbers that were pro
tected by sediment. A parallel was drawn 
between this substance and the "white pay
ing stuff" identified on the Spanish wrecks 
from Padre Island, and on the tenth-century 
Graveney boat.282 The Cattewater wreck 
displays a number of architectural features 
of possible Iberian origin. On the basis of 
these observations, it is difficult to reach any 
definite conclusions about the application of 
pitch to the interior of hulls, especially since 
the historical records make no mention of 
the practice. Perhaps the goal was to seal the 
caulking more effectively by coating the 
inner seams with this material where 
possible. This would explain why 
accumulations of pitch were found in areas 
where this product was more difficult to 
apply, and why it was preserved in joints 
and seams as well as in places where 
timbers were not adjusted perfectly. 

Producing a drawing of the hull's outer sur
face with the same degree of detail as the 
drawing of its interior posed a challenge 
given the more degraded state of the exte
rior faces of the planking. Nevertheless, 
careful reading of all analytical observations 
helped to produce a useful drawing of the 
outer face of the starboard planking (Fig. 
18.1.2). Although many hull planks were 
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Figure 18.1.3: Frame 
timber covered with 
pitch (TT 2416). 
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; 24M-7626W). 

Figure 18.1.4 {Below): 
Light traces of pitch in 
a dovetail tenon on 
deck beam TT 667. 
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; 24M-3304W). 

Figure 18.1.5 {Far 
Right): Heavy traces of 
pitch on filler plank or 
escoperada TT 239. 
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; 24M-273X). 

heavily weathered, a number of the better 
preserved planks bore small concentrations 
of a resinous substance similar to the coating 
found on the vessel's interior. Of a yellowish 
brown or pale brown colour, it adhered to 
the triangular countersinks for the heads of 
the planking nails. Thin and isolated traces 
extended beyond the countersinks at two 
spots on the first and fourth strakes in the 
lower hull. 

The material on the ship's outer surface was 
similar to that observed inside. However, it 
is difficult to determine, on the basis of the 
archaeological data, whether the pitch was 
applied only to the caulked seams and trian
gular countersinks or to the entire outer sur
face of the hull, including the deadwork and 
the quickwork. Considering the importance 
and frequency of careening, it seems to have 
been common practice to cover the entire 
exterior of the hull with a protective coat
ing.283 

It could not be established with certainty 
whether a resinous coating was applied to 
the upperworks. Some softwood planks 
bore traces of coating at points were they 
may have touched other planks or timbers 
(TT 842, TT 866, and TT 869). It was difficult 
to determine whether the deck planking was 
coated, since few deck planks were identi
fied. Although a few deck beams were 

recovered, they did not display any pitch on 
the surfaces where they were in contact with 
the deck planks. However, this could be due 
to the prolonged exposure of these timbers 
to the elements. A small trace of pitch was 
found in a dovetail mortise on one of the 
deck beams (TT 667) (Fig. 18.1.3). 

In regard to the decks, traces of coating were 
found on some of the waterway timbers 
(TT 205). In addition, a number of small 
filler planks, or escoperadas, were completely 
coated with a resinous substance, or bore 
traces of it where they rested against other 
timbers (Fig. 18.1.5). This reflects a state
ment regarding escupiladuras in a late 16th-
century glossary entitled "Vocabulaire 
navarrais" that such planks were caulked 
and then sealed with a coating of pitch to 
prevent water from dripping down onto 
timbers at lower levels and damaging 
them.284 Traces of coating were also 
observed on the nlbaola or sill on which the 
escoperadas rested (see Figs. 15.1.39,15.1.40). 

Finally, numerous timbers that were 
exposed to the elements and that were 
important to the operation of the ship were 
literally smeared with pitch. For example, 
about 20 timbers (postarios and "counter-pos-
tarios") belonging to the channel assemblies 
bore traces of the substance, sometimes sub
stantial (Fig. 18.1.6). Other traces were found 
on some wales at points where they con
tacted the hull planking (TT 91, TT 1106, and 
TT 2971). 
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CONCLUSION 

Archaeological data from the 24M vessel 
and from other wreck sites, rather than 
information gleaned from primary and sec
ondary sources, revealed that resinous mate
rial was applied to the inner surface of ships' 
hulls. Accumulations of this material uncov
ered at Red Bay were probably only residual 
traces of the original coating, preserved in 
seams and joints. The practice of coating 
vessels with substances of this nature is still 
poorly understood, although it seems plau
sible that they were applied to the inner sur
face of hull planking to seal seams or joints 
and prevent water seepage. 

Results of laboratory analyses have con
firmed that the caulking materials used on 
the Red Bay vessel were in accordance with 
those described in the historical records. The 
range of products identified was surprising, 

and included at least four of those recom
mended in the documents. The scientific 
analyses did not establish the exact compo
sition of the mixtures used to make pitch, 
nor did they find a close link between the 
compositions of the materials uncovered on 
the wreck and those mentioned in the histor
ical records. In addition, the archaeological 
data had certain limitations due to the poor 
state of preservation of certain parts of the 
ship. Nonetheless, based on data derived 
from the wreck, it seems that the substance 
used on the inner surface of the hull was 
similar to that used on the exterior. 

Figure 18.1.6: Traces of 
pitch on postario or 
counter-posffln'o 
TT 228. (Photo: 
R. Chan, Parks Can
ada; 24M-279X). 
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18.2 The Basque Iron Industry and Its Relation to 
Shipbuilding 
John D. Light 

This study of the 16th-century Basque iron 
industry and its relationship to shipbuilding 
is based on information from several 
sources. Primary evidence is provided by 
archaeological data, principally derived 
from the Red Bay wreck. Only five substan

tial remnants of ferrous metal were found 
during excavation. A bolthead and a nail 
fragment survived in concretions. An 
anchor, verso, and blubber hook with chain 
were also found, but were unrelated to the 
structure of the vessel.285 Although almost 
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no metal survived underwater at Red Bay, 
the wood yielded remarkable impressions of 
iron fasteners and these impressions were 
compared with iron fittings which survived 
on other sites, especially the Padre Island 
and Molasses Reef wrecks. 

Other sources consulted include contempo
rary published works by Pedro de Medina, 
Lope Martínez de Isasti, and Esteban 
Garibay y Zamalloa,286 as well as fueros287 

(local statutes) and unpublished archival 
documents. The latter include three types: 
contracts for the production of material; 
legal depositions and lawsuits seeking the 
recovery of money or materials from 
another party, including insurance claims 
for shipwrecks; and contracts for outfitting 
and insuring voyages.288 

Since the use of iron fasteners and fittings of 
the Red Bay 24M vessel have already been 
discussed in the various sections of Volumes 
3 and 4, this section will focus primarily on 
their manufacture in relationship with 
Basque shipbuilding. 

BASQUE IRON PRODUCTION 

The Basque Provinces produced locally all 
the iron and steel needed for the regional 
economy.289 They exported about a third of 
their total production of approximately 
300,000 quintales (ca. 15,000 tons) a year, 
dividing the remainder about equally 
between domestic uses and shipbuilding.290 

Both the extractive and manufacturing 
industries were Basque, and together com
prised a principal source of wealth in Gipuz-
koa.291 

In the 16th century, all iron produced in the 
Basque Country was direct process or 
bloomery iron, and the usual means by 
which it was produced is known as the Cat
alan process.292 Catalan forges and other 
bloomeries used in the region produced iron 
or steel blooms weighing from a few 
kilograms293 up to 100 kg,294 depending on 
the size and style of the hearth and the skill 
of the operator. The blast furnace, which 
produced much larger quantities of wrought 
iron through the indirect process, was not 
introduced to the Iberian peninsula until 
1628.295 

Figure 18.2.1: Loca
tions of mines and 
forges in Gipuzkoa 
recorded by Martinez 
de Isasti in 1625. 
(Drawing: D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
92-101-6). 
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The mountainous Basque Provinces are 
located between the eastern end of the Cant-
abrian Mountains and the western end of 
the Pyrenees. The mountains form a divide, 
with the waters in the southernmost parts of 
Gipuzkoa and Vizkaia flowing to the Medi
terranean and the waters in the north flow
ing to the Bay of Biscay. Rich iron ore 
deposits were found in these mountains, 
and ironworks were built along the rivers of 
the region. Figure 18.2.1 shows the principal 
mines and production forges in Gipuzkoa 
around 1625, as listed by Martínez de 
Isasti.296 The ferrerias (major forges) and mar
tinetes (lesser forges)297 were types of char
coal-fired forges using water-powered 
hammers to process iron blooms. Both 
required large amounts of capital to estab
lish and to run.298 The two were distin
guished according to the type of hammer 
used. The martinete used the smaller and 
faster tilt hammer introduced around 1550, 
as opposed to the older and heavier drop 
hammer of the ferreria, introduced at the 
beginning of the 14th century.299 Although 
both methods worked blooms into bars, the mar
tinete specialized in refining large bars pro
duced in a ferreria into smaller bars and rods, 
whereas the ferrerias were limited to consoli
dating the blooms into large bars.300 All bar, 
rod, and plate used by blacksmiths was pro
duced with these hammers until rolling and 
slitting mills appeared in Iberia in the early 
17th century.301 

The bloomeries and forges were located on 
rivers because of the need for water power 
to drive the bellows and the hammers. The 

rivers also provided a convenient means of 
transporting the stock to forges located 
downstream.302 The heavy bloomeries were 
sited with greater regard to the supply of 
charcoal than to the supply of ore from the 
mines, because much larger amounts of 
charcoal than ore were needed to produce 
iron.303 Figure 18.2.2 shows the major 
sources of timber in Gipuzkoa in the late 
16th century. The charcoal was produced 
from branches, including branches of trees 
felled for shipbuilding, rather than from 
whole trees, presumably due to the high 
value of large timbers in naval construc
tion.304 Particularly when charcoal and ore 
were brought overland to the ferrerias,305 

weight must have been a major considera
tion. 

Although these ferrerias mayores y menores 
were the principal iron producers of the 
Basque Country, they were not the only 
bloomeries making iron.306 Maps of Gipuz
koa and Vizkaia are dotted with names con
taining the term ola (forge), including 
topographical names such as Rio Urola307 

and place names like Gurbiola, Olaberria, 
Olazabal, and Olato that refer to former 
bloomery locations.30'8 The great hammers 
started to replace these small bloomeries in 
the early 14th century, but some survived 
into the 16th century. Some of these smaller 
hand-operated bloomeries may also have 
supplied iron to the martinetes. The bloom 
needed to be of a certain size to be economi
cal to work with a mechanical hammer, 
which could have been accomplished by 
welding two or more small blooms 

Figure 18.2.2: Naval 
timber supply sites in 
Gipuzkoa, ca. 1560-
1590. (Drawing: D. 
Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-92-101-2). 
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together.309 The smallest blooms could only 
have been worked by sledge and were used 
to make bars that were supplied to local 
blacksmiths for domestic purposes. The 
blooms worked into bars by the great ham
mers of the ferrerias and martinetes were 
probably used in commercial enterprises 
and likely were the only type used in heavy 
forging shops like anchor smithies and 
armouries. 

and bolts destined for Portuguese ships 
indicates that Basque smiths were widely 
regarded as specialists in this field.315 This 
contract is one of the most interesting and 
important of all the surviving production 
contracts for ship fasteners because it 
involves large quantities of nails and speci
fies their locations on the ship.316 It is dis
cussed in detail below. 

The picture that emerges of the iron industry 
is of a complex, labour-intensive venture 
owned and run by both large and small 
entrepreneurs, and supported by crucial 
ancillary enterprises like mining, charcoal 
burning, and transportation. In turn, the 
iron industry was essential to many indus
tries, particularly shipbuilding. 

BLOOMSMITHS, BLACKSMITHS, 
A N D THE SHIPBUILDING 
INDUSTRY 

The Basque iron industry was of crucial 
importance to naval construction, due to the 
size of the shipbuilding industry and the 
heavy reliance of the Basque style of ship 
construction on iron fastenings.310 During 
the first half of the 16th century, demand for 
iron products, such as cart irons, nails, 
anchors, chains, and weapons, increased in 
the Basque Country, largely due to Spanish 
expansion into the Americas.311 About a 
third of total iron production was used for 
naval construction. Michael Barkham cites 
documents stating that between 6,000 and 
7,500 pounds of iron fasteners were required 
to build a ship of 200 tons in the Basque 
Provinces.312 If anchors, fittings, rigging ele
ments, and armaments are added, then an 
estimated 10 per cent of the weight of these 
vessels was iron. 

The task of turning stock from the bloomer-
ies into objects used on a ship fell to black
smiths. By the 14th century, blacksmiths 
were a specialized profession and had 
formed guilds. In England, different regions 
specialized in specific products,313 and the 
same pattern emerged in Spain. For exam
ple, the town region of Mondragon was well 
known for working steel.314 In Vizkaia, 
because of the enormous specialized 
demand for iron for shipbuilding, many 
smiths worked full-time manufacturing iron 
for marine applications. A contract for nails 

The 1582 Fastener Contract 

The contract describes the purchase of 1,262 
quintales (about 12,620 pounds or 63 tons)317 

of nails and bolts for ships and involves sev
eral men on both sides. Assuming that 
between 40 and 50 quintales of nails and 
bolts were required to build a ship of 200 
tons, this contract includes enough bolts and 
nails to build about 25 to 32 ships of around 
200 tons. Appended to the contract are 
full-size tracings of the nails and bolts 
required. The nails are shown without 
heads.318 Michael Barkham has previously 
produced a table that translates the text in 
the drawing.319 An alternative translation of 
the Spanish text is offered in Table 18.2.1.320 

Jacobe de Arbelaiz and his partner Juanes de 
Astigar were middlemen who planned to 
resell the fastenings. They stipulated that the 
material were to be received in saleable 
form: the contract states that the end prod
uct must be "sufficiently well made and 
marketable".321 Because contracts for ship 
fasteners were usually for a single ship, and 
were signed between the nailers and the 
shipowners, questions arise regarding the 
intended market for such a large quantity of 
material. The answers are contained in the 
contract. 

The contract states that Juanes de Astigar 
"burgess of the said community (Yrun 
Urançu), [is] at present resident in the city of 
Lisbon in the Kingdom of Portugal".322 This 
implies that Astigar had gone to Lisbon to 
drum up business and, having done so, 
communicated with Arbelaiz who in turn 
initiated the contract. If the nails were meant 
for Portuguese shipbuilders, two interesting 
aspects of the document emerge. 

First, it is curious that the contractors felt 
compelled to include a tracing of the 
required nails and bolts, when other similar 
contracts do not contain such drawings. The 
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Nails 

Round nails 

Half-deck pins 

Escort pins 

Side pins 

Escort pins 

Square nails 

Planking spikes 

Smaller planking spikes 

Spikes for large wales 

Spikes for small wales 

Spikes for the sides 

Spikes for the half-deck 

Decking spikes 

Round-house spikes 

Length (cm) 

28.6 

38.0 

35.2 

46.5 

44.0 

38.8 

29.9 

26.6 

23.7 

20.5 

15.6 

12.0 

Diameter of top of 
shank (cm) 

1.5 

2.0 

2.0 

2.2 

2.1 

1.8 

1.6 

1.6 

1.5 

1.3 

1.1 

1.0 

Diameter of middle 
of shank (cm) 

1.2 

1.5 

1.5 

1.7 

1.5 

1.4 

1.4 

1.3 

1.1 

1.0 

0.8 

0.8 

Bolts 

Length (cm) 

2 spans of a man's hand 

3 spans of a man's hand 

4 spans of a man's hand 

Diameter of shank (cm) 

3.2-3.5 

2.9 - 3.3 

Table 18.2.1: Specifications for nails and bolts in 1582 fastener contract. 

four smiths who undertook the contract 
were presumably experienced nailers famil
iar with the shipbuilding industry. Why 
append a tracing of the nails unless they 
were unusual? If the nails were meant for 
export to Portugal, where ships of much 
greater tonnage than those of Gipuzkoa 
were being built,323 then the necessity of pro
viding a tracing to the nailer is intelligible. 

The second problem is that nails in the trac
ing, whose locations on the ship are speci
fied in the contract, are much longer that the 
fasteners used on the Red Bay vessel in these 
same locations. If the nails were intended for 
larger vessels, the difficulty is resolved. 
Instead of being intended for use in the con
struction of 25 to 32 vessels of 200 tons, the 
nails and bolts may have been intended for 
fewer ships of larger tonnage. Arbelaiz and 
Astigar were resourceful entrepreneurs who 
saw a chance to profit from the armadas of 
the 1580s. 

Blacksmiths 

The blacksmiths who appear in primary 
sources as suppliers of iron for shipbuilding 
in the Basque Provinces were self-employed 
tradesmen with employees. The smith typi
cally contracted directly with the ship
owner,324 but occasionally dealt with 
middlemen325 and, in one contract, the smith 
dealt with the master carpenter.326 The con
tracts were typically straightforward. The 
smith was to provide, by a certain date,327 a 
finished product made from raw material 
that he procured. While payments to the 
smith were usually in cash, payments in 
kind were also frequent.328 Occasionally, the 
purchaser supplied the raw material to the 
smith, presumably because he had a special 
arrangement with the owner of a ferreria329 

or because he was already in possession of 
the necessary iron.330 The smith was respon
sible for the delivery of the finished product 
to the shipyard or the middleman.331 

Because it was the smith's responsibility, the 
mode of transportation is usually not indi
cated, although one document specifies the 
use of water transport.332 
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Figure 18.2.3: Remains 
of a Basque nail 
(24M903X3-5), show
ing the upset head. 
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; RA2049X). 

Smiths sometimes agreed to provide all the 
ironwork necessary for the construction of a 
ship,333 and at other times they contracted 
for only a part of the job. A tendency to spe
cialize is particularly evident among the 
nailers,334 because the quantities produced 
were large and the manufacturing process 
was repetitive. However, it is not unusual to 
find smiths contracting to produce both 
nails and bolts,335 possibly because many of 
the production processes were similar. The 
existing evidence, including artifacts, ico
nography, and documents, allows for a more 
complete description of the manufacture of 
nails and bolts than of other iron objects 
found on 16th-century Basque vessels, such 
as rudder irons and rigging elements. The 
fact that nailmaking was a specialized trade, 
and that the manufacture of other objects 
needed for a ship required a different manu
facturing approach, leads one to speculate 
about smiths who contracted to produce the 
iron fittings for an entire vessel. Did they 
subcontract, or were their operations suffi
ciently large that they could divide the work 
within the shop? It appears that, sometimes 
at least, they did subcontract.336 

Nail Production 

The manufacture of large quantities of fas
teners was a specialized endeavour. Unlike 
today, 16th-century Basque nailers operated 
true hand manufactories. Because they did 
not have access to the slitting mill, the rods 
from which nails were made were either 
hand-forged or forged under a water-pow
ered hammer. The slitting mill, in contrast, 
produced uniform rod of specific dimen
sions and cross-sections (round, square, or 
rectangular). The machine was a boon for 
nailers as they no longer needed to shape 
the shank of the nail. They simply cut the 
rod to length and forged a head and point. 
Without rod from a slitting mill, the process 

was time-consuming because the nail blanks 
were formed by hand. 

Sixteenth-century Basque nailers produced 
nail stock in two ways. The most common 
was to draw bars into rod of the desired 
diameter using a tilt hammer.337 The rods 
were then cut to length, headed, and 
pointed. Alternatively, blanks were cut from 
plate338 before heading and pointing. In 
either case, the blanks were heated in large 
lots.339 

Basque nailers employed several different 
methods to head nails, depending on their 
personal preferences and the stock with 
which they were working.340 Because only 
one nail fragment was recovered from the 
underwater excavations at Red Bay (Fig. 
18.2.3),341 it is impossible to determine 
which of these methods was employed by 
the contractors who made the nails for the 
vessel. However, because the impressions 
left in the timbers were of flat-headed nails 
produced in a header,342 the number of pos
sibilities is diminished. The recovered nail 
fragment was produced using the upsetting 
method, suggesting this was the method 
used to produce the nails for the Red Bay 
vessel. In addition, numerous nails were 
recovered from the land site at Red Bay. 
Impressions left in the ship timbers by the 
underside of the nails were similar to nails 
from the land site as all were made in a 
header. Two methods of upsetting the end of 
the nail blank were represented in the 
assemblage of nails from the land site.343 

The manufacturing methods employed by 
Basque nailers made it difficult to control 
precisely the length and shank diameter of 
the nail. The documents refer to nail sizes by 
weight.344 Therefore, modern standards of 
measurement cannot be used to interpret 
Basque documents. A 20 cm nail and a 22 cm 
nail may have been perceived by the 
Basques as identical. 

Two types of nails were likely used in the 
Red Bay vessel: the common or square nail, 
with a square or rectangular cross-section; 
and the round nail, with a roughly rounded 
cross-section. 

Although rare, round nails were used in Ibe
rian shipbuilding. They are mentioned in 
documents345 and are known from the Padre 
Island346 and Molasses Reef347 wrecks, and 
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perhaps from impressions on the Red Bay 
vessel. The method of manufacturing these 
nails is shown in Figure 18.2.4, based on 
nails from Padre Island and Molasses Reef. 
It is reasonable to assume that the nailers 
who forged the nails for the Red Bay vessel 
used this procedure. A square nail rod was 
hammered to produce a roughly rounded 
stock, allowing the shank to drop through 
the header. It was then upset and inserted in 
the header for finishing. The point of the nail 
may have been shaped first or last in the 
sequence. 

Because the nailer made round nails from 
common square stock, additional effort was 
required to manufacture them. The extra 
effort was negligible for a single nail, but 
became significant for a large quantity of 
nails. Round nails may have had a specific 
purpose in shipbuilding that justified the 
additional expense of their production. 

Bolt Production 

It appears that the manufacture of bolts for 
shipbuilding was undertaken mostly by 
nailers, who were commonly contracted to 
produce both nails and bolts.348 However, 
one contract exclusively for bolts has come 
to light, consisting of a subcontract to a 
nailer,349 so it is possible that some smiths 
made nails exclusively. The following 
description is based on bolts from the Padre 
Island350 and Molasses Reef wrecks,351 and 
the single bolt from Red Bay, as well as 
impressions in the timbers of the Red Bay 
vessel. 

Bolts and nails were both hand-manufac
tured. The process of cutting and forging the 
shanks of nails is inexact, and the proce
dures of heading and pointing shorten and 
lengthen each nail.352 Therefore, it is impos
sible to produce a nail of a given diameter 
and exact length, explaining the use of 
weight to measure quantities of nails in con
temporary documents. The same is true of 
bolts, which were made in different diame
ters and lengths. Even if the bolts were made 
under a tilt hammer with a gag, their diame
ters could not be considered exact by mod
ern standards. They were made in assorted 
lengths to provide to enable the shipwright 
to custom-fit them in different parts of the 
vessel. Overall, nails were more expensive 
by weight than bolts,353 because their pro-

Figure 18.2.4: In the 
absence of round 
stock, a rounded nail 
must be made from 
square stock (in real
ity eight or more sides) 
requiring an extra step 
in the manufacturing 
process. (Drawing: C. 
Piper, Parks Canada; 
24M-91-111-4). 

Figure 18.2.5: The 
remains of the single 
structural bolt recov
ered from the 24M ves
sel (24M24H1-7) is 
shown on the left. On 
the right, the method 
of applying and finish
ing the head is 
depicted. Note that the 
wrapped head is 
lapped, that the small 
section of the bolt left 
projecting above the 
wrapped head is brad-
ded over onto the 
head, and that the 
head is rounded at the 
same time as it is 
shaped in the header. 
(Drawing: D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 
24M24H1-7). 
Scale 1:4 
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Figure 18.2.6: Method 
of manufacturing bolts 
and fitting them to the 
hull, (la) Ahead is 
added to a round rod. 
(b) A probe is inserted 
into the hole drilled in 
the hull to determine 
the location of the 
forelock. The measure
ment is transferred to 
the bolt, and a mark is 
made with a cold 
chisel on the shaft. The 
end of the bolt is flat
tened slightly to pre
vent the bolt from 
rolling and the fore
lock hole is punched 
below the cold chisel 
mark. After the bolt is 
inserted in the hull, a 
washer is placed over 
the bolt, and a forelock 
is inserted and secured 
by bending. (2) If the 
head must be canted 
because of its location, 
the angle is taken with 
a bevel gauge. (Draw
ing: C. Piper, D. Kap-
pler, Parks Canada; 
24M-91-lll-5a). 
Scale 1:4 

duction involved more labour and greater 
wastage of materials. 

The boltmaker began with square bar stock 
produced in a martinete. The stock was 
rounded, either by hand or with a swage, to 
the specified diameter, then tapered and 
headed. The bolts had wrapped, welded 
heads (Figs. 18.2.5, 18.2.6). Styles vary from 
a slightly overlapping scarf as shown in the 
drawing to a fuller overlap as seen in mate
rial from Padre Island.354 All bolts from 
Molasses Reef and Padre Island were fin
ished in a header,355 as were those that left 
flat impressions in the wood on the Red Bay 
vessel. The header was the only tool capable 
of creating a uniform sealable underside on 
the head, and also allowed the smith to brad 
and round the top of the bolt.356 Documents 
indicate that contractors made the bolts in 
different lengths and diameters.357 Some

times they were supplied to the shipyard 
with heads on one end only and other times 
they had heads at both ends of the shank.358 

The styles of bolts, if not their manufacture, 
seem to have changed little between the 16th 
and 18th centuries. Jean Boudriot notes that, 
in the 18th century, bolts were always made 
to order based on diameter and were always 
tapered.359 

Manufacture of Other Iron Fittings 

Although many other iron fittings, such as 
rudder irons and rigging components, were 
needed for the construction of a ship, supply 
contracts for these items are rare compared 
with contracts for fasteners.360 No supply 
contracts for rigging have been identified to 
date. When objects such as iron rigging or 
tackle and pump hoops appear in primary 
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sources, they appear in lists of costs or losses 
in civil suits361 rather than in supply con
tracts. Small items, like washers and fore
locks, are not mentioned anywhere. It is 
conceivable that some items were manufac
tured at the shipyard by a smith retained by 
the shipowner. 

The Shipyard Smith 

No documents have yet come to light that 
attest to a shipyard blacksmith, although 
there may be iconographie evidence of a 
shipyard smithy in a 1595 drawing of San 
Sebastián.362 Shipbuilders retained a smith363 

at the shipyard because some of the iron fit
tings were either not supplied, or were sup
plied in unfinished form. Examination of 
bolt holes throughout the vessel suggests 
that a smith was present during construc
tion to custom-fit each bolt to its location.364 

According to the contracts, bolts were made 
in one or two diameters and several lengths. 
There is, however, no regularity in the 
lengths of bolts used in the Red Bay vessel. 
The exact length of the bolts and the place
ment of their forelocks were not known until 
after the hole was drilled and the counter
sinks were cut. Likewise, the required cant 
of bolthead was not known until its specific 
location was determined, although the loca
tions of knees requiring bolts was known far 
in advance. The method of custom-fitting 
the forelock bolts is shown in Figure 18.2.6. 

After the timbers were set in place, the bolt 
hole was drilled with an auger. A workman 
determined the correct length for the bolt by 
inserting a probe into the hole. It is unlikely 
that the bolt itself was inserted in the pre-
drilled hole to measure the required length 
because of the tight fit required for the bolt 
in the timber. A bolt of the correct diameter 
that was slightly longer than necessary was 
selected and marked with a cold chisel, indi
cating the length of the hole from the under
side of the bolthead (the bottom of the 
exterior countersink) to the point where the 
bottom of the forelock was positioned (the 
bottom of the interior countersink with the 
washer inserted). The bolt was then given to 
the shipyard smith who punched a rectan
gular hole in the bolt between the cold chisel 
mark and the end of the bolt after flattening 
the bolt slightly so it would not roll when he 
punched it. This method produced a slight 

flattening of the shank from the punch, and 
a slight bulge around the opening caused by 
the drifting of the hole. The smith then 
trimmed off any excess metal below the 
aperture. Cold chisel marks appeared on 
several of the bolts from the Padre Island 
wrecks, but they were faint and would be 
difficult to discern unless one were looking 
for them. The use of these marks can be 
inferred not only from the fact that the bolt 
holes were all different lengths and there 
must therefore have been a method of cus
tom-fitting, but also from the bolts that sur
vived from the Padre Island and Molasses 
Reef wrecks. These bolts were all trimmed 
off close to the forelock hole, and the grain 
runs off the end of the bolt instead of being 
folded back. It is unlikely that a blacksmith 
would punch a hole near the end of the 
grain because the iron would split. The bolt 
must have been trimmed after the hole was 
punched and, because it was impossible to 
predetermine the exact length of the hole, 
the bolt must have been marked. Knowl
edge of this blacksmithing practice led to a 
search for faint, but unmistakable, cold 
chisel marks. A similar mark was found on 
one of the bolts from the Machault, built in 
Bayonne and sunk in Chaleur Bay in 1760, 

Figure 18.2.7: Cross-
section of hull show
ing bolts requiring 
canted heads. (Draw
ing: D. Kappler, Parks 
Canada; 24M-99-103-
4). 
Scale 1:20 
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and excavated by Parks Canada's Underwa
ter Archaeology Service. 

The heads of some forelock bolts were 
canted to avoid creating a weakness in a 
plank where the bolt passed obliquely into 
the timber. For example, the bolts that 
passed through the hull into the standing 
knees of the lower deck were canted in this 
manner (Fig. 18.2.7). Figure 18.2.6 shows the 
method of measuring the bevel required to 
set the proper angle on the head. This could 
have been accomplished by simply hammer
ing the top of the heated head while the bot
tom was held by the edge of the anvil. 

Although the presence of the shipyard 
blacksmith is most evident in the custom-fit
ting of bolts to the hull of the vessel, he was 
probably also responsible for the miscella
neous fittings that do not appear in the con
tracts. The reinforcing strap placed around 
the pump on the Red Bay vessel365 and the 
rudder irons are examples of objects requir
ing custom-fitting. It is also likely that the 
shipyard smith customized the augers used 
to construct the ship, either by making new 
augers or modifying those owned by the 
individual tradesmen. Each bolt and most 
nails in the vessel were inserted into pre-
drilled holes. The bolt holes were slightly 
smaller than the diameter of the bolt mea
sured below the head to ensure a tight fit. 
The holes for the nails were slightly smaller 
than the shank, yet large enough that the 
nail would not split the wood. If neither the 
nails nor the bolts were made to exact mea
surements, yet the holes that received them 
had to be more exact than the nails them
selves were, how was this accomplished? 

Bolts and nails made on contract could be 
fitted to holes in the vessel only if augers 
were made to reflect the diameters of the 
bolts and nails. In the absence of standard

ized measurements, this was a normal pro
cedure. At least two types of augers were 
used to drill holes in the Red Bay vessel, the 
twist auger and the spoon auger. These 
types are known from moulds taken of 
unfinished, abandoned, and unplugged drill 
holes.366 

In addition to repairing and modifying 
augers, and perhaps other tools such as 
adzes and axes, the shipyard smith had to be 
involved in the fitting of equipment such as 
rudder irons and chains. 

CONCLUSION 

The Basque iron industry was a sophisti
cated commercial enterprise, capable of 
manufacturing a reliable product according 
to specifications stipulated by the client, and 
delivering the product on time. Like the tim
ber trade, the carrying trade, whaling, and 
other ventures carried out by the Basques, it 
was proficiently run. The European discov
ery of America is often viewed as a triumph 
of the spirit, but it was equally a triumph of 
organization and productivity. No one could 
have sailed across the ocean unless the ships 
were reliable. The ships in which the 
Basques sailed were the pinnacle of 16th-
century engineering. The plaudits go mainly 
to the shipwrights, but the shipwrights 
could not have succeeded without the sup
porting infrastructure, including the iron 
industry. As Joseph Moxon noted at the end 
of the 17th century: "Without the invention 
of smithing primarily, most other mechanick 
invention would be at a stand: the instru
ments, or tools, that are used in them, being 
either made of iron, or some other matter, 
form'd by the help of iron. ...and they [most 
other craftsmen and artisans] all have 
dependence upon the smith's trade and not 
the smith upon them."367 
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NOTES 

285 Both the chain from the blubber hook and the bolt 
were subjected to metallurgical analysis. See Henry 
Unglik, "Archaeometallurgical Investigation of a 
Steel Bolt Recovered From the 16th Century Basque 
Wreck at Red Bay, Labrador," Manuscript on file, 
Underwater Archaeological Services, Parks Canada, 
Ottawa, 1993 and Henry Unglik, "Metallurgical 
Investigation of a Wrought Iron Chain Link from a 
16th Century Basque Underwater Site of Red Bay, 
Labrador," Manuscript on file, Underwater 
Archaeological Services, Parks Canada, Ottawa, 
1982. 

286 Pedro de Medina, Libro de grandezas y cosas 
memorables de España (Seville: Dominico de Robertis, 
1548); Lope Martínez de Isasti, Compendio historial de 
Guipúzcoa (1625; reprint, ed. Fausto Arocena 
Arregui, Donostia-San Sebastian: Ignacio Ramón 
Baroja, 1850; reprint, Bilbao: La Gran Enciclopedia 
Vasca, 1972); Esteban Garibay y Zamalloa, Los XL 
libros del Compendio historial de las chronicas y 
universal historia de todos los reynos de España 
(Barcelona: Sebastian de Cormellas, 1632). 

287 Spain, Vizcaya, El fuero, privilegios, franquezas, y 
libertades de los cavalleros hijos dalgo del Señorío de 
Vizcaya confirmados por el rey don Felippe lili... 
(Bilbao: Pedro de Huydobro, 1643; reprint, trans. 
Pedro Pujana y Aguirregabiria, Bilbao: José de 
Estornés y Lasa, 1981); Estanislao Jaime de Labayru 
y Goicoechea, Historia general del señorío de Bizcaya 
(Bilbao: Editorial La Propaganda, 1895-1903,6 vols.; 
reprint, Bilbao, La Gran Enciclopedia Vasca, 1899-
1920,9 vols.). 

288 Other documents are published in Michael M. 
Barkham, Report on the 16th Century Spanish Basque 
Shipbuilding, c. 1550-c. 1600, Manuscript Report 
Series, No. 422 (Ottawa: Parks Canada, 1981). This 
publication has been reproduced as Appendix I of 
the present report. 

289 The Red Bay vessel was probably built in Gipuzkoa. 
The best study of ironmaking in Gipuzkoa is 
Ignacio Arbide Elorza et al., Ferrerías en Legazpi 
([Donostia-San Sebastian]: Ediciones de la Caja de 
Ahorros Provincial de Guipúzcoa, 1980). For 
discussions of the iron industries in Montañesas 
and Bayonne, see Maria del Carmen González 
Echegaray, Aportación al estudio de las ferrerías 
montañesas (Santander: Instituto de Etnografía y 
Folklore, 1973); Eugène Goyheneche, Bayonne et la 
région bayonnaise du XIIe au XV siècle: Etudes 
d'histoire économique et sociale (Salamanca: 
Universidad del País Vasco, 1990), pp. 259ff. 

290 These figures are from 1595. Pedro de Medina, op. 
cit., cap. cxxvi. Lope Martínez de Isasti estimates the 
annual production of the 80 ferrerías (bloomery 
forges) of Gipuzkoa at 120,000 quintales. He does not 
calculate the production of the 38 martinetes. Lope 
Martínez de Isasti, op. cit., pp. 158-159. To place this 

production in context, see James M. Swank, History 
of the Manufacture of Iron in All Ages and Particularly 
in the United States from Colonial Times to 1891 
(Philadelphia: American Iron and Steel Association, 
1892; reprint, New York: Burt Franklin, 1965). 

291 Lope Martínez de Isasti, op. cit., p. 158. The 
privileges accorded to the owners of the. ferrerías 
indicate how important the iron industry was to the 
Basque economy. Spain, Vizcaya, op.cit., p. 305 
(Titulo 28, Ley 1) states that the ironworks rendered 
important service to the Crown and greatly 
benefited the people of the land, and therefore had 
first claim on charcoal, even if the forest which 
produced the charcoal was community owned. Ley 
2 (ibid., p. 307) states that anyone not supplying 
good ore to the ironworks could be fined. Iron ore 
was not to be exported from the country under 
severe penalty (Titulo 3, Ley 37, ibid, pp. 49-51). See 
also Estanislao Jaime de Labayru y Goicoechea, op. 
cit., pp. 721ff. 

292 For explanations of the Catalan process, see: Ronald 
F. Tylecote, A History of Metallurgy (London: Metals 
Society, 1976), pp. 164-167; William Rostoker and 
Bennet Bronson, Pre-Industrial Iron: Its Technology 
and Ethnology (Philadelphia: Archaeomaterials 
Monograph No. 1,1990), pp. 25-26, 29-31; William 
H. Greenwood, Steel and Iron, Comprising the Practice 
and Theory of the Several Methods Pursued in Their 
Manufacture, and of Their Treatment in the Rolling 
Mills, the Forge, and the Foundry, 6th ed. (London: 
Cassel & Co.', 1893), pp. 217-222; John Percy, 
Metallurgy The Art of Extracting Metals from Their 
Ores, and Adapting Them to Various Purposes of 
Manufacture (London: John Murray, 1864) pp. 278-
312; John L. Bray, Ferrous Production Metallurgy 
(New York: J. Wiley & Sons, 1942), pp. 197-199; and 
P. Molerá, "The Farga Catalana," Canadian Mining 
and Metallurgical Bulletin (CIM Bulletin), Vol. 77, No. 
867 (1984), pp. 70-73. The best early sources on the 
direct process are: Vannoccio Biringuccio, 
Pirotechnia (Venice, 1540; reprint, ed. and trans. 
Cyril S. Smith and Martha T. Gnudi, New York: 
American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical 
Engineers, 1942; reprint, Cambridge: MIT Press, 
1966), pp. 61-65; and Georg Agrícola, De re metallica 
(1556; reprint, trans. Herbert C. Hoover and Lou 
Henry Hoover, London: Mining Magazine, 1912; 
reprint, New York: Dover Publications, 1950), 

pp. 420-423. 

293 John Percy, op. cit., p. 279. 

294 P. Molerá, op. cit., p. 71. 

295 Emiliano Fernández de Pinedo, "From the 
Bloomery to the Blast-Furnace: Technical Change in 
Spanish Iron-Making (1650-1822)," journal of 
European Economic History, Vol. 17, No. 1 (Spring 
1988), pp. 13-14. For a discussion of the 
development of the indirect process in Europe, see 
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D. W. Crossley, "Medieval Iron Smelting," in 
Medieval Industry, ed. D. W. Crossley, Research 
Report No. 40 (London: Council for British 
Archaeology, 1981), pp. 37-41. 

296 Lope Martínez de Isasti, op. cit., pp. 232-236. Many 
of the forges mentioned by Martínez de Isasti are 
also mentioned in Esteban Garibay y Zamalloa, op. 
cit., p. 340. See also a 1606 map of northern Spain in 
the collection Museo Marítimo del Cantábrico in 
Santander (Gerhard Mercator and Jodocus 
Hondius, "A 1606 Map of Spain," in Atlas sive 
Cosmographicae meditationes de fabrica mimdi y 
fabricatifigura, 9th ed. [Amsterdam: H. Hondij, 
1623]). 

297 Lope Martínez de Isasti, op. cit., p. 158. 

298 Ignacio Arbide Elorza et al., op. cit., p. 108. 

299 Emiliano Fernández de Pinedo, op. cit., pp. 7-9. 

300 Emiliano Fernández de Pinedo, op. cit., p. 9; Ignacio 
Arbide Elorza et al., op. cit., p. 108. The arbitration 
procedure for disputes within theferrerías gives a 
good idea of the division of labour and hierarchical 
structure within the forges. See Spain, Vizcaya, op. 
cit., p. 59. 

301 The slitting mill originated in Flanders in the late 
16th century, came to England in 1588, and spread 
widely in the early 17th century. See Walter K. V. 
Gale, Tlie British Iron and Steel Industry: A Technical 
History (Newton Abbot, Devon.: David & Charles, 
1967), pp. 27-28. Lope Martínez de Isasti reports 
what is probably a rolling and slitting mill in 1625 at 
Narruondo in the jurisdiction of Oikina near 
Zumaia. "Larruondo {sic): herrería de particular 
ingenio para tirar el fierro, invención de Flamencos, 
del Doctor Ubillos" (Lope Martínez de Isasti, op. 
cit., p. 235). In acquiring both the slitting mill and 
the blast furnace, the Spanish lagged notably behind 
the rest of Europe (Emiliano Fernández de Pinedo, 
op. cit., pp. 11-12), and lost an important advantage. 
See Paul Benoit, "Technology and Crisis: The Great 
Depression of the Middle Ages and the Technology 
of the Renaissance (Fourteenth to Sixteenth 
Centuries)," History and Technology, Vol. 1, Nos. 3-4 
(1984), pp. 324-32. 

302 Spain, Vizcaya, op. cit., p. 307, notes the conveyance 
of ore, but not stock, by river. Esteban Garibay y 
Zamalloa (op. cit., p. 338) relates the transport of 
iron in boats named alas, a name still used for large 
flat-bottomed boats in the Bidassoa and Urola 
rivers. 

303 P. Molerá, op. cit., p. 71; Ignacio Arbide Elorza et al., 
op. cit., pp. 66-67. Branches hewn from trees used 
for ship construction were probably used to make 
charcoal for the ferrerías (Francisco M. Labayen, 
"Ferrerías y terrones," Vida Vasca, No. 30 [1953], 
p. 100). However, the ship timber and iron trades 
generally did not compete for the same forests. 

304 Archivo histórico de los protocolos de Guipúzcoa, 
Oñati (hereafter AHPG), II, 3312, fol. 27 (8 January 
1584). 

305 Mules are mentioned as a means of transporting ore 
overland to the ferrerías (Lope Martínez de Isasti, 
op. cit., p. 233; Spain, Vizcaya, op. cit., p. 307). 
Although mines usually provided ore to nearby 
bloomeries, ore was sometimes shipped over long 
distances for special purposes. See also Pedro de 
Medina, op. cit., cap. exxxi. 

306 Pedro de Medina (op. cit., cap. exxvi) refers to 300 
ferrerías. These cannot all have been large 
bloomeries (ferrerías and martinetes). 

307 Esteban Garibay y Zamalloa, op. cit., p. 339. 

308 Francisco M. Labayen, op. cit., p. 100. 

309 Henry Unglik, "Archaeometallurgical Investigation 
of a Steel Bolt Recovered From the 16th Century 
Basque Wreck at Red Bay, Labrador." There were 
welding discontinuities in the shank of the bolt, but 
there is no way of knowing whether the welding 
occurred during the production of the iron or 
during the forging of the bolt by the blacksmith. 
The former is likely because there was no scarf 
running through the shank as there would have 
been if the smith had lengthened his stock. 

310 Joào Baptista Lavanha noted that the northern 
shipbuilding nations typically used only treenails to 
fasten their hull planking, whereas the southern 
nations had to contend with teredo worms which 
gained easy access to the hull through the end grain 
of the treenails. Southern shipbuilders therefore 
employed nails more heavily than northerners, and 
the Portuguese avoided treenails completely in the 
construction of ships used in the East Indies route 
and the Brazil trade. The Basques mixed nails and 
treenails about equally. See Joào Baptista Lavanha, 
"Livro primeiro da arquitectura naval," ca. 1598-
1620, ed. Joào da Gama Pimentel Barata, Étimos: 
Revista do Instituto portugués de arqueología, historia e 
etnografía, Vol. 4 (1965), pp. 276-277. 

311 Emiliano Fernández de Pinedo, op. cit., p. 9. 

312 Michael M. Barkham, op. cit., p. 29. Archivo de la 
Real Chancilleria. Valladolid (hereafter ARCh), 
Pleitos civiles, La Puerta fenecidos, leg. 308-6, notes 
that ships of about 200 toneladas needed between 40 
and 50 quintales of nails and bolts, resulting in a 
displacement of about 306 tonnes. 

313 Ronald F. Tylecote, "The Medieval Smith and His 
Methods," in Medieval Industry, ed. D. W. Crossley, 
Research Report No. 40 (London: Council for British 
Archaeology, 1981), p. 42. 

314 Lope Martínez de Isasti, op. cit., p. 159. Esteban 
Garibay y Zamalloa (op. cit., p. 344) mentions 
several regions that specialized in certain types of 
iron production, including Mondragon. 

315 The document, AHPG, 1,142, fol. 200 (Aug. 30, 
1582), is transcribed in Michael M. Barkham, op. cit., 
pp. 94-100. 

316 Ibid. Also see n. 308. References to the document 
will indicate the page number in the transcription 
published by Michael M. Barkham, op. cit. 
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317 Because the production contract, AHPG, I, 2579, 
fols. 68-68v (1565), transcribed in Michael M. 
Barkham, op. cit., pp. 101-104, measures the nail 
stock in quintales grandes and the nails themselves in 
quintales, the figures given here are in the smaller 
quintal. 

318 Heads are assumed to be present because there are 
no heads shown for the bolts in the same document 
and headless nails were extremely rare in 
shipbuilding. Nailers manufactured the complete 
nail as it was inefficient for a smith to make one end 
of a nail, let the nail cool, and then make the other 
end of the nail. The drawing shows the nailer the 
amount of metal required to penetrate the wood. 
Any attempt to study nails using an overall length 
measurement is flawed. 

319 Michael M. Barkham, op. cit., Table 4, p. 32. 

320 The translation of some of the terms has been 
problematic, and a new interpretation is given in 
Table 18.2.1. Barkham translated perno as "bolt." 
Although this is the customary translation of the 
word, it does not fit in the context of this document, 
or in consideration of the metal fastenings known to 
have been used on ships of this period. Instead of 
"round nails called ... bolts," the document has been 
adjusted to read "round nails called ... pins." In 
English, an object cannot be both a nail and a bolt at 
the same time, whereas it can be a nail that pins. 
These objects were simply nails, but they were 
unusual enough (because they required an 
additional step in the manufacturing process) to 
have been given a specific designation by the 
Basques. The translation of cavilladura as "dowel" is 
misleading. At past English usage, dowel could 
mean an object made either of wood or metal, but in 
modern usage it implies wood. This translation had 
led some to conclude that the contract was for the 
manufacture of nails and treenails, rather than nails 
and bolts. The objects referred to in this contract 
were made of wrought iron, and their relative sizes 
and lengths are comparable to the bolts of the Red 
Bay vessel. Items 1 and 4 in the drawing are 
reversed in Barkham's table, and this has been 
corrected. Finally, "spikes to cnbaraçar" has been 
rendered "planking spikes." This is a tentative 
correction because there does not yet exist a firm 
translation for the word. There were two sizes of 
planking nails used on the Red Bay vessel, just as 
there are two sizes of "spikes to enbaraçar." As 
planking spikes do not appear anywhere else in the 
document, this translation has been chosen. 

321 Michael M. Barkham, op. cit, 94. 

322 Ibid. 

323 The Portuguese reputedly built ships of up to 2,000 
tons. Richard W. Unger, "Ships and Cargo Ships in 
Medieval Europe," Technology and Culture, Vol. 22, 
No. 2 (April 1981), p. 248. 

324 AHPG, II, 3318, fol. 36 (Zumaia, 1590); Ibid., proto. 
3318, (Zumaia, 1590) pp. 66-67; AHPG, I, 2580 (3), 
fol. 22v (1587); AHPG, II, 3313, fol. 32-33 (Zumaia, 
1585). The latter document specifies that one of the 
shipowners was responsible for paying the smith. 

325 AHPG, I, 2579, fols. 68-68v (1565); AHPG, 1,142, fol. 
200 (1582). 

326 AHPG, II, 3335, fols. 184r-v (Zumaia, 27 December 
1601). The master shipwright usually dealt only 
with timber merchants or an intermediary. 

327 The iron and wood contracts reflected each other. 
See the supply contracts for the wood and metal for 
a nao built by Pedro de Arteaga, AHPG, II, 3315 fol. 
29 (Zumaia, Feb. 18,1590) and, AHPG, II, 3318, fol. 
36 (Zumaia, 24 February!590). 

328 AHPG, II, 3318, fol. 36 (Zumaia, 1590). The 
shipowner, Pedro de Arteaga, undertook to pay the 
smith, Domingo de Arrióla, in money, iron, and 
charcoal. Another contract (AHPG, I, 2579, fols. 68-
68v (1565); Michael M. Barkham, op. cit., pp. 101-
104), between Joan Martínez de Amilibia and Joan 
de Ybarrolaça states that Ybarrolaça was to supply 
Amilibia with 34 quintales of iron (fierro platina) of 
144 pounds per quintal. In return, Ybarrolaça was to 
receive, three months later, 34 quintales of nails at 
100 pounds per quintal. Evidently the nails were to 
be made from this plate. There was a cash payment 
for the nails, but the raw metal must also have been 
part of the deal. It is difficult to believe that there 
would be an anticipated "loss" of some 1500 
pounds of metal in the process of making nails by 
hand from plate, although there would have been 
some loss due to scale, rejects, and such as burning. 
The penchant to pay in kind is not confined to 
contracts. In one agreement to buy a third of a ship, 
the buyer agreed to pay either in money or in iron. 
AHPG, II, 3307, fol. 23'(Zumaia, 1581). 

329 AHPG, I, 2580 (5), fols. 69r-69v (1566). The buyer 
provided the stock for the manufacture of the bolts, 
but he did not have the iron on hand, so he gave the 
smith money to buy enough iron to keep him going 
in the interim. In another contract, the purchaser 
specified that the smith was to get the iron for the 
contract from one of the herrerías (sic) of Gabio 
Olsalde. AHPG, I, 2579, fols. 68-68v (1565); Michael 
M. Barkham, op. cit., pp. 101-104). 

330 In one document, the wood merchant also sold 50 
quintales of iron to the shipowners. AHPG, I, 2577, 
fols. 22r-25r (Mutriku, 5 September 1559). 

331 AHPG, II, 3318, fols. 66-67 (Zumaia, 1590). 

332 AHPG, I, 2579, fols. 63r-v. The portion of this 
document transcribed in Michael M. Barkham, op. 
cit., pp. 101-102, does not mention water 
transportation. 

333 AHPG, I, 2580 (3), fol. 22v (1576); AHPG, II, 3335, 
fols. 184r-v (Zumaia, 1601). 

334 AHPG, I, 2579, fols. 68-68v (1565); Michael M. 
Barkham, op. cit., pp. 101-104; AHPG, I, 2580 (1), 
fols. 37r-69v (1566). 

335 AHPG, 1,142, fol. 200 (1582); Michael M. Barkham, 
op. cit., pp. 94-100; AHPG, II, 3313, fols. 32-33 
(Zumaia, 1585). There may, however, be 
subcontracting involved. See n. 336. 
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336 AHPG, I, 2580 (5), fols. 69r-69v (1566). The buyer of 
bolts in this contract is Juan Martínez de Amilibia, 
while the same man appears as a smith supplying 
nails to Joan de Ybarrolaça in another contract. 
(AHPG, I, 2579, fols. 68-68v (1565); Michael M. 
Barkham, op. cit., pp. 101-104). The boltmaker was a 
subcontractor. 

337 Emiliano Fernández de Pinedo, op. cit., p. 9, citing 
Lope Martínez de Isasti, op. cit., p. 158, says that the 
martinetes made nails and flat iron. The martinetes 
could not have made nails, although they likely 
made heavy nail rod. The rod would have needed 
further forging by the nailer, for even if a martinete 
could forge a rod of 2 cm or less, it would have been 
a waste of time and resources. Martinez de Isasti's 
reference may mean that the martinetes made nail 
rod or that nails were made at the forge complex. 

338 AHPG, I, 2579, fols. 68-68v (1565); Michael M. 
Barkham, op. cit., pp. 101-104. See n. 328. 

339 An 11th-century manuscript shows numerous nail 
blanks heated in a large fire. To the side of the 
smith, a worker carries a bundle of nail rods from 
which the blanks are to be cut. No forge or anvil is 
shown. Patricia Basing, Trades and Crafts in Medieval 
Manuscripts (New York: New Amsterdam Books, 
1990), Fig. 34, p. 63. Nailmaking only became 
notably more efficient when the slitting mill was 
adopted, and even this innovation did not change 
the need to heat many blanks at once to increase 
efficiency. The alternative was to forge single nails 
by heating the end of a nail rod, drawing the shank 
and the point, cutting the nail from the rod above 
the forged section, and dropping it into a header for 
finishing. This was slower than working from 
precut blanks. Changing the manner of heating the 
blanks did not alter the process significantly. 

340 See Section 14.4 and John D. Light, "16th Century 
Basque Ironworking: Anchors and Nails," Materials 
Characterization, Vol. 29, No. 3 (1992), pp. 253-257. 

341 Although the nail fragment (24M903X3-5) was not 
found on the ship but in the Shore Trench, it was 
from a secure Basque context. 

342 A header is a tool used to form the underside of a 
bolt, rivet, or nail, which also grips the piece so the 
head can be shaped. Headers have a hole into which 
the shank is inserted, but to prevent the entire rod 
from passing through the hole, the end of rod must 
be thickened so that the header can grip it and act as 
a die. Different methods were employed by smiths 
to thicken the end of the nail, distinguishing the 
different methods of hand manufacture. Although a 
header was the most efficient and common tool 
used by nailers for the manufacture of nailheads, it 
was not the only tool used. See J. Barto Arnold III 
and Robert S. Weddle, The Nautical Archeology of 
Padre Island: The Spanish Shipwrecks of 1554 (New 
York: Academic Press, 1978), p. 232; John D. Light, 
op. cit., p. 255. 

343 The other method of producing flat-headed nails 
was discovered among a sample of ten nails from 
the land site. Instead of upsetting the end of the 
blank, the nailer mushroomed it, bent the flattened 
section back, and dropped it in the header. The 

folding revealing this process was clearly visible on 
several of the nails. See John D. Light, op. cit., Fig. 4. 

344 AHPG, II, 3318, fols. 66-67 (Zumaia, 1590). The 
entries usually indicate that the smith had to supply 
a certain number of quintales of nails at a certain 
number of nails to the pound, "e otros 6 quintales 
de 5 en libra, e otros 6 quintales de 6 en libra" 
AHPG, I, 2579, fols. 68-68v (1565). In this way the 
length and shank diameter of the nails were 
controlled without the nailer being tied to a precise 
standard. 

345 AHPG, 1,142, fol. 200 (30 August 1582); AHPG, II, 
3298, fols. 64r-v. 

346 Dorris L. Olds, Texas Legacy from the Gulf: A Report 
on Sixteenth Century Shipwreck Materials Recovered 
from the Texas Tidelands. Texas Memorial Museum, 
Miscellaneous Papers No. 5, Texas Antiquities 
Committee Publication No. 2 (Austin: Texas 
Memorial Museum, 1976), pp. 161-163. 

347 Thomas J. Oertling, "The Molasses Reef Wreck Hull 
Analysis: Final Report," The International Journal of 
Nautical Archaeology and Underwater Exploration, Vol. 
18, No. 3(1989), p. 236. 

348 See n. 335 and n.336. 

349 AHPG, I, 2580 (5), fols. 69r-69v (1566). 

350 J. Barto Arnold III and Robert S. Weddle, op. cit., 
pp. 230-233, 367; Dorris L. Olds, op. cit., pp. 161-163. 
The San Esteban is presumed, on the basis of 
similarities with the 24M vessel, to have been 
Basque built. Another ship in the fleet, the Santa 
María de Yciar, had a Basque name. 

351 Thomas J. Oertling, op. cit., pp. 236-237. Oertling 
describes two very different bolts from this site. One 
bolt is described as a "non-headed bolt (flared at the 
head end, showing the effects of being driven into 
the hard oak) with the point end peened, often over 
a rove or washer" and probably came from a later 
wreck. These bolts came either from areas in which 
there was definite intrusive material, or from 
contexts far removed from the central site. Joe J. 
Simmons, Researcher, Ships of Discovery, Corpus 
Christi, personal communication, 16 July 1992. 

352 John D. Light, op. cit., pp. 249-258. 

353 AHPG, 1,142, fol. 200 (1582); Michael M. Barkham, 
op. cit., pp. 94-100. Nails were worth "38 castilian 
reales per quintal," while bolts were only worth "33 
and a half reales per quintal and no more." 

354 Dorris L. Olds, op. cit., p. 51. This stylistic difference 
does not affect the function of the bolt. 

355 Two documents specify that the bolts were to be 
finished in a header. AHPG, I, 2580 (3), fol. 22v 
(Mutriku, 1576); AHPG, I, 2577, fols. 22r-25r 
(Mutriku, 1559). Cf. Dorris L. Olds, op. cit., Fig. 24p. 

356 Dorris L. Olds, op. cit., Fig. 24p. There is no exact 
modern term for "bradded bolts." See Charles 
Desmond, Wooden Ship-building (New York: Rudder 
Publishing Co., 1919; reprint, Vestal, N.Y.: Vestal 
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Press, 1984); and Heinrich Paasch, From Keel to Truck 
(Antwerp: Published by the author, 1885; reprint as 
Illustrated Marine Encyclopedia, Watford, Herts.: 
Argus Books, 1977). A later Spanish shipbuilding 
ordinance refer to riveted bolts {perno ribetado), all 
oriented fore and aft. See Martín de Aroztegui, 
"Spanish Shipbuilding Ordinance, 1618," 
Cambridge, Harbard University, Houghton Library, 
Palha Mss., Ms. 4794, Vol. 2, par. 24. 

357 AHPG, 1,142, fol. 200 (20 August 1582), provided 
for bolts of two diameters (as shown in the 
appended drawing) and three lengths (2, 3, or 4 
spans of a man's hand) for a total of six different 
bolts. AHPG, I, 2580 (5), fols. 69r-69v (1566), 
provided for bolts of four different lengths, but did 
not specify if there were to be different shank 
diameters as well, for the contractor was informed 
verbally of the size. 

358 AHPG, I, 2580 (5), fols. 69r-69v, calls for both 
double-headed and single-headed bolts. Note that 
only one end of the double-headed bolts could have 
been finished in a header. It is possible that neither 
end was finished, and that finishing was left for the 
shipyard smith. 

359 Jean Boudriot, The Seventy-Four Gun Ship: A Practical 
Treatise on the Art of Naval Architecture, trans. David 
H. Roberts (Paris: Collection archéologie navale 
française, 1986), Vol. 2: Fitting out the Hull, p. 140. 

360 AHPG, I, 2580 (3), fol. 22v (1576), calls only for the 
manufacture of bolts, nails, and rudder irons. 

361 ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Balboa fenecidos, leg. 167, 
caja 856, fols. 497v-498v (1575); ARCh, Pleitos 
civiles, Rodriguez fenecidos, caja 350-6 (1569); 
ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Masas fenecidos, 260-261, caja 
1045-1 (B) (1566); ARCh, Pleitos civiles, Várela 
fenecidos, caja 1788-1, fol. 158 (1603). 

362 Abraham Ortelius, "San Sebastian...," Thcatri orbis 
terrarum (Antwerp: C. Plantan, 1584; reprint, 
Antwerp, 1595). 

363 The smith appears to have been directly responsible 
to the owner and not the shipwright. AHPG, II, 3299 
fols, ccclxiii-ccclxix (Zumaia, 1573), Michael M. 
Barkham, op. cit., pp. 48-53. 

364 A table showing the location and length of each bolt 
in the hull is provided in Appendix XII. 

365 Peter J. A. Waddell, "The Pump and Pump Well of a 
16th Century Galleon," The International journal of 
Nautical Archaeology, Vol. 14, No. 3 (1985), p. 250. 

366 See Section 12.3. 

367 Joseph Moxon, Mechanick Exercises, or, the Doctrine of 
Handy-works..., 3rd ed. (London: D. Midwinter and 
Tho. Leigh, 1703), Preface. 

18.3 Models as Tools for Research and Interpretation 
Charles D. Moore and Albert E. Wilson 

From the moment the decision was made to 
disassemble the 24M vessel and recover the 
timbers for detailed recording, the construc
tion of a model assumed a key role in the 
research strategy.368 Over the years, the pro
cesses of excavating, recording, modelling, 
and reconstructing the ship's structure 
developed concurrently. In 1982, the many 
roles the model would assume could not 
have been anticipated. The early decision to 
capture detailed archaeological data 
through drawings and photographs to per
mit the reconstitution of each timber to 
scale, either graphically or as part of a three-
dimensional model, was critical to all subse
quent reconstruction analyses. Key data 
included dimensions, shape, and tool marks, 
as well as fastening locations, types, and 
sizes. A research model is fundamentally a 
three-dimensional tool for reconstructive 
analysis, and, from the perspective of field 
recording, the requirements for modelling 

Figure 18.3.1: The first 
experimental model 
built for the 24M 
project, comprising the 
lower pump tube and 
pump well at 1 : 10 
scale. (Photo: R. Chan, 
Parks Canada). 
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Figure 18.3.2: The 
main research model 
began with the erec
tion of the stern struc
ture. At the time, few 
other timbers had 
been recovered from 
the site. (Photo: R. 
Chan, Parks Canada; 
RD894M). 

that were recorded in the early seasons at 
Red Bay. 

Upon his return to Ottawa, Waddell mod
elled 30 planks and plank fragments and 
eight timbers forming the pump tube and 
pump well using full-size tracings, photo
graphically reduced to 1 :10 scale. The 
model helped Waddell interpret the collapse 
sequence and assisted in the reconstruction 
of the pump and pump well (Fig. 18.3.1).369 

A research model was soon envisaged that 
would consist of all the critical timbers from 
the starboard side of the vessel as well as the 
complete floors, keel, keelson, stem, stern-
post, and stern structure. This research 
model would be a fragment model as 
defined by Steffy,370 although the archaeo
logical remains of the timbers recorded at 
Red Bay were often far from fragmentary. 
Compared with the work done by INA on 
the Kyrenia ship, whose remains were 
decomposed fragments, the modelling and 
reassembly of the Red Bay vessel timbers 
were relatively straightforward. The exca
vated timbers of the ship were in a splendid 
state of preservation and were exhaustively 
recorded; once modelled, their reassembly 
was, with some important qualifications, 

scarcely more than a matter of realigning 
fastening locations and tacking together the 
result. The demands placed on the model 
maker, at least for the lower part of the hull, 
consisted primarily of superior manual 
skills and extraordinary attention to detail. 

Before the 1983 field season, it was decided 
that the services of a full-time model maker 
were required. Although not an archaeolo
gist or a diver, Marcel Gingras had the train
ing, skills, and mental disposition to work as 
an archaeological model maker.371 Between 
1983 and 1987, Gingras modelled and 
assembled the bulk of the timbers for the 
research model. Gingras also assisted Albert 
Wilson in supervising timber recording 
operations in Red Bay. The model was 
begun between the 1983 and 1984 field sea
sons based on the structure that had been 
recorded at that time (Fig. 18.3.2). The com
bination of field and laboratory responsibili
ties for the model maker ensured that a 
constructive integration was maintained 
between excavation, disassembly, and 
recording methods on the one hand, and 
modelling and ship research strategies on 
the other. 

From the start, the model proved its worth 
in vividly presenting the differences 
between 16th-century and modern ship con
struction techniques. The shape of the keel, 
the distinctive stern structure, the carved 
keel, the mortised frames, the floating fut-
tocks, and the importance of the internal 
deck structure were aspects of construction 
that were difficult to explain but easily 
understood using the model. This not only 
assisted with the orientation of field crew, 
but also helped to convey the importance of 
the project. 

The model that Gingras had built by 1987 
was not an exhibit model and was by no 
means complete, nor would it ever represent 
a finished product. As a research tool, it has 
remained at the core of the continuously 
evolving reconstruction process.372 In 1991, 
Fred Werthman was contracted to carve and 
assemble more pieces for the model,373 

including the planking for the port half of 
the stern structure, several additional fut-
tocks from the articulated part of the hull, 
parts of the ceiling, and other elements 
found among the loose timbers. Since 
Werthman's contributions, no new pieces 
have been modelled, but researchers have 
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continued to experiment with different con
figurations of timbers, especially at and 
beyond the limits of the articulated hull. 
Paper timbers clamped and taped to the 
wooden model have served to test hypothe
ses for expanding the limits of the recon
structed hull. 

THE MODELLING PROCESS 

The first questions to be answered before 
starting a research model are the scale and 
the detail required.374 The choice of scale for 
the 24M model was straightforward. Tim
bers from the site were already being drawn 
at a scale of 1 :10, simplifying the modelling 
of most details noted in the field. This scale 
resulted in a model of the articulated hull 
that measured about 2.3 m in length and 
0.7 m in height. 

The types and precise locations of fastenings 
were critical during the earliest stage of 
modelling. Initially, there was a tendency to 
simplify non-fastening surface details, such 
as tool marks and erosion. Sometimes tim
bers were reconstructed on the modelling 
bench beyond their as-found remains.375 As 
well, some pieces were mended on the 
workbench, a practise occasionally produc
ing overly long composite pieces with inac

curate curvatures. Experience soon taught 
which timbers could be mended, although 
the majority could not. The practise of 
reconstructing missing parts of timbers was 
abandoned. Furthermore, faithfully repro
ducing details from the field drawings and 
photos proved worthwhile: an eroded fea
ture might take on significance when recog
nized as the residue of rope wear, the result 
of pressure from adjacent structures, or the 
faded ghost of a once sharply defined form. 
Although some allowances were made for 
the reassembly process, experience revealed 
the value of keeping the modelled timbers 
as true as possible to the recorded timbers. 

Another fundamental question was choos
ing which timbers to model. Among the first 
timbers excavated were those of the transom 
stern structure and, hence, these were the 
first modelled. The stern reconstruction 
incorporated an interesting combination of 
articulated hull timbers and reconstruction 
of loose timbers up to the level of the 
counter frames. The reassembly of the stern 
framing elements confirmed the longitudi
nal stability of the timbers and the accuracy 
of the recording process. However, when the 
stern planking was attached, it became 
apparent that the dimensions drawn in the 
field were distorted by waterlogging and 

Figure 18.3.3: An early 
photo of the research 
model with relatively 
few frames in place 
and planking only on 
the starboard side of 
the stern structure. 
(Photo: A. Wilson, 
Parks Canada; 
RD2944T). 
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Figure 18.3.4: The 
research model 
viewed from over
head without any 
internal structures in 
place except the articu
lated structures of the 
decks. (Photo: R. 
Chan, D. Page, Parks 
Canada; RD2770B). 

that the lateral dimensions of the planks 
required reduction by up to five per cent.376 

Forward of the stern assembly, only the star
board side was modelled, a decision based 
on the superior preservation of this side of 
the vessel and the assumed symmetry of 
hull. Besides saving redundant modelling, 
this left the interior open for easy analysis. 
The principal timbers, including the keel, 
keelson, stem, sternpost, and floors, were 
modelled in their entirety, but only about 
every third frame was represented with 
modelled futtocks. Some of the longer 
planks were installed in a manner that ech
oed the batten techniques employed by the 
Basque builders 450 years ago. The result 
was a loose arrangement of frames and 
planks, allowing the developing model to 
remain flexible (Figs. 18.3.3, 18.3.4). As Gin-
gras noted, "This flexibility insured that we 

did not commit ourselves to a rigid shape, 
with possible errors, too early in the pro
cess."377 As modelling progressed, confi
dence also increased that the recorded form 
of the futtocks accurately represented seg
ments of the original hull shape. 

More frames have since been added, and 
most of the articulated futtocks on the star
board side are now installed. Selected ceil
ing elements were added, as well as several 
floating elements from the port side of the 
articulated hull. Few additional planks were 
added except at the stern, which is now 
completely planked. Werthman modelled 
many of these later additions. Eventually 
over 450 pieces were carved.37S 

Materials, Tools, and Techniques 

The material selected for modelling was 
Swiss pear wood purchased in 2-inch-thick 
planks. The durability of this wood was 
proven during the years of regular handling 
and occasional abuse the pieces received in 
the course of reconstruction analyses. 
Although expensive, pear wood proved 
worth the cost. For the model maker, the 
advantages of pear wood include its even 
grain, the ease with which it can be worked 
into complex shapes, its responsiveness to 
steam bending, and its ability to hold fasten
ings. Aesthetically, it has a pleasing appear
ance. All the modelled components of the 
research model were treated with tung oil. 
The oil hardened the wood as well as ren
dering it somewhat waterproof. 

Some power tools were employed for pre
liminary shaping. After a set of timbers with 
similar dimensions was selected, the wood 
was cut into standard widths on a band saw, 
and then individual pieces were cut out. A 
bench disk sander was sometimes used for 
rough shaping. A drill press was occasion
ally employed for large mortises. A small 
power drill was used for fastening holes, 
and an electric rotary tool was employed on 
occasion to create erosion effects. 

Most of the work was done with hand tools, 
including a large variety of chisels, a back 
saw, finger planes, rasps, files, clamps, awls, 
carving tools (Fig. 18.3.5), and a Japanese 
saw (Fig. 18.3.6), in addition to dividers and 
scales. Some tools could be easily impro
vised. For example, reworked points of 
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modem nails proved handy for marking 
roughly square impressions from nails. The 
surface finish was created with edge tools 
only, and sandpaper was not used. 

Once futtocks and other timbers were 
squared and roughly shaped, photocopies of 
the orthographic timber drawings were 
glued to the surfaces. An awl was used to 
mark fastenings. Gradually, all the three-
dimensional details of each piece were 
added. Planks were recorded with devel
oped drawings, as if they were a flat surface, 
regardless of any bends and twists. Like
wise, the planks were modelled flat and the 
necessary curvature was added by steaming 
and bending them around a jig. 

It was not always possible to model a piece 
in isolation from the reassembled model. 
Gingras provides this example:379 

One of the more difficult problems 
we had was determining the exact 
shape of the stem. The timber that 
made up the lower part of the stem 
was badly damaged and its as-
found shape had a suspicious flat 
spot in an otherwise regular arc. A 
number of rough pine models were 
made of this timber to test various 
different corrections for the dam
age. It was very interesting to note 
that only a small change from the 

as-found shape was the only shape 
possible. 

In assembling the modelled timbers, the 
original fastening locations were used to 
hold a small number of brass, or sometimes 
stainless steel, screws (Fig. 18.3.7). The screw 
heads were generally less than 3 mm in 
diameter to fit the 1 :10 scale countersinks. 
Brass hooks and hinges were also manufac
tured to hang the stern port cover and rud
der. 

Various temporary supports were erected 
throughout the course of the model con
struction and analysis. After a couple of 
years, a permanent table was set up with a 
carefully levelled surface at a height of 
about 95 cm. The surface area measures 
1.0 m by 3.5 m. In 1991, a welded frame of 
slotted angle iron was bolted to the table. 
This allowed for an array of adjustable arms 
to be installed. These arms supported and 
stabilized the hull structure, internal ele
ments, timbers located beyond the articu
lated hull, and masts. 

Transferring Timber Dimensions 

A model of an individual timber cannot 
reproduce with absolute accuracy the shape 
and details of the original. Overall dimen
sions can be replicated at scale with some
what more confidence. The 1 :10 scale 
drawings of the original timbers were 

Figure 18.3.5 (Far Left): 
Marcel Gingras carv
ing surface details on 
the keelson, with care
ful reference to 
detailed timber draw
ings. (Photo: R. Chan, 
Parks Canada; 
RD926M). 

Figure 18.3.6 (Left): A 
Japanese saw was 
used to shape the keel
son. (Photo: R. Chan, 
Parks Canada; 
RD918M). 
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Figure 18.3.7: The keel
son was secured to the 
floors with a few small 
brass screws set into 
the carved counter
sinks. (Photo: R. Chan, 
Parks Canada; 
RD928M). 

drawn with an accuracy of + / - 0.5 cm. Using 
the same scale for the model minimizes dis
tortion inherent in reducing the drawings. 
However, even with a photocopier set at 100 
per cent, some distortion will occur. All pho
tocopiers distort to some extent, and 
unevenly with respect to width and length. 
For accurate models, the photocopier should 
be tested and any errors calibrated so correc
tions can be made along both axes. On the 
Red Bay model, this problem was not imme
diately recognized, resulting in some inaccu
racy in overall length. The dimensions of 
timbers modelled later were corrected 
where practical. The policy was to correct 
only those components where the overall 
length was distorted by more than 1 mm.380 

Techniques for Taking off Lines 

A flat and level working surface and a well 
braced model are required for taking offsets 
to produce a lines drawing. In 1987, Gingras 
took the first set of lines from the 24M 
research model. He created a grid on the 
table surface with 12 stations spaced 20 cm 
apart, equivalent to 2 m spacing on the 
actual ship. Station 6 was located at the wid
est point of the vessel, in line with the mas
ter frame and the mainmast step. Waterlines 
were set at 10 cm (representing 1 m) inter
vals, parallel to a baseline running along the 
bottom of the keel.3S1 Offsets were taken to 

the outside of the frames using simple tools, 
such as rulers, squares, and dividers. These 
lines are reproduced in Section 14.5. The 
lines do not reflect a perfectly fair hull; there 
are some bulges and flats that were likely 
built into the actual ship. Careful analysis of 
the lines and of archaeological evidence sug
gested that the gripe as originally built for 
the model was too full. The addition of fut-
tocks near the bow helped correct the model. 

Five years after the first offsets were taken, 
Brad Loewen and Carol Piper used a vernier 
scale to acquire a second set. The principal 
objective was to situate all the timbers that 
would be included in the interior profile 
drawing (see Fig. 15.1.1), but it also served 
to check the earlier hull offsets. Minor dis
crepancies were noted. It is impossible to 
determine to what degree the differences 
were due to error, measuring techniques, or 
distortion of the model over time.382 

OTHER RED BAY MODELS 

In addition to the research model of the 24M 
ship, several other research models were 
produced. These included models of small 
craft found in Red Bay, including one of the 
chalupas or whaleboats found at 24M and the 
batel found at 28M. To model the chalupa at 
about 8 m in length, a scale of 1 :5 was 
selected as many of the timbers were already 
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drawn at this scale. Initially, a paper model 
was produced quickly by gluing photo
copies of the timber drawings to cardboard 
or particleboard with the approximate scale 
thickness of the planks, and to pieces of soft
wood cut on a band saw to represent the 
frames (Fig. 18.3.8). This simple model 
proved useful for researchers in the prelimi
nary reconstruction of the craft. Werthman 
later built a pear wood research model of the 
chalupa that helped refine the reconstruction 
(Fig. 18.3.9).383 This model was a tool of pri
mary importance when the timbers from the 
chalupa were reassembled in 1998 for display 
at the visitor centre in Red Bay.384 

Experimental modelling was also applied to 
the 24M ship remains through another series 
of three research models. Although these 
models were built to represent the historical 
dimensions of Jacques Cartier 's Grande Her
mine (1535), their dimensions are close to 
those of the Basque whaling ship and the 
lines used were a slightly reduced version of 

those taken from the 24M ship research 
model. Most importantly from a research 
perspective, the Grande Hermine models 
were used to test, in three dimensions, the 
hypothesized methods of construction 
detected in the 24M hull remains (Fig. 
18.3.10).385 Underwater Archaeology Ser
vice originally undertook this project in 
anticipation of the construction by Parks 
Canada of a full-size half-model of the 
Grande Hermine. Unfortunately, this final 
stage of the project was not undertaken, and 
public interpretation is limited to the third 
Grande Hermine model, now on display at 
Cartier-Brébeuf National Historic Site of 
Canada in Quebec City (Fig. 18.3.11).386 Wer
thman later produced a fourth Grande Her
mine display model for the Canadian 
Museum of Civilization. 

Public display has inspired two full-scale 
partial models of the Basque whaling ship. 
The permanent exhibit on Basque whaling 
at the entrance to the Canadian Hall of the 

Figure 18.3.8: The pre
liminary 1 : 5 scale 
fragment model of the 
chalupa. (Photo: M. 
Gingras, Parks Can
ada; RD607W). 

Figure 18.3.9: The 1:5 
research model of the 
chalupa, built by Fred 
Werthman. (Photo: G. 
Vandervlugt, Parks 
Canada). 
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Figure 18.3.10: One of 
the 1:20 scale experi
mental models of the 
Grande Hermine used 
to test hypotheses 
regarding construc
tion methods 
observed on the 24M 
vessel. (Photo: R. 
Chan, Parks Canada; 
RD9998T). 

Figure 18.3.11: The 
third Grande Hermine 
model, complete with 
rig, ready for display 
at Cartier-Brébeuf 
National Historic Site 
of Canada. (Photo: R. 
Chan, Parks Canada; 
RD87N). 

Canadian Museum of Civilization features a 
full-scale fibreglass model of the stern of the 
vessel. Analysis has moved forward since it 
was built in the late 1980s, making some of 
its features obsolete. Nevertheless, having 
part of a full-size model in the exhibit gives 
the public a sense of the scale and shape of a 
16th-century ocean-going vessel. Because 
the structural details were derived from 
archaeological data, they are accurate in a 
way museum models of 16th-century ships 
seldom are. In 2000, a 1.2 m wide, 5 m high 
segment of the hull was replicated in oak, 
complete with treenail and iron fastenings, 
for display in the Red Bay Interpretation 
Centre.387 

Scholars and members of the public have 
visited Parks Canada's Underwater Archae
ology Service offices in Ottawa steadily for 
several years. The 24M research model is 
always the focus of any discussion about the 
underwater archaeology at Red Bay. How
ever, the first model that people are directed 
towards is the 24M site diorama 
(Fig.18.3.12). Built by Gingras at a scale of 
1 : 20, the diorama is not intended to realisti
cally represent the excavation at a specific 
time, but effectively communicates several 
things: the extent to which the wreck was 
hidden prior to excavation; the flattening of 

the timbers on the site; the density of the 
timber deposit; the dual effect of the site 
remaining partially hidden even while being 
systematically exposed; the varying depths 
of the overburden; the depth of the site 
beneath the water surface; and finally, the 
human scale of divers on site. Perhaps 
because archaeologists readily grasp these 
aspects, it is easy to forget the potency of 
dioramas for effective orientation of col
leagues and the general public. 

Although intended only as a research 
model, the 1:10 scale model of the 24M ship 
remains has been useful in communicating a 
feeling for the hull structure. As many visi
tors have commented, it also has a powerful 
aesthetic appeal. The research model repre
sents an intriguing abstract space some
where between the archaeological ship 
remains as found, and the ship as it once 
was fully formed. The Red Bay archaeologi
cal research model is unique as it has 
spawned two copies, created for public dis
play at Expo 1992 in Seville. Werthman built 
a 1 : 50 scale model of basswood, with wire 
frame forming the port side of the vessel. 
This was displayed at the Canadian pavilion 
and was donated to the Marine Museum in 
San Sebastián. The other model was also 
made in basswood, but at a scale of 1 :4. 
Measuring 26 feet long and weighing 1,200 
pounds, this model was built in Canada for 
the Basque government.388 At present, it is 
stored with the Deputación Forai de Gipuz-
koa in the Basque Country. 

The most recent model of the 24M site is an 
exhibition model built by Werthman in 2000 
at a scale of 1 : 20 for display at the Red Bay 
Interpretation Centre (Fig. 18.3.13). This 
model includes rigging and is fully planked 
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on one side, leaving the other side open to 
permit viewing of the interior framing. Dis
tinctively stained wood in the interior 
allows the viewer to see how much of the 
model is based on recovered timbers and 
how much is conjectural. Because this model 
was built during an advanced stage of the 
24M reconstructive analysis, it closely 
matches the configuration described in this 
report. Furthermore, this model also served 
as a tool for ongoing research, especially in 
areas of relatively poor preservation in the 
upper and interior parts of the vessel. It 
proved particularly useful in the bow area in 
helping visualize different arrangements in 
three dimensions. The 1 :20 model had an 
advantage over the 1 :10 research model in 
this area of the hull, where some timbers ran 
fully athwartships, because its timbers were 
carved whole and the frames were complete 
on both sides. It was somewhat discourag
ing to be involved with research while this 
model was being built because many of the 
detailed questions that a model maker needs 
to have specifically answered for an exhibit 
model could not be answered confidently 
with archaeological evidence. Most of these 
were in areas that were most visible to the 
viewing public: rigging, fittings for sail han
dling, and the configuration of the fourth 
deck, aft cabin, and helm. Yet to try and pro
vide archaeological answers for an exhibit 
model is also a great stimulant for the 
researcher: by forcing fresh examinations of 
old material, unresolved issues are worked 
out, and new questions emerge. 

THE RESEARCH MODEL AS A 
TOOL FOR ANALYSIS 

As indicated by the number and range of 
models it inspired, the study of the 24M ship 
comprises what Steffy describes as a capital 
reconstruction: the analysis incorporated 

Figure 18.3.12 (Left): 
The diorama of the 
24M site provides a 
useful discussion tool 
for the research team, 
in addition to giving 
visitors a vivid 
impression of the 
scale and three-
dimensional aspects 
of the site. A Plexi
glas cover (removed 
for the photo) pro
tects the model from 
dust, with its top sur
face representing 
mean sea level at the 
site. In this detail 
view, the stern is to 
the left. (Photo: R. 
Chan, Parks Canada; 
RD1348W). 

Figure 18.3.13 
(Below): The 1:20 
model of the 24M 
vessel built by Fred 
Werthman in 2000 for 
display at the Visitor 
Interpretation Centre 
of Red Bay National 
Historic Site of Can
ada. (Photo: G. 
Vandervlugt, Parks 
Canada). 
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Figure 18.3.14: Loose 
timbers belonging to 
the internal structure, 
as well as articulated 
material from the 
lower deck on the port 
side and elements of 
the upperworks, are 
shown suspended 
inside the research 
model. (Photo: R. 
Chan, D. Page, Parks 
Canada; RD290X). 

extensive research procedures and produced 
hull lines and detailed construction plans 
that constitute a major contribution to the 
history of shipbuilding and seafaring.3S9 

When the lines were taken off the research 
model in 1987, two objectives were 
achieved: 1) the lower hull shape was estab
lished based on articulated remains; and 2) 
the upper hull shape was extrapolated 
based on the lower hull and additional dis
articulated remains. Although more analysis 
and new interpretations remained for the 
future, the fundamentals of two more gen
eral objectives were also fulfilled at this 
point: 3) the reconstruction of interior struc
tures; and 4) the analysis and documenta
tion of construction details.390 To the extent 
that these objectives were met, the research 
model simplified descriptive challenges too 
difficult to visualize, manipulate, and 
resolve without using three-dimensional 
representation. 

Steffy asserts that a list of objectives for 
reconstruction should include not only 
insight into construction, but also design, 
technology, cargo and artifacts, economics, 
and people.391 A series of researchers utiliz
ing various research procedures and objec
tives worked with the model as a key 
element in producing published studies.392 

Naturally, the model was the principal ana
lytical tool underlying much of this publica
tion. The model was a constant point of 
reference in Loewen's analysis of the ship's 
architecture up to the limits of the articu
lated hull.393 It has likewise served specific 
contributory studies including John Light's 
examination of the rudder and hull fasten
ings.394 Perhaps more surprising is the 
degree to which the model and individually 
modelled pieces helped material culture 
researcher Charles Bradley with the rigging 
reconstruction, a study at first glance remote 
from the lower hull.395 It has remained a 
valuable tool for Red Bay researchers work
ing with loose timbers or studying parts of 
the vessel represented primarily by loose 
timbers (Fig 18.3.14).396 As a ship is literally 
the vessel for the artifacts it contains, none 
of the material culture or indicators of ship
board life could be analysed in isolation 
from the ship as represented by the research 
model. A prime example is provided by Jim 
Ringer's study of the lading of the casks 
(Fig. 18.3.15).397 

Two things stand out in the preceding list. 
All the studies referred to are part of the 
"Second Dig." This is not surprising, but 
underlines the centrality of the model to this 
portion of research. Many researchers never 
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saw the site first-hand, reflecting the scale 
and duration of the project, the broad range 
of contributors, and the specifics of research 
assignments. At least one non-diving mem
ber of the research team said that the model 
provided his primary link with the under
water experience on the site. While the 
model is a reconstruction, most of the in situ 
relationships among the various individual 
pieces are maintained, providing a three-
dimensional perception of the site previ
ously only available to the divers. Again, the 
model's dual nature is highlighted; on the 
one hand it represents the in situ structural 
remains of the vessel and, at the same time, 
it is a powerful construct evoking all that the 
ship once was and represented. 

It is not surprising that the research model, 
despite its utilitarian conception, became 
emblematic of the project. Photographs of its 
distinctive diagonally planked transom 
stern have been reproduced frequently (Fig. 
18.3.16) and the image has graced a Cana
dian postal stamp (Fig. 18.3.17). 

Advice for Future Researchers 

As a thing of beauty as well as a research 
tool that successfully fulfilled and surpassed 
all expectations, could the Red Bay research 
model have been improved? In a few spe
cific aspects, the answer is yes. Some early 
techniques of modelling individual timbers 
were changed with experience. For example, 
the practice of reconstructing missing parts 
of individual timbers was abandoned, and 
the mending of timbers came to be under
taken only with caution. Photocopier distor
tion should be considered at the start of any 
complex project. 

It was not anticipated that the research 
model would still be serving analysts more 
than 20 years after the sternpost was first 
carved. However, for a capital project, an 
even longer view should be taken. To this 
end, a deficiency of the Red Bay project was 
found in the reconstruction records. Notes 
were made, but were too irregular to be of 
great use to later researchers. A daily log of 
activities on the model would have been 
advisable, preferably in electronic format so 
that specific timbers could be searched. It 
was a recurring frustration for researchers 
trying out timber combinations and making 

various discoveries to know that someone 
had gone through similar processes before 
and yet there was no account of how far 
they went or what they were thinking. 

Unfortunately, limited time and resources in 
the field meant that many timbers from the 
port side of the vessel were not recorded to 
the level that they could be modelled. 
Although the decision to model the star
board side (and therefore to fully record 
only the timbers from that side) was sound, 
it became clear that two assumptions used 
in coming to that decision were not entirely 
accurate. First, the starboard hull was not 
everywhere better preserved than the port. 
Notably, the port side was better preserved 
near the stem. Not only would modelling 
these timbers have helped with reconstruct
ing the bow and lower forecastle, but signifi
cant interior elements such as the forward 
deck beams, breast hook(s), foremast part
ner, bitt step, and foremast step could have 
been more readily relocated if both sides of 
the vessel were carefully recorded and mod
elled at the bow. Secondly, while the hull 
was essentially symmetrical in shape, it was 
not symmetrical in details, including the 
width and number of strakes on each side 
and the placement of plugs in futtocks. 
While having most of the port side open is 
not only a justified economy but also essen
tial for analysis, turning the corners at both 
ends with modelled planks and timbers 
extending a short distance forward and aft 
of the ends of the vessel would have been 
instructive. 

Figure 18.3.15: Scale 
models of casks, 
including barricas and 
a quarto, placed to 
demonstrate the cask 
arrangement around 
the mainmast step and 
pump well. Seventy 
model barricas were 
made for the lading 
study. (Photo: R. Chan, 
Parks Canada; 
RD302X). 
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Figure 18.3.16: The 
stern of the 24M 
research model with 
human figure to pro
vide scale. This view 
of the model became 
an emblem of the 
project, emblazoned 
on everything from 
publications to T-
shirts. Most recently, it 
was selected as the 
UNESCO symbol for 
underwater cultural 
heritage. (Photo: R. 
Chan, D. Page, Parks 
Canada; RD278X). 

C O N C L U S I O N 

Of the three basic types of reconstruction 
available for shipwreck remains - graphic, 
three-dimensional and physical398 - the deci
sion not to conserve the timbers from site 

24M eliminated the possibility for physical 
reconstruction of the ship at this time. This 
method was explored with the conserved 
timbers of one of the chalupas. However, the 
decision to raise the ship's timbers and 
record them in detail prior to reburial made 

Figure 18.3.17: A com
memorative postage 
stamp showing the 
Red Bay model was 
issued by Canada Post 
in 1987. (Photo: R. 
Chan, Parks Canada; 
RD1353W). 
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possible a thorough three-dimensional 
reconstruction of the 24M vessel. 

Gingras cautioned that with modelled tim
bers "one always had to keep in mind that 
the model was two steps removed from the 
original."399 It is unlikely that the timbers 
will be recovered from the burial mound to 
test the results of the three-dimensional 
model reconstruction. However, the chalupa 
reassembly project provided a testing 
ground for the techniques employed in 

reconstructing remains from the 24M site. 
On the one hand, experience with the cha
lupa reassembly bears out Gingras' warning; 
specific details of several boat parts and 
their meanings became apparent only 
through the actual reassembly of the origi
nal timbers. Yet every key interpretation 
made with the model was substantiated. 
What is more, the model, by design, will 
remain forever unfinished, available for test
ing fresh ideas and new discoveries. 

NOTES 

368 Albert E. Wilson was Chief of Technical Services in 
the Archaeology Services of Parks Canada in 
Ottawa from 1977 to 1990. He was responsible for 
the surface recording of timbers at Red Bay (see 
Section 4.4) and supervised the work of Marcel 
Gingras on the research model. 

369 Peter J. A. Waddell, "The Pump and Pump Well of a 
16th Century Galleon," The International Journal of 
Nautical Archaeology and Exploration, Vol. 14, No. 3 
(1985), pp. 251-252. 

370 J. Richard Steffy, Wooden Ship Building and the 
Interpretation of Shipwrecks (College Station: Texas 
A&M University Press, 1994), pp. 224-225. 

371 Gingras had training in drafting, wooden vessel 
construction, and computer programming, and 
experience building ship cabinetry and repairing 
small craft. 

372 J. Richard Steffy, op. cit., p. 214. 

373 Fred Werthman (Marlinspike Heritage) is a model 
maker, artist, and wooden boat builder based in 
Gananoque, Ontario. 

374 For more of the modeller's perspective, see Marcel 
Gingras, "Marine Archaeological Modeling," 
Seaways: journal of Maritime History and Research, 
Vol. 2, No. 6 (Nov.-Dec. 1990), pp. 8-14. 

375 Selected timbers had their eroded ends 
reconstructed when these were believed to be 
symmetrical with extant parts. Reconstructed 
portions were identified with a dark stain. 

376 The distortion was first observed in the field when 
the stern elements were reassembled ashore at Red 
Bay during the 1983 field season. It was noted that 
nail holes spaced 20 cm to 30 cm apart were 
displaced by up to 1.0 cm across the grain from their 

corresponding holes on the sternpost, which did not 
exhibit significant swelling. 

377 Marcel Gingras, op. cit., p. 12. 

378 These include 301 complete or fragmentary timbers 
and planks from the articulated hull: 9 principal 
timbers; 48 floors; 42 first futtocks; 43 second 
buttocks; 21 third and fourth futtocks; 34 interior 
pieces; 66 pieces of the stern structure; and 38 
starboard hull planks. The remainder are loose 
timbers. 

379 Marcel Gingras, op. cit., p. 13 

380 Fred Werthman, model maker, Marlinspike 
Heritage, Gananoque, Ont., personal 
communication, 30 October 2000. 

381 Because the bottom of the keel is not absolutely 
straight, the baseline represents an average level. 

382 While the vernier was being used, Loewen noted 
overnight movements of up to 4 mm at the midship 
section of the model. 

383 As with the small craft research models, the pear 
wood chalupa is considered a fragment model as 
only archaeologically recovered material is 
included. Unlike the research model of the ship, 
however, all the recovered pieces that were 
identified are included in the model, representing 
over 85 per cent of the original boat. 

384 Charles D. Moore, "Reassembly of a Sixteenth-
Century Basque Chalupa," Material History Review, 
Vol. 48 (Fall 1998), pp. 38-44. 

385 The original series consisted of three models: a 
midship section, a model of the frames with battens, 
and a model complete with rig but planked on only 
one side. All three models were built in 1992 and 
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1993 by Fred Werthman under the supervision of 
Brad Loewen and Robert Grenier. 

386 The Cartier-Brébeuf National Historic Site of 
Canada commemorates the period in 1535-1536 
when Jacques Cartier and his shipmates wintered 
near the Iroquoian village of Stadacona. 

387 Originally intended as a recording tool rather than 
for public display, the cast of the mould taken 
underwater over the ceiling of the ship (see Section 
5.2) is a full-size model. It is displayed at the Red 
Bay Interpretation Centre. 

388 The model was built by House of Kevin, Inc., in 
Burlington, Ont. Four hundred pieces were 
recreated, using about 1,500 board feet of lumber 
and requiring 2,225 hours to assemble. 

389 J. Richard Steffy, op. cit., p. 215. 

390 Ibid., p. 10. 

391 Ibid., p. 215. 

392 See, e.g., R. Grenier, B. Loewen and J.-P. Proulx, 
"Basque Shipbuilding Technology c. 1560-1580: The 
Red Bay Project," in Crossroads in Ancient 
Shipbuilding: Proceedings of the Sixth International 
Symposium on Boat and Ship Archaeology, Roskilde, 
1991, ed. Christer Westerdahl, Oxbow Monograph 
40 (Oxford: Oxbow Books, 1994), pp. 137-141; Brad 
Loewen, "Codo, Carvel, Mould and Ribband: The 
Archaeology of Ships, 1450-1620," Mémoires Vives 
(1994), pp. 6-21; Brad Loewen, "The Red Bay Vessel: 
An Example of a 16th-Century Biscayan Ship," in 

Usas memoria: Revista de estudios marítimos del País 
Vasco, No. 2: La construcción naval en el País Vasco, 
eds. Soko Romano and José María Unsain (San 
Sebastián: Untzi Museoa - Museo Naval, 1998), 
pp. 193-199; Brad Loewen, "The Structures of 
Atlantic Shipbuilding in the 16th Century: An 
Archaeological Perspective," in Proceedings, 
International Symposium on Archaeology of Medieval 
and Modem Ships of Iberian-Atlantic Tradition: Hull 
Remains, Manuscripts and Ethnographic Sources: A 
Comparative Approach, ed. Francisco Alves, 
Trabalhos de Arqueología No. 18 (Lisbon: Instituto 
Portugués de Arqueología, 2001), pp. 241-258; R. 
James Ringer and Michel J. Audy, "Cargo Lading 
and Ballasting on the 16th Century Basque Whaling 
Vessel San juau (1565)," in Underwater Archaeology: 
The Proceedings of the 13th Conference on Underwater 
Archaeology, ed. Donald H. Keith, Fathom Eight 
Special Publication No. 5 (San Marino, Calif.: 
Fathom Eight, 1984), pp. 20-27; Peter J. A. Waddell, 
op. cit. 

393 See Chapters 13,14,16. 

394 See Section 18.2; Appendices IX, X. 

395 See Section 17.2. 

396 See Chapter 15; Sections 17.3,17.4; Section 19.3; 
Chapter 20. 

397 See Section 19.3. 

398 J. Richard Steffy, op. cit., p. 214. 

399 Marcel Gingras, op. cit., p. 10. 
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19 SHIPBOARD ACTIVITIES AND 

VESSEL U S E 

19.1 Evidence of Shipboard Activities 
Willis Stevens, Daniel LaRoche, Douglas Bryce and R. }ames Ringer 

This section focuses on daily life on board a 
16th-century Spanish Basque whaling ship 
working in the Labrador whale fishery, 
based primarily on archaeological evidence 
from the 24M site. One of the challenges of 
painting a picture of life on board ship dur
ing northern voyages of the 16th century is a 
paucity of primary documentation. To miti
gate this gap, Michael Barkham culled con
temporary documents to explore daily 
activities in the Terranova whale fishery.400 

Jean-Pierre Proulx's historical research on 
Basque whaling has provided further 
insights (see Section 2.2). 

Analysis is also complicated by shortcom
ings in the archaeological record. In the case 
of the 24M vessel, much of the cargo, equip
ment, provisions, and personal possessions 
of the mariners may have been salvaged 
from the ship soon after the sinking. Ice and 
natural deterioration over the last 400 years 
have taken their toll on the ship's structure 
and artifacts. Fortunately, the evidence for 
daily activities from the wreck is comple
mented by archaeological findings from 
excavations on Saddle Island conducted by 
teams from Memorial University of New
foundland under the direction of James 
Tuck. The terrestrial archaeology provides 
glimpses into 16th-century life at Red Bay 

during the Basque whale fishery, addressing 
issues for which the wreck site provides lit
tle or no insight.401 Archaeological informa
tion from two other partially excavated 
16th-century wreck sites at Red Bay, 27M 
and 29M, as well as findings from near-
shore excavations, were also used where 
appropriate. 

The objectives of the shipboard life study 
were to identify and analyze the distribution 
of artifact assemblages in order to produce 
functional interpretations of associated 
activity areas. Three primary shipboard 
activities were identified from the site's arti
fact assemblage: food-related activities, per
sonal activities, and operational activities. 
Due to an insufficient quantity (791) of sta
tistically valid ceramic sherds and other arti
fact fragments, minimum object counts 
could not be used as a reliable means of 
interpreting overall shipboard activity pat
terns. On the other hand, a concentration of 
67 (minimal vessel count) food-related 
objects in the stern provided a basis for a 
general understanding of shipboard life 
within specific activity areas (see Tab. 
19.1.1). 

Before considering the archaeological evi
dence for shipboard life, it is worth examin-
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ing some of the site formation processes that 
influenced the types of artifacts found on the 
site, their distribution, and their context. 
Two categories were considered: pre-wreck-
ing conditions and site formation during 
and after the wrecking. 

PRE-WRECKING CONDITIONS 
ABOARD THE 2 4 M VESSEL 

The operation of a ship during a Terranova 
whaling expedition can be divided into 
three episodes: the outbound passage; the 
use of the ship during the fishery; and the 
return passage. Each episode involved dif
ferent living and working conditions, activi
ties, and routines. In Terranova, the ship was 
anchored and partially unrigged. It served 
as crew quarters, possibly as a flensing sta
tion, and ultimately as a storehouse for 
whale oil. Evidence indicates that the 24M 
vessel was anchored in Red Bay in prepara
tion for the return voyage at the time it sank. 
A minimum archaeological count of 340 to 
345 barricas suggests that the 24M vessel was 
at least partially laden. The lading study in 
Section 19.3 has shown that the vessel could 
have accommodated over 900 casks. 

The availability and location of living spaces 
aboard the 24M vessel at the time of sinking 
were dictated in part by the ship's architec
ture. Much of the living space would have 
been located in the upperworks, which were 
largely broken up and only partially sur
vived. Historical evidence suggests that the 
main deck areas under the castles was 
devoted to crew quarters and stores, while 
the waist of the main deck was used for 
cargo stowage (see Section 15.1). Recon
struction of the archaeological remains gives 
only a partial picture of the hull above the 
main deck level and the locations of internal 
features such as hatches, companionways, 
and ladders. Evidence for internal bulk
heads and compartments is scant. We can 
only speculate about compartmentalization 
of the living areas and how the ship's archi
tecture affected levels of natural light, venti
lation, and warmth in the living quarters 
and offered protection from the elements, 
including rain, snow, and the ever-present 
blackfly. As discussed in Chapter 15, the 
fourth deck was at least a quarterdeck; it is 
not known whether it extended farther for
ward to create a half deck, thereby creating a 

more spacious enclosed living and working 
space. 

The ship's equipment also determined the 
locations of functional activity areas and 
placed restrictions on the spaces available 
for stowage, though not necessarily accom
modation. Although a tiller was not found, 
it must have been positioned at the stern on 
the main deck level, and this space would 
have been kept free of cargo and provisions. 
It is uncertain whether a whipstaff was used 
with the helm; the position from which the 
ship was steered and, presumably, where 
navigation instruments were placed there
fore remains uncertain (see Section 14.5). 
Further, it is likely that anchor cables occu
pied considerable space in the eyes of the 
ship on the main deck. While at anchor in 
Red Bay, these spaces could have been used 
for accommodation. 

The available living space in a ship prepar
ing for the return voyage from the whale 
fishery was also limited by the space occu
pied by cargo and provisions. Logic sug
gests that living spaces aboard ships steadily 
diminished throughout the whaling season 
as they were loaded for the homeward pas
sage. The hull reconstruction presented in 
Section 19.3, which presents a hypothetical 
cargo stowage scenario of 880 barricas, 
assumes that space was reserved on the 
main deck for crew accommodations and 
cable stowage. The greater the number of 
casks, the less space was free for quarters 
and provisions. 

The number of crew members living or 
working aboard immediately prior to the 
wrecking would have influenced shipboard 
life. Barkham has characterized the typical 
crew composition for a whaling voyage,402 

and Proulx estimated crew size for a 250 
tonelada vessel at about 60 men, based on a 
ratio of 25 men per 100 tons (see Section 2.2). 
While all of the crew were accommodated 
on board during the outbound and return 
passages, limited historical and archaeologi
cal evidence suggests that some men lived 
and worked on shore during the fishery. 
Historical records suggest that the coopers 
and oven tenders worked exclusively on 
land. The ship's carpenter probably spent 
time on shore building or repairing the 
shore facilities and, of course, the crews of 
the chalupas were occupied in the whale 
hunt. Those charged with flensing worked 
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in various locations adjacent to the ship or 
on shore. According to Barkham, documents 
indicate that the coopers were the only ones 
to sleep on land, with the rest of the men 
regularly quartered aboard ship.403 He cites 
a 1575 incident in which a group of whalers 
temporarily stashed a whale near Red Bay 
before returning to their ship to eat and 
sleep: 

The said shallop with the said com
panions returned to the said 
ship [...] one evening at dusk, and 
said to this witness and other sailors 
in the said ship and to the said Juan 
Lopez de Reçu that they had killed 
a whale and that they had left it tied 
up in the port that they call 
Antongo's, and having had supper 
that same night in the said ship 
those that thus reported that they 
had killed the said whale, and this 
witness with them, slept for a while 
inside the said ship.. .404 

Bay, primarily from excavations on Saddle 
Island conducted by archaeologist from the 
Memorial University of Newfoundland. It is 
important to note that there is no established 
association between the shore stations on 
Saddle Island and the wreck site. Therefore, 
archaeological findings on shore do not nec
essarily reflect the activities of the men on 
board the 24M vessel, but reveal general 
16th-century practice at Red Bay. Sixteenth-
century structures with occupation layers 
excavated on Saddle Island were identified 
as combined cooperages and dwellings.407 

Smaller and cruder dwellings on the island 
may have been occupied by crew members 
other than coopers, but it is uncertain if their 
use was sporadic or long-term. Some of 
these smaller structures may have been 
lookouts for chalupa crews.408 Evidence for 
shore dwellings also comes from 1989 exca
vations conducted nearby in Chateau Bay 
(now Henley Harbour) by a team of Basque 
archaeologists.409 

Apparently this whale was taken by another 
crew belonging to Nicolas de la Torre's ship, 
and before Juan Lopez de Reçu's crew 
returned to it the following day, it was 
already being flensed: 

he had found the said whale along
side the ship of the said Nicolas de 
la Torre who had it in the slings and 
it had started to be flensed and cut 
up in order to render it down.405 

Barkham quotes another document, the will 
of Joanes de Echaniz, drawn up at Puerto 
Breton in December 1584: 

"no more witnesses were found 
because it was midnight and the 
mariners of the said ship were 
working on land rendering down 
whale blubber to make train oil and 
the others sleeping aboard ship 
exhausted due to the sheer 
work."406 

Barkham has shown that, in these cases, 
some of the men ate and slept on board ship 
and a shift system was in effect. The sleep
ing space required was much smaller if 
watches alternated use of accommodations. 

There is some archaeological evidence for 
habitation by some Basques on shore in Red 

POST-WRECKING SITE 
FORMATION PROCESSES 

A range of formation processes during and 
after the wrecking influenced the survival, 
distribution, and contexts of artifacts on the 
site. The wreck listed at an angle of 20° to 
starboard, resulting in a greater accumula
tion of materials on that side. In addition, 
the stern of the wreck grounded at a depth 
of approximately 7 m below sea level, while 
the bow lay in approximately 11 m of water 
(Fig. 19.1.1). As a result, part of the port 
sterncastle sat above the water and was 
readily accessible for salvage. The potential 
impact of immediate salvage, particularly 
any dismantling of the ship, on archaeologi
cal contexts and their correlation to original 
shipboard contexts was examined with 
inconclusive results. 

For the purpose of describing artifact prove
nience, the wreck site was divided into two 
areas (Fig. 19.1.2). The stern area extends 
from the mainmast step (operation line 16) 
aft to just beyond the sternpost (operation 
line 2). Tire bow area extends forward of the 
mainmast step (operation line 16) to just 
beyond the stem (operation line 36). Later
ally, both areas extend to the limits of exca
vation. The Shore Trench extends from the 
stern of the wreck to associated Basque 
deposits on nearby Saddle Island. Given the 
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large number of faunal remains found in the 
Shore Trench and their importance in under
standing Basque dietary practices, faunal 
remains from this area are included in this 
study of shipboard life. 

Analysis of several transverse stratigraphie 
profiles revealed a thick deposit of crushed 
barnacle shells below the articulated hull 
remains, primarily in the stern area (Figs. 
19.1.3, 19.1.4). The species was identified as 
Balanus crenatus Bruguière, or crenate barna
cle, the most common sub-tidal arctic boreal 
species in the northern hemisphere, found at 
depths from the high water mark down to 
6 m below sea level.410 Of particular note 
was the distinct lack of barnacles in the bow 
area and the significantly smaller amount of 
shell on the starboard side than on the port 
side. The variation in distribution, believed 
to be a result of water depth and the avail
able area of exposed hull, suggested that 
most of the barnacles became attached to the 

hull after sinking. The oldest barnacle recov
ered was two years old, reflecting the period 
between the attachment of the first barnacles 
and the collapse of the hull, which crushed 
the barnacles attached to the exterior hull. 
The below-hull archaeological context was 
therefore defined as any context that was 
either physically below the articulated hull 
structure or that was stratigraphically lower 
than or that had a direct stratigraphie rela
tionship with the crushed barnacle layer. 

In addition to the articulated structure, hull 
remains in the stern area included a large 
section of hull planking measuring approxi
mately 1 m by 6 m. Its original location on 
the ship was identified as just below the 
upper deck. A study of the collapse 
sequence determined that areas above the 
upper deck were the first to collapse, fol
lowed by the upper deck, the main deck, 
and corresponding lower areas (see Chapter 
20). Thus, artifacts found in any strati-

Figure 19.1.1: Recon
struction of the port 
side of the Red Bay 
24M vessel, showing 
the presumed water 
level at the time of 
sinking. (Drawing: D. 
Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-2001-103-12). 
Scale 1:200 
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Figure 19.1.3: Strati
graphie section at 
operation line 8, show
ing the following lay
ers: 1) light brown 
sand; 2) dark grey 
sand; 3) dark brown 
organic stratum con
taining some wood 
chips and barnacle 
shell; 4) dark brown 
organic stratum; 
5) dark brown organic 
stratum with barnacle 
shell; 6) barnacle shell; 
7) dark brown organic 
stratum with high con
centration of barnacle 
shell; 8) wood chips; 

9) peat-like stratum; 
10) dark brown 
organic stratum mixed 
with peat; 11) finely 
crushed shell; 12) light 
grey silty sand; 
13) large boulders and 
smaller rock in a 
matrix of finely 
crushed shell. (Draw
ing: W. Stevens, R. 
Hellier, Parks Canada; 
24M-83-102-4). 
Scale 1:50 
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Figure 19.1.4: Strati-
graphic section at 
operation line 10, 
showing the follow
ing layers: 1) light 
brown sand; 2) dark 
grey sand; 3) dark 
brown organic stratum 
containing some bar
nacle shell; 4) dark 
brown organic stra
tum; 5) barnacle shell 
layer; 6) black organic 
stratum; 7) black 
organic stratum with 
some barnacle shell; 
8) light grey silty sand; 
9) light grey sand; 
10) large boulders and 
smaller rock in a 
matrix of finely 
crushed shell. (Draw
ing: W. Stevens, D. 
Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-84-102-5). 
Scale 1:50 
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Figure 19.1.5: Coarse 
earthenware jugs 
(24M14P10-6 and 
24M8P13-3) and a 
small pitcher 
(24M14P13-1). (Photo: 
R. Chan, Parks Can
ada; RA19201B). 

graphic layer located beneath this section of 
exterior planking were deposited shortly 
after the vessel wrecked and while the hull 
was still standing up to the level of the 
upper deck. These materials eventually 
became covered by the complete collapse of 
the hull, creating a sealed context predating 
the collapse of the hull. The original ship

board context of artifacts recovered below 
the hull at the stern was assumed to be an 
activity area located at or above the upper 
deck level. 

The structural remains of the bow were not 
as complete as the stern. Articulated struc
ture, including exterior bow planking, only 

Figure 19.1.6: Coarse 
earthenware flat-bot
tomed cooking pots 
(24M200N6-2, 
24M10P7-3, and 
24M10P2-2). (Photo: R. 
Chan, Parks Canada; 
RA19209B). 
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Figure 19.1.7: Tin-
glazed majolica porrin
ger (24M8M7-1). 
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; RA473W). 

Figure 19.1.8: Pewter 
flagon lid (24M4N6-1). 
(Drawing: S. Laurie-
Bourque, Parks Can
ada; 24M4N6-1). 
Scale 1:4 

survived up to the level of the main deck. 
Evidence for upper decks and a forecastle in 
the bow area was limited. Thus, artifacts 
found beneath the exterior planking of the 
bow were deposited while the hull was still 
standing up to the level of the main deck. 
The original context of artifacts recovered 
from the below-hull context at the bow was 
assumed to be an activity area located at or 
above the main deck level. 

The above-hull provenience relates to any 
context located above the articulated exte
rior hull remains. Through a correlation 
with structural remains, artifacts found 
above the hull in the stern area were identi
fied as being from a shipboard context 
located below the upper deck level. In the 
bow area, artifacts found within this prove
nience were identified as being located 
below the main deck level. Structural analy
sis and artifact distributions based on the 
stratigraphie record were considered reliable 
indicators of original shipboard contexts 
with an understanding that some intrusion 
of artifacts from other deck levels was likely 

due to the processes of salvage and destruc
tion. 

EVIDENCE FOR FOOD-RELATED 
ACTIVITIES 

Provisioning lists provide a clear picture of 
the foodstuffs supplied by ship outfitters. 
However, no mention is made of how and 
where specific food-related activities, such 
as storage, preparation, and serving, were 
carried out aboard ships. To address these 
questions, items identified in the archival 
and archaeological records as food resources 
and related artifact classes were examined to 
better understand food-related activities on 
board. 

Material Culture Remains Related 
to Food-Related Activities411 

Ceramics 

Fifty ceramic objects, representing a minimal 
vessel count, were recovered from the bow 
and stern areas of the wreck site, represent
ing three ware types: coarse earthenware, 
refined earthenware (consisting of majolica), 
and stoneware (see Sections 9.1 and 9.2). A 
number of 16th-century objects were col
lected beyond the perimeter of the study 
area. These objects were not included in the 
wreck site assemblage due to the uncer
tainty of their provenience. It is likely that 
many of these objects were from the shore 
stations or from other ships anchored in the 
harbour. 

Coarse Earthenware 

Coarse earthenware made up 90 per cent (45 
objects) of the total ceramic assemblage (see 
Section 9.1). Types from three geographic 
areas were identified: 1) the Iberian penin
sula, 2) western France, 3) southern France 
and other French regions. 

Iberian Peninsula: This group was limited to 
a small number of Mediterranean jar sherds. 
These jars generally served as all-purpose 
storage containers and were mass-produced 
in Spain and Portugal throughout the 16th 
and 17th centuries. Archaeological speci
mens from other North American sites date 
from the mid-16th century to the mid-18th 
century. 
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Western France: This group included small-
sized jugs and pitchers used as serving uten
sils (Fig. 19.1.5). These vessels were typi
cally, although not always, unglazed and 
had limited decoration. The shapes were 
common in Europe throughout the 16th and 
17th centuries. 

Artifact Class 

Ceramic 

Metal 

Treen 

Total 

Bow Area 

N 

22 

0 

5 

27 

/o 

44 

0 

33 

40 

Stern Area 

N 

28 

2 

10 

40 

/o 

56 

100 

67 

60 

Total 

N % 

50 75 

2 3 

15 22 

67 100 

Table 19.1.1: Distribution of food-related artifacts. 

Southern France and other French Regions: 
This group consisted of round and flat-bot
tomed cooking pots and pitchers. The round 
bottom cooking pot, recessed for a lid, was 
mostly unglazed with decoration limited to 
applied bands with impressed designs. This 
particular form has been found only in Red 
Bay. The flat bottom pots were never glazed 
or decorated and the shapes were typical of 
the 16th century (Fig. 19.1.6). Wooden lids 
with steam holes were also recovered. Pitch
ers served as one-handled cooking pots with 
a pinched spout on the rim. 

Refined Earthenware 

All of the refined earthenware from the Red 
Bay site consisted of tin-glazed majolica. A 
nearly complete porringer, two porringer 
sherds, a handle fragment from a small 
pitcher, a plate sherd, and two unidentified 
fragments were recovered from the wreck 
site. The porringer was crudely made with 
moulded ear handles and was almost cer
tainly of Spanish manufacture (Fig. 19.1.7; 
see Section 9.2). 

Stoneware 

The stoneware assemblage consisted of two 
objects identified as stoneware butter jars 
from Normandy. Limited quantities appear 
in North America dating to the 17th and 
18th centuries, and the earliest date can now 
be pushed backed to the mid-16th century 
(see Section 9.1). 

Domestic Metals 

A number of metal artifacts found on the 
wreck site were representative of domestic 
objects (see Section 12.1). The assemblage 
comprised 54 pewter fragments and a brass 
spigot key. The pewter fragments repre
sented the remains of two flagons of differ
ent sizes and a complete heart-shaped 
flagon lid with a double acorn thumbpiece, 
suggesting a French influence (Fig. 19.1.8). 
The spigot key, with a fleur-de-lys form, was 

Figure 19.1.9 (Left): 
Pedestal-footed 
wooden platter 
(24M16M9-1). (Draw
ing: D. Kappler, Parks 
Canada; 24M16M9-1). 
Scale 1:4 
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Figure 19.1.10: Distri
bution of food-related 
artifacts. (Drawing: W. 
Stevens, Parks Can
ada; 24M-96-101-1). 

typical of a 16th-century design used 
through the 17th and 18th centuries. Con
temporary illustrations show similar stop
cocks in use with barrels and kegs for 
serving alcoholic beverages. 

Treen 

In his report on shipboard life, Michael 
Barkham states that "the main items for 
serving and eating food put aboard ship by 
outfitters were wooden platters, bowls and 
jugs."412 Barkham refers to the outfitting lists 
for the 1566 whaling voyages of two vessels, 
Guadalupe and Conçeçion, which included 36 
wooden platters for the first vessel and 18 
wooden platters and 18 bowls for the lat
ter.413 Within the archaeological assemblage 
from of the 24M vessel, a small number of 
wooden culinary artifacts were recovered, 
including four spatulas, six deep dishes or 
bowls, one deep plate, and two pedested 
dishes (Fig. 19.1.9; see Section 11.1). 

Distribution of Food-Related Artifacts 

To gain additional insight , the distribution 
of food-related artifacts, including ceramic, 
pewter, and treen, was analyzed (Tab. 
19.1.1). Only eight small non-diagnostic 
fragments of glass were recovered from the 
wreck site. All of these were located in the 
stern below-hull context. 

The majority of the assemblage was located 
in the stern area (Fig. 19.1.10). For the most 

part, this pattern of distribution corresponds 
to that for food resources and supports the 
suggestion that food-related activities were 
more predominant in the stern area than in 
the bow area. 

Functional Analysis 

Based on the descriptions of material cul
tural items identified within the food-
related activity group, three functional 
groupings were apparent: food service, food 
preparation, and food storage. 

Food Service 

Service objects make up the largest assem
blage within the functional groupings. If 
cooking pots are included as service vessels, 
as suggested by Gérard Gusset, over 70 per 
cent of the food-related material cultural can 
be assigned to service activity (Tab. 19.1.2). 
This suggests that ceramic cooking pots 
were the primary food service containers 
used to deliver the food from the larger caul
dron to the crew, while ceramic jugs and 
pitchers were used for serving liquids (see 
Section 9.1). Liquids were also served in 
pewter flagons of which two distinct sizes 
were identified, with a larger size used for 
both serving and drinking and a smaller size 
for individual use (see Section 12.1). Treen 
and, to a limited extent, majolica porringers 
were alternative service vessels to cooking 
pots. The presence of service treen and a 
porringer suggests that, although communal 
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sharing of the cooking pot was the accepted 
practice, at least some meals were served 
individually. 

Food Preparation 

Cooking pots accounted for 27 per cent of 
the total assemblage (see Tab. 19.1.2). The 
capacity of these pots was approximately 
one to four litres and thus may not have 
been a practical way of preparing food for 
even a small group of Basque whalers such 
as a whaleboat crew (see Section 9.1). 
Records suggest that all ships carried at least 
two cauldrons: one for cooking and one for 
heating pitch.414 While no conclusive evi
dence for a central galley was found, such as 
brick fragments, large charcoal and ash 
deposits, or cauldron fragments, limited evi
dence could be indicative of a firebox. Just 
outside the starboard stern structure, a 
deposit was uncovered that may represent 
the remains of a firebox. It was characterized 
by a concentration of fire-cracked rock, 
unmodified rock, charred wood, and a dark 
grey ashy layer. Associated with the feature 
were a number of charred fish bones, two 
unidentified bones, a walnut, a small piece 
of glass, a few iron objects (possibly rivets), 
and several burnt nails or spike heads. The 
localized nature of the deposit suggested an 
original enclosure within some type of con
tainer, perhaps an open metal box. The con
text of the deposit, deep below the stern 
structural debris and above pre-wreck har
bour sand, indicates an early deposition in 
the wrecking sequence and an original ship
board location high in the stern, one of the 
first areas to be destroyed. Some support for 
the placement of hearths in the stern can be 
found in documentary sources: Eugenio de 
Salazar, a Spanish official indicated in 1573 
that food service was conducted from the 
half deck located in the after part of the 
ship.415 

Food Storage 

This group formed the smallest percentage 
(15 per cent) of food-related artifacts within 
the ceramic assemblage (see Tab. 19.1.2). 
Three possible factors must be considered to 
account for this small assemblage: the sal
vage of food provisions at the time of wreck
ing; the likelihood that local food resources 
comprised a large proportion of the Basque 
diet (see below); and the storage of provi
sions in wooden casks. 

Throughout the 16th century, olive jars and 
stoneware jars were used for storing large 
quantities of foodstuffs for an extended 
period. However, the relative scarcity of 
these items on the wreck site suggested that 
wooden casks served this function and the 
role of ceramic containers for long-term stor
age was minimal. On the other hand, short-
term storage was reflected by the presence 
of medium-sized jars and double-handled 
jugs. These containers, holding up to two 
litres, were designed to be corked and 
uncorked quickly and were easy to handle 
and transport. They were primarily used to 
hold smaller amounts of liquid or solid 
foodstuffs for the daily preparation of meals 
(see Section 9.1). 

Distribution According to Function 

Table 19.1.2 illustrates the location, counts, 
and percentages of each group. Due to the 
small number of objects recovered, substan
tive correlation between function and ship
board location was not possible. 

Food-Related Ecofacts 

The underwater archaeological site at Red 
Bay yielded only a fairly limited number of 
ecofacts that may represent part of the mari
ners' diet. Nevertheless, the presence of this 
material has shed some light on certain 
aspects of 16th-century Basque dietary prac
tices as defined through historical and 
archaeological analyses. The collection was 
examined from several different perspec
tives, one being that dietary practices may 
have been adapted for voyages to North 
America. 

Ecofacts recovered from an area potentially 
contaminated by refuse from Saddle Island 
are considered separately from those found 
in the dispersal area of the 24M wreck (Fig. 
19.1.1). The distribution of ecofacts from 

Function 

Service 

Preparation 

Storage 

Unidentified 

Total 

Bow 

N 

10 

8 

5 

4 

27 

Area 

A) 

33 

44 

50 

44 

40 

Stern Area 

N 

20 

10 

5 

5 

40 

"/ A) 

67 

56 

50 

56 

60 

Total 

N 

30 

18 

10 

9 

67 

/o 

45 

27 

15 

13 

100 

Table 19.1.2: Functional distribution of food-related artifacts. 
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both zones is shown in three separate tables: 
one for the stern area of the ship (Tab. 
19.1.3), one for its bow area (Tab. 19.1.4) and 
one for the debris field of Saddle Island (Tab. 
19.1.5). Although analysis of the data from 
the island's debris field has led to certain 
observations on the presence of food 
resources associated indirectly with the 24M 
wreck, the information on these resources 
has had to be examined separately for rea
sons relating to the representativeness of the 
sample collected. While the wreck site was 
excavated extensively, the island's debris 
field was investigated by a single explor
atory trench, as well as by a few of the sub-
operations originally associated with the 
underwater site's main grid. As indicated in 
the methodology discussion at the begin
ning of this section, operation line 2 of the 
main grid marks the boundary between the 
wreck site and the island's debris field, and 
these same spatial divisions have been used 
for studying the artifacts. 

Fish Bones 

Quantitatively, codfish bones are the most 
important class of ecofacts on the underwa
ter site. They were found mainly in the 
debris field near Saddle Island. A 2-m-by-
14-m trench between the ship's sternpost 
and the island's shoreline contained a com
pact layer of bones testifying to the impor
tance of cod-cleaning activities in this area 
during the whale fishery (Fig. 19.1.11). Since 
the shipwreck itself was the main focus of 
underwater research at Red Bay, it was next 
to impossible to do an exact count of the 
number of bones excavated. Nevertheless, it 
can be said that thousands of bones were 
uncovered in this trench alone.416 A sample 
of several hundred fish bones were identi
fied by Stephen Cumbaa of the Zooarchaeo-
logical Identification Centre, Canadian 
Museum of Nature. He also gleaned infor
mation on cod-processing operations (see 
Section 19.2). For instance, bones found in 
association with the remains of a wicker 
object (possibly a basket) from a lower deck 
context near midships (16Q8-1) were identi
fied as salt cod due to bone residue evi
dence. It was concluded, on the basis of 
these finds as well as other fish bones dis
covered beneath the bow of the vessel along 
with cask parts (see Section 6.1), that salt cod 
had been stowed on the ship as cargo or as 
food for the crew.417 

The large quantity of codfish remains found 
in Saddle Island's debris field and their 
stratigraphie correlation with the 24M wreck 
site clearly highlight the questions that arise 
in attempting to define codfish use, includ
ing the question of whether cod formed part 
of the cargo or was simply a component of 
the whalers' daily diet. We know that ships 
setting sail from Europe took salted, smoked 
or dried fish aboard, along with other food
stuffs needed for the crossing and the stay in 
Labrador. Since such fish kept quite easily 
and was very nutritious, it was advanta
geous to bring a substantial amount along 
on the voyage to the whaling grounds. It 
should be noted that codfish, which was 
highly valued at the time, was frequently 
included in the outfitting lists of ships leav
ing for whaling expeditions in Terranova.4™ 

It also appears that the Basques supple
mented their generally monotonous diet 
with fresh fish caught with a hook and line 
or with a spear.419 As shown by the different 
species of fish identified, cod was the pre
ferred prey and no doubt part of the whale
men's daily diet when they were in 
Labrador. 

Domestic Animal Bones 

A small number of domestic animal bones 
were uncovered during the archaeological 
excavations. Four pig bones and one cow 
bone were found in the ship's dispersal area 
(Tab. 19.1.3), mainly in the sector occupied 
by the stern. Another, less diagnostic frag
ment recovered from the same sector may 
have belonged to a sheep, a goat or a pig. 
Only one pig bone was found in the debris 
field near Saddle Island (Tab. 19.1.5). 

Domestic animal remains, of which pork 
would have been the Basques' preferred 
meat choice, seem under-represented in this 
assemblage.420 In describing the situation in 
Bayonne and the surrounding region 
between the 12th and the 14th centuries, 
Eugène Goyheneche said that pigs were 
unquestionably the most common type of 
livestock.421 He also asserted that people 
must have eaten a considerable amount of 
fresh or salt pork and that the cured ham 
produced in the Bayonne area had been 
famous for many years.422 According to 
Goyheneche, pigs from Bayonne were com
monly exported to Navarre and Gipuzkoa, 
and had been for a very long time.423 Alava 
and Biscay also obtained pigs from Gascony, 
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Figure 19.1.11: Stratigraphie profile of the west face of the Shore Trench, between the wreck site and Saddle Island, showing the following layers: 
1) sandy silt; 2) rock and organic silt; 3) fragmented shell; 4) peat; 5) peat, wood chips, fish bone, shell, and silt; 6) wood chips; 7) sandy silt; 
8) fish bone; 9) whale bone; 10) rock and fragmented shell. (Drawing: W. Stevens, S. Laurie-Bourque, Parks Canada; 24M-81-102-2). 
Scale 1:50 
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Type 

Seed 

Mollusc 

Bone 

Bone 

Seed 

Mollusc 

Mollusc 

Bone 

Seed 

Bone 

Bone 

Bone 

Common name 

Hazelnut 

Mussel 

Pig 

Common eider duck 

Walnut 

Mussel? 

Oyster 

Great auk 

Plum 

Seal 

Polar bear 

Cow 

Scientific name 

Corylus avellana 

Mytilus sp. 

Sus scrofa 

Somateria molissima 

Juglans regia 

Mytilus sp.? 

Oslreidae 

Pinguinus impennis 

Prunus sp. 

Phocidae 

Ursus maritimus 

Bos sp. 

No. of fragments 

l 

l 

4 

2 

10 

12 

2 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

Excavation unit 

4M 

4P 

4P;12G;24M 

6J; 12G 

6N;8K;8N;10N;12P 

8L; 12H; 12R; 12S; 12T; 14R 

8L;8M 

SP 

ION 

10Q 

12Q; 12S 

12H 

Table 19.1.3: Ecofacts identified as potential food resources, stern area, by provenience. 

taking advantage of special agreements Eskimo curlew bone were uncovered in the 
(traités de bonne correspondance).424 bow area (Tabs. 19.1.3,19.1.4). 

Based on the information derived from the 
above-mentioned sources, the following 
cuts of pork were loaded onto ships: pork 
flanks and shoulders and sides of bacon 
(demy lari or conste de lard). Pork shipped in 
the holds of vessels was no doubt salted so 
that it would keep during the crossing and 
the stay overseas. 

Only one other type of meat derived from a 
domestic animal was mentioned in the out
fitting lists uncovered to date. According to 
the list of provisions drawn up for the Cathe
rine de Libourne, when it was preparing to set 
sail from Bordeaux, the vessel was to take on 
"as much beef as desired" ("boeuf à discré
tion").425 

Wild Animal Bones 

Two polar bear bones, one great auk bone, 
two common eider bones and one seal bone 
were found in the dispersal area of the stern 
of the ship. Only one seal bone and one 

The Saddle Island debris field yielded six 
polar bear bones, four gull bones and one 
white-winged scoter bone (Tab. 19.1.5). 

It should not come as a surprise that 
Basques exploited local resources. In 
recounting his 1534 voyage, Jacques Cartier 
reported that he had supplied his crew with 
great auk and polar bear meat and the eggs 
of ducks and other birds.426 He also said 
that, during the same voyage, he had met 
people, probably Beothuk Indians, who 
hunted seal and other animals for their sub
sistence.427 Cartier and his crew subse
quently obtained fresh cod along the west 
coast of Newfoundland and killed over 
1,000 great auks. His men even attempted to 
kill a walrus in the Magdalen Islands.428 

Survivors of expeditions that overwintered 
in Spitsbergen, Novaya Zemlya and Smeer-
enburg have given other accounts about the 
exploitation of northern fauna, to the effect 
that they hunted polar bears, arctic foxes, 

Type 

Seed 

Seed 

Seed 

Bone 

Bone 

Bone 

Common name 

Grape 

Walnut 

Almond 

Seal 

Eskimo curlew 

Pig, goat or sheep 

Scientific name 

Vitis vinifera 

Juglans regia 

Primus dulcís Mill. 

Phocidae 

Numenius borealis 

Sits scrofa, Capra hircus, or Ovis aries 

No. of fragments 

l 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Excavation unit 

16M 

16L; 16M 

18H 

18K 

18R 

34N 

Table 19.1.4: Ecofacts identified as potential food resources, bow area, by provenience. 
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Table 19.1.5: Ecofacts identified as potential food resources, Saddle Island debris field, by provenience. 

reindeer, gulls, great auks and black 
guillemots, and collected gull and goose 
eggs.429 Based on these accounts, men who 
spent the winter or lived year round in the 
north did not hesitate to use local resources 
as food. 

A terrestrial archaeological site in the Min
gan Archipelago containing the remains of 
try works used from the late 17th century to 
the early 18th century has also yielded very 
interesting faunal remains. Like Red Bay, 
this site is thought to have been used by 
Basques. Bones recovered from it have been 
identified as coming from whale, seal, bea
ver, muskrat, American marten, black bear, 
cod, Atlantic mackerel and a wide range of 
birds: common eider, several species of 
ducks, loon, murre, Atlantic puffin, black 
guillemot, black-legged kittiwake, dovekie, 
sandpiper, willow ptarmigan, lesser yellow-
legs and a number of species of gulls.430 

These findings, derived from a terrestrial 
archaeological context, lend support to the 
theory that the diet of Basque whalers was 
based partly on local faunal resources. 

Although it is hard to prove archaeologi-
cally, it is also possible that Basque whale
men ate certain cuts of whale meat on 
occasion, preferably when it was freshly 
caught, since such meat did not keep very 
well.431 We have not found any accounts, 
however, of whale meat being eaten in the 
Basque country.432 

All of the evidence seems to indicate that 
when the Basques found themselves in a 
resource-rich environment and were eager 
for fresh food, they did not hesitate to take 
advantage of available opportunities. Local 
resources thus enabled them to obtain a var
ied and balanced diet. 

Molluscs 

Mollusc shells were found in the both the 
ship's dispersal area and the debris field of 
Saddle Island (Tabs. 19.1.4, 19.1.5). Two 
main types were uncovered, namely, oyster 
and mussel shells. While this raises the 
question of whether the Basques used these 
resources, the archaeological evidence 
seems tenuous given the limited number of 
shells recovered and the fact that they were 
distributed over a fairly wide area. In their 
natural state, mussels are found attached to 
rocks in the bay. 

Plants 

A variety of seeds or seed casings associated 
with walnuts, hazelnuts, plums, grapes and 
almonds were found scattered about the 
ship, in both the bow and the stern, and in 
the Saddle Island debris field (Tabs. 19.1.3, 
19.1.4, 19.1.5). All of these seeds belong to 
European species. However, the discovery 
of a group of cloudberry seeds representing 
roughly 23 individual berries (in a single 
sample) suggests that the mariners also ate 
local species to supplement their daily diet. 
These cloudberry seeds were uncovered in 
the island's debris field. 

Sixteenth-century documents pertaining to 
loans granted to seamen for the purchase of 
personal supplies, or regalos, show that the 
men often supplemented their daily diet 
with wine, pork and cider, as well as more 
delicate foods like cheese, raisins, eggs and 
almonds.433 The types of seeds and pits iden
tified in the various archaeological contexts 
thus tend to confirm the information 
derived from the historical records. While 
the low number of these ecofacts limits their 
interpretive value, their discovery is none
theless significant. 
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Type 

Bone 

Bone 

Bone 

Bone 

Seed 

Seed 

Mollusc 

Common name 

Polar bear 

Glaucus or herring gull 

Pig 

White-winged scoter 

Cloudberry 

Walnut 

Mussel 

Scientific name 

Ursus maritimus 

Larus hyperboreus/argentatus 

Sus seroja 

Melanitta fusca 

Rubus chamaemorus 

Juglans regia 

Mytilus sp. 

No. of fragments 

6 

4 

1 

1 

232 

1 

2 

Excavation unit 

192M;196M;200P;200N 

190M; 192M; 196M 

192M 

196M 

2P 

2P 

2 \ 



Figure 19.1.12: Distri
bution of the faunal 
specimens: A) above 
the hull; B) below the 
hull; C) outside the 
hull. (Drawing: D. 
Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-99-101-1). 

Distribution 

Although the debris field associated with 
Saddle Island was excavated to only a lim
ited extent compared with the dispersal area 
of the ship, it is characterized by the pres
ence of a thick, compact layer of cod bones 
(see Fig. 19.1.11). On the whole, however, it 
yielded a narrower range of faunal and 
plant remains than the vessel's dispersal 
area did, perhaps because the trench exca
vated in the Saddle Island debris field inves
tigated only a fairly small area. Even though 
it is sometimes impossible to ascertain the 
numerical importance of the specimens 
recovered, we can affirm that some of the 
species found in the island's debris field are 
the same as those uncovered in the ship's 
dispersal area, in the layers excavated above 
and below the integral hull. Island debris 
field finds included, for example, a pig bone, 
mussel shells and the remains of a walnut. 
The discovery of faunal and plant remains 
of local origin in the ship's dispersal area 
and the island's debris field alike might 
indicate that the Basques, supplemented 
their diet with a variety of local food 
resources, depending on their availability. 

The present study of ecofacts from the 
underwater site also focused on the distribu
tion of food-related ecofacts solely in the 
area occupied by the remains of the ship. 
Despite a zone of a smaller size in the stern 
of the vessel compared with the bow 
(120 m versus 202 m ), the stern area con
tained a greater range and higher number of 
ecofacts than the bow area did: over 80 per

cent of all artifacts from both areas com
bined (see Figs. 19.1.2, 19.1.12). At the 
moment, however, it is impossible to seri
ously contemplate identifying which part of 
the ship was associated with food prepara
tion. Certain ecofacts may have been dis
placed by disturbances such as salvage 
work, dislocation of the vessel, and erosion 
in the direction of the natural slope of the 
sea bed. Nevertheless, the stern area of the 
vessel contained a much larger number of 
ecofacts than the bow area did. 

To study their vertical distribution, the eco
facts were attributed to either a on-top-of-
hull or under-hull assemblages. Figure 
19.1.12, which shows the location of the var
ious species (without regard to number) in 
relation to the articulated hull, i.e. on top of, 
under or beyond it, reveals that the largest 
variety of species remains were found above 
and beyond this structure. The ecofacts were 
scattered, however, over a wide area. In con
trast, the ecofacts uncovered in the layers 
beneath the hull, while not very representa
tive, were concentrated to a greater extent, 
despite their limited number, towards the 
stern of the ship in trenches N and R 

Discussion of Food-Related 
Evidence 

Although the total number of food-related 
artifacts was insufficient for a conclusive 
understanding of shipboard use, approxi
mately 60 per cent of the objects were 
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located in the stern area (Tab. 19.1.2). When 
combined with the occurrence of 80 per cent 
of the recovered ecofacts in the same area, 
this strongly suggests that the focus of food-
related activities was in the stern. Further
more, after the wrecking, the stern was 
immediately accessible to salvage. The 
object counts and percentages are therefore 
considered to be minimal indicators and 
were likely originally higher. 

This inventory of foodstuffs, derived from 
historical and archaeological sources, dem
onstrates that a fairly limited range of prod
ucts was brought on expeditions. While 
many of the items mentioned were common 
to a number of the voyages referred to in the 
documentation, others, such as beef, were 
much rarer. Still others, like mutton, poultry 
and fresh vegetables, were totally absent. 
Moreover, it appears that the only fruit 
brought along was that included in sea
men's personal supplies. As shown by the 
archaeological data, local food resources 
were certainly exploited, although their rela
tive contribution to the mariners' diet has 
not yet been ascertained. 

The absence of certain food items in the Red 
Bay archaeological contexts should not come 
as a surprise. It must simply be assumed 
that supplies of some fresh foods had 
already run out by the time crews arrived in 
Labrador, or that these items were eaten and 
their remains dispersed prior to the ship's 
wrecking, possibly in places outside the ves
sel or beyond the site where it sank. In addi
tion, the salvage work that has certainly 
been carried out after ship wrecked may be 
responsible for the removal of some items. 
Lastly, the harsh conditions of the marine 
environment and the ravages of time may 
also have taken their toll. 

EVIDENCE FOR PERSONAL 
ACTIVITIES 

Items of a personal nature were the respon
sibility of individual crew members. 
Michael Barkham has documented pur
chases of clothing and footwear made by 
seamen in preparation for voyages to Terra-
nova.434 He also briefly refers to health and 
hygiene supplies.435 Barkham concluded 
"that every sailor on a Terranova voyage took 
with him a special set of purpose made sea 

clothes..."436 His documented list of individ
ual clothing and footwear requirements 
includes up to six pairs of shoes, one pair of 
boots, an overcoat with hood, seven linen 
shirts, six pairs of woollen stockings, and 
sometimes gloves.437 A bag, chest, or cask 
was used for storing the clothes. Selma 
Barkham prepared a detailed discussion of 
the above-mentioned clothes and foot
wear.438 Mattresses filled with straw were 
also carried on board as a personal necessity. 

Personal artifacts either worn by or directly 
associated with the crew were not well rep
resented in the archaeological record. With 
the exception of leather footwear fragments, 
the small number of personal artifacts recov
ered did not permit pattern analysis. Arti
facts in this group were limited to footwear, 
a possible gaming piece, and fragments of 
straw matting (see Section 11.5).439 There 
were also a number of items that reflected 
shipboard health and hygiene, including a 
wooden H-shaped comb, a whisk broom, 
and the remains of a black rat. 

Material Culture Remains Related 
to Personal Activities440 

Footwear 

Based on the number of vamps with an 
intact throat, at least 49 individual shoes and 
one pair of boots were recovered during 
excavations, although the volume of archae
ological leather suggested the actual number 
of shoes lost was far greater (see Section 
10.1). Nearly half of this assemblage, 19 
objects, was excavated from the Shore 
Trench area, suggesting that the material 
originated from the onshore whaling sta
tions and not from the shipwreck. All the 
recovered footwear shared common charac
teristics: the shoes and boots have right and 
left soles, rounded toes, and upper and bot
tom sections, and lack attached heels (Fig. 
19.1.13). 

Notarial records listing the personal posses
sions of sailors in Terranova indicate that a 
minimum of four to six pairs of shoes per 
man was usual, although only a single pair 
of boots was typical.441 Thus, it appears that 
shoes, rather than boots, were more 
frequently worn or required more frequent 
replacement. 
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Figure 19.1.13: One of 
several leather shoes 
recovered during exca
vation (24M903F4-1). 
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; RA6305T). 

Distribution of Leather Footwear 

A total of 395 leather footwear fragments 
were recovered, representing 28 welted 
shoes, 21 turned shoes, and one pair of boots 
(see Section 10.1). Of this total (50), only 31 
footwear objects were recovered on or 
around the wreck site. The remainder were 
excavated from near-shore test excavations 
and were associated with the shore station 
deposits. The distribution of footwear from 
the wreck site was similar to that of the 
food-related artifacts, with 61 per cent found 
in the stern area and 39 per cent in the bow 
area (Fig. 19.1.14; Tab. 19.1.6). 

The distribution of leather footwear objects 
above and below the articulated hull 
remains revealed little in the way of pattern
ing. The larger percentage of objects (71 per 
cent) from above-hull contexts suggests a 
preference for living areas below the upper 
deck. However, the object count was inade
quate to provide meaningful interpretations. 
Also, although both turned and welted 
shoes were recovered, there were no distinct 
concentrations of any particular footwear 
type. 

Provenience 

Above Hull 

Below Hull 

Total 

Bow 

N 

8 

4 

12 

Area 

"/ 
/o 

67 

33 

39 

Stern Area 

N 

14 

5 

19 

A) 

74 

26 

61 

Total 

N % 

22 71 

18 29 

31 100 

Table 19.1.6: Distribution of leather footwear. 

Of particular interest within the bow assem
blage were several complete shoes, each 
associated with small filler planks (escopera-
das) inside the port bow. Because the ceiling 
planking did not line the entire hold, flat 
pieces of wood were inserted between the 
futtocks at the level of the lower deck to pre
vent objects and debris from falling between 
the frames. In effect, these planks served as 
convenient small shelves. The discovery of 
footwear in this location was somewhat sur
prising, as a full cargo of whale oil casks 
would occupy most of the forward lower 
deck. Thus, after cargo lading, this area was 
inaccessible for any type of activity. On the 
outward voyage, when less cargo was car
ried than on the return voyage, access was 
possible. The Tudor warship Mary Rose 
exhibited similar spacer planks bearing per
sonal possessions.442 The discovery of 
complete shoes in this unlikely location 
indicates some personal activity on the 
forward lower deck prior to the lading of 
casks. 

Evidence for Pastimes 

The archival and archaeological records 
reveal little about how Basque whalers spent 
their limited leisure time. Representative 
artifacts were restricted to a single checker
like wooden gaming piece. The only other 
evidence of pastimes were the numerous 
etched graffiti, both on artifacts and on ship 
structure. These ranged from simple geo
metric etchings to an elaborately inscribed 
ship (Fig. 19.1.15). The image of the ship was 
located on the inboard face of a softwood 
exterior plank in the sterncastle, not far from 
the binnacle. TTie top of the binnacle also 
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Figure 19.1.14: Distri
bution of leather foot
wear objects. 
(Drawing: W. Stevens, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
96-101-2). 

Figure 19.1.15: Etch
ing of a ship at anchor, 
found on the interior 
face of an exterior cas
tle plank (TT 2145). 
(Photo: D. Page, Parks 
Canada; 24M-1901T). 

had elaborate inscribed circles and stars and 
what may be either a navigational aid or 
possibly a game board, as discussed below 
(Fig. 19.1.16). 

Straw Matting 

During most of the 16th century, crews slept 
on mattresses. Friar Tomás de la Torre men
tions mattresses filled with dog hair and 
goat hair blankets.443 Basque whaling docu
ments describe coarse mattresses or sacks 
filled with straw as well as blankets in the 
personal possession of seamen.444 Mattresses 
were also found in the hold of the Mary 
Rose.445 

Several examples of woven straw matting 
were recovered from the wreck site. The 
largest, a double woven mat approximately 
56 cm wide and 36 cm to 43 cm long, may be 
the remains of a sleeping mat. It was found 
within the stern area in a context believed to 
be associated with the main deck. Other 
fragments of matting consisted of flat twill-
woven reed matting. Other possible uses of 
straw matting include floor or deck covering 
and partitions.446 

Comb 

A wooden H-shaped hair comb with coarse 
and fine teeth was recovered from the stern 
area (Fig. 19.1.17; see Section 11.3). Made of 
boxwood, it bears no decoration or maker's 
marks. The archaeological context of the 
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Figure 19.1.16: Plan 
view and section of 
one half of the binna
cle cover (24M12P23-
1). (Drawing: S. Lau-
rie-Bourque, Parks 
Canada; 24M12P23-1). 
Scale 1:4 

comb was near the surface of the excavation 
and it cannot be definitively attributed to a 
16th-century Basque context. Similar Id-
shaped hair combs continued to be made in 
various materials into the present day. There 
is, however, no obvious reason to assume 
that it did not come from the ship or that it 
was not contemporary with the site. 

Black Rat 

Ten bones were recovered from a large 
immature black rat, Rattus rattus, in associa
tion with several salted cod and wicker 
material in sub-operation 16Q. It is assumed 
that the rat was helping itself to a meal when 

Figure 19.1.17: An H-
shaped comb 
(24M6K1-1). (Photo: R. 
Chan, Parks Canada; 
RA12194B). 

the vessel sank. Considering the context, it 
appears that the rat became trapped with its 
meal and was unable to escape from the 
sinking ship. Other evidence of rats on 
board was revealed by gnawing around the 
limber holes in the stern crutches. The Old 
World rat was the carrier of the bubonic 
plaque and, surprisingly, only a single speci
men was found on the wreck. 

Whisk Broom 

The recovery of several health related arti
facts, although extremely limited, conveys 
some recognition of the importance of health 
and hygiene to the success of extended voy
ages. A small bundle of twigs was recovered 
from the Shore Trench excavations. The 
same context also exhibited whale bones 
and codfish bones clearly identified as con
temporary with 16th-century, Basque activi
ties. The twig ends were neatly cut on the 
diagonal. In a bunch, the stems functioned 
as a handle, and wear on one side of the end 
of the object suggested that it was used as a 
broom or brush (see Section 11.3). Analysis 
revealed that the twigs were Ruscus aculea-
tus, commonly called butcher's broom, box 
holly, or Jew's myrtle. The pungent odour of 
the mature plant was valued for its ability to 
repel vermin. 
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Summary of Personal Activity 
Artifacts 

By all accounts, the environment aboard 
16th-century vessels was far from pleasant 
(see Section 2.1). Salazar comments that his 
ship's interior was claustrophobic, dark, and 
foul-smelling.447 His ship was also infested 
with lice, cockroaches, and rats. Tomás de la 
Torre paints a similar picture.448 All manner 
of filth and waste collected in the bilges and 
amongst the ballast.449 Both Torre and 
Salazar noted the stench of the bilge water 
as it was pumped from the ship.450 

Conditions on Basque whaling vessels were 
likely similar, although some notable differ
ences were apparent: the absence of a signif
icant number of rats, the fine-tooth comb, 
the sleeping mats, and the whisk broom 
point to a concerted effort to keep the ship 
liveable. Analysis of bilge sediments 
revealed little more than insect pupa cases 
from the infamous Labrador blackflies. 

The 60:40 ratio in favour of the stern for 
both food-related and personal activities 
may be a reflection of available shipboard 
space. In evaluating the distribution evi
dence, it should not be forgotten that the 
24M vessel had probably been in port for 
some time and was preparing to sail. Based 
on the results of the cargo lading study, it is 
likely that the hold and lower decks offered 
no space for accommodation, and living 
space aboard the vessel was at a premium. 

Archaeological evidence suggests that the 
abundant shipboard nuisances that charac
terized southern voyages were less common 
on northern voyages. However, while the 
cooler, northern climate may have been con
ducive to a healthier lifeway, ships in Labra
dor must have been cold, damp, and dark 
places in which to live for up to six months 
of the year. 

in the documents, enough data can be found 
to formulate a composite understanding of 
the organization of a whaling voyage. The 
organization of a whaling voyage by occu
pation was essentially defined by charter 
party.451 In these agreements, the captain 
represented the outfitters of the vessel and, 
often, was himself one of the outfitters char
tering the ship. It was the captain's responsi
bility to ensure the procurement of all the 
equipment and provisions to conduct a 
whaling operation in Labrador. This 
included food and drink; hunting, flensing, 
and processing equipment; and casks for the 
whale oil.452 Unfortunately, the archaeo
logical record does little to reveal the 
realities of this aspect of life aboard ship, 
due to the fragmentary and incomplete 
nature of the evidence, and the difficulty of 
identifying the functions of many of the 
objects. 

Whereas some artifact classes such as boat
swain's stores, sailmaking and rigging 
maintenance tools,453 and carpentry tools 
were not well represented archaeologically, 
better evidence survived for navigation 
instruments and, to a lesser extent, 
weaponry. 

The pilot was responsible for the navigation 
of the ship. In 1587, Diego García de Palacio 
stated that the pilot should have his own 
instruments.454 This does not rule out the 
possibility that some navigational instru
ments were provided by the shipowners or 
outfitters, but it is reasonable to assume that 
pilots preferred to use their own 
instruments. The following discussion 
outlines the technology available to pilots in 
the mid-16th century. 

Knowledge of Navigational Aids 
in the 16th Century 

EVIDENCE FOR OPERATIONAL 
ACTIVITIES 

For Basque whaling expeditions to Labra
dor, the primary sources of information on 
crew composition and duties are notarial 
documents, contracts, and lawsuits relating 
to the whaling enterprise. Although no com
prehensive listing of crew and duties exists 

To accurately gauge nautical knowledge 
during the period when the Basques had 
already been plying North American waters 
for close to a century no doubt requires 
long-term study. Although we cannot claim 
to have completed such a study during the 
Red Bay project, we will nonetheless 
attempt to shed more light on the naviga
tional aids that Basque whalers used on 
their ocean voyages to the Labrador fishery. 
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One of the most basic aids was the rutter, or 
a compilation of pilots' notes bound into a 
booklet, that provided sailing directions for 
travelling from one point to another. Docu
ments of this type contained information on 
landmarks, directions to be taken, distances, 
currents, tides, reefs, water depth near ports, 
and so forth, and were particularly useful 
for coastal navigation. Many of the rutters 
that have survived to this day owe their 
preservation to the fact that they were pro
duced after the invention of printing, and 
several, including the Routier de la mer (1502) 
and Le grand routier, pilotage et ancrage de mer 
(1576), date from the 1500s.455 However, the 
origins of the rutter go back much further, 
with the first ones appearing in manuscript 
form in the Mediterranean around 1250.456 

Portuguese rutters were printed in the early 
1600s for various navigation routes, includ
ing those for New World.457 Although there 
are no known examples of rutters used by 
Basque navigators prior to 1579, when Hoy-
arsabal's rutter was published, we cannot 
help but think that some probably existed 
since the kind of information such docu
ments contained could be essential to the 
success of expeditions. 

For rutters to be used to full advantage, they 
had to be employed in combination with 
certain navigational instruments, two of 
which, the sounding lead, or plummet, and 
the compass, were qualified in 1581 by 
Michel Coignet, a Flemish engineer, as the 
two chief instruments of the pilot.458 The 
sounding lead served to measure water 
depth beneath the hull of a ship and to 
determine the nature of the sea bed. 
Although the origins of this device, consist
ing of a hollow plummet armed with tallow 
and tied to the end of a rope, are not known, 
it was the only reliable means of measuring 
water depth for many years, until mechani
cal or electronic depth sounders were 
invented. No traces of this essential instru
ment were found on the 24M wreck, but this 
could be due to several factors. For example, 
perhaps it was salvaged along with other 
equipment by the crew of the grounded ves
sel or it was deposited beyond the limits of 
the area excavated. 

The origins of the second indispensable nav
igational instrument, the steering compass, 
are just as difficult to establish.459 Neverthe
less, it is generally agreed that the model 
with a compass card, representing a wind 

rose, that sat atop a magnetic needle and 
pivoted on an axis, was the product of a 
gradual evolutionary process. Although it is 
not known exactly when this level of techni
cal expertise was achieved, perhaps around 
the 13th or the 14th century460, it can be 
affirmed, as will be explained below, that the 
compass uncovered at Red Bay was based 
on this design. Instructions given by Pierre 
de Médine in 1554 for the upkeep of com
passes make reference to a compass card or 
"rose" enclosed in the compass box itself.461 

Known models from the 16th, 17th and 18th 
centuries were similar to one another in 
form and layout.462 A Basque document per
taining to a lawsuit over voyages made by a 
ship between 1601 and 1603 reported that it 
was equipped with four steering compasses 
(agajaslsic] de navegar).m 

Ocean voyages required other navigational 
aids and, without a doubt, it was the prac
tice of navigation that gradually led to the 
development of the modern nautical chart, 
whose origins can be traced to the "porto-
lan". The portolan was an early form of 
chart which, as its name indicates, showed 
the location of ports and provided sailing 
directions.464 Portolan charts completed the 
information provided by rutters, which 
could be used for plotting coastal contours 
quite accurately. Such charts included obser
vations on wind directions, which were rep
resented by a network of intersecting lines 
radiating from central points and forming 
wind roses. These lines, which were known 
as rhumb lines, could be used to identify the 
path a ship followed when it was carried in 
a particular direction by the wind. The use 
of portolan charts developed in conjunction 
with that of the magnetic compass, which 
also comprised a "rose", or compass card. 

The 16th century was a period of unprece
dented development for the production of 
portolan charts as cartography schools were 
established in Portugal, Spain and France at 
the instigation of royal authorities. Further
more, Jacques Cartier's voyages led to a bet
ter understanding of the topography and 
especially the toponymy of lands recently 
explored for the benefit of the King of 
France. However, charts drawn between the 
voyages of Cartier and Champlain became 
increasingly inaccurate.465 In fact, Cham-
plain said the following with regard to his 
own charts of the St. Lawrence Basin in 
1612-1613: 
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les petits cartrons ou cartes des 
terres-neufves pour la plus part sont 
presques toutes diverses en tous les 
gisements et hauteurs des terres. Et 
s'il y en a quelques-uns qui ayent 
quelques petits eschantillons assez 
bons, ils les tiennent si précieux 
qu'ils n'en donnent l'intelligence à 
leur patrie, qui en pourrait tirer de 
l'utilité.466 

This short passage not only confirms the 
inadequacy of the information available to 
navigators in the early 17th century but also 
provides some idea of the material used by 
them. It also shows how closely guarded 
nautical data were when they revealed how 
to get to areas where fishing operations, 
especially whaling, were still profitable at 
the time. 

The archaeological excavation of the Basque 
shipwrecks in Red Bay did not provide any 
proof that charts were used on board these 
vessels. However, it is not very likely that 
such objects would have survived in this 
underwater environment. 

As voyages to North America became more 
frequent and its coastline was increasingly 
explored, charts became more and more 
detailed, allowing distances between the 
continents of Europe and America to be 
ascertained with greater accuracy. In addi
tion, astronomical knowledge made it possi
ble to establish the latitude of places. The 
angle formed by the elevation of celestial 
bodies (the Pole Star and the Sun) was the 
most reliable point of reference. Continuous 
observation of heavenly bodies at sea during 
a voyage allowed navigators to correct their 
ship's course and keep it on the same lati
tude as the one on which its coastal destina
tion was located. It is generally agreed that 
celestial navigation originated in the Medi
terranean.467 Expertise acquired in this field 
gradually led to practical applications 
involving observation instruments. Such 
know-how eventually became so wide
spread that Spanish, French and Portuguese 
navigators sought to apply and refine the 
concepts involved so as to make it easier to 
navigate to the New World in the late 15th 
century. 

Although instruments for observing the 
height of stars had been in existence and use 
for many years by the late 1400s, the sea

man's, or mariner's astrolabe, an example of 
which was found on the 27M shipwreck (see 
below), and even the Jacob's staff, or cross-
staff, did not acquire their final form until 
around the first quarter of the 16th cen
tury.468 Despite their relative newness, these 
instruments were rapidly adopted by ocean 
navigators. 

However, mariners still had no means of 
establishing their position in terms of longi
tude. The main problem remaining to be 
solved was the constant shift in time that 
occurred as one moved from east to west. 
Although some astronomical observation 
instruments, such as the nocturnal and the 
quadrant, could be used to estimate the time 
of day or night, it is not really known 
whether they were widely employed by 
navigators. Moreover, the use of these 
devices required a certain degree of preci
sion and a number of calculation tables. 

Under these circumstances, the only way 
that navigators could determine their posi
tion at sea was by "dead reckoning", which 
depended on their ability to observe the 
stars, use conversion tables, determine the 
direction in which their vessel was travel
ling and estimate its speed. The speed of 
ships was measured in various ways, 
including calculating how long it took for a 
piece of wood thrown to one side of the ves
sel to move between two points whose dis
tance was known. Another method involved 
the use of a "log chip", which consisted of a 
small board attached to a piece of line that 
was run out behind a ship. This device, 
whose operation is described below in the 
section on line reels, was employed in con
junction with a half-minute sandglass. 
Indeed, the sandglass, which came in a 
number of different sizes, was the instru
ment employed to measure time in estimat
ing a vessel's progress (direction and speed). 
Since glass is such a fragile material, naviga
tors ensured they had several sandglasses 
for a range of uses on board in case one or 
more of these instruments broke. The first 
mention of a log chip appeared only in 1574, 
in the navigation manual written by 
Englishman William Bourne.469 However, it 
may have been in use apparently as early as 
1553.47u In a later part of this section, we will 
discuss a strange object which, although 
identified as a possible chip when it was 
first uncovered, could have had another use. 
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These methods and devices were fairly rudi
mentary and their accuracy could not have 
been very great. In short, the various instru
ments described above allowed navigators 
to estimate the course of their ships but not 
with very great precision. Other devices 
related to these instruments, such as declina
tion tables, logbooks, pocket sundials, divid
ers, pens and pencils, were also often part of 
the equipment needed to navigate vessels. 

It is not known to what extent Basque navi
gators used the aforementioned instruments 
and methods, many of which were new in 
the second half of the 16th century. How
ever, considering the finds from Red Bay 
(compass, astrolabe, line reels, including a 
possible log reel), Basque navigators used a 
number of these navigational aids, which 
were absolutely essential for safe naviga
tion. 

compass was illuminated by a candle or lan
tern placed within the binnacle, as described 
by a German monk in 1483.473 

The remains of the binnacle were recovered 
in a disarticulated state, and were reassem
bled following conservation (Figs. 19.1.18, 
19.1.19). It consists of a small wooden box 
approximately 64 cm square. Constructed 
around four white oak (Quercus sp.) corner 
posts and two narrow base plates, it was 
enclosed with softwood planking from two 
different species: spruce (Picea sp.) and pine 
(Pinus marítima). The base plates each had 
two recessed fastening holes to fix the binna
cle to a deck. Two square openings, covered 
with horizontal sliding doors, retained in 
grooved rails made of fir (Abies sp.), were 
also part of the design. Each side, including 
the top, comprised two planks and all joins 
were heavily sealed with pine resin. 

Material Culture Remains Related 
to Navigation 

A number of simple, yet functional, naviga
tional instruments were recovered during 
the excavation of the 24M vessel.471 

Discovered below the hull, in the starboard 
stern area, they consisted of the remains of a 
wooden binnacle, a magnetic compass, a 
sandglass, and a reel for a log line. An 
unusual small wooden object, still 
unidentified, was also recovered in 
association with the other instruments. All 
the instruments were found clustered 
around the binnacle, indicating that they 
were originally stored in or near it. All the 
instruments were found below the collapsed 
hull on a primarily sterile sand layer, 
suggesting that they were among the first 
artifacts to fall overboard after the 
grounding. Evidence supports an original 
shipboard context high in the sterncastle on 
an open deck. 

Binnacle 

Early binnacles were wooden cabinets that 
protected a ship's compass from the con
stant rolling and jarring of a vessel at sea. 
The binnacle probably appeared by the 14th 
century as they are mentioned in English 
ship inventories of 1410 to 1412.472 The earli
est binnacle was probably a portable 
wooden chest placed near the helm so that 
the helmsman could easily view the com
pass while steering the vessel. At night, the 

The binnacle was held together with iron 
nails, although treenails were used to secure 
the base plates into position. Iron nails were 
not unheard of in early binnacle construc
tion, although their presence would have 
caused the compass needle to deviate from 
magnetic north. The box of one of the com
passes from the Mary Rose (1545) was also 
iron-fastened.474 Treenails were preferred in 
the construction of good quality binnacles 
from the middle of the 16th century. D. W. 
Waters states "...that wooden pins were 
used in the construction of the best binnacles 
of the 16th and 17th centuries shows that 
deviation - the compass error induced by 
the presence of iron - though not named 
was appreciated."47-"* The discrepancy 
between the written records and the 
archaeological finds makes it difficult to 
speculate whether the maker of the 24M 
binnacle understood the effect of iron on the 
compass needle. 

The two openings were cut perpendicular to 
each other in the sides of the box, and both 
were equipped with sliding doors. One of 
the openings still had its door, marked with 
overlapping circles of unknown meaning, 
while the other featured a small notch cut 
into its top edge that no doubt represents 
one of the earliest examples of a lubber's 
point. The earliest known reference to a lub
ber's point and the location of the binnacle 
is in a Spanish navigational manual of 1581. 
In this manual, the point is said to be 
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Figure 19.1.18: Binna
cle components. 
(Drawing: D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 
24M10P22-28). 
Scale 1:10. 
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Figure 19.1.19: Binna
cle as reassembled fol
lowing conservation 
treatment. (Photo: G. 
Vandervlugt, Parks 
Canada). 

marked on the compass bowl. It also states 
that the compass was: 

...fastened within a square box, or a 
round... placed... in the midst of the 
pup of the ship where the bittacle 
standeth in a right line, which pas-
seth from the boltsprit by the midst 
of the mainemast to the puppe, it 
serueth continually to gouerne the 
ship by mouing of the rudder, till 
the winde or the line of your com
passé, towards which we desire to 
shape our course, stand directly 
towards the prow or boltsprit of the 
ship. They use also for the night to 
marke a point within the inner part 
of the inner box [the compass box?], 
which in respect of the capitell of 
the compassé [the pivotal point of 
the fly] may stand directly towards 
the prow of the ship: And alwaies in 
guiding the shippe, you must take 
heed that the said point be continu
ally ioyned with the winde of the 
rose towards which you intend 
your course.476 

Although there was no mention of marking 
the lubber's point on the binnacle itself, it is 
logical that such a mark was made as a 

sighting device to help maintain the ship's 
course. 

Intense burning was observed on one corner 
post, adjacent to the opening that was used 
for viewing the compass. It is undoubtedly 
related to the use of a candle when navigat
ing at night. The presence of two small 
holes, apparently to provide ventilation 
when the doors were closed, supports this 
interpretation. 

One half of the top of the binnacle was cov
ered with regularly incised marks forming a 
pattern similar to a checkerboard, although 
with one extra column (Fig. 19.1.16). The 
pattern shows 64 squares with alternating 
empty and X-marked boxes. It is not known 
whether this was a game board or an uni
dentified navigational aid. Interestingly, a 
similar board, marked with dimples instead 
of Xs, was also found on the Mary Rose.477 It 
was carved onto the cover of a chest 
containing a compass and dividers. 

During navigation, watches were main
tained around the navigational instruments 
to keep track of time, direction, and position. 
The helm location was in some regards the 
commanding area of the ship as well as a 
meeting place. While on watch, there would 
have been time to kill on quiet days. It is rea-
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Figure 19.1.20: In situ 
view of the compass 
(right) with attached 
brass gimbals prior to 
recovery. (Photo: D. 
Page, Parks Canada; 
24M-5716W). 

sonable to assume that the presence of a 
game board in such a central area on or 
around the binnacle was an accepted prac
tice. 

Adjacent to the game board pattern were 
incisions resembling stars and a circle, likely 
inscribed with the dividers. These marks 
evoke navigational aids like the stars and 
the sun. Such graffiti may represent the idle 
diversions of a person on navigational 
watch. Other marks visible on one side of 
the binnacle may also have been incised 
with the aid of dividers, due to their parallel 
alignment. Still other etchings, also created 
with a pointed object, appear meaningless. 
These observations confirm the use of divid
ers on the ship with some certainty. 

The fact that the whole structure of the bin
nacle was generously caulked and coated in 
a layer of pine resin indicated that it and 
perhaps also the helmsman were exposed on 
an open deck. It was positioned on the 
ship's centre line, where the helmsman had 
a prominent view of the bow in order to 
align the desired compass heading. Given its 
provenience below the hull at the stern, it 
appears that the binnacle was located high 
in the sterncastle on an open deck. 

Compass 

The magnetic compass was the most impor
tant navigational instrument on a 16th-cen
tury ocean-going ship. It enabled a vessel to 

proceed on a predetermined course out of 
sight of land and, by taking bearings of 
observable objects, it allowed the ship's 
position to be plotted on charts. The forerun
ner of the magnetic compass consisted of a 
piece of magnetized iron wire supported on 
a piece of straw, wood, or cork floating in a 
container of water or oil. At rest, the iron 
wire pointed to magnetic north. Occasion
ally these iron wires, as well as later com
pass needles, had to be remagnetized using 
a magnetite lodestone. Artificial lodestones 
known as magnets were used from the mid
dle of the 18th century.478 

The form of the magnetic compass was well 
established by the mid-16th century. It was 
usually housed in a turned wooden bowl 
mounted on two brass gimbals in a wooden 
box. There was a removable lid and it was 
typically stored in the ship's binnacle. Most 
compasses employed a 32-point paper com
pass card or fly that was attached to the cen
tral iron needle. The base of the inner bowl 
was removable to facilitate remagnetizing of 
the iron needle, and its top was covered with 
glass and sealed with resin or a similar sub
stance. 

As found, the 24M compass was not entirely 
complete. The wooden components con
sisted of the complete interior circular bowl, 
fragments of an outer circular box, and its 
lid with a prominent knob. All of these parts 
were made from poplar (Populus sp.). The 
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Figure 19.1.21: Recon
struction of the com
pass (24M10P23-10). 
(Drawing: C. Piper, 
Parks Canada; 
24M10P23-10). 
Scale 1:2 

metal components consisted of a lead ballast 
plate fastened to the inside of the inner 
bowl's base with four brass clips, three of 
which survived. The lead ballast stabilized 
the bowl as it swung between the gimbals; 
concentric rings suspended the inner bowl 
in the outer box and helped keep the com
pass stable and horizontal. The compass was 
found in situ attached to one of its two brass 
gimbals (Fig. 19.1.20). The gimbals were fas
tened to the outer box with iron nails, which 
would have affected the compass needle. A 
central brass pivot with a flat section was 
inserted through the wooden base. This type 
of pivot, similar to the one excavated on the 
Mary Rose (1545), appears to be a feature of 
16th-century compasses.479 Also recovered 
was a brass pivot point or cap that would 
have sat on the pivot to hold the compass 
card and iron needle in place. Only three 
fragments survived from the iron needle, 
making it impossible to determine its form. 
The transparent glass plate on top of the 
compass was sealed on the inside of the 
bowl's lip with a white substance identified 
as drying oil and on the outside with pine 
resin. Approximately 30 small sherds of 
glass from the top of the compass bowl were 
recovered. 

Based on the outer box fragments and the 
lid, it appears that the complete circular 
outer box was about 17 cm in diameter and 
7 cm high. The inner bowl, now badly dam
aged, was about 10 cm in diameter and 
about 4.5 cm high. The brass gimbals that 
suspended the bowl inside the outer box 
measured about 12 cm in diameter for the 

inner ring and 14.7 cm in diameter for the 
outer ring. A hypothetical reconstruction of 
the compass based on the archaeologically 
recovered components is provided in Figure 
19.1.21. 

Sandglass 

Sandglasses of varying sizes were used on 
ships to measure the passage of time prior to 
the development of more accurate portable 
timekeeping devices in the late 18th century. 
A sandglass consisted of two glass bulbs 
with a wooden disc at either end and 
wooden spindles to support and protect the 
glass. Although sandglasses were usually 
filled with sand, other materials such as iron 
filings, marble dust, or powdered eggshell 
were sometimes used. 

Four sizes of sandglasses were commonly 
used at sea: half-minute, half-hour, hour, 
and four hour. The most popular were the 
half-minute glass used with a log line to 
determine the ship's speed, and the half-
hour glass used to measure the passage of 
time.480 Documents and inventories related 
to Henry VIII described "...a half-hour 
glass, hung in the binnacle under the eye of 
the helmsman, who turned the glass each 
time the sand ran out and marked the pas
sage of time by ringing the 'Watche bell' at 
each half-hour, sounding one stroke for 
every half-hour that had passed of the four-
hour watch."481 

The 24M sandglass consisted of two wooden 
discs and the remains of five spindles (Figs. 
19.1.22,19.1.23). No glass was preserved. Six 
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small holes in both discs indicated that there 
was likely some kind of rope attachment 
enabling the instrument to be suspended 
from either end. Figure 19.1.24 shows a pos
sible reconstruction of this configuration. 
Based on the spindles and end pieces, the 
sandglass was 20 cm high with 12.5 cm 
diameter ends. This places it between the 
size of a half-hour watch glass and a half-
minute glass for use with a log line. For 
example,."... a watch glass - a four-hour 
glass - might measure a foot in diameter 
and two feet in height... a half-hour glass 
would be about half the size, but a half-
minute glass for use with the log line might 
well measure five or six inches in height and 
two or three in diameter."482 The size of the 
24M sandglass makes it difficult to 
determine its exact function. 

Line Reels 

A nearly complete wooden reel was recov
ered in association with the binnacle and the 
other navigational instruments. It consisted 
of two circular end pieces, each 15 cm in 
diameter, and four spindles, each 23 cm 
long. A 45 cm long central axle extended 
through both ends of the reel and served as 
a handle (Figs. 19.1.25,19.1.26). 

A reel of these dimensions was too small to 
accommodate a sounding line and may have 
been used for a log line. A log line, with a 
wooden chip attached to its end, was a 
device used to measure the speed of a ves
sel. The speed was then used to estimate the 
distance travelled in a given interval of time. 
To determine a ship's speed, the wooden 
chip was thrown from the stern and the line 

Figure 19.1.22 (Top 
Left): The wooden 
frame of a sandglass 
(24M10P21-3) shown 
in situ beside the bin
nacle. (Photo: D. Page, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
531N). 

Figure 19.1.23 (Bottom 
Left): Recovered com
ponents of the wooden 
sandglass frame 
(24M10P21-3). (Draw
ing: C. Piper, Parks 
Canada; 24M10P21-1). 
Scale 1:4 

Figure 19.1.24 (Left): 
Reconstruction of the 
sandglass. (Drawing: 
C. Piper, Parks Can
ada; 24M10P21-1-3). 
Scale 1:4 
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Figure 19.1.25: Recov
ered components of a 
line reel (24M10P14-8). 
(Drawing: C. Piper, 
Parks Canada; 
24M10P14-8). 
Scale 1:4 

was allowed to run out until a half-minute 
sandglass had emptied. The line and chip 
were then pulled back onto the ship and the 
amount of line indicated the distance trav
elled within the given time. Later, knots 
were tied in the line at predetermined dis
tances, and the number of knots run out 
were counted, thus resulting in seven knots 
an hour, eight knots an hour, and so on.483 

As discussed above, the origin of the log line 
dates sometime between 1553 and 1574. 

The remains of a second reel were found 
slightly forward of the articulated bow 
structure. Only the two circular end pieces 
were recovered, each measuring 30 cm in 
diameter. Because the diameter was almost 
double that of the first reel, it was more eas
ily associated with a sounding lead. It was 
similar in construction to the first reel in that 
it consisted of four spindles and a central 
axis. Although no sounding leads were 
found, the provenience of this item in the 
bow coincides with the preferred location 
for taking soundings. 

Unidentified Object Found Near the 
Navigation Instruments 

A very unusual object was recovered from 
the 24M wreck. It consisted of a carved 
board measuring 16.4 cm long by 7.5 cm 
wide and 0.9 cm thick, with an almost 
square hole (2.1 cm by 1.9 cm) in the middle. 
A wooden peg, or handle, 11.5 cm long, fit 
into this hole (Figs. 19.1.27, 19.1.28). The 
board, which was made of white oak (Quer-
cus sp.), had 12 small holes around the edges 
and two notches on both ends near the cor
ners. The handle, made of maritime pine of 
European origin (Pinus marítima), was 
square in section over its lower 4.2 cm and 
round over the remaining 7.3 cm. The end of 
the square part had a rim that prevented the 
handle from slipping through the hole, 
while the tip of the circular part had a small 
groove around its perimeter. Two holes had 
been drilled in the handle in line with the 
board's longitudinal axis, one in the square 
part and another larger one near the middle 
of the round part. Based on the width of this 
board and its slightly curved shape, it seems 
to have been carved from an oak cask stave. 

Figure 19.1.26: Recon
struction of line reel 
24M10P14-8. (Draw
ing: C. Piper, Parks 
Canada; 24M-83-111-1). 
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This object was found in the same sub-oper
ation as the sandglass, compass and binna
cle, as well as a reel that may have been 
associated with a log chip. Owing to the 
presence of the reel, we initially thought that 
this object was part of a chip. Rectangular in 
shape, it is similar to a model described by 
Champlain in 1632.484 Its many holes, partic
ularly those bored in the handle, suggest 
that it may have been attached to ropes for 
the purpose of dragging it. However, this 
interpretation does not explain very well 
why the board had so many holes around 
the edge as well as notches near its corners. 
Furthermore, since this piece of wood was 
quite small, it would have created very little 
drag if it were run out behind a ship, while 
its light, softwood handle would have been 
ill-suited for use with a chip. Lastly, all 
known models of chips employed in con
junction with log lines were fitted with a 
piece of lead to keep them submerged, but 
this does not seem to have been the case of 
the object concerned here. 

Experiments conducted with a replica of the 
object made it possible to explore various 
theories on how it was used, including the 
possibility that it was suspended. In the lat
ter case, it was concluded that small cords 
inserted into one of the holes in the handle 
could have been drawn through the notches 
at the corners of the board and crossed 

underneath it. These experiments in turn led 
to a second theory on the function of the 
object, namely, that it may have served as a 
traverse board, or a device employed in 
recording the course of ships. In this case, 
the 12 small holes around the edges of the 
board would have been used for inserting 
one or more pegs in order to keep track of 
the passage of time. 

In 1632, Champlain described a way of 
drawing up a dead reckoning table in a log
book on a daily basis, and there might be a 
link between this practice and the use of a 

Figure 19.1.27: An uni
dentified object 
believed to be related 
to navigation 
(24M10P24-1). The 
object is also shown in 
situ beside the compass 
in Fig. 19.1.20. (Draw
ing: C. Piper, Parks 
Canada; 24M10P24-1). 
Scale 1:2 

Figure 19.1.28: Per
spective drawing of 
the unidentified object 
(24M10P24-1). (Draw
ing: C. Piper, Parks 
Canada; 24M10P24-
lb). 
Scale 1:2 
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Figure 19.1.29: The 
partial remains of an 
astrolabe recovered 
from the 27M wreck at 
Red Bay (27M8N1-7). 
(Photo: D. Page, Parks 
Canada; 27M-81T). 

board of the type recovered from the wreck, 
in conjunction with a log chip and line. He 
recorded in a series of columns the vessel's 
speed in number of knots, its course, wind 
direction and the hours of the day, from 2 to 
12, and again from 2 to 12, for a total of 24 
hours.485 It goes without saying that the 
board found on the 24M site, with its 12 
holes, offers an interesting parallel with this 
system of keeping track of a vessel's 
progress over time. 

In another section of his treatise, Champlain 
indicated the frequency with which sound
ings had to be taken in the vicinity of the 
Grand Bank: 

quand l'on fera proche d'entrer fur 
le grand ban, cefte fonde fe iette de 
6. en 6. heures de 4. en 4. de 2. en 2. 
ainfi que le pilote en croit eftre 
proche ou efloigné.486 

Some kind of device, perhaps like the board 
recovered from the wreck, was probably 
used to record the number of times the sand
glass was turned during this process. 

Lastly, it is also possible that this object was 
a game board. A similar interpretation has 
already been advanced for the incised marks 
that formed a pattern similar to a checker 
board on the top of the binnacle. 

Although an analysis of this mysterious 
object has not established with certainty its 
function or operation, it has allowed a few 
possible interpretations to be proposed. 

Astrolabe 

A mariner's astrolabe, an early instrument 
for determining latitude at sea, was recov
ered during an archaeological survey of the 
27M vessel in Red Bay harbour (see Section 
6.3). It was found in the stern area of the ves
sel. 

Astrolabes were used to determine latitude 
by measuring the elevation of celestial bod
ies (usually the sun at noon) and consulting 
with appropriate sun declination tables for 
the time and area the reading was taken. 
Astrolabes used by astronomers on land 
were elaborate instruments; however, the 
example from Red Bay was a simpler type 
known as a mariner's astrolabe. 

The mariner's astrolabe consisted of a heavy 
cast bronze ring with a shackle and ring at 
the top enabling it to be suspended either 
from a string, thumb, or second finger. It 
was made in an openwork pattern to reduce 
wind resistance and was usually thicker at 
the bottom of the ring for improved stability. 
The ring was fitted with two sighting vanes 
on an alidade that pivoted on a central hub, 
and it was graduated in one or more of its 
quadrants with a scale of 0° to 90°. When 
using an astrolabe at noon to measure the 
altitude of the sun, the alidade was pivoted 
until the sun was visible through both sight
ing vanes. The altitude of the sun was then 
determined by reading the angle off the 
graduated scale and comparing it with the 
appropriate charts for the sun's position at 
noon on the day in those particular waters. 
By this method, the mariner determined the 
latitude of the vessel. 

The ring of the 27M astrolabe was 20.5 cm in 
diameter and made of a heavy cast bronze 
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(Fig. 19.1.29; see also Section 6.3). It was 
thicker at the bottom of the ring than at the 
top.487 The entire central hub and shackle 
were recovered along with a small pointed 
brass fragment, perhaps one of the tips from 
the alidade. The remainder of the alidade 
was not found, nor are there any discernible 
markings on the ring. 

Alan Stimson noted that astrolabes made 
before 1580 are generally larger than 20 cm 
in diameter, while those made after this date 
are generally smaller than 20 cm, with 
numerous exceptions.488 The 27M astrolabe 
featured a bottom ballast similar to another 
astrolabe called the Caudebec astrolabe 
dated to 1632 and made by Nicolas Le Tellier 
in Honneur, France.489 

Sixteenth-Century Armament at 
Sea 

Underwater survey and excavation of the 
24M, 27M, and 28M wreck sites yielded a 
small number of weaponry-related artifacts. 
The collection consists of one verso, eleven 
lead shot, and one lead pellet from the 24M 
site; seven cast iron cannon balls and four 
lead pellets from the 27M site; and one lead 

shot and one lead pellet from the 28M site. 
Although smaller than assemblages recov
ered from other wrecks of the period, the 
Red Bay armament collection supports a 
number of current theories concerning 16th-
century maritime defence. 

According to Michael Barkham, Basque 
whaling vessels of the mid-16th century 
were outfitted with a wide range of weap
ons: 

Both cod fishing and whaling ves
sels that went to Terranova almost 
invariably carried both artillery and 
an array of small arms. Pikes, har
quebuses and cannon were essential 
if a ship was to defend itself not 
only from possible enemies in Terra-
nova waters, but also from other 
foes closer to home such as Luthe
ran corsairs and Berbers from North 
Africa. Although the nature of the 
type of armament seldom varied, 
the quantity carried by each ship 
could vary considerably depending 
on the type of voyage, size of ship 
and whether it was peace or war
time.490 

Figure 19.1.30: Recon
struction of a boinbar-
deta, showing its 
carriage and associ
ated tools as they 
would have appeared 
on the deck of a 15th-
century vessel: a) bom-
bardeta; b) carriage; c) 
rope lashing; d) 
sponge for swabbing 
out the barrel's bore; e) 
wooden mallet and 
wedge for securing the 
breech chamber in the 
carriage; f) shot; g) 
spare loaded breech 
chambers; and, h) 
wooden linstock with 
slow match for ignit
ing the charge. (Draw
ing: C. Piper, Parks 
Canada; 24M-89-111-
3b). 
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Figure 19.1.31: Plan 
view photograph of 
the Red Bay verso 
(24M26Q10-1). Despite 
deterioration, the 
weapon retained por
tions of the wrought 
iron barrel, the breech
block, and a wrought 
iron ball. The aft sec
tion of the chamber, 
the wedges used to 
secure the breech
block, the breech 
chamber keyway, and 
tiller did not survive. 
Note the remnants of 
the trunnions just for
ward of the breech and 
the metal reinforcing 
bands on the barrel. 
(Photo: G. Vanderv-
lugt, Parks Canada; 3-
81 M65-A). 

Figure 19.1.32: Cast of 
the breech chamber 
and breechblock of the 
verso, made prior to 
their separation for 
conservation treat
ment. (Photo: G. 
Vandervlugt, Parks 
Canada; 3-81 M65-B). 

The following accounts from Barkham fur
ther itemizes the weaponry and weaponry-
related material culture of Basque whaling 
and cod-fishing vessels of the mid-16th cen
tury: 

In 1571 the royal agent Cristobal de 
Barros arranged a loan of 800 ducats 
for captain Amilibia for the building 
of his San Cristobal that was meant 
to have 12 pieces of artillery and 18 
versos (apparently swivel gun) 
together with 24 harquebuses, 24 
crossbows, 24 shields, 26 helmets, 
20 breast-plates with their back-
plates and a gross of large and small 
pikes.491 

Although the inventory of artillery varied 
depending on the size of the vessel and the 
nature of the voyage, the two general types 
on mid-16th-century Basque whaling ves
sels were swivel guns, known as versos, and 
larger carriage-mounted cannon known as 
vassamuros, lombardetas, or bombardetas: 

Juan de Portu's Santa Maria of 200 
tons was carrying four heavy lom
bards, eight double versos and five 
single ones when she sank in the 
front part of Chateau Bay in 1572. In 
peacetime this complement of guns 
appears to have been normal for a 
merchant ship in the region of 200 
tons.492 

Another source dating to 1560 mentions a 
vessel of 200 tons carrying four heavy lom
bards and six versos, and a 1566 account 
includes five heavy lombards and eight ver-
sos.493 Given these historical accounts of 200-
ton and 400-ton Basque whaling vessels of 
the 16th century, the 24M vessel may have 
carried five or six bombardetas and up to 
twelve versos. Larger 400-ton vessels carried 
larger numbers of heavier lombards and ver
sos.*94 

Bombardetas sat either on the upper deck of 
the vessel or at the stern during battle, and 
fired projectiles through a gunport. They 
were primarily used for destroying the hulls 
and rigging of enemy vessels with solid 
round shot, and to a lesser extent aimed 
against rigging and personnel with multiple 
shot. Mid-16th-century bombardetas were 
lashed to a primitive wooden carriage with 
or without a set of rear trucks (Fig. 19.1.30). 
Versos, on the other hand, were not mounted 
on carriages. The trunnions were secured to 
iron yoke swivels that were either set or 
driven into the gunwale of the ship. Both 
types of ordnance were breech-loaders. 
Charges were placed in a separate chamber 
inserted into the breech end of the weapon. 
During the first half of the 16th century, 
these two basic types of artillery were of 
wrought iron manufacture, either forged 
around a mandrel or using a stave and hoop 
technique.495 Despite their advantages, 
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wrought iron ordnance had a nasty pen
chant for blowing out their breechblocks 
and barrels. As new technology enabled 
effective casting processes for ordnance, cast 
iron and bronze superseded wrought iron in 
the manufacture of artillery from about the 
middle of the 16th century, although the 
basic design remained unchanged.496 John 
Guilmartin argued that "...by 1560 Spanish 
authors were asserting that iron naval ord
nance served no useful purpose, that it was 
prone to burst or fizzle its shot harmlessly 
into the sea. Wrought iron ordnance was old 
by then and was no longer top of the line."497 

Wrought iron ordnance was considered 
unsafe.498 

The types of small arms used on these ships 
were also itemized in historical references.499 

The only evidence of any of these weapons 
on the 24M site is a small collection of lead 

Incomplete overall length 111.0 cm 

Barrel length (forward of the breech) 81.0 cm 

Breech length 30.0 cm 

Breech chamber length 20.5 cm 

Breech chamber stepped collar length 3.0 cm 

Diameter of breech chamber collar 4.0 cm 

Bore diameter at the muzzle 4.5 cm 

Bore diameter at the breech 4.0 cm 

Ball diameter 3.0 cm 

Dimensions of verso assembly 24M26Q10-1. 

shot and pellets constituting ammunition for 
firearms, much of which may be intrusive to 
the site. 

Material Culture Remains related 
to Armament 

Verso 

One of the more significant finds from the 
24M site was a small-bore wrought iron 
breech-loading swivel gun (24M26Q10-1; 
Fig. 19.1.31). The artifact was heavily weath
ered and incomplete with only the forward 
portion of the gun represented. The rear of 
the chamber and the tiller arm were no 
longer intact. The metal wedge(s) inserted 
between the chamber and the end of the 
sleeve to secure the breechblock in place 
during firing were also missing. The incom
plete barrel was fashioned from a sheet of 
wrought iron formed around a mandrel and 
lap-welded. Deterioration of the metal 
makes it difficult to determine exactly how 
many pieces were incorporated into the bar-

Figure 19.1.33: The 
wrought iron breech
block from the verso. 
Note the weld seam, 
the extension collar 
that fit inside the 
breech of the barrel, 
and the wooden tam
pion that held the 
charge in the block. 
Traces of gunpowder 
indicate that the 
weapon was armed 
and ready for service. 
(Drawing: S. Epps, 
Parks Canada; 
24M26Q10-1). 
Scale 1:4 

Figure 19.1.34 (Far left): 
Side view of the carved 
wooden tampion 
removed from the collar 
of the verso's breech
block. These plugs were 
generally made from a 
species of light wood 
that easily disintegrated 
on firing. This example 
was carved in cedar 
(Cedrus sp.). (Photo: G. 
Vandervlugt, Parks 
Canada; 1-81 WS241-A). 

Figure 19.1.35 (Left): 
End view of the carved 
wooden tampion 
removed from the collar 
of the verso's breech
block. (Photo: G. 
Vandervlugt, Parks 
Canada; 1-81 WS241-C). 
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Figure 19.1.36 (Right): 
The wrought iron ball 
extracted from the 
breech of the verso's 
barrel during conser
vation. (Photo: G. 
Vandervlugt, Parks 
Canada; 3-81 M60-C). 

Figure 19.1.37 (Far 
Rigid): Hemp wadding 
removed from the 
verso barrel's breech. 
The wadding not only 
secured the projectile 
in place, but also 
served as a gasket to 
seal the breech of the 
tube to maximize the 
explosive force of the 
charge by preventing 
the escape of gases. 
(Photo: G. Vanderv
lugt, Parks Canada; 
10-80 M60-D). 

Figure 19.1.38: Recon
struction of the Red 
Bay verso (24M26Q10-
1) based on the artifact 
itself and similar spec
imens from Padre 
Island. Versos were 
mounted on forked 
swivels attached by a 
pair of trunnions 
located on either side 
of the barrel forward 
of the breech. The rear 
of the barrel accommo
dated a separate pow
der chamber, referred 
to as a breechblock or 
breech chamber. Metal 
wedges secured the 
breechblock in place 
during firing. A long 
tiller was forged onto 
the butt end for 
manoeuvrability. Note 
the wrought iron shot 
and the hemp wad
ding inside the barrel. 
A) tiller; B) sleeve or 
chamber for the 
breechblock; C) trun
nions; D) yoke swivel; 
E) barrel; F) breech 
block; and, G) iron 
wedge. (Drawing: C. 
Piper, Parks Canada; 
24M26Q10-lb). 
Scale 1:10 

rel's manufacture; however, there was at 
least one additional band evident at the 
muzzle, likely for reinforcement. Two small 
protuberances detected on either side of the 
barrel, are remnants of small trunnions used 
to suspend the weapon in its yoke. The bar
rel is welded to a much thicker wrought iron 
chamber that was open at the top to accept 
the breechblock. An additional iron reinforc
ing collar was wrapped around the breech of 
the barrel. 

The cylindrical breechblock, a separate com
ponent recovered in the chamber, was also 
made of wrought iron lap-welded around a 
mandrel (Figs. 19.1.32, 19.1.33). It had a dis
tinct central seam, a gradual taper from 
front to rear, and a slightly reduced diameter 
at the mouth. A stepped collar securely 
locked the block into the breech end of the 
barrel. No evidence of a carrying handle 
remains in its present condition, a feature 
found on most verso breechblocks. A 
wooden tampion, or plug, recovered from 
the mouth of the breechblock, and identified 
as cedar (Cedrus sp.), protected the gunpow
der from moisture (Figs. 19.1.34, 19.1.35).500 

Evidently, the weapon was loaded at the 
time the vessel went down. Powdered char
coal and sulphur extracted from the breech
block was identified as residual gunpowder. 
The absence of potassium nitrate may be the 
result of the dissolution of this highly solu
ble salt in sea water.501 

The barrel contained a wrought iron can-
nonball with a hemp wadding that served as 
a gasket to reduce the space created by 
windage, caused by the difference between 
the bore and the diameter of the shot 
(Figs.19.1.36,19.1.37). 

Referred to as versos in Spanish, as barces in 
French, and as bases or slings in English, 
such weapons were used for land and sea 
service by most European powers from the 
15th to the 18th centuries (Fig. 19.1.38). Ver
sos were portable and highly manoeuvrable 
pieces that could be quickly and safely 
breech-loaded during action. The open bar
rel facilitated cleaning, and loaded breech
blocks were kept adjacent to the guns for 
rapid firing. Mounted on forked swivels 
either driven or set into predrilled holes in 
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Specimen Dimensions 

24M10M10-1 

24M12R11-7 

24M18H2-1 

24M24Q6-3 

24M24S1-1 

24M26L1-6 

24M26M10-1 

24M28K2-6 

24M26N3-1 

24M26Q10-2 

24M903A2-34 

24M903A2-34 

24M903A2-34 

24M903A2-34 

24M903A2-34 

15 mm 

11.3 mm 

15 mm 

15 mm 

13 mm 

4.5 mm 

7.5 mm 

5.4 mm 

4.2 mm 

7.2 mm 

13.3 mm by 5.7 mm 

5.5 mm 

4.9 mm 

3.8 mm 

3.7 mm 

Description 

Cast lead musket shot 

Cast lead shot 

Lead shot 

Cast lead musket shot impacted 

Cast lead musket shot, off-round moulded 

Drop lead shot pellet 

Crude cast lead shot, off-round moulded 

Possible drop lead shot 

Possible drop lead shot 

Possible Rupert style shot 

.22 cal. copper alloy jacketed, soft nose bullet 

Drop lead shot pellet 

Drop lead shot pellet 

Drop lead shot pellet 

Drop lead shot pellet 

Table 19.1.7: Lead shot from the 24M site. 

the gunwales of a vessel, these light quick-
firing pieces were effective anti-personnel 
weapons at close quarters (Fig. 19.1.39). 
Inventories indicate that versos constituted a 
significant element of ships armament of the 
period. Recovery from numerous archaeo
logical sites also attests to the popularity of 
this style of swivel gun. Similar weapons 

were identified from the Mary Rose (1545) 
and the 1554 Padre Island wrecks.502 El Gran 
Grifón, a 1588 Spanish Armada wreck, 
yielded two of an estimated complement of 
six versos during excavation.503 Wrought iron 
versos were also documented from a number 
of other 16th-century sites, namely the 
Molasses Reef, Highborn Cay, and Western 

Figure 19.1.39: Recon
struction of a verso 
mounted on the gun
wale of a ship. (Draw
ing: C. Piper, Parks 
Canada; 24M26Q10-
la). 
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Figure 19.1.40: A 
range of lead shot 
recovered from the 
24M wreck site 
(24M10M10-1, 
24M12R11-7, 
24M18H2-1, 
24M24Q6-3, and 
24M24S1-1). (Photo: 
R. Chan, Parks Can
ada; RA13348M). 

Figure 19.1.41 (Far 
Right): A selection of 
multiple shot recov
ered from the 24M 
wreck site (24M26L1-
6, 24M26N3-1, 
24M26Q10-2, and 
24M28K2-6). (Photo: 
R. Chan, Parks Can
ada; RA13349M). 

Figure 19.1.42: Two 
sizes of round cast iron 
shot recovered from 
the 27M wreck. The 
five intact examples 
range from 5.9 cm to 
7.4 cm in diameter. 
The specimens are col
lectively catalogued as 
27M8N3-5. (Photo: R. 
Chan, Parks Canada; 
RA19451B). 

Ledge Reef wrecks.504 The shot, wadding, 
and powder were also recovered from other 
16th-century examples. During that period, 
it was common for guns to be kept loaded 
and ready for action when at sea, and to 
have shot loaded into the barrel held in 
place by wadding.505 Evidence of loaded 
ordnance from the Mary Rose, Padre Island, 
and Highborn Cay indicate that such 
instances were not isolated. Although it was 
not surprising that the guns found on the 
Mary Rose were loaded, as the warship was 
preparing for action at the time it went 
down, Dorris Olds suggests that a number 
of smaller, armed versos may have been a 
standard precaution for period expedi
tions. 506 Sources indicate that the heavier 
weapons may have been stowed below 
decks and brought up only when 
required.507 The recovery of a small number 
of bombardetas on top of the ballast pile of the 
Molasses Reef vessel suggests that these 
larger pieces of ordnance were in the hold at 
the time of sinking, constituting either cargo 
or "functional artillery in storage."D0S There 
is no evidence to suggest stowage of ord
nance below decks on the 24M vessel, but 
there is archaeological evidence for a possi
ble gunport on the starboard side of the 
fourth deck, cut into the lower edge of a 
softwood castle plank (TT 1599).509 Due to 
the poor survival of the 24M vessel's 
upperworks, it is not possible to determine 
whether there were other similar gunports. 

At sea, versos were used primarily in a 
defensive capacity to repel boarders. The 
24M verso was recovered in sub-operation 
26Q near the bow, suggesting placement on 
the ship's forward rail, a standard position 
that maximized the verso's field of fire. The 
weapon would have been deposited off the 
starboard bow as the upperworks of the ves
sel disintegrated. 

Projectiles: 24M Lead Shot 

The 14 specimens for the 24M site consist of 
musket balls, smaller buck and swan shot, 
and a number of pellets (Figs. 19.1.40, 
19.1.41). The recovery of lead shot may indi
cate the presence of firearms. Lead shot was 
cast in two-piece moulds that left an obvious 
mould seam around the circumference of 
the ball, as well as a sprue or sprue scar. The 
recovered shot is too small for the large cali
bre harquebuses of the period, which typi
cally had bore diameters that ranged in size 
from 15 mm to 23 mm. The bores of heavy 
muskets generally measured between 
20 mm to 23 mm, while those of culverins or 
lighter weapons measured from 15 mm to 
17.5 mm.310 The lead shot and pellets 
recovered from this site may represent 
ammunition for other types of firearms, or 
possibly constitute components of multiple 
shot. The copper-jacketed bullet and the 
smaller shot pellets manufactured using 
later Rupert and drop techniques represent 
recent hunting activities in the harbour or 
from the shore of Saddle Island. Table 19.1.7 
summarizes the lead shot recovered from 
the 24M site. 
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Table 19.1.8: Round shot recovered from the 27M wreck site. 

Given that historical accounts indicate that 
Basque vessels were extensively armed for 
their voyages to Terranova, a comparatively 
small amount of weaponry-related material 
is represented in the 24M collection. The 
lack of ordnance may reflect salvage activi
ties at the time of the vessel's grounding. 
Although by the 1560s wrought iron ord
nance was considered second-rate, the 
recovery of the 24M verso is not surprising, 
as such weapons were still in use as late as 
the 1580s, although they were outdated and 
no longer manufactured by that period.511 

This attests to the effectiveness of these 
small-bore pieces as anti-personnel 
weapons. 

The lead shot represented is either single 
shot for firearms or possibly components of 
multiple shot for the larger guns. 

Projectiles: 27M Round Shot 

Seven round shot were recovered from the 
27M wreck site (Fig. 19.1.42). Solid ferrous 
shot was generally cast in two-piece iron 
moulds that left a seam and casting sprue. 
Mould marks on the 27M shot indicate that 
they were of this cast iron manufacture. 
During the 16th-century, cannon were not 
designated by the size of the projectile they 
fired, as was the norm later on, but by 
descriptive names such as bombards, versos, 
serpentines, murderers, and culverins. 
These artifacts may represent either compo
nents of larger projectiles such as multiple 
shot for larger guns, or simply single shot 

for smaller cannon. The sizes of the 27M 
specimens, ranging from 5.9 cm to 7.4 cm in 
diameter, suggest an association with the 
larger carriage-mounted artillery known in 
Spanish as bombardetas. As this technique of 
shot manufacture persisted well into the 
19th century, the archaeological context of 
these specimens is critical. These artifacts 
were recovered within a lower hull context, 
suggesting an association with the wreck. 
Table 19.1.8 summarizes the round shot 
recovered from the 27M site. 

Projectiles: 27M and 28M Lead Shot 

Specimens from the 27M and 28M wrecks 
consisted of musket balls, smaller buckshot, 
swan shot, and pellets (Fig. 19.1.43). The 
larger musket balls may represent ammuni
tion for either firearms, or components of 
multiple shot. The lead pellets also consti
tute multiple shot. Tables 19.1.9 and 19.1.10 
summarize the lead shot recovered from the 
27M and 28M sites. 

Other Occupational Artifacts 
Recovered from the 24M Vessel 

Other artifacts related to occupational activi
ties were found on the 24M wreck. Since 
these objects are discussed in detail else
where in this report, only a brief discussion 
is presented here. 

Two knife handles were found on the 24M 
site (see Section 11.4). One is 20.5 cm long, 

Specimen 

27M14N2-7 

27M14N2-7 

27M14N2-7 

27M14N2-16 

Dimensions 

2.6 mm 

4.3 mm 

2.6 mm 

6.1 mm 

Description 

lead shot pellet: possible drop technique of manufacture 

lead shot pellet: possible tumbled technique of manufacture 

irregular lead fragment of uncertain manufacture (may constitute a lead sprue fragment) 

cast, off-round lead shot 

Table 19.1.9: Lead shot recovered from the 27M wreck. 
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Specimen 

27M8N3-5 

27M8N3-5 

27M8N3-5 

27M8N3-5 

27M8N3-5 

27M8P1-33 

27M10N2-3 

Dimensions 

5.9 cm (2 lbs) 

6.1 cm (2 lbs) 

7.2 cm (4 lbs) 

7.4 cm (4 lbs) 

7.4 cm (4 lbs) 

Description 

cast iron, round shot 

cast iron, round shot 

cast iron, round shot 

cast iron, round shot 

cast iron, round shot 

cast iron, corroded fragments 

cast iron, corroded fragments 



Figure 19.1.43: A selec
tion of lead shot and 
pellets recovered dur
ing excavation of: a) 
the 27M and 28M 
wreck sites, and b) the 
Red Bay harbour sur
vey. (Photos: R. Chan, 
Parks Canada; 
RA13350M, 
RA13351M). 

the other 11.0 cm. The former may have 
been from a butcher or blubber knife, while 
the latter is thought to have been a utility 
knife or a drawknife handle. The highly cor
roded condition of both blades makes it 
impossible to determine either their shape 
or their use. Both were found in sub-opera
tion 6L, in the stern area on the portside 
below-hull structure. 

A hone box for a whetstone was found in the 
starboard stern area in a context above the 
hull. Finding such an item on a site where 
extensive butchering took place is not sur
prising (see Section 11.4). 

A wooden mallet was found in the starboard 
stern area, above the ceiling and beneath the 
cargo. Probably used to drive pegs or tree
nails, it may have been either a shipbuilder's 
mallet or a tool used for driving wedges 
during cargo loading (see Section 11.4). 
Another wooden handle from the 24M site 
was identified as an auger handle. This arti
fact, found above the hull structure near the 
mast step, may have been from a spoon 
auger with a small bit (see Section 12.3). 

The sole artifact found on the 24M site that 
was unequivocally linked to whale hunting 
was a harpoon shaft found under the star
board stern. It could have originated from 
the chalupa that was also trapped under the 

stern. Another tool found in the starboard 
stern area was provisionally identified as a 
lance used in the whale hunt (see Section 
11.4). 

Two diagnostic artifacts are representative 
of oil processing and storage activities. A 
blubber hook found in the starboard mid
ship area under collapsed hull timbers was 
used for flensing. Although it could have 
originated from the 24M vessel early in the 
wrecking process, it is not possible to state 
whether it was in use at the time of deposi
tion. On the other hand, a hooping dog 
found among a deposit of barrel staves in 
the starboard stern was certainly on board 
when the vessel sank. It was used for attach
ing hoops to barrel cases and aligning cask 
staves. It is not possible to determine if or 
how it was used at the time of deposition, 
but its presence points to the possibility of 
cask maintenance being conducted on board 
the ship. 

Finally, two fragments of treen were identi
fied as elements of a hole-and-slot heddle, 
also called a rigid heddle, a type of weaving 
loom used to manufacture narrow fabrics 
(see Section 11.2). The fragments were found 
above the hull in the stern, on the starboard 
side. 

Specimen Dimensions Description 

28M8P5-1 

28M10Q4-1 

6.3 mm 

3.8 mm 

cast, off-round lead shot 

drop lead shot pellet 

Table 19.1.10: Lead shot recovered from the 28M wreck. 
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Summary of Occupational 
Artifacts 

The navigational instruments recovered 
from the 24M vessel represent a nearly com
plete set of instruments required by the nav
igator of a Basque whaling ship of the mid-
loth century. They made it possible for the 
Basques to return to Terranova year after 
year. 

The functional interpretation of several arti
facts, including the incised top of the binna
cle, the sandglass, and unidentified artifact 
24M10P24-1 remain unresolved. Notably 
absent from the navigational assemblage 
were lead sounding weights. These were 
valuable instruments for early navigators 
and were particularly important when 
searching for safe harbours off the rocky 
coasts of Labrador and Newfoundland. 
There is little doubt that sounding leads 
were originally part of the ship's collection 
of navigational instruments. Although one 
line reel was found, it is likely that others 
were either salvaged by the Basques or 
escaped discovery. Similarly, no astrolabe 
was found on the 24M vessel, although one 
was found on the 27M wreck. 

All of the navigational instruments, with the 
exception of the sounding line reel, were 
located in the stern of the vessel in direct 
association with the binnacle. The binnacle, 
caulked and fastened to the open deck of the 
sterncastle, served as the primary storage 
box and was readily accessible to either the 
pilot, helmsman, or others assigned to the 
watch. 

In regards to weaponry, the 24M vessel 
could have had five or six bombardetas and 
up to twelve versos on board prior to sink
ing. Larger 400-ton vessels evidently carried 
heavier and more numerous lombards and 
versos. In contrast, a relatively small number 
of weaponry-related artifacts were recov
ered from the 24M vessel. A small gunport 
was found in the stern at the level of the 
fourth deck. Much of the upperworks of the 
24M vessel remained above water after sink
ing, allowing for considerable salvage. Con
sidering the value of whale oil and the 
potential for attacks both close to home and 
in the waters around Red Bay, Basque ves
sels must have been strongly armed for their 
voyages to Terranova. 
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19.2 Reflections in the Harbour: Inferences on Basque 
Whaling and Whale Processing 
Stephen L. Cumbaa 

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

Classic works dealing with whaling by the 
Basques include those of Clements R. 
Markham,512 Frederick W. True,513 and James 
Travis Jenkins.514 An earlier work by René 
Bélanger515 on Basque whaling in the Gulf of 
St. Lawrence broke new ground and added 
substance to the sometimes misleading 
accounts of 19th-century whaling historians, 
and A. Aguilar516 in his documentary review 
of Basque whaling has broadened the work 
of Selma Barkham,517 Jean-Pierre Proulx518 

and others. 

As they did along the coasts of Europe from 
at least the 12th or 13th century, the Basques 
practiced what was essentially a shore fish
ery for whales in Labrador, setting out in 
small boats to pursue and kill nearshore spe
cies from a base of operations in a conve
nient harbour. On shore were tryworks, 
cooperages, and facilities that would allow 
flensing of the whales, either along the shore 
or at the side of whaling vessels anchored in 
the harbour. Whaling and cod fishing were 
both enormously lucrative operations, and 
there is evidence that both were practiced at 
Red Bay in the 16th century. 

Basque whalers and cod fishermen arrived 
in Labrador with considerable experience in 
plying their trades. In whaling, our principal 
concern here, the Basques had been hunting 
the North Atlantic right whale along the 
coast of Europe for at least five centuries 
before they ventured across the ocean to 
pursue the same species along the Strait of 
Belle Isle.519 Although it is clear that French 
Basque fishermen were familiar with the 

waters of Terranova by the 1520s, whaling by 
the Spanish Basques along the Labrador 
coast did not occur regularly until the 
1540s.520 By the 1570s, the ports along the 
Strait of Belle Isle were being used by up to 
20 whaling vessels each summer, with 
approximately half of them using Red Bay 
as a base of operations. 

PREY SPECIES 

Modern Records 

The larger cetacean species that have been 
observed in recent years in the Strait of Belle 
Isle include both major groupings of whales: 
odontocetes or toothed whales, and mystice-
tes, which feed largely on krill instead of 
fish, sieving them through fringed plates of 
keratinous baleen instead of using teeth as a 
feeding apparatus. Of the toothed whales, 
the northern bottlenosed whale (Hyperoodon 
ampullatus) and the killer whale (Orcinus 
orea) are the largest, reaching a maximum of 
about 9 m in length.521 The Atlantic pilot 
whale (Globiocephala melaena) is smaller, 
reaching a maximum of about 6 m in length. 

David E. Sergeant522 gives details of baleen 
and toothed whale sightings as well as 20th-
century whaling records in the area. All 
modern records of baleen whales are of spe
cies within the family Balaenopteridae, 
including the finback or fin whale (Bal-
aenoptera physalus) at up to 20 m in length; 
the minke (Balaenoptera acutorostrata), which 
at a maximum of 9 m is the smallest; the 
blue whale (Balaenoptera musculus), which is 
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the largest whale of all at nearly 30 m; and 
the humpback whale (Megaptera novaean-
gliae), which grows to a maximum of 15 m in 
length. The humpback and the fin whale are 
the most common in the Strait. 

Distribution of the grey whale or scrag 
(Eschrichtius robustus), which averaged 10 m 
to 12 m in length, is unknown but could 
have extended as far north as the Strait of 
Belle Isle. Grey whales are now confined to 
the North Pacific Ocean; the Atlantic popu
lations were extirpated, probably in the 17th 
century, due to whaling activity by the 
Basques in Europe and to a lesser extent, by 
American colonists.523 The sei whale (Bal-
aenoptera borealis), which averages about 
12 m in length, has not been recorded from 
the Strait, but some were taken from 
Hawke's Harbour, a whaling station north 
of the Strait of Belle Isle along the Labrador 
coast, in the early 20th century.524 

Historical and Archaeological 
Evidence 

Sergeant,525 and other sources mention that 
the range of the North Atlantic right whale 
(Eubalaena glacialis) and the bowhead (Bal-
aena mysticetus), both in the family Bal-
aenidae, probably included the Strait of 
Belle Isle at one time. Identifications of the 
whale bones from both excavations and sur
veys in Red Bay harbour confirm this. Right 
and bowhead whales were the preferred 
prey species of the Basque whalers of Labra
dor. 

In fact, of the hundreds of whale bones iden
tified from Red Bay, only two elements were 
identified as something other than the fam
ily Balaenidae. One tooth, found with the 
wreckage of the 28M site near Penney 
Island, was from a killer whale, and one ros
tral element recovered from the harbour was 
from a large balaenopterid, possibly a 
humpback. 

Bowheads reach up to 20 m in length, aver
aging 15 m for both sexes, and weigh on 
average 110 tons (90,000 kg). The population 
of eastern Arctic (Davis Strait and Baffin 
Bay) bowheads, which was probably the 
source of bowheads in the Strait of Belle Isle, 
has been estimated to number no more than 
600 animals, only 5 per cent of initial size.526 

This population is estimated to have num

bered approximately 11,000 individuals 
prior to European whaling,527 and has a low 
population growth rate, even with its pro
tected status. 

Right whales are somewhat smaller overall, 
reaching a maximum size of 18 m, averaging 
15 m for both sexes, with an average weight 
of 60 tons (54,500 kg), considerably less than 
the bowhead due to the right whale's thin
ner layer of blubber.528 Despite more than 50 
years of international protection, the right 
whale population in the western North 
Atlantic, threatened by an extremely low 
rate of population growth of about 2.5 per 
cent, has been estimated at 350 individu
als.529 Before the arrival of European whal
ers, the western North Atlantic population 
was probably 12,000 to 15,000.530 

Comparative skeletons of both right and 
bowhead whales are rare in museum collec
tions, and the size and weight of the skele
tons precludes shipping them for study. 
Therefore comparative osteology is diffi
cult, and involves considerable travel in 
addition to literature searches. Useful pub
lished works featuring the comparative oste
ology of the bowhead include Daniel F. 
Eschricht and Johannes T. Reinhardt,531 and 
of the right whale Omura et al.532 The osteol
ogy of both species is presented by Pierre 
Joseph Van Beneden and Paul Gervais.533 

Clear differences were found in some ele
ments, particularly the maxilla, auditory 
bulla, scapula, and humerus.534 Of these ele
ments, the most frequently recovered at Red 
Bay was the humerus. Counts of the 
humerus indicate nearly equal proportions 
of right and bowhead whales (51 per cent 
right whales, 49 per cent bowhead) on a 
sample of 39 identified humeri. The percent
age of bowheads arrived at by this method 
is too high to agree with the conventional 
view of Basque whaling as concentrating 
almost exclusively on right whales. Either 
the older historical records and their inter
pretation and assumptions from modern 
whale distribution records are incorrect, or 
we have a problem of either inadequate 
sample size or, as now seems likely, with the 
separation of species on the basis of the 
humerus. Nevertheless, identification of 
other bowhead elements combined with 
documentary information uncovered in the 
last 20 years makes it clear that both species 
were successfully hunted. 
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Information from historical sources, prima
rily archival documents, combined with 
zooarchaeological information from the 
excavations at Red Bay was pooled to give 
an estimated total Basque catch in Labrador 
between the years 1530 and 1610 of approxi
mately 25,000 to 40,000 whales.535 Total 
Labrador catches of perhaps 300 to 500 
whales per year are significantly higher than 
for Europe, where the Basques caught from 
a few dozen to less than 100 right whales 
annually.536 Some of these estimates are 
based on quantities of oil, so if significant 
numbers of bowheads were involved, the 
estimate of numbers of whales killed could 
be reduced. In fact, recently published results 
of DNA testing of these whale humeri identi
fied only one right whale bone and 20 bow-
head bones. This represents a significant 
change to the kill ratios suggested from previ
ous studies, as well as a reduction (perhaps 
by a third) in the estimate of the number of 
whales killed by the Basques, due to the 
larger oil yields of bowhead whales.537 

Some historical sources suggest whalers 
would preferentially target calves, to bring 
in the mothers when the calf was struck. 
Louwrens Hacquebord538 notes that female 
bowheads and their young congregated 
around the bays at Jan Mayen and Spitsber
gen, making them easy to locate and catch. 
However, only one bone of a calf, the max
illa of a right whale estimated to be 6.5 m in 
length, was recovered from the excavations 
at Red Bay. The approximate birth length of 
both right and bowhead whales is 4 m to 
5 m, with bowheads averaging 8.2 m in 
length at one year.539 With the calving peak 
in May, this was almost certainly a whale 
less than five months old when killed. The 
evidence from Red Bay suggests that calf 
entrapment to lure adult females was not 
standard Basque practice. 

There is a great deal of confusion in both pri
mary and secondary sources regarding the 
common names, particularly of the North 
Atlantic right whale, referred to here simply 
as the right whale. Sarda, Biscay whale, slet-
bag, nordcaper, baleine de sarde, black right 
whale, baleine des Basques, and baleine 
franche all apply to Eubalaena glacialis 
(Borowski), as do the older scientific names 
Balaena glacialis Bonnaterre, B. biscayensis 
Eschricht, B. cisarctica Cope, and B. tarentina 
Capellini.540 The bowhead whale (Balaena 
mysticetus Linnaeus) has a less complicated 

taxonomic history than the right whale, but 
the two species are often confused in the 
early literature. Most accounts use the com
paratively recent bowhead or Greenland 
whale, Greenland right whale, Arctic whale, 
bearded whale, or Grand-Bay whale. 

BIOLOGY A N D BEHAVIOUR OF 
R I G H T A N D BOWHEAD W H A L E S : 
E C O N O M I C IMPLICATIONS 

The biology of the right and bowhead 
whales, combined with the technology 
available to 16th-century whalers, made 
these species the logical choice of the 
Basques. First, both whales are slow surface 
swimmers, moving at about two knots, and 
occasionally sleep on the surface. Samuel de 
Champlain records a collision between his 
vessel and a sleeping whale on his way back 
to France in 1608.541 Both are coastal or near-
shore species of large size and high oil yield, 
with the bowhead preferring areas near 
pack ice. Both have long, flexible baleen 
plates, the longest of all whales. Bowheads 
have almost 300 plates per side, reported up 
to 3 m or more in length, while the right has 
about 230 plates per side, up to about 2.3 m 
long.542 Baleen was a commodity at least as 
important as whale oil in the Spitsbergen 
fishery in the early 17th century,543 and his
torical documentation from Basque archives 
shows its increasing importance in the last 
years of the 16th century in Labrador.544 

Further, right whales were formerly 
reported to congregate in large, leaderless 
schools of over 100 animals. Bowheads, 
however, apparently congregate only where 
food is plentiful and are more commonly 
found alone or in family groups,545 although 
there are suggestions that in former years 
groups of 50 to 100 were seen.546 A pod of 
more than 40 bowheads was observed in 
Hudson Bay in 1631.547 Most important 
regarding 16th-century technology, how
ever, is the fact that the thick blubber layer 
(the thickest of all the whales at up to 25 cm) 
kept the carcasses of balaenid whales afloat 
after the harpoons and lances had done their 
work. 

For most of the life of the whaling establish
ments in Labrador, the production of oil 
from blubber was the single most important 
concern. The high prices brought by whale 
oil in the markets of Europe meant that the 
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costs of building, manning, and provision
ing a ship could be recovered and a profit 
returned from a single successful voyage. In 
today's dollars, the 50,000 to 60,000 gallons 
of oil carried by each vessel would be worth 
on the order of five million dollars.348 Using 
Proulx's estimate of a modern equivalent of 
$5,000 per barrel multiplied by the yield per 
whale, the value of blubber-rich right and 
bowhead whales was significant, with oil 
from each adult worth approximately 
$225,000 for an average right whale to 
$450,000 for a large bowhead, plus approxi
mately 60 per cent of that amount from its 
baleen in later years, as derived from state
ments of equivalent value of number of 
baleen plates displacing barrels.549 Rorqual 
whales on the other hand (e.g., blue and fin 
whales), are much faster swimmers, stay far
ther from shore, dive deeper and longer, 
have much shorter baleen, and sink when 
killed. The combination of these characteris
tics would almost certainly have put these 
whales out of the range of 16th-century tech
nology, except on a strictly fortuitous basis. 
The possible exception is the humpback, 
which is somewhat slower and may occa
sionally float when killed. 

Of the two balaenid whales, the bowhead 
would certainly have been the best catch as 
it produces more, longer, and better baleen 
and has a significantly higher oil yield than 
the right whale. The range of the bowhead 
may have only occasionally included the 
Strait of Belle Isle, and the right whale, 
which could have been in the area from 
summer to early fall before heading south,550 

was probably in the Strait more frequently, 
based on modern ranges of the species. 

However, the often severe climate of the Lit
tle Ice Age, which began in 1550551 could 
well have made pack ice more common and 
conditions more favourable overall for bow-
heads toward the end of the 16th century. 
Hacquebord552 cites isotopic studies of ice 
cores in Greenland and Canada document
ing an especially cold period from about 
1570-1625. The path of the Gulf Stream 
changed and its velocity slowed, so less 
pack ice melted, keeping the pack ice margin 
farther south. The Arctic water extended far 
enough south to have a detrimental effect on 
cod fishing in the Faroe Islands. The Basque 
whalers in Labrador usually stayed well into 
the fall or early winter in order to fill their 

holds, often leaving in a hurry as ice formed 
in the harbour. Documentary evidence 
shows the mid-1570s were especially cold in 
Red Bay, with involuntary overwinterings in 
1574-1575 and 1576-1577 when sudden 
freeze-ups in November trapped the vessels 
in the harbour.553 

Seasonality of the Catch 

The probable seasonal distribution of the 
two balaenid whale species in the Strait of 
Belle Isle would have rarely overlapped. 
Right whales begin their northward migra
tion in late winter and early spring, arriving 
along the New England coast in April and 
May, with arrival records as far north as the 
Bay of Fundy in early May.554 All modern 
records from the Gulf of Maine and farther 
north are confined to summer and early fall, 
and the fact that right whales are conspicu
ously absent from New England waters 
between mid-June and early October555 sug
gests that right whale availability in the 
Strait of Belle Isle would have peaked dur
ing the 3.5 months from mid-June to late 
September, by which time the population 
was already heading south. 

Bowheads, on the other hand, would have 
frequented the area most often in years with 
severe ice and an advancing pack ice edge, 
as their range is known to be closely linked 
to sea ice conditions.556 The eastern Arctic 
stock today winters at the edge of the ice 
between northern Labrador and western 
Greenland.557 Given the fluctuating, but gen
erally severe conditions of the Little Ice Age, 
we would expect some populations of bow-
heads to have migrated south with the 
advancing ice edge, with probable availabil
ity from October through May for those 
whalers hardy enough to overwinter or to at 
least risk being frozen in. 

The two principally hunted species would 
rarely have occurred together in the Strait of 
Belle Isle under normal circumstances, indi
cating two possible seasons of whaling in 
any given year. The last bowheads would 
have moved north following the retreating 
ice in May, and the first right whales would 
not have arrived until June. By October, the 
right whales would have already left the 
Strait on their southern migration, and the 
first bowheads would just be arriving. 
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Documentary evidence supports the second 
season in two ways. Several documents in 
the Basque archives refer to large single 
whales yielding 70 to 90 barrels of oil,558 

quantities almost certainly referring to bow-
heads. One catch of nine whales yielded an 
average of 61 barrels per whale, too high to 
be all right whales.559 Right whales averaged 
42 to 45 barrels, and numerous historical 
sources, as well as modern records refer to 
oil yield in this range. Ships like the vessel 
San Juan had a cargo capacity of about 1,000 
barrels. Processing blubber to fill 1,000 bar
rels would have required the same effort 
regardless of the source, but only 12 to 13 
bowheads would have to be hunted, killed 
and towed back to produce this much oil, as 
opposed to 21 to 23 right whales. It is no 
wonder that bowheads would have been 
preferred. 

Confirming evidence for a second season, 
however, is in the dates. In 1575, one female 
whale estimated at 90 barrels was killed in 
November, too late to process with the 
advancing bad weather;560 another ship that 
left port in Spain on 25 April 1566 had to 
abandon dead whales at the side of the ship 
due to a sudden freeze-up in November and 
arrived back in Spain on 6 December.561 

These November whales were almost cer
tainly bowheads, and it may have been prac
tice to stay later to hunt early bowheads if 
the summer catch of right whales did not 
match expectations. Historical records 
clearly show the existence of two whaling 
seasons, with the autumn being by far the 
more important.562 

WHALE PROCESSING 

Flensing 

Information from historical documents on 
the flensing process is scant. Most of what is 
known of early whaling techniques comes 
from paintings and accounts of whaling in 
Spitsbergen in the early 17th century, 
roughly 1611-1640. Most of these accounts 
are based on voyages by English and Dutch 
whalers, who were learning the process 
from the Basques. Although harpooners 
were the Basques primarily sought after by 
English and Dutch whaling expeditions, 
some Basque flensers and boilers were also 
recruited,563 and so we should expect, at 

least in the early years of Spitsbergen, simi
larities to Basque operations in Red Bay, 
which had ceased by the end of the 16th cen
tury. 

Proulx564 quotes Fotherby's journal of 
1613,565 describing English technique at 
Spitsbergen, where much of the flensing 
operation was done at ship side: 

...they towe him to the ships, with 
his taile foremost; and then they fas
ten him to the sterne of some ship 
apointed for that purpose, where he 
is cutte up in manner as followeth: 
Two or three men came in a boate, 
or shallop, to the side of the whale; 
one man holdeing the boat close to 
the whale with a boat-hook, and 
another — who stands either in the 
boat or upon the whale — cutts and 
scores the fatt, which we call blub
ber, in square-like pieces, 3 or 4 feet 
long, with a great cutting-knife. 
Then, to raise it from the flesh, ther 
is a crab, or capstowe sett purposely 
upon the poop of the ship, from 
whence ther descends a rope, with 
an iron hook in the end of it; and 
this hook is made to take fast hould 
of a piece of the fatt or blubber: and 
as, by touring the capstowe, it is 
raised and lifted up, the cutter with 
his long knife, looseth it from the 
flesh, even as if the larde of a swine 
were, it is in this manner cleane cutt 
off, then doe they lower the cap
stowe, and lett it downe to float 
upon the water, makeing a hole in 
some side or corner of it, whereby 
they fasten it upon a rope. And so 
they proceed to cutt off more 
peeces; makeing fast together 10 or 
twelve of them at once, to be towed 
ashoare, at the sterne of a boat or 
shallop. 

Fotherby is clear that flensing takes place 
immediately after the whale has been killed 
and towed back to a ship, anchored offshore 
from the ovens. From this description, it is 
unlikely that more than occasional cuts 
would be made to the bones of the whale, 
still deeply buried in flesh, since the object 
of flensing is simply to strip off the blanket 
of blubber and get it ashore for the render
ing process. 
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Basque documents referring to the Labrador 
whale fishery generally confirm this picture. 
One document of 1598-1600 indicates that 
processing the whale took 50 men two days, 
working at the side of the ship and using a 
capstan to turn the whale.566 It is unclear 
whether this estimate of manpower includes 
the rendering and baleen removal opera
tions as well. Other documents from 1591 
also refer to flensing at the side of the 
ship,567 and one of 1566568 mentions whales 
cut up on or near ship. 

Carcass Dismemberment 

Neither the English nor the Basque docu
ments indicate that the whale was cut up in 
any way before the flensing operation. How
ever, it is a fact that in towing the dead 
whale back to shore, and in turning it at 
shipside to remove the blubber, the large 
front flippers of right and bowhead whales 
would have created tremendous drag and 
resistance, compared with towing or turning 
a cylindrical carcass with flippers removed. 
The flippers, each 2.5 m to 3 m in length and 
1.5 m wide, could have easily been removed 
at any point in the operation after the death 
of the whale, and we would argue for 
removal before flensing. 

Fotherby's journal makes reference, if not to 
the timing of removal, to at least the use of 
the flippers and the caudal fluke, which also 
would impede the ability of the Basques to 
turn the carcass (emphasis added): 

The choppers stand at the side of a 
shallop, which is raised from the 
ground and sett up of an equall 
height with the coppers, and stands 
about two yards distant from the 
fournaces. Then a firdeale is laid 
alongst the one side of the shallop, 
within-board; and upon it doe they 
set their chopping-blocks, which are 
made of the whale's taile, or els of his 
swimming-firme. Nowe the blubber 
is laid readie for them by some 
apointed for that purpose... And so 
they take it up with little hand-
hooks, laieing it upon their blocks; 
where, with chopping knives, they 
chop it into verye small pieces, 
about an ynch and a halfe square.569 

Zooarchaeological information from the 
Shore Trench and the Wharf Trench makes it 
clear that both the whale's flippers and the 

tail were removed at some point in the oper
ation (see Section 6.2), and a good case 
indeed can be made for their use as chop
ping blocks. The distal radius and ulna, car-
pals, metacarpals and phalanges, which of 
course are the structural underpinning for 
the widest, flattest and thinnest part of the 
flipper, suffered the most cuts. Many indi
vidual elements show a number of deep cuts 
and chops, often from varying angles and 
directions. Use of these parts of the whale as 
chopping blocks, whether laid on a chalupa, 
the deck of a ship, or simply on the cobbles 
on the beach, makes good sense and would 
save damage to the metal tools and the deck 
as well as cushion the shock of the blows. 

It is interesting that all of the articulated flip
pers and tails, and virtually all isolated 
examples of their component elements, were 
found underwater just off the shore, near the 
ovens, but rarely either on shore or in 
deeper water. Once well used, these "chop
ping blocks" must have been discarded and 
new ones brought in. Capstans and hoists 
were used to winch these heavy blocks into 
position, and must have also been used to 
drag them away into shallow water, or sim
ply overboard if the work was done from 
the chalupas or the ship. Disposal was neces
sary to clear the area of unnecessary debris 
as well as smell. It may have been only later 
in the whaling at Red Bay that the value of 
the oil locked up in these "refuse" bones was 
understood. 

The Basin bowhead carcass described ear
lier, found with limbs and caudal vertebrae 
removed, is mute but eloquent testimony to 
Basque dismemberment and use practices 
(see Section 6.2). 

Baleen Removal 

Baleen was increasingly valuable from the 
last decades of the 16th century until the 
invention of spring steel in the 19th century. 
Before that it was either not collected, or 
received only occasional use as a building 
material, as is evidenced by finds on Saddle 
Island by the Memorial University of New
foundland, where baleen plates were some
times drilled, apparently for attachment to 
the frames of sheds as roofing or siding 
material.570 Times changed, for in 1596,4,500 
plates of baleen were loaded onto the 
Basque ship Catalina, their value at least 
equal to the 250 barrels of oil the ship could 
have taken on instead.571 The length, flexibil-
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ity, and strength of baleen made it an ideal 
material for corset stays, buggy whips, fish
ing rods, umbrella ribs, and hundreds of 
other products that would today incorporate 
plastic, fibreglass, or spring steel. 

Documentary information is contradictory 
regarding the timing and method of baleen 
(also known as whalebone) removal. 
Fotherby records the process during the 
early 17th century as follows: 

When the whale lies floateing at the 
sterne of the ship, where he is cutt 
up, they cut of his head, containing 
his toung and his firmes, comonlie 
called whalebone; and by a boat, or 
shallop, they twoe it so neare the 
shoare as it can come, and ther lett it 
lie till the water flowe again; for, at 
high waters, it is drawen further 
and further upon the shoare by 
crabs and capstowes therplaced for 
that purpose, untill, at a lowe water, 
men maie come to cutt out the 
finnes; which thing they doe with 
hatchetts, by 5 or 6 finnes at once. 
And theise are trailed further up 
from the shoare-side, and then sev
ered ech one from another with 
hatchetts, and by one, at once, are 
laid upon a fir-deale, or other board, 
raised up a convenient height for a 
man to stand at, who scrapeth off 
the white pithie substance that is 
upon the roots, or great ends, of the 
finnes, with such scraping-irons as 
coopers use, being instruments very 
fitting for that purpose. Then are 
they rubbed in the sand, to dense 
them from grease which they 
receave when the heads are brought 
to the shoare-side: for, whilest the 
whale is in cutting up, his head is 
under the water, and his finnes 
remaine cleane; but being brought 
neare the shoare and brounded, 
then doth the grease cleave unto 
them at the ebbing or falling of the 
water, which is alwaies fattie with 
blubber that floats upon it continu-
allie. When the finnes are thus made 
cleane they are sorted into 5 severall 
kindes, and are made up into bun-
dells of 50, contayneing of ech sorte 
10 finnes. These bundles are bound 
up with coards; and upon ech of 
them ther is tied a stick, whereon is 

written some number, and the com-
panie's mark sett; and so they are 
made readie to be shipped.572 

One of the Labrador documents, referring to 
the period 1598-1600, states that the whales 
were brought to the ship to retrieve the 
baleen, and that the baleen was cut before 
the whale was flensed of blubber.573 This 
same source states that it took 10 to 12 men, 
under the leadership of a dépeceur, four to 
five days to process the baleen from nine 
whales, and that baleen had only been 
important as a commodity for the last five 
years, presumably from the early 1590s on. 

Archaeological and zooarchaeological evi
dence is scanty for the techniques of baleen 
removal. One left maxilla found during the 
24M site excavation has a number of cuts on 
the ventral surface where the baleen would 
be attached, which may have been made as 
the baleen was being chopped out. This 
specimen, in fact, was part of one of the very 
few skulls found along the shore off the Sad
dle Island ovens. This scarcity of skulls, par
ticularly with baleen removal cuts, would 
not appear to be good evidence for frequent 
use of techniques similar to those recalled by 
Fotherby, which described removal of the 
whale's head at shipside so it could be 
towed to shore and grounded for baleen 
removal. The only relatively complete car
cass found, the bowhead found in the Basin, 
had tail and flippers removed, but the head 
was intact. Logistically, removing the baleen 
at shipside from an already secured whale 
seems easier than removing the head (com
prising between a quarter and a third of the 
entire body length), towing it to shore, and 
removing the baleen. 

Oil Extraction from Bones 

Occasional cuts from flensing or baleen 
removal, and much deeper and more fre
quent cuts and chops that resulted from 
chopping and mincing blubber on a base of 
flippers and tails cannot explain some of the 
chopped bone. A small percentage of large 
bones recovered in the excavation, including 
a few each of the humerus, ulna, maxilla and 
vertebrae were chopped in half. Do these 
possibly represent bones purposely cleaved 
to allow oil extraction? 

It would take significant effort to split or 
halve these bones, even with heavy-bladed, 
long-handled tools. However, cuts across 
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and through the axis of these bones would 
open the longitudinally oriented structure of 
the cancellous bone, which fills the inside of 
whale skeletal elements and acts as a fluid 
reservoir and transport mechanism. This 
would allow oil of high grade, locked in the 
bones, to flow freely. This practice was docu
mented in later whale fisheries, but so far 
has not been identified from Basque records. 
Everhard J. Slijper has noted that up to 30 
per cent of the oil of some whales (probably 
less in balaenids) is locked up in the 
bones,574 so it is hardly surprising that it was 
common in later years to saw up and boil 
the skeleton for its oil content. Evidence 
from Red Bay suggests that oil extraction 
from bones was only an occasional practice, 
although if bones were chopped up, tossed 
into the cauldrons for oil extraction, and 
then scooped out like the crisp bits of blub
ber and fed to the flames to heat up the next 
batch, we might not have a great deal of evi
dence remaining. 

Carcass Disposal 

Once the whale was flensed of its blubber 
and its baleen plates removed, the carcass 
was of no use to the Basques, except for lim
ited use of the fresh meat. Simple abandon
ment of the carcasses may not have been a 
workable option. With up to 10 vessels in 
the harbour every summer and fall, each 
processing up to 20 or more whales, refuse 
disposal would have been a problem. 
Beached or adrift, each carcass of several 
tons of rapidly decaying flesh and viscera 
would have made working conditions intol
erable, and navigation hazardous. In the 
early 19th century a British whaler progress
ing through Lancaster Sound in search of 
bowheads noted that: 

Here and there along the floe edge 
lay the dead bodies of hundreds of 
flenched whales, and the air for 
miles around was tainted with the 
faetor which arose from such 
masses of putridity. Towards 
evening, the numbers come across 
were ever increasing, and the efflu
via which then assailed our olfacto
ries became almost unbearable.575 

To have cleared the air and the workspace, 
we can postulate at least some form of car
cass removal by the Basques, even if it were 
simple towing to where the current and tide 
could move it away. Slijper contends that 

flensed carcasses always sink,576 yet obser
vations of the Spitsbergen and other whalers 
seem to contradict this, at least for balaenid 
carcasses. One 1630 account from Spitsber
gen notes that: 

...having killed her...we cut off the 
blubber, and take the firms (which 
we commonly call the whalebone) 
and her tongue out of her 
mouth...and take all that is good off 
her, and then we turn her carcass 
adrift...577 

Another Spitsbergen whaling man mentions 
removing the blubber as the whale floats, 
"...and then leaving the rest of the body 
(except the whalebone which they take out 
of hir mouth) to the mercy of the sea."578 

Few references are made to carcass disposal 
in Basque documents of the period, so we 
are left with the evidence of the bones to 
reconstruct the process. Early on in the exca
vations it became clear that neither the har
bour bottom nor the surrounding shores 
contained anything approaching a random 
sample of carcass parts. In no one area, for 
instance, could we have made a composite 
skeleton of an entire whale from the ele
ments found. Instead, in one area bones 
from the flippers and caudal vertebrae pre
dominate; in another, ribs and vertebrae; in a 
third, skulls. 

Only one assemblage of bones was found 
that is obviously from one individual, the 
young adult bowhead found during the sur
vey of the Basin. This carcass, found at some 
distance from the nearest ovens on Penney 
Island, gives clues to both carcass dismem
berment, as part of the flensing and blubber 
mincing operation, and carcass disposal 
techniques. It appears to have been set adrift 
or towed after flippers and tail were 
removed, but with the head intact, including 
the lower jaw or mandible. The carcass was 
found headed along a route sometimes fol
lowed by small drifting icebergs as they 
enter the Basin following incoming tide and 
currents. Presumably the bowhead carcass 
simply sank as it lost buoyancy from decom
position and the release of gas. 

The shores of Red Bay harbour and adjacent 
coves hold further evidence of carcass dis
posal. Bone concentrations on Tracey Beach, 
across the main harbour channel to the west 
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of the Saddle Island ovens, and across the 
shallow harbour entrance to the east at 
Kelpy Cove and Steamer Cove are the only 
obvious areas with significant numbers of 
whale bones above the tide line (see Fig. 
6.2.1). 

The bone deposit at Tracey Beach, according 
to local inhabitants, was robbed of bones for 
at least several decades during the 20th cen
tury, primarily by carvers and sculptors 
based at St. Anthony across the Strait in 
Newfoundland. Most of the remaining large 
skulls have parts sawn away. Nevertheless, 
it is still somewhat impressive. Our survey 
in 1980 revealed parts of a minimum of 39 
individual whales, based on skull ele
ments.579 There are two areas of bone on 
Tracey Beach. Skulls predominate in one 
area (56 per cent of all bone) and ribs and 
vertebrae (89 per cent of all bone) at the 
other, closer to the outside of the harbour. In 
total, including the area back of the high tide 
line tested by the author and James A. Tuck, 
about 250 whale bones were found on 
Tracey Beach. Forty per cent were skull ele
ments, and the rest were almost exclusively 
ribs, cervical, thoracic and lumbar vertebrae. 
Only one caudal vertebra, one scapula, one 
possible limb element and one possible 
mandible fragment were noted. The under
water survey and test pit off Tracey Beach 
revealed no bones, and the beach area shows 
little or no evidence of Basque occupation. 

The beach today does not accumulate much 
drift, and it is possible that partially disartic
ulated carcasses were towed in to shore 
here, out of the way of operations. However, 
the bones, even in the area stripped of sod 
by Cumbaa and Tuck, yield neither articu
lated elements nor any sense of alignment or 
directionality. They are mixed with beach 
cobbles and gravel, and years of ice rafting 
could have provided significant breakage 
and mixing. Some bones were cut, with one 
rib chopped in half, although it is impossible 
to tell if this was done before initial deposi
tion. If the previously cited description in 
Fotherby's journal 58u is correct, and the 
heads of whales were cut off prior to baleen 
removal, the best evidence for a locale for 
that to have taken place is at the accumula
tion of skulls on Tracey Beach, nearly 2 km 
from the main Saddle Island tryworks. 

The pattern of predominantly skulls in one 
area and trunk elements in another is in gen

eral repeated on the other side of the har
bour at Kelpy Cove and Steamer Cove. 
Kelpy Cove has parts of five or six skulls 
and a few other bones up above the high 
tide line, and some 700 m away, around the 
point at Steamer Cove, there are exclusively 
ribs and vertebrae above the beach. 

Although bone concentrations were found 
along the Saddle Island shore, across the 
harbour along the village shore, and near 
Penney Island, there was no great graveyard 
of thousands of whale skeletons discovered. 
At an estimated toll of 130 to 195 whales per 
year (if recent DNA evidence is taken into 
account) for 50 to 70 years, more than 6,500 
whale carcasses would have needed dis
posal. Whale bone seems to preserve well in 
the silts, sand, and cold water of Red Bay 
harbour, and even on the adjacent land. Bio
logical and chemical degradation and even 
boatloads of bone-collecting carvers cannot 
have reduced the numbers of whale bones 
so drastically, and we are left to conclude 
that the Basques, aided by tides and cur
rents, developed suitable disposal tech
niques to keep the harbour from clogging up 
with rotting carcasses. 

Of the bones that were found, the apparent 
separation of skulls from trunk on the 
beaches is at odds with the articulated trunk 
and head of the Basin bowhead. The Basin 
bowhead was a singular find, and perhaps it 
was one that broke loose after flensing, and 
drifted until it sank. Flipper elements, how
ever, are conspicuously missing from all 
these deposits. This reinforces conclusions 
about removal of the flippers and tails near 
the ovens. As it is unlikely that random drift 
would account for the accumulations of 
skulls, and equally unlikely that skulls 
would have been moved casually since even 
dry weights of right whale skulls are 800 kg 
to 1000 kg,581 distribution of skulls and other 
elements may reflect both intentional carcass 
disposal and favoured spots for baleen 
removal. 

SUPPLEMENTING THE DIET: 
COD FISHING AND OTHER 
INFERENCES 

The daily diet of Basque whalers in Labra
dor may not have been too different from 
that of their counterparts in Europe. Provi
sions brought over to North America 
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included bacon, sardines, broad beans, peas, 
biscuit, olive oil, wine, cider, mustard, garlic, 
and other tastes of home, even including salt 
cod.582 

These provisions were supplemented by 
local fish, game, and perhaps berries. The 
abundant evidence of cod fishing and of the 
production of salt cod in Red Bay has 
already been described in some detail. Rea
sonably direct evidence of use of salt cod 
comes from below deck on the 24M wreck 
site. The remains of what appears to be a 
shallow basket were found, mixed with the 
caudal vertebrae, cleithra, postcleithra, and 
a few cut ribs and spines of cod, clearly the 
bony residue from two or three salt cod, per
haps a shipboard meal that never happened. 
Mixed in with these bones and fragments of 
basketry were bones of a black rat, Rattus 
rattus, a notable pest, the scourge of Europe 
as a carrier of bubonic plague, and a species 
reputed to leave sinking ships. These rat 
bones constitute some of the earliest North 
American evidence of this introduced spe
cies north of Mexico.583 

The questions of provenience and context 
should always be part of any archaeological 
or zooarchaeological analysis, and from 
underwater sites, where admixture is poten
tially very easy, these questions are of spe
cial concern. For this reason, we will discuss 
only faunal remains for which we have 
stratigraphie or contextual control (i.e. 
within the shipwreck or from the Shore 
Trench and Wharf Trench). 

One particularly interesting bone was found 
lodged between timbers on the inside of the 
24M wreck site, easily satisfying the criteria. 
The bone is the proximal half of the right 
humerus of a great auk, Pinguinus impennis, 
a large, flightless seabird that has been 
extinct since 1846. Great auks once bred in a 
large colony on Funk Island, 70 km north of 
Cape Freels off Newfoundland's northeast 
coast, and documents show that sailors since 
the time of Champlain584 stopped off at the 
island to put up a few dozen auks in barrels 
as provisions for the voyage. Butchering 
marks on the shaft of the specimen left little 
room for doubt that great auk was at least an 
occasional source of food, although whether 
Funk Island was a stop on the way to Labra
dor or auks were hunted as occasional game 
in the strait cannot be determined. One 

other great auk bone, a left tibiotarsus from 
the wreck site, also bears a knife cut. 

Other birds were also taken by the Basques, 
although none in large numbers, judging 
from the faunal remains. The white-winged 
scoter and the common eider, both sea 
ducks, were the species most often hunted. 
Other birds hunted include the common 
loon, glaucous gull, possibly a great black-
backed gull, a shorebird, and possibly the 
Eskimo curlew, now thought to be extinct, or 
nearly so. 

Evidence of other wild local game hunted by 
the Basques included polar bears. Polar 
bears are not native to southern Labrador, 
but from time to time are spotted on ice floes 
drifting south with the Labrador Current 
through the strait or along the eastern coast 
of Newfoundland. Bones from at least three 
bears were found in secure Basque contexts, 
with extensive evidence of butchering and 
charring. With the attraction of massive 
quantities of whale flesh and blood in and 
around Red Bay and other harbours on the 
Labrador coast it is not surprising that these 
top carnivores were drawn to the area. Nei
ther is it surprising that the Basques would 
want to eliminate such a hazard from their 
working environment, as well as to secure a 
change of diet. Seals, including harp seals 
and at least one harbour seal, appear to have 
been a small, but more regular part of the 
diet. Evidence of meat from domestic ani
mals, obviously brought in as shipboard 
provisions, is comparatively rare. Pork, 
judging from the half-dozen or so pig bones 
recovered, was the domestic meat of choice. 
It is clear that the Basques did not think it 
necessary to stock up heavily on domestic 
mammals as a food source when coming to a 
land rich in cod and whales. 

Whale meat was a regular item on the tables 
of coastal Europe as early as the 11th cen
tury.585 It is relatively high quality meat, sim
ilar in taste to good beef by some accounts, 
and even now it remains popular in Norway 
and Japan, among the last whaling nations. 
Although documents have not been found 
describing the use of whale meat by the 
Basques at Red Bay, it would have been an 
obvious resource. Whale meat would have 
probably been eaten fresh, as the high oil 
content was subject to rapid degradation, 
the high myoglobin and trimethylamine lev
els affected taste, and the state of 16th-cen-
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tury food preparation technology made it 
unlikely that it was stored,586 except of 

course as frozen meat during forced or vol
untary overwinterings. 
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19.3 Cargo Lading and Ballast 
R. fames Ringer 

Throughout the field research program on 
the 24M Basque whaling vessel, a major 
emphasis was placed on the excavation of 
the cargo area of the ship. The results of this 
excavation have provided a good under
standing of the patterns of cask lading and 
ballast use on board of the vessel. This has 
led to a more complete knowledge of the 
entire cargo lading system. In addition, part 
of this system, the ballast stones, was sub
jected to lithic and distributional analyses 
that have illuminated Basque practices con
cerning ballast. The data collected during 

the excavation phase was also used to esti
mate the cargo carrying capacity of the ves
sel. These estimates were, in turn, compared 
with the historically documented cargo of 
the San Juan to see whether or not the identi
fication of the vessel was supported. 

When originally discovered in 1978, the site 
was characterized by numerous, partially 
exposed timbers. These included not only 
scattered timbers but also the ends of fut-
tocks and stern floors from apparently artic
ulated structure. Some parts of casks were 
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also noted on the surface. Test excavations in 
1978 revealed that substantial amounts of 
cask material existed on the site. 

In 1979, full-scale excavation began, with 
work focused on two trenches, operation 12 
and operation 18, that cut through the cask 
deposit both forward and aft of the main
mast step. No excavation was carried out on 
the cask deposit in 1980. In 1981, the rest of 
the deposit in the midsection, between oper
ation 12 and operation 18 was completed. 
The cask material in the stern was excavated 
during the 1982 field season while the bow 
deposit was worked on over a two year 
period in 1983 and 1984. 

During the 1979 excavations, it quickly 
became apparent that a mass of cask mate
rial lay within and on top of the articulated 
structure of the vessel. This material formed 
a mound with the thickest portion, in a fore-
and-aft line, near the outer edge of the star
board ceiling. The longitudinal centre line of 
the cask deposit corresponded to the deep
est part of a depression formed by the com
bination of the curve of the hull and the 
considerable starboard tilt of the vessel (Fig. 
19.3.1). It follows that the cask remains 
occurred with a greater frequency on the 
starboard side of the keelson as opposed to 
the port. Due to the extant shape of the sur
viving hull, the cask deposit diminished 
quite rapidly to the port and starboard sides 
of the centre line of the mound. 

graphic sequence began with a surface cov
ering of light brown sand between 2 cm and 
8 cm in thickness. Beneath this lay a dark 
grey sand, 2 cm to 24 cm thick, containing 
abundant live clams as well as numerous 
pebbles and cobbles. Except for a few scat
tered pieces on the surface, the major por
tion of the cask material began to appear in 
this stratum. Below the dark grey sand, and 
containing the bulk of the cask remains, was 
a dark brown compact organic layer varying 
between 10 cm and 65 cm in thickness. This 
stratum consisted of a silt matrix combined 
with organic constituents, principally sph
agnum moss, small twigs, and leaf frag
ments. 

In one area on the port side bow the organic 
stratum was underlain by a compact dark 
brown silt containing a great amount of 
crushed barnacle shell. This layer, contain
ing cask parts, reached a maximum thick
ness of 16 cm. The crushed shell layer had 
been generally found immediately below 
the vessel's hull. It is believed that the shell 
component came from barnacles attached to 
the ship at the time of sinking. In the cask 
deposit the shell layer occurred along an 
area where the port bow hull had broken 
away from the starboard side. It is likely that 
this layer has found its way into the interior 
of the vessel along this break. 

CASK TYPES 

The cask remains in the upper levels of the 
deposit were generally of a scattered and 
fragmentary nature. The individual cask 
assemblies became more complete towards 
the bottom of the deposit with some casks 
even retaining a portion of their curvature 
(Fig. 19.3.2). However, all of the excavated 
casks had, to varying degrees, undergone 
deterioration and collapse. 

STRATIGRAPHY 

The cask deposit reached a maximum thick
ness of 97 cm in the midship area. In the 
bow and stern the deposit attained thick
nesses of 52 cm and 50 cm respectively. In 
some places along the port and starboard 
edges, the cask deposit was as little as 8 cm 
in thickness. The cask material generally lay 
within three principal strata and, in one 
localized area, a fourth layer. The strati-

All of the casks recovered during excavation 
were constructed with white oak (Queráis 
sp.) or beech (Fagus sp.) staves and head 
pieces, bound together with alder (Alnus sp.) 
and willow (Salix sp.) hoops.587 

The predominant cask type encountered 
throughout the excavation was the barrica. 
This size of cask had an average height of 
87 cm with an average booge diameter of 
69 cm.588 Historical documentation states a 
barrica had a capacity of 400 libras.5m Esti
mates of the capacity of a barrica range 
between 194.8 litres and 238.8 litres (42.7 gal. 
Imperial to 52.5 gal. Imperial)590 with a mean 
capacity of 220.86 litres (48.9 gal. Imperial)591 

weighing 205 kg (451 lb. av.). 

A number of examples of a smaller capacity 
cask have also been recovered from the cask 
deposit. This size of container stood 64 cm to 
67 cm high and was capable of holding 51.5 
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Figure 19.3.1: Stratigraphie section at operation line 14 
(midship area of the Red Bay vessel). The main cask 
deposit was found in layer 3 within the hull. See also Sec
tion 6.1. (Drawing: W. Stevens, C. Piper, Parks Canada; 
24M-84-102-7). 
Scale 1:50 
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Figure 19.3.2: A cask 
retaining a portion of 
its curvature. (Photo: 
M. Audy, Parks Can
ada; 24M-1470W). 

Figure 19.3.3: Mass 
of cask parts at the 
upper level of the 
cask deposit. (Photo: 
R. Grenier, Parks 
Canada; 24M-49W). 

litres to 59.2 litres (11.3 gal. Imperial to 
13.3 gal. Imperial) of whale oil.392 The esti
mate of mean capacity for this size of cask is 
55.4 litres (12.2 gal. Imperial).593 The mean 
capacity for the smaller capacity cask is 
approximately one quarter of that for the 
barrica (222.5 litres). The smaller capacity 
casks may correspond in weight to the Span
ish quintal that weighed 100 libras and which 
held precisely one quarter of the weight of 
the whale oil in a barrica.594 These casks have 
been termed quartos.595 

One stave from a cask substantially larger 
than a barrica has also been found. Although 
the evidence is more tenuous, rough calcula
tions based on a hypothetical reconstruction 
indicate a capacity of approximately 453 
litres (99.7 gal. Imperial).596 This capacity is a 
little over twice that for the mean barrica 
capacity. Archival information refers to con
tainers called pipas or botas that contain 
twice the capacity of a barrica. It may well be 
that this stave belongs to those larger staved 
containers. Additionally, two staves from an 
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intermediate sized cask identified as a media 
barrica597 and containing approximately one 
half the quantity of a barrica were also recov
ered. Due to the paucity of remains of these 
two cask sizes and the absence of any clear 
indication that they contained whale oil, 
they have been excluded from consideration 
as cargo containers. 

EXCAVATION AND ANALYSIS 

When the cask deposit was first opened in 
1979, excavators were confronted with what 
seemed to be a bewildering mass of disasso
ciated cask parts (Fig. 19.3.3). To deal with 
this situation, cask parts were identified 
with sequentially numbered Mylar tags, 
roughly sketched, photographed and then 
removed. Part way through this season it 
became apparent that individual cask 
assemblages could be distinguished. At this 
point casks had begun to be excavated as 
units with increased attention to the record
ing of the relationships among the cask 
parts. The apparent confusion of cask parts 
in the upper levels along with the inability 
to distinguish individual cask assemblages 
was, in part, a result of the excavation proce
dure that began with the excavation of 
trenches across the deposit rather than exca
vation of the deposit as a whole. This proce
dure also, to some extent, obscured 
recognition of the lading pattern among the 
casks themselves. By the end of the first 
excavation season it became obvious that 
both the cask lading and ballasting pattern 

could be recovered. Following this observa
tion, it was resolved to develop a more pre
cise system of recording the excavation in 
the cask deposit. 

During the first year of excavation it was 
noted that when a horizontally stowed cask 
collapsed, it normally formed three distinct 
layers. The first of these layers was com
prised of the hoops and staves of the upper 
half of the cask. The head pieces, which gen
erally collapsed inwards, formed the middle 
layer. The lower layer was composed of the 
staves and hoops of the bottom half of the 
cask. 

The approach adopted for the excavation of 
the cask remains consisted of isolating cask 
assemblages and then excavating and 
recording these as a unit. Once the upper 

Figure 19.3.4: The 
upper portion staves 
of a cask with attached 
tags and waterproof 
paper strips. (Photo: 
C. Amer, Parks Can
ada; 24M-1615W). 

Figure 19.3.5: Head 
pieces found in the 
interior of a cask. 
(Photo: C. Amer, Parks 
Canada; 24M-1617W). 
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Figure 19.3.6: The 
lower portion staves of 
a cask. (Photo: C. 
Amer, Parks Canada; 
24M-1619W). 

scattered material had been removed it was 
fairly easy to distinguish assemblages. A 
cask assemblage could consist of from three 
or four associated staves up to a substan
tially complete cask with most of its compo
nent parts. No entirely complete cask, that 
is, with all of its staves, head pieces, hoops, 
reinforcing bars and other parts, was recov
ered from the site. Casks were considered 
complete if all of the case staves plus the 
head pieces were found. Obviously, it was 
only complete or nearly complete casks that 
formed the three-layer pattern mentioned 
above. 

After an individual cask assembly had been 
isolated and exposed, a standardized 
recording and removal procedure was fol
lowed. This began with the sequential num

bering of the upper portion staves using 
Mylar tags. Following the removal of the 
upper portion hoops, these staves were 
graphically recorded three-dimensionally 
and then photographed. After this record
ing, strips of waterproof paper were stapled 
across the staves, preserving the relationship 
among them (Fig. 19.3.4). Thus attached, the 
staves were carefully removed. The removal 
of the upper portion staves exposed the cask 
head pieces that were usually found in the 
interior of the cask (Fig. 19.3.5). These head 
pieces underwent recording and removal 
according to the procedure outlined above. 
The lifting of the head pieces revealed the 
lower portion staves, which were treated in 
a similar manner (Fig. 19.3.6). Removal of 
these staves allowed access to the lower por
tion hoops. Assemblages of less than three 
layers received the same level of recording 
accuracy. 

During the excavation of cask assemblages a 
number of problems became evident. 
Although, in many cases, hoops were 
uncovered in position (Fig. 19.3.7), their 
intact removal proved virtually impossible. 
The hoops, already crushed with the casks, 
invariably fragmented even under the gen
tlest of excavation techniques. The sections 
of hoop wrappings, though, could often be 
recovered intact (Fig. 19.3.8). Another prob
lem concerned the recovery of staves along 
the lateral edges of assemblages. Frequently, 
if not bounded by portions of hoops, it was 
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Figure 19.3.7: Hoops in 
position on a cask. 
(Photo: R.J. Ringer, 
Parks Canada; 24M-



impossible to determine if edge staves 
belonged to the cask being worked on or to 
an adjacent one beside it. These situations 
were resolved arbitrarily, possibly increas
ing the count of incomplete casks from the 
site. Somewhat similar situations arose with 
the head pieces. Often, casks were excavated 
that had either too many or too few head 
pieces. Rather than always collapsing totally 
to the inside of a cask, parts of the heads 
must have frequently been pushed outward 
to intrude into an adjacent cask. As the exca
vation of the cask deposit extended over 
several years, in many cases it was not possi
ble to match the excess pieces to their proper 
casks. 

The attaching of waterproof paper strips to 
the cask parts prior to raising served a num
ber of purposes in the surface recording of 
the assemblages. Firstly, the strips main
tained the casks in their as-found positions. 
Along with the underwater drawings, this 
allowed the cask researcher to reassemble 
the cask as it lay on the bottom. In this way, 
the researcher could readily see the interre
lationship of the cask pieces. This method 
led to greater efficiency in the recording of 
pertinent data as well as aided in the 
graphic reconstructions of casks. 

In order to determine the nature of the cask 
lading system, the three-dimensional under
water recording of the cask positions were 
transferred to plan and cross-sectional 
drawings of the ship's structure. Because the 
casks were found in tiers, casks from each 
tier were placed on clear acetate and over
laid on the structural plan, allowing the rela
tionships between the tiers to be examined. 
The lower portion staves of the casks were 
chosen as the most accurate determinate of a 
cask's position as these seemed to have 

undergone less shifting during the collapse 
of the casks. Other records, including field 
notes, photographs, and in some cases vid
eotape recordings, were used to augment 
the graphic data. 

In addition to the two-dimensional graphic 
analysis of cask lading, a further analysis in 
three dimensions was also undertaken. 
Model casks were constructed and placed in 
the 1:10 scale model of the vessel (Fig. 
19.3.9). The model casks not only provided a 
useful check on the two-dimensional record
ing, but it was easier to work in three dimen
sions when dealing with a complex hull 
shape. 

CASK LADING PATTERN 

A total of 126 partial and complete barrica 
cask assemblages were excavated from the 
cask deposit of the vessel. This figure should 
be somewhat higher to account for the cask 
parts that were not excavated as assem
blages at the beginning of the 1979 field sea-

Figure 19.3.8: Detail of 
hoop wrappings on a 
cask. (Photo: M. Audy, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
2167W). 

Figure 19.3.9: Model 
casks placed in the 
1 : 10 scale model of 
the Red Bay vessel as 
part of the cargo 
capacity study. 
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; RD2764B). 
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son. Besides barricas, four quarto cask 
assemblages were also recovered. Excava
tion did not uncover any pipa or media barrica 
cask assemblages, but rather only one iso
lated stave of the former and two of the lat
ter. Besides the cask assemblages, a great 
many other individual cask pieces were also 
recovered. These pieces were scattered pri
marily on top of and beyond the cask 
deposit but could not be associated with an 
individual assembly. Most of this material 
likely belonged to casks from the upper lev
els of the cargo. A minimum object count 
based on cask head cant pieces from the site 
established a total of 340 to 345 barricas. 

Excavation and analysis revealed quite 
plainly the pattern of cask lading. The gen
eral pattern consisted of casks laid on their 
sides in rows across the hull with the long 

Figure 19.3.11 (Left): 
Cask stacking method 
used on the Red Bay 
vessel: a) looking fore-
and-aft; b) looking 
athwartships. (Draw
ing: D. Kappler, Parks 
Canada; 24M-99-111-
6). 

Figure 19.3.12 (Above): 
Reconstructed hull 
section at the midship 
frame, looking for
ward, showing the 
cask stowage pattern 
as discovered archaeo-
logically. (Drawing: D. 
Kappler, R.J. Ringer, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
2001-103-3). 
Scale 1:50 
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Figure 19.3.13: Recon
structed hull section 
near the middle of the 
stern castle, looking 
forward, showing the 
cask stowage pattern 
below the lower deck 
as discovered archaeo-
logically. (Drawing: D. 
Kappler, R.J. Ringer, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
2001-103-5). 
Scale 1:50 

axes of the casks oriented parallel to the 
fore-and-aft line of the vessel. The casks 
were stowed with the bung stave upper
most. The casks were also placed end to end. 
In most cases, the chimes of the casks seem 
to have abutted each other or were sepa
rated by a small space. This could be most 
clearly seen among the lower level casks 
(Fig. 19.3.10). VvTiether the abutting chimes 
reflect actual Basque stowage practices or 
represents cargo shifting during wrecking, 
or post-wrecking disturbance could not be 
determined. The lower layer casks also 
rested directly on the ceiling and futtocks of 
the vessel. 

assemblages (97) came from the ground tier 
or lowest layer with fewer assemblages from 
the second tier (22) and fewer still from the 
third (9). One assemblage could not be 
assigned to a layer. As excavation by cask 
assemblage began only part way through 
the 1979 season, the figures from the second 
and third tiers should be higher. Three tiers 
of casks were found only in the stern and 
midship areas with only two tiers present in 
the bow. Three tiers appeared to represent 
the maximum number that could fit beneath 
the deck beains of the lower deck. A single 
cask was found that appeared to have 
belonged to a fourth tier, as discussed below. 

The evidence indicates that the casks recov
ered from the deposit were stored in at least 
three distinct tiers or layers. Most of the cask 

Each successive tier of casks was offset and 
between the casks in the tier below it. This is 
to say, the booge or widest part of a cask sat 
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in the hollow formed by the juncture of the 
ends of the four casks below it (Fig. 19.3.11). 
In this manner, the cask formed an interlock
ing network that would have been resistant 
to shifting. This method of cargo stacking 
was first suspected by in situ observations 
and later confirmed using the overlaid 
drawings of the cask tiers. 

The tiers of casks were not laid level across 
the hold of the vessel (Figs. 19.3.12, 19.3.13, 
19.3.14). The outside casks of the ground or 
lower tier in the midship area would have 
been placed part way up the side of the hull 
(see Fig. 19.3.12). This resulted in uneven-
ness in the outside casks of the second tier as 
these casks had to be placed up and over 
those of the first tier. These second tier out
side casks came to just below the lower deck 
beams (see Fig. 19.3.12). The third tier casks 
were confined to the area between the out
side second tier casks and below the lower 
deck beams (see Fig. 19.3.12). 

On a bow to stern axis 18 rows of barrica 
casks were detected in the ground tier of 
casks. These rows extended from approxi
mately 1 m forward of the end of the ceiling 
in the stern to the end of the ceiling in the 
bow (see Fig. 19.3.10). These ground tier 
rows generally comprised four barricas on 
either side of the keelson. The row immedi
ately forward of the mainmast step and the 
second and third rows aft of the pump well 
had casks resting on the keelson. These rows 
contained nine casks across the hull as 
opposed to the more common eight. Due to 
the narrowing of the hull at the bow and 
stern, the ground tier rows consisted of as 
few as four barricas at the extreme bow (see 
Fig. 19.3.14) and six at the stern. The second 
tier rows varied between two barricas across 
the hull for the aftermost row and up to a 
maximum of nine in the midship area (see 
Fig. 19.3.12). The fore-and-aft extent of the 
second tier was virtually the same as for the 
first. 

The narrowing and rising of the stern and 
bow meant that the third tier of casks, to be 
below the lower deck beams and decking, 
did not have nearly the fore-and-aft extent 
as the two lower tiers. The third tier ended 
four rows back from the forward ground tier 
row and three rows ahead of the stern 
ground tier row. The unevenness in the tiers, 
as mentioned above, also limited the 

athwartships distribution. Rows across the 
hull consisted of either two or four barricas. 

The evidence for a fourth tier of casks imme
diately above the third originally presented 
somewhat of a problem as it could not have 
fit beneath the beams of the lower deck. It 
was at first thought that perhaps additional 
tiers of casks could have been placed above 
the third tier if the deck beams were left 
unplanked. This explanation was suggested 
by some of the documentary information. 
Two 16th-century shipbuilding contracts 
specifically state that the distances between 
deck beams were to be based on the dimen
sions of casks. In one case the space between 
beams was specified as the width of two fw-

Figure 19.3.14: Recon
structed hull section 
near the bow, looking 
forward, showing the 
cask stowage pattern 
below the lower deck 
as discovered archaeo-
logically. (Drawing: D. 
Kappler, R.J. Ringer, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
2001-103-4). 
Scale 1:50 
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Figure 19.3.15: Loca
tion of the pump well 
on the Red Bay vessel. 
(Drawing: S. Laurie-
Bourque, Parks Can
ada; 24M-82-103-5). 

ricas and in the other, the width of a bota.59S 

Other shipbuilding documents suggest that 
the first row of beams may have been 
unplanked or only sparingly planked.599 

This evidence raised the possibility that 
casks could have been stacked up between 
the lower deck beams. The detailed analysis 
of the structure of the vessel, however, indi
cated otherwise. The lower deck beams were 
completely covered with a central system of 
hatchways and, beyond this, planking out to 
the hull sides that seemed to have precluded 
the possibility of more than three tiers in the 
bottom of the ship.600 To the mind of the 
Basque whalers, it may have been simpler, 
easier and a more economical use of space to 
start a new set of cask tiers on a reasonably 
level and clear space of a planked deck. 

location, the archaeological evidence indi
cated three casks on either side of the keel
son in the ground tier. The modelled 
reconstructions in both two and three 
dimensions demonstrated that the outside 
casks of the row would not fit comfortably 
beneath the deck beams. However, the casks 
could have fit under the deck planking 
between the deck beams. As an alternative 
explanation, the fair degree of variability in 
the sizes of barricas, may have permitted the 
Basques to select smaller sized barricas to fit 
into restricted places. 

The smaller capacity casks or quartos appear 
to have been used to fill spaces in the cargo 
where there was not enough room for a bar
rica. A number of areas existed for these 
casks: along the outside edge of the hold in 
the bow and stern where outside second tier 
barricas could not fit; on top of the second 
tier where a third tier barrica would not fit; 
on top of the third tier between the deck 
beams where the fourth level barricas would 
not fit; and in the remaining space at the 
bow. Most of these areas were on the top or 
edges of the existing cask deposit, precisely 
where most of these cask remains were 
recovered. Unfortunately, the remains, 
which were quite rare, do not correspond 
with the number of small casks that could 
have been stored. Perhaps, because the 
upper part and the edges of the cask deposit 
have been the most prone to disintegration, 
the evidence for these casks no longer exists. 
The possibility of salvage following the 
sinking must also be considered. Although 
only a few quarto assemblages were recov
ered, and only one found definitely in posi
tion, they obviously played a role in the cask 
lading system but to what extent is 
unknown. It is conceivable that they were 
only used sparingly. 

This deck structure was composed of ledges 
set into two central carlings that sat on top 
of the lower deck beams. The somewhat ele
vated nature of the deck and hatch structure 
provided additional height down the centre 
line of the vessel that allowed for the place
ment of casks under the hatches but 
between the deck beams. This was precisely 
the position where the fourth tier cask was 
found (see Fig. 19.3.12). Not strictly a tier, it 
does represent a fourth level of casks. 

As alluded to above, the general pattern of 
cask stowage had to be altered in the ground 
tier to accommodate the pump well. The 
pump well was nearly square in plan and 
simply constructed with horizontal planks 
on vertical frames.601 As the actual pump 
sump was located on the port side of the 
keelson, the pump well was correspond
ingly shifted to the port side resulting in an 
asymmetric position relative to the centre 
line of the vessel (Fig. 19.3.15). 

A somewhat similar problem of space 
restriction occurred in the bow area. At one 

Immediately aft of the pump well two bar
ricas were placed transversally or athwart-
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ships on either side of the keelson (Fig. 
19.3.16). A smaller capacity cask (quarto) was 
positioned on the keelson between the two 
transverse casks. Single barricas lay beside 
the port and starboard walls of the pump 
well. Another transverse cask was located 
just forward of the pump well on the port 
side of the keelson. Opposite this cask on the 
starboard side of the keelson, and contrary 
to the situation aft of the pump well, lay a 
cask oriented in the more prevalent fore-
and-aft position. A satisfactory functional 
reason for this asymmetrical positioning of 
casks around the pump well has, to date, not 
been found. A smaller cask could not have 
been placed over the keelson ahead of the 
pump well as this space would have been 
occupied by the mainmast. 

A similar arrangement of casks around the 
pump well was not evident in the tiers 
above the ground tier. The more common 
fore-and-aft positioning was used, even 
although the cask evidence around the 
pump well in the second and third tiers was 
quite disturbed and the precise arrangement 
was not clear. As the pump well likely went 
as high as the upper deck, some alterations 
to the regular cask pattern would have had 
to be made up to this level. 

A review of the literature and historical doc
umentation revealed nothing in the way of 
contemporary writings or illustrations relat
ing to 16th-century stowage practices. The 
documentation encountered has referred 
primarily to the 18th and 19th centuries. 
Some insights may be gained, however, by 
comparing and contrasting 16th-century 
practices observed archaeologically with 
those of later centuries. 

Historical writers invariably suggest, when 
referring to the stowage of casks, that they 
should be stowed "bung up and bilge free," 
that is, casks should be laid on their sides 
with their bung staves uppermost and the 
widest part or booge of the cask supported 
so that it was free of the floor of the hold.602 

The ground tier casks from the Red Bay ves
sel, although all stowed with their bung 
staves uppermost, had their widest parts 
resting directly on the ceiling and futtocks. 
This suggests that the Basques were not 
overly concerned with the bottom tier of 
casks being damaged by bilge water. 

Stowing casks in an athwartships position or 
aburton603 appears to have been an alterna
tive to fore-and-aft stowage. However, other 
than the transverse casks around the pump 
well, all the other casks on the Red Bay ves
sel were stowed in the fore-and-aft position. 

Another cask stowage recommendation 
found in the literature suggests that smaller 
casks should be used along the outsides of 
the tiers.604 This was undoubtedly suggested 
to keep the tiers level across the hold. Due to 
the upward swing of the hull, casks of the 
same size placed out to the sides of the hull 
would be at a higher level than those closer 
to the centre of the ship. The unevenness of 
the tiers already noted above for the Red 
Bay site precludes the use of this method of 
stowage. 

Figure 19.3.16: 
Arrangement of 
ground tier casks 
around the pump well. 
(Drawing: D. Kappler, 
R.J. Ringer, Parks Can
ada; 24M-81-101-4). 
Scale 1:100 
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Figure 19.3.17: Billet 
concentration between 
the ground tier and 
second tier casks. 
(Drawing: D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
81-102-5). 
Scale 1:50 

Due to the lack of sufficient comparative 
data, it is difficult to determine whether the 
cask lading system found at Red Bay was 
typical of the 16th century. The two other 
16th-century galleons discovered at Red Bay 
appeared to contain little in the way of cask 
lading information. Other 16th-century 
shipwreck sites in the world offer little as 
well. Although the lading pattern noted at 
Red Bay was neither precisely symmetrical 
nor entirely orderly, it made the most effi
cient use of the available space. 

STOWAGE ARTICLES 

Throughout the excavation of the cask 
deposit, numerous artifacts were found that 
served to stabilize and support the cargo of 
casks in the hold. A variety of billets, sup
ports, wedges, chocks, cask parts and mis
cellaneous pieces of wood were inserted 
around the casks to protect them and to pre
vent shifting when the ship put to sea. Most 
of these items, except the cask parts and 
other pieces of hardwood, were made from 

Figure 19.3.18: Billet 
placed as a support 
beside a cask. (Photo: 
R. Skanes, Parks Can
ada; 24M-1448T). 
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Figure 19.3.19: Billets 
with a diagonally 
placed square timber 
beneath a cask. 
(Photo: R. Skanes, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
1452T). 

locally cut fir (Abies sp.).605 Many of these 
stowage articles, when found, were either 
disassociated from the cask remains or, 
when discovered in cask contexts, were not 
in positions which revealed exactly how 
they were utilized. Fortunately, enough of 
the various articles were found in their orig
inal positions to give a reasonably clear pic
ture of how they functioned. 

Billets, or short logs with the bark removed, 
seem to have been used in two basic ways: 
to fill gaps in the cargo and, when placed 
along the side of a cask, to prevent sideward 
rolling. The most obvious instance of billets 
in a space filling role occurred on the star
board side. Here, a main concentration of 
four billets plus associated ballast lay in a 
fore-and-aft position, roughly along the line 
of the turn of the bilge, between the ground 
tier and second tier of casks. This concentra-

Figure 19.3.20: A large 
wedge placed in an 
athwartships position 
presumably to pre
vent sideward roll
ing. (Photo: D. Page, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
1439T). 
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Figure 19.3.21 (Above): 
A small half billet and 
a cask head cant found 
beneath a cask. 
(Drawing: S. Laurie-
Bourque, Parks Can
ada; 24M-81-103-6). 

Figure 19.3.22 {Far 
Right): Tub staves 
found between two 
futtocks and behind a 
stringer above the 
lower deck. (Drawing: 
S. Laurie-Bourque, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
81-103-5). 

tion extended for nearly 3 m through the 
cask deposit (Fig. 19.3.17). The gap filled by 
these billets can be seen on the reconstructed 
cross-sectional hull illustration, between the 
first and second tiers of casks (see Fig. 
19.3.12). The space resulted from the 
unevenness in the cask tiers noted above. In 
later centuries, at least, using billets as dun
nage appears to have been a common prac
tice. A 19th-century source recommends the 
placing of barked wood in the breakages or 
spaces in the cargo.606 

Interestingly, one of the long billets in the 
concentration had been almost cut in two 
and bent at the cut to make it fit its desired 
position. This suggests that it may have been 
common to fashion or modify billets for a 
particular use during the actual lading pro
cess. 

Numerous instances of billets placed beside 
casks as supports were recorded on the site 
(Fig. 19.3.18). Although found throughout 
the cask deposit, they occurred with greater 
frequency in the stern area. The normal situ
ation consisted of a single billet inserted 
down one side of a cask. In a unique case in 
the stern, a cask was supported by two bil
lets, one on either side, along with a diago
nally placed squared timber beneath the 
cask (Fig. 19.3.19). The uniqueness of this 
occurrence lies not only with the use of two 
billets but also with the support under the 
cask. This was the only certain instance from 
the site of an effort to keep a cask free of the 
bottom of the vessel. 

Other stowage articles to which functions 
could be ascribed included chocks and 
wedges. Again in the stern, a large wedge, 
oriented athwartships, was uncovered sup
porting the lower portion of a cask (Fig. 

19.3.20). The purpose was apparently to pre
vent sideward rolling. From the same area, 
three chocks or small wedges, were found 
that seemed to have been inserted along the 
sides of a cask. Their placement indicated an 
attempt to keep adjacent casks separated so 
that they might not damage each other. 

A further example of stowage articles used 
to protect a cask occurred in the midship. 
Here, a small half billet in combination with 
a cask head cant was found beneath the star
board transverse cask. The two pieces lay 
side by side directly on the ceiling and 
immediately adjacent to the starboard foot 
wale (Fig. 19.3.21). These two pieces func
tioned to support the cask booge by filling in 
the space between the higher foot wale and 
the adjacent ceiling. 

The earliest specific mention found so far of 
the use of wooden stowage articles to stabi
lize casks onboard ships appears in John 
Smith's A Sea Grammar of 1627.607 

The discovery of a cask part utilized as a 
stowage support was originally somewhat 
of a surprise until other cask parts, used in a 
similar fashion, were discovered. A cask 
part was found protecting another cask from 
the starboard foot wale and a cask head 
piece was located between a cask and the 
keelson. The use of cask parts as stowage 
articles has been substantiated in the litera
ture. Both Falconer and Smith recommend 
the use of cask staves to support stowed 
casks.608 
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In this regard, several tub staves were found 
resting on a spacer between two futtocks 
and behind the stringer on the starboard 
side immediately above the lower deck level 
(Fig. 19.3.22). Unusable as container parts, 
they were likely conveniently stored to be 
readily available for use in cargo stowage. 
Although tub staves were not discovered 
specifically in a stowage related context, it 
seems to be the best explanation. 

Another type of stowage article should be 
mentioned. These are dunnage twigs, a 
number of which have been excavated from 
the site. Identifiable only as twigs from a 
hardwood, they were generally found below 
the ballast stones or intermixed with them. 
Their locations here suggest a use unrelated 
to the cargo of casks, and they likely repre
sent dunnage left over from a previous 
cargo. 

A feature relating to stowage articles, specif
ically a large concentration of these items, 
lay immediately aft of the aftermost casks 
(Fig. 19.3.23). Consisting primarily of billets, 
the feature also contained squared pieces of 
wood, wedges, and blocks. These items 
were resting directly on the ceiling and fut
tocks, and the billets lay predominantly in 
an athwartships position (Fig. 19.3.24). It is 
likely that the billets were originally stowed 
in a fore-and-aft position, resting in the 
crutches of the stern floors, and that they 
arrived at their final position following the 
collapse of the ship to starboard. The com
position of this feature suggests pieces left 
over from the cargo lading process. This 
wood could have been used as firewood or 
may have been placed there as dunnage to 
support the rear casks. 

From the excavation of the cask deposit, 
three basic functions for stowage articles 
have been identified. These consist of filling 
spaces in the cargo, protecting casks from 
edges on the ship's structure or from each 
other, and preventing sideward rolling. The 
use of chocks and wedges to support the 
ends of cask to keep their booges free from 
contact is well supported in the sources on 
stowage.609 However, except for the single 
instance noted in the stern, this was not the 
method of cask stowage practices aboard 
this vessel. 

Looking at the overall use of stowage arti
cles from the site, there does not appear to 

have been any consistency in their use. The 
determining factors(s) effecting a decision 
on the use of an item in a particular situation 
could not be determined. Articles used in 
one situation were not used in a similar cir
cumstance. A systematic design for their use 
was not apparent. Decisions affecting stow
age article use may well have been made ad 
hoc and based, to a large extent, on idiosyn
cratic behaviour. 

BALLAST 

Besides the casks and stowage articles, the 
other major component of the cask deposit 
was the ballast stones. After the 1979 field 
season, it was apparent that a large amount 
of ballast could be expected during the fol
lowing years of excavation. To aid in the 

Figure 19.3.23: Con
centration of stowage 
articles at the stern of 
the vessel. (Photo: R. 
Skanes, Parks Can
ada; 24M-1277T). 
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analysis of these stones, a comprehensive 
recording system was developed. 

To keep biases to a minimum, certain collec
tion procedures had to be established for the 
ballast. Only stones lying inside the intact 
hull structure were collected. This assured, 
as far as possible, that the stones collected 
belonged to this vessel. Some stones from 
the ship were certainly excluded, most prob
ably beyond the edge of the more damaged 
port side and at the separation of the bow. 
Stones beyond the integral structure were 
not recovered due to the possible contami
nation from other sources, principally, 
dumped ballast from other Basque ships. 
Along the same lines, only stones exotic to 
the Red Bay area were collected from the 
seabed surface above the articulated hull. 
This protected the collection from local 
stones that arrived on the bottom through 
natural deposition processes. Below the sur
face, all stones were recovered. Undoubt
edly, stones not from the ship would have 
been included in the ballast collection, but 
an attempt was made to keep all sources of 
bias within acceptable limits. 

The ballast stones were excavated and 
recorded by provenience within the stan

dard 2 m by 2 m grid units. Underwater 
recording included mapping and photogra
phy prior to removal. If ballast was associ
ated with a cask then the cask and stones 
were excavated, recorded and raised as a 
unit. Ballast found resting on the ship's 
structure was left in position to reveal pat
terns and to allow detailed mapping and 
photography showing the relationship 
between stones and structure. Surface 
recording consisted of segregating the 
stones into lithic groups followed by count
ing and weighing. During the 1981 season 
the lithic groups for each provenience were 
photographed to illustrate the variability in 
the sizes and shapes of the stones. 

Rather than just being a simple layer of 
stone upon which the casks laid, the ballast 
functioned as an integral part of the cargo 
lading system. In this system, the ground 
tier casks were generally supported between 
rows of ballast stone laying directly on the 
ceiling and futtocks (Fig. 19.3.25). This 
served the dual purpose of preventing the 
sideward rolling of the casks as well as sup
plying the additional weight needed for the 
proper trim of the vessel. 

Figure 19.3.25: Rows 
of ballast stones on the 
ceiling planking and 
futtocks between 
which were placed the 
ground tier casks. 
(Photo: D. Page, Parks 
Canada; 24M-2210W). 
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After the ground tier casks had been 
removed, the lines of ballast could most 
clearly be seen in the midship area (Fig. 
19.3.26). The evidence of the ballast lines 
existed more completely on the starboard 
side presumably because of fewer distur
bances. Here, four lines were evident: one 
along the side of the keelson; the next along 
the outside edge of the foot wale; the third 
along the terminal edge of the ceiling; and a 
fourth along the futtocks just beyond the ter
minal edge of the ceiling (see Fig. 19.3.26). 
On the port side only the keelson and foot 
wale lines remained reasonably intact. Only 
a trace of the line along the ceiling edge 
could be made out towards the bow. How
ever, this area had been badly disturbed, as 
most of the outside ceiling plank was miss
ing. The outside port line of ballast was non
existent. 

The ballast lines began immediately forward 
of the aft end of the keelson and ended near 
the forward end of the ceiling (see Fig. 
19.3.26). On the starboard side towards the 
bow, the two outside ballast lines on the ceil
ing were offset slightly to the outside (see 
Fig. 19.3.26). The casks between these lines 
followed a similar pattern. This may have 
been the result of an attempt to adjust the 
cargo to compensate for the narrowing of 
the hull at the bow. The modelling program 
offered no clear answer to this anomaly. 

As noted above, wooden stowage articles 
predominated. One feature, though, a 
roughly triangular mass of ballast, lay 
beneath one of the ground tier casks (Figs. 
19.3.26, 19.3.27). Whether this was a con
scious effort to support a cask above free of 
the ceiling or the result of post-depositional 
disturbance is still not clear. 

The ground tier did not contain the only evi
dence of ballast lines. Lines of ballast have 
been found on top of the ground tier, 
beneath the sides of second tier casks (Fig. 
19.3.28). Ballast beds were not used in every 
instance of a second tier cask and, when 
used, the quantities of ballast were much 
less than in the ground tier. The function 
here seems to have been to fill space and 
add weight rather than to prevent sideward 
rolling. The evidence for second tier ballast 
lines lay primarily in the midship area, 
although ballast supported one side of a sec
ond tier cask in the stern. A few cases of 
what appeared to be ballast support 
occurred in the third tier but the indications 
were not entirely clear. 

In the pump well area, the placement of the 
transverse casks caused alterations to be 
made in the general system of ground tier 
ballasting. Quite simply, ballast was placed 
under the sides of the casks and around the 
pump well (see Fig. 19.3.26). 

The bow ballast deposits were characterized 
by masses of ballast on the ceiling and fut
tocks (see Fig. 19.3.26). In a few instances 
casks lay directly on top of these concentra
tions. One of these masses, on the port side 
of the forward end of the keelson, may be a 
remnant of two rows of ballast that have 
coalesced due to the collapse of the ship. The 
starboard bow concentrations are not as eas
ily interpreted. These masses may have been 
created by ballast tumbling or shifting from 
the port bow. Certainly, much less ballast 
was found on the port bow (see Fig. 19.3.26), 
and the considerable starboard angle of the 
vessel must be considered. Disturbance of 
the original ballast positioning from collapse 
of the hull must also be considered, at least 
as a contributing, if not a prime factor. The 
stresses on this part of the bow as it flattened 
out over time must have been much greater 
than on comparable hull areas further aft. 

Ballast beds were not used to support the 
ground tier casks in the stern of the vessel. 

Although it was first suspected by in situ 
observations, actual measurements of the 
distance between the ballast beds and height 
of the beds indicated that they would not 
have supported a cask free of the bottom of 
the ship. The stones, however, because they 
were packed underneath the sides of a cask, 
would have partially supported a cask to a 
degree that the full weight did not rest on 
the booge or widest part. This may have 
been important as the widest part of a cask 
was generally considered to be the weak
est.610 As the evidence of ballast beds was 
not as unambiguous in the second and third 
tiers, it is not known whether this support
ing function operated in these tiers as well. 

There appears to have been no purposeful 
selective process involved in the choosing of 
stones for the cask beds. The stones used 
covered the full range of shapes, sizes and 
types found in the total ballast collection. 
Apparently, having angular stones in direct 
contact with the casks was not a critical con-
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Figure 19.3.27: Trian
gular mass of ballast at 
the stern of the vessel. 
(Photo: R. Skanes, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
961M). 

Figure 19.3.28: Ballast 
found between the 
ground tier and sec
ond tier casks. (Photo: 
D. LaRoche, Parks 
Canada; 24M-649M). 

sideration. The entire cargo lading system 
must have been extremely successful in 
locking the casks into place, thus effectively 
minimizing any damage from stones. 

Besides the cask beds, the Basques placed 
ballast between the first futtocks (Fig. 
19.3.29). This was possible as the ceiling 
only extended for a short distance on either 
side of the keelson. Placing the stones 
between the futtocks kept the ballast low in 
the vessel and, because the stones were only 
placed to the upper edge of the futtocks, 
they would not interfere with the casks laid 
above. Evidence of these stones, in the mid
ship area, existed up to the proximal ends of 
the second futtocks. Towards the bow and 
stern they did not extend up so far presum

ably because the steepening of the hull in 
both these areas precluded placing the bal
last this high in the vessel. 

Ballast functioned in some cases to specifi
cally fill a space in the cargo. Stones were 
extensively used around the major billet 
concentration on the starboard side that has 
been noted above. Ballast appeared, in some 
instances, packed around the heads of casks, 
presumably to fill a space in these areas. 
This was particularly noticed around the 
heads of the transversely placed casks (Fig. 
19.3.30). 

Excavation in the cask deposit also uncov
ered ballast features of unknown purpose. 
In this category were masses of ballast stone 
discovered on top of the cask deposit. Two 
such concentrations occurred near midship 
while a third partially covered the starboard 
bow deposit. No entirely satisfactory expla
nation has been suggested but they may be 
the residues of ballasting from higher tiers 
of casks that did not survive archaeologi-
cally. 

Another inexplicable feature, a low wall of 
ballast lying between and on the futtocks in 
the starboard bow area, appears to have 
been intentionally placed (see Fig. 19.3.26). 
Being the only such feature from the site, it 
corresponded to a gap in the ground tier of 
casks (see Fig. 19.3.10). Unlikely a result of 
collapse and deterioration of the site over 
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time, this feature may have been an attempt 
to adjust the cargo because of the narrowing 
of the hull at the bow. However, experiment
ing with the model casks has not provided 
proof of this contention. 

To date, nothing in the historical literature 
has been found that relates to the methods 
in which ballast stones were used on this 
vessel. Also, the results of excavations of 
shipwrecks from the same time period have 
not revealed similar patterns of ballast utili
zation.6" Comparison with the 27M and 
29M shipwrecks in Red Bay harbour proved 
fruitless, as these vessels did not exhibit 
extensive cargoes of casks. The only vaguely 
similar situation discovered was the 
19th-century British naval practice of 
embedding ground tier casks into shingle 
ballast.612 Perhaps this system of ballasting 
discovered at Red Bay was peculiar to ves
sels whose cargoes consisted primarily of 
casks. 

L I T H I C A N D DISTRIBUTIONAL 
ANALYSES 

The study of the ship's ballast collected dur
ing excavation focused on three main objec
tives: 1) to identify the various lithic types in 
the ballast collection; 2) to determine the 
geographical source area(s) for the ballast; 
and 3) to define the ballast distribution 
within the surviving structural remains. To 
meet the first two objectives representative 

Figure 19.3.29: Ballast 
placed between the 
first futtocks. (Photo: 
D. Page, Parks Can
ada; 24M-2192W). 

samples of the different types of stones were 
collected for detailed petrological analyses. 
The distributional analysis was accom
plished using simple statistical procedures. 

A total of 10,013 ballast stones weighing 
14,677.878 kg were recorded from the vessel. 
The ballast consisted of a diverse collection 
of lithic types in a wide range of sizes. The 
collection contained sizes from large pebbles 
to boulders, although the mean stone weight 
was 1.466 kg. Parenthetically, the average 
sized stone could be easily handled with one 
hand, which may have been a consideration 
for the selection of ballast. For analysis pur
poses, the ballast stones were divided into 
three groups. 

Figure 19.3.30: Ballast 
placed at the head of a 
cask. (Photo: C. Amer, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
1025T). 
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Limestones, in many instances containing 
abundant fossils, formed the largest group 
comprising 63.1 per cent of the total collec
tion. Due to its distinctive morphological 
features, and given its proportionately large 
occurrence in the collection, the limestones 
were considered an important grouping for 
determining the geographical origin of the 
ballast. The limestone varied in colour from 
white to dark grey and varied in shape from 
angular to somewhat rounded. The mean 
weight for the limestone was 1.455 kg. How
ever, this figure is likely somewhat skewed 
as many of the limestones were extremely 
friable and crumbled into numerous pieces 
upon recovery. 

The next largest group, comprising 21.9 per 
cent of the collection, consisted of plutonic 
granitic rocks. This grouping included gran
ite, tonalité, trondhjemite, anorthosite, gran-
odiorite, syenite, and gabbro. Generally 
more rounded than the limestones, they pos
sessed a slightly higher mean weight of 
1.544 kg. 

The last group, making up 14.6 per cent of 
the weight of the ballast, contained the rest 
of the collection. The group was designed to 
contain a miscellaneous variety of not par
ticularly diagnostic lithic types that occurred 
in relatively low percentages on the site. 
Schist and gneiss predominated in this 
group, but it also included examples of 
sandstone, chert, pelite, quartzite, mud-
stone, shale, slate, and other unidentified 
stones. These stones ranged from well 
rounded chert cobbles to angular gneiss, 
with a computed mean weight of 1.402 kg. 

It was originally thought that all three 
groupings of stones would provide useful 
information for determining source areas of 
the ballast. Further, as the most prominent 
element of the ballast collection was the 
limestone, establishing its geographical pro
venience would, it was hoped, provide a 
fairly clear indication of where the ship was 
ballasted. As the ship was thought to have 
originated in the Basque country, it was logi
cal to assume that the ballast either came 
from there or, at least, from some other area 
of western Europe. The situation became 
complicated, however, when it was noted 
that equivalents for each rock type were 
found, if not in the immediate vicinity of 
Red Bay, at least in the Strait of Belle Isle 
region. In this regard, a subjective examina

tion of the stones around the shoreline of 
Red Bay showed them to be predominantly 
granitic but unlike those in the ballast collec
tion. In an effort to clarify these contradic
tory elements, more detailed lithic analyses 
were initiated. These included an in-depth 
analysis of the fossils in the limestones, as 
well as a comparative analysis of a represen
tative sample of the ballast by Basque 
regional geologists. 

The limestone study, undertaken by Bernard 
Mamet, a palaeontologist at the Université 
de Montréal, revealed that the samples gen
erally dated to the late Visean.613 Late Visean 
carbonates are widespread in Europe, North 
Africa, and North America. However, based 
on the micropalaeontological evidence, a 
North American origin for these stones has 
been discounted. Furthermore, Mamet sug
gested that due to the shapes of the stones, 
they would have been picked from a pebbly 
beach bordering sea cliffs, and that the size 
and homogeneity of the samples suggests 
massive limestone beds. Given the above 
limitations, Mamet believes that the most 
likely source area for the ballast would be 
along the southern shore of Galway Bay in 
County Clare, Ireland, where extensive sea 
cliff exposures of late Visean carbonates 
exist. 

Luis Viera, a geologist with the Sociedad de 
Ciencias Aranzadi in San Sebastián, headed 
the regional study. Viera originally believed, 
based on a cursory visual examination of the 
ballast, that it could have come from the 
Basque country.614 Having intensely studied 
the stones, he is convinced now that the bal
last did not originate there.613 The igneous 
and metamorphic rocks in the sample are 
unknown along the Basque coast. Similar 
material can be found on the Galician coast 
in northwestern Spain, but as this part of 
Spain was joined to the North American 
continent during the Precambrian era, simi
lar rock types occur in both places. The lime
stones, based on the fossil evidence, are 
much too old to be from the Basque country. 
Limestones of similar age occur to the west 
of the Basque country along the Asturian 
coast but samples from that area did not 
possess the same fossil content. Only the 
sandstone and chert could possibly have 
originated in the Basque country. However, 
after working with the sample collection, 
Viera feels that the ballast stones may have 
had a Canadian origin. 
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As noted above, the limestones did not orig
inate in North America but the remaining 
stones could have been collected during the 
stay in Red Bay. Given the mechanics of a 
whaling voyage, however, this was likely 
not the case. On the outward trip a Basque 
whaling ship's cargo would have consisted 
principally of food provisions, disassembled 
casks for the whale oil, building materials 
for the ovens and other shore structures, and 
the equipment necessary to pursue the 
whales. It is unlikely that this outward cargo 
weighed more than a full cargo of whale oil 
casks. This would necessitate more ballast 
on the outward voyage. Once in the New 
World, if any adjustments were required in 
the ballast to accommodate the whale oil 
casks, it was to be in the direction of dis
posal rather than the acquisition of ballast. 
In fact, evidence of what has been inter
preted as a ballast dump site at Red Bay sup
ports this line of reasoning. Based on this 
assumption, it is reasonable to conclude that 
the ballast was predominantly of European 
origin with perhaps a small amount of local 
stone to make up any deficiencies. 

Whether the ballast was loaded at the point 
of departure from Spain cannot be deter
mined with any certainty. As it is known the 
16th-century Basques traded extensively 
throughout Europe, the ballast could have 
been collected on one or several trips. It is 

also possible that the stones were recycled 
from a ballast dump or acquired through a 
ballast monger. The homogeneity and quan
tity of limestone suggests, however, that it 
may have originated from one location. Pin
pointing this location, or other source areas, 
may be a virtually impossible task without 
recourse to numerous regional studies. 

Turning now to the distributional analysis, 
the most striking feature of the ballast was 
the dispersal of the stones amongst the 
cargo. Contrary to the classic stowage pat
tern whereby cargo was stowed above a bed 
of ballast,616 the stones were intimately asso
ciated with casks. Generally speaking, in 
both the vertical and horizontal planes, the 
placement of ballast was virtually identical 
to that of the staved containers (see Figs. 
19.3.10,19.3.26). 

As mentioned above, slightly over 10,000 
stones weighing approximately 14.7 metric 
tons represented the total ballast collection 
from the site. In the excavation units con
taining ballast, the counts of stones ranged 
from one to 922 while the weights varied 
between 0.624 kg and 1,176.973 kg (Fig. 
19.3.31). The minimum and maximum mean 
stone weights per excavation unit varied 
between 0.578 kg in sub-operation 8P and 
7.611 kg in sub-operation 8N (Fig. 19.3.32). 
However, in both these cases, the stone 

Figure 19.3.31: Tableof 
weight (kg) and num
ber of ballast stones in 
each sub-operation 
with cummulative 
totals and percentages. 
In this table (and in 
Figures 19.3.32,19.3.33 
and 19.3.34) the 24M 
vessel's stern is to the 
left, the bow to the 
right. (Table: R.J. 
Ringer, Parks Canada). 
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Figure 19.3.32: Table of 
mean stone weight 
(kg) by sub-operation. 
(Table: R.J. Ringer, 
Parks Canada). 

Figure 19.3.33: Bar 
graph of percentages 
of the number and 
weight of the total bal
last stones by opera
tion. (Graph: R.J. 
Ringer, Parks Canada) 

counts were minimal: five in sub-operation 
8P and two in sub-operation 8N. As stated 
previously, the mean stone weight for the 
entire ballast collection was 1.466 kg. 

Viewing the ballast distribution from a 
fore-and-aft perspective, some definite pat
terning becomes clear. The greatest weight 
of stones (3,330.279 kg) was found in opera
tion 16 (see Fig. 19.3.31). This appears signif
icant as this trench also contained most of 
the mainmast step, the virtual midpoint of 

the vessel. Operations 14, 16, and 18 held 
50.9 per cent of the total number of stones, 
making up 57.9 per cent of the total weight. 
These three trenches can conveniently be 
considered to contain the midship area of 
the ship. Operations 12 and 20 appear to 
have been transitional areas from the mid
ship to the narrowing of the stern and bow 
respectively. The other operations made up 
the bow and stern. There seems to have been 
a particular desire on the part of the Basques 
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to have a high percentage of the ballast in 
the middle part of the vessel. 

A more revealing pattern follows from this. 
Operations 8 to 14 contained 23.6 per cent of 
the weight of ballast while 76.4 per cent was 
found from operation 16 forward (see Fig. 
19.3.31). In other words, the forward half of 
the ship from the mainmast step onward 
held over three quarters of the ballast 
weight. This distribution was not matched 
by a similar arrangement of the casks. Cask 
densities in both the bow and stern were 
approximately equal. The significance of 
this configuration of ballast to the trim of the 
vessel must be considered. Colin Martin 
noted a similar concentration of ballast on 
the Spanish Armada ship Santa Maria de la 
Rosa. The ballast weight in the forward part 
of the ship, he suggested, counteracted the 
massive stern structure of ships of this 
period.617 The same explanation has been 
offered for a similar arrangement of ballast 
discovered on the 16th-century Spanish ves
sel wrecked off Padre Island.618 The logic of 
the hypothesis seems sound, and it is diffi
cult to conceive of a better alternative expla
nation. Definite proof, however, must await 
further quantitative ballast studies from 

archaeological sites combined with a more 
thorough knowledge of stern structures of 
16th-century vessels. 

As might be expected, a strong positive cor
relation exists between the number of stones 
and the weight of stones in the longitudinal 
axis. Expressed as percentages, a plot of the 
number of stones and weight of stones by 
operation demonstrates a nearly perfect bell 
curve that peaks in operation 16 (Fig. 
19.3.33). Nevertheless, a clear trend toward 
smaller stones, relative to other areas of the 
site, was detected at the bow in trenches 20 
to 24. This can be seen clearest in a tabula
tion of mean stone weights (see Fig. 19.3.32). 
In operations 14, 16, and 18 the mean stone 
weights were respectively 1.758 kg, 1.643 kg 
and 1.629 kg. In operations 20, 22 and 24 the 
mean stone weights decreased respectively 
to 1.280 kg, 1.094 kg, and 1.051 kg. An ade
quate explanation has yet to be found. Plau
sibly, the more complex shape of the bow 
dictated the use of smaller sized stones, that 
is, the narrowing and rising of the bow, as 
opposed to the flatter and more open mid
ship area, required the use of smaller rocks. 
If this could be substantiated, it would sug
gest a deliberate selection process in ballast 

Figure 19.3.34: Table of 
the number of ballast 
stones by group in 
each sub-operation 
with cumulative totals 
and percentages. 
(Table: R.J. Ringer, 
Parks Canada). 
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utilization on the part of the Basques. Unfor
tunately, a similar trend cannot be demon
strated for lower part of the stern, which is 
somewhat structurally similar to the bow 
although both areas may not be comparable 
as much less ballast was used in the stern. 

Looking at the fore-and-aft distribution of 
rock groups, they do not, for the most part, 
vary substantially from the group percent
ages for the total site (Fig. 19.3.34). In other 
words, the mixture of limestone, granite, 
and other stones stays fairly constant from 
the stern to the bow. The major deviation 
from this pattern comes from the stern 
(operations 8 and 10) where proportionally 
more granite stones were recovered (see Fig. 
19.3.34). Whether this represents a deliberate 
selection for a specified purpose or a com
pletely fortuitous situation cannot be deter
mined with any certainty. Other areas do not 
reveal similar patterning. Significantly, the 
stones from operations 8 and 10 form less 
than 3 per cent of the total ballast collection. 
Based on the larger fore-and-aft pattern it 
seems that different stone groups were not 
selected because of their intrinsic character
istics for a particular use in a specific loca
tion. 

The distribution of ballast on the port-star
board axis, as expected, showed little pat
tern variation. It was assumed that the 
ballast on this axis would have been distrib
uted in a more or less bilaterally symmetri
cal manner, ensuring similarity between the 
port and starboard sides. The proportions of 
the various groups of stones exhibit no 
marked deviation from the site as a whole 
(see Fig. 19.3.34) except along the outer 
edges where much less stone was found. 
Also, the mean stone weights show no sig
nificant detectable patterning across the hull 
(see Fig. 19.3.32). 

Furthermore, on the starboard-port axis, 
most of the weight of the ballast (42.2 per 
cent) was located in trench N (see Fig. 
19.3.31). This came as no surprise as trench 
N formed the deepest part of the cask 
deposit, preserving in position more of the 
stones from the upper levels. As well, 
because of the starboard list of the vessel, 
other ballast may have tumbled in here from 
areas to the port. Ninety-two per cent of 
weight of the stones was found in trenches 
L, M, and N (see Fig. 19.3.31). This repre

sents the middle part of the ship, well inside 
the distal ends of the first futtocks. 

Interpreting the distribution of stones in the 
vertical plane proved a little more difficult 
and, to some extent, had to be based on esti
mates. There were two prime reasons for 
this. Firstly, during the 1979 field season the 
ballast in trenches 12 and 18 was not 
recorded by cask layer, but by the individual 
excavation units. Secondly, in a number of 
cases problems existed in positively identi
fying stones with a particular cask tier 
because the cask material from a particular 
tier was either gone or badly disturbed 
while the associated stones remained. This 
made it possible to collect stones from one 
layer that originally belonged to another. 
Nevertheless, distributional patterning 
could still be observed. 

The most obvious point vertically was the 
dramatic increase in the number and weight 
of stones from the top of the cask deposit to 
the bottom. Estimates indicated that 70 to 80 
per cent of the ballast weight was associated 
with the ground tier casks, including the 
ballast recovered from the ceiling and 
between the futtocks. The rest of the cask 
layers contained successively less ballast. 
From the standpoint of vessel trim, it makes 
sense to have the ballast weight placed as 
low as possible in the vessel. Looking at the 
proportions of stones in the vertical axis by 
group produced no surprises. The three 
groups were intermixed in much the same 
proportions as that found on the horizontal 
axis. As well, no apparent patterning could 
be detected in the mean stone sizes moving 
down through the cask deposit. 

CARGO CAPACITY 

Estimating the cargo capacity was to be an 
integral part of the cargo lading study, but 
the finding of two other large 16th-century 
ships in Red Bay made the calculations even 
more critical. The archaeological evidence 
combined with historical information sug
gested that the 24M vessel was the San Juan 
but no positive proof existed. It was felt that 
if the cargo estimates indicated that this ship 
could not carry the cargo stated in the docu
ments then perhaps it was not the San Juan. 
If, on the other hand, the estimates agreed 
with the documentation then it could still be 
considered as the San Juan. Although this 
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would not provide absolute proof of identi
fication, it could be added to the weight of 
evidence already accumulated. 

As a starting point in the carrying capacity 
study, knowing the number of decks in the 
ship was crucial. Based on an exhaustive 
study of the ship' s architecture, three com
plete fore-and-aft deck structures have been 
identified.619 These consisted of a lower 
deck, a main deck above this, and an upper 
deck, although, as will be seen below, the 
main deck was modified in the waist area. 
This gives three areas where cargo could 
have been stored: below the lower deck, 
between the lower and main decks, and 
between the main and upper decks. 

Knowing the spaces available for cargo 
stowage, the next question was determining 
the number of casks that could be contained 
in the spaces. The area below the lower deck 
presented no major problems. Based on the 
arrangement uncovered archaeologically, 
scale model barricas were similarly placed in 
the ship model (see Fig. 19.3.9). 

At this point, a few observations concerning 
the modelling experiment are appropriate. 
Firstly, there are the general problems of 
working in a smaller scale and dealing 
essentially with only an approximation of 
reality. Secondly, and more specifically, for 
the experiment a uniformly-sized modelled 
barrica was used whereas in actuality the 
Basque barricas had a certain degree of size 
variability. Furthermore, due to time and 
resource constraints, as well as modelling 
difficulties, it was not possible to accommo
date the ballast stones and stowage articles 
into the lading experiment. These limita
tions should be considered when assessing 
the results of the capacity study. 

Of a related nature, the study of cargo capac
ity demonstrates only what could have been 
carried and not what was actually stored. 
We are on firmer ground in the case of the 
space below the lower deck because of the 
archaeological evidence but this too was 
also not incomplete. For the other areas, 
extrapolations have been made from the 
available archaeological information. The 
approach adopted consisted of filling the 
available spaces with barricas taking into 
account architectural restrictions and the 
space required for other use. It was assumed 
that the decks were free of major architec

tural obstacles such as bulkheads. The prob
lem of the smaller capacity quartos and their 
role in the lading system will be discussed 
separately below. 

Due of a lack of adequate data, a complete 
lower deck could not be placed in the 
model. This prevented the placing of model 
casks in this area of the ship model as was 
done for the area below the lower deck. For 
areas above the lower deck a different 
approach had to be devised. To complete the 
study, deck plans for the lower and main 
decks were taken from the model and the 
modelled casks were positioned on these 
plans. 

The spacing between decks became another 
critical factor. The space below the lower 
deck presented no problem as the lower 
beam shelf survived in situ. For the spacing 
between the lower and main decks and 
between the main and upper decks, it was 
necessary to rely on the architectural recon
struction. The architectural data suggest that 
the waist area of the main deck was raised 
between 35 cm and 60 cm above its position 
recorded in both the aft and forward parts of 
the vessel.620 The raised deck area seems to 
have extended from just forward of the cap
stan spindle to a position approximately 
below the aft face of the forecastle.621 Fur
thermore, there is no evidence that this sec
tion of the main deck was planked. This 
would have allowed casks to be stacked 
through the main deck to below the upper 
deck. In this area, five tiers of casks could be 
accommodated from the lower deck up to 
the main deck. In the deck spaces forward 
and aft of the waist area, the reconstruction 
revealed that only two tiers of casks could 
have been fitted between both the lower and 
main decks and the main and upper decks, 
although the latter space was not considered 
for cargo stowage. 

As archaeological information on cask stow
age above the lower deck was absent from 
the site, the same stowage pattern used 
below the lower deck has been assumed for 
these upper areas. 

The modelling experiment indicated that 
293 barricas could be contained in the cargo 
area below the lower deck. On a tier-by-tier 
basis, 132 came from the ground tier, 107 
from the second tier, 44 from the third tier, 
and 10 from the fourth level. 
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From a strictly plan perspective, the area 
above the lower deck shows a dramatic 
increase in cargo space compared to that 
below the lower deck. This was due to the 
increased breadth and fore-and-aft space 
inside this part of the hull. Also, the rela
tively flat deck space allowed for the more 
level placement of the tiers. The limiting fac
tor, however, in the forward and aft areas of 
the vessel was the space between the decks 
that allowed the placement of only two tiers 
of casks keeping the total number of con
tainers in these two tiers the same as that 
found below the lower deck. In both the 
ground and second tier, 22 fore-and-aft rows 
of barricas could be accommodated (Fig. 
19.3.35). This can be compared with 18 fore-
and-aft rows in the ground tier and 17 rows 
in the second tier below the lower deck. In 
both areas a maximum of nine barricas could 
be placed across the widest part of the vessel 

in the ground tiers (Figs. 19.3.36, 19.3.37, 
19.3.38). However, above the lower deck, in 
the second tier, ten barricas could be set 
across the widest part of the hull as opposed 
to nine in the second tier below the lower 
deck. 

The ground tier on the lower deck was 
found to contain 158 barricas while the sec
ond tier held 149 barricas. This produced a 
total of 307 barricas. An adjustment to this 
figure was made to account for the seven 
pairs of substantial standing knees on the 
lower-deck beams that would have inter
fered, to some degree, with the lading of 
casks in the ground tier. As there is no evi
dence indicating how the Basques may have 
worked around the standing knees, one cask 
was subtracted for each knee giving a total 
of 293 barricas for the space between the 
lower and main decks. 

Figure 19.3.36: Recon
structed hull section at 
the midship frame, 
looking forward, 
showing the cargo lad
ing pattern based on 
both archaeological 
and hypothetical 
reconstructions. 
(Drawing: D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
2001-103-3a). 
Scale 1:50 
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Figure 19.3.37: Recon
structed hull section in 
the stern near the cap
stan, looking forward, 
showing the cargo 
arrangement based on 
both archaeological 
and hypothetical 
reconstructions. 
(Drawing: D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
2001-103-5a). 
Scale 1:50 

In the waist area, three additional tiers of 
casks could be placed on top of the second 
tier of the lower-deck casks. If the raised 
main deck was not planked, the casks could 
have been stacked between the deck beams. 
This would have likely been fairly easily 
accomplished without significantly disrupt
ing the lading system given the relative nar
rowness of the deck beams (14 cm) and the 
variable sizes of the Basque barricas. Twelve 
fore-and-aft rows of barricas could be con
tained in this space in the lower and upper 
tiers with eleven in the middle tier (see Fig. 
19.3.35). Across the widest part of the hull, 
nine barricas could be fitted in the lower and 
upper tiers while only eight could be placed 
in the middle tier (see Fig. 19.3.36). In the 
two forwardmost rows and the aftermost 
row only a maximum of eight casks could be 
fitted across the hull. This produced a total 
of 294 barricas for the waist area and a total 

of 587 barricas for the cargo space above the 
lower deck. Combining these figures for 
those below the lower deck gave a total ves
sel capacity for this cargo configuration of 
880 barricas. 

In the particular lading system outlined 
above, the main deck space aft of the waist 
area was not treated as a cargo stowage area 
as there is some documentary evidence indi
cating that this space was used for crew 
quarters as well as storage for provisions, 
equipment and other supplies.622 As well, 
the archaeological evidence points to stor
age and other domestic activities in this 
area. The main deck area forward of the 
waist area was also not considered for stow
age as it was thought the space would be 
required to accommodate anchor cables. A 
ship of the size of the 24M vessel would 
have probably had four anchor cables of 
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around 68 fathoms each and one smaller 
cablote.623 

Accounting for the quartos or smaller capac
ity casks was somewhat more hypothetical. 
That they were used on the vessel to contain 
whale oil has been substantiated but the 
extent of their use in the lading system is 
unknown. For the sake of the capacity study, 
it was decided to fit as many of these smaller 
casks as possible into the space available to 
give an upper limit to the total possible cask 
stowage. The modelling experiment 
revealed that 120 quartos could be fitted into 
the remaining space below the lower deck. 
Taking these casks as one quarter the capac
ity of a barrica gives an equivalent of 30 more 

barricas. Above the second tier casks of the 
lower deck in the forward and aft parts of 
the vessel, the equivalent of 23 barricas could 
be accommodated in lines of quartos placed 
between the deck beams and along the sides 
in a few cases (see Figs. 19.3.37, 19.3.38). 
Similarly, in the waist area lines of quartos 
could be placed above the upper tier casks 
and along the outside edges of the tier below 
this (Fig. 19.3.36) producing the equivalent 
of 32 more barricas. Adding these quantities 
to those already obtained for the larger casks 
produces an overall vessel cargo capacity of 
965 barricas.624 

Bearing all of the foregoing in mind, it can 
be said with some confidence that this vessel 

Figure 19.3.38: Recon
structed hull section 
near the bow of the 
vessel, looking for
ward, showing cask 
lading pattern based 
upon both archaeolog
ical and hypothetical 
reconstructions. 
(Drawing: D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
2001-103-4a). 
Scale 1:50 
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could conveniently have held in excess of 
800 barricas and, if the quartos are factored in, 
the equivalent of well over 900 barricas of 
whale oil. If this ship is indeed the San Juan, 
a check of the historical documentation 
should reveal a correspondence between the 
stated cargo and the modelled reconstruc
tion of the cargo capacity. In three selections 
of testimony concerning the wrecking of the 
San Juan the ship was stated, in one case, as 
carrying approximately 1,000 barricas with 
40 barricas on shore, in another case, as car
rying the majority of her cargo, between 900 
and 1,000 barricas and, in the third case, as 
carrying 1,000 barricas.625 Considering 900 to 
1,000 barricas as the maximum range of 
cargo, (and that even these figures may have 
be an exaggeration) it can be seen that the 
upper calculated cask capacity of the lading 
scenario falls well within this documented 

range. Clearly, this ship could have carried 
close to the documented cargo of the San 
Juan with sufficient room left over on the 
main deck and in the castles for provisions, 
personal goods, equipment, and personnel. 

If the modelling experiment is accurate and 
this ship was in fact carrying this many 
casks, then this gives the impression of a 
reasonably fully laden ship. This was sus
pected with the discovery of ballast beds 
rather than a level layer of ballast beneath 
the casks. In the case of the San Juan, the his
torical documents state that it had finished 
whaling and was preparing to return to 
Spain, presumably with a full cargo.626 

Keeping in mind the results of the capacity 
study along with the available historical 
documentation, this ship cannot be dis
counted as the San Juan. 
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20 SITE FORMATION PROCESS AND 

BREAK-UP OF THE 24M VESSEL 

Marc-André Bernier 

In this study, we aim to provide an under
standing of how the site of the 24M Basque 
whaler was formed, by analyzing its field of 
scattered timbers.627 More specifically, we 
will present an in-depth analysis of the man
ner in which the ship broke up following the 
initial wrecking, in order to establish the 
subsequent sequence of events that took 
place and highlight the dynamics involved. 

The Red Bay wreck site, while not extremely 
complex, nonetheless comprises a number 
of different components. The main compo
nent is a three-decked Basque whaling ves
sel, with castles fore and aft. Two fairly 
intact portions of the ship's starboard and 
port hull sides, consisting of roughly 580 
articulated timbers, constitute the vessel's 
most imposing remains (Fig. 20.1). How
ever, in addition to these hull walls, the site 
contained numerous other elements that 
would once have been part of the ship, 
namely, some 1,300 detached and scattered 
timbers and four smaller sections of intact 
hull, including part of the flat transom stern 
panel (Fig. 20.2a-f). Most of these timbers 
were uncovered beneath the hull sides, but 
several lay above or beyond them. 

Although the whaleship is the principal 
component of the 24M wreck site, it is not 
the only one. Remains of four small craft, 

comprising a small section of intact hull and 
around 240 individual timbers, were also 
found within the site. 

Apart from vessel remains, the site yielded 
traces of human activities, mainly the dis
memberment of whale carcasses, associated 
with the use of this particular area near the 
shore of Saddle Island inside the harbour of 
Red Bay. 

Understanding the 24M wreck requires 
more than simply understanding each of its 
components individually. Of course, each 
component must be studied for its intrinsic 
value as an object, but it is also important to 
consider the site as an event or a series of 
events. The wrecking, break-up and collapse 
of the vessel, the deposition of the smaller 
craft on the harbour floor and the ultimate 
burial of these remains with sediment are all 
part of a chain of events that led to the for
mation of this archaeological site. Therefore, 
to comprehend the site, it is necessary to 
comprehend each of these events separately 
as well as all possible links among them. The 
understanding of site formation processes is 
not new in underwater archaeology. One of 
the most significant contributions in this 
regard has no doubt already been made 
early on by Keith Muckelroy.628 
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The 24M site is difficult to interpret through 
archival documents on account of its con
text. Since other 16th-century wrecks are 
located in the same harbour, it has proven 
very difficult to identify the 24M whaleship 
conclusively, on the basis of written records 
alone. Consequently, considerable caution 
must be exercised in attempting to establish 
links between the documentation and any 
conclusions drawn regarding the events that 
occurred during and after the vessel's 
wrecking. The reading of the archaeological 
data is thus most important, since they not 
only constitute a reliable, independent 
source of information, but can provide new 
information which, when studied in light of 
the historical record, might reveal the iden
tity of the shipwreck. 

The key to better understanding the 24M 
site resides in an ability to decipher the 
information contained in the entangled 
mass of timbers that lay scattered over the 
harbour floor. Such a process is possible 
only because of the meticulous recording of 
the timbers in the field in Red Bay. Detailed 
drawings of individual timbers prepared 
during the field work have in numerous 
cases allowed us to identify their functions 
and original locations on the vessel, while 
precise recording of these structural compo
nents in their archaeological contexts has 
enabled us to reconstruct the logical 
sequence in which the timbers came to rest 
on the harbour bottom. 

The comparison of the original shipboard 
position of each scattered timber with its 
point of deposition on the site has shed light 
on the various stages that marked the site's 
development after the ship was wrecked, 
the different phases involved in the vessel's 
break-up, and even some of the external, 
natural or human factors that had an impact 
on the site's formation. 

METHODOLOGY 

For the purposes of this study, we have 
decided to compare the original shipboard 
location of each timber that became 
detached from the vessel with the point 
where it was deposited on the sea bed, in the 
hope that this will enable us to detect trends 
in the timbers' deposition trajectories and, 
ultimately, to identify anomalies in these 
trends. The methodological concept under

pinning the research is as follows: once the 
movement of the timbers has been clearly 
defined, hypotheses can be proposed to 
explain these movements and help us to 
understand the overall break-up sequence. 

In addition to studying the ship's scattered 
timbers, we will examine the four smaller 
intact segments of its hull, and the remains 
of the four small craft. We opted to focus on 
all of these components as well not only 
because they are an integral part of the site, 
but because the hull segments can yield per
tinent information on the vessel's break-up 
while the small craft remains can serve as 
chronological markers for establishing the 
sequence in which the ship's components 
came apart. 

In view of the approach selected for analyz
ing the vessel's break-up, it goes without 
saying that the success of the present study 
is contingent on our ability to accurately 
define two critical variables relating to the 
movement of the scattered timbers uncov
ered on the site, namely: 1) their points of 
origin on the ship; and 2) their points of dep
osition on the sea bed. 

A timber's deposition point can be readily 
determined, provided its archaeological 
context has been recorded properly. How
ever, it is not as simple to establish a tim
ber's original shipboard location, since this 
depends not only on the accuracy of field 
recording, but also on subsequent reading of 
the recorded data. Only a discerning reading 
of the data can identify the function of indi
vidual timbers and their original position on 
the vessel. Without such an approach, the 
interpretative process would not be on a 
sound footing and would thus be meaning
less. Consequently, it can rightfully be 
claimed that accurate identification of the 
timbers found on the 24M site represents the 
foundation of the understanding of the site 
through an analysis of its scattered timbers. 

The first step in the identification process 
consisted of determining the generic iden
tity of each timber — e.g. plank, frame tim
ber, beam — which, up to a point, reflected 
its original shipboard location. In some 
cases, where a timber had only one function 
or was the only one of its kind on the vessel, 
its original position could be readily 
deduced (hawse hole, mast step, etc.). The 
movement of such timbers could then be 
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studied individually and with a great deal of 
precision. In other cases, our understanding 
of the ship's construction made it possible to 
determine the original location of timbers 
and, once again, to analyse their movement 
in considerable detail. This was the case for 
deck beams, for example. However, for the 
vast majority of timbers, we were simply 
able to establish their generic identity and 
associate them in general terms to sections 
of the ship. Much could still be learned from 
the way in which certain groups of timbers 
belonging to particular parts of the ship 
moved once they had broken away from the 
vessel, provided the data were well orga
nized. Such movements provided an over
view of the dynamics that governed the 
vessel's break-up. 

To effectively organize the data on the tim
bers' original shipboard locations, areas of 
origin were established. The aim was to 
understand the various ways in which the 
timbers had moved and their deposition 

sequence. Three types of movement were 
defined for this purpose: lateral movement 
(toward either of the ship's sides), longitudi
nal movement (toward either of the ship's 
ends) and vertical movement (sequence in 
which timbers from the various levels of the 
ship collapsed). It seemed evident that these 
areas of origin should be defined in such a 
way that the three types of movement could 
be studied in depth. To that end, we estab
lished three identification frameworks, one 
for each type of movement. 

To study lateral movement, the ideal 
approach would have been to define three 
areas of origin: port flank, starboard flank 
and interior of the vessel. Too often, how
ever, it was impossible to identify with cer
tainty which side of the ship the scattered 
timbers came from, rendering the distinction 
between port and starboard sides of little 
use. Efforts were limited therefore to deter
mining whether timbers came from the ves
sel's sides or from its interior. 

Figure 20.3: Areas of 
origin as defined to 
study the longitudinal 
and vertical positions 
of timbers. For analyz
ing longitudinal posi
tion (A), the ship was 
divided into three 
areas: stern area (a), 
midship area (b) and 
bow area (c); for ana
lyzing vertical position 
(B), it was divided into 
three levels: level 1 
(lower level), level 2 
(central level) and 
level 3 (upper level). 
(Drawing: D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
2001-103-9). 
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Figure 20.4: Timber 
matrix for sub-opera
tion 10P. (M.-A. Bern-
ier, Parks Canada). 

To study longitudinal movement, three 
areas of origin were defined: bow area, mid
ship area and stern area (Fig. 20.3A). 
Although the limits of these areas are subjec
tive, they were nonetheless established in 
relation to the ship's forecastle and sterncas-
tle. 

Three areas of origin were also defined to 
study vertical movement: lower level, cen
tral level and upper level. Once again, the 
limits of these areas were based on practical 
considerations relating to the identification 
of timbers (Fig. 20.3B). 

Although it was fairly easy to determine the 
timbers' deposition points, organizing the 
data generated by their movement proved 
to be more complex. As mentioned earlier, 
the aim was to understand the 
1,300 scattered timbers that lay above, below 
or beyond the vessel's hull. These timbers 
often formed entangled masses that were 
very difficult to excavate. As many as 
50 individual timbers were sometimes 
found in a single 2-m-by-2-m excavation 
unit, known as a sub-operation.629 The prob
lem of how to organize such an enormous 

amount of raw data arose when it came time 
to analyze this information. 

During the archaeological excavations at 
Red Bay, the sub-operation was the point of 
reference for all types of recording. All arti
facts, timbers, stratigraphie layers and sam
ples were assigned reference numbers that 
associated them with the sub-operation in 
which they were uncovered. Therefore, the 
most logical and efficient way to organize 
the data for the present study was to use 
these same sub-divisions. 

To organize the data by sub-operation, we 
developed a "timber" matrix, derived from 
the stratigraphie matrix designed by 
Edward Harris.630 The Harris Matrix is used 
to structure and illustrate the relationships 
that exist among the soil layers of a site and 
to thus establish the deposition sequence 
that led to the site's formation. It is based on 
the principle that deeper stratigraphie layers 
are older than ones closer to the surface. To 
adapt this system to our study, timbers were 
considered as stratigraphie events. One tim
ber lying beneath another was deemed to 
have become detached from the ship before 
the other timber. A matrix was drawn for 
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Figure 20.5: One of the 
three analytical wall 
charts. (Photo: 
R. Chan, Parks Can
ada). 

each of the 149 sub-operations to illustrate 
the sequential relationships among its tim
bers (Fig. 20.4). The scattered timbers plan 
was completed at the same time as this exer
cise (see Fig. 20.2). 

Once we had established the origin of the 
timbers uncovered in each sub-operation 
and the sequence in which they had been 
deposited, we compared the two groups of 
data in two different ways. 

First, we assembled the data on three analyt
ical wall charts, one for each of the three 
types of movement studied. The entire site 
grid was reproduced on each wall chart in 
conjunction with the matrices for each sub-
operation. A colour code was then assigned 
to each timber according to its area of origin 
on the vessel. This not only provided a clear 
picture of the movement trends that pre
vailed on the site when the ship broke up, 
but, above all, made it possible to identify 
timbers whose movements ran counter to 
these trends. Furthermore, the matrices 
added a third, stratigraphie dimension to 
the analysis, a dimension invisible in a sim
ple listing of the timbers in each sub-opera
tion. 

Second, using the matrices and conclusions 
concerning the origins of the various tim
bers, we systematically organized the data 
so that they could serve statistical compila

tions. The results were then presented in 
graph form, making it possible to visualize, 
in a global context, the timbers' spatial dis
tribution. 

The movement of individual timbers or spe
cific groups of timbers was then analyzed in 
detail to understand the dynamics of their 
detachment from the vessel. The timber 
matrices were used again in this part of the 
study to establish when a particular timber 
or a group of timbers belonging to a particu
lar structural element broke away from the 
ship. 

A study of the break-up of the 24M vessel 
inevitably had to include the two sections of 
the vessel's starboard and port hull sides 
that constitute the so-called "articulated" 
portion of the wreck. The collapse of these 
hull sides played a key role in the formation 
of the site. Although certain remains may 
have been disturbed or displaced after the 
collapse of these flanks, this event marks the 
point when timbers stopped falling from the 
vessel. Therefore, it was used as the terminus 
ante quern, or end point, of the ship's break
up. 

The collapse of the hull sides also provided 
another useful point of reference. Since 
many of the scattered timbers were pinned 
beneath these walls, in what was effectively 
a sealed archaeological context, it has been 
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possible to establish with certainty the 
sequence of events associated with the dep
osition of these timbers in relation to the 
final collapse of the vessel's hull. It should 
be noted, however, that the sequence was 
more difficult to establish for scattered tim
bers located beyond the edge of this feature. 
The vertical relation of all timbers to the 
articulated hull (i.e. above, below or 
beyond) will be discussed often in the rest of 
the study. 

LIMITS OF THE STUDY 

A study of this magnitude and complexity 
cannot claim to be exhaustive, let alone 
definitive. Furthermore, it should be 
stressed that a number of factors have lim
ited our analysis of the data and the scope of 
the hypotheses that can be advanced. 

As mentioned above, accurate identification 
of the scattered timbers on the site forms the 
foundation of the entire study. However, the 
validity of all conclusions in this regard is 
contingent on field recording, which, by its 
very nature, is subject to several variables. 
Although archaeologists strive to control 
these variables, they sometimes find it diffi
cult, if not impossible, to do so. 

Excavations carried out over multiple years 
by a large number of excavators, as was the 
case at Red Bay, inevitably face consistency 
problems when it comes to data collection. 
The quality of recording can vary not only 
from one archaeologist to another, but also 
from one field season to the next. On the 
Red Bay site, the adoption of certain techno
logical innovations, such as hot water suits, 
helped to improve work quality almost 
immediately. It should be noted, however, 
that despite deficiencies in the recording of 
timbers, particularly in some of the sub-
operations on the periphery of the 24M site, 
field recording was generally extremely con
sistent throughout the entire archaeological 
excavation. 

In regard to the variables that were impossi
ble for researchers to control, we will simply 
mention the advanced state of deterioration 
of many of the timbers that could often not 
be identified, even though they had been 
recorded properly. 

It is also important to point out that our abil
ity to identify timbers on the basis of field 
drawings evolved as the research pro
gressed, becoming much better over time. 
Although we were able to make adjustments 
along the way, we have to admit that the 
present study has suffered from this syn
chronic development. 

Furthermore, while the timber identification 
process was definitely fruitful, only around 
42 per cent of the scattered timbers found on 
the site were identified precisely. Caution 
must be exercised therefore in interpreting 
the results and deciding how much weight 
should be accorded to them. The timbers 
uncovered do not represent all of the pieces 
that were once part of the ship: some of its 
components were no doubt dispersed by ice, 
waves and currents as they floated in the 
vicinity of the wreckage. Consequently, we 
have had to be careful not to advance overly 
detailed hypotheses and have had to aim 
instead for simple, general, relatively evi
dent conclusions. One should however not 
underestimate the potential of this analysis. 
If the percentage of identified timbers does 
not surpass half of the total timbers found, it 
contains the great majority of key or diag
nostic elements. 

In determining points of deposition, we 
sometimes encountered a practical problem 
as the timbers were compiled for statistical 
purposes: the sub-operation, which had 
been chosen as the point of reference for 
assigning deposition points, measured only 
2 m by 2 m, while the timbers themselves 
were often larger. In fact, most of the timbers 
were not confined to just one sub-operation, 
and some, such as wales, extended over sev
eral excavation units. To resolve the prob
lem, we decided to associate each timber 
with the sub-operation that contained the 
largest portion of it. This approach not only 
ensured that points of deposition were iden
tified in a consistent manner, but it elimi
nated most uncertainties, at least as far as 
shorter timbers were concerned. In the end, 
real doubts persisted for only a very small 
number of timbers, and purely arbitrary 
decisions had to be made in less than 0.5 per 
cent of cases. Timbers that extended through 
several sub-operations were associated with 
the sub-operation in which their mid-point 
was located. Accounting for only a small 
minority of the timbers as a whole, these 
timbers lay, in almost all cases, along the 
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Figure 20.6 (Facing 
Page Top): Plan of the 
24M site showing sub-
operations with five or 
more timbers. (Draw
ing: D. Kappler, Parks 
Canada; 24M-2001-
109-1). 
Scale 1:200 

Figure 20.7 (Facing 
Page Bottom): Plan of 
the 24M site showing 
sub-operations with 
ten or more timbers. 
(Drawing: D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
2001-109-2). 
Scale 1:200 

same axis as the keel of the ship and ran 
through the same longitudinal trench.631 

Since the approach applied in this study is 
new, there were no pre-existing models on 
which it could be based. Therefore, the 
methodology was adjusted as the work pro
gressed. Obviously, if we could start the 
project over again today, we would adapt 
many of the procedures, including a number 
of field recording techniques, to obtain even 
more accurate results within much less time. 
For the same reasons, we have thought use
ful to present in detail the reasoning leading 
to our observations so that future research
ers can build on our methodology. 

As mentioned earlier, the present study is 
not exhaustive, and other avenues of 
research remain to be explored. We simply 
hope that it will pave the way for a new type 
of site formation process analysis for wreck 
sites that will follow on from the work of 
Keith Muckelroy. 

DATA ANALYSIS 

Study of Analytical Wall Charts 

As explained above, timber matrices were 
drawn to illustrate the deposition sequence 
of the timbers in each sub-operation. They 
were then arranged on wall charts to obtain 
an overview of timber movement trends. 

Since three types of movement were defined 
for this study — namely, lateral, longitudi
nal and vertical movement — three analyti
cal wall charts were prepared (Fig. 20.5). 
Each reproduced the 24M archaeological site 
in plan view, using the matrices for each 
sub-operation to recreate the site grid. Tim
bers associated with certainty with a partic
ular area of origin on the vessel were 
assigned a colour code corresponding to 
that area, on the appropriate wall chart. For 
example, on the lateral movement wall 
chart, timbers were assigned a specific 
colour depending on whether they came 
from the ship's sides or from its interior. 

This method quickly revealed the dynamics 
of timber movement during the break-up of 
the ship and pinpointed timbers whose 
movement was at variance with these 
trends. It also highlighted timbers whose 

function and original placement on the ves
sel had been established, and thereby facili
tated the compilation process. 

Before presenting the results of the analysis 
of the three wall charts, it is important to 
examine the data obtained on the distribu
tion of the timbers as a whole. 

Distribution of Timbers as a Whole 

A total of 1,304 timbers were recorded. Fig
ures 20.6 to 20.9 show sub-operations con
taining more than 5, 10, 20 and 30 timbers 
respectively. 

As can be seen in Figure 20.6, sub-operations 
with more than five timbers were located on 
or around the edge of the articulated hull. It 
can be noted that, in the starboard bow area, 
the timbers were scattered over a zone that 
extended further from the hull than was the 
case elsewhere on the site. In contrast, in the 
port stern area, only a few timbers were 
recovered beyond the hull. As will be dem
onstrated below, this apparent port-stern to 
starboard-bow movement reflects the slope 
of the sea bed (Fig. 20.10). 

Figure 20.7 clearly shows that sub-opera
tions with a higher concentration of timbers, 
i.e. ten or more, were situated on or immedi
ately adjacent to the edge of the articulated 
structure. Once again, the timbers in the port 
stern seemed to be clustered inside the limit 
of the port hull side. 

Lastly, Figures 20.8 and 20.9, both of which 
display more or less the same trends, clearly 
indicate that sub-operations with the highest 
concentrations of timbers, i.e. over 20 and 
over 30 respectively, were located at the 
edge of the integral hull, at least on the star
board side. On the port side, similar concen
trations were found only in the stern area, 
inside the limits of the hull. 

On the basis of these preliminary observa
tions, it seems that most of the timbers were 
deposited on the immediate periphery of the 
articulated hull structure, with the highest 
concentrations lying on the starboard side. 

Lateral Movement of the Ship's 
Timbers 

The aim of the first analytical wall chart was 
to examine the lateral movement of the 
ship's timbers, that is, whether they had 
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Figure 20.8: Plan of 
the 24M site show
ing sub-operations 
with 20 or more 
timbers. (Drawing: 
D. Kappler, Parks 
Canada; 24M-2001-
109-3). 
Scale 1:200 

Figure 20.9: Plan of 
the 24M site show
ing sub-operations 
with 30 or more 
timbers. (Drawing: 
D. Kappler, Parks 
Canada; 24M-2001-
109-4). 
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Figure 20.10: Plan of 
the 24M site showing 
the bathymétrie con
tours of the sea bed. 
(Drawing: D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
2000-101-1). 
Scale 1:200 

fallen to a particular side of the vessel (port 
or starboard). It should be noted that, during 
the field work, it was established that the 
ship listed at an angle of 20° to the starboard 
side when it foundered.632 

Before presenting the results of the lateral 
movement analysis in detail, we should 
make a few fairly general observations. 

Sixty-nine per cent of the timbers fell to the 
ship's starboard side, while only 31 per cent 
fell to its port side (Fig. 20.11). The percent
ages remain the same even when the tran
som timbers are excluded (Fig. 20.12). Not 
surprisingly, therefore, the list of the vessel 
to starboard clearly had a determining 
impact on the timbers' deposition. 

To effectively analyze the dynamics of the 
different types of timber movement, the site 
was divided into quarters: port stern, port 
bow, starboard stern and starboard bow.633 

Figures 20.13 to 20.16 show the distribution 
of timbers in each of the longitudinal 
trenches in each quarter. 

It can be noted that at least 85 per cent of the 
timbers in the two port quarters were depos

ited within 6 m of the keel. A similar situa
tion can also be observed in the starboard 
quarters, even though the context was 
slightly different. Since the vessel listed to 
starboard when it was still standing on the 
harbour floor, its bottom protected the first 
2 m of sea bed next to the keel on the star
board side, or the area corresponding to 
trench M in the stern and trench N in the 
bow, with the result that very few timbers 
came to rest there after the wrecking. 
Indeed, 80 per cent or more of the timbers 
were recovered from the next 6 m, that is, 
the first 6 m in both quarters that were not 
protected by the bottom of the vessel's star
board flank. In other words, on both sides of 
the ship, at least 80 per cent of the timbers 
came to rest within the first 6 m adjacent to 
the part of the hull that lay directly on the 
sea bed (Figs. 20.13 to 20.16). 

In contrast, in most of the quarters, less than 
ten per cent of the timbers were deposited 
beyond the first 6 m adjacent to the hull, i.e. 
in trenches located furthest from the ship. 
The only exception is in the port bow quar
ter, where the percentage of timbers in such 
trenches reached 15 per cent, which is sur
prising given the slope of the harbour floor. 
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Figure 20.11: Lateral 
distribution of the tim
bers as a whole, look
ing forward. In this 
graph (and in follow
ing examples) the X-
axis represents longi
tudinal trenches while 
the Y-axis represents 
percentages of tim
bers in longitudinal 
trenches. A percent
age curve depicts the 
distribution values. 
(Drawing: D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
2001-109-5). 

Figure 20.12: Lateral 
distribution of the tim
bers as a whole, 
excluding the transom 
timbers, looking for
ward. (Drawing: 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-2001-109-6). 

Figure 20.13: Lateral 
distribution of tim
bers in the starboard 
stern quarter, looking 
forward. (Drawing: 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-2001-109-7). 
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Figure 20.14: Lateral 
distribution of tim
bers in the starboard 
bow quarter, looking 
aft. (Drawing: D. Kap-
pler, Parks Canada; 
24M-2001-109-8). 

Figure 20.15: Lateral 
distribution of tim
bers in the port stern 
quarter, looking for
ward. (Drawing: 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-2001-109-9). 

Figure 20.16: Lateral 
distribution of tim
bers in the port bow 
quarter, looking aft. 
(Drawing: D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
2001-109-10). 
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These percentages demonstrate that the vast 
majority of the timbers uncovered on the site 
came to rest very close to the ship. They also 
suggest that the timbers fell straight to the 
bottom, simply through the force of gravity. 

To study the lateral movement of the tim
bers in greater depth, the ideal approach 
would have been, as was explained earlier, 
to assign them to one of three possible areas 
of origin: starboard side, port side or interior 
of the ship. However, we could not assign 
timbers to either the starboard or port sides 
without basing our conclusions largely on 
their archaeological provenience and thus 
assuredly distorting the results. Therefore, 
timbers were simply identified as belonging 
to the ship's sides or to its interior. It should 
be noted that the transom timbers were not 
included in the analytical wall charts since 
they were studied separately. 

Using the two areas defined for analyzing 
lateral movement, we were able to establish 
with certainty the origin of 452 timbers, or 
36 per cent of the total number uncovered, 
excluding those from the transom (1,246). Of 
this number, 340 timbers were identified as 
belonging to the sides of the vessel and 112 
to its interior. 

We were also able to determine that 75 per 
cent of the timbers from the sides of the ship 
fell to the starboard side, while only 25 per 
cent fell towards port (Fig. 20.17). This dif
ference is greater than that observed for the 
timbers as a whole, 69 per cent of which fell 

to starboard and 31 per cent to port, since a 
higher percentage of unidentified timbers 
came from the port trenches (38 per cent) 
(Fig. 20.18). Nevertheless, these results dem
onstrate once again that the ship's timbers 
tended to fall towards starboard. They also 
show, in keeping with the trends observed 
for the timbers as a whole, that over 85 per 
cent of the flank components were depos
ited within the first 6 m of the portion of hull 
that rested directly on the bottom (Figs. 
20.19 to 20.22). 

An analysis of the distribution of timbers 
from the ship's interior yielded even more 
interesting information than that derived 
from the study of the distribution of those 
from its flanks. First of all, it is very obvious, 
from the lateral movement wall chart, that 
almost all of the vessel's internal timbers 
(97 per cent) fell towards starboard. Only 
two of the 112 timbers identified as belong
ing to the inside of the ship were found on 
the port side (Fig. 20.23). Once again, the 
movement of these timbers seems to mirror 
the general dynamics imposed by the list of 
the grounded vessel, in that they fell to the 
side to which gravity drew them. 

The following three timbers from the ship's 
interior were uncovered on the port side of 
the vessel: 

• 1 timber that might be part of a hatch 
frame (TT 174); 

Figure 20.17: Lateral 
distribution of tim
bers from the sides of 
the vessel, looking for
ward. (Drawing: 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-2001-109-11). 
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Figure 20.18: Lateral 
distribution of uniden
tified timbers, looking 
forward. (Drawing: 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-2001-109-12). 

Figure 20.19: Lateral 
distribution of tim
bers from the sides of 
the vessel in the star
board stern quarter, 
looking forward. 
(Drawing: D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
2001-109-13). 

Figure 20.20: Lateral 
distribution of tim
bers from the sides of 
the vessel in the star
board bow quarter, 
looking aft. (Drawing: 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-2001-109-14). 
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Figure 20.21: Lateral 
distribution of tim
bers from the sides of 
the vessel in the port 
stern quarter, looking 
forward. (Drawing: 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-2001-109-15). 

Figure 20.22: Lateral 
distribution of tim
bers from the sides of 
the vessel in the port 
bow quarter, looking 
aft. (Drawing: D. Kap
pler, Parks Canada; 
24M-2001-109-16). 

Figure 20.23: Lateral 
distribution of tim
bers from the ship's 
interior, looking for
ward. (Drawing: 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-2001-109-17). 
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• 2 fragments of the capstan partner 
(TT 737/738). 

TT 174 was found above the port hull (sub-
operation 8L) in the vicinity of the keelson, a 
position which indicates that it simply fell 
towards the bottom, inside the ship. Its 
point of deposition is therefore not very sur
prising. 

However, the deposition point of the other 
two timbers belonging to capstan partner 
plank TT 737/738 is most puzzling. This 
plank lay partially under the port flank, 
slightly aft of its original position on the ves
sel (sub-operation 8K). On the basis of its 
final resting place, we can conclude that this 
part of the capstan partner became detached 
before the ship's hull collapsed. The fact that 
it fell to the port side runs counter to the 
general movement trends observed so far 
for the timbers as a whole. As for the other 
capstan partner plank (TT 960), it was 
found, as would be expected, on the star
board side of the vessel (sub-operation 8P). 

The break-up and collapse of the capstan 
timbers will be discussed in greater depth 
below. For the time being, we would simply 
like to point out that the position of capstan 
partner plank TT 737/738 represents a major 
deviation from the lateral movement trends 
generally observed for timbers from inside 
the vessel. 

An analysis of the deposition points of the 
112 timbers identified as belonging to the 
ship's interior revealed that 40 timbers lay 
beneath the articulated hull structure, 44 
beyond this feature, and only ten above it. 
As for the remaining timbers, it was impos
sible to determine their positions in relation 
to the integral hull. 

The 40 timbers uncovered beneath the hull 
included: 

• 7 bulkhead planks; 

• 14 beam and carling fragments, 6 of 
which were originally part of the upper 
deck or the castles; 

• 2 capstan partner elements; 

• 2 timbers with blocks used for operat
ing the rigging; 

• the cathead step; 

• the dale; 

• one of the dale's lodging knees. 

The large number of interior timbers found 
under the articulated hull indicates that part 
of the ship's internal structure broke up 
before the walls of the vessel collapsed. The 
presence of numerous upper deck compo
nents among these remains suggests that at 
least a portion of this deck was destroyed at 
the same time as these internal elements. 

The lateral movement wall chart clearly 
shows that a large number of the timbers 
identified as belonging to the vessel's inte
rior were recovered in the longitudinal 
trenches located furthest from the hull. In 
the starboard bow quarter, seven per cent of 
the ship's internal timbers lay in the most 
distant trenches (S and T) (Fig. 20.24), com
pared with only one per cent of its side tim
bers (see Fig. 20.20) and four per cent of the 
timbers as a whole (see Fig. 20.14). The dif
ference was even more pronounced in the 
starboard stern quarter, where the trenches 
situated furthest from the hull (R, S and T) 
(Fig. 20.25) contained 27 per cent of the inte
rior timbers uncovered in this quarter, com
pared with only 12 per cent of the side 
timbers (see Fig. 20.19) and 9 per cent of the 
timbers as a whole, including unidentified 
timbers (see Fig. 20.13). 

Moreover, in the trenches located furthest 
from the hull in the starboard bow quarter (S 
and T), internal timbers constituted 75 per 
cent of all identified timbers and 25 per cent 
of timbers as a whole. The percentages are 
equally revealing in the most distant 
trenches in the starboard stern quarter (R, S 
and T), where internal timbers accounted for 
47 per cent of all identified timbers and 
37 per cent of timbers as a whole, including 
unidentified ones. The percentages are even 
higher in this quarter if trenches S and T 
alone are taken into account, with interior 
timbers accounting for 80 per cent of all 
identified timbers and 40 per cent of timbers 
as a whole, including unidentified ones. 

According to these percentages, the ship's 
interior timbers seem to have come to rest, 
for the most part, further from the hull on 
the starboard side than the timbers from its 
flanks did. However, caution must be exer-
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• 6 from the upper deck (R: 6); 

• 4 from the main deck (S: 2, T: 2); 

• 3 from the lower deck (R: 2, S: 1); 

• 4 whose deck level is uncertain (R: 2, 
5:1,7:1). 

The bitt step from the main deck was also 
uncovered in one of these trenches (sub-
operation 28T). 

As mentioned earlier, the presence of 
numerous upper deck elements beneath the 
starboard hull suggests that at least part of 
this deck broke apart before the sides of the 
vessel collapsed outward. This observation 
in turn suggests that the timbers from the 
upper deck and even higher levels found in 
the trenches furthest from the hull were 
deposited there before the hull walls fell to 

Figure 20.24: Lateral 
distribution of tim
bers from the ship's 
interior in the star
board bow quarter, 
looking aft. (Drawing: 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-2001-109-18). 

Figure 20.25: Lateral 
distribution of tim
bers from the ship's 
interior in the star
board stern quarter, 
looking forward. 
(Drawing: D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
2001-109-19). 
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cised in drawing conclusions from this 
observation owing to the limited number of 
timbers involved. 

Based on the preceding analysis, it might be 
concluded that the timbers from the ship's 
interior were thrown into trenches located 
furthest from the vessel when its hull sides 
collapsed outward. However, this hypothe
sis is called into question by the nature of 
the timbers uncovered in the most distant 
trenches. 

Among the internal timbers found in 
trenches R, S and T were 19 deck compo
nents or fragments of deck components 
(beams and carlings): 

• 1 from the sterncastle deck (R: 1); 

• 1 from the forecastle deck (S: 1); 



the harbour floor. Therefore, these timbers 
were not thrown into this area by the force 
of the flanks' collapse. 

In any case, it is hard to imagine that a tim
ber the size of the bitt step could have been 
dislodged from inside the ship simply by the 
outward collapse of its hull sides. 

Therefore, part of the vessel's interior seems 
to have been wrenched from the ship by a 
force which defied the gravitational pull that 
governed the wreck's overall break-up. 

Longitudinal Movement of the Ship's 
Timbers 

The aim of the second analytical wall chart 
was to examine the longitudinal movement 
of the vessel's timbers, that is, whether they 
had been carried forward or aft. 

Three areas of origin were established for 
this purpose (see Fig. 20.3A): 

• stern area: from the forward limit of the 
sterncastle structures to the aft end of 
the vessel; 

• midship area: from the forward limit of 
the sterncastle structures to the aft limit 
of the forecastle structures; 

• bow area: from the aft limit of the fore
castle to the forward end of the vessel. 

The limits of these areas were imposed, as it 
were, by the fact that few clues were avail
able for determining the precise original 
locations of timbers. 

Unfortunately, however, when we tried to 
use these zones to identify the original fore-
and-aft positions of timbers, it turned out 
that the only evidence on which conclusions 
could be based came largely from the tim
bers' archaeological provenience. We 
decided therefore that this approach would 
not provide reliable and valid data for 
studying the timbers' longitudinal move
ment. 

On the graph showing the fore-and-aft dis
tribution of all of the vessel's timbers 
(including the transom timbers) (Fig. 20.26), 
it can be noted that the percentage curve 
reproduces the profile of the vessel's super
structure, or upper works (portion above the 
upper deck). The part of the site that corre
sponds to the stern area of the vessel 
(trenches 2 to 14) contained roughly 53 per 
cent of the timbers. This sector also con
tained the trenches with the highest percent
ages of timbers (trenches 6 to 12) and the 
only trenches with over 10 per cent (6, 8 and 
10). It is normal to have found more timbers 
in this area since it encompassed the stern
castle structures, which comprised a large 
number of timbers. This part of the ship was 
also longer (by 2 m) and wider than the sec
tions further forward. 

The part of the site that corresponds to the 
bow area of the ship (trenches 22 to 32) con
tained only 31 per cent of the timbers. The 
fact that the forecastle was smaller than the 
sterncastle might explain why this sector 
contained fewer timbers than the stern area 
did. 

Lastly, the area between the castles (trenches 
16 to 20), or the midship area, contained 
only 16 per cent of the timbers. This part of 
the ship, although hardly any shorter than 
the bow area, had no superstructure above 
the bulwarks of the upper deck, which is 
perhaps why it contained fewer timbers 
than the bow area. 

On the basis of these observations, there do 
not seem to have been any major abnormal 
movements of the vessel's timbers longitu
dinally. 

Vertical Movement of the Ship's 
Timbers 

The aim of the third analytical wall chart 
was to examine the vertical movement of 
timbers during the vessel's break-up, that is, 
the sequence in which the different levels 
collapsed. 

Although this part of the analysis did not 
help to identify general trends in the longi
tudinal movement of timbers from specific 
parts of the vessel, it did yield certain inter
esting information on the longitudinal 
movement of the timbers as a whole. 

Three areas of origin were defined for this 
purpose (see Fig. 20.3B): 

• level 1: (lower level) area extending 
from the keel to just below the main 
deck; 
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• level 2: (central level) area extending 
from the main deck to just below the 
upper deck; 

• level 3: (upper level) area comprising 
the upper deck and everything above 
it. 

Once again, the transom timbers were not 
included in this part of the analysis. 

Using the three levels defined above, we 
were able to establish the origin of a total of 
456 timbers, or 37 per cent of the total num
ber of timbers (1,246), excluding those that 
belonged to the transom. Of this total, 
61 were identified as belonging to level 1, 
172 to level 2 and 225 to level 3. The differ
ence between the number of timbers from 
each level is due to the fact that the hull was 
increasingly intact toward the bottom. It is 
normal, therefore, that more of the scattered 
timbers came from the ship's central and 
upper levels, i.e. levels 2 and 3. 

The vertical movement wall chart allowed 
us to study the movement of timbers in 
three dimensions, an approach that was 
almost impossible with the other two charts. 
Identifying the origins of timbers in the ves
sel's vertical plane permitted us to observe 
not only the deposition sequence of timbers 
from the various levels, but also the lateral 
and longitudinal movement of timbers from 
each level. We were thus able to determine 

which level was the first to collapse and 
whether the timbers from all three levels 
were governed by the same deposition 
dynamics. 

Ninety-seven per cent of the timbers identi
fied as originating at level 3, or the highest 
level of the ship, fell to the starboard side 
(Fig. 20.27), compared with 73 per cent of 
those originating at level 2 (Fig. 20.28). As 
for the 61 timbers identified as belonging to 
level 1, or the lowest level, only 44 per cent 
fell towards starboard (Fig. 20.29). 

A priori, the timbers from level 1, compared 
with those from levels 2 and 3, seem to be 
distributed closer to the vessel's centreline, 
especially on the port side; indeed, all of the 
level-1 timbers uncovered on this side were 
found in the first two trenches adjacent to 
the ship's central axis. It should be noted, 
however, that four of the level-1 timbers dis
covered on the starboard side lay in longitu
dinal trenches situated furthest from the 
vessel, and were thus at a considerable dis
tance from their points of origin: 

• the bitt step (TT 6, sub-operation 28T); 

• 2 hull planks (TT 1445, sub-operation 
24S, and TT 208, sub-operation 14R); 

• part of a doubled lower deck beam 
(TT 816, sub-operation 10R). 

Figure 20.26: Fore-
and-aft distribution of 
the timbers as a whole 
(including transom 
timbers). In this graph 
(and in Figs. 20.30 to 
20.32) the X-axis repre
sents transverse 
trenches while the Y-
axis represents per
centages of timbers in 
transverse trenches. A 
percentage curve 
depicts the distribu
tion values. (Drawing: 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-2001-109-20). 
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Figure 20.27: Lateral 
distribution of tim
bers from level 3, look
ing forward. 
(Drawing: D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
2001-109-21). 

This observation will be discussed in greater 
depth below. For the time being, it should 
simply be noted that the lower the original 
position of timbers on the vessel, the more 
they tended to be deposited near the ship's 
centreline. 

In most of the sub-operations, the timbers 
from level 3 lay under those from the other 
two levels. This was even more obvious in 
sub-operations 8P to 12P and 8Q to 12Q in 
the starboard stern quarter of the vessel. In 
these excavation units, almost all of the tim
bers recovered from the deepest archaeolog
ical contexts, and in all instances from 
beneath the articulated hull, could be identi
fied as originating at level 3. 

Except in a few cases, the timbers from level 
2 were found above those from level 3, and 
the timbers from level 1, above those from 
level 2. 

In general, therefore, the timbers from the 
upper deck and above seem to have broken 
off the ship first, well before its hull sides fell 
to the harbour floor. In addition, the timbers 
from level 2 seem to have fallen before those 
from level 1. This deposition sequence is in 
keeping with the mechanics of the hull's col
lapse. 

The fore-and-aft distribution of the timbers 
from each of the three levels (Figs. 20.30 to 
20.32) is somewhat similar to that observed 

Figure 20.28: Lateral 
distribution of tim
bers from level 2, look
ing forward. 
(Drawing: D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
2001-109-22). 
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Figure 20.29: Lateral 
distribution of tim
bers from level 1, look
ing forward. 
(Drawing: D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
2001-109-23). 

for the timbers as a whole. In the latter case, 
31 per cent were found in the bow area of 
the vessel, 16 percent in the midship area 
and 53 per cent in the stern (see Fig. 20.26). 

As for the scattered timbers from level 1, 
their fore-and-aft distribution was as fol
lows: 24 per cent in the bow area, 20 per cent 
in the midship area and 56 per cent in the 
stern (see Fig. 20.30). The fact that far fewer 
scattered timbers came from this level 
explains not only the somewhat erratic per
centage curve obtained in this case but also 
the very slight difference observed between 
the bow and midship percentages, com
pared with that observed between these per
centages for the timbers as a whole. 

In comparison with level 1, the percentages 
for level 2 are more similar to those for the 
timbers as a whole: 33 per cent in the bow 
area, 13 per cent in the midship area and 
54 per cent in the stern (see Fig. 20.31). This 
probably stems from the fact that level 2, 
while more "uniform" than level 3 (which 
includes the castles), comprises the main 
channel assemblies, whose components 
formed a group of additional timbers in the 
stern area. 

Lastly, the fore-and-aft distribution of tim
bers from level 3, compared with that for the 
timbers from the other two levels, is more 
revealing from a structural standpoint (see 
Fig. 20.32): 23 per cent in the bow area, 
17 per cent in the midship area and 60 per 
cent in the stern. The percentage curve for 
this level, even though more erratic than 

that for the timbers as a whole, is quite simi
lar to the latter curve in that the proportion 
of timbers in the three areas varies according 
to the size of the ship's upper works in those 
areas. 

On the basis of these observations, there do 
not seem to have been any major anomalies 
in the longitudinal movement of the ship's 
timbers. A few unusual trajectories were 
detected, however, for certain isolated tim
bers, and these will be discussed below. 

Although a large proportion of the timbers 
from level 2 were found beyond the articu
lated hull (57 out of 167), an almost equally 
large percentage lay under this structure (84 
out of 167), including: 

• 15 planks; 

• 5 wales; 

• 5 futtock fragments; 

• 1 hanging knee; 

• 1 standing knee; 

• 1 nlbaola, or sill; 

• most of the channel assembly compo
nents. 

The large number of level-2 timbers found 
beneath the integral hull indicates that part 
of this level broke up before the walls of the 
hull collapsed. 

Figure 20.30 (Facing 
Page Top): Fore-and-aft 
distribution of tim
bers from level 1. 
(Drawing: D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
2001-109-24). 

Figure 20.31 [Faciiig 
Page Middle): Fore-
and-aft distribution of 
timbers from level 2. 
(Drawing: D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
2001-109-25). 

Figure 20.32 [Facing 
Page Bottom): Fore-
and-aft distribution of 
timbers from level 3. 
(Drawing: D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
2001-109-26). 
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More than half of the timbers that could be 
associated with level 1 lay beneath the artic
ulated hull (35 out of 61). However, 27 of the 
35 timbers were planks, most of which (16) 
were originally located near the keel. It is 
reasonable to believe, therefore, that they 
simply fell off the hull. Among the other 
level-1 timbers found under the integral hull 
structure were six futtock fragments, one 
albaola (sub-operation 6L) and one beam. 

Sixteen timbers from level 1 were found 
beyond the edge of the hull: 

• the foremast step; 

• 7 lower deck beam fragments; 

• 1 carling from the lower deck; 

• 2 knees from the lower deck; 

• 1 albaola; 

• 4 planks. 

All of these timbers, except for the four 
planks, came from structures located inside 
the vessel. Some, such as the foremast step 
(sub-operation 26Q), the carling from the 
lower deck (sub-operation 20R), five of the 
beam fragments (sub-operations 2N (2), 10R, 
20S and 34N) and one of the knees (sub-
operation 38N), were found distant from 
their points of origin. 

It can be noted, therefore, that apart from the 
hull planks which seem to have simply bro
ken off the ship, several level-1 timbers from 
the interior of the vessel were found at quite 
a distance from their original shipboard 
locations. We will discuss some of these tim
bers in more detail below. 

Timbers From the Upper Level of 
the Ship 

This section examines how individual tim
bers belonging to the upper level of the ship 
and groups of timbers that were part of par
ticular structural elements at this level 
became detached from the vessel. The level 
in question here is that already defined as 
the upper level (3) for the purposes of the 
vertical movement wall chart: it comprises 
the upper deck and everything above it. 

Castles 

In some cases, it was hard to distinguish cas
tle planks from deck planks or even bulk
head planks. Therefore, the number of 
planks identified with certainty as castle 
planks is fairly limited (15). Eight of these 
planks were found beneath the hull, six 
beyond this feature and one above it. All lay 
on the starboard side. 

Seven of the castle planks were uncovered at 
the bottom of sub-operations containing a 
high density of timbers (all contained 20 or 
more timbers, except for one, which had 
only eight). Three other planks were located 
close to, although not right at, the bottom of 
sub-operations that also contained a very 
high concentration of timbers (37 to 51). As 
for the last five, they were found in sub-
operations with no more than a few timbers. 

Despite the relatively low number of tim
bers that could be identified as castle planks, 
it is clear that the castles collapsed during 
the very early stages of the ship's break-up, 
and well before the hull sides fell to the har
bour floor. 

Sterncastle Deck 

The sterncastle deck (fourth deck) extended 
from the transom to a point located at least 
midway between the transom and the main 
mast. Five beams have been associated with 
this deck (Fig. 20.33). It should be noted that 
four of these timbers were almost complete. 

Three beams were found under the articu
lated hull and two others beyond the limit of 
this feature. Surprisingly, the sterncastle 
beams did not all rest on the bottom of their 
respective sub-operations. Beam TT 633 
(sub-operation 8Q) overlay several other 
timbers, including a section of intact hull 
sundered from the starboard stern just 
below the upper deck. Beam TT 965, found 
beneath the starboard flank in sub-operation 
10P, lay above a postario and part of the star
board stern hull segment, and well above a 
pin rail and a timber with a sheave (TT 1066) 
used to operate the rigging. However, this 
beam rested beneath one of the capstan part
ner planks (TT 960) and a fragment of the 
main deck wale (TT 969). As for beam 
TT 818, it lay above two L-shaped wales 
(TT 798 and TT 799) from the sterncastle bul
warks. This alternation of sterncastle tim
bers and timbers from lower levels (i.e. the 
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Figure 20.33: Distribu
tion of beams from the 
forecastle and stern-
castle decks. (Draw
ing: D. Kappler, Parks 
Canada; 24M-2001-
109-27). 
Scale 1:200 

upper and main deck levels) suggests that 
the sterncastle deck and the upper deck 
broke up simultaneously, at least in places. 
Some parts of the sterncastle fell from the 
ship after elements from the upper deck and 
even the level just below this deck (wale, 
small hull segment) became detached. 

Since only a limited number of beams were 
identified as belonging to the sterncastle 
deck, we have been able to establish the 
original fore-and-aft positions of most of 
them. We then compared the point of origin 
of each beam, expressed as the trench 
located level with the timber's placement 
prior to the ship's break-up, with its point of 
deposition, expressed as the trench in which 
the timber came to rest after the vessel broke 
apart (Tab. 20.1). 

It can be noted that all of these beams were 
deposited within 2.5 m of their original fore-
and-aft positions. All except one had moved 
forward. 

The five beams were deposited in trenches P, 
Q and R. Considering that they were origi
nally located high up on the ship and that 
the vessel listed toward these trenches, it is 
clear that the sterncastle deck beams were 

deposited close to their points of origin, fol
lowing the natural deposition trends 
imposed by the position of the vessel. 

Forecastle Deck 

We were able to associate five beam frag
ments with the forecastle and establish their 
original fore-and-aft positions. As in the case 
of the sterncastle beams, we then compared 
their points of origin with their points of 
deposition (Tab. 20.2). 

It can be noted that almost all of the five 
beams came to rest within 2 m of their origi
nal fore-and-aft positions. The only excep
tion is TT 2272, which was originally located 
furthest from the bow: it was deposited not 
only more than 2 m aft of its initial place
ment, contrary to the natural slope of the sea 
bed, but in one of the longitudinal trenches 
situated furthest from the vessel (S). The 
other four timbers came to rest in trench Q, 
two below the hull and two beyond it. 

Considering that the forecastle deck beams 
were initially located high up on the ship 
and that the vessel listed toward trench Q, it 
is clear that most were deposited close to 
their original shipboard locations, in accor-
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Beam Point of Origin Point of Deposition 

633 

665 

818 

588 

192 

6 

6/8 

6 

8 

10 

8 

10 

10 

6 

12 

Table 20.1: Comparison of points of origin and points of deposition for the sterncastle 
deck beams (operations). 

dance with the natural deposition trends 
imposed by the position of the vessel. 

Bulkheads 

Eleven individual planks and an articulated 
section of planking, which may have been 
part of a "door," have been associated with 
the bulkheads that partitioned the space 
inside the castles. However, this interpreta
tion must be viewed with caution since it 
was very difficult to differentiate these tim
bers from planks belonging to other parts of 
the vessel. Seven of the planks associated 
with the bulkheads were found under the 
starboard side, while only three were recov
ered beyond this flank (Fig. 20.34). The dep
osition point of the last one is uncertain. The 
articulated segment of planking also lay 
beneath the starboard flank, in sub-opera
tion 10Q. 

The articulated planks and seven of the indi
vidual ones were located at the bottom of 
sub-operations with a high density of tim
bers (20 to 46). As for the others, they were 
deposited in areas with very few timbers, or 
their points of deposition in relation to other 
timbers within the same sub-operation 
could not be established with certainty on 
the timber matrices. 

Owing to the questions surrounding the 
identification of these planks, it is difficult to 
draw any definite conclusions in their 
regard. Nevertheless, it is clear that this 
group of timbers, which share certain char

acteristics, became detached from the ship 
when it first started to break up, and well 
before the hull walls collapsed. 

Upper Deck 

Of all of the ship's decks, the upper deck is 
the one that has yielded the largest number 
of transverse elements. A total of 17 frag
ments or complete timbers from this deck 
were uncovered, including 14 beams and 
three carlings (Fig. 20.35). It should be noted 
that even though the dale spanned the 
breadth of the upper deck, it has not been 
included in this group of beams since it did 
not serve the same function as they did. 

All of these upper deck elements were 
deposited in trenches Q (8), P (3) and R (6), 
that is, near the edge of the articulated hull, 
with most coming to rest beyond this feature 
(10 out of 17). Three of the beams were 
uncovered beneath the hull, and four above 
it. 

Two other elements uncovered on the site 
also belonged to the upper deck. The first, 
consisting of two beam fragments (TT 676 
and TT 709), corresponds to the mizzen 
mast step, and the second, to the foremast 
partner (TT 1994). 

The mizzen mast step was recovered in two 
pieces in sub-operations 6P and 8Q. Since 
one of the pieces was found directly below 
the starboard flank, it would seem that these 
timbers broke off the ship when the latter 

Beam Point of Origin Point of Deposition 

2272 

1490 

94 

1493 

1489 

22 

24 

24 

24/26 

26 

18 

24 

26 

24 

24 

Table 20.2: Comparison of points of origin and points of deposition for the forecastle 
deck beams (operations). 
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Figure 20.34: Distribu
tion of bulkhead 
planks. (Drawing: 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-2001-109-28). 
Scale 1:200 

was still standing on the bottom. Based on 
their original placement on the vessel before 
its sides collapsed, TT 709 (sub-operation 
8Q) and TT 676 (sub-operation 6P) were 
deposited, respectively, roughly 3 m and 
4 m from their points of origin. Both pieces 
were uncovered very close to the surface 
layer in their respective sub-operations. 
Fragment TT 709, located beneath the star
board hull, overlay a number of other tim
bers, including: 

• the starboard stern hull segment (sun
dered from just below the upper deck); 

• a large fragment of the wale (TT 808) 
situated beneath the upper deck; 

• numerous superstructural elements. 

As for fragment TT 676, it rested above wale 
fragment TT 808 along with a few unidenti
fied timbers. 

The foremast partner (TT 1994) straddled 
sub-operations 30Q and 30R, at 4 m from its 
original shipboard location (trenches 24 and 
26). Its deposition point was thus quite far 
from its point of origin, especially when its 
size and weight are taken into account. 

Only two hanging knees were associated 
with the upper deck. One was found above 
the articulated hull (TT975, sub-operation 
10P) and the other below it (TT219, sub-
operation 18Q). 

Even though this information on the upper 
deck is only partial, it seems to indicate that 
the beams from this deck came to rest, by 
and large, close to the wreck, in keeping 
with the deposition trends observed for the 
ship's timbers as a whole. Certain elements, 
however, were deposited quite far away 
from their original shipboard positions and, 
interestingly, they consist of fairly large tim
bers, namely, the foremast partner and the 
mizzen mast step. As for the sequence in 
which the upper deck broke up in relation to 
the other parts of the vessel, some sections 
most certainly became detached, both fore 
and aft, before the hull sides separated and 
collapsed. Certain other elements, however, 
in the aft part of the deck, including the miz
zen mast step, fell from the ship very late in 
the overall break-up process. Therefore, 
compared with other upper deck timbers, 
the mizzen mast step was not only depos
ited further away from the vessel, but was 
dislodged during a later stage of the break
up sequence. 
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Dale 

The dale (TT 792) is a long timber over 6 m 
in length that traversed the vessel at the 
level of the upper deck, immediately behind 
the main mast. It was anchored to the sides 
of the ship by two lodging knees, one on the 
starboard flank and the other on the port 
flank, which were also uncovered on the site 
(TT 796 and TT 51). 

The dale lay under the starboard flank and 
ran through sub-operations 16P, 14P, 12P 
and 10Q. Given that its original position on 
the vessel would have been level with 
trench 14, it was deposited not very far from 
its point of origin. The lodging knee on the 
starboard side of the ship (TT 796) was 
found in sub-operation 10Q, also beneath 
the starboard flank, and adjacent to one end 
of the dale. As for the port lodging knee, it 
was uncovered in sub-operation 16P It 
seems, therefore, that the starboard end of 
the dale moved aft, carrying the lodging 
knee with it. 

The dale lay almost directly below the star
board side of the vessel. It rested above a 
small segment of hull (torn from the star
board stern), which, as will be seen below, 
had fallen on top of a large number of tim

bers from the ship's upper works. The star
board lodging knee lay beneath the hull side 
and the capstan, above an albaola from the 
upper deck. 

On the basis of these observations, the dale 
seems to have fallen from the vessel shortly 
before the hull sides collapsed and prior to 
the deposition of the capstan. In addition, its 
starboard end was "dragged" aft. 

Mizzen Mast Step 

The mizzen mast step was found in two 
pieces on the starboard side of the vessel. As 
mentioned above, this timber fell from the 
ship slightly before the walls of the hull col
lapsed. Both fragments lay at least 3 m from 
their original shipboard location. 

Timbers Related to Rigging 

A number of structural elements have been 
associated with the operation of the rig
ging.634 They include three pin rail frag
ments, a cleat, two pieces of a kevel and two 
timbers fitted with sheaves. 

The three pin rail fragments lay beneath the 
starboard hull. Although their exact ship
board position was not established with cer-

Figure 20.35: Distribu
tion of beams and car-
lings from the upper 
deck. (Drawing: 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-2001-109-29). 
Scale 1:200 
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tainty, they were probably situated inside 
the bulwarks of the upper deck or the fourth 
deck, if the latter extended to the main mast. 
All three fragments were found at the bot
tom of sub-operations with a high density of 
timbers (40 and 42); one (TT 1152) lay under 
two postarios and two channel knees. These 
pin rail fragments were thus among the first 
elements to be deposited on the harbour 
floor. 

The cleat (TT2162) was uncovered right at 
the bottom of a sub-operation with a very 
high concentration of timbers (sub-opera
tion 12Q), as were the two kevel fragments 
(TT1773 and TT 2205, in sub-operation 
14Q), one of which was inserted into the 
other. Like the pin rails, these timbers, which 
were used to secure the rigging ropes, were 
probably located originally inside the bul
warks. 

The original position and function of the 
two timbers equipped with sheaves were 
not established with certainty. Nevertheless, 
we do not believe that they were situated 
below the level of the upper deck. Both lay 
under the starboard hull, in the stern of the 
vessel, in the deepest part of sub-operations 
with a high density of timbers (30 and 40). 
The largest of the two (TT 2164) was located 
at the very bottom of its sub-operation 
(14Q), beneath a small section of hull and a 
channel knee. The other timber (TT1051/ 
1166) was found in sub-operation 10P, next 
to one of the pin rail fragments (TT 1152). 

It is obvious, therefore, that all of these tim
bers associated with the operation of the rig
ging fell from the ship in the early stages of 
its break-up. It is not certain, however, 
whether they were located originally at the 
level of the upper deck or were fastened to 
the bulwarks of the fourth deck. 

Capstan 

The working part of the capstan was located 
on the upper deck, on an assemblage of two 
planks (recovered in three pieces: TT 737/ 
738, TT 148 and TT 960) called a partner. Its 
spindle was set into a step made of two 
pieces of wood (TT 2 and TT 731) situated 
on the main deck. Originally, the partner 
straddled five beams, one of which has been 
identified (TT 149). 

The deposition of the various capstan com
ponents is fairly complex, as well as surpris
ing in some respects. These timbers were 
distributed over a wide area in the stern of 
the ship (Fig. 20.36). The capstan itself lay 
just off the starboard flank, at the surface of 
its sub-operation. As for the three partner 
pieces, they were uncovered at a consider
able distance from one another: two were 
located below the articulated hull structure, 
one on the starboard side (TT 960) and the 
other on the port side (TT 737/738), while 
the third lay above the starboard flank 
(TT148). The beam fragment (TT 149), 
which came from the beam situated furthest 
forward beneath the partner, was found 
above the starboard hull side. 

Timber Point of Origin Point of Deposition 

Capstan 

Partner 

737/738 

148 

960 

Step 

2 

731 

Beam 

149 

10/12 

10/12 

10/12 

10/12 

10/12 

10/12 

12/14 

10 

8 

14 

8 

10 

10 

14 

Table 20.3: Comparison of points of origin and points of deposition for various 
elements related to the capstan (operations). 
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Table 20.3 shows the extent to which the 
capstan and the structural components that 
supported it moved longitudinally. 

It can be noted that all of these timbers 
moved to some extent longitudinally. The 
components of the step and the partner 
moved slightly aft, as did the capstan itself. 
As for the beam, it also seems to have 
moved only very little. An even more 
detailed picture is provided by Table 20.4, 
which shows the distance between the 
points of deposition of these timbers and 
their original shipboard locations at two dif
ferent times: when the vessel was still stand
ing on the bottom before its hull sides 
collapsed, and after they collapsed. 

It can be seen that all of these timbers lay 
very close to their points of origin after the 
walls of the vessel collapsed. However, the 
fact that some of them were found beneath 
the articulated hull indicates that they 
became detached from the vessel before the 
hull sides separated and fell to the harbour 
floor. 

As mentioned above, the discovery of two 
fairly large pieces of the capstan partner 
planks (TT 960 and TT 737/738) under the 
integral hull suggests that the latter was still 
standing on the sea bed when these timbers 
dropped to the bottom. Therefore, in 
attempting to measure the longitudinal 
movement of these planks, we must con
sider their points of origin when the ship's 
sides were still standing (cf. Tab. 20.4, before 
collapse). While TT 960 moved less than 3 m 
from its original shipboard position, 
TT 737/738 moved 6 m away. Moreover, the 
latter fell to the port side, contrary to the 
natural deposition trends imposed by the 
list of the vessel to starboard. This situation 
can be explained in two ways: 1) piece 
TT 737/738 was dragged to the port side by 
the port flank when the latter began to col
lapse, and fell just before this hull side came 
down on top of it; or 2) it was pulled to this 
side during an outside intervention, and the 
hull flank collapsed on top of it shortly after
wards. Of course, these explanations are not 
mutually exclusive. It is also important to 
note that both pieces of the capstan partner 
planks found under the ship's hull lay 

Figure 20.36: Distribu
tion of capstan compo
nents. (Drawing: 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-2001-109-30). 
Scale 1:200 
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directly beneath it. Therefore, they seem to 
have become detached from the vessel very 
late in the break-up process, shortly before 
the still articulated hull collapsed. 

The capstan itself lay at the surface of its 
sub-operation. Like the partner planks, 
therefore, it seems to have become detached 
from the ship fairly late in the break-up pro
cess. Several elements were found under the 
capstan, including an upper deck beam frag
ment, a lodging knee attached to the dale on 
the upper deck and a wale from the ship's 
upper works. 

As for the beam that supported the front 
part of the capstan partner (TT 149), it fell 
forward, on top of the starboard hull. 

Lastly, the timbers that formed the capstan's 
step (TT 2 and TT 731) do not compare, as 
far as their movement is concerned, with the 
other capstan components. Since they were 
situated on the main deck rather than the 
upper one, it is understandable that they 
came to rest very close to their point of ori
gin. 

On the basis of these observations, it seems 
that the main components of the structure 
that supported the capstan fell from the ship 
before the hull sides collapsed. It is impossi
ble to say, however, whether the capstan 
remained in place after its partner planks 
and part of its supporting beams broke off. 

Nevertheless, the capstan's support struc
ture and the capstan itself seem to have been 
among the last elements to become detached 
from the ship before its flanks collapsed. 

Binnacle and Sand-Glass 

The binnacle, which contained the vessel's 
navigational instruments, was found in 
pieces at the very bottom of sub-operations 
10P and 12P, both of which contained a high 
density of timbers (40 and 42). A sand-glass 
that was probably associated with the binna
cle was found very close by. Some of the bin
nacle's components, as well as the sand
glass, lay beneath planking of a chalupa. The 
implications of this deposition sequence will 
be discussed below. For the time being, it 
should simply be noted that all of the tim
bers associated with the binnacle, which 
would have been located originally at the 
main deck level, sank to the harbour floor 
during the very first stages of the ship's 
break-up. 

Catheads 

The port cathead (TT 1573) was uncovered 
in the bow area beneath the starboard side of 
the ship, in a sub-operation that contained 
few timbers (sub-operation 26Q). The trans
verse timber that served as its step was 
found in two pieces (TT 2099 and TT 2706), 
both of which also lay in the bow area (sub-
operations 28Q and 26P); one was situated 
under the hull. These timbers, which were 

Timber Before (m) After (m) 

Capstan 

Partner 

737/738 

148 

960 

Step 

2 

731 

Beams 

149 

634 

806 

4 

6 

2-4 

<3 

<3 

< 2 

2-4 

4 

>6 

<1 

2-4 

2-4 

<3 

< 2 

< 2 

2-4 

< 2 

> 4 

Table 20.4: Distance between the points of origin and the points of deposition before 
and after the collapse of the hull sides for various elements related to the capstan. 
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originally located between the upper deck 
and the forecastle deck, thus broke off the 
ship before the hull walls collapsed. The 
starboard cathead was not found. 

Hawse Holes 

Three hawse hole components were identi
fied, two of which constituted the port 
hawse hole. Originally, the hawse holes 
would have been located just above the 
upper deck. The outer component of the 
port hawse hole (TT 2701, sub-operations 
26N-P) lay beneath the port hull, directly 
above several other timbers, including: 

• an L-shaped wale from the ship's upper 
works (TT 2773); 

• a wale with a T-shaped section from the 
forecastle (TT 1773); 

• part of the main deck wale (TT 2702); 

• the port fore channel (TT 1590); 

• a beam from the upper deck (TT 2778). 

The interior component of the port hawse 
hole (TT 1849, sub-operations 28-30, M-N), 
which was much larger than the outer one, 
lay at the surface of its excavation unit. 

Only the outer component of the starboard 
hawse hole was found (TT 1722, sub-opera
tion 28P), resting below five unidentified 
timbers. 

It seems, therefore, that the port hawse hole 
became detached from the vessel fairly late 
in the break-up process; however, its outer 
component fell off before the hull sides col
lapsed. 

Timbers From the Main Deck 
Level 

This section examines how individual tim
bers belonging to the ship's main deck level 
and groups of timbers that were part of par
ticular structural elements at this level 
became detached from the vessel. The level 
in question here is that already defined as 
the central level (2) for the purposes of the 
vertical movement wall chart: it extends 
from the main deck to just below the upper 
deck. 

Main Deck 

Only eight transverse elements have been 
associated with the main deck. Although 
one of these timbers lay beneath the hull, the 
rest were found beyond the edge of this fea
ture. Two were located in trench T, the longi
tudinal trench situated furthest from the 
vessel on the starboard side (Fig. 20.37). One 
of these two timbers, the bitt step (TT 6), was 
quite large (400 cm by 34 cm by 31 cm). 
Uncovered in sub-operation 28T, it lay at a 
considerable distance from its original ship
board position, i.e. almost level with sub-
operation 24Q. It is hard to understand how 
a timber of this size could have been depos
ited at least 8 m away from its point of ori
gin. Indeed, its deposition trajectory is at 
variance with the trends usually observed 
thus far. Two other timbers rested in trench 
S, which is also quite far from the articulated 
hull structure. As for TT 634 (sub-operations 
4P-4Q-6Q-8Q) and TT806 (sub-operations 
4P), two fragments of the same beam, they 
were found near the integral hull, but well 
aft of their original position (which would 
have been level with lateral trench 10). Both 
were uncovered beneath a small craft, 
which, as will be seen below, was deposited 
on the site before the hull flanks collapsed, 
since it lay below the transom's starboard 
fashion frame. 

Five fragments of hanging knees associated 
with the main deck have also been identified 
(three from the starboard side and two from 
port). The two port fragments were found 
above the port flank, in lateral trenches situ
ated level with their original positions on 
the ship (trenches 8 and 10). One of the star
board hanging knees, whose point of origin 
could not be identified, also rested above the 
articulated hull, this time on the starboard 
side. A second one (TT 95) was located in 
the lateral trench level with its point of ori
gin (sub-operation 12R), but lay beyond the 
limit of the starboard hull. As for the third 
starboard hanging knee (TT 1993), it was 
found remarkably far from its original posi
tion (level with trench 24), in sub-operation 
30Q. 

Even though very little information has 
been gathered on the main deck itself, that 
which is available seems to indicate that part 
of the deck broke up before the vessel's hull 
walls fell to the harbour floor. Furthermore, 
it is important to note that eight of the 
13 timbers identified as belonging to this 

Figure 20.37 (Facing 
Page): Distribution of 
main deck beams. 
(Drawing: D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
2001-109-31). 
Scale 1:200 

Figure 20.38 (Facing 
Page): Location of 
channel assemblies on 
the vessel. (Drawing: 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-2001-103-10). 
Scale 1:200 
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deck were found at quite a distance from 
their original shipboard locations and the 
articulated hull (sometimes very far away, 
i.e. in trench T and sub-operations 30Q and 
4P), while the vessel's timbers as a whole 
tended to be deposited close to the hull. This 
suggests that an event other than the ones 
that governed the collapse of the timbers 
studied so far played a role in the break-up 
of this deck. However, this interpretation 

must be viewed with caution, given the lim
ited amount of data on which it is based. 

Channel Assemblies 

The channel assemblies were chosen as con
trol timbers for the present study since, on 
the one hand, their components could be 
identified easily, and on the other, they were 
situated at specific levels on the ship's hull: 
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primarily above the upper deck in the bow 
of the vessel and above the main deck in the 
stern (Fig. 20.38). Given that channel assem
blies are quite complex because of the num
ber of timbers they comprised, the vessel's 
fore and main assemblies will be examined 
together even though they did not come 
from the same level on the hull. 

The channel assemblies comprised five ele
ments: postarios, counter-postarios, tie rails, 
channels and channel knees (Figs. 20.39 to 
20.41). 

Postarios were mounted on the side of the 
vessel and fayed over wales, including the 
main deck wale in the case of the main chan
nel assemblies (see Fig. 20.39), and thus 
helped to hold them in place. The tie rails, 
channel knees, counter-postarios and chan
nels were all mounted on the postarios. 

The counter-postorios, which sat directly on 
the channels, served to tighten the tie rails 
on the postarios (see Fig. 20.39). As for the tie 
rails, they were placed on top of the postarios 
and under the counter-postarios. 

The channels were very wide planks, fas
tened edgewise to the postarios, which 
served to spread the shrouds away from the 
sides of the hull (see Fig. 20.41). 

Lastly, the channel knees included small 
hanging knees, which were set beneath the 
channels (see Fig. 20.40), and standing 
knees, which were mounted on the channels 
and tie rails in places where there were no 
counter-postarios. 

For the sake of consistency, the counter-post
arios and postarios have been grouped 
together in this study since it was sometimes 
difficult to differentiate between them when 
they were fragmented.635 The tie rails and 
channels have also been grouped since their 
linear shape set them apart from the other 
timbers. 

Almost all of the channel assembly compo
nents have come to rest very close to the 
hull. A total of 39 postarios or postario frag
ments have been identified. Their on-site 
distribution is shown in Figure 20.39. It 
should be noted that only two of the postar-
ios lay in longitudinal trenches located at 
any distance from the integral hull (TT 171 
and TT 136, sub-operation 14R); all of the 

others were situated in the immediate vicin
ity of this structure. 

As for the 29 channel knees identified, none 
lay in any of the longitudinal trenches situ
ated at a distance from the hull (see 
Fig. 20.40). Like the postarios, they all came 
to rest very close to this feature. 

The tie rails and channels, for their part, 
were deposited right next to the articulated 
hull see Fig. 20.41). 

The channel assembly components were 
clustered in four separate areas, correspond
ing to their original shipboard locations: on 
both the starboard and port sides, in the 
areas of the sterncastle and the forecastle. 

The channel assemblies in the stern of the 
ship, or main channel assemblies, were orig
inally located in the area between trenches 6 
and 14. 

All of the 21 postarios or postario fragments 
uncovered in the stern area lay in these 
trenches, except for one found on the port 
side, which was situated a bit further for
ward, in trench 16 (see Fig. 20.39). 

Similarly, all of the 16 knees uncovered in 
the stern area were located in trenches 6 to 
14, except for two that had fallen forward, 
one to the port side (sub-operation 16L) and 
the other to starboard (sub-operation 18P) 
(see Fig. 20.40). 

As for the five channel and tie rail frag
ments, they too came to rest in trenches 6 to 
14 (see Fig. 20.41), except for one fragment 
of the port tie rail, which had fallen slightly 
forward in sub-operation 16L. The starboard 
main channel was still in one piece 
(TT 1162), while the port main channel had 
broken in two (TT 1390 and TT 2905). The tie 
rails on both sides were also in one piece. 

The main channel assembly components 
clearly fell straight to the bottom, very close 
to their original shipboard positions. 

It is clear that the main channel assemblies 
on both sides of the ship broke off before the 
hull sides collapsed. Indeed, 34 of the 42 
main channel assembly components were 
found under the articulated hull (17 out of 
18 on the port side and 17 out of 24 on the 
starboard side). 

Figure 20.39: Distribu
tion of postarios and 
counter-postarios. 
(Drawing: D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
2001-109-32). 
Scale 1:200 

Figure 20.40: Distribu
tion of channel knees. 
(Drawing: D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
2001-109-33). 
Scale 1:200 
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Of the 21 postario elements identified in the 
stern area, 17 were uncovered beneath the 
hull and two beyond this feature. The posi
tion of the other two timbers in relation to 
the integral structure could not be estab
lished with certainty. Of the 16 channel 
knees uncovered in the stern area, 13 lay 
underneath the hull, two beyond it and one 
above it. As for the main channels and tie 
rails, all were found under the hull, except 
for the starboard main tie rail fragment, 
which lay slightly beyond it. 

Originally, the main channel assemblies 
would have been situated for the most part 
above the main deck level and below the 
upper deck. Thirteen of the 23 timbers 
uncovered on the starboard side lay in 
trenches N and P, suggesting that they were 
no longer fastened to the starboard flank 
when the sides of the vessel separated and 
collapsed: had they still been attached, they 
would probably have been carried further 
from the hull and deposited in trench Q. The 
situation is even clearer on the port side, 

where 13 of the 18 channel assembly compo
nents uncovered were situated within the 
first 2 m adjacent to the keel (trench L). This 
fact, coupled with the very high percentage 
of timbers located beneath the hull, indicates 
that the main channel assembly components 
fell to the harbour floor before the flanks of 
the ship collapsed. 

It should also be noted that around 20 of the 
main channel assembly components rested 
right at the bottom of sub-operations with a 
very high density of timbers (23 to 51). 
Seven others, while not at the very bottom of 
their respective excavation units, lay in the 
lower part of trenches that also had a very 
high density of timbers. The remainder were 
found in sub-operations containing only a 
few timbers. 

It is clear, therefore, based on their points of 
deposition, that the main channel assem
blies fell off the grounded vessel very early 
in the break-up process. This contrasts with 
the resting position of a segment of the star-

Figure 20.41: Distribu
tion of tie rails and 
channels. (Drawing: 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-2001-109-34). 
Scale 1:200 
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board stern hull to which were attached 
many channel-assembly components. As 
will be seen below, this segment, which was 
uncovered below the starboard flank, was 
not buried as deeply as the channel assem
bly components described above. 

It should also be noted that the starboard 
main channel (TT1162), found in a sub-
operation containing 30 timbers, rested 
above several other timbers, including a 
wale (TT 808) and two timbers with sheaves 
associated with the running rigging. 

Although the channel assembly components 
seem to have moved in similar ways on both 
sides of the vessel in the stern area, the situa
tion was slightly different in the bow. There
fore, the fore channel assemblies on the port 
and starboard sides of the ship will be exam
ined separately. 

The fore channel assemblies in the bow of 
the vessel were located originally in the area 
between the beginning of trench 22 and the 
middle of trench 26. All of the channel 
assembly elements found in the starboard 
bow area lay in these trenches, except for 
one channel knee, which rested in trench 28. 

Considering that all of these timbers were 
deposited in the immediate vicinity of the 
starboard hull, it is clear that the compo
nents of the starboard fore channel assembly 
fell straight to the bottom, very close to their 
original shipboard position, after becoming 
detached from the vessel. 

Most of the channel assembly components 
uncovered in the starboard bow area were 
located beneath the starboard hull (13 out of 
21). Five postarios, six knees and a complete 
channel were found under this flank. Only 
two postarios, one knee and two tie rail frag
ments lay beyond this hull side. Although 
the information on the remaining three tim
bers is not very precise, it is clear that the 
components of the starboard fore channel 
assembly broke off the ship before its hull 
walls collapsed. 

Five of the postarios were located in the 
lower layers of sub-operations with a fairly 
high density of timbers (sub-operations 22Q 
and 24Q); they did not lie, however, right at 
the bottom. Five of the nine knees were also 
buried quite deeply in their respective sub-
operations. As for the channel, it rested 

amidst a group of timbers, including a post-
ario and a plank. Based on the position of 
this group of timbers, all clearly fell off the 
ship at the same time. The channel rested 
above several other timbers. 

Therefore, the components of the starboard 
fore channel assembly became detached 
fairly early in the break-up process, prior to 
the collapse of the hull sides. 

As mentioned above, the fore channel 
assemblies were situated originally in the 
area between the beginning of trench 22 and 
the middle of trench 26. 

In relation to their original placement, the 
postarios uncovered on the port side of the 
ship in trenches 24 to 28 and the four knees 
found on the same side in trenches 26 to 28 
were located further forward and closer to 
the vessel's central axis. The same is true of 
the port fore channel (TT 1590), which was 
uncovered in one piece, extending from the 
middle of trench 24 to the middle of trench 
28. The port tie rail was not identified. 

Therefore, in comparison with their original 
position on the vessel, the components of 
the port fore channel assembly lay further 
forward and inward. As will be seen below, 
a small section of integral hull, detached 
from the port bow of the ship, fell in the 
same direction as these elements. It seems 
that it dragged these timbers, which had 
come to rest on the bottom, with it as it fell. 

Most of the channel assembly components 
on the port bow side were deposited beyond 
the port flank (11 out of 15). However, the 
presence of certain major components under 
the hull (three postarios and the channel) 
suggests that the entire assembly broke off 
before the walls of the hull collapsed. More
over, if it is correct to conclude that the chan
nel assembly elements in this sector were 
dragged forward by a small section of hull, 
as indicated above, then these elements 
would already have been on the bottom 
when the hull segment became detached — 
an event which, as will be explained below, 
occurred when the port flank collapsed. 

The postarios found below the port hull were 
located at the bottom of sub-operations with 
a very low density of timbers. Those uncov
ered off this flank were also situated for the 
most part in sub-operations with few tim-
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bers. Two postarios (TT 1814 and TT 1816) lay 
beneath the segment of hull that had broken 
off the bow of the ship. 

Only four of the knees belonging to the port 
fore channel assembly were found. One 
(TT 2960) also rested under the above-men
tioned hull segment. 

Although it is difficult to advance hypothe
ses on the break-up and collapse of the port 
fore channel assembly because so many of 
its timbers were found beyond the articu
lated hull structure, it seems that a number 
of its postarios were dislodged from the ship 
before the hull sides fell to the harbour floor. 

Timbers From the Lower Level of 
the Ship 

This section examines how individual tim
bers belonging to the lower level of the ship 
and groups of timbers that were part of par
ticular structural elements at this level 
became detached from the vessel. The level 
in question here is that already defined as 
the lower level (1) for the purposes of the 
vertical movement wall chart: it extends 
from the keel to just below the main deck. 

Lower Deck 

We have been able to glean important infor
mation from a number of beams, carlings 
and knees that belonged to the lower deck. 
Indeed, this deck was the only one whose 
components were still attached in some 
cases to the articulated hull structure. As a 
result, we have been able to associate more 
timbers with the lower deck than with any 
of the other decks and determine their origi
nal shipboard positions more precisely. 

Six beams supported a fully decked section 
in the forward part of the lower deck. One of 
these beams, which was much wider than 
the others, corresponds to the foremast step 
(TT 7). Only the first three beams behind the 
stem could be identified (TT 1721, TT 1591 
and TT 7). 

The central portion of the ship was only 
partly decked. A series of seven doubled 
beams, placed at regular intervals in this 
area, supported two longitudinal carlings. 
Ledges extended from the sides of the ship 
to the carlings. The doubled beams con
sisted of a principal component, or a single 

beam that spanned the width of the vessel, 
and a lesser component made of two tim
bers scarfed together. The following timbers 
from the central part of the lower deck were 
found on the site: 

• 1 complete beam (TT 666) and 3 frag
ments of beams (TT 2399, TT 179 and 
TT 2347) identified as principal compo
nents of doubled beams; 

• 3 fragments of beams (TT 1, TT 667 and 
TT 816) identified as lesser components 
of doubled beams; 

• 4 complete or almost complete ledges 
(TT 572, TT 577, TT 124 and TT 127); 

• 3 carling fragments (TT 12, TT 54 and 
TT 1178). 

When beam TT 666 was found, it was still 
fastened to one of the two other timbers 
(TT 667) with which it formed a doubled 
beam. 

Surprisingly, nine of the 17 timbers identi
fied as belonging to the lower deck were 
found beyond the articulated hull structure 
(Fig. 20.42). The remainder lay above this 
feature. 

An even closer look at the data reveals that 
four of the eight timbers uncovered above 
the integral hull were ledges, or the shortest, 
smallest and lightest transverse timbers at 
the level of the lower deck. It also reveals 
that five of the seven beam components 
from the midship area came to rest in 
trenches off the hull. The three beams from 
the forward section of the deck, including 
the mast step, and one carling fragment 
were also deposited beyond the hull. 

Since we were able to determine the exact 
origin of most of the timbers identified as 
belonging to the lower deck, we could study 
their movement in detail. Table 20.5 com
pares the original fore-and-aft position of 
each timber, expressed as the trench located 
level with the timber's placement prior to 
the ship's break-up, with its point of deposi
tion, expressed as the trench in which each 
timber came to rest after the ship broke 
apart. 

This table demonstrates that, while some 
timbers were deposited very close to their 
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Timber 

Beams (midship area) 

1 

179 

666 

667 

816 

2347 

2399 

Beams (bow area) 

7 

1591 

1721 

Ledges 

124 

127 

572 

577 

Carlings 

12 

54 

943 (possible) 

1178 

Point of Origin 

8/10 

22 

10/12 

10/12 

14or + 

20 

22? 

24/26 

26 

26 

22 

12 

10 

10 

14 

12 

7 

16 - 20 

Point of Deposition 

8 

34 

2 

2 

10 

20 

26 

26 

28 

26 

26 

12 

10 

10 

14 

12 

10 

20 

Table 20.5: Comparison of points of origin and points of deposition for various 
elements of the lower deck (operations). 

original fore-and-aft positions (i.e. in 
trenches situated level with those positions 
or in trenches adjacent to them), others were 
deposited at a considerable distance from 
their points of origin. For example, beams 
TT 666 and TT 667, which came from the 
midship area, straddled sub-operations 2N 
and 200N, located over 8 m from their origi
nal shipboard positions. Moreover, the 
beams had moved in a direction that was 
contrary to the natural slope of the sea bed. 
These timbers, which are almost the only 
ones of their kind to have survived, were 
quite large. As for TT 179, it moved more 
than 10 m forward of its point of origin, 
while TT 816, which was initially situated 
level with trench 14, or even further for
ward, moved at least 4 m aft of this position. 
It is hard to explain how these timbers came 
to rest so far away from their original loca
tions on the vessel without invoking the 
possibility of outside human intervention. 

An even more detailed picture emerges 
when we examine the lateral movement of 
the lower deck timbers. Table 20.6 shows the 
distance between their points of deposition 
and their original shipboard locations at two 
different times: when the vessel was still 
standing on the bottom before its hull sides 
collapsed, and after they collapsed. 

Based on the figures in this table, it can be 
seen that all but one of the beams from the 
midship area were deposited more than 2 m 
from their probable points of origin, and 
that most came to rest more than 4 m away. 
In contrast, all but one of the ledges were 
deposited almost level with their points of 
origin. As for the carlings, two lay very close 
to their original positions on the vessel, 
while a third was at a considerable distance 
from its initial location. It should be noted, 
however, that the latter timber (TT 1178), 
which rested at right angles to its original 
position, had one end lying 3.5 m from its 
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Timber 

Beams (midship area) 

i 

179 

666 

667 

816 

2347 

2399 

Beams (bow area) 

7 

1591 

1721 

Ledges 

124 

127 

572 

577 

Carlings 

12 

54 

943 (possible) 

1178 

Before (m) 

<2 

>10 

> 8 

>8 

>5 

>6 

2 to 4 

>4 

<2 

<2 

4.5 

<1 

<1 

<1 

1 

1 

>7 

3.5 

After (m) 

<2 

>10 

>8 

>8 

>4 

>4 

2 to 4 

3.5 

<2 

<2 

4.5 

<1 

<1 

<1 

1 

<2 

>6 

3.5 

Table 20.6: Distance between the points of origin and the points of deposition before 
and after the collapse of the hull sides for various elements of the lower deck. 

point of origin and the other end, over 8 m 
way. 

It should also be noted that the two beams 
originally situated nearest to the stem fell 
very close to their original shipboard loca
tions. 

A close examination of the nature of the 
above-mentioned timbers reveals that the 
largest ones were uncovered at a consider
able distance from their initial placement on 
the vessel, while the lightest were deposited 
in trenches almost level with their points of 
origin. For example, almost all of the beams 
from the midship area, which were much 
larger than the other lower deck timbers, 
were deposited very far from their original 
shipboard positions, in some cases, over 8 m 
or 10 m away. The ledges, which were the 
lightest and often the shortest of the timbers 
that belonged to the lower deck, came to rest 
level with their points of origin. As for the 

first two beams aft of the stem, they were 
deposited near their original locations, while 
the foremast step, which was much larger, 
was deposited twice as far away. Similarly, 
carling fragment TT 1178 came to rest at a 
much greater distance from its point of ori
gin than two smaller carling fragments 
(TT 12 and TT 54). 

At first glance, these observations are 
intriguing. According to the natural deposi
tion trends identified thus far, we would 
have found it more logical for the smallest 
and therefore the lightest timbers to be car
ried away from the vessel, and the largest 
and heaviest ones to fall directly to the bot
tom. It is also interesting to note that the tim
bers which were deposited the furthest 
away from their points of origin moved in a 
variety of directions: some forward, others 
to the sides, and still others aft, contrary to 
the natural slope of the sea bed. It seems, 
therefore, that some form of outside inter-
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Figure 20.42: Distribu
tion of beams, ledges 
and carlings from the 
lower deck. (Drawing: 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-2001-109-35). 
Scale 1:200 

vention, whose origin can hardly be other 
than human, coincided with the break-up of 
the lower deck. 

An examination of the stratigraphy matrices 
for each of the sub-operations containing 
timbers from the lower deck revealed that 
almost all of these timbers lay at the surface 
of their respective sub-operations. The only 
exception is beam TT1591, which was 
uncovered beneath two unidentified timbers 
and a beam shelf from the main or upper 
deck. This anomaly is due to the proximity 
of a small section of hull, which, as will be 
seen below, seems to have disturbed this 
zone when it fell. In any event, it is obvious 
that the components of the lower deck 
became detached from the vessel during the 
final stages of the ship's break-up. This is 
logical, considering that the transverse tim
bers of this deck must have played a major 
role in keeping the hull walls upright. 

A total of nine fragments of standing knees 
from the lower deck have been identified, 
and all but one rested in trenches Q and R. 
Seven of the nine knee fragments were 
either still attached to the starboard hull or 
lay above it. Two fragments were uncovered 

off this flank, one in sub-operation 38N 
(TT 141). 

We have been able to identify five of the 
knees from the starboard side of the lower 
deck and establish their original positions 
on the vessel. It should be noted that their 
vertical arms alone were found; no traces of 
their horizontal arms, which would have 
been fastened to the deck's doubled beams, 
were identified. 

Table 20.7 shows the distance between the 
deposition points of the five starboard knees 
and knee TT 141 and their original ship
board locations at two different times: when 
the vessel was still standing on the bottom 
before its hull sides collapsed, and after they 
collapsed. 

It is obvious that all five starboard knees 
came to rest very close to their points of ori
gin. This can be readily explained by the fact 
that, in all five cases, only their upper arms 
survived and it is these arms that were fas
tened originally to the side of the vessel. If 
the knees had broken, it is normal that the 
parts still anchored to the hull were depos
ited close to their original shipboard loca-
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tions. Knee TT 141, on the other hand, was 
propelled much further forward than the 
starboard knees. Its deposition trajectory is 
hard to explain by natural factors alone. 

Other Timbers 

In this section, we will discuss individual 
timbers associated with several levels of the 
ship at once, which could therefore not be 
included in the study of timbers from a par
ticular level. We will also discuss certain rig
ging elements, which, although not part of 
the actual hull structure, are nonetheless 
important for understanding how the vessel 
broke up. As well, we will examine timbers 
that may have been associated with one or 
another of the ship's decks but whose deck 
of origin has not been determined. 

Masts 

Two timbers believed to be masts were 
found on the site. One, identified as the 
bowsprit mast, lay in front of the articulated 
hull and seems to have been deposited right 
below its original position. It rested above a 
few unidentified timbers. 

Another spar was found on the port side, 
just aft of the hull (sub-operations 200K to 
6K; see Fig. 20.1). It was not complete, and 
had clearly been fractured at one end. Its 
dimensions suggest part of the foremast. Its 
point of deposition is very surprising con
sidering the deposition pattern that one 
would logically expect for the ship's three 
vertical masts. Given the list of the vessel to 
the starboard side, its masts, like its timbers 
as a whole, would normally have fallen to 
that side. Even if we suppose that this frag
ment belonged to a replacement spar, it is 
still hard to understand how it came to rest 
aft of the vessel, on the port side. 

This spar fragment lay beneath a plank from 
the ship's upper works and two timbers that 
seem to have belonged to a small craft and 
overlay a few other timbers, including a 
large wale (TT 1106, 15 cm by 13 cm) of the 
main- or upper deck-wale type. 

The fact that at least two of the ship's masts 
were not found might suggest that they 
were recovered. Although it is hard to deter
mine what impact the collapse or recovery 
of these masts would have had, there can be 

no doubt that either event would have 
caused certain structural elements to break 
apart. However, in the absence of the masts, 
it is impossible to estimate exactly how 
much destruction occurred without invok
ing too many hypothetical factors. 

Rigging Elements 

A number of rigging elements have proven 
to be valuable sources of information on the 
ship's break-up. This is particularly true of 
the heart blocks used for securing the 
shrouds, the double blocks associated with 
the shrouds, and the single blocks associated 
with the running rigging, since, in most 
cases, their original locations on the vessel 
were known. 

The archaeological data show very clearly 
that the shrouds became detached from the 
ship when it first began to break apart. The 
heart blocks that served to maintain tension 
on the shrouds were among the first ele
ments to fall to the bottom after the vessel 
foundered. This mirrors to some extent the 
conclusions already drawn regarding the 
channel assemblies, to the effect that a num
ber of their components came to rest on the 
harbour floor during the fairly early stages 
of the vessel's break-up. 

Two types of heart blocks were used for 
securing the shrouds. The lower ones were 
strapped with an iron band and anchored to 
the side of the ship by chains attached to the 
band. The upper heart blocks were stropped 
with rope and bound to the shrouds them
selves. 

Twenty heart blocks of the iron-strapped 
type were found during the excavations. 
They lay, for the most part, beneath the hull, 
at or close to the bottom of their respective 
sub-operations: 

• 8 beneath the hull, at the bottom; 

• 5 beneath the hull, close to the bottom; 

• 4 beneath the hull, close to the surface; 

• 3 above the hull. 

When these heart blocks are grouped 
according to the area in which they were 
found, a much more detailed picture 
emerges for each group of shrouds: 
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Timber Before (m) After (m) 

80 

83 

146 

273 

526/1172 

141 

2 1 

exact point of deposition unknown exact point of deposition unknown 

2 1.5 

<1 <1 

<3 <2 

>12 > 12 

Table 20.7: Distance between the points of origin and the points of deposition before 
and after the collapse of the hull sides for six knees from the lower deck. 

Starboard stern (8): 

• 4 beneath the hull, at the bottom; 

• 3 beneath the hull, close to the bottom; 

• 1 beneath the hull, close to the surface; 

• 0 above the hull. 

Port stent (6): 

• 0 beneath the hull, at the bottom; 

• 1 beneath the hull, close to the bottom; 

• 3 beneath the hull, close to the surface; 

• 2 above the hull. 

Starboard bow (3): 

• 1 beneath the hull, at the bottom; 

• 2 beneath the hull, close to the bottom; 

• 0 beneath the hull, close to the surface; 

• 0 above the hull. 

Port bozo (3): 

• 2 beneath the hull, at the bottom; 

• 0 beneath the hull, close to the bottom; 

• 0 beneath the hull, close to the surface; 

• 1 above the hull. 

There is little doubt that the iron-strapped 
heart blocks (and therefore the shrouds 
themselves) in the starboard bow, starboard 
stern and port bow areas became detached 
very early in the break-up process: 12 of the 
14 timbers identified as belonging to these 
hearts were found either right at the bottom 

of their respective sub-operations (7) or very 
close to it (5). This is of particular signifi
cance in the starboard stern area, where the 
excavation units contained a very high den
sity of timbers (over 35, for the most part). It 
should be noted that the heart blocks in the 
port stern seem to have fallen off quite late 
in the break-up sequence (three out of six 
were uncovered close to the surface). In the 
starboard stern, the three heart timbers 
labelled as having been found close to the 
bottom overlay timbers associated with the 
rigging or the binnacle: heart timber 
24M10P11-2 was found above a pin rail and 
a timber fitted with a sheave, both of which 
rested at the very bottom of sub-operation 
10P; heart timber 24M12P27-1 lay above a 
channel knee, also right at the bottom of this 
sub-operation, and above the binnacle 
cover; and heart timber 24M10P10-1 overlay 
a part of the binnacle that rested on the bot
tom of 10P. 

As for the 18 rope-stropped heart blocks, 
they were also found for the most part 
beneath the hull, either at or close to the bot
tom of their respective sub-operations: 

• 10 beneath the hull, at the bottom; 

• 4 beneath the hull, close to the bottom; 

• 0 beneath the hull, close to the surface; 

• 3 above the hull; 

" 1 position uncertain. 

Once again, a more detailed picture emerges 
when these heart blocks are grouped accord
ing to the quarter in which they were found: 

Starboard stern (6): 

* 4 beneath the hull, at the bottom; 
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• 0 beneath the hull, close to the bottom; 

• 0 beneath the hull, close to the surface; 

• 2 above the hull. 

Porf stern (11): 

• 6 beneath the hull, at the bottom; 

• 4 beneath the hull, close to the bottom; 

• 0 beneath the hull, close to the surface; 

• 1 above the hull. 

Starboard bow (0): 

• 0 beneath the hull, at the bottom; 

• 0 beneath the hull, close to the bottom; 

• 0 beneath the hull, close to the surface; 

• 0 above the hull. 

Porf bow (1): 

• 0 beneath the hull, at the bottom; 

• 0 beneath the hull, close to the bottom; 

• 0 beneath the hull, close to the surface; 

• 0 above the hull; 

• 1 position uncertain. 

Like the blocks strapped with an iron band, 
those stropped with rope on both the star
board and port sides in the stern fell off the 
ship at a very early stage of the break-up 
process. Fourteen of these 18 rope-stropped 
hearts were found either right at the bottom 
of their respective sub-operations (10) or 
very close to it (4). Once again, this is of par
ticular significance in the starboard stern 
area, where the hearts that lay on the har
bour floor were uncovered in excavation 
units that contained over 38 structural tim
bers. On the port side, three of the rope-
bound heart blocks were sealed beneath a 
series of stratigraphie layers, whose position 
in relation to the wreck leaves no doubt that 
these hearts became detached as soon as the 
ship started to break up. Almost no remains 
of rope-bound heart blocks were found in 
the bow area; however, we can affirm, based 
on the observations made for the iron-
strapped hearts, that they too fell from the 

vessel during the initial stages of its break
up. 

The archaeological data thus indicate very 
clearly that the shrouds fell off the ship the 
moment it began to break apart. The heart 
blocks that maintained tension on the 
shrouds were among the first elements to 
fall to the bottom after the vessel foundered. 
This mirrors to some extent the conclusions 
already drawn regarding the channel assem
blies, to the effect that a number of their 
components were deposited on the bottom 
during the fairly early stages of the vessel's 
break-up. 

Eight double blocks, believed to be associ
ated with the shrouds, were found during 
the excavations. For the most part, they lay 
beneath the hull, right at or close to the bot
tom of their respective sub-operations: 

• 2 beneath the hull, at the bottom; 

• 2 beneath the hull, close to the bottom; 

• 1 beneath the hull, close to the surface; 

• 2 above the hull; 

• 1 beyond the hull. 

On account of the limited number of double 
blocks identified, grouping these timbers by 
quarter provides more limited information 
than grouping the heart blocks did: 

Starboard stern (2): 

• 1 beneath the hull, at the bottom; 

• 0 beneath the hull, close to the bottom; 

• 1 beneath the hull, close to the surface; 

• 0 above the hull. 

Porf stern (4): 

• 1 beneath the hull, at the bottom; 

• 1 beneath the hull, close to the bottom; 

• 0 beneath the hull, close to the surface; 

• 2 above the hull. 

Starboard bow (2): 
• 0 beneath the hull, at the bottom; 
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• 1 beneath the hull, close to the bottom; 

• 0 beneath the hull, close to the surface; 

• 0 above the hull; 

• 1 beyond the hull. 

Porf bow (0): 

• 0 beneath the hull, at the bottom; 

• 0 beneath the hull, close to the bottom; 

• 0 beneath the hull, close to the surface; 

• 0 above the hull; 

• 0 position uncertain. 

Despite the fact that only a few double 
blocks were identified, we believe that these 
rigging elements, like the heart blocks with 
which they were associated, became 
detached from the vessel when it first 
started to break up. This conclusion is based 
on the stratigraphie position of one of the 
double blocks found in the port stern area, 
which, like some of the heart blocks, was 
sealed beneath the above-mentioned series 
of stratigraphie layers whose placement in 
relation to the wreck testifies clearly to such 
a break-up sequence. 

Fifteen single blocks associated with the 
running rigging were also found on the site. 
They lay primarily under the hull, at or near 
the bottom of their respective sub-opera
tions, or beyond this feature, sometimes 
quite far from it: 

• 2 beneath the hull, at the bottom; 

• 2 beneath the hull, close to the bottom; 

• 1 beneath the hull, close to the surface; 

• 2 above the hull; 

• 8 beyond the hull. 

The fact that these blocks were originally 
attached to the ship's masts or yards no 
doubt explains why over half of them were 
discovered beyond the hull, and sometimes 
at quite a distance from it. Considering the 
list of the vessel after it foundered, the 
blocks would have been suspended above 
the area off the edge of the articulated struc

ture. The presence of four blocks under the 
hull, either at or close to the bottom of their 
respective sub-operations, indicates that 
some of the running rigging became 
detached at a fairly early stage in the break
up process. 

Other elements associated with the rigging 
include six parrel truck fragments, all of 
which were uncovered at the very bottom of 
their respective sub-operations, which con
tained, by and large, a very high concentra
tion of timbers. The two forestay heart 
blocks, which would have been attached to 
the bowsprit, were deposited near the sur
face, beyond the hull. 

Pump 

Two sections of pump tube, which seem to 
have been part of the same tube,636 were 
found on the site (Fig. 20.43). The lower sec
tion, or heel, which measured 2.39 m long, 
rested partially above the starboard half of 
the main mast step, at midship. Its base lay 
right next to the sump in which the pump 
would have sat. Therefore, this portion of 
the pump tube fell straight to the bottom, on 
the side to which the vessel listed. Based on 
the length of this lower section, its upper 
end would have been situated at the level of 
the lower deck. The fact that the pump tube 
broke at this spot was probably related to 
the presence of this deck. 

The other section of the pump tube was 
found in a badly crushed state in sub-opera
tions 18Q and 16Q. It measured 2.86 m long 
and overlay the starboard hull, just above 
the level of the main deck. Together, this sec
tion and the one mentioned above measured 
5.25 m, which is shorter than the length that 
would have been required for the pump 
tube to reach the upper deck, located 5.75 m 
above its base. This suggests that part of the 
tube was destroyed. Since it is impossible to 
determine whether the upper section was 
attached directly to the lower one or if a 
piece was missing between the two, we can
not advance very many hypotheses on when 
or how the upper portion of the pump tube 
became dislocated. Let it simply be noted 
that it lay only 2 m forward of the pump's 
original fore-and-aft position. 

The components of the enclosing pump well 
were found crushed and scattered around 
the mast step. According to a previously 
published study, this structure fell to the 
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side to which the vessel listed, and its plank
ing was pulled down by the lower section of 
the pump tube when this section col
lapsed.637 

Therefore, the pump tube broke at the level 
of the lower deck and its upper section fell 
toward starboard. As for its lower section, it 
dropped straight to the bottom, on the side 
to which the ship listed, dragging the pump 
well planking along with it. 

Deck Elements of Unidentified Origin 

Thirteen beams or beam fragments and two 
carling fragments could not be associated 
with certainty with any particular deck 
(Fig. 20.44). It is important to note, however, 
that six of these beam timbers were uncov
ered in the bow area, under the starboard 
hull, while four others were found off this 
hull side, at a considerable distance from it. 
Two of those found beyond the hull lay in 
longitudinal trench R, one in trench S and 
the other in trench T. As for the two carling 
fragments, one was recovered in the stern 
area, in sub-operation 4, also well beyond 
the limit of the articulated hull. 

Like the beams and carling timbers, ten 
knees or knee fragments could not be associ
ated with a particular deck. Eight of these 
timbers lay above the articulated hull, one 
off the starboard flank and the other under 
this flank. Six were found on the port side. 

Transom 

On account of its position at the stern of the 
ship and the fact that it connected the two 
hull sides together, the transom was sub
jected, during the break-up process, to pres
sures that were different from those that 
affected the rest of the vessel. 

For the purposes of this study, the transom 
has been divided into three levels, with the 
first, or lowest, level extending from the keel 
to the top of the flat stern panel, or to the 
wing transom; the second level, comprising 
the lower counter; and the third level, 
encompassing the rest of the transom, above 
the lower counter. 

The remains of the transom lay scattered 
between lateral trenches 2 and 8 and longi
tudinal trenches L and Q. The lower section 

Figure 20.43: Distribu
tion of pump compo
nents: 1) pump sump 
enclosing a foot valve 
and an associated 
leather flapper; 2) por
tion of a leather flap
per; 3) lower section of 
pump tube; 4) crushed 
upper section of pump 
tube. (Drawing: F. Ven-
tresca, Parks Canada; 
24M-84-101-2). 
Scale 1:200 
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Figure 20.44: Distribu
tion of beams and car-
lings of unidentified 
origin. (Drawing: 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-2001-109-36). 
Scale 1:200 

of the flat stern panel was still articulated. 
This section, also known as the transom 
assembly, lay flat on the bottom, oriented 
more toward the port side than it would 
have been originally. An albaola found 
pinned beneath the port flank rested above 
the transom assembly, indicating that the 
latter fell from the ship before the walls of 
the hull collapsed. A small part of this artic
ulated section also lay under one of the hull 
flanks. It should be noted, however, that 
once the transom broke apart and the lower 
section of the flat stern panel became 
detached, the sides of the still articulated 
hull must have been weakened consider
ably: if they did not collapse when this part 
of the flat stern panel fell from the ship, they 
must have done so soon afterwards. 

Considering that the transom assembly lay 
under the articulated hull, it is not surpris
ing that the vast majority (80 per cent) of the 
timbers identified as belonging to the tran
som, including the rudder, were uncovered 
beneath or partly beneath the hull. 

We were able to identify 44 transom timbers 
in addition to the timbers that made up the 

transom assembly. Most (31) came from the 
transom's first, or lower, level, ten from its 
second level and only three from its third, or 
upper, level. 

The timbers from the first level on the star
board side fell to that side of the ship, and 
were deposited, by and large, in trenches M 
and N (Fig. 20.45). Similarly, most of the 
transom's port timbers were found on the 
port side. Five, however, were deposited in 
trench M, on the starboard side. Since the 
ship listed to starboard, these timbers would 
have been located above this trench when 
they were still fastened to the vessel. The 
port half of the wing transom was found 
even further to starboard, in sub-operation 
8P. In general, therefore, the list of the ship 
to the starboard side seems to have dictated 
the direction in which the timbers from the 
lower part of the transom fell. 

An analysis of the timbers from the second 
level points to a similar deposition pattern. 
All four starboard timbers were uncovered 
on the starboard side (Fig. 20.46), as were 
three of the five port timbers identified. One 
of the port timbers, a standing knee, was 
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uncovered in the same sub-operation (8P) as 
the wing transom on which it originally 
rested. As for the four timbers from the third 
level, they also lay on the starboard side (see 
Fig. 20.46). 

To better understand how the transom broke 
apart, it is necessary to examine the deposi
tion sequence of its timbers as illustrated by 
the matrices. 

right beneath the starboard hull flank and 
above many other timbers. 

On the basis of these observations, it seems 
quite clear that the timbers from the second 
level of the transom became detached 
shortly before the hull sides collapsed out
ward. The only exception is the exterior 
planking, which fell from the ship when it 
first began to break up. 

Figure 20.45 (Facing 
Page): Distribution of 
timbers from the first 
level of the transom. 
(Drawing: D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
2001-109-37). 
Scale 1:200 

The five counter frames that were located 
originally at the second level of the transom 
were found scattered over several sub-oper
ations (4M, 4N, 6M, 6L, 8P). One lay beneath 
the port half of the highest transom, which 
in turn lay below the wing transom. Another 
was found under a starboard lodging knee 
from the main deck, a third under the rud
der, and a fourth directly below one of the 
hull sides. Therefore, the counter frames 
seem to have remained fastened to the ves
sel for a fairly long time after it grounded, 
probably only becoming detached just 
before the flat stern panel broke apart and 
the hull walls separated. 

As for the timbers from the third, or highest, 
level, few conclusions can be drawn owing 
to the limited number of elements uncov
ered. While one timber lay at the bottom of a 
sub-operation with a very high density of 
timbers (plank TT 830, sub-operation 10Q), 
the others were found in the middle (TT 883, 
sub-operation 6N) or near the surface 
(TT 814, sub-operation 8Q/10Q, and TT 996, 
sub-operation 6M) of their respective sub-
operations. It should be noted that TT 996 
rested above a small craft, which, as will be 
seen below, was deposited on the site after 
the vessel had started to break up, but before 
its hull walls collapsed. 

The stern hawse hole timber (TT 997), which 
rested originally on the counter frames, 
must not have remained in place very long 
once the counter frames came off. It was 
found directly underneath the starboard 
hull, above the rudder. 

Sub-operations 6M and 6N yielded impor
tant information, as a large number of tran
som timbers, including the rudder, lay 
entangled together in these excavation units. 
These timbers came mostly from the star
board stern port area and included: 

As for the two horizontal planks (TT 1413 
and TT 1155) that covered part of the 
counter itself, they were both found at the 
bottom of sub-operations with a very high 
density of timbers. One (TT 1155) lay just 
above the bulkhead planking, and the other 
(TT 1413) beneath a postario. Therefore, these 
timbers fell to the bottom fairly early in the 
break-up process. 

The two standing knees that rested origi
nally on the wing transom were found right 
below the starboard hull flank. The star
board knee (TT 674) was located in the same 
sub-operation as the wing transom fragment 
(TT 437) to which it would have been 
attached. It overlay the main deck transom, 
which also formed the sill of the starboard 
stern port. Similarly, the port knee (TT 963) 
was located in the same sub-operation as the 
wing transom fragment (TT 1000) on which 
it would have rested. These two timbers 
were found close to one another, almost 

• one of the posts on each side of the 
port's frame (TT 1518); 

• one of the planks from the port's cover 
(TT 1520); 

• the transom that formed the port's lin
tel (TT 1519); 

• the transom situated just below the 
main deck (TT 444). 

Based on their points of deposition, all of 
these timbers obviously broke away from 
the ship at the same time. The stern hawse 
hole plank (TT 997) was found directly 
above them. 

It is clear, therefore, that the rudder became 
detached at the same time as a large part of 
the flat stern panel surrounding the star
board stern port. 

Figure 20.46 (Facing 
Page): Distribution of 
timbers from the sec
ond and third levels of 
the transom. (Draw
ing: D. Kappler, Parks 
Canada; 24M-2001-
109-38). 
Scale 1:200 
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A study of the remains of the flat stern panel 
revealed several fracture points that testify 
to the substantial pressure exerted on this 
part of the hull when it broke up. The top 
three transverse beams of the flat stern 
panel, including the wing transom, were 
broken. The sternpost itself was fractured in 
two places. The first fracture, which was 
major, occurred where the fashion frames' 
lower ends met the sternpost, just above the 
sternpost knee. This was obviously a stress 
point, and it is normal to find a break at this 
spot. As for the second fracture, it occurred 
near the top of the sternpost, close to the 
wing transom. This seems to have created a 
torsional strain, which could have caused 
the main timber of the stem to break. 

It should be noted that the starboard fashion 
frame, the upper half of the port fashion 
frame and the two fashion frame top timbers 
were found separated from both the flat 
stern panel and the hull sides. Four transom 
lodging knees were also uncovered 
detached from both the transom and the 
hull. The two other knees were not found. 
The knees that were originally fastened to 
the flat stern panel and the hull walls lay at 
the surface of their respective sub-opera
tions. As for the curved hull plank (TT 1755) 
affixed to both the flat stern panel and the 
ship's starboard flank, it too was found com
pletely detached from this part of the vessel. 
It seems, therefore, that all of the timbers 
that secured the transom to the sides of the 
ship were ripped off. Conceivably, the force 
required to wrench them from the vessel 
could only have been generated when the 
sides separated. Consequently, the flat stern 
panel probably fell from the ship when the 
hull walls collapsed. 

Only a few elements from the upper level of 
the transom, or the third level, have been 
identified. One of them (a piece of exterior 
planking) fell from the vessel very early in 
the break-up sequence, while others 
remained in place until the last moment. As 
for the timbers from the second, or middle, 
level (i.e. the lower counter), they stayed in 
place for a very long time; only a few pieces 
of horizontal outer planking broke off very 
early on. The counter frames collapsed 
slightly before the rudder, which fell from 
the ship at the same time as a large section of 
the flat stern panel's starboard side. Very 
soon after the rudder became detached, the 
hull sides separated, ripping off the timbers 

that linked the flat stern panel to the rest of 
the ship. The flat stern panel, which was still 
partly articulated, dropped to the bottom 
just before the hull sides collapsed. 

It might be asked what caused the walls of 
the ship's hull to separate and collapse. 
Indeed, the traces of violent tearing of tim
bers from the sides of the transom suggest 
that the fasteners were still solidly in place 
when the hull flanks separated. It is also 
somewhat difficult to explain why the still 
articulated section of the flat stern panel col
lapsed to the port side. Considering the 
weight of the starboard hull, as well as the 
force of gravity and the list of the transom to 
starboard, one would tend to think that the 
transom assembly would have fallen to that 
side. In view of the list of the port hull to 
starboard, it is hard to imagine that this 
flank could have torn the flat stern panel off 
in this way when it collapsed. All indica
tions suggest that a force other than mere 
gravity carried the port flank to the port 
side, ripping certain transom timbers from 
their points of attachment and fracturing 
some of the elements that held the timbers 
together. 

Hull Segments 

Three small segments of hull were found on 
the site. Since they were still structurally 
intact and it was possible to identify their 
original shipboard positions, they have pro
vided information that is very relevant to 
the vessel's break-up sequence. 

However, before analyzing the collapse of 
these three hull segments, a few words are 
needed on the break-up of the articulated 
hull. 

Articulated Hull 

At first glance, the hull's starboard flank 
was better preserved than its port one. The 
outer edge of the starboard side displayed a 
longitudinal fracture just above the main 
deck level. The albaolas associated with the 
lower deck were still largely in place, except 
for their fore and aft ends. 

On the port side, the flank generally broke 
below the level of the lower deck and, there
fore, no trace of this deck level subsists on a 
large part of this hull wall. It can be noted, 
however, that the hull was better preserved 
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Figure 20.47: Frac
tures on the starboard 
flank. (Drawing: 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-2001-101-2). 
Scale 1:200 

in the bow, where it survived up to a level 
slightly above the lower deck. 

A detailed examination of the starboard hull 
revealed another longitudinal fracture 
(Fig. 20.47). This break occurred just below 
the lower deck, at the same spot as the frac
ture on the port side. Moreover, as the break 
approached the forward part of the ship, it 
rose slightly at around 6 m from the bow 
and then turned upward. Its path was iden
tical to that of the fracture on the port side. 

The forward end of the starboard flank dis
played another fracture, at roughly 2 m 
above the albaola of the ceiling, or at exactly 
the same level as the break on the outside of 
the port flank's forward end. If the small 
section of port bow hull were restored to its 
original position, the hull side thus formed 
would measure nearly 4 m high, or the same 
height as the forward part of the starboard 
flank. 

Both of the surviving hull sides were thus 
fractured in roughly the same places. The 
upper sections of the port hull were ripped 
off and carried away from the hull, parts of 
them already in pieces. 

Port Bow Hull Segment 

The port bow hull segment was found in the 
bow area of the ship, on the port side. Strad
dling trenches 26 and 28, at the level of 
trenches K, L and M, it lay very close to its 
original position on the hull, i.e. at the front 
of the ship, on the port side. This section 
would have been located above the forward 
end of the surviving port flank, and one of 
its ends would have been fastened to the 
stem. When the hull segment was uncov
ered, it lay at right angles to its original posi
tion, as if it had simply pivoted 90°. 

The port bow hull segment was pinned 
between two layers of scattered timbers. 
Lying directly on top of it were 11 structural 
elements, of which only one could be identi
fied: a beam shelf from the main or upper 
deck. Lying beneath it were more than 
25 timbers, of which only five could be iden
tified: two postarios (TT 1814 and TT 1816), a 
castle plank, a channel knee (TT 2960) and a 
plank from the ship's lower level (TT 2599). 
Apart from the latter plank, whose presence 
in this location is hard to explain, the four 
other identified timbers recovered from 
below this section of port bow hull came 
from above the level of the upper deck. 
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The port bow hull segment was found 
between two different levels of port hull 
planking: it lay above planks from the upper 
part of this flank (TT 2890 and TT2729/ 
2418) and beneath others from its lower sec
tion (TT 2886 and TT 2887). Perhaps it was 
pushed into this position by a sheet of float
ing ice, for example, after it collapsed. It 
seems much more probable, however, that it 
was sundered from the ship when the port 
flank fell, and became pinned between the 
different levels of planking when it pivoted. 

Therefore, the port bow hull segment seems 
to have become detached from the vessel 
very late in the break-up process, that is, 
after the upper levels broke apart and at the 
same time as the still articulated port side 
collapsed. 

As seen earlier, in the section on the channel 
assemblies, some of the components of these 
assemblies appear to have moved forward 
in the same direction as the port bow hull 
segment did. It seems more than likely, 
therefore, that when this hull segment col
lapsed and pivoted 90° clockwise, it dragged 
to the northeast a number of channel assem
bly timbers that had already broken off the 
vessel. 

Starboard Stern Hull Segment 

The starboard stern hull segment is slightly 
different from the other two sections 
described above. Uncovered on the star
board side, it consisted of three long pieces 
of planking still held together by frame tim
ber fragments. Originally, the starboard 
stern hull segment would have been situ
ated above the main deck. The lower arms of 
the hanging knees that supported this deck 
would have been mounted on the inside of 
this hull segment. The starboard main chan
nel assemblies would have been mounted, 
for the most part, on its exterior. 

The starboard stern hull segment lay on the 
starboard side amidst a large mass of tim
bers. Many pieces were found underneath it, 
including: 

• 3 L-shaped wales from the sterncastle 
(TT 798, TT 799 and TT 2144); 

• 1 wale that would have been affixed to 
the exterior of this segment (TT 808); 

• 7 castle planks (TT 829, TT 837 to 
TT 840, TT 800/1565 and TT 1599), one 
of which had a port-hole (TT 1599), and 
2 other planks, probably from the same 
level (TT 2145 and TT 2150); 

Port Midship Hull Segment 

The port midship hull segment was found in 
the northwest part of the site, more than 4 m 
from the forward end of the port hull side. It 
extended from trench 26 to 28, in trenches H 
and J. Unlike the port bow segment, it lay at 
a considerable distance from its original 
shipboard position, which would have been 
level with the main mast, or in the central aft 
area of the port hull. Indeed, its final resting 
place was over 5 m from this position. 

The port midship hull segment was very iso
lated from the rest of the vessel's remains. 
None of the ship's timbers were found 
above this segment, and only three, all uni
dentified, lay beneath it. Like the section of 
port bow hull, the port midship segment 
may have become detached from the vessel 
at about the same time as the hull walls col
lapsed; it is hard to explain, however, why 
this segment was deposited so far away 
from its point of origin. 

• 3 postarios (TT 1062, TT 1163 and 
TT 2027); 

• 3 channel knees (TT 1536, TT 2051 and 
TT2161); 

• 4 bulkhead planks and a small articu
lated panel (TT 833, TT 2169 and 
TT 820 to TT 824); 

• 1 transom plank (TT 830); 

• 1 beam, possibly from the upper deck 
(TT 1535); 

• 2 timbers with sheaves, used to operate 
the rigging (TT 2142 and TT 2164); 

• 3 pin rail fragments (TT 1152, TT 1771 
and TT 2143); 

• 1 cleat (TT 2162/2163). 

All of the identified timbers found beneath 
the starboard stern hull segment would 
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have been located at levels above this seg
ment or mounted on its exterior. 

A number of timbers were also uncovered 
above the starboard stern hull segment, 
including: 

• the dale from the upper deck (TT 792); 

• 1 wale that would have originally been 
located right below this segment 
(TT 969); 

• 1 channel knee (TT 1201); 

• 1 fragment of the lower part of a post
ario (TT 2051); 

• 3 sterncastle deck beams (TT 633, 
TT 976 and TT 965). 

It should be noted that four of the timbers 
found above the starboard stern hull seg
ment, namely, the dale and the three stern
castle deck beams, came from higher levels. 
It seems, therefore, that certain elements 
from these levels fell from the ship after this 
hull segment became detached from the rest 
of the starboard flank. It should also be 
noted that this section of hull did not rest 
directly beneath the starboard hull side, as 
several timbers were found in between the 
two. Therefore, this hull segment does not 
seem to have collapsed at the same time as 
the rest of the starboard flank. 

Chalupa No. 1 

The remains of a small craft identified as a 
chalupa, to which was given the name cha
lupa no. 1, straddled slightly more than eight 
sub-operations, covering over half the sur
face area of four of them. This small craft 
was nearly complete, and lay flat on the bot
tom, spread open like a book. It was ori
ented north to south, with its bow pointing 
in almost the same direction as the bow of 
the ship. The components of its starboard 
flank were extensively damaged, except for 
the garboard, or the first strake of hull 
planking next to the keel. Its port flank com
ponents were intact, except perhaps for one 
plank situated very close to the bow. 

Chalupa no. 1 was pinned beneath the 
remains of the vessel's starboard flank. Its 
aft end lay for the most part under the star
board side of the tuck, although its last 2 m 
emerged completely from behind the skeg. 
Considering the slope of the harbour floor 
and the fact that the ship listed at an angle of 
20° to starboard, it would have been impos
sible for a craft of this size and height to 
slide under the hull of the grounded vessel, 
into this position. This leaves two possible 
explanations: either the craft was already in 
this position when the larger vessel foun
dered or it sank to the bottom at the same 
time. To determine which of these theories is 
correct, the positions of the ship's timbers 
must be compared with those of the timbers 
from chalupa no. 1. 

Small Craft 

Four small craft were found on the 24M site 
(Fig. 20.48). Even though each one consti
tuted a site in itself, all four were integral to 
the study of the 24M vessel since their 
remains overlapped those of this vessel at 
one point or another. The unusual situation 
of finding five different hulls on a single site 
was definitely advantageous for conducting 
a comprehensive investigation of the 
sequence in which the site's components 
were deposited, as each of the hulls had the 
potential to provide precise chronological 
markers in the areas where they were 
located. 

The main challenge that arose in studying 
these small craft was to determine whether 
they had sunk to the bottom before, after or 
at the same time as the larger vessel. 

Certain timbers from chalupa no. 1 were 
found above timbers that had fallen away 
from the vessel. For example, in sub-opera
tion 6L, planks TT 494 and TT 496 from the 
chalupa (its top two port stern planks) over
lay six of the ship's timbers, including one of 
the transom's counter frames (TT 1418). 

In sub-operation 6M, plank TT 554 from the 
chalupa (second plank from the top in the 
starboard stern) rested above one of the 
planks from the ship's transom (TT 1714). 
The latter plank overlay one of the smaller 
craft's upper starboard planks (TT 1642), 
which in turn lay above a few small uniden
tified timbers, some of which may also have 
come from the chalupa. 

In sub-operation 8N, TT 1701, a plank from 
the vessel's transom, rested beneath the cha-
lupa's third starboard plank from the top 
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(TT 1675), but above TT 1651 and TT 1658, 
which also belonged to the small craft. 

In sub-operation 10P, several of the vessel's 
timbers were found under components of 
the smaller craft. TT 2060, TT 2062 and 
TT 2063 from the vessel, the last two of 
which belonged to the binnacle, were all 
uncovered below plank TT 1642 from the 
small craft. It should be noted that this plank 
(the top one in the starboard bow) was the 
only plank from chalupa no. 1 that lay at 
right angles to the craft itself, suggesting 
perhaps that it had moved after its initial 
deposition. This piece of planking covered 
part of the ship's sand-glass. 

TT 2064 (piece of softwood planking from 
the larger vessel) and TT 1918 (plank associ
ated probably with the ship's binnacle) both 
lay under two of the chalupa's starboard 
planks (TT 1626 and TT 1641). TT 1626 (sec
ond plank from the top on the starboard 
side) rested above an unidentified timber 
(TT 1737), which in turn overlay two of the 
small craft's frame timbers (TT 1684 and 
TT 1658). Lastly, another timber from the 
binnacle (TT 2073) lay beneath two of the 
craft's lower starboard planks (TT 1640 and 

TT 1641), while TT 1917, which may also 
have belonged to the binnacle, was uncov
ered below plank TT 1641. 

The stem of chalupa no. 1 (TT 1644) was 
found in sub-operation 12P, where it rested 
above an unidentified timber (TT 1779), 
three binnacle components (TT 1175, 
TT 2167 and TT 2068), the plank bearing a 
drawing of the ship (TT 2145), a pin rail 
(TT 2143) and a plank (TT 2150). 

It should be noted that it was primarily the 
starboard side of the chalupa that lay on top 
of timbers from the larger vessel. Indeed, the 
only place where the port side rested above 
timbers from the ship was in sub-operation 
6L. It should also be noted that it was 
always timbers from the edges of the small 
craft, often its upper planking, that were 
found above the ship's timbers. All of the 
chalupa's other components sat directly on 
the sterile sea bed. Obviously, therefore, the 
parts of the chalupa that rested on the bottom 
protected the harbour floor from debris fall
ing off the larger vessel, which in turn 
explains why so few of the latter's timbers 
were uncovered beneath the craft's port 
flank. 

Figure 20.48: Location 
of the four small craft 
on the 24M site: l) cha
lupa no. 1; 2) dial upa 
no.2; 3) chalupa no. 3; 
4) barco. (Drawing: 
C. Piper, Parks Can
ada; 24M-85-101-4a). 
Scale 1:200 
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As mentioned above, the starboard flank of 
chalupa no. 1 was damaged far more exten
sively than its port side. The damage 
stemmed from woodworm boring and the 
weight of the vessel's hull. The greater 
woodworm activity on the starboard side 
indicates that this flank was more exposed 
than the port one was. It is clear, therefore, 
that the presence of the ship on top of the 
craft partly protected it from natural 
destructive elements. 

It can also be noted that the ship timbers 
found beneath the chalupa were situated in 
places where the latter was most exposed 
and thus most heavily damaged, i.e. on the 
craft's starboard side and in the area where 
the stern of the chalupa emerged from 
behind the ship. Once again, it is clear that 
the presence of the larger vessel helped to 
seal the chalupa's port flank, preventing tim
bers that fell from the ship from being 
deposited below this flank. 

As explained earlier, it would have been 
impossible for chalupa no. 1 to slide under 
the hull of the vessel after it grounded, into 
its as-found position. How then did timbers 
from the ship come to be deposited beneath 
the chalupa if they were not already there 

when the small craft sank? One possible 
explanation is that these timbers were 
pushed under the chalupa once all of its com
ponents had already collapsed onto the har
bour floor. Another possibility is that the 
chalupa was flattened only after some of the 
ship's timbers had already fallen to the bot
tom. Figure 20.49 provides an aft facing 
view of the smaller craft's bow. It can be 
noted that the original shape of its starboard 
flank (on the left side of the photograph) 
was preserved to some degree: part of the 
flank's exterior planking was still standing, 
while the rest lay flat on the bottom, as if it 
had been crushed. It was beneath this flat
tened section that the ship's timbers were 
found. The position of the chalupa's plank
ing, which sealed the underlying area, 
would have prevented other timbers from 
the vessel from being deposited there after 
the small craft had been crushed. This sug
gests that the starboard flank of chalupa no. 1 
collapsed on top of and completely covered 
certain timbers from the ship that had 
already fallen to the bottom. 

Chalupa no. 1 could not have sunk after the 
ship grounded and then slid under the 
larger vessel's hull. On the other hand, nei
ther could it have sunk much before the ship 

Figure 20.49: Aft fac
ing view of the bow of 
chalupa no. 1. (Photo: 
R.J. Ringer, Parks Can
ada; 24M-743W). 
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foundered, as shown by the fact that it cot-
lapsed onto timbers that had broken away 
from the vessel and was thus probably still 
upright, at least in part, when these timbers 
fell. However, can we affirm that it was 
already on the bottom when the ship went 
down? We think not, given its position 
directly below the vessel, beside the skeg. 
Indeed, it seems highly improbable that the 
ship would have grounded right next to the 
chalupa without disturbing it, or that at least 
part of its heavy keel would not have come 
to rest on the craft. The likelihood of this sce
nario is further undermined when we con
sider that the sides of the craft do not appear 
to have been lying flat on the sea bed when 
the ship sank, since, as mentioned above, 
they seem to have collapsed on some of the 
vessel's timbers. The only possible explana
tion is that chalupa no. 1 sank at the same 
time as the larger vessel. The fact that it was 
encased in the lower part of the crushed 
shell layer lends support to this hypothesis 
(Fig. 20.50). Such an explanation in turn 
implies that it was probably moored to the 
ship, as was common practice at the time. 
The graffito found on one the vessel's planks 
(TT 2145), showing a ship at anchor with a 
small craft moored to the stern, testifies to 
this technique. However, based on the posi
tion of chalupa no. 1, we believe that this 
craft was probably moored to the side of the 
vessel. 

Therefore, the most probable wrecking sce
nario for chalupa no. 1 is that it was moored 
to the flank of the ship when the latter went 
aground. Part of the craft would have been 
pulled under the larger vessel, because of 
lateral drifting for example, with the result 
that the chalupa ended up pinned between 
the hull and the harbour bottom. However, a 
portion of the craft's starboard flank and its 
stern would have emerged from behind the 
hull of the ship, which was still standing on 
the sea bed but listing to one side. Certain 
sections of the chalupa, i.e. its port flank, 
would thus have been protected by the ves
sel, while others, i.e. its starboard flank, 
would have been exposed. The timbers that 
fell from the ship very early in the break-up 
process would have fallen to the side of the 
exposed parts of the chalupa. After a while, 
probably when the sides of the ship's hull 
collapsed, the craft's starboard flank, which 
until that time had been partially upright, 
was flattened. From then on, it completely 
covered the timbers that had been dislodged 
from the vessel and were lying beside the 
chalupa. 

Barco 

The remains of another craft, identified as a 
barco, were found in sub-operations 2P and 
4P (Fig. 20.51).638 They consisted of a still 
articulated section of hull, 3.8 m long by 
1.5 m wide, oriented in a northwest to 

Figure 20.50: Strati-
graphic section at 
operation line 10. Cha
lupa no. 1 can be seen 
in the barnacle shell 
layer to the right of the 
keel (5). (Drawing: 
W. Stevens, D. Kap-
pler, Parks Canada; 
24M-84-102-5). 
Scale 1:50 
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Figure 20.51: The barco, 
in situ. (Photo: 
D. Page, Parks Can
ada; 24M-1373T). 

southeast direction and representing only 
about half of the original craft. One of the 
planks displayed traces of sawing, while the 
south end of the keel seemed to have been 
chopped through with an axe. 

At the time of its discovery, the barco rested 
in an organic layer, beneath a densely 
packed layer of roofing tile fragments. These 
tile fragments, which were much larger than 
those found elsewhere on the site, were 
wedged between the frames of the small 
craft. The fact that the fragments could not 
be mended together seems to indicate that 
they were discarded pieces of tile that had 
been placed in the craft rather than a cargo 
of complete tiles. A terrestrial plant was also 
found clinging to the hull planks of the 
barco. 

Since the components of the barco were still 
fully articulated, it was fairly easy to study 

the craft's stratigraphie position. Several 
objects were found beneath this small craft, 
including two leather shoes, a piece of 
leather, a ceramic fragment, a block, and 
whale bones, not to mention a number of 
timbers that had broken off the ship: 

• 4 fragments of planking, 2 of which 
were made of softwood; 

• a hatch frame (TT 805); 

• a postario (TT 746); 

• a fourth futtock made of softwood 
(TT 828), probably from the sterncastle; 

• a beam from the upper deck (TT 806), 
which would have been level with the 
capstan; 

• a timber with indentations that was 
square in section (TT 698) and corre
sponded probably to a beam shelf . 

All of these timbers came from the vessel's 
upper works, located above the level of the 
upper deck. One of the whale bones, a man
dible, was found between the barco and sev
eral of the ship's timbers. Only one of these 
timbers, the vessel's starboard fashion frame 
(TT 336), was uncovered above the barco. It 
belonged to the flat stern panel, which, as 
mentioned above, was ripped off the vessel 
when its hull walls collapsed. 

In light of this information, it is clear that the 
barco came to rest on the bottom after the 
ship's upper works had already begun to 
break up and, therefore, after the ship ran 
aground. It was deposited, however, before 
the lower part of the flat stern panel was 
sundered from the vessel and, consequently, 
before the hull flanks collapsed. Prior to its 
deposition, a whale bone came to rest on the 
timbers that were already lying on the har
bour floor. Therefore, the barco seems to 
have arrived on the site just before the end 
of the vessel's break-up. 

The most probable theory on the origin of 
this craft, put forward shortly after its dis
covery, is that it was a small craft no longer 
suitable for navigation that had been placed 
on the shore of Saddle Island to serve as a 
repository for broken roofing tiles. Consid
ering the craft's proximity to the shoreline 
and the steep slope that led down from it to 
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the water, the barco may have slid or even 
been pushed into the harbour. Even today, it 
is not unusual to see clumps of moss slip 
into the water from the island when the 
snow melts in spring. 

Chalupa No. 2 

Another chalupa, given the name chalupa 
no. 2, lay near the bow of the ship, at the 
western limit of the site. Its remains strad
dled some ten sub-operations, from longitu
dinal trenches G to J and lateral trenches 20 
to 24, and were oriented north-south. 

Chalupa no. 2 was completely disarticulated, 
with its timbers lying spread over the har
bour bottom. Its as-found condition was 
thus very different from that of chalupa no. 1, 
whose shape was still well preserved, and 
that of the barco, whose remains consisted of 
a still articulated section of hull. 

Most of the planks from chalupa no. 2 uncov
ered close to the surface of their respective 
sub-operations seemed to be oriented more 
to the west than they would have been origi
nally, as if they had been swept in that direc
tion. The planks found closer to the bottom 
of their respective sub-operations were ori
ented the way the chalupa probably was 
when it first came to rest on the sea bed. 

A number of the timbers from this craft were 
found mixed with those of the ship. How
ever, in the area occupied by chalupa no. 2, 
none of the ship's timbers were found in 
trenches G and H; in fact, none were uncov
ered west of trench H on the 24M site as a 
whole. It seems, therefore, that chalupa no. 2 
was located partly beyond the limits of the 
vessel site. Nevertheless, in trenches J and K, 
the site of this chalupa clearly overlapped 
that of the ship, as this is where the timbers 
from both hulls were found mixed together. 

A detailed examination of the deposition 
sequence of timbers in the zone where the 
two sites overlapped reveals that this area 
sustained numerous disturbances. It can be 
noted, for example, that TT 2404 from the 
ship rested above TT 1553 from chalupa 
no. 2, which overlay TT 2479 from the larger 
vessel, which in turn overlay TT 2406 from 
the chalupa. Many other timbers from both 
hulls were mixed together in this way. It is 
impossible, therefore, based solely on the 
deposition of timbers in this area, to deter

mine exactly which of the two hulls sank to 
the bottom first. 

Nevertheless, two clues gleaned from other 
findings shed some light on this question. 
First, it is important to note that the ship's 
port flank rested above a series of planks 
that in turn overlay certain components of 
chalupa no. 2. Although this deposition 
sequence may be the result of disturbances, 
it seems to indicate that the small craft was 
already on the bottom when the vessel's hull 
sides collapsed. 

Second, the most extensively disturbed part 
of the chalupa no. 2 site was located right 
between the original position of the vessel's 
port midship hull segment and the latter's 
final resting place. This segment broke away 
from the central hull area and was carried 
forward, right to the front of the ship. The 
direction in which it moved is the same as 
that in which the timbers that no longer lay 
on the chalupa's original fore-and-aft axis 
moved. It is possible, and even probable, 
therefore, that as the hull segment was car
ried forward, it swept across the site of cha
lupa no. 2, displacing planks that were closer 
to the surface and mixing timbers from the 
two hulls together. For this to happen, how
ever, the small craft's timbers must have 
already been disarticulated, or most of their 
fasteners must have been in very poor con
dition. 

The origin of chalupa no. 2 remains unex
plained, although several hypotheses may 
be envisaged. The fact that it was found in a 
disarticulated state might suggest that it was 
already in that condition when it sank. In 
fact, it might have been transported in 
pieces aboard the ship. However, a careful 
examination of the craft's timbers revealed 
several fastener holes surrounded by traces 
of rust, indicating that the chalupa had been 
assembled at some point. In any case, it is 
highly unlikely that so many individual tim
bers from a single small craft sinking to a 
depth of over 10 m would have come to rest 
in such an orderly fashion on the harbour 
floor and all be oriented in the same direc
tion. Furthermore, if the craft had been on 
board the ship, it would not have fallen to 
the port side or so far away from the vessel. 
Consequently, the site of chalupa no. 2 is sep
arate from that of the vessel. The fact that 
timbers from both hulls were found mixed 
together suggests that the craft was already 
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in pieces when the ship's timbers fell to the 
bottom. It can be concluded, therefore, that 
chalupa no. 2 was already resting on the sea 
bed when the ship broke apart and col
lapsed. 

Chalupa No. 3 

The remains of a third chalupa, this one 
given the name chalupa no. 3, was found in 
the stern port area of the 24M site, in sub-
operations 2K, 4K, 4L, 6K and 6L. The 
remains consisted of totally disarticulated 
and heavily fractured timbers comprising an 
approximately 1-m long section of keel, two 
hull-plank fragments, the lower part of the 
stem, and more than a dozen floor and fut-
tock fragments. 

All the timbers were found above the tran
som's flat panel, the port wall of the articu
lated hull and the spar segment in sub-
operations 200K to 6K. The stratigraphie 
location of the timbers leave no doubt as to 
the fact that chalupa no. 3 arrived on the site 
after the collapse of the hull structure. 

SUMMARY 

The preceding analysis of the deposition 
and distribution of the scattered timbers 
from the 24M vessel has produced a number 
of findings, which in turn have made it pos
sible to understand how the vessel broke up 
and the site was formed. 

First, this study allowed us to identify a gen
eral trend in the deposition of the ship's tim
bers, namely, that the vast majority came to 
rest on or close to the edge of the wreck. It 
also provided evidence suggesting that most 
of the timbers moved very little either later
ally or longitudinally, which means that 
they generally fell straight to the bottom and 
were deposited close to their original ship
board positions. Nevertheless, some port-
stern to starboard-bow movement was 
detected. 

were different from those that governed the 
movement of timbers from the ship's hull 
sides. Although the internal timbers fol
lowed the general deposition trend imposed 
by the list of the vessel to starboard, as 
shown by the fact that almost all were found 
on that side, they usually came to rest fur
ther away from the ship than the side tim
bers did. Trenches located furthest from the 
articulated hull contained a large number of 
timbers from the vessel's interior. 

The foregoing analysis also demonstrated 
that the timbers from the ship's upper level, 
i.e. upper deck and above, became dislo
cated before those of the two other levels 
did, and well before the hull collapsed. 
Moreover, few moved to any significant 
degree laterally or longitudinally when they 
fell. Some elements, however, including a 
number of beams from the fourth and upper 
decks, the dale and the capstan, became 
detached fairly late in the break-up process. 
The timbers from the vessel's middle level, 
i.e. the area extending from the main deck to 
just below the upper deck, fell to the bottom 
shortly afterwards. As for the timbers from 
the lower level, i.e. the area below the main 
deck, they became dislocated very late in the 
break-up process. 

Most of the timbers from the vessel's middle 
and upper levels fell to the starboard side. 
The lower level timbers that came to rest 
beneath the articulated hull were close to the 
keel, originating primarily from the ship's 
flanks. However, a remarkable number of 
lower level timbers from the vessel's interior 
were uncovered at a considerable distance 
from their original shipboard locations. 

The disturbances observed in the starboard 
bow differed from those noted in the rest of 
the starboard flank. Apparently, some of the 
deck components in this area were ripped 
out of the ship before the upper portions of 
its sides became completely disarticulated. 

The study revealed as well that the list of the 
vessel to the starboard side had a determin
ing impact on the movement of timbers. 
More than two-thirds were deposited on 
that side. 

It also became clear, as the study progressed, 
that the dynamics which governed the 
movement of timbers from inside the vessel 

An even clearer understanding of how the 
ship's various levels broke apart was 
obtained by examining the deposition and 
distribution of the scattered timbers from 
each level in detail. Without doubt, the 
sterncastle began to fall to pieces very soon 
after the ship foundered. The bulkhead in 
the aft part of the upper deck was one of the 
first components to fall to the bottom. 
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In general, the upper works in the stern of 
the vessel were dislocated in the early stages 
of the ship's break-up, well before the hull 
sides collapsed. The components of this part 
of the ship fell straight to the harbour floor. 
However, part of the upper deck, and even 
certain elements below this level, seem to 
have fallen away from the vessel at the same 
time as some of the sterncastle structures. 

The situation was not as obvious in the bow. 
On the starboard side, the upper works were 
destroyed long before the hull flanks col
lapsed. Wall timbers from this part of the 
vessel came to rest close to the hull. On the 
port side, the upper works were also 
destroyed before the sides of the hull fell to 
the harbour floor. As for the channel assem
bly components, they moved forward and 
eastward after breaking off the vessel. 

The manner in which the upper deck level 
broke up is not very clear; it does not appear, 
however, to have occurred in a uniform 
fashion. Most elements fell to the bottom 
before the hull walls collapsed, becoming 
detached in some cases very early in the 
break-up process. On the other hand, some 
components were among the last timbers to 
fall off the ship before its flanks collapsed 
outward. For example, the dale and the cap
stan became detached fairly late in the 
break-up sequence, that is, after the articu
lated segment of starboard stern hull, 
located beneath the upper deck level, was 
torn from the rest of the starboard side. The 
mizzen mast step and the port hawse hole 
timber also remained in place for a very long 
time. While the upper deck beams were 
found generally close to the wreckage, in 
accordance with the trend observed for the 
ship's timbers as a whole, some timbers 
from this deck, including one of the capstan 
partner planks, were deposited at a consid
erable distance from their original positions 
on the vessel. 

Very little information is available on the 
break-up of the main deck. It seems, how
ever, that part of this deck fell to pieces 
before the hull sides collapsed. This phe
nomenon could be observed more readily in 
the bow. A surprising number of timbers 
from this deck, some of which were quite 
large, were found very far away from the 
hull, following a deposition pattern that 
runs counter to the general trend observed 
for the timbers as a whole. The main channel 

assemblies were disarticulated very early in 
the break-up sequence, and the heart blocks, 
used to maintain tension on the shrouds, 
were among the first elements to fall to the 
bottom. The starboard stern hull segment, 
for its part, collapsed before the rest of the 
starboard hull did. It is difficult to say, how
ever, whether the collapse of this segment 
was linked to the break-up of the channel 
assemblies which would have been 
mounted partly on top of it. 

The lower deck came apart just before the 
ship's hull collapsed. However, the 
sequence in which its various components 
were deposited is so different from that of 
the timbers from the upper works and from 
the general deposition trends observed for 
the vessel's timbers as a whole that there is 
reason to believe some form of outside inter
vention took place. Several of the lower deck 
timbers, some of which were very large, 
were uncovered at a considerable distance 
from their original shipboard locations. 

The manner in which the transom broke up 
seems fairly obvious. It should be noted, 
however, that few of its upper components 
were identified. Certain elements seem to 
have remained in place for a fairly long time 
after the ship ran aground. The counter, for 
example, was still in its original position 
during the last stages of the break-up 
sequence, although its outer horizontal 
planking appears to have become detached 
very early on. The counter frames fell off 
shortly before the rudder, which collapsed at 
the same time as a large section of the star
board side of the flat stern panel. Very soon 
after the rudder came off, and perhaps even 
at the same time, the hull flanks separated, 
wrenching off the timbers that linked the flat 
stern panel to the rest of the ship. The flat 
stern panel fell to the harbour floor just 
before the hull sides collapsed. 

The preceding analysis of the deposition 
and distribution of the ship's timbers raises 
a number of questions about the collapse of 
the vessel's hull. Based on the information 
we have gathered, it is now clear that the flat 
stern panel and two segments of port hull 
were ripped off the vessel. This finding, like 
those made with regard to the lower deck, 
points to some form of external intervention. 

Lastly, this study of the scattered timbers 
uncovered on the 24M site has led to a better 
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understanding of how the four small craft 
found in the vicinity of the vessel came to be 
deposited in this sector. There is little doubt 
that chalupa no. 1 was moored to the side of 
the ship when it grounded. The craft seems 
to have been pinned beneath the vessel as 
the latter settled on the harbour floor. The 
barco, for its part, was deposited after the 
vessel sank and the advanced destruction of 
the latter's upper structures, but before the 
ship's hull collapsed. The small craft may 
have come to rest on the site in the spring, 
perhaps after sliding into the water from 
shore along with melting snow. As for cha
lupa no. 2, all indications suggest that it was 
already on the bottom when the ship broke 
apart and its hull walls collapsed outward. 
Finally, there is no doubt that chalupa no. 3 
arrived on the site after the collapse of the 
hull. 

D E T E R M I N I N G FACTORS 

Now that we have defined the main stages 
involved in the ship's break-up, we can 
examine the factors that may have played a 
role in this process. First, however, we must 
describe the vessel's position on the sea bed 
after it was wrecked. 

Position of the Ship 

As mentioned earlier, it was established in 
the course of the field work that the ship 
listed at an angle of 20° on average to the 
starboard side after it went down. As also 
mentioned earlier, the list of the vessel to 
starboard explains why such a high percent
age of timbers were uncovered on that side, 
including almost all of the ship's interior 
timbers. 

bed had an impact on the movement of the 
timbers when they fell from the ship. 

Owing to the presence of this slope, the 
depth of the harbour floor varied consider
ably in the area where the vessel ran 
aground. Water depth averaged about 7.7 m 
at the ship's skeg, compared to roughly 10 m 
at the forward end of its keel. Today, the 
tides in Red Bay are relatively weak, reach
ing about 0.7 m under normal conditions 
and approximately 1.2 m during the spring 
tides.639 They were probably about the same 
400 years ago. Even though water levels 
have changed significantly in some parts of 
Canada's Maritime Provinces over the past 
few hundred years,640 changes seem to have 
been negligible in the Red Bay area.641 Based 
on this information, we have been able to 
establish the position of the ship on the bot
tom of the harbour following the sinking in 
relation to the presumed water level (Figs. 
20.53 to 20.55). It can be noted that part of 
the stern would have emerged from the 
water. On the port side, the sterncastle deck 
would have been fully exposed at low tide, 
since the water level in that area would have 
been lower in relation to the vessel owing to 
the list of the ship to starboard. 

Water 

Water movement in Red Bay harbour was 
certainly one factor that could have had an 
impact on the break-up of the ship and the 
movement of its timbers. Although the 
wreck site was protected from pounding off
shore waves because of its location next to 
the interior shore of Saddle Island, the 
grounded vessel and the timbers that fell to 
the sea bed may have been affected by other 
types of water movement, caused by cur
rents, tides or storms. 

The sea bed on which the vessel rested had 
an 8° slope (4-m drop over a distance of 
28 m), oriented roughly SSW/NNE 
(Fig. 20.52). The slope was a bit steeper in 
shallow water (10° over the first 11 m), but 
became more gentle in the part of the site 
where the water was deeper (7° over the last 
17m). The bottom thus sloped in a port-
stern to starboard-bow direction, or the 
same direction in which, as explained previ
ously, some very limited movement of the 
ship's timbers as a whole was detected. It 
seems, therefore, that the slope of the sea 

The water in the harbour can become very 
choppy in bad weather. If the ship sank dur
ing a storm, its upper works, whether they 
were sticking out of the water or just break
ing the surface, would have been exposed to 
rough waves within the bay as soon as the 
vessel touched bottom. It is difficult to 
assess how much damage such waves 
would have caused, but one can readily 
imagine that they could have wrenched off 
and displaced certain superstructural com
ponents. Subsequent storms may also have 
had an impact on the break-up of the ship's 
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upper works, with swollen waters carrying 
a number of timbers beyond the currently 
defined limits of the site. 

Water currents on the site result from tidal 
action. Although no studies were conducted 
on the currents in Red Bay harbour, observa
tions made in the course of the excavations 
suggest that they are usually not very 
strong. However, during the field work 
there were a few occasions, whose condi
tions could not be defined precisely, when 

the current became strong enough to make it 
difficult for divers to swim. Nevertheless, 
based on the results of the foregoing analy
sis of the deposition and distribution of the 
site's scattered timbers, any movement these 
structural components underwent as they 
fell to the bottom seems to have been mini
mal for the most part. It can be concluded 
therefore that tidal currents had little effect 
on the timbers as they dropped to the har
bour floor. 

Figure 20.52: Average 
water level in relation 
to the grounded ship. 
Stern view, looking 
forward, stations 6 
and 8 and transom. 
(Drawing: D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
2001-103-11). 
Scale 1:50 
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Figure 20.53: Average 
water level in relation to 
the grounded ship. Bow 
view, looking aft, stations 
2 and 6. (Drawing: 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-2001-103-lla). 
Scale 1:50 

Ice 

Ice is the natural element that surely played 
the most important role in the break-up of 
the ship and the collapse of its different 
components. Ice can take several forms in 
Red Bay, depending on the time of year. 

Today, Red Bay harbour freezes over in win
ter (Fig. 20.56), with ice forming a layer at 
the surface of the water up to 1 m thick. The 
situation was probably very similar in the 
16th century, and there can be no doubt that 
ice affected the grounded vessel. Any struc
tures still sticking out of the water when 
winter arrived would inevitably have been 
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trapped in the ice. As the ice moved with 
tide-related changes in water level, it would 
soon have damaged many timbers or even 
dislodged them. In addition, it would assur
edly have crushed some elements when it 
broke up in spring. If, as the archaeological 
remains seem to indicate, the ship was still 
standing on the bottom when the bay froze 
over during the first winter after the wreck
ing, the ice would surely have levelled the 
vessel's upper works. The sterncastle, part 
of the upper deck in the port stern and the 
top of the forecastle would certainly have 
been vulnerable to the destructive action of 
the ice. 

Floating ice also seems to have had an 
impact on the break-up of the ship. Two 

types of floating ice are encountered in the 
Red Bay area: icebergs and ice floes. Icebergs 
are enormous blocks of ice that become 
detached from glaciers in arctic seas and are 
carried southward by the Labrador Current. 
Although they vary in size, most of their 
volume (7/8) is generally submerged. While 
icebergs do not appear every year in the 
Strait of Belle Isle, they are nonetheless fre
quent in summer and fall. Their size dimin
ishes as they drift, and they often ground as 
they approach shore. It is not unusual for 
icebergs to enter streams, coves and bays, 
and then melt there in the sun. Ice floes, for 
their part, are large sheets of floating ice. At 
Red Bay, they are produced when parts of 
the harbour freeze over, or when the ice 

Figure 20.54: Average 
water level in relation 
to the grounded ship, 
port side. The level is 
shown in relation to 
the port flank, as the 
vessel is listing to star
board. (Drawing: 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-2001-103-12). 
Scale 1:200 
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Figure 20.55: Average 
water level in relation 
to the grounded ship, 
starboard side. The 
level is shown in rela
tion to the starboard 
flank (the list of the 
vessel has not been 
represented) . (Draw
ing: D. Kappler, Parks 
Canada; 24M-2001-
103-12a). 
Scale 1:200 

breaks up in the harbour in spring 
(Fig. 20.57). 

The possibility that an ice floe or an iceberg 
rammed into the vessel or even went 
aground on the 24M site should be consid
ered. Indeed, sheets of ice have been known 
to float into this area in the period since the 
wreck was discovered. During the archaeo
logical excavations, sheet ice sitting directly 
above the wreck made it impossible to reach 
the site by boat on several occasions. Ice
bergs also drifted onto the site every so 
often, and, in one instance, damaged a metal 
datum line support left in place on the har
bour floor for the winter. In some cases, ice
bergs had to be towed away to prevent them 
from running aground on the vessel 
remains. In the winter of 1991-1992, for 

example, an iceberg settled right on top of 
the area where the ship's timbers had been 
reburied, that is, where the wreck itself was 
originally located. If an iceberg or a sheet of 
ice had run into the ship when it was still 
standing on the bottom, this would assur
edly have accelerated the break-up of some 
of the vessel's components. Similarly, if an 
iceberg had grounded on the wreck site after 
the ship had collapsed, it could have dis
turbed the site considerably. The site of the 
Célèbre, a 64-gun French vessel that sank at 
Louisbourg, Nova Scotia, provides some 
indication of the kind of damage that ice
bergs can inflict. In the winter of 1986-1987, 
a shallow iceberg moved directly over the 
wreck, digging a trench just over half a 
metre deep and displacing two cannon. 
Although the Red Bay vessel site does not 
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appear to bear any scars of this type, it is cer
tainly possible that it was disturbed by ice
bergs or sheets of floating ice during the 400 
or so years that have elapsed since the ship 
sank. 

Human Intervention 

In view of the depth of the sea bed where the 
ship went down, the Basques would cer
tainly have had the option of conducting sal
vage operations to recover the goods 
trapped inside the vessel. The objects they 
would have most wanted to recover were no 
doubt the casks of oil they had worked so 
hard to acquire. 

The portion of the sterncastle that was stick
ing out of the water would have been 
readily accessible. Had the seamen been 
amenable to getting wet, they would have 
been able to reach the partitioned-off spaces 
in this castle, provided the latter was not 
completely destroyed when the vessel foun
dered. It might even have been even easier 
to enter the castles if they were partially 
destroyed. The rest of the vessel, however, 
could only have been reached by divers. It is 
known that breath-hold diving was 
employed to recover merchandise from 
shipwrecks. The practice was actually wide
spread in the 16th century, as shown by 
accounts that mention the use of divers to 
salvage cargo from galleons filled with 
riches from the New World.642 However, the 
situation in Red Bay would surely have 
differed from that in more southerly regions. 
First of all, it is not known whether people 
capable of doing such work were on hand 
immediately after the ship was wrecked. 
Secondly, Labrador's icy waters are a very 
unsuitable environment for prolonged 
salvage operations by divers. We are not 
sure, therefore, that the Basques were able to 
use this method to recover the goods 
trapped in the deepest parts of the vessel. 

Salvagers of the period employed a variety 
of techniques in addition to diving to reach 
shipwrecks, gain access to their cargo or 
even move them to shallower water. An 
illustrated document from the first half of 
the 17th century describes several of the 
methods used to locate and move sunken 
vessels.643 It also reveals that salvagers 
sometimes went to great lengths to find 
ships that had gone down in depths of up to 

more than 100 m in order to recover their 
cargo. One can readily imagine that the 
Basques would have tried to rescue the 
precious contents of a ship such as the 24M 
vessel, which was readily visible from the 
surface. Its cargo of whale oil casks was 
valuable enough to warrant such efforts. 
Moreover, the casks' natural buoyancy 
would have simplified the work 
considerably, as the salvagers would merely 
have had to free the barrels from the vessel 
and let them float to the surface. 

To recover the casks from beneath the decks, 
the salvagers would simply have had to 
remove these structures. Since the decks 
were designed to withstand downward 
rather than upward pressure, it would have 
been fairly easy, from a technical standpoint, 
to dismantle them. After obtaining a firm 

Figure 20.56: Snowmo
bile on the ice above 
the 24M site. (Photo: 
B. Bennett, Parks Can
ada; 24M-1099T). 
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Figure 20.57: Aerial 
view of Penney and 
Saddle islands in Red 
Bay during spring. It 
can be noted that a 
large part of the Strait 
of Belle Isle is covered 
by ice floes, or large 
sheets of drifting ice, 
some of which have 
made their way into 
the harbour. (Photo: 
B. Bennett, Parks Can
ada; 24M-1100T). 

hold, the salvagers would merely have had 
to pull the decks upward with enough force 
to break their beams. As the ship was not a 
very deep vessel, they probably had no diffi
culty hooking grapnels under projecting 
deck parts. They could then have employed 
various methods to generate the force 
needed to rip the structures out. For exam
ple, they no doubt could have used lifting 
devices such as capstans and windlasses, 
which normally served for lifting heavy 
weights. The displacement of a ship lifting 
by the tide could also possibly have done 
the work. 

INTERPRETATION AND 
CONCLUSION 

The preceding study of the scattered timbers 
on the 24M site has made it possible to iden
tify general trends in the movement and 
deposition of timbers from the different 
parts of the ship. After examining the factors 
that may have had a determining impact on 
the break-up of the vessel, we can now pro
pose explanations for the main stages 
involved in the formation of the wreck site 
(Tab. 20.8). 

Various indicators, some of which are unre
lated to the scattered timbers themselves, 
reveal that the ship's arrival on the bottom 
was a sudden, rapid event. First, strati-
graphic indicators, in the form of a deep 
depression parallel to the final resting place 
of the aft end of the ship's keel, suggest that 
the stern of the vessel struck the harbour 
floor as it drifted in a west-to-east direction, 
bounced off the sea bed and then perma
nently grounded.644 It is this impact with the 
sea bed that is deemed to have caused the 
extensive damage observed on certain major 
timbers at the bottom of the vessel: the 
cracked skeg, perhaps the twisted keel, the 
crushed bottom portion of the rudder, and 
the damaged fourth, fifth and sixth strakes 
on the starboard side of the hull.645 It is 
interesting to note that the direction in 
which the ship is considered to have drifted 
during the wrecking corresponds to the 
direction in which the wind usually blows in 
autumn storms. Further proof of a sudden, 
rapid wrecking rather than an event that 
took place over a fairly long time is the 
chalupa found beneath the vessel: this craft 
can only have gone down with the ship 
while it was still moored to one of the 
vessel's flanks. Another piece of evidence is 
the fact that the navigational instruments 
associated with the binnacle, such as the 
sand-glass, were found among the ship's 
structural remains. One would think that 
these instruments would have been 
recovered before the vessel sank, had there 
been time to do so. 

The foregoing study has also revealed that 
some of the timbers from the ship's upper 
works fell from the vessel very early in the 
break-up process. By and large, they came to 
rest very close to the ship and their original 
positions on it. This trend was more obvious 
in the stern area than in the bow. The fact 
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Events Probable cause 

1 Chalupa no. 2 sinks to the bottom 

Undetermined period of time elapses 

Unknown 

2 The ship sinks, dragging chalupa no. 1 down with it Storm, west-east winds 

3 The binnacle and its navigational instruments, the shrouds and channel 
assemblies soon fall to the bottom, either when the ship wrecks or immediately 
afterwards 

Storm, grounding, human intervention 

4 The upper works in the stern of the vessel, part of the upper deck and part of 
the upper works in the bow break apart. These events occur over a period of time 

Natural elements: ice, storms 

5 Spring: a barco slides into the water from shore and sinks to the harbour floor Melting snow/soil sliding into the water 

6 Spring-Summer (order unknown) 

The dale, capstan and certain upper portions of the transom collapse Salvage 

The rudder and part of the transom collapse Salvage 

The main deck is dismantled Salvage 

A dislodged section of port hull displaces timbers lying at the base of the stem, Salvage 
while another segment from the same flank displaces timbers from chalupa no. 2 

7 The lower deck is dismantled Salvage 

8 The hull sides collapse Salvage 

9 Chalupa no. 3 sinks to the bottom Unknown 

Table 20.8: Probable sequence of events in the formation of the 24M site. 

that the superstructural timbers moved in 
such similar and well-defined ways sug
gests that the break-up of this part of the 
vessel was not sudden, but resulted from a 
continuous, unchanging event that occurred 
over a fairly long period. Logically, such an 
event would be associated with natural fac
tors more than with some form of short-term 
human intervention. It can be proposed, 
therefore, that the break-up of the ship's 
upper works was most probably caused by 
storm-generated waves and particularly ice 
action. This in turn explains why timber 
movement trends were clearer in the stern 
area than in the bow: owing to the slope of 
the sea bed and the resulting difference in 
water depth, the stern of the ship was much 
more exposed to natural elements than the 
bow was. It also emerged from the study 
that the shrouds which secured the masts, at 

least in the stern of the ship, did not remain 
in place for a very long time once the ship 
began to break up. Not only were the heart 
blocks that anchored the shrouds found at 
the very bottom of their respective excava
tion units, but most of the channel assembly 
components were uncovered together with 
the first elements to have broken away from 
the ship. 

The movement trends identified for the tim
bers from the lower deck, i.e. the lower level 
inside the ship, were completely different 
from those identified for the timbers from 
the vessel's upper works. Indeed, the main 
components of the lower deck were depos
ited at a considerable distance from their 
original shipboard positions. Based on their 
points of deposition, they seem to have been 
wrenched from the vessel by a force other 
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than that which governed the superstruc
ture's break-up. Moreover, several of the 
lower deck timbers found far away from 
their points of origin were much larger than 
those that had hardly moved at all. In the 
light of currently available information, the 
most logical explanation for these unusual 
movements is salvage work. The timbers 
from the lower deck were probably ripped 
out by salvagers striving to reach the cargo 
trapped inside the grounded vessel. The dis
location and erratic deposition of these tim
bers coincides with the collapse of the still 
articulated hull: both events took place at 
the same time and were probably intercon
nected. Another indication that some kind 
of outside intervention occurred just before 
the hull sides collapsed is the significant dis
placement of one of the port bow hull seg
ments. The main deck also seems to have 
been affected by the salvage activities, since 
all of the beams identified as belonging to 
this deck lay beyond the edge of the articu
lated hull. Moreover, most were deposited 
well beyond the perimeter within which the 
ship's timbers should normally have moved, 
according to the general trends detected 
during the present study. 

The upper works of the ship thus seem to 
have broken apart as a result of "natural" 
forces, while the internal structures at the 
level of the lower deck were dismantled by 
salvagers. At what point does the damage 
caused by natural factors end and that 
caused by the presumed salvage operations 
begin? According to the data at our disposal, 
the transition zone seems to be located at the 
level of the upper deck. Some of the timbers 
from this deck were dislodged in ways that 
reflected that general trends observed for 
the timbers from the vessel's upper works, 
while other elements (the capstan and its 
step, the dale, etc.) displayed dislocation 
patterns that were at variance with these 
trends, and seem to have fallen from the ves
sel only shortly before its hull sides col
lapsed. Similarly, part of the transom and 
certain elements from the sterncastle deck 
(fourth deck), including some of its beams, 
became detached very late in the break-up 
process. As for the main deck, it seems to 
have been subjected, as explained above, to 
the same pressures as the lower deck. It can 
be concluded, therefore, that when the sal
vage work began, the upper deck had 
already begun to break up as a result of nat
ural factors and that part of it was already 

destroyed. The salvage activities would 
have dismantled the remaining structures 
and caused the ship's hull walls to collapse. 
The uniformity of the general data pertain
ing to the vessel's upper works suggests that 
the deterioration related to natural factors, 
dictated by the ship's position on a fairly 
steep slope, took place over a period of time 
rather than rapidly; it also seems to indicate 
that some time elapsed between the ground
ing of the ship and the dismantling opera
tions that caused not only the erratic 
deposition trajectories of certain timbers 
from the lower levels of the vessel but also 
the subsequent collapse of its hull sides. 

The presence on the wreck site of a small 
craft whose deposition had no direct link to 
the wrecking of the 24M vessel, provided an 
unexpected chronological marker for the 
events involved in the ship's break-up. This 
barco arrived on the site after the vessel's 
upper works had come apart but before the 
flanks of its hull collapsed. Its deposition 
could have been related to natural events 
that occurred in spring. This would suggest 
that the upper works fell from the ship 
before or at the beginning of spring and that 
the hull collapsed in springtime at the very 
earliest. This interpretation would coincide 
with the explanations provided earlier to the 
effect that the vessel's superstructure was 
destroyed by natural elements during and 
after the wrecking (mainly ice), and that the 
levels below this part of the ship were dis
mantled essentially during salvage opera
tions conducted some time after the vessel 
went aground. The salvage work could have 
taken place after the first winter that fol
lowed the grounding, when the superstruc
ture had been demolished by ice and other 
natural forces. The salvagers would then 
have torn up the decks that were still in 
place and pulled the sides of the ship out
ward. The latter operation would have torn 
certain sections of planking from the port 
hull and wrenched off what remained of the 
transom, and would have propelled out of 
the hull various of the elements found at a 
great distance from their points of origin, for 
example the foremast step. 

The many cask remains found in the bottom 
of the wreck indicate that the salvagers 
attained their goal only in part. Stones 
wedged between the casks to prevent them 
from moving and to serve as ballast during 
the return voyage probably prevented them 
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from floating to the surface after the lower 
deck had been dismantled. However, no 
cask remains were uncovered during the 
excavation above the level of that deck. Sev
eral theories can be advanced to explain this 
situation. Perhaps only a few casks had 
already been taken aboard when the ship 

was wrecked, or some were freed after sec
tions of the vessel were damaged by ice. It is 
also possible that the salvage activities were 
quite successful and led to the recovery of 
much of the cargo stowed above the level of 
the lower deck. 
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2i DATING AND IDENTIFICATION OF 

THE RED BAY WRECKS 

Marc-André Bernier and Robert Grenier 

As research has advanced over the years, 
many questions and much debate have sur
rounded the identification of the Red Bay 
whaling ships 24M, 27M and 29M (Fig 
2i i) 646 g 0 fan n o n e 0f these three wrecks 
has been linked unequivocally with either of 
the two ships documented as having sunk in 
Red Bay harbour, namely the San Juan of 
Pasajes (1565) and the Magdeleine of Bor
deaux (1574). 

There are at least two explanations for why 
positive identification has not been possible. 
First, prior to their sinking, the Red Bay 
ships were ordinary cargo carriers of their 
time; consequently, the ships possessed no 
obvious or distinguishing attributes to help 
to identify them, whether through archival 
texts or archaeological research. They were 
above all more generic than individualized; 
used for bulk transport and as floating work 
platforms, they had none of the decoration 
and distinctive features that characterized 
warships, for example. Second, the material 
culture found on the wrecks did not supply 
perfectly diagnostic objects that made it pos
sible to identify them by name. 

Nevertheless, each wreck's intrinsic charac
teristics provide identification clues given 
that available historical documents furnish 
corresponding information, directly or indi
rectly. Importantly, documents also provide 

some details about the losses of the two 
ships at Red Bay. The process of exploring 
the identities of the wrecks at Red Bay has 
therefore entailed the search for links 
between archaeological and historical evi
dence. 

We begin this exploration by summarizing 
clues from the three wrecks' archaeological 
contexts, from the associated material 
yielded by the archaeological excavations 
and from the ships' respective architecture 
and structural components. This synthesis 
presents evidence that is relevant not only to 
dating of the wrecks but also to the events 
that contributed to the formation of the 
archaeological sites and the sequential rela
tionships between these events. 

Only when this first stage is completed do 
we turn to the results of archival research for 
diagnostic clues that might help to identify 
the wrecks. Analyzing the archaeological 
data first and looking to the archival texts 
second aims to prevent bias in our interpre
tations. In the final stage, the archival infor
mation is compared with the archaeological 
data. It is therefore with caution that we pro
ceed to determine whether the 24M wreck is 
the San Juan, the Magdeleine, or some other 
vessel not mentioned in the available docu
ments. 
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Figure 21.1: Part of 
Red Bay harbour 
showing known wreck 
locations as of 2004. 
Note the location of 
site 72M found in 
2004. The sites are 
identified by their pro
venience numbers. 
(Drawing: D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
2006-101-4B). 

This study might reasonably have been 
expected to identify with certainty each of 
the three wrecks discovered at Red Bay. 
However, in the absence of sufficient data, it 
simply establishes an order of probability 
for linking each ship mentioned in the texts 
to each of the wrecks found at Red Bay. 

THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL DATA 

Material Culture and Diagnostic 
Studies 

The 24M Wreck 

Considering the extent of the 24M remains 
and the scope of the excavations, the wreck 
site has yielded only a surprisingly limited 

number of objects that can be associated 
with the ship conclusively. Few of them 
present clear diagnostic characteristics that 
furnish information about when the vessel 
was built, where it came from and when it 
sank. 

The 24M site provided only a single piece of 
artillery (see Section 19.1): a breech-loading 
verso made of wrought iron formed around a 
mandrel, using a manufacturing technique 
characteristic of the first half of the 16th cen
tury. However, with respect to the weapon's 
value as a dating indicator, it is highly 
unlikely that a ship intended for whaling 
would necessarily make use of the most 
recent technology in artillery. The verso was 
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found off the starboard bow of the ship, in 
the deepest part of the site. A ship of 200 to 
250 toneladas, such as the 24M vessel, might 
be armed with four or five bombardetas and 
up to 12 versos. The ship on the 24M site 
seems to have had at least two semicircular 
ports for bombardetas; one has been identi
fied on the starboard side, and it is pre
sumed that there would have been another 
placed symmetrically on the port side. It 
seems evident that a few pieces of artillery 
are missing. Their absence could be 
explained in a number of ways: 1) they were 
not on board; 2) they fell overboard during 
the events surrounding the ship's sinking 
and came to rest outside the limits of the 
excavated area; or 3) they were recovered in 
a salvage operation. 

Some 50 coarse earthenware and stoneware 
objects were found in association with the 
24M ship. Although the study of these arti
facts has not led to any precise dates, the 
pottery from the 24M site nevertheless rep
resents a plausible 16th-century assemblage 
(see Section 9.1). The ceramics' origins are 
diverse: approximately 30 objects came from 
southern or western France, while about 15 
were from other regions of France; four 
came from Portugal or Spain, and one was 
definitely from Spain. It is difficult to extrap
olate an origin for the ship based on the 
provenance of this pottery, since such goods 
were traded throughout Europe at the time. 
The reason for the predominance of French 
ceramics might be that these wares were 
very widely distributed in Europe or that 
they were preferred for their high quality. 
Eighteen of the objects are thought to have 
been used for food preparation, nine for 
serving food, six for long-term storage and 
four for short-term storage. Although some 
food would have been stored in cask-type 
containers, it was expected that the site 
would yield more storage ceramics than it 
actually did. As for the majolica sherds from 
the 24M site, they appear to be of Spanish 
origin (see Section 9.2). 

Fifty-four pewter objects were found at Red 
Bay, but only one of them is diagnostic to 
any degree. This is a heart-shaped pewter 
flagon lid with an "acorn-form" thumb 
piece, possibly showing French influence 
(see Section 12.1). 

Another find was a brass jeton for use with a 
counting board. It has decorative motifs that 

suggest a German origin; this would be 
hardly surprising, since German manufac
turers were major jeton producers in the 
16th and 17th centuries (see Section 12.2). 
The oldest known jeton of this type has been 
dated to 1553, which supports the hypothe
sis of a 16th-century time frame. 

The 24M ship yielded little in the way of 
personal belongings or objects related to 
individual activities. Footwear represents 
the only find of this nature to offer diagnos
tic potential. However, although shoe frag
ments are fairly numerous, they make up 
only a very partial assemblage (see Sections 
10.1 and 10.2). A few of the 49 fragments 
identified are of special interest for our pur
poses. For example, two fragments of shoes 
of the latchet type, believed to have come 
into fashion in the second half of the 16th 
century, were found in archaeological con
texts that leave no doubt as to their temporal 
relationship with the ship's wrecking. One 
of these fragments lay in a mass of organic 
matter mingled with timbers from the ship 
and thus was deposited at the same time as 
the timbers came to rest on the harbour 
floor. The other fragment was found in a 
sealed context under the hull and therefore 
must have already been there when the hull 
collapsed. A third fragment of a latchet shoe 
is particularly interesting, since it had a 
peaked vamp, a stylistic feature that appears 
in the iconography of the late 16th century. 
This fragment was found above the hull, 
near the top of the uppermost stratigraphie 
layers excavated, and thus must have been 
deposited, like many other pieces of debris 
scattered over the surface of the site, after 
the ship was wrecked. Two shoe fragments 
have decorative pinking, a stylistic feature 
that was very much in vogue in the second 
half of the 16th century. One of these frag
ments was discovered under the barco and 
therefore must have lain there from the time 
the ship sank or before. The other pinked 
fragment is slightly different, since the 
shape of the associated insole is reminiscent 
of a type of shoe that was popular in the last 
quarter of the 16th century. This fragment 
was found in the upper layers of the site 
during the first test excavations in 1978, 
strongly suggesting that it dates from after 
the ship sank. Another significant find was a 
shoe quarter slashed in a manner which 
became fashionable in about 1529-35; it lay 
in a sealed context under the barco and thus 
was deposited there before the 24M ship 
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sank or at the same time. One pair of boots 
was also found. Its uppers were assembled 
in an intricate way that is characteristic of 
medieval boots but unusual for those of the 
16th century. Few boot fragments were dis
covered, which is remarkable since written 
texts inform us that each Basque whaler had 
a pair. Furthermore, considering that a mari
ner's gear included from three to six pairs of 
shoes, the assemblage of footwear from the 
24M site is notably incomplete. To sum up, 
the above-mentioned fragments from the 
24M wreck site can be dated as follows in 
relation to the wrecking event: 

Before or at the time of the wrecking: 

• 2 latchet shoes (second half of the 16th 
century) 

• pinked shoe (second half of the 16th 
century) 

• slashed shoe fragment (as of 1529-35) 

After the wrecking: 

• shoe with peaked vamp (late 16th cen
tury) 

• pinked shoe with narrow-waisted 
insole (last quarter of the 16th century) 

The data obtained from the footwear on the 
24M site therefore suggest that the ship sank 
in the second half of the 16th century. 

The navigation instruments found on the 
24M site offer little aid in dating the ship 
(see Section 19.1). Sand-glasses and mag
netic compasses were already in common 
use by the middle of the 16th century. Log 
lines, such as the one that may have been 
associated with a line reel found at the site, 
are thought to have been invented between 
1553 and 1573. 

Studies of the ballast stones from the 24M 
site have not provided evidence that would 
help to trace the ship's origin (see Section 
19.3). This material is mostly of European 
origin although it may contain a small quan
tity of local stone. While studies concluded 
that the ballast does not seem to have come 
from the Basque country, they were not 
detailed enough to identify its exact prove
nience. It is interesting to note that the bal
last from the 27M site is similar in 

composition to that from the 24M site. How
ever, great caution is called for when ballast 
stones are used for tracing the origin of a 
ship. Considering that a merchantman 
underwent ballasting and unballasting 
every time its cargo was transshipped, these 
stones may say more about the ship's itiner
ary than its port of registry. 

Dendrochronological analyses to date have 
not led to an absolute date for the wreck, but 
they have provided some clues (see Appen
dix V). The comparative analysis of locally-
cut logs found on the 24M and 29M wrecks 
indicates that those on the 24M vessel were 
felled 13 years before those on the 29M ship. 
A sharp decline in growth in the last 20 to 30 
years of growth was also observed in the 
growth rings of the logs from these two 
wrecks. This decline seems to correspond to 
the drop in temperature that marked the 
beginning of the period of radical climate 
change known as the Little Ice Age, which 
began in the middle of the 16th century and 
lasted for about 150 years.647 Weather 
records make it possible to pinpoint when 
this period commenced; in Switzerland, for 
example, winters gradually became colder 
as of the 1540s.648 However, such data 
should be used with caution, since they are 
local in nature and cannot be extrapolated 
directly to other regions of Europe, let alone 
to regions on another continent.649 Further
more, the results of dendrochronological 
analyses were not consistent enough to be 
matched with any established European 
chronology that would provide a date for 
the shipwreck. At the most, they simply pro
vided further support for the idea that the 
ships on the 24M and 29M sites went down 
in the second half of the 16th century. 

The dendrochronological study of a sample 
of the cask staves from the 24M site demon
strated that they originated from the Loire 
region. The stave wood was obtained from 
oak trees that were felled in the period 
between 1535 and 1563, according to a 
hypothesis put forward by researcher 
Frédéric Guibal, who estimated the average 
number of sapwood growth rings that 
would have normally been removed in man
ufacturing the staves (see Appendix V). 

Finally, the anchor that was discovered in 
the harbour immediately adjacent to the 
24M site, shows features that were typical of 
the 16th century (see Section 17.4), but there 
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is no proof that it was actually related to this 
site. 

The information provided by the study of 
archaeological finds from the 24M site does 
not enable us to establish exactly where the 
ship came from and when it sank. However, 
all of the above mentioned clues, particu
larly those obtained from the study of the 
shoe assemblage, support the hypothesis 
that the ship was lost in the second half of 
the 16th century. This general date accords 
well with the dates associated with the 
invention of the log line and with the earliest 
known brass jeton of the type found on the 
site, as well as with the period in which trees 
were felled for the cask staves. 

The 27M Wreck 

The dating evidence from the 27M site is 
incomplete, since only limited test excava
tions were carried out at strategic areas of 
the hull, including the bow, stern and mid
ship areas (see Section 6.3). Consequently, 
there is little in the way of diagnostic arti
facts among the few objects found. 

Indeed, one potentially informative object, 
the astrolabe, was in such a poor state of 
preservation (i.e. fragmented, misshapen, 
and lacking certain parts) that date and 
provenance information were absent (see 
Section 19.1). 

Only two of the ceramic sherds recovered 
are recognizable. The first, originating from 
southern France, belonged to a round-bot
tom, two-handled cooking pot, which 
would have been used for preparing food. 
The second, from western France, bears yel
low glaze, but its form cannot be identified. 
Examples of these two wares were also 
found on the 24M site. It is noteworthy that 
56 of the sherds from the 27M site were 
burned. 

A significant amount of the material recov
ered from the 27M site consisted of partially 
or entirely burned objects, some of which 
were made of lead, leather or wood. These 
objects were discovered both in the bow and 
midship areas of the vessel. The upper part 
of the rudder fragment found in the stern 
area also bore unmistakable signs of char
ring. The condition of the astrolabe, with its 
distorted surface and lack of markings, sug
gests that it too was exposed to extremely 
high temperatures. 

The presence of burned or partially burned 
objects from the bow, stern and midship 
areas leaves little doubt as to the fact that the 
27M ship was on fire at some point. Was the 
fire the cause of the ship's sinking, or did the 
vessel burn after it was aground? Consider
ing that the ship lies in shallow water and 
that an object as valuable as the astrolabe 
was left on board, it appears likely that the 
vessel was abandoned in haste, and this in 
turn strongly supports the hypothesis that 
fire was responsible for the vessel's wreck
ing. 

The stones that made up the ballast of the 
27M ship are similar to those from the 24M 
site. However, these stones lay uniformly at 
the bottom of the ship, forming a 51-cm-
thick layer in places, whereas the stones on 
the 24M site were intermingled with the 
cargo. As well, almost no casks and no 
traces of cargo were found on the 27M site 
(although this observation is based on a 
fairly limited area of excavation). Since it 
seems reasonable that precious casks of oil 
would have been stowed in a way that took 
maximum advantage of a ship's carrying 
capacity, as was the case on the 24M ship, 
the position of the ballast and lack of casks 
suggest that the loading of the 27M vessel 
had not yet begun when it was lost. 

The 29M Wreck 

Like the 27M site, the 29M site yielded only 
a very few artifacts, since excavation was 
limited to some testing at strategic areas of 
the hull (bow, stern and midship) (see Sec
tion 6.5). None of the objects discovered pro
vided diagnostic clues. 

It has already been mentioned that a com
parative dendrochronological study of logs 
from locally felled trees indicates that the 
logs on the 29M wreck were cut 13 years 
later than those on the 24M wreck (see 
Appendix V). 

The Ships 

Structure, Construction and 
Measurements 

Although it has been impossible to obtain 
absolute dates for the remains of the wrecks 
at Red Bay, their construction characteristics 
provide clues as to their relative age. 
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Figure 21.2: Drawing 
of a small ship under 
sail by Hans Holbein, 
ca. 1532. The three-
masted merchant ship 
is simplified and 
reduced in scale to 
depict its main ele
ments. The double-
counter stern, 
shrouds, postarios, 
and gunport in the 
sterncastle bear simi
larities with the 24M 
vessel. (Courtesy: Sci
ence Museum / Sci
ence and Society 
Picture Library, Lon
don, Accession 
No. 1925-195). 

Firstly, it is evident that the 24M wreck dis
plays architectural features characteristic of 
the 16th century and that some of these fea
tures are also found in the other two wrecks 
(see Sections 6.3, 6.5 and 13.1 to 16.3). A 
number of features are recognized today as 
clear indications of ships dating to the 16th 
century; these include a mast step formed by 
a rectangular mortise carved in a widened 
monoxylous portion of the ship's keelson, a 
series of floor to futtock dovetail joints, and 
a heel linking the keel with the sternpost.650 

All of these features are present in each of 
the three wrecks at Red Bay. 

Other significant features can be put for
ward in the case of the 24M wreck, since it 
was studied in greater detail and therefore 
provided more information. The dimensions 
of the 24M vessel reflect 16th-century ship
building standards in the Biscayan area. Fur
thermore, the ship's proportions conform in 
every respect to the as, dos, tres rule, which 
Thomé Cano claimed was already old in 
1611. As well, the method of hauling down 
used on the 24M ship was considered out
dated by Cano and by Lavanha (ca. 1620). 
The vertical distance between the decks is 
almost exactly three codos, which corre

sponds to the measurement that would be 
obtained using the proportions prescribed 
by Diego Garcia de Palacio (1587), as well as 
by Basque documents dating from 1550-60. 
Finally, the mortise in the mizzen mast step 
is precisely the same size as the bowsprit 
foot, just as Palacio recommended. 

Other components of the vessel, although 
difficult to evaluate, given the lack of com
parative data, nonetheless situate it in the 
16th century. The relative weakness of the 
bow, with its stem made out of a single unre-
inforced timber, suggests that the ship was 
built before the 17th century. Even if it is 
accepted that ships' profiles could vary con
siderably, the reconstructed silhouette of the 
24M ship corresponds well to typical 16th-
century profiles, particularly those advo
cated by Palacio (1587). Such profiles may be 
seen in contemporary ship iconography, 
including Hans Holbein (1532) (Fig. 21.2), 
Guillaume LeTestu (1556) (Fig. 21.3), Pieter 
Breughel (1563) (Fig. 21.4), Lavanha 
(ca. 1620), Richard Poulter's depiction of the 
port of San Sebastián (1585) (Fig. 21.5), and 
the Utrera Model from the Museo Naval in 
Madrid (Fig. 21.6). 
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Figure 21.3: Detail of a 
map by Guillaume 
LeTestu, 1556, show
ing two ships with 
profiles very similar to 
that of the 24M vessel. 
(Courtesy: Biblio
thèque du Service His
torique de l'Armée de 
Terre, Paris.) 

Another portrayal of a typical 16th-century 
profile was discovered on the 24M wreck 
itself. A graffito incised on the inner surface 
of a plank in the sterncastle shows the miz-
zen mast standing far to the rear, beyond the 
end of the keel; this position is characteristic 
of 16th-century ships, for by the end of the 
century such masts had been moved for
ward to stand just above the keel's end (Fig. 
21.7). 

The vessel's rigging also displays links with 
the 16th century (see Section 17.1). The 
shape of the heart blocks is more characteris
tic of the 16th century than of the 17th cen
tury, although some blocks of this type have 
been found on 17th-century sites. Moreover, 
the heart blocks and other blocks are 
remarkably small, both for the size of the 
ship and in comparison with those found at 
other wreck sites of the same era; this sug
gests that the ship belonged to a transition 
period, when the size of the rigging had not 
yet caught up with that of the vessels. The 
same lack of proportion is observable on the 
Mary Rose and the Villefranche ship. 

While the distinctive features just described 
all point incontestably to the 16th century as 
the period in which the 24M ship was built, 
other elements tend to push back this date to 
earlier in the century. There are archaic 
details in the construction of the vessel that 
give it an "older look", especially in compar
ison with the other two wrecks found at Red 

Bay. Such details include several "monoxy-
lous" components, made of a single timber. 
The use of this building technique seems to 
have disappeared before the end of the 16th 
century. Unlike the other two Red Bay 
wrecks, the 24M ship had incorporated gar-
boards, carved directly in the keel. This fea
ture is exceptional for 16th-century vessels 
of comparable size, being normally associ
ated with the keels of more ancient ships. In 
contrast, the 27M and 29M ships had keels 
with rabbets on either side to accommodate 
the garboards, just like the keels of other 
vessels from the end of the 16th century.651 

Besides its keel, the 24M vessel had a 
number of other timbers that were monoxy-
lous rather than being composed of two or 
more distinct structural elements. These tim
bers include the rudder, the waterways, the 
planks wrapping the junction between the 
transom and the sides of the hull at the tuck, 
the three mast steps and the hawse holes in 
the bow and the stern. Finally, the 24M ves
sel had not only relatively small rigging for 
a ship of its size, as noted above, but also 
somewhat fewer shrouds than the number 
advocated by Alonso de Chaves in 1537 for a 
vessel of 200 toneles. 

A unique component of the 24M vessel that 
might be termed ornamental proved to be 
unexpectedly useful for dating purposes, 
namely the pointed timber at the forward 
end of the beakhead. This particular form of 
bow decoration is found in 16th-century 
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prints engraved by Frans Huys, after draw
ings by Brueghel that in turn had been com
missioned in 1561-62 by the noted Flemish 
printer and engraver Hieronymus Cock (Fig. 
21.8). Furthermore, it is shown on images of 
ships in a 1562 Spanish map of North and 
South America by Diego Gutiérrez that, 
interestingly, was also engraved by Hieoro-
nymus Cock (Fig. 21.9). 

What is more, the feature seems to be totally 
absent from the known iconography after 
these dates. Similarly, the two different-
sized ports on the transom of the 24M ship 
can be seen only in an illustration dating to 
ca. 1565 (see Fig. 14.5.11). Given the limited 
quantity of illustrations that have come 
down from the period, caution is called for 
in making comparisons; however, the corre
spondence between the dates for these two 
elements, coupled with the archaic features 
described above, is certainly compelling evi
dence. 

Regardless of these considerations, it can be 
said without hesitation that the 24M, 27M 
and 29M wrecks all belong to the 16th cen
tury, with the distinction that 24M shows 
somewhat more archaic characteristics than 
the other two ships and that, on the basis of 
dendrochronology at least, the 29M ship 
was wrecked 13 years after the 24M vessel. 

The ships also display regional characteris
tics, some of which point generally to an ori
gin on the Iberian peninsula, while others 
are evidence of an even more specific local
ity (see Sections 13.1 to 16.3). For instance, 
certain structural components of the Red 
Bay ships correspond to what is known as 
the Atlantic tradition, rather than the so-
called Mediterranean tradition, the latter 
being exemplified by the ship found at Ville-
franche. One of these Atlantic-tradition com
ponents is the keelson with an integrated 
mast step, a feature of all three of the Red 
Bay wrecks. As well, if our interpretations 
are correct, the hauling down method used 
on these vessels provides another important 
diagnostic clue that places them in the 
Atlantic, rather than Mediterranean, tradi
tion..The wrecks display other features that 
are definitely Iberian, and even Basque. The 
couce de poupa, or heel linking the keel with 
the sternpost, is found on all three wrecks 
and is thought to be an Iberian feature. The 
dimensions of the 24M ship reflect the ship
building standards used in the Biscayan 

region. Furthermore, the height of the decks 
almost exactly matches the norms character
istic of the Basque province of Gipuzkoa. 

The information gathered thus far suggests 
that the Red Bay wrecks all belong to the 
Iberian tradition and, more specifically, to 
the Iberian-Atlantic tradition, and that the 
24M wreck, for which more complete data 
are available, originated in the Basque coun
try. There are, of course, certain elements 
that do not conform with our current knowl
edge of 16th-century Iberian wrecks. For 
example, the keel, made of European beech, 
is an exception, compared with the oak keels 
found on all other known 16th-century Ibe
rian wrecks. The beech keel may be a 
regional characteristic or be related to a par
ticular period or even specific circum
stances. In any case, it constitutes a reminder 
that present knowledge of 16th-century 
shipbuilding is still limited 

Tonnage and Cargo Capacity 

A practical study involving 1 : 10-scale 
reconstructions of both the 24M ship and the 
type of casks it would have transported has 
made it possible to estimate the number of 
barricas that the 24M vessel could have car
ried (see Section 19.3). Making allowances 
for a few doubts that remain with respect to 
the ship's upper works, its capacity is 
thought to have been 880 barricas. If quartos 
are also taken into consideration, an extra 
amount equivalent to 85 barricas can be 

Figure 21.4: Detail 
from the Tower of Babel 
by Pieter Breughel, 
1563. The two ships 
share many common 
characteristics with the 
24M vessel, for exam
ple overall hull shape, 
tumblehome profile, 
wale configuation, and 
shape of gunports 
with round tops. 
(Courtesy: Kunsthis-
torisches Museum, 
Vienna, GG 1026). 
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Figure 21.5: Detail 
from a 1585 map of the 
Basque port of San 
Sebastián by Richard 
Poulter showing a 
ship being built. The 
profile of the ship is 
similar to that of the 
24M vessel. (Cour
tesy: British Library, 
London, Cotton 
Augustus Li.16). 

added, giving a total capacity of 965 barricas. 
These casks would have been distributed as 
follows: 293 barricas under the lower deck 
(323 with the quartos), 293 barricas under the 
main deck (316 with the quartos) and 294 bar
ricas above the main deck, in the midship 
area (226 with the quartos). Archaeological 
excavations brought to light 126 individual, 
identifiable barricas. However, considering 
that the recording methods used during the 
initial stages of field work did not take 
assemblages into account, it is beyond doubt 
that the number of barricas that went down 
with the ship was actually far greater. In 
fact, the foregoing figure of 126 barricas rep

resents less than 50 per cent of the number 
found in the space under the lower deck. 

The tonnage of the 24M ship was estimated 
in three ways (see Section 16.2). According 
to the formula set down by Cristóbal de Bar
ros in 1590, with a codo of 57.46 cm, the 
ship's tonnage would have been 202.4 tonela
das. This figure increases to 242.9 toneladas 
when the 20 per cent traditionally added to 
the shipyard rating (an adjustment known 
as a refacían) is included. If the tonnage is 
calculated on the basis of the number of bar
ricas the ship could hold, assuming a ratio of 
four barricas per tonelada, the figure obtained 

Figure 21.6: Replica 
model made in 1931 
from an original ex-voto 
(ca. 1550) of a Spanish 
nao or galeón found in 
the Sanctuary of Nues
tra Señora de la Conso
lación of Utrera, Sevilla. 
The original ex-voto no 
longer survives. (Cour
tesy: Museo Naval, 
Madrid, Spain). 
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is 241.25 toneladas. The modern tonnage, 
while hardly useful for our purposes here, 
has been evaluated at 305.6 metric tons. 

Based on the available data, the tonnage of 
the 29M ship is estimated to have been 
around 244 toneladas, according to the 1590 
formula (and about 293 if the refacían is 
added). The same type of calculation cannot 
be attempted for the 27M ship since relevant 
information is either lacking or, in some 
instances, contradictory. 

The Archaeology of the Sites 

By considering the archaeological sites as an 
ensemble it is possible to arrive at a better 
understanding of the events surrounding 
the three different shipwrecks. These archae
ological events can then be compared with 
archival evidence for the two known histori
cal events. 

The 24M Wreck 

One of the first facts that became clear 
through the stratigraphie study of the 24M 
site was that the vessel had travelled in a 
west-to-east direction before striking the 
harbour bottom (see Section 6.1). It then 
rebounded on the sea bed at least once 
before coming to a standstill. A crack in the 
keel near the heel and visible damage to the 
bottom portion of the rudder indicate the 
area of the ship that must have come in con
tact with the shore. However, given the 
ship's draught and the depth at which the 
wreck lay, it is practically impossible for the 
vessel to have first touched bottom at this 
spot. The clues all point to a scenario in 
which the ship drifted from the west 
towards the east, struck the shore and then 
sank to the place where it was discovered. 
This trajectory corresponds to the direction 
of the wind across the bay during autumn 
storms. The location where the wreck sank 
also corresponds to the place where any 
drifting ship would normally end up; this 
hypothesis is supported by the nearby 
wreck of the Bernier, which suffered a fate 
similar to that of the 24M vessel in 1966. 

It is clear that the vessel came to rest listing 
to its starboard side shortly after it sank, 
since no structural timbers or objects were 
found under the hull in the first two metres 
from the keel on this side (see Chapter 20). 
The presence of this sealed area on the star

board side also indicates that there was no 
change in the vessel's position after its struc
ture began to fall apart. 

A study of the site formation process has 
made it possible to obtain a general picture 
of how the break-up of the ship happened 
and to put forward hypotheses as to the 
nature of the forces behind the process (see 
Chapter 20). The sequence of events appears 
to have been as follows. When the ship sank, 
it dragged down under it a chalupa that was 
likely moored to its starboard side. Once the 
ship had settled on the harbour floor, the 
superstructure began to fall apart. Very early 
on, the upper works in the stern, the upper 
section of the transom and part of the upper 
works in the bow broke into pieces for the 
most part. The same fate befell a portion of 
the upper deck. The timbers from this part 
of the ship were distributed over the site in 
an orderly, coherent pattern, suggesting that 
the initial damage to the vessel's structure 
was caused by forces of nature, such as 
waves and ice. Clear evidence of a second 
stage in the process can be seen in the 
widely scattered positions of some compo
nents of the mam deck and the lower deck. 
These components were distributed in an 
extravagantly disordered pattern suggesting 
that they were removed from the ship pur
posefully by people who were attempting to 
salvage the cargo. Parts of the standing rig
ging (channel assemblies, heart blocks) seem 
to have been among the first elements of the 
ship to fall to the harbour floor, given the 
relatively low levels at which they were 

Figure 21.7: Engrav
ing, probably by Rob
ert de Baudous, 1603, 
showing ships in a 
roadstead. While the 
shape of this ship 
shows similarities 
with that of the 24M 
vessel, the position of 
the mizzen mast is 
much further forward. 
(Courtesy: Rikjsmu-
seum, Amsterdam, FM 
1192). 
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Figure 21.8: Engrav
ing by Frans Huys 
(ca. 1561-1562), after a 
drawing by Pieter 
Breughel (ca. 1561-
1562). Note the 
pointed timbers at the 
forward end of the 
ships' beakheads and 
their resemblance to 
the pointed timber 
found on the 24M 
wreck. (Courtesy: 
Rikjsmuseum, Amster
dam, Van Bast. 105 1). 

found during the archaeological excava
tions. It is certain that the events interpreted 
as salvage operations affecting the main 
deck and the lower deck took place after the 
rigging fell and after most of the superstruc
ture had broken apart. 

The noticeable absence of certain artifacts or 
certain classes of artifacts is another indica
tion of salvage operations. Only one piece of 
artillery was found. Furthermore, documen
tary evidence from charter parties of the 
time show that a ship the size of 24M the 
vessel would have needed 160 running 
blocks and 70 standing blocks, in other 
words, far more than were discovered. Simi
larly, a remarkably small number of shoes 
and personal belongings were found, con
sidering requirements for seamen at the time 
and the quantities normally expected from a 
site of this size. 

On the other hand, the discovery of certain 
artifacts that would have normally been 
recovered during salvage operations may 
hold clues as to the type of accident that led 

to the loss of the vessel. The binnacle, sand
glass and compass were found under 
numerous structural timbers, at the bottom
most layers of their respective excavation 
units. Their archaeological context makes it 
clear that these elements fell to the sea bed at 
the very beginning of the ship's dismember
ment. Given their normal location on the 
upper deck, which remained partially acces
sible even after the ship sank, the contents of 
the binnacle should have been easy to sal
vage if they had still been in place. However, 
they were also in a location that made them 
extremely vulnerable to the bay's rough 
water. Since the ship's occupants would 
surely have attempted to recover the objects 
contained in the binnacle if it had been at all 
possible, there is good reason to believe that 
this equipment was irredeemably lost dur
ing the events that immediately followed 
the vessel's sinking, just as their archaeolog
ical context suggests. 

It is also significant that other navigation 
instruments (astrolabe, dividers, etc.) were 
noticeably absent from the objects discov-
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ered during the archaeological excavations. 
Since such instruments were used less fre
quently than steering and piloting equip
ment, they would have no doubt been 
stored safely inside the castle. Given the 
position of the sunken ship, it is entirely 
possible that these quite valuable instru
ments were recovered even after the vessel 
went down. 

The presence of the chalupa that sank with 
the ship also suggests that the disaster 
struck too quickly for this craft to have been 
salvaged. 

The 27M Wreck 

The 27M wreck lies in shallow water, at a 
depth of between 4 m and 6 m. As discussed 
above, the archaeological finds indicate that 
the vessel burned before it had begun to be 
loaded. The astrolabe discovered at the site 
lends support to the hypothesis that the fire 
was accidental, since this instrument would 
have normally never been left behind if the 
fire had been set intentionally to destroy a 
hulk that had become a nuisance. The even 
distribution of burned objects, and the depth 
at which the vessel lies, also argue against 
any hypothesis to the effect that the ship 
was wrecked and then deliberately set alight 
when it still protruded from the water. 

The 29M Wreck 

The remains of the 29M ship, which lie at a 
depth of less than 3 m, are very badly dam
aged. At the stern of the ship, no floor tim
bers remain on the keel and the entire stern 
section appears contorted and detached 
from the rest of the hull. At the ship's bow, 
several floor timbers are missing as well, 
and the keel is completely broken. This sig
nificant damage may have occurred as the 
ship foundered or may have occurred after
wards as the wreck was repeatedly battered 
by ice floes in the shallow water. Given the 
lack of available information, it is impossible 
to offer a more reliable hypothesis. Further
more, the site has yielded only a very lim
ited number of artifacts, including cask 
remains. Since the wreck lies in such shallow 
water, it is reasonable to think that its con
tents would have been salvaged. 

ARCHIVAL DOCUMENTS 

Archival research has so far provided traces 
of two ships that sank in Red Bay harbour: 
San Juan of Pasajes and the Magdeleine of 
Bordeaux. 

The San Juan of Pasajes 

In 1565, the San Juan, a ship belonging to 
Ramos de Arrieta, dit Borda, and outfitted 
by merchants in San Sebastián, in the Basque 
country, was preparing to cast off and return 
to its home port, Pasajes, when a sudden 
gust of wind snapped the vessel's bow 
moorings and drove it against the shore.652 

Documents state that the ship ran aground 
and sank in the bay of Buy tres (Red Bay). 
They also indicate that the storm tossed the 
vessel sideways against the shore (dio en la 
costa al trabes) and that the impact was vio
lent (dio bote en tierra). The ship sank, or at 
least was submerged (que se perdido y anego). 
At the time the ship was wrecked, most of 
its cargo was already on board. The docu
ments vary as to the number of casks said to 
have been loaded. One gives 1,000 barricas; 
another, about 1,000 barricas along with 40 
other casks left on the shore; and yet 
another, 900 to 1,000 barricas. 

Immediately after the wrecking, Ramos de 
Arrieta and Juanes de Portu (another whaler 
at Red Bay at the time) undertook emer
gency measures to salvage what they could 
from the San Juan. The list of objects recov
ered varies, depending on the account. 
According to one document, rescuers sal
vaged instruments, foodstuffs and anything 
they could remove from the ship. Two 
accounts mention that the seamen were able 
to recover their clothing and, according to 
one of these records, their personal supplies 

Figure 21.9: Detail 
from Spanish cartogra
pher Diego Gutierrez's 
map of the western 
hemisphere engraved 
by Hieronymus Cock 
in Antwerp in 1562. 
These two ships dis
play two distinct styles 
of beakhead decora
tion shown in mid 
16th-century iconogra
phy. The example at 
the right has a similar 
decoration as the 24M 
vessel, and the ship in 
Figure 2.1.6. (Cour
tesy: Rosenwald Col
lection, Library of 
Congress, Washington, 
No. 1303, ct000342Z). 
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as well. Two other accounts provide a some
what more detailed description of the mate
rial recovered. One of them says that it was 
whatever rigging, sails, ropes and equip
ment that could be saved, while the other 
gives sails, a few cables and foodstuffs con
sisting of bread, cider and wine. The ship 
with its entire cargo of casks was then aban
doned. 

The year after the shipwreck, in 1566, Juanes 
de Portu found the vessel still grounded and 
salvaged all the casks he could. 

Archival texts also indicate that the chalupas 
belonging to certain crew members 
remained in Terranova. However, it is not 
clear whether these chalupas sank with the 
ship or if they might have simply been taken 
onto another vessel. 

The Magdeleine of Bordeaux 

In 1574, the Magdeleine, a ship owned by 
Sanchou de Burgaronne and outfitted in 
Bordeaux, France, was trapped ("saisi") by 
the ice in Boetes (Red Bay).653 This vessel of 
about 250 tons ("250 thons ou environ") may 
have been the same vessel as another 
Magdeleine from Bordeaux mentioned in 
texts nine years previously (1565) that was 
said to belong to the same owner. The ship 
lost in Red Bay was carrying a cargo of 450 
casks of oil when it was caught in the ice and 
then abandoned. Two documents state that 
in the spring of 1575 Burgaronne 
approached merchants in Bordeaux with a 
project for outfitting another ship in order to 
recover not only the casks left on the 
Magdeleine, but the ship itself. In the same 
year, a certain Martissans Daguerre took 43 
casks of oil as well as anchors, cables and 
other "appareils" and "meubles" from the 
wreck. Following legal proceedings, he was 
sentenced to return the 43 casks or their true 
value, along with six double "birches" (or 
versos), one anchor and one cable. It is not 
certain what was meant by the terms appar
eils and meubles. It is possible that they 
referred to parts of the rigging and weap
onry,654 although the nature of Daguerre's 
fine implies that the only armaments recov
ered were the versos. 

INTERPRETATION OF THE 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND 
HISTORICAL EVIDENCE 

It remains to consider, in tandem, evidence 
from the three undated and unidentified 
wreck sites and the documentary sources 
concerning two well-dated and well-identi
fied shipwrecks. Below, various arguments 
for establishing or rejecting associations 
between the two bodies of information will 
be considered systematically. 

Dating 

The three wrecks undoubtedly belong to the 
16th century. All three display a wide array 
of characteristics associated with the design 
and construction of seagoing vessels in the 
16th century. Therefore, each of the three 
ships could have been wrecked in 1565, 
when the San Juan sank. But they could have 
just as easily sunk in 1574, the date when the 
Magdeleine was lost. Regardless of absolute 
dates, however, the diagnostic features dis
cussed above suggest that the 24M wreck is 
the oldest of the three wrecks and, based on 
dendrochronological analysis, is definitely 
13 years older than the wreck on the 29M 
site. 

While the objects found on the 24M site are 
also compatible with a 16th-century date, 
the shoe assemblage suggests that the wreck 
occurred in the second half of that century. 

Geographic Origin 

In the case of each site, the archaeological 
finds did not provide conclusive data about 
the ships' origins. For the 24M site, certain 
artifact categories, such as pottery, were rep
resented in large part by objects of French 
origin. However, given the wide distribu
tion of such ceramic wares on the European 
market at the time, this predominance is not 
necessarily very significant. A certain degree 
of caution is also called for in interpreting 
data from the study identifying the Loire 
region as the source of some cask staves; for 
the volume of trade between various coun
tries must be taken into consideration, espe
cially in the case of neighbouring regions 
like the Basque country and the west coast 
of France. 
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Since comparative archaeological data are 
insufficient, it is difficult to determine the 
exact origin of each vessel on the basis of 
architectural features; however, these ships 
can all be associated with the 16th-century 
shipbuilding traditions of the Iberian penin
sula and what is known as the French 
Basque country, or the extreme southwest 
corner of France. In addition, it has already 
been demonstrated that the 24M wreck, at 
least, possesses significant diagnostic fea
tures associated with Basque shipbuilding, 
based on what can be surmised from con
tracts for building Basque vessels. It may be 
recalled that these features include, for 
example, various standard measurements, 
such as the 57.46-cm codo de ribera and the 
recommended height of three codos between 
the decks. None of the three wrecks display 
diagnostic features related to ships built in 
southern Spain or Portugal. Studies of the 
27M and 29M hulls, while preliminary, show 
that they were probably Basque in origin. 
The 24M vessel can be identified as Basque 
with even more assurance, given the multi
tude of features relating it to this origin as 
well as the total absence, so far, of any diag
nostic feature that would contradict this 
interpretation. 

Identity 

Although conclusive evidence is not pro
vided by the intrinsic features of any find 
(including the vessels themselves), the infor
mation that can be gathered about the cir
cumstances surrounding each shipwreck is 
much more eloquent and revealing. The fol
lowing sections will look at these circum
stances to see how closely each of the three 
archaeological wrecks matches the two ship
wrecks named and dated in archival docu
ments, that is, the Magdeleine from 
Bordeaux, in 1574, and the San Juan from 
Pasajes, in 1565. 

The 27M Wreck 

The archaeological data from the 27M site 
strongly support the hypothesis that the 
ship caught fire accidentally before it was 
loaded. It could therefore be neither the 
wreck of the San Juan nor of the Magdeleine. 
There is nothing in the documentation 
related to these two ships that makes any 
allusion to a fire either at the time they were 
lost or in the months that intervened 
between their sinking and the respective sal

vage operations carried out the following 
spring. More significantly, the San Juan sank 
with practically all its cargo while the 
Magdeleine had 450 casks on board. 

The 29M Wreck 

Test excavations on the 29M site revealed lit
tle data about the circumstances surround
ing the ship's wrecking. The remains, which 
lie no deeper than 3 m, appear to have been 
considerably dislodged and broken apart, 
probably as a result of ice movement. How
ever, there is no way of knowing whether 
this damage was sustained when the ship 
went down or over the years, after it was 
lost. It is not impossible that the wreck is 
that of the Magdeleine: the estimated tonnage 
of 244 toneladas (293 with the refacían), could 
correspond with that for the ship from Bor
deaux. Nevertheless, while the 29M wreck 
may well be that of a ship that sank at 
anchor and then was trapped in ice until the 
next spring, when the salvage team arrived, 
it is difficult to explain why, if it was the 
Magdeleine, only 43 of the 450 casks aboard 
were recovered, since the wreck lies in such 
shallow water. The fact that almost no arti
facts, including cask remains, were found in 
the test excavations tends to support the 
interpretation that the ship was emptied of 
practically all its cargo, which would have 
been quite feasible, given the shallowness of 
the water. 

The possibility that the 29M wreck is the San 
Juan is supported by several considerations. 
The size of the 29M ship means that it could 
have easily held over 1,000 casks. Further
more, since the ship sank in such shallow 
water, most of the vessel would have 
remained above the surface, making it possi
ble to recover personal supplies, foodstuffs 
and rigging components immediately and to 
salvage a great number of casks the follow
ing year. However, two of the documents 
related to the San Juan note that, the year 
after the shipwreck, Juanes de Portu 
removed all the oil casks he could from the 
vessel, which seems to imply that a certain 
amount of the cargo could not be saved. In 
contrast, the limited excavations on the 29M 
site suggest that the ship was either empty 
when it went down or entirely emptied 
afterwards. As well, the wreck site is not 
located along the northwest to southeast tra
jectory that a drifting vessel would be forced 
to follow in a fierce autumn storm, and the 
ship's position does not readily match that 
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of a ship whose bow moorings snapped 
under the onslaught of such a storm. 

It thus seems improbable that the 29M ship 
is the San Juan. However, if the 29M site 
were proved to be the San Juan (sunk 1565), 
then the 24M site in turn could not be the 
Magdeleine (sunk 1574) because dendrochro
nology has shown that the 24M site is 13 
years older than the 29M site (i.e. 1552). 

The 24M Wreck 

The 24M site is the only one of the three to 
have been entirely excavated and has there
fore provided the most data. Compared 
with the other two wrecks, this ship has 
much more promise when it comes to 
attempting a positive or negative identifica
tion. 

While certain elements of the 24M site corre
spond well to what is known about the 
Magdeleine, several other factors provide 
strong evidence that the remains at this site 
cannot be those of the ship outfitted in Bor
deaux. Among the positive factors, the most 
persuasive is certainly the correspondence 
between the tonnage given in the historical 
records for the Magdeleine, i.e. around 250 
tonneaux, compared to that calculated for the 
24M vessel, i.e. 243 toneladas (with the 
refacían). It is also interesting that certain 
artifacts, like the versos and some rigging 
components, were absent from the 24M site, 
while similar weaponry and possibly rig
ging are reported by the documents to have 
been removed from the Magdeleine. Finally, 
there are the data that identify the wood of 
the cask staves as coming from the Loire Val
ley, the predominance of French ceramics 
and the large amount of limestone655 in the 
ballast. All of the above can be considered 
persuasive, although this type of data carry 
little weight on their own, given the way 
wares and materials were moved about in 
the period under consideration. 

On the other hand, the case for identifying 
the 24M ship with the Magdeleine is weak
ened by many serious shortcomings. To 
begin with, the 24M site presents clear evi
dence of a violent shipwreck in which a ves
sel moving from port to starboard, or from 
west to east, struck the shore sideways, so 
that extensive damage was done to the 
lower rear surface of the rudder while the 
rear of the keel was fractured from right to 
left, which would be in keeping with the 

aforementioned movement from port to 
starboard. This interpretation is also sup
ported by the fact that navigational instru
ments were found on the site, as was an 
intact chalupa that went down with the ship. 
The observations made at the 24M site do 
not correspond to written accounts of the 
loss of the Magdeleine, which was trapped in 
ice; the ship would have almost certainly 
been squeezed downward in an icy vise dur
ing the winter or spring and then would 
have sunk vertically to the harbour floor. 

A study of how the 24M ship broke apart 
shows that the vessel did not move after it 
came to rest on the harbour floor and that 
components of the standing rigging were no 
doubt among the first items to fall over
board, shortly after the ship sank. If the 
"appareils" said to have been recovered from 
the wreck of the Magdeleine the following 
year are interpreted as being rigging compo
nents (an interpretation that is not entirely 
certain), then it is unlikely that the 24M ves
sel is the Magdeleine, since such items would 
have probably been inaccessible by the time 
a year had elapsed. The same argument 
applies to the "doubles birches" referred to in 
the archival documents: since the upper 
works in the bow and stern were damaged 
very soon after the 24M wreck began to 
break apart, it seems unlikely that the gun
wales that supported small pieces of artil
lery would have still been in place a year 
after the vessel sank.656 

Other details about the way the Magdeleine 
was salvaged also argue against identifying 
the 24M wreck as this ship. Only 43 casks of 
oil were recovered by Daguerre the year 
after the ship was lost. The Magdeleine held 
450 casks, and, assuming that no other sal
vage operations were undertaken on the 
wreck, some 400 casks should have 
remained on board. If the ship at the 24M 
site had been left with 400 casks, they would 
have taken up not only all the space beneath 
the lower deck (293 barricas, 323 with the 
quartos), but also some of the space on this 
deck. However the 24M wreck shows signs 
of having undergone an elaborate and 
destructive salvage effort, one so thorough 
that the hull was broken apart in an attempt 
to reach the cargo. The evidence suggests 
that this was a complex operation rather 
than the simple recovery of only 43 casks 
out of a total of 450. In addition, there are 
indications that salvage workers reached the 
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lower deck and emptied it, dismantling at 
least part of it. 

Finally, two documents report that Sanchou 
de Burgaronne, the owner and master of the 
Magdeleine, undertook steps to save not only 
the casks but also the vessel. This implies 
that he thought there was a chance of 
refloating the ship which had been impris
oned by the ice. The archaeological evidence 
demonstrates that the 24M ship sank to 
what would be its final resting place and 
that it began to break apart there. It is impos
sible that anyone would have dreamed of 
refloating the 24M ship. 

Although some of the archival information 
about the Magdeleine seems to accord with 
selected 24M evidence, the archaeological 
testimony of the way the ship was wrecked 
and its cargo salvaged seem quite incompat
ible with the story of the Magdeleine. In 
short, the 24M site cannot be the site of the 
Magdeleine, as was put forward by Laurier 
Turgeon.657 It appears that, from an archaeo
logical viewpoint, the Magdeleine has yet to 
be identified within Red Bay, although the 
new 72M site found in 2004 cannot yet be 
ruled out as a candidate. 

If the 24M site cannot be that of the 
Magdeleine, might it be the site of the San 
Juan? Once again, the enormous quantity of 
archaeological information available makes 
it possible to examine this question from 
many angles. 

The information that argues most eloquently 
in favour of identifying the 24M ship as the 
San Juan is naturally related to the circum
stances surrounding its wrecking. The San 
Juan was fully loaded and ready to set sail 
when it was struck by one of the sudden vio
lent storms that blow from the northwest in 
late summer or autumn, announcing the 
approach of winter. 

In recent times, the force of just such a storm 
snapped the moorings of a modern metal 
ship, the Bernier, and then pushed the vessel 
in a more or less west-to-east direction until 
it hit the shore. With regard to the way the 
24M vessel sank, the archaeological evi
dence from its wreck site presented above 
accords in every respect with information 
from the written documentation about the 
San Juan. 

The 24M evidence that points to how the 
ship broke up and how salvage operations 
were conducted is also compatible with 
what written texts say about the San Juan. 
These sources refer to two stages in the sal
vage work: first, immediately after the ves
sel sank, easily reached material was saved 
in haste (rigging, sails, ropes and equip
ment; clothing and personal belongings; and 
food supplies consisting of wine, cider and 
bread); then, the following year, Juanes de 
Portu, who had already taken part in the 
first salvage operation immediately after the 
wrecking, returned to salvage as many casks 
as he could. The shallowness of the 24M site 
would have made it feasible to recover a cer
tain quantity of supplies and equipment 
directly after the ship ran aground. Part of 
the sterncastle would have still been accessi
ble to anyone who was willing to brave the 
frigid water. However, it would have been 
more difficult to reach the forecastle and the 
areas beneath the upper deck, although 
these areas would have been filled with oil 
casks for the most part. The fact that compo
nents of the standing rigging were found at 
the bottom of their respective excavation 
units indicates that such rigging was dis
mantled very soon after the shipwreck, and 
this accords with the written description of 
an immediate salvage attempt. In addition, 
the 24M ship yielded only a small number of 
artifacts related to rigging, weaponry, per
sonal supplies and food storage recipients. 

The texts report that the casks on the San 
Juan were recovered during the summer of 
the year following the wreck. They also 
imply that Juanes de Portu did what he 
could to free the casks. The evidence from 
the 24M site indicates that salvage opera
tions were carried out all the way down to 
the main and lower decks and seem to have 
taken place after an interval of at least one 
winter, during which most of the ship's 
upper works were destroyed. The signs 
apparently related to salvage activities sug
gest that the main deck and the lower deck 
were ripped apart but that, below these lev
els, the casks could not be recovered for the 
most part since they were trapped among 
the ballast stones. 

A comparison of the archaeological evi
dence of the 24M ship with the San Juan 
archival documents offers no argument 
against identifying the two as the same 
entity, and both sources correspond with 
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each other quite persuasively. It remains to 
be seen how well the other diagnostic fac
tors match. 

One of these factors is without a doubt the 
question of dating: is it possible to date the 
24M site to the time of the wreck of the San 
Juan, that is, 1565? It has already been shown 
above that the three archaeological wrecks at 
Red Bay belong to the 16th century and that 
they all could date to the time of the San 
Juan, although the 24M ship appears to be 
older than the others. In fact, the 24M vessel 
possesses characteristics, including some 
structural features, that place it not only in 
the time of the San Juan, but even to an ear
lier period. Other elements accord particu
larly well with the date of 1565, including 
the ornamental pointed timber at the for
ward end of the beakhead. This very 
unusual timber, the first to be discovered on 
an Iberian wreck, could prove to be diagnos
tic, since it resembles beakhead features 
depicted in prints and maps from the years 
1561-62 (Fig. 21.4). The same is true of the 
two stern ports, each of a different shape, 
similar to those in Breughel's illustrations 
(as engraved by Huys) from the same 
period. Another indicator is the time frame 
obtained by the dendrochronological analy
sis of the cask staves. Although, as men
tioned previously, the results of this work 
should be accepted with certain reserva
tions, they nonetheless suggest that the 
wood for the casks was cut no later than 
1563. Considering these various diagnostic 
elements, among many others, it is perfectly 
reasonable to associate the formation of the 
24M site with the date when the San Juan 
was lost. 

A few questions arise when the carrying 
capacity of the 24M ship is compared with 
the cargo recorded in the San Juan docu
ments. Although the texts are relatively pre
cise about the number of casks actually on 
board when the San Juan went down with 
most of its cargo, there is a certain degree of 
approximation in the various figures given. 
In every case, the number is said to be 
around 1,000 barricas. One of the documents 
mentions that the figure varied between 900 
and 1,000, implying that there were proba
bly fewer than 1,000 barricas rather than 
more. The maximum number of barricas that 
could have been held by the 24M ship has 
been estimated at 880 barricas, a figure that 
increases to 965 when the space represented 

by the quartos is taken into consideration. It 
should be kept in mind that the figures for 
the 24M ship are based in part on an inter
pretation of its superstructure, which was 
less well preserved than the rest, and on 
assumptions about the way space was used 
inside the vessel; as well, the figures taken 
from written sources should be treated with 
a certain amount of discretion, since the wit
nesses quoted in the documents would have 
no doubt tended to inflate the figures they 
gave in declarations to their insurers. Never
theless, we believe that the carrying capacity 
estimated for the 24M ship may well corre
spond to the cargo of the San Juan as it is 
presented in the archival documents, but 
that this correspondence is based on the 
upper limit of the former and the lower limit 
of latter. 

The data provided by the excavation of the 
24M ship in no way contradict an associa
tion with the San Juan, and some of them 
even lend strong support to such an identifi
cation. However, despite the many positive 
considerations, there exists no single ele
ment so compelling that it confirms this 
interpretation. 

It might be noted in passing that, if the 24M 
site is indeed that of the San Juan, the vessel 
at the 29M site would have sunk in 1578, or 
13 years later, according to dendrochrono
logical analysis of the wooden logs from 
both sites, and thus could not be the 
Magdeleine, which sank in 1574. 

CONCLUSION 

The comparison of archaeological and archi
val evidence persuasively shows that the 
24M ship cannot be the Magdeleine but, on 
the other hand, does not enable us to declare 
that the wreck is that of the San Juan. For the 
24M ship to be dated with assurance, it will 
be necessary to wait until dendrochronolog
ical analysis progresses to the point where it 
can provide better local chronologies either 
in the Basque country, so as to assign a date 
to the 24M hull, or in the areas around Red 
Bay in Labrador, so as to date the ship's 
wrecking. Such developments would make 
it possible to confirm or disprove that the 
24M ship was actually the San Juan. What is 
more, the discovery in 2004 of a fourth 
whaler in Red Bay could eventually cloud 
the issue and force us to modify our inter-
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pretations once this shipwreck has been 
studied in detail. This discovery also 
reminds us that Red Bay has other secrets 
that still elude us. For the time being, the 

impressive array of convergent evidence 
and the absence of evidence to the contrary 
permit us to propose that the 24M vessel is 
very probably the San Juan. 

NOTES 

646 In 2004, another wreck was found in Red Bay 
harbour. This fourth whaler (72M) shows the same 
16th-century features as the other vessels, including 
dovetail assemblages between the floors and the 
first futtocks. The 72M site was surveyed in July 
2005 but the results of this work were not available 
in the final preparation phase of this report. The 
72M wreck was thus excluded from the present 
analysis. Let us simply say that the keel of the wreck 
lies at a depth of approximately 10 m. 

647 H.H. Lamb, Climate, History, and the Modern World 
(London: Methuen, 1982), p. 202. 

648 Ibid., p. 203. 

649 Ibid., p. 229. 

650 Thomas Oertling has carried out pioneering work in 
establishing criteria for identifying 16th-century 
ships. This work was presented at the 1989 Society 
for Historical Archaeology conference as well as in 
the publication that ensued (Thomas J. Oertling, 
"The Few Remaining Clues...," in Underwater 
Archaeology Proceedings from the Society for Historical 
Archaeology Conference, Baltimore, Maryland, 1989, ed. 
J. Barto Arnold III [Baltimore: n.p., 1989], pp. 100-
103). 

651 It should be noted that, although the garboards on 
the Mary Rose (built in 1509-10) and the Villefranche 
ship (sunk in 1516?) are not incorporated into their 
respective keels, they are nevertheless carved. 

652 The next paragraphs are intended to summarize 
information found in the following archival 
documents: Archivo de la Real Cnancillería. 
Valladolid (hereafter ARCh), Pleitos civiles, Wals 
fenecidos 31, caja 160-1, fols. 25v-26r; ARCh, Pleitos 
civiles, Wals fenecidos 31, caja 160-1, fol. 27r; ARCh, 
Pleitos civiles, Wals fenecidos 31, caja 160-1, fols. 
30r-30v; Archivo histórico de los protocolos de 
Guipúzcoa. Oñati (hereafter AHPG), III, 1792, fols. 
41r-42r (8 June 1566); AHPG, III, 1791, fols. 34 r-v (1 
May 1565); AHPG, III, 1791, fols. 20r-2r (20 April 
1565); AHPG, III, 1791, fols. 33r-v (1 May 1565). 
Certain passages of these documents, many of them 
supplied by Selma Barkham at the beginning of the 
project, have been published in Selma Barkham, 
"The Documentary Evidence for 16th Century 

Basque Whaling Ships in the Strait of Belle Isle," in 
Early European Settlement and Exploitation in Atlantic 
Canada: Selected Papers, ed. George M. Story (St. 
John's: Memorial University of Newfoundland, 
1982), pp. 73-74 and in Selma Huxley, "Los vascos y 
las pesquerías transatlánticas (1517-1713)," in Itsasoa 
3: Los vascos en el marco Atlántico Norte. Siglos XVI y 
XVII, ed. Selma Huxley, Itsasoa: el mar de 
Euskalerria, la naturaleza, el hombre y su historia, 
Vol. 3 (Donostia-San Sebastián: Etor, [1987]), p. 112. 
See also Section 1.1. For a summary of the wrecks 
mentioned in the archival documents, see the recent 
publication Selma Huxley [Barkham] and Michael 
M. Barkham, "Una nota acerca des cinco pecios 
vascos documentados del siglo XVI en puertos del 
sur de Labrador / A Note on Five Documented 
16th-Century Basque Shipwrecks in Harbours of 
Southern Labrador," in Itsas Memoria. Revista de 
Estudios Marítimos del País Vasco, Vol. 5 (Donostia-
San Sebastián: Untzi Museoa-Museo Naval, 2006), 
pp. 771-776. 

653 Archives départementales de Gironde. Bordeaux 
(hereafter ADG), 3E 5405 (17 February 1564-1565); 
ADG, 3E 5405 (19 March 1564-1565); ADG, 3E 5415, 
fol. 390 (9 March 1575); ADG, 3E 5415, fols. 392-393 
(9 March 1575); ADG, 3E 5415 (11 March 1575); 
ADG, 3E 5415, fols. 424-425 (12 March 1575); ADG, 
3E 5415, fol. 1474 (6 November 1575). These 
documents were supplied by Laurier Turgeon. 

654 See Laurier Turgeon, "Pour redécouvrir notre 16e 

siècle: les pêches à Terre-Neuve d'après les archives 
notariales de Bordeaux," Revue d'histoire de 
l'Amérique française, Vol. 39, No. 4 (Spring 1986), 
p. 536, n. 47. 

655 The fact that most of the ballast stones on the 24M 
site are calcareous, typical of the Bordeaux region, 
has already been put forward as evidence in favour 
of identifying the wreck as that of the Magdeleine. 
See Laurier Turgeon, loc. cit. 

656 It is possible that these moveable weapons were not 
on the gunwales when the ship went down. 
However, the archaeological provenience of a verso 
found on the site suggests otherwise. 

657 Laurier Turgeon, loc. cit. 
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22 A BASQUE WHALEBOAT: 

CHALUPA NO. I 

Ryan Harris and Brad Loewen 

The unexpected discovery of three chalupa 
whaleboats in direct association with the 
Red Bay vessel marks a unique opportunity 
in the study of 16th-century small craft.658 To 
date, they represent the only archaeologi-
cally identified examples of their type, and 
as such, they provide unique physical evi
dence of a craft that otherwise survives only 
in oblique documentary references and 
vague graphic representations (Fig. 22.1). 

Used by Basque whalers in the actual pur
suit and killing of the whale, the chalupa (or 
shallop) was a swift and seaworthy double-
ended vessel, roughly 8 m in length, carvel 
planked below the waterline and clinker 
planked above. It was propelled variously 
by oar and sail, being rigged with two 
masts. The chalupa was apparently designed 
for a crew of up to seven, including a har-
pooner in the bow, five oarsmen in the 
waist, and a helmsman in the stern. When 
the crew was pulling at the oars, the helms
man would have manned a long steering oar 
braced on the portside gunwale, whereas 
under sail the chalupa may have shipped a 
rudder instead. 

In-depth archaeological analysis of chalupa 
no. 1, the best preserved of the three Red 
Bay examples, has revealed a wealth of tech
nological detail covering most aspects of the 
boat's life history: from the surveyor's initial 

selection and dressing of the raw timber; to 
the boatwright's conceptual means of moul
ding the complex shape of the hull; to the 
methods, tools, and materials employed by 
the carpenter in the boat's subsequent man
ufacture; and finally, to the efforts taken to 
finish the hull and outfit it for service in the 
Labrador whale fishery. 

Although in varying states of preservation, 
the three Red Bay chalupas offer the small 
craft researcher the chance to examine a col
lection of boats of common age and origin, 
comparative study of which serves to reveal 
insights on a broader techno-cultural scale. 
From an architectural standpoint, all exhibit 
remarkable congruity in terms of their basic 
dimensions, hull form, and scantlings, sug
gesting that as a group, this type of craft was 
highly standardized. In the case of the two 
best preserved examples, chalupas no. 1 and 
no. 2, this has actually permitted an aggre
gate archaeological reconstruction whereby 
a piece of structural information missing 
from one boat could often be supplied by 
the other. Yet despite this strong overall sim
ilarity, each chalupa still manages to express 
its own individual character as reflected in 
the subtle nuances of its construction. We 
can thus reasonably infer that this collection 
represents the work of more than one 
Basque builder, potentially hailing from dif
ferent locales in the Bay of Biscay. If so, this 
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offers the small craft researcher the rare 
opportunity to compare and contrast 
regional variants within a broader geo
graphical boat building tradition. 

Taken individually and collectively, the 
three chalupa whaleboats attest to the 
immense archaeological richness of Red Bay. 
They take their place beside the lone barco, a 
batel,659 fragments of additional (as yet uni
dentified) small craft, as well as the three 
large whaling vessels also found in the har
bour to make up one of the most precious 
underwater archaeological sites in the 
Americas. 

UNCOVERING THE FIRST 
BASQUE WHALEBOAT 

Excavation late in the 1981 field season saw 
the raising of the Red Bay vessel's detached 
transom structure, which had splayed out 
from the whaler's stern in the process of site 
formation. Quite unexpectedly, continued 
excavation in the footprint of these recov
ered timbers exposed the semi-articulated 
remains of a small boat jutting out from 
beneath the ship's rudder (Fig. 22.2). At first, 
only the ends of three hull planks, the keel, 
and the sternpost were visible, but it was 
soon apparent that much more yet survived, 
trapped beneath the starboard flank of the 
ship. 

From the outset, the archaeological team rec
ognized the possibility that these remains 
might represent those of a chalupa, the ubiq
uitous Basque whaleboat identifiable in 
period archival sources. As such, this evoca
tive artifact held the promise of furnishing 
Red Bay researchers with the final archaeo
logical component of the 16th-century 
Basque whale hunt in Labrador (to go along 
with the whaling stations already identified 
on shore and the sunken ships located else

where in the harbour). Indeed, it was partly 
with an aim to recovering the chalupa that 
the watershed decision to disassemble the 
ship's hull was actually made.660 Given the 
considerable challenge that this would rep
resent, however, the whaleboat's recovery 
would have to wait another two years pend
ing the removal of the overlying section of 
ship's hull. 

When finally uncovered in 1983, this 
patience was duly rewarded when excava
tors found the chalupa preserved almost in 
its entirety (Fig. 22.3). The subsequent deci
sion to raise and completely conserve the 
surviving structure was one readily made 
on account of the artifact's indisputable his
toric value. 

Back in Ottawa in 1996, the feasibility of 
undertaking a complete reassembly of the 
whaleboat's conserved timbers was evalu
ated and given the go-ahead. Today, the cha
lupa in its custom-built support cradle has 
made the 2,500 km journey back to Red Bay 
and now provides the centrepiece for the 
local Visitor Orientation Centre where it 
welcomes guests to the National Historic 
Site. In many respects the process of reas
sembling the artifact highlighted the consid
erable skill of its Basque builders, with the 
end product affording a unique opportunity 
to study the craft much as it existed almost 
450 years ago when it last plied the Strait of 
Belle Isle. 

The scientific problems posed by the chalupa 
evolved in tandem with the analysis. The 
principal research questions came to include 
learning the process by which the sophisti
cated shape of the hull was conceived and 
the precise methods by which it was con
structed. In part this involved a detailed 
examination of the tool marks found on the 
recovered timbers, a study that brought use
ful insights into Basque forestry and carpen-

Figure 22.1: Chalupa 
ballenera gipuzcoana as 
traced by J. L. Casado 
Soto. Seven crewmen 
are seen tending the 
harpoon line from 
what appears to be a 
line tub positioned in 
the whaleboat's stern. 
(Libro de bautizados 
en Zumárraga, 1526. 
Archivo Diocesano, 
San Sebastián). 
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try practices. Also of prime interest was a 
reconstruction of the pulling and rigging 
configurations, the prospects of which were 
considerably advanced by the chalupa reas
sembly where the close interaction with the 
timbers served to reveal several tell-tale fea
tures that had otherwise escaped detection. 
As the archaeological evidence attests, the 
chalupa was principally a craft propelled by 
oars but one that was also complemented by 
a two-masted sailing rig. Perhaps the most 
surprising development of this research 
came in the suggestion that this particular 
rig may actually have sported lugsails. If so, 
this would represent 16th-century evidence 
of a rig that would not become firmly estab
lished in iconography until the 18th century. 
Continued study, both archaeological and 
archival, may ultimately credit the Basques 
as having first introduced this particular 
technological innovation to Atlantic waters. 

To be sure, at 8 m in length the Red Bay cha
lupa is diminished somewhat by the label of 
small craft; in some ways its form may be 
compared with ocean going vessels such as 
the medieval Scandinavian ships that it dis
tantly resembles. As a whaleboat, the chalupa 
is the oldest known example of a particular 
technological tradition that culminated in 
the American designs of the 19th century. At 
the same time, the chalupa also had a fishing 
vocation, both on its native Biscayan coast 
and in Terranova. Perhaps the most impres
sive aspect of the Basque chalupas history, 
however, was its rapid adoption by the 
Mi'kmaq who employed them skilfully in 
the pursuit of trade and in conducting raids. 
The Basques, in introducing their chalupa to 
these waters, had the genius of building a 
craft eminently suited both to themselves 
and to the maritime peoples of the Atlantic 
coast. 

To this end, documentary evidence is used 
to place the chalupa in the historical context 
of the small craft of its time. The abundance 
of documentation is in keeping with the 
archaeological evidence that this craft was a 
typical fixture of the period. 

That said, we must not lose sight of the 
archaeological context of this artifact for 
therein lies our ability to establish concrete 
links to the documentary record based on 
contemporaneity and cultural affiliation 
with the ship. 
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Figure 22.3 (Facing 
Page): Excavation plan 
of clialupa no. 1. The 
bow is pointing north 
with the stem promi
nently visible in 
sub-operation 12P. 
(Drawing: J. Farley, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
85-102-1). 
Scale 1:40 

DESCRIPTION OF IN SITU 
REMAINS 

Chalupa no. 1 lay flattened but otherwise 
upright on the sea floor with its bow point
ing northward and its aft end tucked into 
the run of the ship's hull. The structural 
remains presented a fairly coherent concen
tration of wreckage despite the fact that the 
iron fastenings had all completely disinte
grated. The two keel sections maintained 
their original alignment forward and aft of 
their midship scarf with both garboards still 
in place to either side. Similarly, the stem 
and sternpost collapsed in close proximity to 
their respective keel ends. In general, the 
port side of the hull was better preserved 
than the starboard with much of the plank
ing and parts of the gunwale appearing 
semi-articulated. By comparison the star
board planks were more fragmented and 
sundered, but most still survived with mini
mal material loss. Atop the planking, many 
of the floor timbers remained oriented 
roughly perpendicular to the keel with all 17 
recovered in favourable condition. Likewise, 
all but two of the 38 buttocks were found, 
though exhibiting more breakage than was 
the case with the floors. In several instances, 
futtocks on the port side maintained their 
association with the corresponding floor 
thus allowing the master frame and framing 
pattern to be easily identified. 

Several elements of the chalupa's internal 
hull structure also survived, most notably, 
the entire length of the portside riser (except 
a short missing piece at the extreme aft end). 
Its fragmented sections were preserved 
overlying the futtock ends much as they 
would originally have been fastened, this 
likely contributing to the integrity of the 
underlying frames as outlined above. As for 
its starboard counterpart, only the forward 
half of the second riser was recovered, its 
four broken fragments still aligned roughly 
end-to-end but displaced somewhat 
towards the centre line of the hull. A com
bined mast partner-thwart, two accompany
ing thwart knees, and the mainmast step 
were all found amidships, their provenience 
closely respecting their reconstructed posi
tions in the hull. The same can be said of two 
other knees found farther astern, these asso
ciated with the missing 5th and 7th thwarts. 
One other thwart was recovered, the for-
wardmost of seven, as well as the foremast 
step. These last two timbers had migrated 

far from their original positions up in the 
bow, coming to rest in the stern and well off 
to the port side, respectively. 

Looking at the wreckage as a whole, a pro
nounced twist was discerned in the hull 
remains to either side of the midship keel 
scarf. Apparently the fasteners had deterio
rated allowing the two keel timbers to sepa
rate and move independently of one 
another. This deformation was revealed by a 
series of five cross-hull elevations taken at 
select points along the chalupa's keel (Fig. 
22.4).661 While the aft half of the hull exhib
ited a 45° list to port, the forward part lay 
almost flat to the bottom. This twist was 
apparently the result of the chalupa's bow 
taking the brunt of the ship's outward hull 
collapse. The aft section, on the other hand, 
may have been accommodated somewhat in 
the hollow of the ship's stern. The inward 
heel of this section would seem to reflect the 
original orientation of the chalupa on the bot
tom as it came to rest soon after sinking. 
This is particularly evident where the port-
side hull planks have preserved the hull's 
shape past the turn of the bilge. 

Stratigraphy 

Three distinct strata dominate the stratigra
phy below the ship's collapsed starboard 
side with all showing a clear relationship to 
the wrecking process (Fig. 22.5). Directly 
below the ship's outer hull planking was a 
fine layer of black organic silt, typically mea
suring 10 cm in thickness. Representing an 
accumulation of waterborne organic sedi
ments trapped on the lee side of the heeling 
wreck, this layer ultimately came to be 
sealed off and compressed under the weight 
of the collapsing hull. Below this was a com
pact layer of crushed shell representing a 
deposition of dead barnacles, mostly intro
duced by the ship but otherwise coming 
from the boat. We may assume that the bar
nacles, being suspension feeders, became 
nutrient deprived due to lack of water circu
lation beneath the wreck, causing them to 
die and detach from the hull. The small boat 
remains were entirely subsumed within the 
varying thickness of this stratum. Beneath 
the shell was a culturally sterile layer of light 
grey sand, generally 25 cm thick, overlying a 
rock substrate. After the initial grounding, 
the ship shifted sideways plowing up a con
siderable quantity of this sand on the keel's 
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starboard side. On the port side conse
quently, we find considerably less sand and 
deep furrows where the keel made repeated 
contact with the rock. The chalupa lay neatly 
atop this built-up sand layer with no mate
rial interface between the two. 

Site Formation Processes 

Another element in this stratigraphie 
sequence was the presence of a significant 

number of loose timbers deposited in the 
course of the destruction of the ship's tran
som and upperworks (Fig. 22.6).662 Where 
overlapping the chalupa remains, this 
detached ship structure typically came to 
rest just underneath the boat's collapsed 
starboard side, interleaved with its disartic
ulated planking. At first glance, this 
sequence would seem to suggest that the 
boat was deposited some time after the 
ship's sinking but before its total collapse, 
somehow slipping beneath the starboard 

Figure 22.4: Cross-hull 
elevations taken in 
situ, with frame loca
tions identified. 
(Drawing: D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
2002-102-1). 
Scale 1:25 
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Figure 22.5: Excavation profiles of operations 10 and 14 showing 
the stratigraphy underlying the ship's hull: 1) a layer of fine black 
organic silt, 2) a layer of crushed barnacle shell containing the flat
tened remains of chalupa no. 1 (in black), and 3) a layer of culturally 
sterile light grey sand. (Drawing: W. Stevens, D. Kappler, Parks 
Canada; 24M-2001-102-la). 
Scale 1:50 
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side of the listing hull before the whaler was 
completely rent apart. Other factors clearly 
discount this possibility however. The 20° 
starboard heel of the wreck combined with 
the eastward drop-off in the bottom topog
raphy preclude the chalupa's coming to rest 
in its final location subsequent to the ship's 
foundering. To have become so disposed, 
tucked up under the whaler's stern and nes
tled tightly alongside the starboard turn of 
the ship's bilge, would imply that the cha
lupa slid westward, which is to say against 
the slope, and under the wreck. 

lation of barnacle shell clearly deposited by 
the ship. On the chalupas starboard side, 
conversely, there is much less shell atop the 
planks but a considerable quantity found 
underneath. This gives the impression that 
the chalupa initially lay heeled over on its 
port side until after the deposition of the 
shell, before subsequently rolling outward 
and splaying open under the weight of the 
collapsing ship. This explains how the star
board side of the chalupa came to overtop 
both the barnacles and disarticulated hull 
timbers deposited by the whaler. 

A broader examination of the loose timber 
distribution about the ship's stern shows a 
revealing pattern: a silhouette underlying 
the chalupa wreckage wherein ship timbers 
are largely excluded. Except near the boat's 
upturned stem and stern, no timbers were 
found directly under the chalupas keel or 
beneath its portside planking. This pattern 
would tend to suggest that the boat was in 
place on the bottom at the outset of 24M site 
formation. While several smaller fragments 
were swept up against the east side of the 
chalupa's keel, this is consistent with the 
observation that the boat initially lay heeled 
over towards the ship, thus allowing these 
loose materials to work their way under the 
starboard hull. 

As for the larger timbers found encroaching 
beneath the chalupas starboard side,663 their 
presence is related to the destruction 
sequence of the boat itself. The overall 
coherency, semi-articulation, and preserva
tion of the small boat wreckage all attest that 
the chalupa was still intact when flattened by 
the collapsing ship. When this collapse 
occurred, it would appear that several of the 
chalupas starboard planks splayed outwards 
when detached from the end posts and 
framing, thereby coming to overly loose 
ship structure. The most obvious example is 
TT 1110, a small boat plank from starboard 
strake 4, which appears to have sprung 
loose from the stem rabbet and out over the 
top of TT 966, TT 965, TT 1069, and TT 1701. 

The stratigraphie profile of operation line 10 
(see Fig. 22.5) supports this interpretation. 
The port side of the chalupa lies directly on 
top of the grey sand stratum with only a thin 
intervening lens of crushed barnacle shell 
that appears to have been deposited by the 
boat itself. At the same time, overlying the 
portside planking, we find a large accumu-

This scenario would also explain the preva
lence of gribble damage on the chalupas star
board planking and gunwale. The port side 
exhibits comparatively less evidence of grib
ble infestation, indications of which were 
conspicuously absent on the outboard faces 
of the lowermost hull planks. We infer that 
these strakes were pressed flat against the 
bottom, given the portside heel of the boat, 
and were thus spared the ravages of marine 
borers. Judging from the stratigraphie pro
file discussed above, the chalupas port side 
would also have been protected somewhat 
by the deposition of the overlying barnacle 
layer whereas the starboard side, standing 
proud of the bottom, would have remained 
exposed for some while longer. 

Accepting that the chalupa was in situ at the 
outset of 24M site formation we are led to 
ask whether the ship and chalupa sank in a 
common mêlée, or if the boat was in fact 
already on the bottom when the ship 
grounded. Notably, there was no evidence of 
sediment scouring having affected the sand 
layer about the boat remains as would be 
expected if the chalupa was on the bottom for 
any meaningful length of time prior to the 
shipwreck. Likewise, there was no indica
tion of the boat timbers having become 
embedded in this sand layer to any appre
ciable extent, despite the significant accu
mulation of sand plowed up by the ship's 
keel. It seems that the chalupa was borne 
neatly atop this built-up layer with little 
apparent disturbance, consistent with the 
observation that the chalupa was still intact 
when the ship collapsed on top of it. This 
could hardly have been the case if the boat 
had spent any considerable length of time 
on the bottom. The chalupa was entirely fas
tened with iron nails, and would have 
quickly succumbed to the effects of marine 
corrosion. 
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These factors collectively argue that the cha
lupa went down with the ship some time 
around 1565 (see Chapter 20). If so, we may 
also infer that the boat was moored along
side the ship's starboard flank when the 
wreck occurred, as otherwise, the chalupa 
would most likely have ended up farther 
inshore or even broken up on the rocks. As 
the ship shifted eastward while aground, it 
apparently pushed into the sunken, still 
tethered chalupa causing its alignment to 
conform to the run of the ship's stern. This 
contact may also have induced the exagger
ated portside heel of the boat as indicated in 
the cross-hull elevations and stratigraphie 
profile information. 

In part, the value of this detailed site forma
tion analysis comes in establishing the chro
nology and cultural affiliation of the artifact. 
While the mid 16th-century dating seems 
solid, the identification of this particular cha
lupa as a Basque boat comes with a certain 
caveat despite its direct association with the 
shipwreck strongly believed to represent the 
San Juan of Pasajes. Archival documents 
attest to the frequent trade in used whale-
boats between various parties engaged in 
the Terranova fisheries, a practice serving to 
obscure any clear lines of direct ownership. 
A 1579 civil lawsuit recounts how a chalupa 
was leased to some French cod fishermen by 
a Basque whaling captain in exchange for a 
barrica of wine.664 Indeed, numerous 
instances of chalupas being bought, sold, lost, 
rented, and stolen colour the historical 
record of this rather unassuming New 
World commodity. It must be considered, 
therefore, that the discovery of the chalupa in 
a shared archaeological context with the 
ship provides only circumstantial evidence 
of the boat's Basque provenience. Conse
quently, the identification of more concrete 
traces of this lineage would have to await 
the detailed study of the artifact itself. 

Excavation and Recording 

After disassembly of the overlying ship 
structure, excavators continued down into 
the underlying sediment and shell strata 
that concealed the chalupa remains. Timber 
tagging and mapping then proceeded along 
much the same lines as adopted for the rest 
of the excavation (Fig. 22.7). It bears to men
tion however, that in the context of the 24M 
site as a whole the small boat was treated as 

a distinct archaeological feature. Care was 
taken to expose, map, and photograph the 
hull structure in its entirety before any of the 
timbers was raised, thus preserving mean
ingful structural relationships for the dura
tion of the recording process. Likewise, after 
the framing and internal structures were 
cleared a series of cross-hull elevations was 
taken prior to the recovery of the hull plank
ing. This was an effort to document the in 
situ conformation of the collapsed boat 
structure as it came to rest on the bottom, a 
measure that contributed to subsequent 
research into site formation. 

The complete disintegration of the iron fas
tenings obviated the need for hull disassem
bly, a factor that greatly facilitated the 
chalupas recovery. Indeed, several mobile 
timbers had to be held down by sand bags 
until mapping was completed. Recovered 
timbers were brought to the surface where 

Figure 22.7: Chalupa 
no. 1 in the process of 
being excavated, bow 
in foreground. (Photo: 
D. Page, Parks Can
ada; 24M-1791T). 
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they were photographed and recorded in 
the same manner as for the ship timbers, a 
notable difference being that timber draw
ings were done at a 1:5 scale instead of 1:10 
owing to the smaller scantlings. Following 
the recovery of the planking, excavation was 
extended below the chalupa's hull until the 
sterile sand layer was met. The intention 
was to place the deposition of the boat 
within the broader destruction sequence of 
the ship based on stratigraphie relation
ships. As for the chalupa timbers themselves, 
these were packed in crates and shipped to 
Ottawa where they were subjected to a com
prehensive tool mark inventory, wood spe
cies identification, and waterlogged material 
conservation. 

While tree ring analysis was applied to the 
24M ship timbers in hopes of identifying not 
only the date but also the geographic 
origin665 of the wood supply, this was not 
done with the chalupa remains. Under ideal 
conditions, direct correlation with a specific 
tree ring master sequence can reveal a wood 
sample's provenience with some precision, 
particularly where an isolated microclimate 
such as that found in Cantabria is con
cerned. Unfortunately an adequate sequence 
could not be established for this region and 
meaningful correlations with other Euro
pean sequences proved elusive. These dis
appointing provenience results for the 24M 
ship timbers argued against the taking of 
dendrochronological samples from the cha
lupa, given that here dating was less at issue. 
It was further felt that invasive sampling 
should be avoided in the interests of pre
serving the physical and aesthetic integrity 
of the artifact, a precaution taken even 
before the decision to reassemble and dis
play the whaleboat was made. 

DESCRIPTION OF HULL 
REMAINS 

Overall Dimensions 

In documenting the chalupa's basic propor
tions of length, depth, breadth, and keel, 
there was a distinct advantage in taking 
measurements off of the actual artifact as 
compared to working with models and 
drawings alone. While a 1:5 scale research 
model served as an invaluable guide during 
the reassembly process, it ultimately had to 

be modified to better reflect the recon
structed shape of the finished boat. This dis
crepancy was principally owing to the 
smaller tolerances involved in working at 
full scale. For the purposes of reassembly, 
the decision was made to faithfully reuse all 
of the original fastener holes present on the 
surviving timbers. This approach afforded 
little room for error, as small miscalculations 
made at the outset were quickly com
pounded as the reassembly progressed.666 

Consequently, the chalupa was allowed to 
dictate its own reconstruction as much as 
possible rather than conform to any precon
ceived shape imposed by the archaeologist. 
This approach also ensured that the entirety 
of the physical evidence was taken into 
account from keel to gunwale, as everything 
ultimately had to fit together into one cohe
sive whole. Taking measurements directly 
from the reassembled chalupa held another 
marked advantage over working from the 
model as a certain amount of systemic error 
was introduced and propagated in the tim
ber recording and modelling process. Given 
that a drawing is an interpretation of an arti
fact, and a model an interpretation of many 
drawings, a model finds itself several gener
ations removed from the actual timbers that 
it purports to represent.667 In several 
respects, the surviving artifact proves a 
more reliable gauge of the dimensions of the 
craft as first conceived, thus lending more 
integrity to archaeological interpretations 
premised on these baseline measurements. 
The overall dimensions of the chalupa are 
summarized in Table 22.1. 

Based on a distinct metrology readily dis
cernable in its design and construction, a 
uniquely Basque provenience can be confi
dently attributed to the chalupa. Specifically, 
we observe a strong correlation with the codo 
de ribera (57.46 cm), a largely parochial unit 
of measure native to the Biscayan coast 
where its use in naval architecture super
seded the more widespread codo commun, or 
codo de Castilla (55.71 cm).668 With the Red 
Bay chalupa, the influence of the codo de ribera 
is most clearly expressed in the boat's over
all length, which measures precisely 8.03 m 
or 14 codos, taken from the extreme forward 
face of the stem to the extreme aft face of the 
sternpost (Fig. 22.8). This corresponds to the 
longor de branque a branque, or the length 
from post to post, repeatedly referred to in a 
collection of notarised construction con-
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tracts for pinazas built along the Bay of Bis
cay from 1539 to 1620.669 

In breadth, or anchor, the chalupa measures 
1.92 m (3 1/3 codos) at the height of the sheer 
at the master frame (Fig. 22.9). This repre
sents a moulded frame dimension taken to 
the inboard face of the hull planking, a mea
surement consistent with the anchor de tabla 
en tabla por de dentro referred to in a contract 
for a pinaza to be built in Lequeitio in 1539.67° 

Rather than specify a depth of hold for 
smaller craft, the contracts for these embarca
ciones typically call for a certain height, or 
altor, amounting to the distance from the top 
face of the keel to the summit of the master 
frame at the gunwale. This much is explic
itly stated in one contract, which stipulates 
"en altor mediéndose de sobra la quylla 
[h]asta el carel... dos codos y tercio."671 

Applied to the reassembled chalupa this 
yields a measurement of 0.72 m or precisely 
114 codos. 

By outlining in such precise terms the 
detailed specifications for where these base
line measurements ought to be taken, the 
archival records allow sound comparisons 
between the Red Bay craft and those identi
fied in 16th-century historical sources. Cha
lupa no. 1 with its longor of 14 codos, anchor of 
3 1/3 codos, and altor of 114 codos, finds a 
strong parallel in a group of 20 Biscayan cha
lupas contracted to be built in 1574 by eight 
master carpenters from Zumaia.672 All the 
boats were to have the same specifications of 
15 codos en largo de branque en branque, 314 
codos de anchor en medio, and 1 2 / 3 codos en 
altor en medio. As compared to chalupa no. 1, 
these proportions reflect a craft of slightly 
greater depth, but the length-to-beam ratios 

prove strikingly similar at 1:4.2 and 1:4.3 
respectively. 

In determining the Red Bay chalupas length 
of keel, the measurement of 6.88 m or 
12 codos was taken between the keel's stem 
and sternpost scarfs where the terminal ends 
of the posts abut. This reflects a detailed 
specification dating to 1545 for a pinaza con
tracted to be built in Motrico. The con
tractée, Martin de Berastegui, calls for a one-
piece keel of sound oak measuring 17 codos 
in length, with "this length taken from post 
to post" ("y el dicho largor de branque a 
branque").673 This qualifying remark osten
sibly implies a distinction between the 
length of keel or quilla, and the maximum 
length of the keel stick from one end to the 
other. 

Beyond the ends of the chalupas keel, thus 
determined, the projection of the stem and 
sternpost both appear to have been precisely 
controlled to arrive at the overall hull length 
of 14 codos. Specifically, the bow overhang 
measures precisely 114 codos (0.72 m) and the 
stern overhang % codo (0.45 m). 

The sheer of the gunwale also seems to have 
been carefully calculated. From its 114 codo 
height above the keel amidships, it rises to 
Vá codos at the sternpost and 2 codos at the 
stem. Noting that the tops of the futtocks 
terminate flush with the top of the gunwale, 
however, we realise that this controlled ris
ing of 14 codo aft and % codo forward also cor
responds to the sheer of the frames 
themselves, and thus reflects an integral 
aspect of the frame moulding process.674 

These observations also confirm that the cha
lupas vertical dimensions, at the moment of 
their conception, were measured from the 
top of the keel to the top of the frames, thus 

Figure 22.8: Profile 
showing the chalupas 
moulded dimensions 
as measured in codos, 
bow on the left. All 
vertical measure
ments are referenced 
to the top of the keel. 
(Drawing: D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
2002-103-3). 
Scale 1:40 
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Figure 22.9: Midship 
cross-section showing 
the chalupas moulded 
dimensions as mea
sured in codos. All ver
tical measurements are 
referenced to the top 
of the keel. (Drawing: 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-2002-103-1). 
Scale 1:20 

excluding the keel's moulded dimension 
(7 cm). This serves to corroborate the precise 
definition of altor adopted in the preceding 
discussion. 

One aspect that the notarial records make 
abundantly clear is that fractions of codos 
(generally quarters and thirds) were used 
extensively in the contract specifications, 
particularly in defining the anchor and altor. 
Less frequently, the longor and even the 
quilla might be presented as a given number 
of codos y medio, which is to say codos and 
half codos. It is also clear that the specific codo 
in question is understood to mean the codo 
de ribera, although this much is never 
expressly stated. Instead, the contracts typi
cally designate that a codo of a particular 
town or of a given carpintero ought to be 
used, with the inference being the same in 

either case; both imply the codo de ribera par
ticular to the Biscayan shipbuilding industry 
(see Section 13.2).675 

Lines Drawings 

Because lines drawings are first and fore
most a method of hull design, they must be 
adapted somewhat in their application to 
represent archaeological findings.676 Exam
ining the chalupas lines, the most obvious 
departure is in the depiction of both port 
and starboard sides of the hull. The inten
tion was to document the subtle incongru
ities discernible between the two otherwise 
complementary halves. 

The form of the boat exhibits easy-flowing 
double-ended lines with a fine entry and run 
(Fig. 22.10).677 Clearly a concern for speed 
held major sway in the chalupas design, but 
not to the detriment of seaworthiness. The 
overall impression is of a craft eminently 
suited to the demands of the Terranova fish
ery where at first sight of migrating whales, 
a clutch of chalupas would strike out into the 
North Atlantic surf and swells eager to take 
up the hunt. The ensuing chase could unfold 
over considerable stretches of open water. 
An easily driven boat made the task of run
ning down the passing whales much less 
onerous and, in turn, expedited the long trip 
back to shore with a bulky carcass in tow. 

Dimensions for documentary comparison 

Length (overall) 

Breadth (master frame) 

Height (top of keel to sheer) 

Lengths 

Breadth (max.) 

Heights from top of keel 

Amidships 

At sternpost 

At stem 

longor 

anchor 

altor 

keel (scarf to scarf) 

bow overhang 

stern overhang 

gunwale to gunwale 

top of frame/gunwale 

top of frame/gunwale 

top of sternpost 

top of frame/gunwale 

top of stem 

Meters 

8.03 

1.92 

0.72 

6.88 

0.72 

0.43 

2.01 

0.72 

0.87 

1.02 

1.15 

1.29 

Codos 

13.97 

3.34 

1.25 

11.97 

1.25 

0.75 

3.50 

1.25 

1.51 

1.78 

2.00 

2.25 

Table 22.1: Overall dimensions of chalupa no. 1. 
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The chalupas ability to manoeuvre in close to 
its quarry was more vital, however, necessi
tating constant stops, starts, and changes of 
direction both to bring the harpooner to bear 
with his harpoons and lances, but also to 
avoid the flukes of the agonizing whale as it 
thrashed about during its final throes. A 
double-ended hull was preferable as it 
pulled nimbly in either direction and 
responded quickly to the backing of the 
oars.678 "Sterning" might see a whaleboat 
come from full speed to a dead stop in little 
more than a body length. It is important to 
consider that these pitched encounters all 
took place in subarctic conditions where an 
overturned boat would see its crew plunged 
into the freezing waters of the Labrador 
Current. 

Accordingly, the chalupa's body plan reflects 
the basic qualities inherent to a good sea 
boat. The midsections are characterised by a 
subtly rounded floor giving way to a moder
ately hard turn of the bilge and flaring sides. 
This would have made for a hull that was 
somewhat tender initially and was apt to 
roll passively with the North Atlantic swells, 
but which became increasingly stiff when 
heeled. The bilge subsequently grows more 
and more slack tending away from the 
waist, evolving gradually into a sleek hol
low at stem and stern. This yields end sec

tions that are relatively fine at the waterline 
but full at the rail. In terms of general sea
worthiness, the chalupa's flared sides would 
have lent greater lateral stability while bear
ing the hull neatly over the swells and 
deflecting cold spray.679 All this must be con
sidered in light of a whaleboat's precarious 
occupation, for up in the bow, the harpooner 
was presented with a fairly unsure footing 
where any sudden pitching or lurching 
might spoil his mark. 

Looking at the breadth plan, a certain asym
metry can be identified forward and aft of 
the master frame insofar as the bow is subtly 
fuller than the stern. Despite the double-
ended shape of the hull, the lowermost 
waterlines define an entrance that is notice
ably fuller than the run. Likewise, the 
uppermost lines describe a slightly greater 
breadth in the bow sections than is found in 
the stern. The additional volume in the bow 
would have promoted forward buoyancy, 
potentially a means of offsetting the weight 
of the foremast but which otherwise would 
have influenced the trim of the chalupa 
under sail. Interestingly enough, this trait 
seems to have endured as a characteristic 
feature of whaleboat design well into the 
19th-century where it was considered an 
advantage in countering the downward pull 

Figure 22.10: Lines 
plan of the reassem
bled chalupa. The port 
side is shown in 
dashed line with the 
starboard side shown 
solid, bow on the 
right, with all mea
surements taken to the 
inside of the planking. 
Note that this has the 
body plan depicted 
from the underside. 
(Drawing: C. Moore, 
C. Piper, Parks Can
ada; 24M-2002-103-10). 
Scale 1:40 
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Figure 22.11: Keel scarf 
detail, top view. 
(Drawing: C. Piper, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
98-103-3). 
Scale 1:10 

on the harpoon line that was exerted by a 
sounding whale.680 

The sheer plan epitomises a craft intended 
to be propelled principally by oars. Given 
the modest freeboard, the chalupas crewmen 
would have been situated close to the water-
line where their oars could be easily 
manoeuvred from atop the gunwale. The 
sheer is slight, particularly in the area corre
sponding to the pulling stations, which 
would have placed the fulcrum for all the 
oars at a suitable and fairly uniform distance 
above the waterline.681 Beyond this span, the 
sheer picks up somewhat towards stem and 
stern with an eye to keeping the boat dry. As 
for its line, the keel runs flat for most of its 
length deflecting upwards only at the 
extremities, where it gives rise to the tangen
tial curve of the stem and sternpost. While a 
keel having a measure of rocker would oth
erwise have benefited overall turning per
formance, one must consider that the chalupa 
enjoyed the greater leverage provided by a 
long steering oar as opposed to a rudder, at 
least when the crew was pulling at the oars. 
Moreover, a whaleboat could also pivot with 
relative ease simply by backing the oars on 
one side while pulling on the other. In any 
event, a straight keel was preferable for 
holding a steady course when under sail, 
particularly when beating to windward. The 
stem and sternpost bear similar comment, 
showing relatively modest overhangs and a 
curvature that fares into plumb extremities. 

These observations belong to a study of the 
hydrostatics and hydrodynamics of the hull 
and indeed, such modern concepts trace 
their origin to the earlier applications of 
lines plans. On the other hand, the manner 
in which the chalupas builders designed the 
hull cannot be inferred from a lines plan 
alone, but only by deconstructing the design 
of the master frame and comparing its con
stituent parts to each of the frames forward 
and aft. 

Principal Timbers 

The keel is a composite of two adjoining tim
bers measuring 7.02 m in combined length 
including the stem and sternpost scarfs at 
either extremity. It is moulded 7 cm and 
sided 9 cm. The two oak pieces are joined by 
a vertical flat scarf682 measuring 29 cm in 
length (Vi codo). This is oriented such that the 
aft timber (TT 560) overlaps on the port side 
of its forward counterpart (TT 1654), the 
opposing ends each abutting at a 2.5-cm 
wide nib cut reciprocally into the mating 
timber. The scarf (Fig. 22.11) is situated 
slightly ahead of midship at a point underly
ing the 1st floor forward of the master 
frame. As this suggests, the two keel timbers 
are of slightly different overall length, mea
suring 4.15 m and 3.16 m respectively. At 
least three of the four boats associated with 
the 24M site exhibit a two-piece keel (evi
dence not being available for chalupa no. 3). 
This contrasts with the one-piece keel typi
cally specified for larger craft such as the 
pinazas mayores alluded to earlier.683 

The tool marks on the keel timbers tell an 
interesting story. The lower surface was left 
unworked, the builders preferring to exploit 
the natural shape of the trunk's surface. The 
sides and the top of the keel, on the other 
hand, were all finished with an adze follow
ing an initial shaping with the pit saw. Saw
ing the upper surface was complicated by 
the fact that, at each end, the keel curves 
upward to anticipate the shape of the stem 
and sternpost. As this upturn takes advan
tage of the natural curvature of the wood, 
the sawyers who cut the upper face were 
obliged to stop their work as they 
approached the ends of the keel, halting 
immediately beyond the 8th floor timbers 
forward and aft of the master. At the for
ward end, a 1-cm high step occurs where the 
sawyers interrupted their progress. At the 
stern, this point is not marked by a step but 
by the beginning of the keel's upturn; other
wise, the forward and aft observations mir
ror one other. This opens the hypothesis that 
the sawyers, in preparing the upper surface 
of the two keel timbers, had already plotted 
out the positions of the floor timbers to some 
extent. 

Iron-nail exit holes, occurring in pairs, mark 
the original positions of the frames. The 
nails had been driven upwards into the 
floor, the heads recessed in trapezoidal 
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countersinks notched into the bottom edges 
of the keel. An exception can be identified in 
the aftermost and two forwardmost floors, 
which were secured by a single nail only. In 
each case this lone nail was toed down 
through the floor (with a countersink 
appearing on the timber's midship side) and 
into the keel. 

The cross-section of the keel can be seen to 
vary considerably along its length, from the 
initially squarish shape that one observes 
amidships, to the more sculpted morphol
ogy seen at either end. This transformation 
relates to the carpenter's need to provide a 
suitable contact surface for seating the 
inboard edge of the garboard strake, a strake 
that goes through a dramatic twist as it 
evolves through the sharp entry and run of 
the hull. Looking in profile at the moulded 
face of the keel, either port or starboard, this 
transition is initially seen in the appearance 
of a subtle 2.5-cm wide bevel cut side-long 
into the timber's upper edge, a surface that 
grows more and more acute tending away 
from midship (matching the increasing 
deadrise of the associated garboard plank). 
At the keel's upturned ends, this bevel gives 
way to a cut rabbet that is gradually intro
duced into the keel timber permitting the 
garboard strake, now nearing vertical, to be 
securely fastened to the resulting back rab
bet. Up to this point, the plank had only 
been fastened to the floor timbers them
selves. This keel rabbet continues uninter
rupted onto the adjoining stem and 
sternpost timbers where it receives the hood 
ends of the hull planks. 

The stem (TT 1644) rises to a height of 
1.29 m (214 codos) above the top surface of 
the keel, of which the top 14 cm (Vt codo) 
projects above the gunwale. Fashioned from 
a naturally curved piece of oak, the stem is 
sided 5 cm with its moulded dimension 
measuring about 13 cm, half of which is 
taken up by the back rabbet (Fig. 22.12). On 
either side, the rabbet has a depth of just 
over 1 cm and its angle evolves, from bot
tom to top, to reflect that of the incoming 
hull planks. In profile, the rabbet line curves 
upwards until reaching a straight vertical 
tangent at the height of the sheer strake. In 
the sequence of operations involved in fash
ioning the rabbet, the actual rabbet line was 
cut first, likely with a chisel, then the excess 
wood subsequently excavated from the 
inboard side of the cut. As with the keel, the 

outboard face of the stem conserves the nat
urally rounded surface of the parent tree. 
The rabbets, sides and inboard face of the 
stem were all carved with an adze. A hole 
with a diameter of 25 mm, suitable for a 
painter or mooring line, pierces the sides of 
the stem just forward of the rabbet, about 
38 cm below the timber's summit. 

The sternpost (TT 520) rises to a height of 
1.02 m above the top surface of the keel, of 
which the top 15 cm projects above the gun
wale. Unlike the oak stem, the sternpost was 
made from a naturally curved piece of ash 
(Fraxinus sp.). The timber is sided 5 cm and 
moulded 9 cm to 10 cm, with the more 
robust end abutting the keel (Fig. 22.13). All 
the surfaces, including the outboard face, 
were finished with an adze. The curved rab
bet line is offset 3 cm to 5 cm from the 
inboard edge, and like its counterpart on the 
stem, reaches a straight vertical tangent at 

Figure 22.12 : Stem 
(TT 1644), showing the 
starboard side and aft 
face. Its curvature, like 
that of the sternpost, 
was apparently 
derived from the mas
ter frame mould. 
(Drawing: C. Piper, 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-96-103-11). 
Scale 1:10 
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Figure 22.13 (Far 
Right): Sternpost (TT 
520), showing the port 
side and aft face. 
(Drawing: S. Laurie-
Bourque, D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
96-103-10a). 
Scale 1:10 

Figure 22.14 (Above): 
Midship cross-section 
of the reassembled 
chalupa, looking for
ward. (Drawing: C. 
Piper, Parks Canada; 
24M-98-103-5). 
Scale 1:20 

the height of the sheer strake. A prominent 
notch located at the top of the timber in its 
aft face coincides with the height of the gun
wale, and may thus have resulted from 
eroded and broken fastener holes rather 
than a deliberate cut. The sternpost is both 
badly weathered and worm-eaten in addi
tion to being broken near its base. 

In contrast to the scarf joining the two keel 
timbers, the two vertical scarfs linking the 
keel to the stem and sternpost each measure 
only 10 cm in length. In addition, the scarfs 
for the posts are arranged in the reverse ori
entation to that observed in the keel, with 
the aftermost timber overlapping the for-
wardmost timber on its starboard side. 

Frame Timbers 

Morphology 

The chalupa was assembled with 19 frames 
spaced on 34 cm to 40 cm centres, the aver
age being 37 cm (Table 22.2). In terms of 
16th-century Biscay an metrology, this inter
val represents 2/3 of a codo de ribera. The 
master floor is situated exactly halfway 
between stem and stern, dividing the longor 
perfectly in two. The master frame (M) and 
eight successive frames forward are oriented 
with the corresponding futtocks attached to 
the floor's leading face (Fig. 22.14). This pat
tern reverses in the eight successive frames 
abaft the master, however, which have the 
futtocks secured to the floor's trailing face 
(Figs. 22.15, 22.16). The endmost frames (9F 
and 9A) are exceptional in that they do not 

include a floor at all, just two opposing fut
tocks abutting at the centre line. 

Each floor-to-futtock join was fastened by 
two nails driven in opposition, one through 
the end of each respective timber and into 
the body of its counterpart. Usually the nail 
tip was buried but in a few cases it pro
truded on the far side and was clenched 
over. The floor wrunghead and futtock heel 
were both shaped to better seat this nail, 
having their ends cleaved to a bevel by 
means of an adze. This acted to reduce the 
thickness of interceding wood to promote 
deeper nail penetration in the second timber. 
This allowed the frames to be assembled 
using shorter, lighter, and consequently 
cheaper nails. 

Amidships, the three longest floor timbers 
measure 132 cm in breadth, while towards 
stem and stern, the shapes of the floors grad
ually evolve such that the V-shaped crotch 
timbers at the extreme ends of the hull are 

9A 8A 7A 6A 5A 4A 3A 2A 1A M IF 2F 3F 4F 5F 6F 7F 8F 9F 

39 35 38 36 38 36 40 38 39 38 38 35 39 36 37 34 

Table 22.2: Intervals between floor timbers, centre to centre along keel (in cm). 
M = master frame; average interval = 37 cm ( 2 /3 codo de ribera). 
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Figure 22.16: Plan 
view of the reassem
bled cliíilupa, with the 
bow on the right. 
(Drawing: C. Piper, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
98-103-8). 
Scale 1:40 

Figure 22.15: Inboard 
profile of the reassem
bled chalupa, as 
viewed from star
board. (Drawing: 
C. Piper, Parks Can
ada; 24M-98-103-7). 
Scale 1:40 
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quite diminutive, with their arms extending 
only 25 cm along the inboard face of the gar-
board strake. In section, the floors typically 
measure 6.0 cm to 6.5 cm in both their sided 
and moulded dimensions, taken at the mid
point atop the keel. 

By comparison, the lengths of the futtocks 
prove far more consistent. They measure a 
uniform 100 cm to 105 cm in length, taken in 
a straight line from tip to tip. A departure 
from this pattern can be identified in the last 
two frames at stem and stern, which in one 
case (8F) has the futtocks slightly longer 
than average while the others have them 
somewhat shorter (9F = 95 cm, 8F = 109 cm, 
8A = 92 cm, and 9A = 85 cm). The curvature 
of the futtocks does evolve considerably, 
however, from a rounded shape amidships 
to an S-shape forward and aft. At their heel 
ends the futtocks are moulded 5 cm and at 

the heads 3 cm to 4 cm, while in the sided 
dimension they are about 5.5 cm. 

Timber Supply 

The majority of frame timbers proved to be 
oak (Quercus sp.) with several secondary 
wood species represented to a lesser extent 
(Table 22.3). 

The two anomalies found among the floor 
timbers are the 7th aft (TT 1604), which was 
taken from ash (Fraxinus sp.) and the 6th for
ward (TT 1621), which was fashioned from 
alder (Alnus sp.). 

By comparison, significantly more variety is 
shown in the selection of futtock timber 
where we find three examples of alder 
(TT 1612, TT 1638, TT 1726), three of birch 
(Betula sp., TT 1603, TT 1697, TT 1735), two 
of ash (TT 1607, TT 2195), and a single exam
ple of chestnut (Castanea sp., TT 1677). None 

Frame No. 
(F)orward / (A)ft 

9F 

8F 

7F 

6 F 

5F 

4F 

3F 

2I: 

IF 

M 

1A 

2A 

3A 

4A 

5 A 

6A 

7A 

8A 

9 A 

Port Futtock 
TT - sub-operation 

1685-ION 

1684-ION 

1683-ION 

1730-ION 

1638-ION 
(Alnus sp.) 

1628-ION 

1650-ION 

1677-8N 
(Castanea sp.) 

1649-8M 

1648 -8M 
(Populus sp.) 

1768-8M 

1767-8M 

1766-8M 

1769 -6M 

1607 - 6M 
(Fraxinus sp.) 

1605 - 6M 

1603 -6M 
(Betula sp.) 

not discovered 

1601 -6M 

Floor Timber 
TT - sub-operation 

N / A 

1764-10P 

1629-ION 

1621-8N 
(Alnus sp.) 

1630-ION 

1627-8N 

1624-8N 

1622/ 1655-8N 

1620 - 8N 

1618-8N 

1617-8M 

1616-8M 

1694 - 8M 

1752 - 6M 

1613/ 1750 -6M 

1606-6M 

1604 -6M 
(Fraxinus sp.) 

1758-6M 

N / A 

Starboard Futtock 
TT - sub-operation 

1732 - 10P 

1690-ION 

1687 / 1731 - ION 

1686-ION 

1735-ION 
(Betula sp.) 

1729 -8N 

1656-8N 

2195 
(Fraxinus sp.) 

not discovered 

1676 - 8N 
(Populus sp.) 

1658-8N 

1659 / 1725 - 8N 

1697-6M 
(Betula sp.) 

1754 - 8M 

1696 - 6M 

1612 -6M 
(Alnus sp.) 

1726 - 6M 
(Alnus sp.) 

1608 - 6M 

1611-6M 

Table 22.3: Timber tag numbers, provenience, and wood species of frame timbers. 
Wood species is Quercus sp. unless otherwise specified. 
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of the above wood species singly appears in 
both futtocks of the same frame. Such is not 
the case, however, with the two examples of 
poplar that have also been identified (Popu
las sp., TT 1648, TT 1676), both coming from 
the master couple and appearing to repre
sent siblings from the same branch.684 The 
distribution of secondary wood species oth
erwise shows no scrutable pattern. There is 
no sign that any represent framing repairs, 
for example, as might be indicated if 
plugged fastener holes were to be found in 
the associated planking. Indeed, the rather 
eclectic selection of framing timber appears 
to be a genuine reflection of original con
struction. A possible inference is that wild 
timber was occasionally used to supplement 
the cultivated oak that was staple to Basque 
boat building. Alder, ash, birch, and chest
nut all represent common subsidiary species 
found among mature stands of Eurosiberian 
oak forest, such as were historically preva
lent in the Cantabric mountain region.685 

The floors were all fashioned from compass 
timber with three forms predominating. 
From the master to the 4th floors forward 
and aft, the timbers show the gently sweep
ing grain of a curved trunk or branch. 
Towards the ends of the hull, however, 
where the floors exhibit a more dramatic 
curvature, the carpenter had to be slightly 
more particular in his selection of timber. 
Here the 5th and 6th floors were taken from 
an oblique embranchment, while the 7th 
and 8th were taken from an acute crotch.686 

The trees' sections had usually been halved, 
so that one branch would have furnished 
two timbers. As a consequence, the floors 
typically show extensive waniness on one 
side or the other where the natural surface of 
the branch has been retained. The curved 
branches were halved radially, with respect 
to the trunk, so that the sawyers were cut
ting along the branch's straight axis. These 
branches would have been at least 15 cm 
and as much as 20 cm in diameter. Among 
the floor timbers found at bow and stern, on 
the other hand, complete branches as small 
as 5 cm in diameter were used. 

In shaping the futtocks, with their pro
nounced and complex curves, the carpenters 
again took full advantage of compass tim
ber. As with the floors, these shapes fall gen
erally into one of three categories. From the 
master to the 5th frames forward and aft, the 
futtocks all exhibit a compound curve with 

the turn of the bilge at the heel end giving 
way to a gentler flare tending towards the 
head. The futtocks of the next two frames 
likewise show this flaring curve but differ 
from the first group in being perfectly 
straight at their lower extremity. The use of 
compass timber is particularly evident, 
however, in the last two frames forward and 
aft (the 8th and 9th) where the futtocks all 
exhibit a distinctive S-shape.687 In nearly all 
cases, irrespective of the wood species, the 
branches from which the futtocks were 
taken had been halved, so that one branch 
would yield two timbers. As noted with the 
floors, this left one side or the other with 
extensive waney edges. In the exceptional 
case of two midship frames (M and 1A), the 
futtocks were taken from larger sections of 
trees leaving nothing of the original wood 
surface unworked. 

Tool Marks 

The tool marks appearing on the frame tim
bers clearly indicate both the manner in 
which the raw elements were taken from the 
parent branches and how these pieces were 
subsequently hewn to their final shape. Of 
the forward and aft faces, the one in contact 
with the adjoining futtock or floor timber 
was sawn with a pit-saw. The saw marks 
progress from both ends of the timber to 
converge at the centre, where a residual tri
angle of broken wood often marks the over
lap of the respective sawing operations (Fig. 
22.17). Examination of the exposed tree rings 
reveals that this face always passed verti
cally through the centre of the grain allow
ing two timbers to be procured from a single 
branch. The face not in contact with an 
adjoining timber had usually been left 
unworked, or waney, except for the sum
mary removal of protrusions with an adze to 
reduce the frame to a standard width. The 
topmost edges of the floors are frequently 
chamfered on both the forward and trailing 
face, possibly with an eye to preventing 
splinters. The inboard face frequently shows 
waney edges as well, and in such cases 
where protrusions had been evened out, this 
was also done with an adze. The outboard, 
or moulded face, was carefully shaped with 
an adze leaving no waney surfaces. 

As revealed by surviving tool marks, the 
preparation of the watercourses on the 
underside of the floor timbers involved a 
three-step process. Within each watercourse 
a series of parallel striations on the upper 
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Figure 22.17: Timber 
drawing of the master 
floor (TT 1618). 
Numerous tool marks 
are preserved in each 
of the four views. Note 
the carefully sculpted 
limber passage and 
the shallow toenail 
holes where the main
mast step was tacked 
in place. (Drawing: C. 
Piper, D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
96-103-4a). 
Scale 1:10 

surface reveal how repeated saw cuts were 
made to a uniform depth to preform the lim
ber hole's shape. Next, a chisel was used to 
remove the intervening material from 
between respective saw cuts. Finally, the 
limber hole's four vertical corners and two 
horizontal edges were all carefully chiselled 
to a chamfer, possibly to prevent splintering. 
The limber hole is located at the midpoint of 
each floor in line with the top-centre of the 
keel. The two keel fastenings are positioned 
to either side of the limber passage, this typ
ically measuring 2.5 cm in width by 2 cm in 
depth, with care taken to avoid the nails' 
encroaching on the opening. In the case of 
three crotch-shaped floors (7F, 8F, and 8A), 
the limber hole has been completely offset to 
the port side so as not to interfere with the 
single toenail located on the timber's centre 
line. 

Caulking iron scars are frequently found on 
the outboard face of the frame timbers, and 
where present, are always situated at an 
existing plank seam. Were they to be found 
elsewhere would otherwise give indication 
of an instance of re-planking or even recy
cling of frames from another boat. 

The frames show numerous impressions 
from clenched nails on the inboard face 
where plank and keel fastenings were 
secured after penetrating the timber. Some 
attempt was made to clench the nails in a 
consistent manner as the majority of impres
sions are oriented parallel to the wood grain. 
This clearly was not a preoccupation, how
ever, as many impressions are oriented 
obliquely or even perpendicularly to the 

others. The size of the various impressions 
allows the original shank lengths of the nails 
to be reconstructed. 

Moulding Evidence 

According to early shipbuilding treatises 
from Iberia and England6** dating to the 
period 1570 to 1620, the overall shape of a 
ship's hull was designed in three stages. 
First, the general proportions of the hull 
were determined, consisting essentially of 
the keel length, the overall length, the beam, 
and the depth of hold. Second, the master 
frame was designed in such a fashion that it 
could also serve as a master mould from 
which the curvature of all the remaining 
frames could be derived.689 Third, this mas
ter mould was used to design the frames for
ward and aft of the master frame by a series 
of systematic modifications that included 
the rising and narrowing of the floors com
bined with a progressive alteration to the 
shape of each futtock. These calculated 
modifications690 extended forward and aft as 
far as a tailframe, beyond which shipbuild
ers applied a more empirical series of frame 
modifications made in conjunction with rib
bands. Appearing in treatises dedicated to 
the design of larger ships, and noted accord
ingly in the construction of the 24M vessel, 
the same praxis can also be discerned in the 
Livro de Traças de Carpintaria and its ancillary 
treatment of smaller bateles, barcos, esquifes, 
fragatas, and /e/wfls.691 It hardly comes as a 
surprise then, that this method is fully artic
ulated in the hull remains of the Red Bay 
chalupa. 
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In comparing the chalupas reassembled 
frames one to the next (Figs. 22.18, 22.19), 
several coherent patterns are quick to 
emerge. Most fundamental, perhaps, is that 
the master and two frames immediately 
adjacent to it (1 A, M, and IF) all appear to be 
essentially congruent in shape. Such an 
arrangement of three identically moulded 
midship frames, as we in fact interpret them 
be, is clearly echoed in the framing pattern 
of the Red Bay ship. It is likewise apparent 
that a common mould was used to produce 
the curvatures of the chalupa's remaining 
frames, as their constituent elements can all 
be traced back to these three principal mid
ship forms. Furthermore, considerable sym
metry can be observed between the various 
forward frames and their aft numbered 
counterparts (for example, 3A and 3F), a 
pattern discernible as far as the 5th frames 
forward and aft of the master. This symme
try is attested both in the diminishing 
breadth of successive floor timbers as well 
as in the curvatures of corresponding fut-
tocks. 

By combining the somewhat fragmented 
evidence from the three principal frames 
amidships, the form of the chalupa's master 
frame could be accurately reconstructed. As 
with the Red Bay vessel, the compound 
shape of this frame was conceived through 
the controlled application of circular geome
try, consisting of three tangent arcs extend
ing outward and upward from keel to 
gunwale (Fig. 22.20). We have designated 
these three arc segments, in order from bot
tom to top, as the floor arc, the bilge arc, and 
the futtock arc. 

The first arc corresponds to the central area 
of the floor timber and extends out from a 
tangent at the top-centre of the keel. The 
floor arc has a relatively long radius in the 
order of 5 codos but a short chord of only 2/3 
codo (38 cm). The second arc, forming the 
turn of the bilge, has a much shorter radius 
of 1 codo extending as a tangent from its 
touch with the floor arc. The chord of the 
bilge arc measures 34 codo (43 cm) from touch 
to touch, its lower portion spanning the 
overlap between the floor and futtock tim
bers. The futtock arc has a radius of IV2 codos, 
slightly longer than the bilge arc from which 
it projects upwards as a tangent. The chord 
of the futtock arc was apparently controlled 
by the predetermined hull depth or altor 
governing the absolute height of the master 

mould. Thus the futtock arc was discontin
ued upon reaching a point 114 codos above 
the top face of the keel (see Fig. 22.9). 

Figure 22.18: Frames 
looking forward. 
(Drawing: C. Piper, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
98-103-11). 
Scale 1:20 
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Figure 22.19: Frames 
looking aft. (Drawing: 
C. Piper, Parks Can
ada; 24M-98-103-12). 
Scale 1:20 

A preceding section outlined the conception 
of the chalupa's overall dimensions including 
the longor, anchor, altor, and quilla. Now with 
an understanding of the geometric concep
tion of the master frame, it remains only to 

establish the manner in which the boat 
builder gave shape to the remaining frame
work to complete our grasp of the chalupa's 
design process. As hinted earlier, this 
involved a systematic approach whereby a 
single master mould was universally 
applied in shaping the rest of the floors and 
futtocks. This entailed a series of progressive 
alterations made in the configuration of the 
master mould to produce the evolving form 
of the chalupa's hull forward and aft. Begin
ning with the 2nd frame and progressing as 
far as the 5th frame, three such modifica
tions were identified, namely the rising and 
narrowing of the floor and the hauling 
down of the futtock, the isolation and quan
tification of which required a two-stage 
analysis of the reassembled frame drawings. 

The first stage of the moulding analysis 
examined the systematic rising and narrow
ing of the chalupa's floors. This process 
would initially depend, however, on finding 
a suitable point of reference from which to 
gauge the appropriate measurements, a 
point ideally provided by the turn of the 
bilge. The Livro de Traças de Carpintería with 
its illustrations depicting the configuration 
of master moulds employed in the construc
tion of small craft - such as was likely used 
in the design of the chalupa - reveals the sin
gular importance of this point in the frame 
moulding process.692 These moulds are com
prised of two complementary components, a 
floor mould called a forma da caverna and a 
futtock mould called a forma do braço 
(Fig. 22.21). Together, they conjoin to form 
one half of the master frame to either side of 
the keel. Both are marked at the turn of the 
bilge, or covado, which serves as a key for 
properly articulating the two mould sec
tions.693 Beyond its role in assembling the 
master mould, however, the covado also fig
ures prominently in defining the rising and 
narrowing of the floors, the cumulative 
effects of which are both clearly evident in 
the representations of the tailframes or 
almogamas694 included for each of the drafts. 
In both the forward and aft tailframe, the 
total rising is reflected in the caverna being 
stepped a short distance above the top sur
face of the keel, this having the direct effect 
of elevating the covado relative to its height 
in the master frame. The resulting gap 
between the keel and the elevated mould 
was subsequently bridged by a line connect
ing the covado back to the corresponding 
edge of the keel. In this way, the increasing 
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deadrise required of the hull forward and aft 
was imparted to successive frames. The total 
narrowing is likewise represented in the tail-
frames, this seen in the reduced distance 
separating the port and starboard covados. 
The convergence of these points reflects the 
inward displacement of the floor mould 
made in the design of progressively nar
rower frames. This is clearly revealed in the 
draft for an esquife that depicts a forma da 
caverna bearing two surmarks in addition to 
the covado.695 One mark indicates the floor 
mould's centre line as it would be posi
tioned for tracing the master frame, while 
the other mark, offset to one side, shows the 
same position adjusted for the almogamas. 
The distance between these two marks thus 
corresponds to the total narrowing applied 
in the calculated frames. The fact that there 
is only one offset mark is significant in that 
implies that the same narrowing was 
applied symmetrically forward and aft. 

Appreciating the importance of the turn of 
the bilge in deciphering key aspects of the 
frame moulding process, there remains the 
challenge of identifying such a point in the 
hull remains of chalupa no. 1. In the case of 
the Red Bay ship and Culip VI vessel, by 
way of example, the turn of the bilge could 
be clearly identified in the form of telltale 
scribe marks preserved on the moulded face 
of the floors.696 Looking at chalupa no. 1, 
unfortunately, no such marks or other diag
nostic feature survives to instruct us. 
Although wanting for direct evidence, the 
hull remains of chalupa no. 2 give clear indi
cation of a "flower line" ribband.697 This was 
a longitudinal construction batten placed 

temporarily along the turn of the bilge dur
ing the process of framing, its presence 
betrayed by a sequence of anomalous nail 
holes showing up in select floors. These 
shallow holes are consistently located 
15.5 cm from the timber's end and they do 
not align with any matching hole in the cor
responding hull plank. It appears that these 
nails secured a ribband placed so that its 
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Figure 22.20 (Facing 
Page): Geometric con
ception of the master 
frame as inferred from 
archaeological evi
dence. This is com
prised of a floor arc of 
5 codos radius, tangent 
to a bilge arc of 1 codo 
radius, tangent to a 
futtock arc of 1V4 codos 
radius. (Drawing: R. 
Harris, D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
2002-103-6). 

5A 

3.5 

4A 

3.0 

3A 

2.5 

2A 

0.5 

1A 

0 

M 

0 

IF 

0 

2F 

0.5 

3F 

1.0 

4F 

1.5 

5F 

3.0 

Table 22.4: Rising of the floor timbers (in cm). 

Figure 22.21 (Facing 
Page): Conceptual 
drawing of a barco 
showing the two com
ponents of the master 
mould and the point 
marking the turn of 
the bilge, or covado, 
where they conjoin. 
The rising and narrow
ing of the floor can 
both be clearly dis
cerned in the tail-
frames. (After Manoel 
Fernandes, Livro de 
Traças de Carpiittaria 
(1616; reprint, Lisbon: 
Academia de Marinha, 
1989), fol. 136; Draw
ing: D. Kappler, Parks 
Canada; 24M-2002-
100-2a). 

upper edge followed the turn of the bilge 
Vi codo (14.5 cm) in from each wrunghead.698 

Even though chalupa no. 1 yields no evi
dence of such a ribband, we may reasonably 
infer that its "flower line" would be posi
tioned accordingly: this based on the simple 
fact that in curvature and breadth, its floors 
match those of chalupa no. 2 almost perfectly. 
Thus positioned in the master frame, the 
covado falls precisely 14 codo from the floor-
to-bilge arc touch, that is to say equidistant 
between this touch and the wrunghead. This 
is noteworthy, from a geometry standpoint, 
as it has the turn of the bilge and wrunghead 
dividing the bilge arc into three equal parts 
(each of 14 codo chord length). 

Thus by borrowing the turn of the bilge 
from the second boat and transposing it to 
the reconstructed frame drawings of the 
first, the rising could be measured (theoreti
cally at least) by comparing the changing 
height of this point relative to its original 
height in the master mould (Table 22.4). 
Once again, this rising reflects the boat 
builder's systematic elevation of the master 
mould above the top surface of the keel dur
ing the design of the calculated frames. To 
apply this modification, he would likely 
have employed a vertical gauge called a ris
ing square, consisting of a small inscribed 
plank. On it was indicated the rising of each 
floor, or its adjusted height above the top-
centre of the keel, from 0 cm at the master 
frame to about 3 cm in the 5th frame for
ward. As the rising is asymmetrical in the 
floors forward and aft, separate scales 
would have been required for each. While 
3 cm may seem like a trifling adjustment, it 
is in keeping with the scale of small craft 
construction and evidence of the same in 
Fernandes. This progressive elevation had 
the effect of lifting the floor wrungheads 
thus increasing the hull's deadrise. 

The narrowing, taken as an absolute mea
surement, refers to the reduction in the 
length of the flat floor, or the transverse 

dimension of the master mould from the 
top-centre of the keel to the outlying turn of 
the bilge.699 As such, the narrowing repre
sents the systematic shifting of the master 
mould inwards towards the keel in the 
design of the calculated frames. Based on 
lateral offsets from the centre line to the turn 
of the bilge in each of the chalupas recon
structed frame drawings, the measurements 
indicate a total narrowing in the 5th frames 
of 29 cm or Vi codo (Table 22.5). Consistent 
with the evidence from Fernandes, the con-
gruity observable to either side of the master 
frame reveals that the same adjustments 
were applied symmetrically forward and 
aft. The carpenter's gauge for this modifica
tion would likely have been a series of paral
lel surmarks located along the midsection of 
the master mould, each indicating the 
adjusted centre line of a progressively nar
rower floor (see Fig. 14.2.71). 

Identifying the hauling down of the futtock 
in the second stage of the moulding analysis 
required an altogether different methodol
ogy, this examining changes made to the 
geometry of the master mould. First, the 
lower end of the reconstructed mould was 
matched against the various frames reveal
ing that the entire floor arc with its 2/3 codo 
(38 cm) chord was reproduced in each and 
every frame up to and including 5A and 5F. 
The floor arc's touch with the bilge arc was 
noted accordingly in each case. As in the 
master, this floor arc extends outward from 
the top-centre of the keel but no longer as a 
tangent to the horizontal surface but rather 
at ever increasing angles of deadrise. Next, a 
curve with a VA codo radius representing the 
futtock arc was compared against the sum
mits of these frames revealing that this too 
was duly reproduced in all. Unlike the floor 
arc, however, the futtock arc was not found 
to be of a constant chord length; rather, it 
was seen to account for an increasing por
tion of each futtock's shape tending away 
from the master. For each frame, the point 
where the futtock's curvature diverged from 
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4A 
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3A 
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2A 
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2F 
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-8 

4F 

-18 

5F 

-29 

Table 22.5: Narrowing of the floor timbers (in cm). 
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this arc was noted, this representing the fut-
tock arc's touch with the tighter 1-codo 
radius bilge arc. By measuring the distance 
between the bilge arc's upper and lower 
touches, as identified here, it was revealed 
that the chord of the bilge arc was reduced 
in a systematic fashion in successive frames 
(Table 22.6). This commutation of the bilge 
and futtock arcs was taken as the hauling 
down of the futtock (Fig. 22.22). 

To gauge the appropriate adjustment, the 
carpenters would likely have used a scale 
similar to that adopted for the narrowing, 
this located along the turn of the bilge in 
each of the two sections of the master 
mould. By sliding the two mould compo
nents past one another and aligning the 
appropriate surmarks, the bilge arc could be 
systematically shortened. This was appar
ently achieved by reducing the unmodified 
chord length of 3Á codo, seen in both the mas
ter and first frames forward and aft, by 1/8 
codo (7 cm) in each of the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th 
frames. A final reduction of 3/8 codo in the 
fifth frame saw the bilge arc completely 
eliminated. This suggests that while the ris
ing and narrowing were based on some
thing of a geometrical progression,700 the 
hauling down was applied incrementally. 
The fore-and-aft symmetry observable in 
both the hauling down and narrowing also 
reveal that the subtle differences in the hull's 
double-ended shape owe principally to dif
ferent risings. 

The two stages of the moulding analysis 
appear to reflect largely independent opera
tions in the design of each frame. While the 
position of the covado and wrunghead were 
redefined by the concomitant rising and nar
rowing of the floor, this ultimately did not 
affect the geometry of the frame timbers 
themselves, apart from increasing the 
deadrise. It would appear that after the bilge 
arc was hauled down, the full-length master 
mould was somehow rotated up from its 
origin at the top-centre of the keel to bring it 
into contact with the redefined covado. Thus 
the entire unshortened floor arc is preserved 
in each of the calculated frames despite the 
influence of the narrowing.701 The precise 
manner and sequence in which the mould 

could be manipulated to accomplish this, 
however, is not fully understood. 

The emphasis on the 5th frames in this 
moulding analysis reflects the conviction 
that they represent tailframes, or almogamas, 
the last of the calculated frames to be 
derived from the master mould using the 
systematic modifications outlined above.702 

In the 6th and 7th frames the floor arc disap
pears entirely, replaced by a straight lower 
extremity spanning both floor and futtock. 
As the bilge arc was completely hauled 
down by the 5th frames, this has left only 
the futtock arc as a vestige of the master 
frame's geometry. In the 8th and 9th frames, 
conversely, this lower extremity changes to a 
hollow curve produced by inverting the 
master mould and turning it end for end. In 
this way, the inverted 1-codo bilge arc gives 
shape to the heel end of the frame, while the 
inverted 5-codo floor arc forms the middle. 
This in turn fairs into the standard IVi-codo 
futtock arc, combining to give these frames a 
distinctive S-shape. An exception is seen in 
frame 9F, which does not make use of the 
bilge arc at its base, only the inverted floor 
arc. In effect, the 6th to 9th frames suggest a 
more empirical method of frame design 
involving the boat builder's use of the mas
ter mould and an experienced eye to devise 
shapes befitting the ends of the hull.703 It is 
likely that the moulding and positioning of 
these frames was further guided by con
struction ribbands placed at stem and stern. 

Figure 22.22: Hauling 
down the futtock, as 
reflected in the moul
ded curvatures of the 
chalupas calculated 
frames. Aft frames are 
shown on the left and 
forward frames on the 
right. Tick marks indi
cate the respective 
touches of the floor, 
bilge, and futtock arcs 
as reported from the 
master mould. As can 
be seen, while the 
chord length of the 
floor arc remains con
stant that of the fut
tock arc increases 
steadily. This comes at 
the expense of the 
bilge arc, which is sys
tematically shortened, 
or hauled down, until 
it is fully eliminated 
by the 5th frames for
ward and aft. This 
modification, essen
tially a slackening of 
the turn of the bilge, 
served to maintain the 
outward flare of the 
futtocks despite the 
progressive rising and 
narrowing of the 
floors. (Drawing: 
R. Harris, Parks Can
ada; 24M-2002-103-22). 
Scale 1:20 
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Table 22.6: Length of the bilge arc chord in successive frames (in cm and codos). 
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Limited evidence of a sheer ribband can be 
identified upon close examination of the 
frame summits. An extra nail hole is found 
in both futtocks of frame 9F where a corre
sponding fastener is not located in the gun
wale. At the same height, unexplained nail 
holes are found in both sides of the stem. 
These four anomalous fastenings would 
apparently represent temporary construc
tion battens connecting the heads of the fut
tocks to the end post. These ribbands would 
have been removed subsequent to planking 
up, replaced by the gunwales as found. 
Unfortunately this particular pattern of 
supernumerary fasteners cannot be traced 
farther aft given the extensive wood borer 
damage affecting the frame ends combined 
with the incomplete survival of the gun
wale. It is quite possible, however, that these 
sheer ribbands once extended the full length 
of the hull. 

As with the empirically derived frames, it 
seems that the master mould may also have 
been applied in the design of the end posts, 
for in their respective shapes, the floor, bilge, 
and futtock arcs are all clearly repre
sented.704 The stem exhibits an unmistakable 
VA-codo curvature for much of its length, 
apparently conceived as a tangent arc rising 
up from the keel's baseline. Towards the 
head of the stem, at a point roughly 1 codo 
below its summit, this tighter arc relaxes 
into a gentler 5-codo arc continuing up to the 
height of the gunwale. As for the sternpost, 
it would appear to rise as a compact 1-codo 
tangent arc, ceding quickly to the same 1 Vé-
codo arc identified in the stem. The touch 
between these last two arcs is found at a 
point approximately 114 codos from the tim
ber's summit. 

The moulding evidence provided by the cha
lupas reconstructed framing bears impor
tant similarities to that observed in the Red 
Bay ship. First, the suggestion of three iden
tically moulded midship frames finds exact 
parallel. Second, the technique of turning 
the master mould end for end can also be 
identified in the ship as can the technique of 
inverting the mould to obtain the concave 
shape of the entry and run. Third, there is 
the observed rising and narrowing applied 
to the floors, and more importantly, the 
method of reducing the chord of the bilge 
arc to achieve a flaring of the futtocks for
ward and aft. "Hauling down the futtock," a 
method known in early English shipbuild

ing texts,705 may be contrasted with a con
temporaneous technique known in Spanish 
as joba. Found in early Spanish and Portu
guese treatises, this technique involved tilt
ing the entire futtock outward from an 
established pivot point situated at the turn 
of the bilge, rather than modifying its over
all geometry as outlined here.706 

Hull Planks 

The chalupas planking is generally symmet
rical, port and starboard, with six matching 
strakes located on either side (Fig. 22.23). 
Counting up from the keel, the first four are 
carvel fastened and the last two are clin-
kered. The third carvel strake does not 
extend the full length of the hull, being a 
drop strake inserted to provide greater 
planking volume where the hull is fullest 
amidships. All the planks were identified as 
oak (Quercus sp.) save for one example of 
Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris).707 As no obso
lete fastener holes are located in the underly
ing frames, there is no indication that any of 
these planks represent repairs.708 

Tool marks are preserved extensively on the 
surviving wood surfaces, reflecting both the 
initial sawing operation as well the subse
quent finishing and fitting of the planks.709 

While pit-saw marks predominate on the 
inboard face, these have largely been obliter
ated on the outboard face by thorough and 
meticulous dubbing with an adze. This 
appears as progressive rows of rhythmic 
adze strokes spaced roughly at 14 rows per 
metre, which were apparently used to fair 
out the external surface of the hull. An adze 
was also used for finishing the top and bot
tom edges of the planks as well as for squar
ing the butt ends of the carvel strakes. 
Where the planks attach to stem and stern-
post, the hood ends have been bevelled to 
better seat in the respective rabbets, gener
ally reducing the wood thickness by half in 
each case. As observed on the Red Bay ship, 
triangular countersinks were cut into the 
planks to recess and protect the exposed 
nailheads, each typically fashioned by three 
deliberate strokes of an adze or chisel (Fig. 
22.24).710 Finally, the top and bottom edges 
of the carvel planks were adzed to a slight 
bevel to permit the insertion of a caulking 
iron, the latter leaving its distinctive scars in 
several locations. 
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As for caulking material, residual pieces 
were often found still adhering to these 
same surfaces. The maximum penetration, 
thus revealed, was upwards of 34 of the 
planks' total thickness. Three in situ samples 
were collected in the course of excavation, 
two coming from carvel plank seams and 
the other from the keel to sternpost scarf. 
Interestingly, the three fibre samples were 
identified not as oakum but as a terrestrial 
grass of the family Gramineae.711 While this 
taxon comprises several thousand species, 
the most likely to be used in this particular 
context would have been esparto grass 
(Stipa tenacissima), a commercially harvested 
fibre often used in place of hemp in Spanish 
shipyards.712 

Garboard 

In a short section treating the construction of 
chalouppes in his late 17th-century Architec
ture Navale, F. Dassié notes that the garboard 
strake was the first to be added in the 
sequence of planking up, even preceding the 
attachment of floors to futtocks.714 The 
apparent intention was to have this first 
strake impart some longitudinal stability to 
the frames at an early stage of hull construc
tion. Although the archaeological evidence 
does not support one interpretation over 
another, it stands to reason that the chalupa 
would also have had the garboard secured 
before any of the remaining planks, not only 
in the interest of reinforcing the floors, but 

Figure 22.23: Reassem
bled planking plan, 
developed view. Ports-
ide strakes are shown 
on the top, starboard 
strakes on the bottom. 
The various scarf and 
lap joints connecting 
the clinker strakes are 
rendered as double 
lines. (Drawing: 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-96-103-34a). 
Scale 1:40 

Residues preserved on the interior and exte
rior faces of the planks reveal that the hull 
was thoroughly payed with pitch both 
inside and out.713 

Carvel Strakes 

The four carvel strakes are represented, in 
ascending order, by a garboard, broad, drop, 
and binder strake. Each strake is in turn 
made up of two planks, one long and one 
short. The broad strake is an exception in 
that it is comprised of three planks, all of dif
ferent length. The respective planks within 
any given carvel strake always abut at a 
frame timber, those in the garboard doing so 
at a floor and those in the other strakes at a 
futtock. 

Figure 22.24: Close-up 
of a triangular coun
tersink notched into 
the outboard face of 
hull plank TT 1633. 
Note the impression 
left by the nailhead as 
well as the pitch resi
due left in the cavity. 
(Photo: G. Vanderv-
lugt, Parks Canada; 
24M-908X ). 
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Figure 22.25: Pit-saw 
marks on the inboard 
face of the starboard-
side garboard plank 
(TT 1640/1652). The 
marks are interrupted 
by adzing where the 
plank has been hol
lowed to improve con
tact with the curved 
floors. Note the 
plugged hole at far 
right, used to drain 
bilge water from a 
boat pulled up on 
shore. (Photo: 
G. Vandervlugt, Parks 
Canada; 24M-944X). 

also because it represents the least forgiving 
strake to hang. 

The shape of the garboard strake is notewor
thy. Instead of curving inward from a maxi
mum breadth at the midpoint to a taper at 
either end as in the conventional practice 
known as "hogging the seam/'715 it instead 
broadens uniformly from a width of 24 cm 
at the tail to 32 cm at the tip (Fig. 22.25). As 
this implies, the plank's forward end is 
noticeably wider than its midsection. A 
"fish-tailed" end is generally undesirable,716 

but may have held some advantage in sim
plifying the spiling of the remaining carvel 
planking. This benefit would have been mit
igated, however, by the added complication 
involved in hanging this unwieldy strake. 
Indeed, the flare may have contributed to 
the severe splitting that encountered at the 
hood ends. 

From an almost horizontal orientation amid
ships, the garboard twists a full 90°, nearing 
vertical towards stem and stern. At the same 
time, the plank's cross-section goes though 
an equally dramatic transformation from an 
initially convex shape amidships to one that 
is distinctly concave at the extremities 
(reflecting the sharp entry and run). In the 
longer forward sections of the garboard, this 
twisting and warping has resulted in several 
longitudinal splits that had subsequently to 
be stanched with caulking. An adze was 
used to prepare these unwelcome seams and 
check the cracks to prevent their spreading. 
The manner in which this pronounced twist 
was induced in the wood can be clearly 
identified in the aft garboard sections where 
extensive charring is evident on the inboard 
faces of TT 552 and TT 553. Scorching in this 
case reflects the bending of the plank over 
an open flame, a practice generally reserved 
for green timber.717 Longitudinal splitting 
similarly occurred in these aft garboard sec
tions requiring further dressing and caulk
ing. 

An unusual feature can be identified on the 
inboard face of either garboard strake. At 
the various points of contact with the under
lying frames, an adze has generally been 
used to hollow out the plank to better match 
the curvature of the corresponding floors 
and futtocks (Fig. 22.26). This Basque 
method contrasts with the common practice 
of "backing out" the entire inboard face of 
the plank as is customary in carvel boat 
building.718 At either end of the hull where 
the lower ends of the frames begin to 
straighten out and even recurve, such hol
lowing was not necessary. Upon examining 
the forward end of the portside garboard, 
consequently, no hollowing is to be found at 
frames 6F to 9F (TT 1634). Instead, at these 
positions hastily scribed transverse lines 
straddle each of the frames. These lines 
likely originally served as landmarks 
roughly outlining the areas to be adzed 
away. Thus these marks were typically oblit
erated at most locations, surviving only at 
those frames where hollowing ultimately 
proved unnecessary. 

A rectangular graving piece, now missing, 
was let into the outboard edge of one of the 
garboard planks. The void that it once filled, 
measuring 70 cm long by 7 cm wide and 
spanning the 3rd to 5th floors forward on 
the starboard side, may reflect the carpen
ter's effort to excise sapwood from along the 
plank seam. This softer, undesirable wood is 
found elsewhere on the same timber 
(TT 1640/1652) as well as on its portside 
counterpart (TT 1634). 

Two plugged drain holes pierce the gar-
boards in the open space between frames, 
one on either side of the keel. These measure 
about 3 cm in diameter and are located 
between the 3rd and 4th floors forward on 
the port side and the 1st and 2nd floors aft 
on the starboard. Interestingly, a description 
of similar holes is found in a detailed 19th-
century document, originally located in the 
Bayonne municipal archives but subse-
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quently published by René Bélanger, which 
outlines the construction and outfitting of 
Basque whaleboats of this later period.719 

Broad Shake 

The broad strake's breadth generally corre
sponds to the overlap zone between the 
floors and futtocks, at least in the area of the 
midship frames between 4F and 4A. Beyond 
this range, that is tending towards either 
extremity, the strake tapers dramatically 
inward such that the hood ends end up 
being quite slender. Looking at the strake in 
outline it can be seen that the inboard seam 
conforms to the straight line of the adjoining 
garboard, while the outboard seam has been 
"hogged" from one end to the other to pro
vide greater planking volume in the hull's 
midsection. 

The longest of the three planks constituting 
the portside strake, TT 1633, is interesting in 
terms of the tool marks that it preserves, 
having been dubbed with an adze on both 
its exterior and interior faces (Fig. 22.27). 
The interior adze work is found over most of 
the plank's length save for a 75-cm long sec
tion at the forward end where the original 
pit-saw marks survive. Looking closely at 
the adze marks on this face, two distinct 
operations can be discerned on the part of 
the carpenter: the first characterised by a 

uniform series of short, shallow strokes 
applied liberally along the whole surface; 
the second by a series of longer and deeper 
strokes that appear only at the points of con
tact with the underlying frames, the same 
treatment as noted on the garboards. The 
former can be said to resemble the fairing or 
dubbing marks that appear throughout the 
exterior surface of the hull, although in this 
case, they actually appear to reflect a subtle 
backing-out of the strake. This may have 
been necessary to allow such a broad, stiff 

Figure 22.26: Timber 
drawing of the star
board-side garboard 
plank (TT 1640/1652), 
outboard and inboard 
views. Note the adz
ing to promote better 
conformity to the floor 
curvature, the triangu
lar countersinks to 
recess the nailheads, 
the bevelled hood end, 
and a rectangular cut
out for a short graving 
piece. (Drawing: 
S. Laurie-Bourque, 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-96-103-20a). 
Scale 1:20 

Figure 22.27: Adze 
dubbing on interior 
face of plank from the 
portside broad strake 
(TT 1633). The adzing 
is more acute at the 
various points of con
tact for the frames. 
(Photo: G. Vanderv-
lugt, Parks Canada; 
24M-900X). 
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Figure 22.28: Timber 
drawing of plank from 
the portside broad 
strake (TT 1633), out
board and inboard 
views. Note the subtle 
'hook' in the outer 
edge to accommodate 
the slender forward 
tip of the drop strake, 
as well as the cut-out 
made in the inner aft 
corner for the insertion 
of a short graving 
piece. (Drawing: 
R. Hellier, D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
2006-103-2). 
Scale 1:20 

plank to be roughly bent or cupped into 
shape at the turn of the bilge. The other 
operation, in turn, may be seen as a more 
precise and strategic hollowing of the plank 
where it mattered most at the actual frame 
locations. It can be imagined that reserving 
the deeper hollowing for these contact 
points would have saved the carpenter a fair 
quantity of meticulous adze work in the pro
cess of planking up. 

A short graving piece (TT 1568) has been 
inserted along the inboard seam at the butt 
end of TT 1633. Measuring 40 cm long by 
11 cm wide, the piece spans the 3rd and 4th 
floors aft on the port side. Its location might 
be related to an isolated concentration of 
five obsolete nail holes found in the aft end 
of the associated plank (Fig. 22.28). These 
anomalous holes have all been stopped with 
small wooden plugs. 

Drop Strake 

The drop strake served to increase planking 
volume where the hull was fullest amid
ships. Accordingly, its shape tapers at either 
end much like the broad strake below. In 
this case, the drop strake also represents the 
"shutter," the last carvel plank to be added, 
which shut the gap between the broad 
strake and binder strake. Hanging a shutter 
is complicated by the fact that it precludes 
the use of clamps to hold it in place, the sur

rounding strakes getting in the way720 Con
sequently, provision is generally made to 
hang the shutter without any significant 
bending being required. The drop shake's 
slender shape and relatively straight lie, and 
the fact that it is divided into two shorter 
sections despite its already diminutive 
length can all be considered in this light. 

Where the seams of the binder strake and 
broad strakes converge, it was sometimes 
necessary to cut a small "hook" into one or 
the other to allow the thin end of the 
inserted drop strake to butt at a frame. Cut 
after the respective plank had already been 
fastened, a hook is found in the port broad 
strake at 6F and the starboard binder strake 
at 5F. As for the shutter's aft ends, the one 
on the starboard side is accommodated by 
the uneven butting of two planks in the 
broad strake at 3A, while that on the port 
side was run out to a sliver-thin end at frame 
4A. As this suggests, the two drop strakes 
are of unequal length. 

Unlike the other carvel planks the drop 
strake was not hollowed out in any way to 
match the curvature of the underlying 
frames, this on account of its slender 
breadth. Consequently, pit-saw marks are 
preserved uninterrupted throughout the 
inboard face (Fig. 22.29). 
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Binder Stroke 

Uniform in breadth and straight for much of 
its length (Fig. 22.30), the binder strake was 
the first strake to be hung after the garboard. 
Among the carvel planking, it would have 
been followed consecutively by the broad 
strake and shutter, with most of the difficult 
plank spiling reserved for these last two 
strakes. Only at the 3rd frame aft does the 
binder strake begin to taper gradually in 
breadth tending towards the stern. Conserv
ing the maximum breadth of both the gar-
board and binder strakes forward to the 
bow represents the carpenter's strategy of 
giving a greater volume to the forward part 
of the hull than to the aft. 

The binder strake, which essentially ties the 
carvel and clinker planking together, was 
furnished with a 3.5-cm wide bevel along its 
top edge to better seat the overlying lap-
strake. This bevelled area was subject to 
increased deterioration and differential 
weathering, a result of pitch having initially 
been excluded from the lap joint. The disar
ticulation of the chalupas planks in the pro
cess of site formation subsequently left this 

unprotected wood exposed to wood boring 
organisms. 

Nail holes pierce this lap bevel at regular 
intervals, the fact that none are countersunk 
reflecting their having penetrated from the 
overlying plank. Half represent fasteners 
driven into an underlying frame while the 
remainder represent clinker nails binding 
the two planks together. The two types 
occur in alternation with a single clinker nail 
located midway between each frame pair. 
Associated with these clinker nail holes, 

Figure 22.29: Timber 
drawing of reassem
bled portside drop 
strake (TT 1632 and 
TT 1788), outboard 
and inboard views. 
Saw marks are evident 
throughout the 
inboard face. (Draw
ings: C. Piper, D. Kap-
pler, Parks Canada; 
24M-2006-103-1). 
Scale 1:20 
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Figure 22.31: Timber 
drawing of portside 
sheer plank (TT 494), 
outboard and inboard 
views. The forward 
extremity shows the 
vertical flat scarf used 
to join successive 
planks within any 
given clinker strake. 
(Drawing: C. Piper, 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-83-88-D148). 
Scale 1:20 

Figure 22.30 (Facing 
Page): Timber draw
ing of portside binder 
strake (TT 558/1635), 
outboard and inboard 
views. Note the bev
elled edge for seating 
the lower lapstrake as 
well as the associated 
evidence for clinker 
nails set midway 
between each neigh
bouring frame pair. 
(Drawing: C. Piper, 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-2006-103-3). 
Scale 1:20 

square impressions left by roves are occa
sionally found on the plank's inboard face. 

Naturally the strake's bottom edge is only 
fastened at the frames, representing half as 
many nail holes as found along the upper 
edge. These holes have all been countersunk 
on the outboard face. 

As was observed on the portside broad 
strake, adzing appears on both the exterior 
and interior faces of TT 558/1635, the longer 
of the two planks making up the portside 
binder strake. Indeed, the interior adze work 
reflects the same two-part process adopted 
in fitting the plank to the underlying frames; 
amounting to an initial backing out of the 
entire plank face followed by a more selec
tive hollowing undertaken at the various 
frame locations. 

Clinker Strokes 

While a carvel-built hull with its flush-
planked seams produces inherently less 
drag than one built lapstrake, such advan
tage does not extend above the waterline. 
The carpenter's switch to lapstrake planking 
reflects an interest in economising on both 
labour and weight where it would not affect 
speed.721 Clinker top shakes do not have to 
be hollowed out to conform to the curvature 
of the frames, do not necessitate the same 
meticulous spiling, and require no caulk
ing.722 Furthermore, they are much easier to 
bend into shape owing to their reduced 
thickness. Clinker planks can typically be 
made half as thick as their carvel counter
parts without compromising strength.723 

This is a consequence of the fastenings still 
being secured through a double gauge of 
planking at the point where two planks 
overlap.724 With the addition of clinker nails 
spaced evenly between frames, the result is 
a robust and staunch construction using sig
nificantly less timber. Functionally, clinkered 
top strakes also help to keep a boat dry with 
the protruding laps acting to deflect swells 
and spray away from a vessel's sides. This 

integration of carvel and clinker planking 
yields a craft well suited to the whale hunt, 
combining the swiftness of a flush-planked 
hull725 with the improved seakeeping prop
erties offered by lapstrakes. The effective
ness of this composite construction is 
attested by its longevity, having endured as 
a staple feature of whaleboat design well 
into the 20th century. 

The chalupas two clinker strakes follow the 
sheer line naturally with little if any need for 
spiling, both exhibiting the same uniform 
breadth and straight lie throughout their 
respective lengths (Figs. 22.31, 22.32). This 
elementary shape would have made short 
work of the process of lining-off and hang
ing as the planks would have required little 
more than a gentle twist to assume their 
final form. In terms of the overall planking 
progression, the upper lapstrake was obvi
ously hung subsequent to the underlying 
lower strake and this in turn subsequent to 
the binder strake, but it is not readily appar
ent whether the clinker planking preceded 
the broad and shutter strakes or vice versa. 
Confronted by the same choice, 19th-cen
tury boat builders were generally inclined to 
secure the lapstrakes first as this left an 
opening in the bottom of the hull for wood 
chips and shavings to fall through as fix
tures such as risers, thwarts, knees, and gun
wales were installed prior to the resumption 
of carvel-work.726 Unfortunately, the archae
ological evidence gives no indication one 
way or the other. 

Individual planks meeting end-to-end 
within a given clinker strake are feathered 
together by vertical flat scarfs. Each scarf is 
situated between frames and oriented with 
the forwardmost plank passing outboard of 
its counterpart. This arrangement produces 
less drag and avoids the force of water pene
trating the seam. Where best preserved the 
overlap between respective planks measures 
between 14 cm and 15 cm in length (14 codo). 
As the scarf locations tended to coincide 
with the spacing of the clinker nails, the lat
ter did double duty in securing the joint. 

Lower Lapstrake 

The area joining the upper and lower lap
strakes is characterised by a prominent 
bevel situated along the outboard edge of 
the underlying strake that serves to fay the 
two planks tightly together. This bevel aver
ages 3.5 cm in width and in terms of depth, 
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typically finds the wood thickness reduced 
by half at the plank edge following a general 
rule of thumb witnessed throughout the cha-
lupa's construction. At each frame position, a 
nail hole pierces the area where both planks 
were secured to the futtock with a single fas
tener. The nail shanks were clenched over 
the inboard face of the futtock as indicated 
by surviving indentations left in the wood. 
Clinker nails joined the laps midway 
between frames, with faint impressions on 
the joint's inboard face occasionally reveal
ing the earlier presence of square roves. On 
the outboard face, both frame and clinker 
nails have been countersunk in the usual tri
angular mortises. These details mirror the 
evidence from the binder strake to clinker 
overlap in all respects. 

Upper Lapstrake 

The upper lapstrake likewise exhibits an 
external bevel running along its top edge. 
Being the sheer strake, this surface does not 
relate to a superimposed plank but rather an 
overlapping gunwale. The latter has been 
fashioned with a longitudinal rabbet that 
clamps the bevelled plank edge securely 
against the underlying frames. This feature 
actually makes the cross-sections of the 
upper and lower lapstrakes difficult to dis
tinguish. In both cases the bevelled edge has 
suffered acutely from marine boring organ
isms as observed on the binder strake. 

While the upper and lower lapstrakes are 
essentially congruent in shape, a number of 
subtle features can be identified that clearly 
set them apart. Most notably, the sheer 
strake shows no evidence of frame nails 
along its upper edge. This relates to the gun
wale's L-shaped morphology, which acts to 
bind the top edge of the sheer strake tightly 
against the frames in lieu of a plank fastener. 
The frame nails generally pass straight 

through the futtock heads and directly into 
the gunwale without touching the interced
ing plank (Fig. 22.33). Between frames, on 
the other hand, the sheer strake was securely 
fastened within the rabbet by regularly 
spaced nails. Placed midway between fut-
tocks, these fasteners are akin to the clinker 
nails in function. They differ, however, both 
in penetrating from the inboard side of the 
plank as well as having their ends embed
ded in the gunwale instead of being 
clenched over a rove. 

Another series of atypical nail holes is asso
ciated with the thwart knees. These are dis
tinctive in three respects: they are generally 
located near the top edge of the plank but 
below the lap bevel; they conform neither to 
the frame nor clinker nail spacing seen on 
the plank's bottom edge; and they are coun
tersunk on the plank's outboard face. This 
last observation indicates that they were 
driven from the outboard side, whereas the 
frame to gunwale fastenings all originate 
inboard. The corresponding holes in the 
knees exhibit indentations where these 
external nails were clenched over. 

It is interesting to note that the port and star
board sheer planks (TT 1642 and TT 1643) 
were likely taken from the same parent tree 

Figure 22.32: Outboard 
profile of the reassem
bled chalupa, port side 
view. Looking closely, 
one can just discern 
the rigging fairlead 
piercing the sheer 
strake just below the 
height of the gunwale 
at the vessel's flank, as 
well as nail holes 
betraying the positions 
of four thwart knees. 
(Drawing: C. Piper, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
98-103-6). 
Scale 1:40 

Figure 22.33: Fully 
restored midship half-
section showing typi
cal fastener distribu
tion, starboard side 
looking forward. Note 
where certain nails 
have been clenched 
over on the inboard 
face of the timber, as 
shown in the detail 
inset at right. (Draw
ing: C. Piper, D. Kap-
pler, Parks Canada; 
24M-98-103-4). 
Scale 1:20 
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No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Strake 

Garboard 

Broad strake 

Drop strake 

Binder strake 

Lower lapstrake 

Upper lapstrake 

Timber Tag Nos. 

552,1634 

551,1568,1633,1780 

1788,1632 

558/1635 

496,1733 

494,1615,1643 

Avg. Thickness 

2.5 

2.5 

2.5 

2.5 

1.5 

1.5 

Max. Breadth 

32 

30 

14 

34 

19 

19 

Table 22.7: Portside plank dimensions (in cm). 

given that their knots, wood grain, plank 
length, and kerf all appear congruent. 

Timber Supply 

The gauge of planking stock for use in 
Basque ship and boat building was a two-
part measure: one part aimed at determin
ing the total volume of sawn timber to be 
furnished with the other specifying the req
uisite thickness of the individual planks.727 

The first quantity was calculated using the 
codo de tabla, a standard volumetric unit 
equivalent to 2/3 codo (38 cm) in breadth, 1/8 
codo (7 cm) in thickness, and 1 codo 
(57.46 cm) in length. The second quantity 
was more straightforward, identified simply 
as the total number of planks that would 
make up a linear codo in combined thickness. 
This might be expressed, for example, as "8 
en codo" representing planks roughly 7 cm 
thick, reflecting a common size used for the 
planking of ships' hulls and the standard 
upon which the codo de tabla was based.728 

Smaller craft would naturally require thin
ner planks and thus we encounter 11 or 12 en 
codo (roughly 5 cm thick) in the context of 
pinaza construction729 and 17 en codo (just 
under 3.4 cm thick) in a rare reference to the 
supply of chalupa timber.730 What is impor
tant to emphasize is that while the thickness 
and length of planks would vary with the 
given application, the breadth tended to 
conform to the standard 2/3 codo measure. 

The Red Bay chalupas carvel strakes are 
fairly uniform in thickness at 2.5 cm (Tables 
22.7, 22.8). This generally corresponds to the 
above specification oí 17 en codo if we con
sider that this measure was taken after the 
planks were sawn but before they were 
dubbed with an adze. In maximum breadth, 
none of the planks exceed the standard 
gauge of 2/3 codo (38 cm), with the range 
being 30 cm to 34 cm for all but the slender 
drop strake.731 The fact that they are slightly 
narrower than the gauge may reflect the car
penter's practice of reducing the plank 
edges with an adze in the process of 'getting 
out' the strake. 

The clinker planks share a uniform thickness 
of 1.5 cm. A general estimate of the plank 
gauge that this would represent in 16th-cen
tury Basque terms can be inferred through 
comparison to the carvel strakes. Assuming 
that the latter correspond to 17 en codo and 
accounting for a similar reduction in thick
ness due to adze dubbing, we arrive at 24 en 
codo for the clinker strakes or roughly 2.4 cm 
thick. As for breadth, they consistently mea
sure 19 cm across with only subtle variation. 
This is noteworthy insofar as it represents 
only half the standard gauge, perhaps indi
cating that two strakes were taken from each 
piece of planking stock. 

Based on the suggested plank gauges, the 
total quantity of planking stock required for 

No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Strake 

Garboard 

Broad strake 

Drop strake 

Binder strake 

Lower lapstrake 

Upper lapstrake 

Timber Tag Nos. 

553,1640/1652 

555, 556, 1785/1738, 1641, 1773 

1781,1782 

1614, 1609, 1619, 1675, 1688, 1110 

554, 1728, 1626 

557, 1700, 1642 

Avg. Thickness 

2.5 

2.5 

2.5 

2.5 

1.5 

1.5 

Max. Breadth 

32 

33 

13 

30 

19 

19 

Table 22.8: Starboard plank dimensions (in cm). 
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the chalupa can be roughly estimated at 48 
codos de tabla (38 for the carvel shakes and 10 
for the clinker). This figure does not include 
the drop strakes, however, as these likely 
represent offcuts taken from the heavily 
spiled broad shake. 

Fasteners 

The fasteners used in the construction of the 
chalupa consisted entirely of iron nails. These 
can be grouped into five broad categories 
based on their function: 

8 nails securing the three scarfs in the 
keel, stem, and sternpost; 

99 nails fastening the floor timbers to the 
keel and to the futtocks; 

475 nails fastening the planks to the frame 
timbers and posts, and linking the edges 
of the clinker strakes; 

82 nails securing the gunwale; and 

130 nails affixing internal structures such as 
the risers, thwart knees, and mainmast 
step. 

Representing a total of 794 nails in all, this 
tally was the product of a detailed examina
tion of the 1:5 scale research model and indi
vidual timber drawings, and where 
structure was lost, extrapolation of patterns 
discernible elsewhere in the hull. The unifor
mity and predictability of these patterns is 
such that the above number can be consid
ered a fairly accurate reflection of the origi
nal total. This inventory also accounts for a 
certain number of nail holes that escaped 
detection during initial field recording only 
to be discovered later in the research pro
cess. In the course of reassembling the arti
fact, for example, researchers were led to a 
closer inspection of the conserved timbers 
where structural relationships hinted at the 
location of missing fasteners. 

Morphology 

The complete oxidation of the nails during 
site formation has left only indirect evidence 
of their morphology. The existing traces are 
a result of the remarkable condition of the 
surviving wood surfaces that have pre
served many diagnostic aspects of their 
shape. In analyzing the size and penetration 

of the extant nail holes and length of the 
residual clench marks, for example, it was 
revealed that three different sizes of nail 
were used in the construction of the chalupa: 
the largest measuring between 11 cm and 
12 cm in length and between 7 mm and 
8 mm in section; the next largest at 8 cm to 
9 cm in length and 6 mm to 7 mm in section; 
and the smallest at 5 cm or 6 cm in length 
and 5 mm or 6 mm in section. All the nails 
had square shanks tapering uniformly to a 
thin blunt tip. While the shanks varied in 
length and cross-section depending on the 
size of the nail, the heads appear to have 
been far more uniform. Their size and shape 
can be inferred from the round impressions 
left in the wood, these typically measuring 
15 mm in diameter with a few larger exam
ples approaching 20 mm (Fig. 22.34). 

Documentary sources typically gauge the 
size of shipbuilding nails by specifying the 
total number that would constitute a pound 
in combined weight (1 libra de Guipúzcoa = 
492 g).732 Accordingly, a representative mass 
for each of the three nail sizes has been 
determined based on wrought-iron replica 
nails forged to these specifications. Thus at 
36 g, 22 g, and 16 g apiece on average, the 
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Figure 22.34: Radio
graphs of small iron 
fasteners recovered 
from the land excava
tions on nearby Saddle 
Island. Their size and 
shape correspond 
closely with the 
medium- and small-
gauge nails identified 
in the construction of 
chalupa no. 1: (top) 
medium-gauge nails, 
clenched and 
unclenched; (bottom) 
small-gauge nails, 
unclenched, clenched, 
and clenched over 
square rove, with a 
typical rove inset. 
(Radiographs cour
tesy C. Mathias, 
Memorial University 
of Newfoundland, 
Department of 
Anthropology; Photo-
mosaic: R. Harris, 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-2004-111-1). 

nails used in the chalupas construction can 
be classified at about 15 per libra, 20 per libra, 
and 30 per libra, respectively. The different 
gauges each served different purposes in the 
overall construction, their specific use gov
erned by their individual shank lengths 
(Table 22.9). 

Distribution 

The scarfs in the principal timbers were all 
fastened using the smallest gauge of nail. 
This is somewhat surprising given that in 
the case of the midship keel scarf, which was 
secured with two nails only, these were of 
insufficient length to pass entirely through 
the combined 9 cm thickness of the mating 
timbers (see Fig. 22.11). This lone pair of 
unclenched fasteners would have made for a 
rather insubstantial joint,733 reflecting a con
struction where the longitudinal rigidity of 
the hull relied principally on the outer hull 
planks. As for the scarfs at either end of the 
keel where the stem and sternpost attach, 
these were secured with three nails apiece. 
As the sided dimension of the keel dimin
ishes gradually towards the extremities, the 
tips of these nails did in fact penetrate the 
two timbers, but in only one case was this 
sufficient to permit the distal end to be 

clenched over. The nail holes associated 
with the three scarfs were pre-drilled with a 
gimlet measuring about 6 mm in diameter. 
In several instances the nails were too slen
der to force the round pilot hole into a 
square shape. The nailheads were recessed 
in small countersinks notched into the side 
of the respective timber. 

The floors in the central area of the chalupas 
hull were fastened to the keel with large-
gauge nails, two inserted in each of eight 
floor timbers between the 5th frame forward 
and the 2nd frame aft. Each pair of nails 
bypassed the limber hole notched out 
between them, their heads set within trape
zoidal countersinks cut into either side of 
the keel. In this way the shanks penetrated 
up through 2.5 cm to 3.0 cm of wood before 
entering the 6.5-cm thick floor. They 
emerged on the inboard face where the final 
1.5 cm to 2.5 cm of their length was clenched 
over. While their lengths were well suited to 
this purpose, it seems that these large nails 
may have been in short supply as the floors 
situated farther from midship tended to use 
small and medium gauge nails instead. A 
series of five floors located in the stern 
between the 3rd and 7th frames aft was each 

Size 

Large 

Medium 

Small 

Length (cm) 

11-12 

8-9 

5-6 

Section (mm) 

7-8 

6-7 

5-6 

Functions 

Central floors to keel 

Non-central floors to keel 

Futtocks to floors 

Planks to frames 

Gunwales to futtocks, stem, and sternpost 

Knees to planks, thwarts, and gunwales 

Breast hook and crutch to gunwales 

Crotch-shaped floors to keel 

Scarfs in principal timbers 

Planks to stem and sternpost 

Lapstrakes to lapstrakes 

Sheer strakes to gunwales 

Risers to futtocks 

Mainmast step to floors 

Mainmast partner to thwarts 

Cuddy boards (and foremast partner) to gunwales 

Table 22.9: Sizes of nails and their functions. 
* Here, both medium-gauge and small-gauge nails were used in combination. 
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anchored with a combination of one 
medium-gauge and one small-gauge nail, 
the carpenter opting to switch their order 
port and starboard in successive frames. 
While these were set in the same counter
sinks as the large nails, their shorter lengths 
meant that the tips were buried in the body 
of the associated floor timber. As for the 
remaining floors, these were all secured 
with the smaller gauge of nail, a pair 
required for floor 6F while a lone nail suf
ficed for the rest. These individual nails 
were toed down through the crotch-shaped 
floors and into the top surface of the keel. 

Each futtock was attached to its respective 
floor timber by two medium-gauge nails. 
These were arranged in opposition such that 
one was driven through the wrunghead of 
the floor while the other passed reciprocally 
through the heel of the futtock. In most cases 
the nail tips were lost in the body of the cor
responding timber. 

The carvel and clinker planks were also fas
tened to the frames with medium-gauge 
nails. Their 8 cm to 9 cm length typically left 
1 cm to 1.5 cm protruding on the inboard 
face of the frame to be clenched over. At the 
hood ends, however, the hull planks were 
secured to the stem and sternpost with the 
shorter 5-cm to 6-cm long nails, these pene
trating upwards of 2 cm to 4 cm into the 
back rabbet. In either case, the nail was gen
erally set within a triangular countersink cut 
into the outboard face of the plank. 

These small-gauge nails also fastened the 
clinkered edges of the lapstrakes. Inserted 
midway between frames, each passed 
through a double gauge of planking about 
2.0 cm to 2.5 cm in combined thickness. The 
heads were recessed in triangular counter
sinks while the inboard ends were clenched 
over a rove. The nail tips were occasionally 
redirected back into the wood, a technique 
typically achieved by holding a hammer or 
clenching block firmly against the end of the 
nail as it was driven home. The roves varied 
somewhat in their dimensions but an aver
age size of 20 mm square is suggested by a 
handful of impressions left behind in the 
port binder shake and starboard lapstrake. 
A larger example measuring 35 mm by 
30 mm is also associated with the vertical 
scarf joining the feathered plank ends in the 
port sheer shake.734 

The gunwales were affixed with a combina
tion of small-gauge and medium-gauge 
nails. Except for those making the attach
ment to stem and sternpost, all were 
inserted from the inboard side of the hull. 
Medium-gauge nails fastened the gunwales 
to the futtock heads and end posts while the 
small nails, placed midway between frames, 
secured the top edge of the sheer shakes 
within the gunwale rabbets. The nail tips 
were lost in the corresponding timber in 
either case. 

A mixture of small-gauge and medium-
gauge nails fastened the remaining hull 
structures. The risers, for their part, were 
typically attached to the inboard face of the 
frames by means of a single nail driven into 
each futtock. These were of the small-gauge 
variety, their 5 cm to 6 cm lengths generally 
penetrating both timbers. The thwarts, in 
turn, were not fastened directly to the risers 
but were instead lodged in place by knees 
anchored to either side of the hull. Each of 
these knees was solidly fastened by at least 
four countersunk nails, one pair securing 
the horizontal arm atop the thwart and the 
other two connecting the vertical arm to the 
inboard face of the gunwale and sheer 
shake. Of the latter pair, the lowermost nail 
was inserted from the outboard side of the 
plank and completely through the knee 
(where it was clenched over) while the 
uppermost nail was inserted through the 
knee and into the gunwale (where the tip 
was lost). The carpenter generally employed 
medium-gauge nails in securing the cha
lupas ten knees except at their toe ends 
where shorter nails sufficed. A similar pat
tern is exhibited in the attachment of the 
breast hook and crutch at either end of the 
hull. Each was fastened with a total of four 
nails divided equally between the two gun
wales, port and starboard: two medium-
gauge nails located just shy of the post and 
two small-gauge nails situated at the ends of 
the horizontal arms. The latter were driven 
from the interior side of the hull, passing 
through the thinnest part of the timber and 
into the gunwale, while the others were 
inserted from the outboard side of the gun
wale and into the timber's midsection. Small 
gauge nails served in fastening the balance 
of the hull's fixtures including the mainmast 
step and associated mast partner assembly, 
as well as the two sets of cuddy boards indi
cated at bow and stern. These structures will 
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be discussed in subsequent sections outlin
ing the pulling and rigging configurations. 

Based on the nails' individual weights and 
overall distribution, as outlined above, the 
total quantity of iron represented by the cha
lupa's fasteners can be estimated at just 
under 17 kg or 34 libras - a modest figure 
considering that it accounts for 794 nails and 
83 roves in all.735 

PULLING RECONSTRUCTION 

Risers 

An oak riser lines either side of the chalupas 
interior, supporting the thwarts but also 
lending internal reinforcement to the hull. 
These measure 9.0 cm to 9.5 cm in width, by 
2.0 cm to 2.5 cm in thickness, by 6.75 m to 
6.85 m in total length, and extend from the 
9th frame forward to the 8th frame aft (Figs. 
22.35, 22.36). In profile their curvature con
forms closely to the boat's sheer, placing the 
thwarts all a uniform distance below the top 
surface of the gunwale. At each frame, a sin
gle nail was typically used in making the 
attachment to the futtock, its head recessed 
in an inordinately large countersink cut into 
the riser's inboard face. The characteristic 
marks of a pit saw can be faintly detected on 
both the inboard and outboard faces, though 
occasionally these traces have been obliter
ated by adze dubbing. As for the edges, 
these appear to have been shaped by an 
adze in the same manner as observed on the 
hull planks. Both risers consist of two 
shorter sections, roughly equal in length, 
joined by a vertical flat scarf. The joint on the 
port side is located at frame IF while that on 
the starboard side, exhibiting a slight nib, is 
found at the master. 

Although fractured in five pieces, all but a 
short terminal length of the portside riser 
was preserved in situ overlying the futtocks 
where it had originally attached.736 Interest
ingly, its aft section appears to have been 
recycled from another boat, this suggested 
by a supernumerary series of regularly 
spaced nail holes that do not align with the 
existing frame positions.737 Moreover, these 
holes typically occur in pairs and exhibit 
associated head impressions and counter
sinks on the timber's outboard face. 

On the starboard side only the forward sec
tion survives, complete but broken into four 
mending pieces.738 These fragments appear 
almost semi-articulated on the site plan, 
though displaced somewhat to westward. 
This is perhaps attributable to the pro
nounced portside heel assumed by the cha
lupa as it initially came to rest on the bottom. 

The risers have rebates cut into the upper 
edge that served to seat the various thwarts. 
These notches typically measure 11 cm in 
length by 2.5 cm in depth, and were appar
ently cut with an axe or hatchet gauging 
from surviving tool marks. No associated 
nail holes are found, revealing that standing 
knees alone held the thwarts in place. As the 
rebates are relatively shallow, the thwarts 
would have stood 1 cm or 2 cm proud of the 
riser, placing each thwart's upper surface 
about 15 cm below the top of the gunwale. 
With respect to the recycled riser, the origi
nal notches were reused from the first boat. 
The locations of the various notches allow 
the chalupas thwart positions to be estab
lished with confidence. 

Thwarts 

The chalupa had an original complement of 
seven thwarts. While only six notches can 
presently be identified in the intact portside 
riser, a seventh was lost due to extensive 
erosion of the timber's aft end. In its 
absence, a fastener hole in the sheer shake 
serves to identify the location of a final knee 
position in the stern. The combined evi
dence from port and starboard sides collec
tively reveal a centre-to-centre thwart 
spacing (counting from the bow) of 87.5 cm, 
92.5 cm, 83.5 cm, 84 cm, 92 cm, and 81 cm, 
respectively.739 It is perhaps no coincidence 
that the average spacing of just over 86 cm 
corresponds to \Vi codos,740 the slight stag
gering being necessary to avoid the frame 
positions. 

Only the 1st and 4th of the seven thwarts 
survived. Both are oak and measure 11 cm in 
width by 3.5 cm to 4.5 cm in average thick
ness. The forwardmost (TT 1695) is intact, 
having a total length of 1.28 m between fin
ished extremities. These ends were bevelled 
with an adze to conform to the outward flare 
and forward taper of the hull planks, even 
though the thwart does not actually touch 
the sides of the vessel. Instead, a 1 cm or 
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Figure 22.36: Interior plan 
of the reassembled cha
lupa showing the extant 
risers, thwarts, knees, and 
foremast step. (Drawing: 
C. Piper, Parks Canada; 
24M-98-103-8a). 
Scale 1:40 

Figure 22.35: Inboard 
profile of the reassem
bled chalupa showing 
the extant risers, 
thwarts, knees, and 
foremast step. (Draw
ing: C. Piper, Parks Can 
ada; 24M-98-103-7a). 
Scale 1:40 
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2 cm gap has been left between thwart and 
plank, a surprising observation given that 
tight fitting thwarts generally serve to rein
force a vessel's sides. Nevertheless, the tim
ber's overall shape and dimensions identify 
it as having come from the bow despite a 
provenience (6M) that otherwise suggests 
placement in the stern. 

A distinctive feature of this thwart amounts 
to an irregular series of seven small nail 
holes found lining its forward edge. These 
appear to reflect the attachment of a bulk
head made up of vertically arranged planks. 
No direct evidence of this partition or its 
purpose at this particular point in the hull 
has been identified.741 Similar fastener evi
dence is associated with the structural 
remains from site 28M, although in this case, 
a sequential pair of aft bulkheads is sug
gested. 

The second thwart (TT 1651) survives for a 
length of 1.49 m, having lost an estimated 
0.29 m from its port beam end. Its most 
interesting feature is a pair of square rebates 
cut into its upper aft edge, each having a 
width of 7 cm, an inset of 4 cm, and a depth 
of 2 cm. The two are separated by a 10.5 cm 
gap that has them offset evenly to either side 
of the vessel's centre line. A small nail hole 
is found immediately forward of each rebate 
where the stepped end of a longitudinal tim
ber once fastened atop the thwart. These 
indirect traces represent the only surviving 
vestiges of the mainmast partner assembly, a 
structure that will be explored more thor
oughly in the rigging reconstruction that fol
lows. 

Thwart Knees 

Nail holes reveal that a pair of small stand
ing knees had secured each of the two sur
viving thwarts in place atop the riser. The 
knee's horizontal arm was fastened to the 
thwart while its vertical arm was nailed to 
both gunwale and sheer strake as discussed 
above. 

Only four thwart knees survive from the 
original total, two complete and two partial, 
all fashioned from a natural crook of oak. 
After squaring and shaping, the exposed 
inboard edges had all been reduced to a uni
form chamfer, the same treatment that was 
applied to the floor timbers and mainmast 

step. In terms of direct tooling evidence, the 
heavily weathered and worm-eaten surfaces 
preserve only the occasional adze mark as 
proof of the carpenter's effort. The knees 
share fairly uniform scantlings at 7 cm in 
width, 35 cm in length, and 14.5 cm in 
height. This last measurement, taken along 
the vertical arm, suggests a deliberate effort 
to place each of the thwarts a consistent 14 
codo below the height of the sheer. 

The knees extend past the respective ends of 
the underlying thwart to fay tightly against 
the inboard face of the gunwale and sheer 
plank. In shaping the knee's vertical arms, 
the carpenter had to apply varying degrees 
of cant and outward flare to account for the 
changing shape of the hull from stem to 
stern. These two attributes, combined with 
fastener and provenience information, allow 
the original positions of the four recovered 
knees to be reliably reconstructed. Two can 
thus be confidently linked to the 4th thwart, 
while the remaining pair are both revealed 
as having come from farther astern.742 

Nail holes are found at regularly spaced 
intervals along the sheer strake and gunwale 
where the various knees had all been 
affixed. This pattern is interrupted twice, 
where holes are altogether missing at known 
thwart positions, leaving only ten knees 
accounted for where fourteen would be 
expected. This suggests that two of the 
seven thwarts, the 3rd and 6th counting aft, 
were not fastened down but instead left 
removable. It is possible that this arrange
ment may relate to the shipping of a pair of 
line tubs, large staved containers tradition
ally used to stow a whaleboat's tightly 
coiled harpoon lines.743 Placing each of the 
tubs directly beneath a removable thwart, as 
opposed to seating them between neigh
bouring pairs of fixed thwarts, may have 
allowed more leg room for the oarsmen. 

At the same time, a pair of removable 
thwarts may also relate to the chalupas other 
traditional occupation as a fishing vessel. As 
early as the 15th century, Basque fishermen 
had routinely harvested sardines along the 
littoral of the Bay of Biscay using large nets 
tended from chalupas and other small open 
craft. The removable thwarts would have 
facilitated both the deployment and 
retrieval of a net, freeing the necessary room 
for its effective handling and stowage. 
Indeed, it has recently been argued that 
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purse seining may actually have seen its ori
gins in the Basque country as early as the 
16th century, a technique that required the 
respective corners of the net to be drawn in 
from separate ends of the boat.744 The 
removable 3rd and 6th thwarts may reflect 
an adaptation in this regard. While hauling 
nets may have had no particular place in the 
Terranova fisheries - cod being a groundfish 
- it may reflect a broader convention in 
Basque boat building all the same. As noted 
earlier, the chalupas imported into Labrador 
frequently passed hands between the ballen
eros and bacaladeros,7*5 and there is little 
doubt that the chalupa experienced similarly 
widespread and reciprocal use in the domes
tic fisheries conducted off the Cantabrian 
coast.746 

Gunwales 

Seven fragments of the chalupas gunwale 
survive, four on the port side and three on 
the starboard, representing a combined 
length of 10.55 m or just under 2/3 the origi
nal total.747 Though incomplete, these sec
tions suffice to reveal both the gunwale's 
distinct morphology as well as the locations 
of the various pulling stations.748 

The gunwale typically measures 6 cm by 
6 cm in section. While the wood surfaces are 
badly eroded and worm-eaten as a rule, it is 
still evident that the upper outboard edge 
was adzed to a prominent chamfer. The 
opposite edge has been rabbeted to allow 
the gunwale to lap over the associated sheer 
strake, clamping it tightly against the out
board face of the frames.749 Surviving tool 
marks suggest that this rabbet, measuring 
1.5 cm deep and 3 cm high, was cut either 
with an axe or an adze. The depth corre
sponds to the thickness of the underlying 
sheer planks, while the height recalls the 
3.5 cm overlap between adjoining lap-
strakes. The fastening of the futtock heads to 
the gunwale and the sheer strake within the 
gunwale rabbet are both dealt with above. 

The surviving sections of gunwale preserve 
something of their original curvature, partic
ularly where this was more pronounced 
towards stem and stern. The extremity of 
each gunwale had to be cut to an acute bevel 
to improve the timber's communication 
with the corresponding end post. 

Both port and starboard gunwales are 
scarfed at approximately the same point 
along their respective lengths. These joints 
occur between the 2nd and 3rd frames aft 
and employ a vertical flat scarf with nibbed 
ends. These were apparently shaped with an 
adze as revealed by tooling scars left on 
TT1699. The two scarfs measure about 
14 cm to 16 cm in overall length, matching 
the Vi codo length of the feathered laps con
necting the various clinker planks within a 
given strake. While it appears that each gun
wale was formed with two shorter timbers, 
the portside gunwale was in fact comprised 
of at least three segments. The diminutive 
20-cm long fragment at its stern end 
(TT 1680), while appearing to extend TT 559 
all the way to the sternpost, actually repre
sents a separate timber altogether. This piece 
may possibly indicate a repair seeing as it 
was identified as chestnut (Castanea sp.) 
whereas the rest of the gunwale fragments 
proved to be oak (Quercus sp.). 

An oak breast hook (TT 1645) reinforces the 
bow. This V-shaped timber has horizontal 
arms 33 cm in length that greet the converg
ing port and starboard gunwales abaft the 
stem. The breast hook is moulded 10 cm at 
its midsection but this tapers steadily 
towards either extremity, one of which has 
broken away. The sided dimension of 7 cm 
corresponds to the gunwales' thickness. This 
has the upper faces of all three timbers 
arranged flush with one another creating a 
flat contact surface across which the cuddy 
boards were laid. 

While no corresponding timber was recov
ered in the stern, its presence can be inferred 
from fastener evidence symmetrical to that 
found in the bow. While this is limited to 
two nail holes located in the surviving ports
ide gunwale, these are situated astern of the 
aftermost futtocks and thus lend themselves 
to no other satisfactory interpretation. This 
reconstruction is further supported by simi
lar traces observed in chalupa no. 2. Appar
ently the form of the crutch matched that of 
the breast hook in all respects apart from the 
respective angles of their horizontal arms, 
the former having them more acute. 

Eight tholepin holes are observed along the 
lengths of the surviving gunwale fragments, 
six of which can be attributed to the various 
pulling stations. Passing completely through 
the respective timber, each measures about 
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Figure 22.37: Star
board gunwale frag
ment TT 1563, 
showing its L-shaped 
cross-section. The gun
wale is rabbeted end-
for-end to lap over the 
upper edge of the 
sheer strake, clamping 
it securely against the 
futtock heads. An 
incomplete tholepin 
hole is situated at 
either end of the frag
ment, with a third hole 
located midway along 
its length. (Drawing: 
C. Piper, Parks Can
ada; 24M-2002-103-23). 
Scale 1:10 

25 mm in diameter. Relative to the timber's 
longitudinal axis, the holes are all bored 
slightly off-centre, biased somewhat 
towards the gunwale's outboard face. This 
arrangement permitted the tholepin to pene
trate completely through the gunwale and 
down alongside the sheer strake. 

Of the four holes identified on the starboard 
side, three are found in TT 1563. This frag
ment's 1.80 m length is defined by a broken 
tholepin hole at either extremity where the 
gunwale was naturally inclined to fracture. 
The third hole is situated equidistant 
between the first two, revealing a uniform 
centre-to-centre hole spacing of 90 cm (Fig. 
22.37). Relative to the chalupas interior fix
tures, the three holes are situated 42 cm 
abaft the 1st thwart, 44 cm abaft the 2nd 
thwart, and 43 cm abaft the 3rd thwart, with 
all measurements taken from the given 
thwart's trailing edge.750 The broken for-
wardmost hole can also be identified at the 
aft end of TT 1682, a 2.10-m long fragment 
that extends all the way to the stem. The 
fourth hole is found in TT 1699, an isolated 
gunwale timber measuring 1.35 m in length, 
spanning roughly the 3rd to 6th frames aft. 
This position placed the corresponding thol
epin a full 50 cm abaft the 5th thwart. 

On the port side, only two of the existing 
holes can be associated with the crew's pull
ing stations, both located on the longer of 
the two pieces comprising TT 559. This gun
wale fragment measures 3.48 m in length 
and spans from the 2nd frame aft to a point 
just shy of the stern. This has the timber's 
forwardmost hole situated 47 cm abaft the 
5th thwart while the other falls 43 cm abaft 
the 6th. Relative to one another, the two 
holes are separated 81.5 cm. Also located on 
the same timber is a hole related to the steer
ing oar, this positioned 42 cm from the gun

wale's attachment to the sternpost. The 
remaining hole is located only 15 cm from 
the finished forward end of TT 1679, a 
1.18 m-long timber abutting the stem. In 
having no apparent role in pulling or steer
ing the boat, this last hole begs some other 
credible explanation. It may in fact relate to 
the securing of a bowsprit, one that would 
have projected out past the port side of the 
stem head, reflecting an offset arrangement 
fairly common in earlier boats. Given the 
sharp angle at which the gunwale meets the 
post, a pin placed in this hole would have 
accommodated a spar 6 cm in diameter 
between itself, on the one hand, and the 
stem head and foremast on the other.751 

The distribution of the various tholepin 
holes illumines several key aspects of the 
pulling configuration. Most apparent is the 
use of a single thole system in securing the 
chalupas oars. The typical placement for 
each tholepin may have been 34 codo from 
the respective thwart, noting that the pre
ceding measurements tend towards 43 cm or 
44 cm. At least one such hole is associated 
with each of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 5th, and 6th 
thwarts, but we can reasonably infer the 
presence of another at the 4th where the 
gunwale is missing on both port and star
board sides. This provides for a total of six 
pulling stations in addition to the helm. 

The customary practice in 19th-century 
whaleboats was to have the crew pulling 
single-banked oars on alternate sides of the 
boat. This configuration would generally be 
reflected in the various oarlocks being stag
gered one side to the next, something clearly 
not observed with the Red Bay chalupa. As 
outlined above, the gunwale evidence indi
cates an uninterrupted sequence of three 
evenly spaced tholepin holes in TT 1563 as 
well as matched port and starboard holes in 
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TT 559 and TT 1699. This collectively reveals 
that the individual pulling stations were all 
fitted with opposing tholepins placed sym
metrically on either gunwale. This parallel 
arrangement might outwardly suggest that 
each oarsman worked two oars - "rowing" 
as it were - one to port and the other to star
board. Indeed, this can be inferred from a 
14th-century ordinance drafted by the cof
radía of whalers of Bermeo in 1353. In estab
lishing certain acceptable standards for the 
building and outfitting of whaleboats in the 
Bay of Biscay, this early document appar
ently specified paired oars having a uniform 
length of 4 m.752 

While this reference seemingly alludes to a 
set-up for rowing rather than pulling, such a 
configuration hardly seems practical in the 
case of the 24M chalupa. The balancing of 
paired oars would have required the rowers 
to all sit in the middle of their respective 
thwarts, directly inline, front to back. Unless 
the crew were all the same size, and their 
strokes flawlessly coordinated, the 86 cm 
average spacing between neighbouring 
thwarts was generally insufficient to prevent 
their impeding one another, particularly in 
rough seas. For pulling, on the other hand, 
this represents a perfectly adequate separa
tion, the norm in fact for seagoing boats.753 

The difference lies in having the oarsmen 
staggered from one side to the next. In fact, 
this arrangement would even have allowed 
for simultaneous pulling and sterning on 
opposite sides - an important means of 
manoeuvring when in close to the whale. 
This issue of crew seating has even clearer 
implications where the midship oar is con
cerned. Rowing from a centrally located 
position would have been obstructed by the 
mainmast partner assembly, a permanent 
fixture installed between the 4th and 5th 
thwarts. A crewman working this oar would 
have been obliged to sit off to one side of the 
paired centre line carlings.754 

These structural considerations argue that 
the chalupa was configured for six oarsmen 
all pulling opposite the pin, with the helms
man accommodated in the stern (Fig. 22.38). 
This attests only to the number of positions 
provided for, and not necessarily the num
ber actually manned. In terms of the sym
metrical oarlocks, these may have preserved 
some flexibility in allowing the oarsmen to 
have switched sides as required.755 What is 
clear, however, is that at some point in the 
evolution of Basque whaling, a tradition of 
rowing seems to have given way to pulling 
with single-banked oars. The ergonomie evi
dence from the Red Bay chalupa tends to 

Figure 22.38: Pulling 
reconstruction. While 
a crew of seven is sug
gested, reflecting the 
number of thwarts 
originally fitted as 
well as the distribution 
of tholepin holes in the 
gunwale, fewer oars
men may actually 
have been used in 
practice. A suspected 
second bulkhead, 
placed symmetrically 
in the stern, has not 
been shown. (Draw
ing: C. Piper, Parks 
Canada; 24M-2002-
103-9b). 
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Figure 22.39: Well-pre
served example of a 
tholepin, 24M18Q2-2, 
found 6 m north of 
chalupa no. 1. (Photo: 
R. Chan, Parks Can
ada; RA18706B). 

suggest that this transition had already 
taken place by the mid-16th century. 

Tholepins 

Three tholepins were recovered in associa
tion with chalupa no. 1, One example was 
actually found in situ in a portside gunwale 
fragment (TT 559) but amounted to little 
more than a truncated stub left plugging the 
timber's forwardmost hole. The other pair 
was displaced such that one was lying over
top the hull near midship (24M8M18-10) 
while the other ended up a few centimetres 
off the port stern (24M6L19-7).756 Coinciden-
tally perhaps, this latter provenience corre
sponds to the suggested locus for the 
attachment of the steering oar. In terms of 
the original dimensions of these two pins, 
accurate assessment is unfortunately miti
gated by poor overall preservation. Tapering 
end to end, both measure roughly 2.4 cm in 
maximum diameter and survive for incom
plete lengths of 21.5 cm and 16.5 cm respec
tively. 

The best surviving example of a tholepin 
unearthed during the 24M excavations was 
actually recovered about 6 m north of the 
chalupa in 18Q. While it would be presump
tive to infer any direct association, it seems 
reasonable to treat this example as fairly rep
resentative of its type. Intact though slightly 
weathered in spots, it measures 26.5 cm in 
overall length with a shaft diameter of 
3.2 cm tapering uniformly to 2.5 cm at its 
lower end. This shape is highly reminiscent 
of the treenails used to secure the ship's hull 
planks, and may indicate that surplus fas
tener stock typically furnished the raw 
material for these common whaleboat fit
tings. An attribute serving to distinguish the 
two, however, amounts to an incised neck 
and rounded head carved into the tholepin's 
upper extremity (Fig. 22.39). This feature is 
similarly observed on 24M6L19-7, though 
less pronounced given that artifact's badly 
eroded state. 

While it might initially be tempting to inter
pret this incised neck as a decorative finial 
adorning the top of the tholepin, a func
tional explanation is more in keeping with 
the whaleboat's otherwise austere appear
ance and purely utilitarian calling. Accord

ingly, it is more likely that this groove 
served the practical purpose of discouraging 
the oar and accompanying strop from riding 
up and over the tholepin, either in the event 
that the grip on the oar was let go, or more 
particularly when a quick sterning of the 
oars was called for. When heaving to, for 
example, sterning tends to see the oars sud
denly buck upwards, a situation that can 
lead to the withy strop slipping off. It was 
perhaps for this reason that Basque fishing 
boats continued to use tholepins with 
incised necks and rounded heads well into 
the 19th century, judging from their appear
ance in a number of detailed lines plans for 
bateles, chalupas, and lanchas that survive 
from this period.757 

Several indicative wear marks also appear 
on this same tholepin (24M18Q2-2). From 
top to bottom, these include: a small diago
nal chafe mark caused by regular abrasion 
from a withy strop; a distinct shoulder rep
resenting the limit of where the tholepin was 
compressed into the restricted opening of 
the associated hole; and finally, a prominent 
indenture caused by the pin's repeated 
workings within the body of the gunwale 
timber. These features collectively reveal 
that 13 cm of the pin's length once stood 
proud of the gunwale, while 6 cm remained 
in the hole. This would have left an addi
tional 7.5 cm of the thinner end protruding 
on the gunwale's underside. The intention 
was perhaps to have the bottom of the thol
epin wedge securely in place alongside the 
sheer strake. Bound by their strops, oars oth
erwise have a strong tendency to gradually 
lever out their associated tholepins with the 
gunwale acting as a fulcrum.758 

Interestingly enough, this arrangement of 
having the tholepin penetrating completely 
through the gunwale has persisted until 
recent times in Basque practice. In the 
Museo del Pescador in Bermeo, for example, 
a traditional model of a lancha shows this 
trait quite distinctly. As does a drawing of a 
late 19th- or early 20th-century trainera fish
ing vessel illustrated by Jean-Louis Boss, a 
Basque ethnologist from Bayonne.759 This 
should not be interpreted as a regional cus
tom unique to the Bay of Biscay, however, as 
it can be identified among Mediterranean 
craft as well.760 
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Withy Strops 

The chalupas oars were apparently secured 
in place by woven wicker rings looped over 
the loom and associated tholepin. Though 
representing a common find in Red Bay har
bour, three examples were actually identi
fied in a shared context with the chalupa, one 
of which was left in place beneath the boat's 
hull. Of the two specimens that were raised 
and conserved, one survives in sound condi
tion (24M6L27- 1) while the other is rela
tively fragmented and threadbare 
(24M8N13-1). Both were formed by three 
braided strands of wicker, laid to the right to 
form a loop. The one intact ring exhibits an 
internal diameter of 8 cm (Fig. 22.40), suffi
cient for an oar roughly 5.5 cm thick to be 
made fast to the associated tholepin. The tat
tered remnants of the second wicker ring 
were submitted for taxonomic analysis, this 
serving to identify it more precisely as wil
low (Salix sp.), otherwise known as osier.761 

Diego Garcia de Palacio's treatise of 1587, 
which takes the form of a dialogue between 
a Basque (from Viscaya) and a Montañés 
(from Santander), makes specific reference 
to this single-thole oarlock configuration, 
with the strop in this case being made from 
woven maguey fibres (mecate: agave).762 

More recently, Jean-Louis Boss recorded the 
use of similar wicker-ring oarlocks in the 
early 20th-century Basque chalupa fishery 
from Hondarribia to Vieux-Boucau. These 
were woven from vines of common ivy 
(Hederá helix), a readily procurable material 
that was preferable to rope on account of its 
greater durability.763 A tight fit was typically 
sought between the loom of the oar and the 
adjoining tholepin. Apart from the Basques, 
the use of a braided strop or grommet in 
securing the oar is also well established in 
certain Mediterranean contexts such as the 
1679 Album du Levant by Jean Jouve,764 and 
can likewise be identified more generally in 
the subsequent Encyclopédie méthodique: 
Marine.765 It was also favoured for use in 
whaleboats of the 19th-century Greenland 
fishery,766 perhaps due to the earlier influ
ence of itinerant Basque whalers plying their 

Figure 22.40: Intact 
example of a withy 
strop, 24M6L27-1, 
found in association 
with chalupa no. 1. 
(Photo: R. Chan, 
Parks Canada; 
RA14659B). 

trade in the Spitzbergen fishery of the 1600s. 
And until their modern conversion to 
engine power, Newfoundland trap skiffs 
used a similar withy set-up with the oar still 
pulled from the forward side of a single 
tholepin, bound by an annular strop of 
rope.767 

Thole Board 

A single example of a thole board was found 
in the stern of the chalupa, measuring 38 cm 
in length, by 6 cm in width, by 1.3 cm in 
thickness (Figs. 22.41, 22.42).768 The oak 
piece had clearly been adapted from a dis
carded cask component, a 2.5-cm diameter 
hole at one end identifying it as an old bung 
stave. Another trace of this earlier incarna
tion survives in the form of two vestigial 
sample pegs located off to one side of the 
bunghole. These measure roughly 6 mm in 
diameter and reflect a common characteris
tic of the Red Bay cask assemblage. The 
stave was cut to size to match the width and 
curvature of the underlying gunwale, and 
was cleverly positioned to reuse the existing 
bunghole for seating the tholepin. The board 
was tacked down by three iron nails, two 
placed at the stern end and one up front. 
These allow the thole board to be confi
dently tied to the starboard gunwale given 
the fastener match and tholepin alignment 
shared with TT 1699. This reconstruction has 
the thole board associated with the 5th pull
ing position counting aft (Fig. 22.43). 

Figure 22.41 (Below): 
Thole board, 
24M6M24-33 (TT 
1761), recycled from 
an oak bung stave. 
(Photo: R. Chan, Parks 
Canada; 24M-1382X). 

Figure 22.42 (Facing 
Page): Distribution 
plan showing the pull-
ing-related artifacts 
associated with cha
lupa no. 1. (Drawing: 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-85-102-2). 
Scale 1:40 
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The board's lengthwise orientation vis-à-vis 
the gunwale is diagnostic as it clearly has 
the thole position biased towards its aft 
end.769 The implication is that the given oar 
was secured on the forward side of the pin, 
such that when pulling, the force was taken 
directly by the strop. Historically, this 
appears to have been the most common 
arrangement adopted for single-thole and 
withy oarlocks, likely for the reason that it 
renders the tholepin less prone to breakage. 

Taking stock of the other gunwale frag
ments, the fastener evidence from TT 1699 
remains the only indication of a thole board 
having been used on chalupa no. 1. It thus 
appears that this isolated example repre
sents an ad hoc modification rather than an 
original fitting.770 In fact, the improvised 
board was apparently added to dress an 
area of extensive wear already affecting the 
gunwale. A 1-cm deep chafe mark can be 
seen immediately forward of the tholepin, 
caused by the repeated workings of an oar 
roughly 6 cm in diameter. The location of 
this scar reiterates the preceding observation 
that the oar pulled directly against the strop 
from the forward side of the pin. The fact 
that no chafing was subsequently produced 
on the makeshift thole board implies instal
lation at some point in the twilight of the 
boat's career. Unfortunately no other wear 
marks can be identified in the remaining 
gunwale timbers, likely on account of the 
acute degradation that they tended to suffer 
on site. In their absence, we can infer little 
else in the way of practical aspects of the 
chalupas pulling configuration. 

Oars 

No actual remains of the chalupas oars have 
survived. As for indirect evidence, we may 
cite the 5.5 cm to 6.0 cm diameter suggested 
by the surviving withy strop and gunwale 
chafe mark. Given that this reflects the 
loom's size at the fulcrum point rather than 
the inboard extremity, however, the maxi
mum girth was likely somewhat larger. In 
terms of length, the archaeological evidence 
provided by the chalupa gives little shrift to 
this or any other aspect of the oars' mor
phology.771 

Notarised 16th-century documents pertain
ing to the outfitting of Terranova-bound 
whaling expeditions are equally tight-
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lipped. While the unit cost and total number 
of oars are occasionally mentioned, little else 
is offered in the way of specifics.772 An early 
19th-century reference from Bayonne yields 
more precise detail but obviously from a 
much later period.773 This lists a total of five 
ash oars for a whaleboat roughly the same 
size as the Red Bay chalupa: three being 
4.65 m in length, one 5.30 m in length, and 
the other 4.30 m in length.774 The irregular 
sizes relate to the varying breadth of the hull 
at any given thwart position. This imposed a 
natural limit on the length of oar that could 
effectively be counterbalanced from inside 
the boat. The steering oar, for its part, was 
generally made much longer. At about 6 m 
in length, it would have provided far more 
leverage than a fixed rudder.775 

The use of a steering oar in the case of the 
chalupa, at least when under oar power, is 
clearly suggested by the isolated tholepin 
hole identified on the port quarter near the 
sternpost. An etched graffito preserved on 
one of the ship's softwood castle planks 
depicts a large ship at anchor (see Section 
15.2), possibly the Red Bay vessel itself, with 
a small boat tethered at the stern. Trailing 
behind it, the unmistakable form of a steer
ing oar has been rendered in clear and delib
erate lines (Fig. 22.44). While this diminutive 
craft may well represent a chalupa, it could 
otherwise reflect a batel (the ubiquitous 
ship's boat) or something else altogether. It 
is perhaps no coincidence, however, that a 
series of seven small vertical lines corre

spond in number and distribution to the 
thwarts in chalupa no. 1. 

It is unlikely that the Red Bay chalupa could 
have employed a steering oar quite as long 
as that specified in the Bayonne document 
or those used in the 19th-century American 
and Greenland boats. As with any oar, a 
practical limit was imposed on its length by 
the amount that could reasonably be coun
terbalanced inboard of the fulcrum point. 
Given the limited space available to the 
helmsman abaft the 7th thwart (versus that 

Figure 22.43: Recon
struction of the 5th 
pulling position from 
the bow, starboard 
side looking aft. Note 
the chafe mark in the 
gunwale beneath the 
improvised thole 
board. (Drawing: 
D. Kappler, Parks Can
ada; 24M-2003-103-6). 

Figure 22.44: Detail of 
the ship graffito found 
on one of the Red Bay 
vessel's castle planks 
(TT 2145), emphasizing 
the small craft trailing 
astern. (Drawing: C. 
Piper, Parks Canada; 
24M-94-100-2a). 
Scale 1:2 
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Figure 22.45: Articu
lated floorboard 
assembly recovered 
from Area J on nearby 
Saddle Island. (Illus
tration based on a trac
ing and photos 
supplied by C. Math-
ias, Memorial Univer
sity of Newfoundland, 
Department of 
Anthropology; Draw
ing: D. Kappler, Parks 
Canada; 24M-2002-
103-21). 
Scale 1:5 

afforded in a similarly sized, but roomier, 
whaleboat having only five thwarts), any 
steering oar in excess of 4.30 m would likely 
have proved prohibitively difficult to han
dle.776 It is interesting to observe, therefore, 
that short steering oars of this sort actually 
appear in 19th-century photographs of train-
era fishing boats working off the coast of 
Vizcaya, perhaps reflecting a regional pref
erence.777 

Floorboards 

For the helmsman to have braced his weight 
firmly against the steering oar would have 
required a balanced upright stance, this 
being equally true of the harpooner up for
ward where darting the irons was con
cerned. In either case, a stable platform 
would have been absolutely necessary to 
raise their respective footings above the 
cramped confines of the head and stern 
sheets. Be that as it may, the structural 
remains yield no discernible traces of string
ers, ceiling planks, or fastener holes that 
would indicate such a fixture having been 
placed at either end of the hull. This dearth 
of evidence is potentially reconciled, how
ever, by an isolated find recovered from the 
terrestrial excavations on nearby Saddle 
Island, apparently representing an articu
lated floorboard assembly that would have 
lodged securely in place without need of fas
tening.778 

This structure takes the form of three longi
tudinal planks nailed to two cross pieces, 
one longer than the other (Fig. 22.45). Their 
beam ends have been cut to a bevel in a 
manner reminiscent of the upper deck 
hatch-cover cleats recovered from the Red 
Bay ship (see Section 15.1). Between the two 
cross pieces, a line of obsolete fastener holes 
betray a missing third piece that had origi
nally supported the structure's midsection. 
The fit of the overlying planks has been tai
lored such that in aggregate, their shape 
tapers from a maximum breadth of 45 cm at 
the head to a minimum of 20 cm at the heel. 
In terms of size and shape, strong parallel is 
offered by a helmsman's platform seen at 
the Whaling Museum in New Bedford, Mas
sachusetts.779 

More compelling, however, is the fact that a 
scaled down tracing of the Saddle Island 
floorboard assembly nests perfectly in the 
1:5 scale chalupa research model, strongly 
suggesting that this boat had once made use 
of a similar structure(s).780 Its features gener
ally favour placement in the stern although 
its tapered shape likewise befits the bow. 
Positioned aft, the platform is borne neatly 
atop the floor wrungheads, locked in place 
by three square notches let into the outboard 
edge of the starboard plank at the 7th, 8th, 
and 9th futtocks. One notch is situated at 
either corner of the plank with a third placed 
roughly in the middle. As the platform is not 
notched out on the other side, it appears that 
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Figure 22.46: The for
ward end of the main
mast step (TT 1647), 
showing the mortise 
and associated drain 
holes. (Photo: R. Chan, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
1062X). 

this edge had simply wedged up against the 
inboard face of the portside frames. This 
fore-and-aft positioning is significant as it 
precisely spans the gap between the aft edge 
of the rearmost thwart and the forward edge 
of the cuddy boards, this being the standing 
room available to the helmsman (see Fig. 
22.38). Alternatively, if the same platform 
were placed symmetrically in the bow, simi
lar comment could be made with respect to 
the harpooner's working space, a space 
neatly enclosed on the aft end by the sus
pected forward bulkhead as discussed 
above.781 While symmetry might of course 
suggest a reciprocal bulkhead placed in the 
stern, the 7th thwart and any revealing fas
tener evidence that may have come with it, 
were unfortunately not recovered. 

RIGGING RECONSTRUCTION 

Mainmast Step 

This oak timber (TT 1647) was sculpted to a 
curved whaleback shape. Its maximum 
dimensions have it sided 11 cm and moul
ded 10 cm, with an overall length of 86 cm 
or VA codos. An octagonal cross-section 
comes from the deliberate chamfering of the 
timber's longitudinal edges, top and bot
tom. From its forward end, the timber swells 
slightly at the shoulder where a rectangular 
mortise for seating the mast tenon was cut 
halfway into the step's thickness. The bot
tom of the cavity measures 10.5 cm in length 
by 7 cm in width. This opening flares at the 
lip, however, to 12.5 cm in length by 7.5 cm 
in width. Water was permitted to drain out 

Figure 22.47: Recon
struction of the main
mast step as notched 
to fit over the central 
floors. Note the cham
fer along all four edges 
as well as the clear
ance left above the 
keel to avoid obstruct
ing the limber holes. 
(Drawing: C. Piper, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
98-103-2). 
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through five small holes, two drilled on the 
port side and three on the starboard (Fig. 
22.46). 

The mast step had originally been fastened 
atop the frames, its base notched out to 
accommodate three underlying floors. To 
ensure an unobstructed limber passage, 
roughly 2 cm of clearance was left between 
the bottom of the step and the top face of the 
keel. This had the three notches cut to a 
depth of 2.5 cm to 4.5 cm, their shapes pre
formed with a saw and the intervening 
wood subsequently removed with a chisel. 

Fastener evidence allows the three specific 
floors to be confidently identified and the 
mast step restored accordingly to its original 
position in the hull (Fig. 22.47). Two counter
sunk toenail holes at the timber's forward 
end find perfect matches in the upper face of 
the master floor (TT 1618) while a single nail 
hole at the aft end finds a counterpart in the 
2nd floor aft (TT 1616). Significantly, this 
placement would have seen the heel of the 
chalupas mainmast centred midway along 
the vessel's quilla, as described above, or 
17 cm abaft the master floor's midpoint (as 
noted above, the master floor falls precisely 
half way along the boat's overall length). 

The mainmast step was displaced only 
slightly during site formation. It lay directly 
overtop the keel, parallel to the aft side of 
the master frame. The extensive biological 
damage that now marks the timber's ventral 
surface reflects its having come to rest 
upside down. 

Mainmast Partner 

Surviving evidence for the mainmast part
ner assembly amounts to two rebates let into 
the upper aft edge of the 4th thwart 
(TT 1651). These indicate that two parallel 
carlings, each 7 cm in width, had once 
bridged the space between this thwart and 
the next thwart aft. While the 5th thwart 
does not survive to attest to this reconstruc
tion, it does in the case of chalupa no. 2 
where both thwarts were recovered with 
opposing rebates intact. Nailed securely 
within these rebates, the two carlings would 
have left a 10.5 cm gap between them for 
receiving the mainmast. This arrangement 
would have provided firm lateral support 

while also helping to guide the stick more 
tractably into its step.782 

The mast partner likely served another pur
pose in allowing the mainmast to be raked 
astern for improved windward perfor
mance.783 This ostensibly would have 
involved a removable crosspiece lodged 
between carlings to limit the mast's range of 
movement forward and aft (see Fig. 22.38). 
In turn, a pair of wedges set between the 4th 
thwart and the crosspiece would have con
trolled the mast's inclination. When running 
before the wind, for example, the mast 
would be positioned more or less vertical by 
having the two wedges chocked on its aft 
side. When sailing on a reach, the mast 
could be raked slightly aft by removing one 
of the wedges and moving it forward. And 
finally, with both wedges chocked ahead of 
the mast, the full amount of rake could be 
induced for beating efficiently to windward. 

This was essentially the same system used in 
Biscayan lancha and trainera fishing boats 
employed in the sardine and tuna fisheries 
of the 19th to early 20th centuries.784 A sub
tle distinction can be identified, however, in 
their provision for raking the mast from side 
to side as well as astern. With the parallel 
carlings set farther apart, wedges chocked 
abreast of the mainmast could be reposi
tioned to shift its centre of mass and effort to 
windward, to help offset the leeward heel of 
the boat. These modern descendants of the 
chalupa were rigged with two masts, both 
bearing dipping lugsails. 

The chalupas mainmast partner assembly 
may also have given rise to a structure 
adopted in 19th-century American whale-
boats. Known as a tabernacle, this made 
similar use of paired carlings in bracing the 
mainmast (spanning the 1st and 2nd thwarts 
in this case) but added an underlying trough 
and hinged bracket to help guide it 
smoothly into its step.785 

Foremast Step 

This timber's unique morphology leaves lit
tle doubt as to its specific function and 
placement in the hull. Shaped like an arrow
head, the foremast step (TT 1332) lodges 
perfectly in place abaft the stem with its tail 
pinched between the opposing forwardmost 
futtocks (Fig. 22.48).786 To better seat within 
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this tight niche, the mast step's various front 
and side facets have all been carefully bev
elled (Fig. 22.49). The timber measures 
26 cm in length, by 17 cm in width, by 
7.5 cm in thickness. In its centre, a shallow 
mortise for anchoring the tenon of the fore
mast was cut to a depth of 2.5 cm. Rectangu
lar in shape, this recess measures 4.5 cm in 
length by 5.5 cm in width. 

Found in a relatively wayward context, the 
identification of this particular timber came 
surprisingly late in the research process. Far 
from being deposited in the vicinity of the 
chalupas bow, where one might have 
expected it, the timber was actually recov
ered on the port side of the ship's skeg (8L). 
Apparently it had fallen out as the boat sank 
and was subsequently passed over by the 
whaler skidding eastward along the harbour 
bottom. Such was possible only because the 
timber relied on snug fit rather than perma
nent fastenings to hold it in place. 

Foremast Partner 

either side, it stands to reason that they 
played some role in keeping the foremast 
upright and secure within its partner. This 
may have involved a lanyard being passed 
round behind the mast and back down 
through the respective holes.788 As reposi
tioned in chalupa no. 2, the location of this 
partner plank vis-à-vis the underlying step 
suggests a foremast that was planted with a 
slight rake aft. 

Figure 22.48: Fore
mast step (TT 1332), 
top view. (Photo: 
G. Taudien, Parks 
Canada; 24M-4526W). 

A series of cuddy boards had partly 
enclosed the chalupas bow. Though none of 
these survive, each had originally been 
installed transversely atop the gunwales, 
port and starboard. This has left a scattering 
of small nail holes strewn along the gun
wales' upper face, all falling within 45 cm of 
the stem. The nailing pattern generally sug
gests a total of three boards in all, each about 
15 cm in width. This configuration is signifi
cant in terms of the boat's outfitting for sail, 
as it would have seen the cuddy boards situ
ated directly overhead of the foremast step, 
implying an associated role in supporting 
the mast. 

Evidence from chalupa no. 2 points towards 
a possible reconstruction. One of the cuddy 
boards was actually recovered, its length 
and shape identifying it as the third in a 
series of transverse boards placed immedi
ately abaft the stem. This 15-cm wide plank 
bears a distinguishing feature in the form of 
a rounded recess cut into its aft edge, clearly 
indicating where the leading edge of the 
mast was originally collared.787 Also, a pair 
of symmetrical holes measuring 25 mm in 
diameter pierce this plank immediately for
ward of the recess, evenly straddling the 
centre line 7.5 cm apart (see Fig. 22.38). As 
these holes align flush with the recess on 

Figure 22.49: Fore
mast step. Note the 
front and side bevel
ling to improve the 
timber's fit directly 
abaft the stem. (Draw
ing: S. Laurie-
Bourque, D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
2002-103-32). 
Scale 1:5 
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Figure 22.50: "Voilure 
de Trincadoure usitée 
en Espagne et à 
Bayonne," illustrated 
in Edmond Paris, Sou
venirs de marine: Collec
tion de plans ou dessins 
de navires et de bateaux 
anciens ou modernes 
existants ou disparus 
avec les éléments numé
riques nécessaires à leur 
construction. Première 
partie: Flanelles 1 à 60 
(Paris: Gauthier-Vil-
lars, 1882; reprint, Gre
noble: Éditions des 
Quatre Seigneurs, 
1975), PI. 38. 
Scale 1:75 

Chalupa no. 1 also exhibits fastener evidence 
for a cuddy board assembly placed in the 
stern.789 While only the portside gunwale 
actually survives to give account, it appears 
by and large that this structure was symmet
rical to its forward counterpart. Together, 
they correspond to the "two small decks at 
bow and stern" ("dos tillas, una en proa y 
otra en popa") commonly listed in period 
construction contracts for chalupas, bateles, 
and pinazas.790 

Masts 

While neither mast survives, a relative indi
cation of their potential heights may be 
gleaned from a 1574 notarial document con
cerning the construction of 20 chalupas by 
eight master carpenters of Zumaia. Destined 
for use by the local armada, each of these 
boats was to have a hull length of 15 codos, a 
mainmast length of 15 codos and foremast 
length of 12 codos.79] As this implies, the 
mainmast was to share the same overall 

length as the boat itself, while the foremast 
was to be made one-fifth shorter.792 The 
small craft graffito shown in Figure 22.44 
tends to reflect such large dimensions with 
its foremast indeed measuring about one-
fifth less than the boat itself. It may also be 
remarked that the foremast exhibits a delib
erate rake towards the stern that is consis
tent with the step/partner configuration 
suggested by chalupa no. 2. 

That said, a whaleboat working off the coast 
of Labrador with its persistently strong 
winds even in summer, would clearly be ill 
served by masts this size. Instead, what is 
probably more relevant in the 1574 docu
ment is the suggested 4/5 proportion in the 
respective heights of the two masts. These 
same proportions can be discerned in the 
illustration of a mid 18th-century Biscayan 
trincadura found in the Souvenirs de Marine of 
Vice-Admiral Edmond Paris (Fig. 22.50). 
Rather than have its mainmast scaled to 
match the overall length of the hull, how
ever, the mast instead appears to match the 
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length of the keel. Representing a far more 
workable configuration for a whaleboat, 
these proportions applied to chalupa no. 1 
yield a mainmast length of 12 codos793 and 
foremast length just under 9 2/3 codos. 

During storm conditions and in winter 
months these masts would necessarily have 
been made even shorter. Traditionally, the 
practice with the trincadura rig was to move 
the foremast (trinquete) back to take the 
place of the mainmast while substituting a 
much shorter mast and sail up forward (bor
riquete).794 This is likely what is depicted in a 
grafitto from the port of Redon in Brittany 
showing a small craft of strikingly similar 
appearance to the chalupa (Fig. 22.51). 

A reliable spar dimension that can be 
gauged from the chalupas structural remains 
is the diameter of the mainmast. A precise 
measurement is suggested by the 10.5 cm 
gap separating the paired carling timbers, a 
partner spacing clearly indicated by the two 
rebates cut into the aft edge of the middle 
thwart. 

As for the foremast, it can only be stated that 
the mortise in the corresponding step mea
sures 5.5 cm in width while that for the 
mainmast measures 7 cm, producing a ratio 
of 4:5. These dimensions reflect the size of 
the tenon, of course, not the girth of the mast 
itself, although the former may have been 
directly derived from the latter. If so, this 
could potentially indicate that the theoreti
cal proportions governing mast lengths sim
ilarly influenced diameter. 

Of course, whatever can be directly or indi
rectly inferred with respect to the chalupas 
two masts, still gives little indication as to 
how they were actually rigged. 

Square vs. Lugsail Rig 

The rigging of two-masted fishing vessels in 
the Bay of Biscay has historically been 
defined by the transition from square sails to 
lugsails (Fig. 22.52). Accordingly, these are 
considered the two most likely rigs to have 
been used in the chalupa795 It remains to be 
determined, however, how long ago this 
transition actually took place and on what 
side of the divide the chalupa ultimately 
finds itself. 

A dipping lug represents a fairly simple 
modification to a square sail whereby the 
yard is slung off-centre at a point roughly 
one quarter to one third along its length and 
oriented fore-and-aft. This allows the tack to 
be moved much closer to the mast where it 
is hauled down to tauten the luff. For beat
ing to windward, or on a reach, the draw of 
the sail is thus considerably improved and 
the need for a bowline typically elimi
nated.796 

When coming about, a lugsail yard is typi
cally dipped from one side of the mast to the 
other and the halyard secured to the oppo
site side of the hull. In taking the strain of 
the sail's effort on the weather side, the hal
yard essentially serves the same purpose as 
shrouds allowing these lines to be omitted 

Figure 22.51: 
Engraving of a 
small craft rigged 
with lugsails iden
tified at Redon in 
France, possibly 
dating to the early 
17th century. 
(After Jean-Pierre 
Cebron and Josick 
Peuziat, "Les graf
fiti de Redon," Le 
Chasse-Marée : 
Revue d'Histoire el 
d'Ethnologie Mari
time, No. 18 (July 
1985), p. 63; Draw
ing: D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 
24M-2002-100-1). 
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Figure 22.52: 
Square-rigged 
fishing boats 
tending their 
nets. (Henri 
Louis Duhamel 
du Monceau, 
Traité Général des 
Pêches et His
toire des Poissons 
qu'elles fournis
sent tant pour la 
subsistence des 
hommes que pour 
plusieurs autres 
usages qui ont 
rapport aux arts 
et au commerce 
[Paris: Saillant 
& Nyon, 1769-
1772], Part II, 
Section III, Plate 
XVIII, Fig. 1). 

altogether (Fig. 22.53). This makes for a rela
tively light and straightforward rig. 

As such, the lugsail is particularly well 
adapted for use on whaleboats where spars 
have to be set and struck quickly and where 
all matter of unessential encumbrance is 
typically avoided. This perhaps explains 
why the lugsail was such a popular choice in 
19th-century Arctic whaling where it gener
ally held equal footing with the spritsail and 
was even preferred for hunting bow-
heads.797 This likely related to the fact that the 
bowhead possessed exceptional hearing and 
was thus very quick to "gaily," even with the 
oars muffled to reduce noise. In consequence, 
they were most often approached under sail 
to discourage them from sounding before 
they could be harpooned.7'* The advantage of 
a lugsail in this particular regard would 
seemingly relate to its greater manoeuverabil-
ity and the ease with which it could be 
quickly struck after a whale was made fast. 

Looking closely at the chalupas gunwale and 
sheer strake, several distinct features can be 
identified that give evidence of the vessel's 
configuration for sail. By and large, these 
indicators are more illustrative of a lugsail 
rig than a square rig. 

A symmetrical pair of drilled holes 18 mm in 
diameter, for example, are located on either 
flank, port and starboard, a position that 
echoes the location of the mainmast halyard 
in lug rigged boats. Falling just shy of the 
7th frame aft, both holes are situated near 

the top edge of their respective sheer strakes 
immediately below the gunwale (see Fig. 
22.32). The halyard tackle would have been 
anchored at a strategic point in the hull, nes
tled between a frame and neighbouring 
thwart knee to better resist the upward 
strain on the gunwale (Fig. 22.54). 

Another drilled hole observed in chalupa no. 
1 is more particularly suggestive of a lugsail 
rig, this appearing in the portside gunwale 
near its point of attachment to the sternpost. 
This position reflects the preferred location 
for belaying the mainsail sheet among 
Basque lug-rigged boats equipped with two 
masts. Generally, a turn would be taken 
around the aft face of the sternpost and the 
sheet returned on the starboard side, per
haps accounting for the prominent notch 
observed in TT 520. The location of a fair-
lead this far astern, and the fact that only 
one appears instead of two, is more in keep
ing with a fore-and-aft rig than one based on 
square sails. Significantly, a similar hole is 
found in chalupa no. 2 in the exact same loca
tion. 

In terms of the mainsail tack, the traditional 
Basque practice was to secure this to a 
thwart when close-hauled, or when on a 
reach, to a hook set into the weather-side 
sheer strake. Accordingly, the lugsail recon
struction for chalupa no. 1 has the mainsail 
tack made fast to the 2nd thwart, given that 
the 3rd thwart is believed to have been left 
removable (see "Knees"). Interestingly 
enough, if the tack is swung out from this 
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Figure 22.53: Lug-
rigged clinloiipc de 
Plougastel by 
Pierre Ozanne 
(1737-1813). This 
shows the typical 
weather-side 
attachment of the 
mainsail halyard 
at the stern quar
ter of the hull. 
(Courtesy: Musée 
de la Marine, 
Paris, PH 91168). 

point to the starboard side (accounting for 
the sweep of a suitably sized yard) then it is 
found to fall at the location of an anomalous 
fastener hole appearing in gunwale TT 1563. 
This nail hole is unique in that it was driven 
into the outboard face of the timber (without 
passing entirely through) and is larger than 
the surrounding nail holes (at about 6 mm to 
7 mm square). This nail may have secured 
the eye of a small iron hook used to secure 
the mainsail tack. Its location 5 cm abaft the 
tholepin for this thwart would have pre
vented the hook from interfering with the 
pulling stroke of the associated oar. Unfortu
nately, the opposing gunwale does not sur
vive at this point in the hull, so it cannot be 
verified if this feature was actually symmet
rical port and starboard as would have been 
necessary. 

As regards the foresail, the lugsail recon
struction has the sheet belayed at the 5th 
thwart. This plank happens to survive in the 
case of chalupa no. 2, where we find a pair of 
symmetrical 25 mm diameter holes drilled 
at either end. Each was located just off the 
toe of the respective thwart knee. A sheet 
could have been rove directly through the 
lee side hole, or alternatively, hitched to a 
removable belay pin. 

To better support the mainmast, lug-rigged 
boats commonly used a forestay fitted 
between the masthead and the bow. It 
would have been secured either directly to 
the stem head or otherwise by taking a turn 
around the foremast. 

Several considerations argue against a 
square sail reconstruction, one of which is 
the lack of any tangible means of securing 
the mainsail tack. We would anticipate a 
fairlead hole placed forward of the main
mast in complement to a sheet fairlead 
placed aft with the same offset from the step, 
yet no such features can be identified.799 

It is also difficult to say whether a square 
rigged chalupa would have mounted 
shrouds. Nineteenth-century American 
whaleboats, for their part, were typically 
equipped with shrouds whenever large sprit 
rigs were employed on single masts.800 

While no evidence of shroud attachment 
was identified in either of the chalupas sheer 
strakes or gunwales, it is conceivable that 
these lines could have been hitched incon
spicuously around the risers. 

Even without the added burden of shrouds, 
however, hunting whales in an open boat 
rigged with two square sails would likely 
have come up against its own impracticality 
as striking such a rig with its many braces, 
sheets, tacks, and bowlines would have 
proven prohibitively slow and unwieldy in 
an unforgiving functional context. 

Overall it is felt that a rigging scheme based 
on a pair of dipping lugsails gives a more 
satisfactory account of the available archaeo
logical evidence, limited as it may be. It 
could be argued, and indeed with some jus
tification, that the suspected fairlead holes 
provide only indirect and thus circumstan
tial testimony. Consequently, a lug rig is pro-
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Figure 22.54: One of 
two small beech 
heart blocks, 
24M12G3-1, found 
in the course of the 
Red Bay harbour 
excavations. Virtu
ally identical blocks 
were used for 
securing backstays 
in 19th-century 
New Bedford 
whaleboats. 
Although not 
recovered in direct 
association with 
any of the 24M 
small craft, this 
example poten
tially represents the 
uppermost of the 
two blocks forming 
part of a chalupa's 
halyard tackle. 
(Photo: R. Chan, 
Parks Canada; 
RA11190B). 

posed, not as a definitive reconstruction for 
the chaluda, but rather as an attractive and 
workable hypothesis that will hopefully 
invite future interest and objective scrutiny 
(Fig. 22.55) 

Origins of the Lugsail 

For at least 200 years leading up to the adop
tion of gasoline-powered engines in the 
early 20th century, the dipping lugsail 
remained an enduring fixture of Basque 
maritime culture. It was the principal rig 
used by fishing fleets throughout the Bay of 
Biscay, as represented by craft such as the 
lancha, trainera, and batel, and prior to these, 
the trincadura^ 

For the time being, the suggestion of a lug
sail rig dating to the mid-16th century 
stands without clear historical or archaeo
logical precedent.802 This may not be as 
implausible as it would seem given that the 
origins of this rig have yet to be even sketch-
ily established. While the lugsail's advent is 
typically sought in the 18th century, where it 
first begins to make regular appearances in 
iconography, it seems unlikely that it could 
have arisen so suddenly. Notably, these 
sources do not depict a rig that is in any way 
formative or transitional, rather one that is 
already well developed.803 If the conserva
tism that has historically characterised the 
technological development of small craft is 
any indication, then a far more gradual evo
lution with much earlier antecedents must 
be expected. 

Addressing this possibility, Howard 
Chapelle reasoned that, 

The history of the lugsail is not yet 
known... yet it is apparent that two-
masted boats rigged with square 
sails were in use in both England 
and America in the seventeenth 
century, and it is very difficult to 
believe that the weather tack was 
not brought inboard to a point close 
to the mast, to cant the yard and 
thus tauten the luff on the wind. 
This simple step would do away 
with the bowlines ... usually 
required to steady the luff of square 
sails when close-hauled. It is possi
ble that this was done and that the 
modified square sail thus formed 

had, as yet, no rig name in 
English.804 

French sources, for their part, clearly speak 
to the possibility of such a nomenclatural 
lag. In a manuscript thought to represent the 
work of a late 17th- or early 18th-century 
shipwright from Dunkirk, for example, the 
mention of a square-sail yard slung off-cen
tre is almost certainly making reference to a 
lugsail: "Il y a encore des voiles carrées dont 
la vergue n'est point attachée au mât par le 
milieu mais plus avancée d'un côté que 
d'autre."805 Likewise, both the Traité Général 
des Pêches (1769-1772) and L'art de la voilure 
(1781) contain detailed illustrations of fish
ing vessels that while clearly depicting lug-
rigged craft, are nevertheless described in 
the accompanying text as setting square sail 
(en voiles carrées).806 Even as late as 1787, only 
oblique reference to the lugsail is to be 
found in the Encyclopédie méthodique: Marine, 
this in a detailed description of the rigging 
particular to the chasse-marée.807 

In English, one finally comes across a direct 
reference in William Falconer's Marine Dic
tionary of 1780: 

LUG-SAIL... a square sail, hoisted 
occasionally on the mast of a boat, 
or small vessel, upon a yard that 
hangs nearly at right angles with 
the mast. These are more particu
larly used in the barca longas, navi-
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gated by the Spaniards in the 
Mediterranean.808 

This reference is quite explicit in its implica
tion that it was the Spanish who were more 
intimately acquainted with the lugsail than 
either the English or the French, comment 
seemingly borne out by an elaborate illustra
tion of a lug-rigged barco longo found in the 
Album del Marqués de la Victoria (reprint, 
1756). This shows a dipping lugsail com
plete with sheet, tack, stays, halyard, cring
les, lacings, reef points, bowline, bowsprit, 
bonnet, and bolt ropes all faithfully repre
sented.809 As might be expected from Fal
coner's comments, there is little ambiguity 
in the Spanish terminology used in describ
ing the barco's rig: the annotation verga al ter

cio corresponds closely to the modern vela al 
tercio.. 

If the Spanish indeed had an early and more 
lasting familiarity with this particular rig, 
then it may further stand to reason that it 
was they who were directly responsible for 
its initial introduction to and subsequent 
dissemination throughout North Atlantic 
waters. To this end, the marine ethnogra
pher Francois Beaudouin contends that the 
lugsail, borne by a strong Basque and Gali-
cian influence, came to be dispersed all 
along the Atlantic coast of France beginning 
in the 18th century, or perhaps earlier.810 It 
may have been propagated in the form of 
the trincadura, an early two-masted sailing 
craft akin to the lancha, its two lugsails 

Figure 22.55: Hypo
thetical rigging 
reconstruction for 
the Red Bay chalupa 
based on lugsails. 
(Drawing: R. Har
ris, D. Kappler, 
Parks Canada; 24M-
2006-103-6). 
Scale 1:50 
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resembling one another in shape but with 
the foresail cut smaller than the main (see 
Fig. 22.50).811 This aptly describes the graf
fito from Redon illustrated above, possibly 
representing a trincadura with its winter or 
storm rig set (see Fig. 22.51). It has been sug
gested that this carefully rendered image 
may date to the beginning of the 17th cen
tury, which would provide the earliest 
graphic evidence for a vessel indisputably 
rigged with lugsails. If so, the proposed time 
frame for the lugsail's northward diffusion 
would have to be adjusted accordingly812 

Finally, in many cases a lateen yard was 
dipped behind the mast when coming 
about, in precisely the same manner as a 
lugsail. This was particularly true of the 
lateen mizzens fitted in square-rigged ships, 
where obstructing stays and topsail yards 
prevented their being brought around the 
forward side of the mast.815 Interestingly, the 
dipping of a lateen mizzen was made that 
much easier if its forward corner was trun
cated, a modification that gave the sail a 
quadrilateral (i.e., settee lateen) shape much 
akin to that of the lugsail.816 

Whether the appearance of the lugsail in the 
North Atlantic ought to be attributed to a 
process of precipitate local invention or 
technological osmosis from the east remains 
to be determined. The Spanish would likely 
have been implicated one way or the other, 
if geography had any bearing. With the Ibe
rian Peninsula effectively straddling the 
Atlantic and Mediterranean worlds, Spain 
was historically positioned at the threshold 
between two opposing technological cul
tures that are defined, at least in part, by the 
predominance of the square sail on the one 
hand and the lateen sail on the other. 
Nowhere is this technological schism more 
evident than in the two contemporaneous 
Albums attributed to Jean Jouve (1679), each 
taking the form of a pictorial abstract of the 
shipping observable in Atlantic and Medi
terranean waters, respectively.813 The Album 
dedicated to the inventory of vessels from 
Nantes to Bayonne, for example, depicts a 
variety of vessels large and small, all setting 
square sail wherever the associated rig hap
pens to be depicted. As for its Mediterra
nean counterpart, the second Album shows 
the overwhelming majority of its vessels 
bearing lateen sail. Notwithstanding the ear
lier characterisation of a lugsail as represent
ing a rather simple modification made to a 
square rig, the argument can also be made 
that certain technical aspects owe more 
directly to the influence of the lateen sail. 
Most obvious is the fore-and-aft orientation 
of the yard, but also the fact that this was 
typically slung off-centre with a bias 
towards the forward end. Likewise, the 
practice of having a line of running rigging 
double as a moveable shroud finds exact 
parallel. In the case of the dipping lugsail 
this involved the halyard being shifted over 
to the weather side upon each successive 
tack, while in a lateen rig this function was 
assumed by the yard's truss tackle.814 

If the lugsail can in fact be seen to represent 
something of a synthesis between the square 
and lateen sail, then it would seem only nat
ural that it should have sprung up at this 
Atlantic-Mediterranean interface.817 This 
may of course explain the lugsail's absence 
in the respective Albums, which have as their 
focus the waters bordering the Iberian lit
toral on either side, north and east. While it 
might be difficult to conceive of the lugsail's 
range being so narrowly and rigidly 
defined, we may in fact find a sympathetic 
example in the spritsail: a rig that was 
apparently foreign to the west coast of 
France, judging from its complete omission 
in the Atlantic Album, yet one which was rel
atively common in the English Channel and 
North Sea at the time.818 More to the point, 
this actually raises the question of just how 
perfectly representative the two Albums can 
in fact be considered. 

In ternas of their representation of Basque 
small craft, for example, those depicted for 
the port of Bayonne819 bear scant little 
resemblance to anything identified archaeo-
logically at Red Bay. This discrepancy owes 
to the fact that the former all represent flu
vial craft specifically adapted to inland navi
gation on the TAdour, including 
flat-bottomed barges and lighters, some of 
which were even built as dugouts. As such, 
the rigging that they exhibit820 can hardly be 
considered a reliable indication of that used 
by seagoing boats such as the 24M chalupas, 
the same breed of craft as were used in the 
domestic whale and sardine fisheries of the 
Bay of Biscay. 

The lugsail has long held a particular cul
tural association with these waters, most 
notably in the context of the coastal fisheries. 
As the setting and retrieving of nets was 
physically arduous, fishermen understand-
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ably sought to avoid the additional tedium 
of pulling the oars whenever possible. A 
vessel that could better haul its wind was 
that much less reliant on rowing and that 
much more favourably disposed to working 
the tides: with the flow and ebb of which so 
too came and went the schools of sardine. A 
fishing vessel's livelihood materially 
depended on its ability to make headway to 
and from these grounds, whatever the 
weather, even when winds were contrary (a 
circumstance likely to be encountered regu
larly in one of either case of leaving or 
returning to port). The lugsail presented a 
considerable advantage over the square sail 
in its ability to bear up closer to the wind. It 
also presented a functional economy in 
terms of the amount of tackle and standing 
rigging required, all of which could be 
readily unshipped and stowed to make 
room for the handling of the nets. 

Similar comment could of course be made 
regarding the functional requirements of 
whaling craft. The antiquity of these two 
Basque fisheries and the technological conti
nuity that each seems to indicate, raises the 
question as to whether the suspected Iberian 
origin for the lugsail can in fact be traced 
more specifically to the Bay of Biscay.821 

While irrefutable evidence of the existence 
of the lugsail in the Atlantic prior to the 18th 
century has yet be identified, the portents 
are nevertheless there. As suggested, the 
limitations of written sources to properly 
distinguish between a lugsail and a square 
sail have likely acted to obscured its earliest 
appearance, an ambiguity likely reflected in 
iconographie sources as well.822 This back
ground is further clouded by the lugsaiks 
predominant association with small craft. As 
compared to graphic representations of 
large ships, marine artists have typically 
treated boats far more perfunctorily, thus 
preserving fewer reliable details in the way 
of their rigging. Given these considerations, 
archaeological evidence may ultimately find 
itself uniquely positioned to shed light on 
the lugsaiks early development. 

Rudder 

Even though no remains of a rudder or its 
associated fittings were actually recovered, 
there is still reasonable basis to infer that one 
was in fact used. 

From an ergonomie standpoint, the greater 
leverage offered by a steering oar actually 
presents something of a disadvantage when 
a boat is under sail, as the considerable 
effort of resisting the leeway of the hull 
places undue strain on the helmsman.823 

This is likely why the crews of 19th-century 
American whaleboats and 19th- to early 
20th-century Basque traîneras both typically 
removed their steering oar in favour of a 
rudder whenever the other oars were 
shipped. 

For its part, the archival record yields a 
unique document that clearly speaks to the 
use of a rudder by a chalupa. This takes the 
form of a 1623 contract for the supply of a 
whaleboat intended for the domestic fishery 
at Comillas, this to be provided complete 
with its requisite "oars, harpoon line, rud
der, lances, harpoons."824 

Indirect archaeological evidence for a rud
der can also be discerned in the remains of 
chalupa no. 1. The sternpost timber (TT 520) 
exhibits anomalous nail holes at two sepa
rate locations that potentially reflect the 
attachment of a gudgeon and pintle. These 
nail holes are conspicuous in that they all 
happen to fall outside the given plank rab
bet. If these nail holes indeed represent the 
original placement of the rudder irons,825 

then the uppermost group, occurring 
between 10 cm and 20 cm below the bottom 
edge of the gunwale, would have served to 
attach the gudgeon. This group is repre
sented by two shallow nail holes preserved 
on the starboard face of the sternpost as well 
as a third nail hole penetrating completely 
through the timber from one side to the 
other. The pintle, in turn, would have been 
secured just above the keel scarf where a 
lone nail hole appears in the post's aft face 
(see Fig. 22.13). A fracture just above this 
point may reflect a weakness introduced in 
the timber by the remaining pintle nails 
apparently having been driven sidelong into 
the moulded face. 

The rudder irons depicted for the various 
small craft presented in the Álbum del Mar
qués de la Victoria generally appear consistent 
with the fastener evidence detailed above. 
This includes the particular morphology 
observed of the pintle, which is character
ised by an elongated strap or flange seen 
projecting from its bottom. This conceivably 
would have served in attaching the iron 
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more securely to the aft face of the stern-
post.826 

C O N C L U S I O N 

By the 1540s the practice of whaling had 
assumed an industrial character and scope 
far outstripping anything that had preceded 
it in the Middle Ages. That the Basques were 
the principal agents of this transformation 
seems all but certain, having first brought it 
to the shores of Terranova and from there to 
Spitzbergen in the early 1600s. Here they 
schooled both the English and Dutch in the 
practiced methods of the whale hunt, they in 
turn taking it up with a vigour all their own. 
Soon a polyglot fleet of foreign vessels was 
frequenting these distant Arctic grounds. 
Over the next 400 years, the whale fishery 
would penetrate the farthest reaches of the 
world's oceans, venturing wherever the 
prized quarry sought refuge. 

Given these broad parameters of time, cul
ture, and geography, it might reasonably be 
expected that the whaleboat had evolved 
considerably from its earliest antecedents. 
Thus it is quite surprising that the archaeo
logical evidence presented by the Red Bay 
chalupa suggests just the opposite, that much 
of its modern form and construction were 
already well established by the mid-16th 
century with only modest modification to 
follow. 

This continuity is testament to the lasting 
success of the chalupas purely utilitarian 
design. Chasing whales in open water 
required a craft that was light, nimble, and 
easily driven over long stretches. At the 
same time, such a boat also had to be suffi
ciently sturdy and stable to endure the heav
ing North Atlantic surf and swells. Begging 
a fundamental change in the primary mech
anism of capturing whales with handheld 
harpoons, there was historically little incen
tive to alter such a serviceable and proven 
design. Any modifications that occurred 

focused principally on lighter materials and 
improved techniques of mass production, 
such as the adoption of steam-bent frames. 

Another evolutionary branch of the chalupa's 
development was preserved in the Biscayan 
tuna and sardine fisheries of the 19th and 
early 20th centuries. From what we can dis
cern of the lancha and trainera, both trace a 
clear lineage to the early whaleboat. This is 
reflected not only in their general morphol
ogy but also in subtler aspects of their 
equipment such as the single thole and 
withy system for securing the oars and the 
partner arrangements adopted for either 
mast. The possibility that the lugsail may 
have shared a similar ancestry would only 
reinforce these ties. These strong parallels 
hint at the longevity of Basque small craft 
technology over time and the chalupa's 
enduring legacy for European maritime cul
ture in the round. 

The test for many of the interpretations aris
ing from the chalupa research will ultimately 
come with trials of full-scale replicas. The 
extent of the archaeological evidence is such 
that it has allowed the original construction 
process to be entirely recreated: from the ini
tial selection and dressing of the timber to 
the final caulking and waterproofing of the 
hull. The first in a planned series of replicas 
has recently been built in Pasaia under the 
direction of boatbuilder Xavier Agote, 
promising to give us an opportunity to 
assess the hull's hydrodynamic and hydro
static properties, the ergonomics of the pull
ing configuration, the suggested require
ment for a rudder, as well as the suitability 
and balance of the proposed sailing rig. 
Future trials will undoubtedly elicit a better 
understanding of how the Basques them
selves actually employed the chalupa: would 
the sailing rig ever be used when "going on" 
to a whale, for example, or was this per
formed exclusively under oars? In the end, 
continued study may reveal unexpected 
incongruities that challenge or refute exist
ing interpretations. 
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NOTES 

658 The authors are indebted to Charles Bradley for the 
contributions of his manuscript, "A Tool-Mark 
Study on the Timbers from the Small Boats 
Recovered in Red Bay Harbour, Labrador" 
(Manuscript on file, Underwater Archaeology 
Service, Parks Canada, Ottawa, 1996). His 
observations are reflected in innumerable details of 
this chapter. Charles Moore's dedication saw the 
chalupa reassembly project through to its most 
satisfactory completion. Jean-Pierre Proulx 
generously permitted the use of his manuscript, 
"Les Basques et la pêche à la baleine au Labrador au 
XVIe siècle: Baleak! Baleak!" (Manuscript on file, 
Underwater Archaeological Services, Parks Canada, 
Ottawa, 1995), which was instrumental in the 
writing of the historical sections. Éric Rieth, Ame 
Emil Christensen, and Xavier Agote offered many 
insightful comments and suggestions that were 
gratefully incorporated into the final draft of this 
section. 

659 Chalupas no. 2 and no. 3, the barco and the batel from 
site 28M will be treated in detail in a forthcoming 
publication. 

660 Up to this point, the recovery of ship's timbers was 
limited to those with obvious diagnostic value, such 
as the capstan with its partner, the pump and 
pump-well assembly, the transom stern, and those 
disarticulated timbers that had collapsed inside the 
hull thus impeding excavation. With the exception 
of the transom stern, all represented loose timbers 
that could be removed without resorting to 
painstaking disassembly. 

661 The elevations were taken at frames 7F, 4F, M, 4A, 
and 7A. 

662 This section draws substantially from Marc-André 
Bernier's study in Chapter 20, which presents a 
detailed analysis of the loose timber distribution 
and its implications for site formation. Specific 
reference is made to chalupa no. 1. 

663 This structure included two planks detached from 
the ship's transom stern (TT 1701 and TT 1714) as 
well as a large wale from the height of the mainmast 
channel assembly (TT 966). 

664 Archivo general de la Diputación de Guipúzcoa. 
Tolosa, Civiles Elorza, leg. 445, unfoliated (1579). 
"The said Nicolas de Echaniz testifying ... to the 
second and third questions, declared that... he 
knew that and had seen the said Bastida take 
possession and use ... the old chalupa with his crew 
to kill whales upon their arrival, and later, after 
having used the old chalupa and in the presence of 
witnesses, he gave it to some French for the cod 
fishery in exchange for a barrica of wine, which said 
French after about two months gave the chalupa 
back to Bastida." [Testigo el dicho Nicolas de 
Echaniz ... a la segunda pregunta y tercera, dixo que 

... save e bio que el dicho Bastida se servicio y se 
aprobecho ... de la chalupa bieja con su gente 
matando ballenas en la benida de la ballenas y 
despues de averse servido de la chalupa bieja, la dio 
a unos francés para pescar bacallao a trueque de 
una barrica de bino antes ombres que les abia dado 
e despues acabo de dos meses poco mas o menos le 
bolbieron la dicha chalupa por los franceses al dicho 
Bastida.] 

665 See Christopher T. C. Dobbs and Martin Bridge, 
"Preliminary Results from Dendrochronological 
Studies on the Mary Rose," in Dowu the River to the 
Sea: Proceedings of the Eighth International Symposium 
on Boat and Ship Archaeology, Gdansk, 1997, ed. Jerzy 
Litwin (Gdansk: Polish Maritime Museum, 2000), 
pp. 257-262. 

666 This became clear when the fastener holes of the 
third strake initially failed to line up. To rectify the 
problem, a modest amount of rocker had to be 
introduced into the forward end of the keel. 

667 Another consideration is the deformation inherent 
to waterlogged wood. Waterlogging swells the 
dimensions of timbers recovered from a marine 
environment (approx. +3 per cent 
tangential swelling) and this condition is 
consequently reflected in the timber drawings made 
on site. As the model components were based on 
these drawings, they inevitably differ slightly from 
the conserved timbers, which have reverted to a 
state that more closely reflects the original 
dimensions of the timbers (approx. -1 per cent 
tangential shrinkage). This tangential deformation 
would have affected the widths of the planks more 
than anything else. As such, the implications for the 
overall shape of the hull - as principally determined 
by the frames, keel, and posts - are minimal. The 
longitudinal deformation in both waterlogged and 
conserved wood is much less pronounced. 

668 What little we know of the history of the codo de 
ribera indicates that its adoption was circumscribed 
geographically, professionally, and chronologically 
(see Section 13.2). Its name relates to the carpinteros 
de ribera, the foreshore ship and boat builders who 
worked along the short stretches of river that 
remained navigable at high tide. The length of the 
tidal estuaries, usually less than 5 km except in the 
cases of a larger river such as the Oria, determined 
the distance inland where the codo de ribera was 
recognised. It also predominated in the timber trade 
up to 2 leagues (about 8 km) inland from the 
tidehead, a zone in which the production of naval 
timber was eligible for state subsidies in the 16th 
century. 

669 Archivo histórico de los protocolos de Guipúzcoa, 
Oñati (hereafter AHPG), I, 2563 (1), fol. 124 
(Motrico, 1539); AHPG, II, 3297, fol. 7v (Zumaia, 18 
March 1550); AHPG, III, 366, fol. 115 (Fuenterrabía, 
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13 April 1557); AHPG, II, 3305, fol. 10 (Zumaia, 17 
March 1578), published as Appendices II, VI, VII, 
and VIII in Michael Barkham Huxley, "Las 
pequeñas embarcaciones costeras vascas en el siglo 
XVI: Notas de investigación y documentos de 
archivo sobre el 'galeón', la 'chalupa' y la 'pinaza'," 
in ¡tsas memoria: Revista de estudios marítimos del País 
Vasco, No. 2,, ed. Soko Romano and José María 
Unsain (San Sebastián: Untzi Museoa - Museo 
Naval, 1998), pp. 201-222. While treating craft of 
marginally larger size, these contracts still have 
much to offer the study of the 24M small boat 
collection. 

670 AHPG, I, 2563 (1), fol. 124 (Motrico, 1539), 
published as Appendix II in Michael Barkham 
Huxley, op. cit. 

671 AHPG, III, 1779, fol. 33 (Orio, 14 July 1549), 
published as Appendix V in Michael Barkham 
Huxley, op. cit. The terms longor, anchor, and altor 
are used in this chapter in lieu of the terms esloria, 
manga, and puntal used elsewhere in this volume. 
Although essentially interchangeable, the notarial 
records cited in this section are consistent in their 
use of the former terminology. 

672 Details of which are excerpted in Michael Barkham 
Huxley, op. cit., p. 208 (AHPG, II, 3300 (2), fol. 62). 

673 AHPG, I, 2573 (2), fol. 12v (Motrico, 14 May 1545), 
published as Appendix III in Michael Barkham 
Huxley, op. cit. This supports our interpretation of 
how the keel length of the Red Bay ship was 
calculated, with the forwardmost point being the aft 
end of the keel-stem scarf (see Section 14.1). 

674 The height of the frame ends was likely controlled 
by a ribband tracing the sheer from stem to stern 
through a point marking the altor amidships. 
Fastener evidence suggests that this ribband was 
subsequently replaced by the gunwale after the hull 
was completely planked. The protruding frame 
ends would subsequently be trimmed off where 
they protruded past the gunwale. This last 
operation is detailed in F. Dassié, L'architecture 
navale (Paris: n.p., 1677; reprint, Paris: n.p., 1695; 
reprint, Sanremo: Pharos, 1994), p. 134: "Ensuite on 
met un carreau [gunwale] autour de la Chalouppe, 
qui est un morceau de bois de deux pouces ou deux 
pouces & demi en quarré par dessus le dernier 
bordage d'en-haut, & que l'on cloue au bout des 
membres, qui passe un peu au dessus du bordage, 
après quoy l'on scie les membres au niveau du 
quarreau." 

675 This might be expressed as "del codo del concejo 
desta villa..." AHPG, I, 2573 (6), fol. 18v (Motrico, 13 
August 1545), or alternatively as "...del codo que 
Domingo de Myranda maestre carpintero usa en su 
oficio de carpenteria...," AHPG, III, 1779, fol. 33 
(Orio, 14 July 1549), published as Appendices IV 
and V in Michael Barkham Huxley, op. cit. 

678 In addition, "the double-ended boat will not be 
pooped and the narrow stern will not force the bow 
under as will a wider stern" (Willits D. Ansel, The 
Whaleboat: A Study of Design, Construction and Use 
from 1850 to 1970 [Mystic, Conn.: Mystic Seaport 
Museum, 1978], p. 20). 

679 Ibid., p. 35. 

680 Ibid., pp. 36,132. 

681 Ibid., p. 37. 

682 The use of this sort of vertical flat scarf is clearly 
illustrated in the Portuguese shipbuilding treatise of 
Joào Baptista Lavanha (Joào Baptista Lavanha, 
"Livro primeiro da arquitectura naval," ca. 1598-
1620, éd. Joào da Gama Pimentel Barata, Étimos: 
Revista do Instituto portugués de arqueología, historia e 
etnografía, Vol. 4 [1965], pp. 283-4, Figs. 8a, 10). 
Prescribed as the preferred means of joining 
successive sections in a composite keel, as well as 
for making the junction between keel and stem, this 
particular joint can accordingly be identified among 
wrecks of suspected Iberian-Atlantic origin 
including the mid-15th century Ria de Aveiro A 
vessel; the early-16th century Highborn Cay wreck; 
the mid-16th century Emanuel Point ship; the late 
16th-/early 17th-century SJB2 wreck (thought to be 
the Portuguese nau Nossa Senhora dos Mártires, sunk 
1606); as well as the sundry ships and small craft 
excavated at Red Bay including the 24M, 27M, and 
28M vessels, chalupas nos. 2 and 3, and the lone 
barco. See F. Alves, E. Rieth, P. Rodrigues, M. 
Aleluia, R. Rodrigo, C. Garcia and E. Riccardi, "The 
Hull Remains of Ria de Aveiro A, A Mid-15th 
Century Shipwreck from Portugal: A Preliminary 
Analysis," in Proceedings, International Symposium on 
Archaeology of Medieval and Modern Ships of Iberian-
Atlantic Tradition: Hull Remains, Manuscripts and 
Ethnographic Sources: A Comparative Approach, ed. 
Francisco Alves, Trabalhos de Arqueología 18 
(Lisbon: Instituto Portugués de Arqueología, 2001), 
pp. 317-345; Thomas J. Oertling, "The Highborn Cay 
Wreck: The 1986 Field Season," The International 
Journal of Nautical Archaeology and Underwater 
Exploration, Vol. 18, No. 3 (1989), pp. 244-253; R. C. 
Smith, J. R. Bratten, J. Cozzi and K. Plaskett, The 
Emanuel Point Ship: Archaeological Investigations, 
1997-1998, Report of Investigations No. 68 
([Pensacola]: Archaeology Institute, University of 
West Florida, 1998), p. 30; and Luis Filipe Vieira 
Castro, "The Remains of a Portuguese Indiaman at 
the Mouth of the Tagus, Lisbon, Portugal (Nossa 
Senhora dos Mártires, 1606?)," Proceedings, 
International Symposium on Archaeology of Medieval 
and Modern Ships of Iberian-Atlantic Tradition: Hull 
Remains, Manuscripts and Ethnographic Sources: A 
Comparative Approach, ed. Francisco Alves, 
Trabalhos de Arqueología 18 (Lisbon: Instituto 
Portugués de Arqueología, 2001), pp. 381-403. 

676 See J. Richard Steffy, Wooden Ship Building and the 
Interpretation of Shipwrecks (College Station: Texas 
A&M University Press, 1994), pp. 15, 244. 

677 The lines were taken directly from the reassembled 
chalupa before it was shipped back to Red Bay. 

683 This might be specified as "la quylla de roble de una 
pieça," AHPG, I, 2573 (6), fol. 18v (Motrico, 13 
August 1545), or else as "de quilla limpia," AHPG, 
II, 3305, fol. 10 (Zumaia, 17 March 1578), published 
as Appendices IV and VIII in Michael Barkham 
Huxley, op. cit. 
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684 The poplar futtocks of the master frame (M) and the 
oak futtocks of the first frame aft (1A) are the only 
matching pairs identified. This suggests that 
framing stock was subject to considerable 
intermixing subsequent to the initial sawing 
operation. This could have occurred in the forest, 
where the sawing operations in Gipuzkoa normally 
took place, or at any other stage in the ensuing 
transport and shaping of the timbers prior to 
assembly. 

685 Poplar, conversely, is more typically found in 
alluvial forests at lower altitude. It is often 
associated with elm (Ulmus sp.), a wood used 
extensively in the construction of the 24M barco and 
28M batel. These species may thus reflect the 
occasional and opportunistic sourcing of timber in 
closer proximity to the coastal estuaries where 16th-
century Basque ship and boat building commonly 
took place. 

686 Morphologically and functionally, these three floor 
shapes are analogous to the varengas calados, 
hurculus, and picas a tercias identified in 16th-
century Basque shipbuilding timber supply 
contracts as well as in the construction of the Red 
Bay vessel (see Section 16.1). 

687 As in the preceding note, these S-shaped futtocks 
can be equated with the genoles reboses, or "reversed 
futtocks" found in period documents pertaining to 
the timber supply for Basque shipbuilding (see 
Section 16.1). 

688 See Section 13.1. 

been provided with a small protruding "tooth" near 
the summit which establishes the height of the 
lower deck. Lavanha continues beyond what is 
relevant here in a discussion of small craft to detail 
two additional moulds for the second and third 
futtocks (primara e segunda apostura), each showing 
one of these teeth, or dentés, at either end. These 
served not only as gauges for projecting the various 
deck heights, but also as guides in the same manner 
as the covado for the proper articulation of 
conjoining futtock mould sections. By no means 
exclusive to Lavanha, however, these same teeth 
can be identified in Fernandes' drafts for large 
decked ships as well. 

694 Manoel Fernandes, op. cit. Both the forward and aft 
tailframes are depicted in each case, respectively 
identified as the ahnogama de proa and almogama de 
popa. 

695 Ibid., fol. 121. 

696 See Section 14.2 and Xavier Nieto and Xim Raurich, 
Excavacions arqueologiques subaquàtiques a Cala Culip. 
2: Culip VI, Monografies del CASC 1 (Girona: 
Museu d'Arqueologia de Catalunya, 1998), pp. 137-
189. 

697 "Flower line" is a corruption of "floor line," 
referring to the division between that part of each 
frame's shape that is contributed by the floor mould 
versus that contributed by the futtock mould - a 
division demarcated by the turn of the bilge. 
Plotting this point for all frames in plan or profile 
view reveals the "flower line." 

689 Such a mould could be repeatedly used in the 
construction of other boats of similar specification. 

690 These calculated frames can be identified as the 
maderas de cuenta described in the above treatises. 
Cf. Sergio Bellabarba, "The Ancient Methods of 
Designing Hulls," Mariner's Mirror, Vol. 79, No. 3 
(Aug. 1993), pp. 274-292. 

691 Manoel Fernandes, "Livro de traças de carpintaria," 
1616, ed. Manuel Leitâo as Livro de traças de 
carpintaria de Manuel Fernandes (Lisbon: Academia 
de Marinha, 1989). Recent survival of these same 
treatise methods (with the notable exception of the 
progressive modification made to shape of each 
futtock) has been ethnographically documented 
among Brazilian boat builders as described in John 
Patrick Sarsfield, "Survival of Pre-Sixteenth 
Century Mediterranean Lofting Techniques in 
Bahia, Brasil," in Local Boats: Fourth International 
Symposium on Boat and Ship Archaeology, Porto, 1985, 
ed. Octavio Lixa Filgueiras, BAR International 
Series 438(i) (Oxford: BAR, 1988), pp. 63-86. 

692 Manoel Fernandes, op. cit. 

693 Although found in the context of a three-decked 
ship, a comparable mould configuration can be 
identified in Joào Baptista Lavanha, op. cit., p. 281, 
Figs. 4, 5. This similarly depicts a forma da caverna 
and forma do braço marked reciprocally where they 
would communicate at the covado. The floor mould 
also exhibits a second reference mark indicative of 
the vessel centre line, while the futtock mould has 

698 This constant relationship suggests that the position 
of the wrunghead and the turn of the bilge were 
both indicated on the master mould and reported 
directly to the calculated frames. It also implies that 
a reasonable indication of the rising and narrowing 
could alternatively be obtained by adopting the 
wrunghead as the point of reference. 

699 Cf. Éric Rieth, Le maître-gabarit, la tablette et le 
trébuchet: Essai sur la conception non-graphique des 
carènes du moyen âge au XX' siècle (Paris: Éditions du 
CTHS, 1996). The narrowing of the "flat floor" is 
particularly well documented in the discussion of 
the Culip VI wreck. The "flower line" can be 
identified as "la ligne du plat" or "la ligne 
d'escoue." 

700 Cf. Section 13.1 and Éric Rieth, ibid., p. 145. The use 
of graminhos in the design of small craft is well 
established in Manoel Fernandes, op. cit, and is 
likewise demonstrated in John Patrick Sarsfield, op. 
cit. 

701 In some respects, this would resemble a late 19th-
century moulding method from Provence known as 
"Gabarit de St. Joseph" which makes use of a 
similar mould rotation. Cf. Éric Rieth, ibid., p.166. 

702 The distance separating the chalupas tailframes 
represents slightly less than half of the overall hull 
length, a ratio that compares favourably to the 
observations of John Patrick Sarsfield, op. cit, p. 79, 
as well as the drafts for two fragatas found in 
Manoel Fernandes, op. cit., fol. 133-134. In general, 
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however, the calculated frames bracketed by the 
almogamas typically constitute a greater portion of 
the overall hull length. 

703 Indeed, this practice was ethnographically 
identified by Sarsfield who in the course of his 
firsthand observation of Brazilian boat builders, 
documented the adaptation of a boat's futtock 
mould in deriving those frame shapes coming 
forward and aft of the almogamas, (John Patrick 
Sarsfield, op. cit, p. 68). This was performed in 
conjunction with ribbands extending the full length 
of the hull. 

704 It is hard to say whether the stem and sternpost 
rabbets were similarly cut using the frame moulds 
as patterns or if they simply conform to the shape of 
the surrounding timber. As possible evidence of the 
latter, the forward rabbet consistently takes up 
precisely half the stem timber's moulded face. No 
such rule of thumb is perceptible in the case of the 
sternpost. 

705 Cf. Richard A. Barker, "Design in the Dockyards, 
about 1600," in Carvel Construction Technique, 
Skeleton-First, Shell-First: Fifth International 
Symposium on Boat and Ship Archaeology, Amsterdam, 
1988, ed. Reinder Reinders and Kees Paul, Oxbow 
Monograph 12 (Oxford: Oxbow Books, 1991), 
pp. 61-69. 

706 The method is called trébuchement in French and 
espalhamento in Portuguese. The latter is explicitly 
mentioned throughout Manoel Fernandes, op. cit., 
and in Figure 22.21 is most clearly evident in the 
almogama de popa. Relative to its orientation in the 
master frame, the futtock mould has been tipped 
outward from the covado marking the turn of the 
bilge. This particular example is explored more 
thoroughly in Eric Rieth, "À propos du terme 
Espalhamento chez Manoel Fernandes (1616)," 
Neptunio, Vol. 203, No. 3 (1996), pp. 33-40. 

707 TT1788. 

708 Interestingly, the relative homogeneity of wood 
species adopted for the chalupas planking contrasts 
with the more eclectic timber selection observed for 
the frames. Both appear to reflect original 
construction. Several explanations may be 
advanced to account for this discrepancy. In the 
case of the frames, the requirement for specific 
curvatures (given the particular dictates of the 
chalupa's sophisticated system of geometrical frame 
design) may have encouraged the builder to 
entertain the use of otherwise marginal wood 
species where these yielded branches of more 
suitable shape. The functional demands of 
planking, on the other hand, may have placed much 
greater emphasis on the material properties of oak, 
which may have been preferred for its superior 
strength, resistance to rot and splitting, torsional 
stability, and responsiveness to heat bending. 

709 Polysulphide rubber moulds and resin casts were 
made of TT 494, TT 551, TT 553, TT 1633, TT 1634, 
and TT 1640/1652, preserving many of the tool 
marks as they appeared when the planks were first 
excavated. 

710 When drilling with a gimlet, countersinks provided 
a suitable pilot hole and discouraged the plank from 
splitting. Pitch would also accumulate in these 
cavities, protecting the iron fastenings from 
corrosion. 

711 The three samples are identified as 24M8M20-1, 
24M10N22-1, and 24M6M16-1, respectively. A 
caulking sample taken from the sternpost of the Red 
Bay ship likewise proved to be Gramineae 
(24M8L20-1) as did two short fragments of hawser-
laid rope recovered from the mid-16th-century 
Emanuel Point ship (R. C. Smith, J. Spirek, J. Bratten 
and D. Scott-Ireton, The Emanuel Point Ship: 
Archaeological Investigations, 1992-1995, Preliminary 
Report [(Tallahassee): Bureau of Archaeological 
Research, Division of Historical Resources, Florida 
Department of State: 1999], p. 91). 

712 In the glossary of his late 16th-century treatise on 
shipbuilding and seafaring, Diego Garcia de Palacio 
refers to the use of esparto grass (esparto) as an 
alternative to hemp (cáñamo) in the making of ships' 
anchor cables, the term estrenques being used to 
distinguish the former variety from the latter, 
known simply as cables (Diego García de Palacio, 
Instrucion náutica, para el buen uso, y regimiento de las 
naos [Mexico: Pedro Ocharte, 1587; reprint as 
Instrucción náutica para navegar, Madrid: Ediciones 
Cultura Hispánica, 1944]. pp. 137,142). Likewise, a 
notarised equipment inventory for the caravel Santa 
Cruz, forming part of Columbus' third expedition to 
the New World in 1498, stipulates that the ship's 
boat was to be furnished with an anchor cable made 
of esparto "con su cabo de esparto e un rrezon 
[grapnel] de hierro," Archivo general de Indias. 
Sevilla, Contratación, 3249, fol. 181r (1498), 
published in facsimile, transcription, and 
translation in Denise C. Lakey, "Appendix D: 
Inventories of Niña and Santa Cruz," in Roger C. 
Smith, Vanguard of Empire: Ships of Exploration in the 
Age of Columbus (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1993), pp. 239-256. It stands to reason that old 
esparto cables would have been untwisted and 
reused as caulking in the same manner that oakum 
was salvaged from old hemp rope. Interestingly, 
esparto grass is still occasionally used in Europe to 
seal pipe joints and fittings. 

713 See Section 18.1. 

714 F. Dassié, op. cit., p. 133. 

715 Howard I. Chapelle, Boatbuilding: A Complete 
Handbook of Wooden Boat Construction (New York: W. 
W. Norton & Co., 1969), p. 300. Notably, the 
garboard strake from chalupa no. 2 is shaped in this 
more customary manner. 

716 John Gardner, Building Classic Small Craft: Volume 1 
(Camden, Maine: International Marine Publishing 
Co., 1984), p. 225. 

717 This bending technique can be identified in the hull 
remains of the Red Bay batel (28M) as well as in a 
depiction of 17th-century boat building found in 
Ake Classon Rálamb, Steps byggerij eller adelig 
ófúngs: Tionde torn (Stockholm: 1691; reprint, 
Malmô: Ljustrycksanstalt, 1943); and reproduced in 
Jan Bill, "Ship Construction: Tools and Techniques," 
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in Cogs, Caravels and Galleons: The Sailing Ship 1000-
1650, ed. Richard W. Linger (London: Conway 
Maritime Press, 1994), p. 157. See also Francois 
Beaudouin, Bateaux des côtes de France (Grenoble: 
Éditions des Quatre Seigneurs, 1975), p. 127 
(showing an engraving extracted from Duhamel du 
Monceau). 

718 Cf. Howard I. Chapelle, op. cit., p. 389; John 
Gardner, op. cit., p. 175, 223. A rounded plane is 
generally used for this task. 

719 "Toutes ces embarcations ont un nable, ou trou 
percé dans un bordage du fond, soit sur Tavant, soit 
sur l'arrière, pour laisser égouter l'eau." (René 
Bélanger, Les Basques dans l'estuaire du Saint-Laurent, 
1535-1635 [Montreal: Presses de l'Université du 
Québec, 1971], p. 121). 

720 Howard I. Chapelle, op. cit., pp. 376, 388. 

721 The functional advantages of hybrid planking were 
apparently well appreciated by 16th-century Basque 
boat builders as this particular feature appears 
throughout the Red Bay small craft assemblage (in 
the remains of the barco, batel, and chalupa no. 2 
more precisely) as well as in several of the notarised 
construction contracts for pinazas referenced earlier. 
In the contracts the distinction between the carvel-
and clinker-work is underscored by the clear 
stipulation that different materials ought to be used 
for each: "e toda la otra tabla asta lo tinglado sea de 
buena tabla de castaño [chestnut] ...y las dos tablas 
de tinglado de arriba tengan e sean de buen roble 
[oak]," AHPG, I, 2573 (2), fol. 12v (Motrico, 14 May 
1545), and likewise "lo tinglado de arriba asy 
mysmo de buen roble y todo lo demás de la tabla 
sea de buen castaño," AHPG, I, 2573 (6), fol. 18v 
(Motrico, 13 August 1545), published as Appendices 
III and IV in Michael Barkham Huxley, op. cit. With 
respect to the Red Bay examples, it is worth noting 
that in no case were the futtocks "joggled" to better 
conform to the uneven interior surface of the 
overlapping top strakes. An archaeological 
counterpoint is offered by the remains of an earlier 
small craft recently unearthed as a result of canal 
repairs at Guernica, situated inland from Bermeo. 
Radiocarbon dated to the mid-15th century, the 
estimated 10 m to 12 m long hull was discovered to 
be entirely clinker-built with the frames carefully 
joggled to improve contact with the adjoining 
planks. A preliminary description can be found in 
Manu Izaguirre and Luis Valdés, "Avance de 
excavación del pecio del siglo XV de Urbieta 
(Gernika)" in lisas Memoria: Revista de Estudios 
Marítimos del País Vasco, No. 2. La construcción naval 
en el País Vasco, ed. Soko Romano and José María 
Unsain (San Sebastián: Untzi Museoa - Museo 
Naval, 1998), pp. 35-41. 

722 No traces of caulking were associated with any of 
the clinker-work laps or scarfs from the Red Bay 
small craft assemblage. That said, traditional clinker 
construction did often call for a wick of caulking (or 
'luting') to be laid in the plank lap prior to the 
strakes being rivetted together - occasionally 
requiring a luting cove to be fashioned in one of the 
plank faces to better seat the intervening caulking 
material. Cf. Peter Marsden, Ships of the Port of 
London: Twelfth to Seventeenth Centuries AD, 

Archaeological Report 5 (London: English Heritage, 
1996), pp. 24,186-195; Ole Crumlin-Pedersen and 
Olaf Olsen, éd., The Skuldelev Ships I: Topography, 
Archaeology, History, Conservation and Display, Ships 
and Boats of the North Vol. 4.1 (Roskilde: The 
Viking Ship Museum, 2002), p. 207. 

723 Howard I. Chapelle, op. cit., p. 444. 

724 John Gardner, op. cit., p. 27. 

725 Ease of repair was another consideration. Carvel 
planking was preferable given the relative difficulty 
of replacing lapstrakes. A smooth hull was also 
quieter in the water, and thus less apt to startle a 
whale as it was being approached. Willits D. Ansel, 
op. cit., p. 41. 

726 John Gardner, op. cit., p. 223. 

727 Each had a bearing on the cost, taking into 
consideration both the quantity of wood and the 
number of saw cuts that were required. 

728 In determining the total volume of planking stock to 
be supplied, different plank thicknesses were first 
converted to an "8 en codo" equivalent (see Section 
13.2). 

729 See e.g., AHPG, II, 3297, fol. 7v (Zumaia, 18 March 
1550); AHPG, III, 366, fol. 115 (Fuenterrabía, 13 
April 1557). This group of documents shows subtle 
variation in terms of the plank thicknesses adopted 
in the construction of different vessels, as well as a 
distinction between that used above and below the 
waterline on any given hull: "la tabla que la dicha 
pinaça a de aver desde la quyla de la dicha pinaça 
hasta donde le tocare la mar a la dicha pinaça 
despues de botada de treze en codo y lo demas 
restante hasta todo el conplimiento de la dicha 
pinaça de quatorze en codo," AHPG, III, 1779, fol. 
33 (Orio, 14 July 1549); published as Appendices V, 
VI and VII in Michael Barkham Huxley, op. cit. 

730 ".. .que la tabla que hubiere en el dicho monte para 
chalupas a precio de diez maravedís, cada codo, de 
la suerte que el dicho Juan Lopez de Yrure le 
pudiere que siendo tabla de chalupas a de ser de 
diez y siete codos," AHPG, II, 3314, fol. 183-184 
(Guetaria, 22 June 1586), reprinted in Section 22.8, 
Appendix V. 

731 In truth, it would be unrealistic to expect 
measurements to much exceed 38 cm given that 
planks this size would prove prohibitively difficult 
to hang. 

732 Policarpo de Balzola, Tablas de correspondencia de 
todas la pesas y medidas de Guipúzcoay las principales 
del extranjero con las del sistema métrico (Donostia-San 
Sebastian: Diputación Foral de Guipúzcoa, 1853; 
reprint, Donostia-San Sebastian: Imprenta de la 
Provincia, 1917), p. 65. 

733 This may have encouraged the disarticulation of the 
two keel sections during site formation and the 
resulting twist observed in situ. 

734 The lone imprint in the lower lapstrake (TT 554) 
measures 20 mm by 20 mm, while the three in the 
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binder strake (TT 558/1635) measure 17 mm by 
20 mm, 15 mm by 25 mm, and 20 mm by 20 mm, 
respectively. The rove that secured the vertical scarf 
in the portside sheer strake is found in TT 494. 

735 This reflects an assortment of 16 large-gauge nails 
(at 36 g each), 483 medium-gauge nails (at 22 g 
each), 295 small-gauge nails (at 16 g), and 83 roves 
(at 9 g each) for a total of 16.669 kg or 33.88 libras. If 
specifically treated in historical terms, however, the 
same number of nails (and roves) appraised at their 
15/libra, 20/libra, and 30///bra (and 55/libra) 
equivalents would represent roughly 3614- libras in 
all. 

736 The forward section comprises TT 1692, TT 1691, 
and TT 1631, and the aft section TT 1623 and 
TT 1602, fore to aft respectively. The trailing end of 
the latter section is missing, TT 1602 having broken 
just short of the 8th frame aft. 

737 These holes suggest a similar futtock spacing for the 
other boat, this in the order of 38 cm to 42 cm. 

738 TT 1637, TT 1636, TT 1689, and TT 1625, fore to aft. 
Two additional fragments with similar scantlings, 
TT 1693 and TT 1678, may come from the aft 
section. Unfortunately they are badly splintered and 
non-mending, and do not yield sufficient fastener 
evidence to situate them in the hull. Moreover, the 
surviving surfaces do not preserve any trace of 
thwart notches. 

739 These measurements were taken from the 
reassembled chalupa. Distances were recorded along 
the vessels' centre line between the two extant and 
five remodelled thwarts. 

for the safety of the pack ice, Arctic whaleboats [in 
the 19th century] often carried larger tubs, holding 
altogether more than 400 fathoms of line, John R. 
Bockstoce, Whales, kc, & Men: The History of Whaling 
in the Western Arctic (Seattle: University of 
Washington Press, 1995), p. 41. 

744 Aingeru Astui Zarraga, "Kantauriko bragerodun 
ingurasarea, inportazioa ala bilakaera?," in Itsas 
Memoria:Revista de Estudios Marítimos del País Vasco, 
No. 3. La pesca en el País Vasco, ed. Soko Romano and 
José María Unsain (San Sebastián: Untzi Museoa -
Museo Naval, 2000), pp. 223-237. 

745 See n. 664. 

746 Cf. Michael Barkham Huxley, op. cit., p. 210. 

747 This amounts to 5.30 m on the port side represented 
by TT 1679, TT 559 (in two pieces), and TT 1680, and 
5.25 m on the starboard side made up of TT 1682, 
TT 1563, and TT 1699. 

748 The construction of the chalupas gunwale, fastened 
as it is to the outboard face of the futtock heads and 
rabbeted to overlap the sheer strake, finds exact 
parallel in the tarauier fishing boats of St.-Tropez on 
the Côte d'Azur (Francois Beaudouin, op. cit., p. 12). 
This interesting gunwale morphology has also been 
identified among the small craft remains recently 
excavated at Guernica in the Basque province of 
Vizcaya (see n. 721). 

749 In both form and function, if not size, the chalupas 
gunwales are analogous to the L-shaped wales 
reinforcing the Red Bay vessel's softwood castle 
planks (see Section 15.2). 

740 Garcia de Palacio specifies 1 Vi codos for the spacing 
of thwarts in both bateles and chalupas - the two 
boats required for the servicing of an}' ship at sea 
(Diego García de Palacio, op. cit, p. 107): "codo y 
medio de v[anco] à vaneo... y [la chalupa] 
emvancada por la forma del batel." 

741 The height and position of the thwart (too low and 
too far aft) resist comparison to the "warp box" 
typically seen on 19th-century American 
whaleboats. This structure amounted to a shallow 
compartment in the bow serving to stow a few short 
coils of the harpoon line - the live end attached to 
the irons - so the scope would pay out cleanly when 
thrown. Short vertical planks enclosed the box's aft 
end, these nailed to the forward face of the thigh 
board. 

742 TT 1759 and TT 1770 anchor the 4th thwart, port 
and starboard respectively; TT 1777 secures the port 
end of the 5th thwart; while TT 1753 was fastened to 
the starboard end of the 7th thwart. 

743 According to a 1555 whaling ordinance issued at 
Lequeito, each of these harpoon lines was to 
measure 70 fathoms in length, Mariano Ciriquiain 
Gaiztarro, Los vascos en la pesca de la ballena 
(Donostia-San Sebastian: Biblioteca Vascongada de 
los Amigos del Pais, 1961), p. 93. This was a 
specification for the domestic fishery, however, the 
lines used in the Terranova fishery possibly being 
much longer. As "bowhead whales frequently ran 

750 See n. 740. 

751 This pin hole may otherwise have accommodated a 
crutch for cradling the live harpoon(s) at the bow. 
This was a common fitting in the American boats, 
typically placed on the starboard side to support the 
heel end of the wooden shaft, the metal shank in 
turn lined off the port side of the stem (Willits D. 
Ansel, op. cit., pp. 54-55). A similar contrivance 
called a tolet fourchu, or forked tholepin, is 
mentioned in a 19th-century document from 
Bayonne excerpted in René Bélanger, op. cit., p. 123. 
A fitting at this location may otherwise have 
represented a fairlead or chock for guiding the 
harpoon line. 

752 Cf. Mariano Ciriquiain Gaiztarro, "Las primeras 
representaciones gráficas de embarcaciones del 
litoral vasco," Boletín de la Real Sociedada Vascongada 
de los Amigos del País, Vol. 10 (1954), p. 68. 

753 Eric McKee, Working Boats of Britain: Their Shape and 
Purpose (London: Conway Maritime Press, 1983), 
pp. 135-138. This includes a practical study of the 
ergonomics of rowing and pulling under oars. 

754 A plan for a fragata found in the Livro de traças de 
carpintaria shows clear evidence of single-banked 
oars (Manoel Fernandes, op. cit., fol. 133). This is 
revealed in the form of four tholepin holes 
staggered on alternating sides of the hull. As 
depicted, the pulling configuration offers several 
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interesting points of comparison with the chalupa 
evidence. The 12-cm wide thwarts (Vi palmo) are 
spaced on 98 cm centres (4 palmos), with the single 
tholepins situated 33 cm to 43 cm abaft the 
respective thwart (11/3 to 114 palmos), this for a hull 
measuring 178 cm (734 palmos) in moulded breadth. 
Note also the paired chocks forming the mast 
partner that would have impeded rowing from a 
centrally seated position. Cf. Humberto Leitào and 
José Vicente Lopes, Dicionário da linguagem de 
marinha antiga e actual (3rd éd., Lisbon: Ediçôes 
Culturáis da Marinha, 1990), p. 389, who consider 
the palmo de goa to be equivalent to 24.5 cm. 

755 This may have been influenced by the decision to 
approach the whale from one side rather than the 
other, with the harpooner and remaining oarsmen 
all repositioning themselves accordingly. This is 
hardly a provision unique to whaleboats, however, 
noting the detailed plan for a chaloupe depicted in 
Carel Allard, L'Art deBatir les Vaisseaux, et d'en 
perfectionner ¡a Construction; de les garnir de leurs 
Apparaux, les mettre enfunin, les manoeuvrer, &c. Avec 
¡a Coupe d'un Vaisseau du Premier Rang, les Devis de 
plusieurs sortes de Vaisseaux, les Outils & Machines des 
Ateliers de Construction, les Instrumens de 
Mathématique servans h la Navigation, leurs 
Descriptions & Figures; diverses Listes & Tables 
concernant la Construction, l'Equipement, &c. Outre les 
pavillons de divers états. Le tout tiré des meilleurs 
Auteurs Hollandois, comme Witsen, van Eyk, Allard, 
&c. Tome Premier (Amsterdam: David Mortier, 1719; 
reprint, Nice: Éditions Oméga, 1990), pp. 40-41. 
Representing the smaller of the two boats carried on 
board ship, this craft is clearly shown as being 
pulled by single-banked oars despite having 
symmetrical tholepins fitted port and starboard. 

756 24M6L19-7 was identified as white oak (Quercus 
sp.). 

757 La Sociedad de Oceanografía de Guipúzcoa, Untzi 
Arkitektura Euskal Herrian XIX eta XX Mendeak. 
Arquitectura Naval en el Pais Vasco (Donostia-San 
Sebastian: Gobierno Vasco, Departamento de 
Política Territorial y Transportes, Dirección de 
Puertos y Transportes Marítimos, 1984), pp. 78-79, 
96-97,121,189,190-193. 

758 That loose tholepins were indeed a recurrent 
problem associated with single-thole and withy 
based oarlocks is plainly attested by the equipment 
specifications for ship's boats found in the Álbum del 
Marqués de la Victoria (Juan José de Navarro 
(Marqués de la Victoria), Diccionario demonstrative, 
con la configuración, o anathomia, de toda la architectura 
naval moderna (Cadiz, 1719; reprint, 1756; reprint as 
Álbum del Marqués de la Victoria, Madrid: Museo 
Naval and Barcelona: Lunwerg Editores, 1995), 
Pis. 44-45. A vessel's lancha and falúa were each 
expected to ship a pair of mallets for the regular 
tightening of their tholepins: "una Mazetilla para 
apretar los Toletes" and "un Porrino para lo mismo 
que la Mazetilla." 

759 This detailed illustration, developed from a 
traditional model previously held in the collections 
of the Museo Naval (Madrid), has been reproduced 
in Collectif Albaola, "La traînière de pêche du Pays 
basque," Chasse-Marée: Histoire et Ethnologie 

Maritimes, No. 161 (June 2003), p. 29. Several early 
photos of trainera provided in this same issue 
similarly show tholepins penetrating all the way 
through the associated gunwales. The same can be 
said of an early photograph of a "batel con nasas 
para crustáceos" in the collection of the Archivo 
Museo Vasco (Bilbao), published in José Maria 
Unsain, ed. Itsas marruma: Viejas imágenes fotográficas 
del litoral vasco, 1850-1960 (Donostia-San Sebastián: 
Untzi Museoa - Museo Naval, 2002), p. 97. 

760 Francois Beaudouin, op. cit., pp. 11-13,155,161. An 
early photograph of a Corsican/e/iico; depicts this 
feature on p. 11. 

761 A similar collection of withies was recovered during 
the excavations of Skuldelev 1 and 3, these typically 
rove through internal stringers and external hull 
planks. They apparently served a variety of 
functions, both in anchoring the shrouds and other 
rigging elements as well as lashing down the cargo. 
Ole Crumlin-Pedersen and Olaf Olsen, éd., op. cit., 
pp. 62, 223. 

762 Diego Garcia de Palacio, op. cit, p. 142 : "uno solo 
[tolete] le ponen un mecate atado, y este se llama 
estropo." An alternate double-thole system with the 
oar bracketed between two closely spaced tholepins 
(instead of being bound by a strop) is likewise 
described (ibid., p. 156): "Toletes, ô escalamos, son 
los que ponen en el bordo del batel, ô chalupa de 
dos en dos, en sus agujeros, entre los quales meten 
el remo, ô haze fuerça contra ellos para bogar." 

763 The identification of this species was graciously 
provided by Fermín de Leizaola of Donostia-San 
Sebastián. The use of withies can also be identified 
in various photos of Basque small craft dating to the 
late-19th and early-20th centuries, reproduced in 
José María Unsain, éd., op. cit., pp. 83-85, 87-88, 97, 
103,155,194-195; Collectif Albaola, op. cit., pp. 27-
28. Today, oarsmen involved in competitive racing 
of trainera in the Bay of Biscay can still be seen using 
similar oarlocks made of twisted hemp. They 
typically carry an extra ring or two around their 
wrists for insurance against breakage, for mopping 
perspiration away from their hands, and for luck. 

764 The Album's frontispiece depicts a felucca with 
withies securing its oars in a single-thole 
configuration, reproduced in Michel Vergé-
Franceschi and Éric Rieth, Voiles et voiliers au temps 
de Louis XIV: Edition critique des deux Albums dits de 
jouve et de l'Album de Colbert (Paris: Du May, 1992), 
p. 70. Cf. Francois Beaudouin, op. cit., p. 161. 

765 S.v. "ersieau" and "tolet" in Etienne-Nicolas 
Blondeau, Encyclopédie méthodique: Marine (Paris: 
Panckoucke, 1783-1787; reprint, Nice: Éditions 
Oméga, 1986-1987), pp. 257, 770; PI. 8, Fig. 91. These 
descriptions closely match those of García de 
Palacio including the reference to the alternate 
double-thole system. 

766 William Scoresby, An Account of the Arctic Regions 
with a History and Description of the Northern Whale-
Fishery, Vol. II (Edinburgh: Archibald Constable and 
Co., 1820), p. 234: "The oars used for rowing the 
Greenland boats, are about 16 feet [4.88 m] in 
length, and ... fixed by rope-grommets to a single 
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thole, so that when not in use, they can be readily 
unshipped or pushed out of the boat through the 
grommet, as far as a stop on the extremity of each 
oar will admit, and then left to float parallel with 
the sides of the boat." 

767 Thanks to Hayward Rockwood from Hearts 
Content, Newfoundland, for this observation. 

768 24M6M24-33 (TT1761). 

769 The same arrangement can be seen in the tholepins 
and thole boards that appear in La Sociedad de 
Oceanografía de Guipúzcoa, op. cit., pp. 78-79, 83, 
87, 91, 96,192. 

770 Conversely, the evidence from chalupa no. 2 
suggests a more deliberate use of thole boards, their 
presence indicated in both instances where the 
gunwale survives in association with a known 
pulling position. In addition, a suspected thole 
board fragment was also recovered from within the 
boat's wreckage. Three other examples were also 
excavated from the shore trench: 24M190M16-20, 
24M198M7-6, and 24M196M4-4, the latter modified 
from a beech cask stave. 

771 As regards their possible shape, it can be said that 
the oars shown for the various small craft depicted 
in the 1679 Album du Ponant and Album du Levant, 
both attributed to Jean Jouve and reproduced 
together in Michel Vergé-Franceschi and Eric Rieth, 
op. cit., and Juan José Navarro, op. cit., Pis. 44-45, all 
exhibit a fairly rudimentary morphology. Rather 
than a broad rectangular blade punctuating the end 
of the oar, a long slender blade is instead observed, 
this formed by the loom swelling gradually along 
its entire outboard length. Although exaggerated, 
the appearance of a steering oar seen trailing behind 
the boat in the 24M graffito may be considered in 
this light. 

772 "For six dozen oars at thirty reales per dozen is 180 
reales ... For ten whaleboats..." [Por seis dozenas de 
remos a treinta reales dozena son ciento y ochenta 
reales.... Por diez chalupas para caza de ballenas] 
Archivo de la Real Chancillería. Valladolid, Pleitos 
civiles, Masas fenecidos, 260-261, caja 1045-1, s.f. 
This works out to an average of seven oars per boat 
(plus two spares overall), a number that we 
encounter again in the context of a 1622 contract for 
the purchase of a chalupa at Mutriku. This document 
specifies that the boat in question, destined for use 
in the domestic whale fishery, should come 
complete with its seven oars and harpoon line: "... 
una chalupa con siete remos y un estache entero" 
(excerpted in José Antonio Azpiazu, "Los balleneros 
vascos en Cantabria, Asturias y Galicia" in ¡tsas 
Memoria-.Revista de Estudios Marítimos del País Vasco, 
No. 3. La pesca en el País Vasco, ed. Soko Romano and 
José María Unsain [San Sebastián: Untzi Museoa -
Museo Naval, 2000], p. 96). While we can only 
assume that the steering oar has been included in 
the above figures, what does seem abundantly clear 
is that a total of seven oars must reflect the 
outfitting of a whaleboat being pulled single-
banked. Were it otherwise fitted for rowing, then 
we might expect this number to approach 13 
(assuming a crew of seven for a chalupa). 

773 The whaleboats in question are said to measure 
7.65 m to 8.30 m in length, by 1.70 m to 1.80 m in 
breadth, by 0.40 m to 0.45 m in depth. René 
Bélanger, op. cit., p. 121. 

774 It would appear that these oar lengths correspond 
closely to those used in 19th-century American 
whaleboats. Willits D. Ansel, op. cit., p. 61. 

775 William Scoresby (op. cit., p. 234) elaborates: "An 
oar is used for steering in preference to a rudder, in 
consequence of its possessing many advantages: An 
oar does not retard the velocity of the boat so much 
as a rudder; it is capable of turning the boat when in 
a state of rest, and more readily than a rudder when 
in motion; and it can be used for propelling the 
boat, in narrow places of the ice where rowers 
cannot ply their oars, by the process of sculling, and 
in calms for approaching a whale without noise, by 
the same operation." He lists its length at 18 or 20 
feet (5.5 m to 6 m). 

776 Generally, a proportion of 1:3 (inboard:outboard) 
represented the upper limit. 

777 José María Unsain, éd., op. cit., pp. 88-89. 

778 James A. Tuck and Robert Grenier, Red Bay, 
Labrador: World Whaling Capital, A.D. 1550-1600 (St. 
John's: Atlantic Archaeology Ltd., 1989), p. 48. 

779 Indeed, this feature appears to be a common trait 
among 19th-century American whaleboats. Cf. 
Willits D. Ansel, op. cit., p. 46. Note the herringbone 
pattern assumed by the planks. 

780 As with the thole board, it seems that one or two of 
the 1.7-cm thick planks may have been recycled 
from old cask staves. The wood surfaces exhibit 
severe cross-checking, a symptom shared by other 
oak cask materials recovered from the land site. 
Tracing and observations courtesy of Cathy Machias 
and James Tuck, Archaeology Unit, Department of 
Anthropology, Memorial University of 
Newfoundland, February 2002. 

781 Further indications of this particular floorboard 
construction were identified in Red Bay harbour. 
An almost perfect stand-in for the large notched 
plank in the Saddle Island piece is provided by 
TT 1435, a short notched timber excavated from the 
eastern shore trench (188T). More elaborate than 
this, however, is a complete floorboard assembly 
coming from the bow of the 28M batel. This exhibits 
a much broader shape overall, comprised of five 
planks and two cross pieces. The platform's sides 
have similarly been notched to fit around the 
futtocks of the three forwardmost frames. A direct 
parallel to the 28M floorboard structure is in turn 
offered by a fitting called a "paneta," which can be 
seen accompanying the lancha depicted in Juan José 
Navarro, op. cit., PI. 44: "sirve para ponerla en la 
proa déla lancha a fin de hazer alguna faena." This 
platform is likewise notched to fit around three 
frames situated up forward in the boat's head-
sheets. 

782 A similar configuration can be identified in a mid-
17th-century etching attributed to Reinier Nooms, 
this depicting a 1652 skirmish between a Dutch and 
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English fishing vessel. The latter has its square-
rigged foremast braced between a pair of carlings, 
both secured to the aft edge of a beam. Skirmish at 
Sea, published in Irene de Groot and Robert 
Vorstman, éd., Maritime Prints by the Dutch Masters 
(London: Gordon Fraser, 1980), Fig. 71. 

783 Raking the mainmast affected the trim by subtly 
shifting the sails' combined centre of effort towards 
the stern. Cf. Erik Andersen, "Steering Experience 
with Square-Rigged Vessels," in Sailing into the Past: 
Proceedings of the International Seminar on Replicas of 
Ancient and Medieval Vessels, Roskilde, 1984, éd. Ole 
Crumlin-Pedersen and Max Vinner (Roskilde: 
Viking Ship Museum,1986), pp. 208-219. 

784 La Sociedad de Oceanografía de Guipúzcoa, op. cit., 
pp. 85, 88, 90-91, 94; Francois Beaudouin, op. cit., 
pp. 158-169. 

785 Willits D. Ansel, op. cit., p. 48. 

786 The foremast step for chalupa no. 2 (TT 2407) has 
since been identified, this exhibiting much the same 
shape. 

787 More recently, Basque trainera fishing boats made 
use of a similarly recessed plank for partnering the 
foremast. In this case, however, a second plank with 
corresponding recess was fitted directly abaft the 
first, resulting in the mast being collared securely 
on both sides. This rearmost plank was generally 
left removable - with each end firmly encased in a 
specially rebated timber affixed directly atop the 
gunwale. Another configuration saw the partner 
planks secured at the level of the riser. The 
removable plank was lodged in place between the 
foremast, on the one hand, and a pair of 
neighbouring futtocks on the other. La Sociedad de 
Oceanografía de Guipúzcoa, op. cit., pp. 88, 90, 94; 
Francois Beaudouin, op. cit., p. 163; Collectif 
Albaola, op. cit., pp. 25-29, 32. 

788 Tightening such a lanyard may have involved the 
insertion of a mast wedge, the application of a 
Spanish windlass, or some other means. 

789 Cf. Willits D. Ansel, op. cit., pp. 52-58,143. This 
source speaks only of cuddy boards in the stern, of 
course, reflecting the evolved form and function 
adopted for structures in a modern whaleboat's 
bow (warp box, clumsy cleat, etc.). 

790 Michael Barkham Huxley, op. cit., pp. 208, 217-218, 
220-222. An early reference in English to these small 
deck structures is found in a colonial description of 
a whaleboat damaged by the violent thrashing of a 
whale's flukes: "Another [boat] has had the Stem, or 
Stern-post of about three Inches through ... cut off 
smooth above the Cuddee." Paul Dudley, "An 
Essay upon the Natural History of Whales, with a 
particular Account of the Ambergris found in the 
Sperma Ceti Whale," Philosophical Transactions of the 
Royal Society of London, Vol. XXXIII (1725), pp. 263-
264. 

791 See n. 672. 

792 Interestingly, these measurements reflect a number 
of the principal proportions defined in the 

shipbuilding treatise of Diego García de Palacio. In 
particular, the preference for having the length of a 
vessel's mainmast equal its esloria finds exact 
parallel. Likewise, the 4:5 relationship between the 
chalupas foremast and mainmast is an oft repeated 
ratio. It prescribes, for example, the relationship 
between a ship's bowsprit and foremast lengths, its 
mizzen-mast and foremast lengths, as well as its 
fore topmast and main topmast lengths. Diego 
García de Palacio, op. cit., pp. 94-95. 

793 This 6.90 m length would have permitted the 
chalupa's lowered mainmast to be stowed 
completely inboard atop the thwarts. In 19th-
century American whaleboats, however, the 
lowered mainmast was generally shipped well 
astern with a fair portion of its length projecting 
outboard past the post. Willits D. Ansel, op. cit., 
pp. 19, 22. This likewise appears to have been the 
practice among trainera fishing vessels employed 
in the 19th- and 20th-century Basque sardine 
fishery. Collectif Albaola, op.cit, pp. 24, 27. 

794 "...En los temporales abate el palo mayor, 
sustituyéndole el de trinquete, en cuyo lugar 
arbola otro muy chico, con una velita 
proporcionada que llaman borriquete" (Timoteo 
O'Scanlan, Diccionario marítimo español (Madrid: 
Imprenta Real, 1831; reprint, Madrid: Museo 
Naval, 1974), p. 536, s.v. "Trincadura"). 

795 A lateen rig would have been of dubious 
practicality in the context of North Atlantic 
whaling, being particularly unwieldy and 
potentially unstable. As for spritsails, as far as we 
can tell, the Basques never developed any strong 
cultural affinity for the use of this rig. 

796 When running before the wind, moreover, this 
configuration also allowed the yards of a two-
masted boat to be set on opposite sides of the hull 
(i.e., set 'wing and wing') in order to spill more 
wind to the foresail. Indeed, this may actually have 
been the impetus for offsetting a square yard to 
produce a lugsail in the first place, as much as any 
desire to sail closer to the wind. As such, the 
appearance of the lugsail and the adoption of a 
second mast in small craft in the North Atlantic may 
have been closely related, the former being an 
intuitive development from the latter. With respect 
to n. 127, shifting the mainmast over to port or 
starboard would have further improved the draw of 
the foresail. 

797 Willits D. Ansel, op. cit., p. 69. 

798 John R. Bockstoce, op. cit., p. 60. 

799 The Skuldelev 3 vessel presents a series of tack 
holes of this general description (Erik Andersen, op. 
cit., p. 209). 

800 Willits D. Ansel, op. cit., pp. 68, 74. 

801 Edmond Paris, Souvenirs de marine: Collection de 
plans ou dessins de navires et de bateaux anciens ou 
modernes existants ou disparus avec les éléments 
numériques nécessaires à leur construction, Première 
partie: Planches 1 à 60 (Paris: Gauthier-Villars, 1882; 
reprint, Grenoble: Editions des Quatre Seigneurs, 
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1975), PI. 38; Juan Carlos Arbex, "Embarcaciones 
tradicionales: La vela al tercio y los últimos 
pesqueros a vela del Golfo de Vizcaya," in Usas 
Memoria: Revista de Estudios Marítimos del País Vasco, 
No. 2. La construcción naval en el País Vasco, ed. Soko 
Romano and José María Unsain (San Sebastián: 
Untzi Museoa - Museo Naval, 1998), pp. 363-378. Cf. 
Francois Beaudouin, op. cit., p. 167. 

802 While a 16th- or even 15th-century appearance has 
been suggested by some writers, a clear sense of 
their justification is generally lacking. Cf. Peter 
Kemp, The Oxford Companion to Ships and The Sea 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988), pp. 502-
503; Manuel Leitào, "Beach-Seine Fishing Craft of 
Portugal: Origins, Development, Construction and 
Use Activities, Past and Present," in Local Boats: 
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23 CONCLUSION 

Robert Grenier 

Obviously, the aim of this general conclusion 
is not to repeat all of the conclusions pre
sented in each chapter of the report, but to 
highlight some of the methodological and 
scientific aspects of the Red Bay excavation 
and the various ways in which the project 
has innovated. 

As far as Red Bay's material culture is con
cerned, it should be noted that the report's 
coverage of this question is somewhat lim
ited in scope on account of the limited vari
ety of artifacts recovered from the 24M 
wreck in particular. Owing to the extensive 
salvage work probably conducted as soon as 
the ship ran aground, many of the mariners' 
personal possessions ended up in the hands 
of 16th-century salvagers rather than under 
the archaeologists' scrutiny, thus depriving 
the investigation into shipboard life of a 
wealth of information. Nevertheless, we 
have attempted to shed light on certain 
aspects of life on the vessel using the limited 
number of objects at our disposal. In the pro
cess, a study was conducted on the distribu
tion of shipboard artifacts and seamen's 
personal possessions, which revealed the 
presence of areas of activity that could not 
have been detected otherwise because of a 
lack of corresponding structural remains. 

Despite the relative paucity of the artifact 
finds discussed in this report, it should be 
stressed that from a material culture stand
point the Basques were major innovators in 
several areas in the 16th century. One such 
area was whaling technology, as witnessed 
by the methods and gear they used, includ
ing their famous whaleboats. They also 
made a number of innovative contributions 
in the field of metal working and, on the Red 
Bay vessel at least, employed a cargo stow
age method for which no parallel has been 
found to date. 

Without question, the most significant con
tribution to the study of Red Bay's material 
culture is Lester Ross's seminal monograph 
on the casks used to transport the precious 
commodity of whale oil from Red Bay to 
markets in Europe.827 Ross's in-depth study 
of the casks, augmented by the work of 
Charles Bradley and Brad Loewen, is one of 
the most important works written thus far 
on the ill-known topic of 16th-century 
coopering technology. Not only did it deter
mine the nature of the cargo of whale oil, and 
therefore the function of the vessel, but also 
provided insight into the way these contain
ers were transported and stowed. The study 
even allowed us to verify certain data on the 
ship's tonnage through experimental archae
ology, since it furnished the information 
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needed to build scale replicas of the casks 
that could be placed in the model of the ship. 

The need to provide archaeologists with as 
much corroborating historical data as possi
ble during the Red Bay project often led to 
the extraction of ground-breaking informa
tion from the wealth of archival documents 
analyzed. As a result, considerable light was 
shed on the historical and ethnographic con
text of the Basques' far-flung whaling expe
ditions, which were truly major capitalist 
ventures. The very best in men, technology 
and financial means were required for these 
endeavours to successfully face the tremen
dous risks entailed and quickly reap hand
some profits. At least, this is a portrait that 
emerged from the historical research, which 
reconstructed every aspect of the organiza
tion, financing, conduct and outcome of the 
ambitious expeditions undertaken by 
Basque whalers in Labrador during the 16th 
century in the very spirit of nascent capital
ism. The various historical research contribu
tions also provided archaeologists with an 
abundance of data that highlighted very 
clearly the leading role the Basques played in 
shipbuilding. 

The main focus of underwater archaeological 
research at Red Bay was the excavation of 
the 16th-century Basque ship on the site 
known as 24M. One of the first points that 
should be stressed in relation to this site is its 
nature and the consequences this had on the 
excavation strategy. The wreck of this whal
ing ship is one of the best preserved 16th-
century wrecks uncovered to date, with the 
exception of the Mary Rose and the Ville-
franche wreck. Its remains covered an area at 
least 24 m long by 16 m wide. Following a 
site formation process often observed in 
underwater archaeology, the ship's flanks 
had collapsed outward on either side of the 
hull's fore-and-aft axis and displayed differ
ential preservation, with the starboard side 
being much better preserved than the port 
side. Part of the stern of the vessel had fallen 
onto the back of the sternpost, covering the 
remains of a boat on the starboard side. 

The ship's break-up led to the superposition 
of groups of timbers that had remained fas
tened together and the dispersal of disarticu
lated timbers, creating a complex 
archaeological site. The study of this process 
is the subject of one of the sections of this 
report, which presents a novel, and even 

unprecedented approach to analyzing the 
formation of a so-called archaeological 
wreck. The section explains in minute detail 
the metamorphosis of the submerged hull, 
which, over the months and years, became a 
flattened structure, spread out like an open 
book, ready to yield its cargo of information 
to archaeologists; their on-going mission has 
been to transform this data into a much more 
valuable "treasure" than the ship's original 
cargo of whale oil, estimated to be worth a 
fortune in the 16th century. The vestiges of 
this cargo were mainly from casks that had 
remained on board after the salvage work, 
an operation that contributed to the break
up of this archaeological ensemble. These 
remains played an important role in the 
wreck formation process, forming a veritable 
"puzzle" of thousands of cask components 
closely linked to the wreck's history and 
vital to understanding the vessel itself. 

The complex nature of the underwater site 
and the challenges it posed can be more 
accurately gauged in light of the fact that the 
wreck was contaminated by archaeological 
material derived from onshore refuse. This 
situation stemmed from the site's proximity 
to Saddle Island, a zone of intense human 
activity relating to the entire whale-oil-pro
duction process. Other problems encoun
tered in the course of the field work were 
tied to excavating remains submerged in 
near-freezing water and, inevitably, record
ing the multitude of data that could be 
observed. 

Notwithstanding the massive amount of 
information that would have to be gathered, 
we felt that we had no choice but to record 
the 24M wreck as systematically and accu
rately as possible during the "first dig". This 
seemed to be the only approach that would 
take into account all the complexity and 
details of the archaeological site. The entire 
range of in situ recording techniques, from 
traditional planimetric mapping with a 
plumb bob inside a grid to photography and 
moulding, were used during the field work. 

The exceptional opportunity offered by the 
hull remains for documenting 16th-century 
naval architecture became evident very rap
idly, prompting us to make another method
ological choice. We decided to dismantle the 
entire structure timber by timber (nearly 
3,000 in all) and bring each one up to the sur
face in order to obtain the most thorough 
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and accurate graphic and photographic 
record as human and technical means would 
permit. In short, our strategy consisted of 
painting the most exhaustive and precise 
portrait possible of the wreck, with the result 
that by the end of the field work, we had 
compiled a substantial body of documenta
tion comprising thousands of timber tag 
logs, or data sheets on the ship's timbers, 
tens of thousands of photographs, hundreds 
of often very complex drawings, and so 
forth. 

No underwater excavations conducted prior 
to the 1980s had processed so many timbers 
with a view to creating a data bank that 
would afford the best possible chance of 
understanding a vessel's architecture and 
cargo. By the time the Red Bay field work 
was carried out, there had of course been a 
few archaeological projects involving the 
complete dismantling of a wreck. Some of 
these excavations were conducted in the 
Mediterranean under the direction of George 
Bass (7th-century A.D. Yassi Ada 1 site and 
11th-century A.D. Serçe Limani site, both in 
Turkey) and Michael Katzev (4th-century 
B.C. Kyrenia site in Cyrpus). However, 
although the wrecks uncovered on these 
sites were of major scientific interest for the 
history of ancient and medieval Mediterra
nean shipbuilding, they were not as well pre
served as the wreck of the Red Bay 24M 
whaling vessel. 

The difficulty and challenge we faced in the 
case of Red Bay was to record the thousands 
of excavated timbers in such a way that, 
years after the field work had ceased, their 
initial on-site positions could be reestab
lished and their structural relationships be 
determined. To that end, we decided to 
record all of the hull remains in logical 
groupings, or "sentences" as it were, and to 
then consider the timbers, or "words", that 
made up each sentence, individually. Once 
the recording process was complete, we put 
the sentences back together again, striving to 
find an order that would allow us to deci
pher their meaning and eventually recon
struct the message they contained. This was 
the mission of the "first dig", and its success 
was contingent on Parks Canada's tried and 
proven recording system, particularly the 
system's ability to ensure that the words and 
sentences recorded, to repeat the above anal
ogy, could be made into a coherent whole 
that would faithfully reflect the archaeologi

cal reality long after the actual field work. 
Did the system work? Did our conclusions 
hold together in the end? The answer is a 
resounding yes. Although we could cite 
numerous examples to back up this asser
tion, we will give only two. 

The first example concerns the confirmation 
of a rule mentioned by Diego García de Pala
cio in 1587 regarding the relative sizes of a 
nao's masts. According to Palacio, the diame
ter of the bowsprit, for instance, was to be 
the same as that of the mizzen mast. 
Intrigued by this statement, we realized it 
might be possible to verify Palacio's asser
tion, since we had uncovered the remains of 
the base of the bowsprit, including the foot, 
or tenon, designed to fit into the mast step 
mortise. Although we had not found the 
equivalent portion of the mizzen, we had 
managed to locate its mast step cavity, which 
should normally have mated with the bow
sprit foot. When we checked this theory 
using the carved timbers of a research 
model, we found that the tenon at the base of 
the bowsprit fit perfectly into the mizzen 
mast step mortise, as if it had been machine-
made. 

This example seemed to prove beyond the 
shadow of a doubt that transposing the 
archaeological timbers from the Red Bay ves
sel to drawings and then to three-dimen
sional objects carved at a scale of 1 :10 could 
provide an effective means of demonstrating 
the veracity of observations made by Palacio 
some 400 years ago. Furthermore, it testified 
to the precision of the data recording process 
employed during the "first dig". 

Another, perhaps even more eloquent exam
ple of the accuracy of the recording system 
concerns the foremast step of the 16th-cen
tury Basque chalupa that was uncovered 
beneath the wreck of the whaling vessel and 
reconstructed in its entirety for the Parks 
Canada Visitor Orientation Centre at Red 
Bay. The fact that we initially believed no 
traces of a foremast mast or even its step had 
been found during the field work seriously 
intrigued a Basque visitor to the Centre, 
Xavier Agote, who was specialized in the 
conservation and restoration of traditional 
small craft of the Basque country. In his opin
ion, the Red Bay chalupa, like craft of this 
type in his homeland, must have had a fore
mast that fitted into a removable step located 
at the base of the stem. A few weeks after his 
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visit to Red Bay, Xavier Agote sent us a 
drawing by a Basque ethnologist showing 
the step in question to be an odd-looking, 
partly triangular timber with a small square 
hole that could serve as a mortise for a small 
mast. The drawing showed very clearly 
where and how the step was generally 
installed, that is, at the base of the stem. 
Immediately, the piece looked familiar to us, 
very similar in fact to a small unidentified 
timber of the same shape, fitted with a 
square mortise. Moreover, this mysterious 
timber had been found on the site in the 
vicinity of the chalupa. We located the draw
ing of the timber in our files and discovered 
that it was practically a carbon copy of the 
one drawn by the Basque ethnologist. A 
three-dimensional replica of the timber was 
carved at a scale of 1: 5, or the same scale as 
a chalupa research model. When the repli
cated step was placed in the model, in the 
narrow triangular space behind and at the 
foot of the stem between the first frame and 
the inner surface of the stem, it fit into this 
irregular space as if it had been specially 
made for it. We were astounded. As in the 
example cited earlier, an archaeological tim
ber from the underwater site transposed to a 
scale drawing and then to a three-dimen
sional replica fit perfectly into a complex 
assemblage of timbers, like a word complet
ing an unfinished sentence. In this instance, 
it was demonstrated, 20 years after the field 
work, that the recording system used on the 
"first dig" could faithfully reproduce a 16th-
century archaeological reality and provide 
the tools needed to check this reality against 
ethnographic data as well as data derived 
from an experimental reconstruction. 

We can conclude, therefore, that the system 
works. Archaeology is a matter of meticu
lous, systematic recording by numerous 
excavators over a number of years. The data 
gathered in the process allow these same 
excavators or other researchers to scientifi
cally reconstruct over the short or long term 
the original content of a lost and fragmented 
"text", whose words and sentences have 
been placed at the disposal of archaeologists. 

For various reasons, the two main excava
tions of 16th-century wrecks undertaken 
elsewhere in the world at the time of the Red 
Bay project could not involve the same meth
odological choices as those made at Red Bay. 
In the case of the Mary Rose, a royal carrack 
with a much greater tonnage than the whal

ing vessel, the underwater excavation culmi
nated in the raising of the hull as a whole, a 
choice that inevitably precluded the disman
tling of its structural components and the 
recording of each timber. In the case of the 
Genoese ship excavated at Villefranche, with 
a tonnage similar to that of the Mary Rose, it 
was impossible to dismantle the hull owing 
to the material means available. 

The systematic dismantling of the hull of the 
24M wreck during the "first dig" was fol
lowed by the no-less systematic and con
trolled reburial of its 3,000 structural 
elements. The procedures employed to con
trol and monitor the anaerobic state of the 
reburial site have set a precedent in the field 
of underwater archaeology. However, the 
reburial technique used at Red Bay is only 
one of the many technological innovations 
introduced during the "first dig". The desire 
to recover as much information as possible 
from the surfaces and three-dimensional 
forms of certain timbers, other objects and 
even diagnostic elements that were hard to 
illustrate accurately through photographs or 
drawings, led to the development of a moul
ding program at Red Bay's field laboratory. 
After the field work, the moulds of all sizes 
made during the program proved invaluable 
not only as sources of data crucial to the 
"second dig" but also as educational tools in 
museum or classroom settings, where they 
could be used to show what the original 
objects looked like and highlight technical 
details. Another, unexpected result of this 
program is that the moulds of certain major 
timbers, such as a plank inscribed with a 
graffito, now constitute a more accurate and 
faithful record than the original timbers do, 
since the latter have suffered the effects of 
being moved, handled and kept in long-term 
storage. 

Most of the technological innovations made 
during the Red Bay research project, only 
two of which have been mentioned here, 
stemmed from having conservators partici
pate in the "first dig", both at the surface and 
under water. We do not know of any under
water excavations prior to Red Bay where 
the active participation of conservators was 
elicited to such an extent and became so 
essential to the success of the archaeological 
work. 

As mentioned above, our main concern dur
ing the project was to obtain documentary 
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material that would offer the widest possible 
range of data for understanding the architec
ture of the Red Bay whaling vessel, particu
larly in a scientific context where 
archaeological approaches to 16th-century 
Iberian naval architecture were still not well 
developed. 

A research method involving the construc
tion of a 1 :10-scale model of the 24M vessel 
based on both general and detailed records 
of the remains was adopted at an early stage 
of the project. First, a small-scale replica of 
each timber was carved using the drawings, 
photographs and timber tag logs made in the 
course of the excavation. Every detail, 
including traces of deterioration or damage 
and the orientation of treenails, iron nails 
and other fasteners, was reproduced. The 
hull was then reconstructed timber by tim
ber. This research modelling approach, made 
possible by the recording methods selected, 
was largely inspired by J. Richard Steffy's 
pioneering work on ancient, medieval and 
modern shipwrecks that had been excavated 
by George Bass and his colleagues. It is 
important to underscore the proficiency, pre
cision, rigour and intelligence with which 
Steffy has made model construction such an 
extraordinary research method in archaeol
ogy-

Since research modelling allows for infinitely 
renewable combinations of ship timber 
assembly patterns, it has created what can 
truly be qualified as an experimental archae
ological language intended to lead to an 
understanding of a ship's architectural sys
tem from the standpoint of both hull design 
and construction. From this perspective, the 
model of the Red Bay wreck can be said to 
have played its role to the full. Hundreds of 
hours went into determining the timbers' 
original assembly patterns and the original 
shipboard positions of displaced timbers, 
reconstructing the vertical angle of the ship's 
flanks, establishing the curves of its frames, 
and assessing and correcting each proposal 
advanced as often as necessary. During the 
months and even years the "second dig" was 
carried out, an increasingly complete and 
accurate silhouette of the whaling ship 
emerged, resurfacing as it were after four 
hundred years of oblivion under water. 

Each hypothesis on the construction of the 
various components of the model gave rise 
to new questions or, in some cases, brought 

existing ones into sharper focus. In a way, 
the actual building of the model generated 
new data that enriched our reflection on the 
whaling vessel's architecture and place in 
the history of 16th-century Iberian naval 
architecture. However, before discussing 
these two essential issues, we should explain 
the scientific context in which the Red Bay 
archaeological data were analyzed. 

By the 1980s, only a few excavations of 16th-
century wrecks of presumed or confirmed 
Iberian origin had been completed or were 
under way. The most famous include those 
undertaken on the San Esteban, Molasses 
Reef, Highborn Cay and Cattewater sites. All 
of these sites, except the last one, are associ
ated with the Caribbean space. The archaeo
logical remains uncovered on them were 
often badly preserved, with the result that 
the analysis and interpretation of the data 
they yielded furnished only very partial 
answers to questions about the characteris
tics of Iberian vessels. 

Three conferences held over the span of one 
decade provide a good idea of how research 
on this topic has evolved. Two of these con
ferences, which were held within just 
months of one another in the late 1980s, 
launched the discussion. The first, "Les Ren
contres Internationales d'Archéologie Sous-
Marine de Villefranche-sur-Mer", convened 
in Villefranche-sur-Mer in France, in Septem
ber 1988, compared data from two large 
early-16th-century vessels, the Mary Rose 
and the Villefranche wreck, with the data 
from the Red Bay 24M vessel, which proba
bly dates to 1565. Despite the "princely" fea
tures of the first two ships, whose tonnage 
was almost triple that of the humble mer
chant vessel uncovered in Red Bay, the latter 
was in no way overshadowed by the other 
two in terms of the quantity and significance 
of the data it supplied. A few months later, in 
1989, during the annual conference of the 
Society for Historical Archaeology in Balti
more, U.S.A., a working session on 16th-cen
tury ships provided an opportunity to 
compare, for the very first time, the prelimi
nary results of a number of shipwreck exca
vations, both completed and ongoing.828 

Importantly, Thomas Oertling defined the 
concept of the Atlantic shipbuilding "tradi
tion" using a series of architectural criteria 
identified on the basis of known archaeologi
cal data. While this was an important first 
step, numerous questions remained to be 
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studied and elucidated, including the 
"archaeological markers" that make it possi
ble to reconstruct the logic of a ship's archi
tectural system. For example, exactly what 
significance should be attached to the fact 
that floor timbers and first futtocks are 
linked by dovetail joints? Does this testify to 
the pre-assembly of whole-moulded frames 
or to the reinforcement of the frames' tim
bers, or to both at the same time? 

The first international symposium on the 
archaeology of ships in the "Iberian-Atlan
tic" tradition was organized in Lisbon in 
199g 829 ^ t mjg conference, which attracted 
over 100 participants, it was noted that there 
had been a substantial increase in the num
ber of Iberian wrecks excavated over the pre
vious ten-year period and that the 
chronological framework had been 
expanded to include the 15th century (on 
account of the discovery of the Aveiro A 
wreck, Portugal). Excavations aimed not 
only to identify "archaeological markers", 
but also to consider broader historical ques
tions relating to hull design methods, the 
concept of architectural tradition and the 
relationship between naval architecture and 
forest management. 

It was during the period between the Ville-
franche-sur-Mer and Lisbon conferences, 
which marked two important moments in 
nautical archaeology research, that the 
archaeological data from the Red Bay wreck 
were analyzed. In many respects, their study 
fostered the emergence of a kind of interna
tional laboratory, where archaeologists and 
historians had an opportunity to meet, com
pare hypotheses and explore interpretations 
in depth. This was no doubt due to the hull 
remains' remarkable state of preservation 
and the quality of the assembled archaeolog
ical data. These two factors drew research
ers' attention to the site, which was 
particularly well suited to the study of 16th-
century naval architecture. 

As in any research endeavour resulting from 
the excavation of a shipwreck, the archaeo
logical data derived from the Red Bay 24M 
vessel formed the basis of the historical anal
ysis. Once the necessary phase of identifying 
and describing the remains had been com
pleted, the data were interpreted with a view 
to establishing the ship's architectural sys
tem as a whole. To that end, it was necessary 
to compare the archaeological sources, that 

is, the Red Bay wreck and other comparable 
sites, with written records dating from the 
same period as the wreck. 

This involved meticulous examination of not 
only shipbuilding contracts, charter parties, 
insurance policies and trial minutes, particu
larly from Basque notarial archives, but also 
official records, especially in the form of 
ordinances, and major 16th- and early-17th-
century treatises on Iberian naval architec
ture. The authors of these treatises — Pala
cio, Oliveira, Lavanha, Fernandes, Cano and 
so forth — enriched our reflection both 
directly and indirectly as we strove to relate 
the archaeological data to their works. This 
intensive, ongoing dialogue between sources 
of divergent nature and content was not 
always easy. The type of difficulty encoun
tered is exemplified by the many hours spent 
defining the method, or rather the methods, 
used to calculate the tonnage of Iberian mer
chant vessels, and determining the value of a 
codo, which was crucial to comparing the 
dimensions of the Red Bay ship with those of 
other contemporary whaling vessels 
described in shipbuilding contracts. There 
was also the problem of establishing how 
many moulded, or predetermined, frames 
were normally found on ships of this type, 
since the number varied from one document 
to another. As well, there were the thorny 
issues of identifying the position of the tail-
frames and ascertaining whether or not a 
method called the joba had been used for 
moulding the frames located in the central 
part of the hull. 

This fascinating but difficult intellectual 
exercise of going back and forth between the 
written sources and the archaeological data 
involved constant evaluation of each pro
posal advanced, so as to avoid the risk of 
overinterpreting the data derived from the 
written records. As well, we always strove 
insofar as possible not to exceed the interpre
tation possibilities offered by the archaeolog
ical data, even if this meant leaving certain 
questions temporarily unanswered or pro
posing a number of different hypotheses. For 
instance, the main channel assemblies of the 
Red Bay vessel can be posited to have been 
located at one of two possible levels on the 
ship, i.e. the level of the main wale or that of 
the upper-deck wale, depending on whether 
more weight is given to the archaeological 
evidence, on the one hand, or to documen
tary sources and "architectural logic", on the 
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other. Similarly, the very identity of the 
wreck has been left open. Even though a 
good deal of archaeological evidence has 
been gathered in support of the theory that it 
is the San Juan, a Basque whaling vessel from 
Pasajes that sank in Red Bay harbour in 1565, 
the last definitive link that would confirm 
this identification is still missing. In any case, 
the uncertainty surrounding the ship's true 
name in no way calls into question its date, 
function as a whaling vessel or Basque ori
gin. 

In many respects, the architectural features 
of the Red Bay 24M vessel are similar to 
those associated with the "Iberian-Atlantic" 
shipbuilding tradition, which is becoming 
increasingly well known, particularly 
because of the recent excavation of several 
15th- and 16th-century wrecks in Portugal. 
Some of its features, however, diverge from 
this tradition. For example, one of the most 
original characteristics of the Red Bay 24M 
vessel's hull structure is no doubt the incor
porated garboards, whose varying angle 
over the length of the keel could have a 
major influence on the shape of the bottom 
of the hull. These strakes were carved from 
the same timber as the keel, using a tech
nique similar to that employed in building 
monoxylous craft. The use of this method for 
making the garboards raises several ques
tions, including why such an apparently 
"archaic" or "primitive" technology was still 
employed in shipyards that otherwise imple
mented a sophisticated production system. 
Was it for technical, economic or cultural rea
sons? 

Another feature, more difficult to discern 
archaeologically, is the method that was used 
to predetermine some of the ship's frames, 
that is, the moulded frames in the central 
part of the hull. Numerous analyses, which 
were verified over and over again, tend to 
indicate that Basque shipwrights employed a 
procedure where the frames' greatest 
breadth was modified by adjusting the over
lap of the frame timbers. This approach, 
which resembled a technique used in English 
shipyards known as hauling down, differed 
from that applied with the method called the 
joba, which involved tilting the futtocks out
ward. Obviously, this interpretation of the 
archaeological data raises a number of very 
novel historical questions, a main one being 
what prompted mid-16th-century Basque 
shipwrights to adopt shipbuilding practices 

that were different from those traditionally 
deemed, particularly in light of the written 
documentation, to be "Iberian-Atlantic" in 
spirit. The study of the Red Bay vessel has 
thus launched a fascinating debate, and the 
investigation of other wrecks discovered 
over the coming years is sure to furnish 
additional archaeological arguments for dis
cussing this question of major historical 
interest. 

A third distinctive structural feature of the 
whaling vessel is the relationship between 
the morphology and dimensions of its tim
bers — particularly its frames and hull 
planking — and Basque forest management 
practices in the 16th century. All of our infor
mation, both archaeological and archival, 
suggests that the timber resources of the for
est-lined valleys of the Basque country were 
harvested selectively according to age, size 
and shape, based on the requirements of the 
shipyards at the mouth of the river-based 
supply routes situated in these valleys. The 
Red Bay 24M wreck has revealed the exist
ence of a quite remarkable raw-materials-
management strategy in the context of the 
16th-century Basque whaling industry. 

On the basis of the foregoing observations, it 
can be noted that the analysis of the archaeo
logical remains uncovered in Red Bay goes 
far beyond the mere description of technical 
features, which, while necessary, would be 
clearly inadequate. Indeed, we have 
attempted, with due caution, to draw histori
cal and anthropological conclusions aimed at 
expanding and enriching the study of the 
history of 16th-century Basque naval archi
tecture. 

One last aspect remains to be considered 
before we conclude this discussion. The Red 
Bay wreck is that of a whaling ship of 
around 200 tons burden, whose particular 
function has multiple implications at eco
nomic and technical levels, relating not only 
to shipbuilding but, more generally, to 
Basque territory and society. However, 
despite its specialized function, the Red Bay 
ship was still a working vessel, built to brave 
the harsh navigational conditions of the 
North Atlantic, like so many other ships 
made in the Basque country whether for 
whaling or merchant shipping in the 16th 
century. In contrast to certain exceptional 
wrecks such as that of the Mary Rose, a large 
heavily armed carrack that reflected the 
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power of the King, the wreck of the Red Bay 
24M whaling vessel, testifies, like hundreds 
of other anonymous working ships, to the 
culture of a society that drew its subsistence 
from the riches of the sea and even the dis
tant waters of the New World. 

The results of the structural analysis of the 
Red Bay vessel have assuredly met and even 
surpassed the expectations of Basil Green-
hill, initially voiced in 1978 and quoted in the 
introduction of this report: 

It is possible therefore that the 
wreck in Red Bay may ... be of great 
importance to nautical archaeology. 
The structure of this ship may in 
fact be archaeologically more valu
able than any of the cargo. 

In our opinion, however, even Greenhill 
never imagined just how much information 
could be derived from this wreck. 

However, after reviewing the various com
ments about the Red Bay project and consid
ering its impact, through this report, on the 
field of underwater archaeology, there is one 
contribution that we believe is particularly 
important as a final legacy of this initiative. 
Apart from the innovative underwater exca
vation techniques and methods it has devel
oped, the new light it has often shed on the 
Basques' achievements as whalers, naviga
tors and leaders in the field of ship and boat 
building, and the fact that it has opened a 
new chapter in Canadian history, this project 
has demonstrated the crucial importance of 
the "first dig" in underwater archaeology, a 
phase that is essential, but irreversible if 
badly done. If this report can make the 
underwater archaeologists of present and 
future generations realize that no underwa
ter archaeology project should be launched 

without a general work plan, appropriate 
expertise, and the technical means and sup
port needed to undertake the "first dig", 
whose success alone will guarantee the 
potential quality of the "second dig", we will 
be convinced that we have achieved our goal 
and the 20 years invested in the project will 
be justified. 

Obviously, much remains to be done to dis
seminate more information and foster better 
understanding with respect to Basque whal
ers and the role they played in this new 
chapter in the history of what is still a little-
known part of North America. Hopefully, 
historical and archaeological research will 
continue to shed light on the period of 
Basque whaling and the principal players 
involved, namely, the fishermen and mari
ners too often underrated or overlooked by 
history. These are the people that, as David 
Quinn points out, have been so poorly 
treated by official historians, because of their 
inordinate fascination with the silver and 
gold of South and Central America and the 
lure these precious metals exerted. One day 
perhaps, when our store of knowledge is 
more complete, we will be able to sing the 
praises of these "harvesters of the sea" who 
were much more essential to the well-being 
of Renaissance Europe than all the gold of 
Mexico and Peru combined. The role of the 
Basques, their ships and whaling techniques 
will then take on its full importance, and the 
immense maritime territory known as Terra-
nova, its coastal regions and fishing banks, 
will at last be recognized as the true "bread
basket" of burgeoning 16th-century Europe. 
Ultimately, it will be understood why so 
many more ships began to set sail for the 
marine-resource-rich waters on the northeast 
coast of the Atlantic in the mid-1500s. What 
more fitting tribute for Terranova and the 
Basques! 
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24 EPILOGUE 

Cindy Gibbons 

When 16th-century Basque sites were first 
discovered in 1977 and 1978 at Red Bay, the 
community was in its heyday. Cod, salmon 
and herring were being processed at the 
flourishing fish plant, an extension was 
planned for the community wharf and prac
tically everyone in town had a job. In all 
honesty, most residents of Red Bay barely 
noticed that an extraordinary historical and 
archaeological story had begun to unfold in 
the busy little fishing harbour. Without a 
doubt, most townsfolk were far too busy 
making a living to be concerned about 
events of 400 years ago! 

While the initial community reaction to the 
discoveries was not overwhelming, the Red 
Bay archaeological projects proved to have a 
lasting, positive effect on the village, in par
ticular on Red Bay's young people. Many of 
us found summer employment working 
with the archaeology teams of Parks Canada 
and Memorial University. In fact, my first 
job was in the Parks Canada field laboratory. 
It was an experience that has shaped my 
professional life. Suddenly, a whole new 
world opened up as I worked alongside 
archaeologists, historians and other profes
sionals and students. It can safely be said 
that many of Red Bay's youth of the 1970s 
and 1980s have pursued paths that they 
would never have followed had the wreck 

and terrestrial archaeological sites not been 
found. 

Good times in Red Bay would not last, how
ever. Through the 1980s a variety of factors 
were on a collision course that would lead to 
the collapse of the cod and other fish stocks. 
Eventually this led to the closure of the fish
eries that had brought our ancestors to 
Labrador a century and a half ago. 

By a strange twist of fate, the fishery col
lapse of the early 1990s coincided with Parks 
Canada's development of Red Bay as a 
National Historic Site of Canada. The 
archaeological discoveries had already led 
to a nascent tourism industry in the Labra
dor Straits region. Accommodations, food 
services and other sectors of the hospitality 
industry were improving and the people of 
the region were exploring ways to capitalize 
on the Basque history as well as other 
aspects of the vast cultural heritage of the 
area. 

The presentation of Red Bay to residents and 
visitors as a site of interest and importance 
began as early as September 1977 when 
Selma Barkham assembled a small exhibit. 
During the early 1980s the two archaeologi
cal teams displayed artifacts and photo
graphs of the excavations to visitors in their 
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respective field laboratories. For a time dur
ing the 1990s, the Town of Red Bay devel
oped and operated an Interpretation Centre 
that focused on the ongoing terrestrial 
archaeology at Red Bay. As that work scaled 
down, Parks Canada began extensive work 
at Red Bay to fully interpret the story of 
16th-century Basque whaling in Canada. 
Between 1996-1997 an interpretive trail was 
constructed on Saddle Island. In 1997 the 
Parks Canada Visitor Orientation Centre 
was built and opened to the public the fol
lowing year. The old community Interpreta
tion Centre was renovated between 1999-
2000 and re-opened as Parks Canada's Visi
tor Interpretation Centre in the summer of 
2000. The official opening of Red Bay 
National Historic Site of Canada took place 
on July 29, 2000. 

During 20 years of tourism development at 
Red Bay, the number of visitors has 
increased to approximately 10,000 per year. 
The vast majority of these are from central 
and eastern Canada as well as the northeast
ern United States. The number of interna
tional visitors, however, has been increasing 
gradually over the last five years, due in no 
small part to the international profile of the 
Red Bay wrecks and the example they pro
vide for "best practice" in preserving under
water cultural heritage. 

As the tourism industry in this region grows 
slowly but steadily, Parks Canada has 
formed valuable partnerships with the 

Town of Red Bay, the Labrador Straits His
torical Development Corporation and others 
to ensure that resources and infrastructure 
are in place for continued, sustainable tour
ism development. 

Today, Red Bay is poised on the verge of fur
ther international recognition. In addition to 
the underwater site's stature, in 2004 the 
Government of Canada placed Red Bay on 
Canada's Tentative List for World Heritage 
Sites that will be put forward for nomination 
to the UNESCO World Heritage List. The 
excitement generated by this announce
ment was heightened by the discovery of yet 

Figure 24.1.1: Parks 
Canada Underwater 
Archaeology Service 
dive boat Red Bay 
over the wreck of a 
fourth 16th-century 
Basque whaler at Red 
Bay (site 72M), July 
2005. The Red Bay 
National Historic Site 
of Canada Visitor 
Orientation Center is 
visible in the back
ground atop the hill. 
(Photo: M.-A. Bernier, 
Parks Canada; 72M-
65W). 

Figure 24.1.2: Test 
excavations of the 
mainmast step area 
of the 72M site, 
July 2005. (Photo: 
M.-A. Bernier, 
Parks Canada; 
72M-204W). 
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another Basque shipwreck at Red Bay in 
2004 (Figs. 24.1.1, 24.1.2). Parks Canada 
underwater archaeologists came across the 
wreck during DNA sampling of whalebones 
lying on the harbour bottom. Another poi
gnant development has been the construc
tion in the Basque country of a replica of one 
of the 16th-century Basque chalupas discov
ered in Red Bay. This replica with its mod
ern-day Basque crew arrived at Red Bay in 
July 2006 after an epic voyage from Quebec 
City through the four Maritime provinces. 
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It is generally accepted that the growing 
tourism industry in the region will never 
replace the lost fisheries. The economic 
potential of tourism, however, as symbol
ized by Red Bay National Historic Site of 
Canada, has prevented this community and 
others in the region from succumbing to the 
fate of many isolated fishing communities in 
Newfoundland and Labrador. 
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Robert Grenier, director of the project, was born 
in Trois-Rivières, Québec, in 1937. Following the 
completion of an MA in Classics at Laval 
University, he started his archaeological field 
training with Parks Canada at the Fortress of 
Louisbourg in 1963. That year, he learned to dive 
and embarked on an underwater archaeology 
career. In 1968, he completed his underwater 
field training on the Kyrenia Wreck Project, in 
Cyprus. He joined the nascent underwater 
archaeology team of Parks Canada in 1969 as 
assistant-chief and became its chief in 1979. In 
September 1978, he led a small team to Red Bay, 
Labrador to find the wreck of the San Juan (1565) 
and directed the Red Bay underwater fieldwork 

there until its completion in 1985. He then assembled a research team and directed the 
ensuing research and publication program. Grenier 's passion and unwavering approach to 
the protection and rigorous management of submerged cultural resources throughout his 
career have brought respect and recognition from his peers. In addition to several national 
and international awards, he was made an Officer of the Order of Canada in 2004 for his 
pioneering work in developing underwater archaeology in Canada and abroad. As 
president of the International Scientific Committee on Underwater Cultural Heritage of 
ICOMOS/UNESCO, Robert Grenier played a significant role in deliberations held by 
UNESCO in Paris to develop the 2001 Convention on the Protection of the Underwater 
Cultural Heritage. 

In 1978 Parks Canada underwater 
archaeologists discovered the wreck of a 
16th-century Basque whaling vessel in Red 
Bay, Labrador, believed to be the San Juan 
(1565). This discovery led to the most 
comprehensive underwater archaeology 
research project ever undertaken in Canada. 
The shipwreck was completely excavated 
over eight field seasons, resulting in the 
accumulation of 14,000 diving hours in frigid 
water averaging 0°C. The structural remains 
of close to 3,000 timbers were recorded in 
detail through a process that helped set new 
standards in the field of underwater 
archaeology. This five-volume publication 
(actually five English and five French 
volumes) is the culmination of over 25 years 
of research by associates and members of 
Parks Canada's Underwater Archaeology 
Service. It describes not only the underwater 
archaeology as practiced at Red Bay but also 
16th-century ship construction, whaling and 
material culture studies. 


